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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This Draft Environmental Statement--Operating Phase was prepared by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,_0ffice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (the
staff).

1. .This action is administrative.

2. The' proposed action is'the issuance of operating licenses to the '

Mississippi Power and Light Company, Middle South Energy, Inc., and South
Mississippi Electric Power Association (the applicants) for the startup
and operation of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units l' and 2 (Docket
Nos. 50-416 and 50-417) (the Station), located on the Mississippi River

.in Claiborne County, about 25 miles south of Vicksburg, Mississippi.
iUnits 1 and 2 will each employ a boiling-water reactor (BWR) to produce

up to 3833 megawatts thermal (MWt). For each unit a steam
turbine generator will use this heat to provide a gross electrical power
output of up to 1306 megawatts electrical (MWe). The maximum design
thermal power level of each unit is 4025 MWt, with a corresponding
maximum design electrical power output of 1361 MWe. The exhaust steami

.

will be condensed by a closed loop cooling system including natural draft
| cooling towers. Makeup water for the cooling system will be obtained
! through three radial collector wells along the shore of the Mississippi

'

l River.

3. The evaluation in this statement represents the second assessment of the
environmental impact associated with the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
pursuant to the) guidelines of the National Environmental Policy Act of |

|
1969 (NEPA) and 10 CFR Part 51 of the Commission's Regulations. After

'

receipt of an application in 1972 to construct this plant the staff3
I

carried out a review of impact that would occur during the plant's'

construction and operation. This evaluation was issued as a Final
Environmental Statement-- Construction Phase (FES-CP) in August 1973.
After that environmental review, a safety review, an evaluation by the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, and a public hearing in Port
Gibson, Mississippi, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) (now U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)) issued permits in September 1974 for
the construction of Units 1 and 2 of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station. As

of April 1981, the construction of Unit 1 was 90% complete and Unit 2 was
24% complete. The applicants have applied for licenses to operate

1 andUnits 1 and 2 and have submitted (April 1978) the required safety
2 (ER-OL). The proposed fuel-loading date forenvironmental reports

s Unit 1 is December 1981. The staff has reviewed the activities asso-
ciated with the proposed operation of this station; the potential
environmental impacts, are summarized as follows:

a. A total land area of approximately 9.3 x 10 m (2300 acres) will be6 2

used for the Grand Gulf site. Construction-related activities on
2the site have disturbed approximately 1.4 x 106 m (345 acres). In'

f addition, approximately 9.3 x 106 m (2300 acres) are required for2

transmission line rights-of-way.
i
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b. The plant makeup water comes from radial collector wells along the
shore of the Mississippi River. Because water is not removed
directly from the river, no impingement or entrainment of organisms
will occur. The average plant makeup water use will be t

3 !approximately 2.74 m /sec (100 cfs). The expected rate of use of
3river water is 2.15 m /sec (75 cfs). The total amount represents |

1ess than 1% of the lowest one-day recorded flow of the Mississippi
River (Sections 5.3.1 and 5.6.1).

c. The thermal alterations and increases in total dissolved solids con-
centrations will not significantly affect the aquatic biota' of the
Mississippi River (Section 5.3.1).

d. Organisms drifting past the site along the east shoreline of the
river may become entrained in the discharge plume and die as a
result of thermal shock. Under worst case conditions, less than
0.5% of the total river drift would experience the elevated
temperatures. Thus, a negligible number of drifting organisms will
die as a result of thermal plume entrainment (Section 5.6.2).

e. Chemical and sanitary wastes discharged to the Mississippi River
will be diluted such that the concentrations will have negligible
impact on aquatic biota (Section 5.6.3).

f. There is no serious potential for ground-level fogging and icing due
to the operation of the cooling towers. The effects of drift on

,
' terrestrial ecosystems are considered to be insignificant. Although

birds may collide with the cooling towers on occasion, relatively
few deaths are expected each year. These potential collisions
cannot be regarded as a threat to bird populations at large
(Section 5.5).

g. The risk associated with accidental radiation exposure is very low
(Section 5.9.2).

h. No significant environmental impacts are anticipated from normal
operational. releases of radioactive materials. The estimated
maximum individual dose for a member of the public subject to the ;

maximum exposure will be very small compared to natural background
doses (*100 mrems/yr) or the dose limits specified in 10 CFR Part 20
(500 mrems/yr - whole body). As a result, the staff concludes that
there should be no measurable radiological impact on members of the
public from routine operation of the plant (Section 5.9.1).

i. Operational noise levels are not expected to be objectionable to
nearby residents.

4. This Draft Environmental Statement is being made available to the
agencies specified in Section 8 and to the public.

5. On the basis of the analysis and evaluation set forth in this statement,
'
3

I and after weighing the environmental, economic, technical, and other
benefits against environmental costs and considering available

! alternatives at the operation stage, it is concluded that the action
!

I
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called for under NEPA and the Commission's Regulations set forth in
10 CFR Part 51 is the issuance of operating licenses for Unit 1 and
Unit 2 of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, subject to the following

) conditions for the protection of the environment and in accordance with
the Environmental Protection Plan:

Before engaging in additional construction or operational activitiesa.
at the Station that may result in a significant adverse

i
environmental impact, that were not evaluated or that are

; significantly greater than those evaluated in this state:nent, the
|

applicant shall provide written notification to the Director, Office'

|
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

b. The applicants shall carry out the environmental (meteorological, |

radiological, and ecological) monitoring programs outlined in this
statement as modified and approved by the staff and implemented in
the Environmental Protection Plan and the Radiological Effluent
Technical Specifications incorporated in the operating licenses for
the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station. Monitoring of the aquatic
environment shall be as specified in the NPDES permit.

c. If harmful effects or evidence of irreversible damage are
detected during the operating life of the station, the applicant
shall promptly provide the staff with an analysis of the problem and
a proposed course of action to alleviate the problem.

References

(1) Mississippi Power & Light Company, Middle South Energy, Inc., Grand Gulf
Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2, Final Safety Analysis Report, Docket
Nos. 50-416 and 50-417, 1978.

(2) Mississippi Power & Light Company, Middle South Energy, Inc. , Grand Gulf
Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2, Final Environmental Report, Docket
Nos. 50-416 and 50-417, 1978.
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FOREWORD

ThisDrAftEnvironmentalStatementwaspreparedbytheU.S.NuclearRegulatory
Commission,.0ffice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (the staff) in accordance

.

with the Commission's regulations, set forth in 10 CFR Part 51, which
implement the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA). . This statement reviews the impact of operation of the Grand Gulf
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2. Assessments that are found in.this statement
supplement those described.in the Final Environmental Statement (FES-CP) that
wasLissued in August 1973 in support of issuance of construction permit for

.,

the' units.

-The information.to be fo'und in the various sections of this statement updates
'

the FES-CP.in four ways: (1) by evaluating changes to facility design and
operation that will result in'different environmental effects of operation
(including

.those proje.those which would enhance as well as degrade the environment) thancted during the preconstruction review; (2).by reporting the -

results of relevant new information that.has become available subsequent to
the issuance of~the FES-CP; (3) by factoring into the statement new-
environmental policies and statutes that have a bearing on the licensing
action;'and (4) by identifying unresolved environmental issues or surveillance
needs which are to be resolved by means of license conditions. (No unresolved
environmental issues or surveillance needs have been identified in this>

statement for the case of Grand Gulf.)

The staff r'ecognized the difficulty a reader may encounter in trying to
establish'tho conformance of this review with the requirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act with only " updating information." Consequently, a
copy of the FES-CP is attached to this Draft Environmental Statement as
Appendix I. Introductory rdsumss in appropriate sections of this statement
will summarize both the extent of " updating'.' and the degree to which the staff
considers the subject to be adequately reviewed.

Copies of this Statement are available for inspection at the Commission'sA

'Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20555, and at the
Hinds Jr. College, George M. McLendor Library, Raymond, Mississippi. Single
copies of this Statement may be obtained by writing to the:

Division of Technical Information and Document Control Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

|Washington, D.C. 20555 '

Joseph A. Martore is the NRC Project Manager for Grand Gulf Nuclear Station !Units 1 and 2. He may be reached at the address shown above or by telephone, J

(301) 492-8395.
i
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rssums

The proposed action is the issuance of operating licenses to Mississippi Power
and Light & Company, Middle South Energy, Inc., and South Mississippi Electric
Power Association (the applicants) for the startup and operation of the Grand
Gulf Nuclear Station (the Station) Units 1 and 2 (Docket No. STN 50-416 and
50-417). Each unit will use a boiling water reactor (BWR), and will have an
initial gross electrical output of approximately 1306 MWe. Condenser cooling
will be accomplished through a system of closed-loop natural draft cooling
towers. Makeup water for the cooling towers will be obtained through three
radial collector wells along the shore of the Mississippi River. The Station
is 1acated on a 2300-acre site about 25 miles south of Vicksburg, Mississippi
and about 5 miles northwest of Port Gibson, Mississippi.

1.2 Administrative History

This operating !icense review is the second assessment of the environmental
impact associated with the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2. After

receiving an application, in 1972, to construct the Station, the staff reviewed
impacts that would occur during the construction and operation of the Station.

'This evaluation was issued as a Final Environmental Statement (FES-CP) in August
1973. As a result of that environmental review, a safety review, an evaluation
by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) and after public hearings
before an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in Port Gibson, Mississippi, between
February and August 1974, the AEC (now NRC) issued Construction Permits CPPR-118
and CPPR-119 on September 4, 1974.

On April 28, 1978, the applicants submitted an application, including a Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and an Environmental Report (ER-OL), requesting
operating licenses for the Station Units 1 and 2. Those documents were docketed
on June 30, 1978, and the operational safety and environmental reviews were
initiated at that time.

As of April 1981, construction of Unit 1 was approximately 90 percent complete,
Unit 2with the reactor expected to be ready for fuel loading in December 1981.

was approximately 24 percent complete, with a tentative fuel-loading date of
August 1985. .

1.3 Permits and Licenses
:The applicants have provided a listing of environmentally related permits,

approvals, and licenses which are required by federal, regional, state, and |

local agencies in connection with the Station. This information is provided '

in Chapter 12 of the ER-OL. The staff has reviewed that listing and is not |
aware of any potential non-NRC licensing difficulties that would significantly I

delay or preclude the proposed operation of the Station. The Clean Water Act j

401 certification and the NPDES Permit (required by Section 402 of the Clean |

Water Act of 1977) by the State of Mississippi are prerequisites for the issuance
of an operating license by the NRC. These documents have been issued, and copies
are provided in Appendix C of this statement.

1- 1
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2 PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR ACTION.

. 2. -1 R6sume-
'

When the construction permits were issued,in September 1974, the staff concluded
that the Grand Gulf. Nuclear Statior. units should be allowed to operate to ensure ,

the reliability of service on the Middle South Utilities (MSU) system. At that |

' time, Units 1 and 2 were scheduled to begin commercial operation in January
1980 and January 1981, respectively. These online, dates were predicated on an.

expected growth rate in electrical energy usage.in the Middle South service
area of about 9.3 percent a year from 1972 to 1981. However, the actual growth
rate from 1972 to 1979 was only about 6.2 percent a year. This decline in the

-

expected growth rate of electrical energy usage is not unique to the Middle
South service area; rather, it is representative of a national trend, attributable
in part to higher prices for electricity, to conservation, and to an overall
slowdown in economic growth. One response by utilities has been to adjust the
projected expansion of capacity by delaying planned additions to their systems.
It is in this context that the applicants have delayed the commercial availability
of the Grand Gulf units. Current scheduling calls for Units 1 and 2 to begin
commercial operation in June 1982 and February 1986, respectively.

In this. Statement the staff evaluates the purpose and need for the Grand Gulf
units in the context of. (1) overall system production costs for generating
electricity; (2)-availability of alternative fuels; and (3) reliability of the
power supply for the Mid,dle South service area.

2.2 Production Costs

The. Station has been constructed to provide an economical source of baseload
.Since the substantial capital as well as the environmental costsenergy.

associated with construction have already been incurred, the only economic
factors that are relevant for consideration now are fuel costs and operation
and maintenance (0&M) costs (system production costs), because these expenses

,

'

will be affected by whether or not the units operate. A comparison of system
production costs with and without the Station available to the system shows
strong economic justification for operation of the facility.

The MSU system is currently heavily dependent on fossil fuels for generating.
electricity for its customers. In 1979, 90 percent of MSU's electrical energy
was generated by either natural gas or oil. The remaining 10 percent was supplied
by nuclear power (9.5 percent) and hydropower.(0.5 percent).2 The MSU system

has traditionally burned natural gas as its primary fuel, but in recent years
,

it has been forced to'use increasing amounts of fuel oil, which is more expensive. ;

In 1972, natural gas accounted for 88 percent of MSU's total electrical generation,
while oil accounted for 11 percent; by 1979, natural gas accounted for slightly
less than 57 percent, and oil's share was just over 33 percent.2 This rather
dramatic shift was not induced by economic incentives, because oil is signifi- |

cantly more expensive than natural gas. Rather, the shift was caused by gas-
supply curtailments which were imposed on the MSU system and by the fact that
much cf MSU's capacity comes from boilers which can be fired readily by either

i

gas or oil.

2-1
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Since MSU is heavily dependent on gas- and oil-fired capacity, and because gas
supplies to the MSU system are not adequate to meet its needs, the staff has
concluded that the replacement for any energy not produced by the Station would<

have to come predominantly.from oil-fired generation. This conclusion is con-
sistent with the applicants own assessment of the source of replacement energy
should the Station not be allowed to operate.

.In the. applicants' analysis of projected production costs, according to an
economic-dispatch logic, the annual projected fuel costs for the MSU system
are estimated on the basis of a specified mix of generating capacity and
projected energy requirements.3 Analyses were performed for the years 1981
through 1985, with and without the Grand Gulf units in service, and for varying
rates of growth in the amount of energy the system requires, to assess the
sensitivity of these cost estimates to load growth. It was assumed here that
the Grand Gulf units would begin commercial operation in April 1981 and

_

January 1984.

While the latest schedule slippage adopted by the applicants is not reflected
in those analyses, the overall staff conclusions will not be substantively
altered by this slippage. The results of these production cost analyses are
shown in Table 2.1. The values reported there represent MSU's estimate of the
annual savings in system fuel costs by having the Grand Gulf units on line
versus costs that will be incurred if these units are not allowed to operate.
The savings estimated for the 1981-83 period are attributable to only Grand
Gulf Unit 1; the 1984 and 1985 values reflect the fuel-cost savings that would
be realized with both units on line. The analyses assume that if the Grand
Gulf units were in operation in these initial years, they would have performed
at a capacity factor ranging from 65 to 70 percent. The analyses also assume

_

that the energy that would have been generated by these units will be replaced
almost exclusively by oil-fired generation, with from 2 to 6 percent of the
replacement energy in a given year coming from coal-fired generation. If the
applicants' official forecast is realized, limited supplemental energy from
outside the MSU system would be required in the 1982-1985 period.

After reviewing the underlying assumptions in the applicants production-cost
analysis, the staff has concluded that the applicants estimate of system fuel-
cost savings is reasonable, if not conservative. The conservatism arises because
current oil prices already substantially exceed the oil prices assumed by the
applicant for 1981-1985. Thus, the fuel-cost differential (and corresponding
savings reported in Table 2.1) is understated. However, the applicants capacity-
factor assumption for the Grand Gulf units during their initial years of operation
is probably on the high side, based on the experience of nuclear units in general.
If a lower capacity factor were assumed--on the order of 50 to 55 percent--the
savings reported in Table 2.1 would be reduced by approximately 20 percent.
Adjusting both oil-cost and capacity-factor estimates would result in somewhat
higher estimates of potential fuel-cost savings for the system than those given.

A production-cost analysis should also include the differential in variable
O&M costs between the Grand Gulf units and the units which would provide the
replacement energy. However, these cost items are quite small in relation to
the fuel-cost differential and would not alter the ultimate cost differential
to any meaningful degree.

,
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In addition, a decision to operate the Grand Gulf units will necessitate a
decommissioning expense once the units are retired from service. In Section 8.4.3
of the CP-FES, the staff discusses the different decommissioning methods available
and their estimated cost. For large BWR units (such as those at Grand Gulf)
the decommissioning cost per unit is estimated to range from $35 million to
$60 million (in 1978 dollars).

In conclusion, the staff views the applicants assessment of potential savings
as reasonable. The results would not be significantly altered if the demand
for electricity grows at a lower rate than assumed, because MSU's marginal
energy source would continue to be oil. Table 2.1 shows savings only through
1985; in actuality, fuel-cost savings would continue as long as the Station is
licensed and operating--a period of approximately 30 years.

The operation of the Grand Gulf units also will result in environmental impacts
and increased risk. These have been evaluated by the staff, and the findings
are presented sn Sections 4 and 5 of this report.. These impacts are small.

2.3 Diversity of Supply

Regardless of the relative economics of nuclear energy versus energy from other
sources, it is to the advantage of a public utility to have diverse sources of
power available. Any number of problems could arise regarding the availability
of fuel to generate electricity. For example, if imported oil were not available,
if further limits were placed on the use of natural gas as a boiler fuel, if
coal piles were to freeze, or if shortages of enrichment facilities were to
develop, too much reliance on one or two fuels--especially for baseload operation--
could necessitate cutbacks in power to the power-supply grid. Currently,
slightly more than 80 percent of MSU's generating capacity and 100 percent of
Mississippi Power and Light's (MPL) generating capacity comes from natural gas |

or oil.4 With the Station in operation, MSU and MPL would be better prepared
to meet unexpected changes in the supply of these fossil fuels. The fact that
operation of the Station will improve the diversity of fuel supply for the
service area is further justification for operation of the facility.

2.4 Reliability Analysis

Between 1965 and 1973, MSU's electrical energy output and peak-load demand grew
at average annual rates of 10.1 p'!rcent and 9.8 percent, respectively. Since
1973, these rates have slowed considerably, although they have remained con-
siderably faster than the growth experienced in the U.S. as a whole. For example, ,

!

between 1973 and 1979, peak load on the MSU system grew at an average annual
rate of about 5 percent, while for the U.S. it grew at an average annual rate
of approximately 3.5 percent. Comparable figures for electrical energy output
were 7 percent for the MSU system and 3.1 percent for the U.S. as a whole.

Current official projections for the MSU system call for average annual rates
of increase of 6.9 percent for both peak-load demand and net-energy-for-area
load from 1978 to 1988.

Table 2.2 shows MSU's reserve margins with and without the Grand Gulf units in
operation for 1981 through 1985. The peak-load-responsibility values reported
here reflect MSU's of ficial forecast for system-maximum hourly load, adjusted
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downward for firm purchases. System capacity reflects capacity owned by MSU
(adjusted downward for natural gas curtailments) plus purchases which are not

.firm. I

MSU has identified a 16 percent reserve margin as necessary to maintain minimum
acceptable reliability.5 This standard is consistent with the 15- to 25 percent
reserve margin guideline of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Thus i

based on MSU's current load forecast and capacity plans (as shown in Table 2.2), |
if the Grand Gulf units are not added within the proposed timeframe, MSU's !reserve margins will be inadequate.

However, the staff does not necessarily concur with MSU's finding that the
Grand Gulf units will be needed to maintain minimum-reliability levels. A
state-level econometric forecasting model has been developed for NRC by the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).6 This model suggests that the growth of

|thi demand for electricity in the states of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi !
will probably be significantly less than the growth projected by MSU; assuming i

equivalency between energy and peak load growth suggests further that MSU can
maintain reserves in excess of 16 percent in 1981-1985 without the Grand Gulf
units.*

The staff's reliability assessment adopts the applicants' 16 perch't reserve
margin criterion, and assumes that slightly more than 3500 MWe of r.n capacity,
other than Grand Gulf, will be added to the MSU system in 198 P1935 .c scheduled.
It also assumes that approximately 2000 MWe of purchased power till t a available
in the peak-use season each year. The conclusions of the reliabiM ty assessment
could be altered by unavoidable slippages in or decisions to delay any of these
subsequent additions, or by the uncertainty associated with MSU's reliance on
outside purchases for so much of its needed power. Finally, because the staff's
econometric model is aggregated at the state level and because the MSU system
utilities serve only parts of the states, the findings based on the ORNL model
are valid only if the growth rate in each of the service areas is the same as
the growth rate for the respective state as a whole.

The staff concludes that without the Station, there may be a reliability problem
by about 1984, however there are uncertainties in the forecast which could change
this, most likely to a later rather than earlier date. If a 16 percent reserve
margin is adequate, reliability is not found to be a primary consideration in
the timing of the initial operation of these units.

2.5 Conclusions

The results of the staff's assessment of purpose and need support a decision
to issue the operating license for Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 in the time frame Iproposed by the applicants. The fact of overriding importance is that the timely I

addition of these units to the MSU system is expected to result in significant |savings in system production costs. Furthermore, the operation of these units
will decrease MSU's dependence on fuel supplies of uncertain availability and
will increase system reliability.

*It should be noted that the ORNL model produces a forecast range for electricity-
demand growth, and the above result pertains to the ORNL base-case forecast.
At the high end of the forecast range, Unit I would be needed by the summer of
1984 in order to maintain reserves in excess of 16 percent.
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The operation of these units will result in increased environmental costs and
limited increased risk. However, these issues have been addressed in this
stateaent, and the staff has found the costs and risk to be small. Moreover,
if the Grand Gulf units do not operate, replacement energy will have to be
generated. This increased use of other power generation facilities will have
associated environmental costs and risks. Finally, although decommissioning
is identified as an incremental cost of operating the Grand Gulf units, it
should be noted that this cost represents less than 50 percent of the projected
production-cost savings resulting from Grand Gulf operation for a single year.

2.6 References

(1) Operating License Environmental Report, Response to NRC Question 350.5,
Q&R 9.2-1, Amendment 3, April 1980.

(2) Ibid.

(3) Ibid., Question 300.1, Q&R 1.1-1, Amendment 1, April 1979.

(4) Ibid., Table 1.1.13, Amendment 1, March 1979.

(5) Ibid. .pp. 1.1-11 to 1.1-14.

(6) W. S. Chern, et al., "The ORNL State-Level Electricity Demand Forecasting
Model," NUREG/CR-1295, July 1980.
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. Table 2.1 Annual-Savings in MSU System Fuel Costs *
(in millions _of dollars)

i

Load Growth Rate-

<''D Assuming MSU Official '
,

Year. Forecast of 6.9% 5% - 3% 1

1981 100 97 91
11982 133 124 111 |"

1983- 155 144 128 |
1984 297 262 191
1985 333 280 228 !,

'

* Based on having Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 available for oiieration'

in April 1981 and January 1984, respectively.

Souhce: .ER-0L, Response to NRC Question 300.1, Q&R 1.1-1,
' Amendment.1, April _1979

..

.

Table 2.2 MSU's Projections of Summer Peak Loads,
Capacity, and Reserves, 1981-1985*

Projection' 1981 1982- 1983 1984 1985

i1. System maximum annual
jload (MWe) 13249 14317 15340 16345 17394 .

2. Firm purchases (with
reserves) (MWe) 523 523 524 374 375 l3. Peak-load responsibility '

(MWe) (1-2) 12726 13794 14816 15971 17019
>

4. Capability with assumed
curtailment (MWe) 14120 15177 15708 17084 18075

5. Purchases (without reserves)
(MWe) 1266 1237 1484 1471 1751

6. Total capability (MWe)
(4 + 5) 15386 16414 17192 18555 19826

7. Total capability (less
Grand Gulf) (MWe) 14136 15164 15942 16055 17326

'8. Reserve _ margin (%) with
Grand Gulf (6+3) 20.9 19.0 16.0 16.2 16.5

-9. Reserve margins (%) without
Grand Gulf (7+3) 11.1 9. 9 7.6 0.05 1.8

* Assuming Grand Gulf. Unit 1 is available for operTtion in April 1981 and
Unit 2 is available for operation in January 1984.

Source: ER-OL, Table 1.1-15, Amendment 1, March'1979.
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3 ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

3.1 R6sumd

During the Construction Permit (CP) stage of the licensing process, the staff
analyzed alternative sites, alternative plant designs, and alternative sources
of generation, including the alternative of not adding new production capacity.
The staff concluded based on its analysis of these alternatives, as well as on
a cost benefit analysis, that additional capacity was needed, that nuclear would
be an environmentally acceptable means of providing the capacity, and that the
Grand Gulf. Nuclear Station, at a specified site, and of a specified design,
was acceptable from an environmental perspective. Since that time, the Station

',

has been substantially constructed. The economic and environmental costs associated
with the construction of the Station that have been incurred must be viewed as
" sunk costs" in any prospective assessment.

3.2 A1 ernatives

At the JL stage it is not rational to consider different sites, dramatic plant
modif :ations, or the construction of new and different energy sources as alter-
nat' to the existing nuclear facility, absent the discovery of a compelling
t or environmental concern which was not evident during the constructions

permit review. No such compelling consideration has emerged.

The. environmental costs associated with any of these alternatives which were
considered and foreclosed at the CP review stage would now be prohibitive when
compared to the incremental costs of operating the completed Station. These
alternatives would require significant environmental and capital commitments,
in addition to their costs of operation. Further, the delays caused by any
proposed change in plans would necessitate an assessment of the cost of providing
the energy that could have been produced by the Station versus the cost of energy
from replacement energy sources during the delay, period.

Therefore, it is the NRC staff's view that at this time, the only alternative
.to operation of the Station is to deny its operation. Absent any significant
environmental or safety objection, the decision is an economic one. If operation
is denied, the most conservative assumption (i.e., least costly) is that existing
capacity on the applicants' system is available to replace the energy that could
have been provided by the Station. If, under this scenario, it can be demonstrated
that significant production cost savings are available from operation of the
Station vis-a-vis non-operation, then the operating alternative is preferable.
The NRC staff has evaluated this cost differential in Section 2.2 of this state-
ment and finds that savings on the order of $100 million per year per unit would ,

be realized during the proposed initial years of operation of the Grand Gulf |

Nuclear Station. Comparable savings would be expected for subsequent years, i

Thus, the only feasible alternative to operation has been evaluated, and operation
of the Station has been determined to be the preferred alternative.

3-1
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4 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

4.1' R6 sum 6

The following sections provide a description of the facility and the related
environment only with respect to those areas where additional information or
changes have occurred since the FES-CP review. No changes were identified with
respect to prime agricultural land and local air quality. Therefore, they are
not discussed in this statement.

4.2 Facility Description

4.2.1 External' Appearance,. Plant Layout, and Land Use

The Grand Gulf site occupies 930 ha (2300. acres). A general description of
the' external-appearance, plant layout, and land use is provided in Sections 2
and 3 of the FES-CP.

Since the.FES-CP.was written, some minor changas have been made in the external
appearance of the plant, in the plant layout, and in the land use at the site.
The applicants have deeded 66 ha (164 acres) of land in the northern part of the
site to the Grand Gulf Military Park. The height of the cooling towers is 159 m
(522 ft), slightly higher than the 150 m (492 ft) above the level of the Station
estimated at the CP stage of the review. The orientation of the parking lot
and switchyard have been rotated 90 degrees, and the total area devoted to
structures has decreased, from the earlier estimate of 121 ha to 98 ha

(300 acres to 242 acres).

4.2.2 Plant Water Use

Water use is generally as described in the FES-CP although some changes in design
flow rates have been made. Current planned usage is shown schematically in
Figure 4.1.

l

!

:
;
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Water is withdrawn at a continuous rate of approximately 2.7 m /s (95 cfs), as3

3compared to the 3.7 m /s (130 cfs) estimated in the FES-CP. Most of this water
is used first in the plant service water system, which supplies cooling water i

to the various heat exchangers and chillers. Then it is discharged to the
cooling tower basins, where it becomes the source of makeup water for the
circulating water system. Approximately 9.5 1/s (150 gpm) of river water are
diverted for use as processed makeup water (demineralized and domestic), and
14 1/s (225 gpm) are diverted for use as cooling water for the administration
building heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) system.

|
4.2.3 Intake Structures

The water intake structure, as constructed, is substantively different from
that evaluated in the FES-CP. At the CP review, water was to be taken directly
from the river The new intake design draws water from the alluvial aquifer
and the Mississippi River through a series of radial collector wells located
along the shoreline. As built, this structure, which provides station makeup
water, consists of six radial wells (three operating, three planned for Unit 2
use). They are located along the shore of the Mississippi River, just downstream
from the barge-unloading facility and the discharge structure. Each radial
well is a large, circular reinforced-concrete caisson, installed vertically,
and extending down into the alluvial sediment adjacent to the river. Twelve
horizontal, screened, 16-inch-diameter pipes, called laterals, extend outward
radially from the lower portion of the caisson about 60 m (200 ft) into the
alluvial sediment. Water comes both from the river by induced infiltration
and from the alluvial aquifer into the radial collectors. This water is then
pumped to the plant by two vertical plant service water pumps installed on the
operating floor of each well (at floor elevation 29.3 m msl (96 ft)). Figure 4.2
is a conceptual configuration of a radial well. The collector-well system is
designed to supply a flow of about 2.7 m /s (95 fps). The maximum anticipated3

radial well water temperature is 24 C (75 F).

4.2.4 Discharge Structure and Barge Slip

The discharge structure, as constructed, is also substantively different from
that evaluated in the FES-CP. At the time of the CP review, the station discharge
was to consist of a submerged pipe with a high velocity nozzle discharge. Now,
all effluent streams are combined and conveyed by a 54-inch-diameter outlet
pipe to the discharge structure which is located on the south bank of the barge
slip, about 90 m (300 ft) from the mouth of the slip.

The barge slip, which is an integral part of the discharge structure is also
new since the CP review. Velocity of the plant discharge flow exiting the barge
slip will vary with river stage. Figure 4.3 shows the location and orientation
of the discharge structure within the barge slip. The bed of the concrete-lined
barge slip is 15.2 m (50 ft) wide. The elevation of the 54-inch discharge line

~

is 14.9 m (49 ft), and the elevation of the riverward edge of the barge slip
is 11.9 m (39 ft). The mean elevation of the surface of the river water at
the site is 16.5 m (54 ft) msl; the 7-day, 10 yr low-flow level is 9.4 m (31 ft) I

msl. Under normal plant operating conditions, the velocity of the discharge ;
from the 54-inch pipe with two-unit operation is less than 0.8 m/s (2.5 fps).
During low-flow periods, when the level of the river water is lower than the
riverward edge of the barge slip, the flow in the barge slip will be uniformly
distributed at its outlet with an approximate velocity of 1.1 m/s (3.5 fps).

4-2
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During mean-river water level periods the centerline of the 54-inch discharge
pipe will be approximately 0.15 m (0.5 ft) under water; the barge slip between f
the discharge pipe and the outlet into the river will contain water at an average j

t depth of.3.4 m (11 ft). The flow velocity at the outlet of the barge-slip channel j

will be about 0.03 m/s (0.1 fps).

4.2.5 Radioactive-Waste-Management System

Under requirements set by Part 50.34a of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regula-
tions, an application for a permit to construct a nuclear power reactor must
include a preliminary design for equipment to keep levels of radioactive mate-
rials in effluents to unrestricted areas as low as is reasonably achievable
(ALARA). The term ALARA means as icw as is reasonably achievable taking into

j

|
account the state of technology, as well as the economics of improvements in
relation to (1) benefits to the public health and safety and other societal
and socioeconomic considerations and (2) the utilization of atomic energy in
the public interest, Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 provides numerical guidance
on design objectives for light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors to meet the
requirements that radioactive materials in effluents released to unrestricted
areas be kept AlARA.

To meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.34a, the applicants provided final designs
of radwaste systems and effluent control measures for keeping levels of radio-
active materials in effluents ALARA within the requirements of Appendix I to
10 CFR Part 50. In addition, the applicants provided an estimate of the quantity
of each principal radionuclide expected to be released annually to unrestricted
areas in liquid and gaseous effluents produced from normal operation (including
anticipated operational occurrences).

The NRC staff's detailed evaluation of the radwaste systems and the capability
of these systems to meet the requirements of Appendix I will be presented in'

Chapter 11 of the staff's Safety Evaluation Report, which is to be issued in
September 1981. The quantities of radioactive material that are now estimated
to be released from the plant (as calculated by the NRC staff) are presented
in Appendix D of this statement, along with examples of the calculated doses
to individual members of the public and to the general population, resulting
from these effluent quantities.

As part of the operating license for this Station, the NRC will require Technical
Specifications limiting release rates for radioactive material in liquid and
gaseous effluents and requiring routine monitoring and measurement of all principal
release points to ensure that the Station operates in conformance with the radia-
tion dose design objectives of Appendix I.

^4.2.6 Cooling Tower Blowdown

As a consequence of adding the radial well intake system, the quality of the
cooling tower blowdown will differ from that described in the FES-CP. Evaporation
of water in the CWS results in an increase in the concentration of chemicals
and solids present in the water. The applicants have computed the concentrations
of the chemicals in the CWS blowdown under a range of operating conditions.
Table 4.1 shows average effluent quality when generating under three cycles of
concentration. Sulfuric acid will be added to control scale formation. Table 4.2

f presents the concentrations of sulfates, chlorides, and total dissolved solids
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(TDS) in the station effluent which includes the blowdown'from the CWS, as well
as other waste streams. 5

The aeration effects in the cooling towers will keep dissolved oxygen and carbon
dioxide at close to-equilibrium in the blowdown stream. Dissolved chemical
species will precipitate out as evaporation increases their concentration past
.their limit of solubility. The total suspended solids in the CWS blowdown could
reach as high as 95 mg/l with five cycles of concentration.

To minimize biological growths which would reduce heat-transfer rates in the
CWS, a biocide (sodium hypochlorite) will be added to the CWS and to the Service
Water' Systems intermittently. The NPDES permit (No. MS0000167, issued by the

LState of Mississippi Bureau of Pollution Control, see Appendix A) limits the
cooling tower blowdown discharge;to an average of 0.2 mg/l and a maximum of
0.5 mg/1 of free-available chlorine. The permit further states that (1) neither
free-available chlorine nor total residual chlorine may be discharged from any
unit for more than two hours in any one day and (2) only one unit may discharge
free-available chlorine or total residual chlorine,at any one time.

4.2.7 Makeup-Water-Treatment Wastes:

The use of groundwater as makeup water from the radial well system will result
in water-treatment wastes that are different from those evaluated in the FES-CP.
There will be more dissolved solids and less suspended solids for disposal.
However, the' limitations on effluent quality imposed by the NPDES permit are
the same. The permit limits oil and grease to a daily average of 15 mg/l (daily
maximum of 20 mg/1) and limits total suspended solids to a daily average of
30 mg/l (daily maximum of 100 mg/1).

A maximum of 1600 1/d (426 gal /d) of sulfuric acid and 1450 1/d (384 gal /d) of
caustic soda (50 percent NaOH) will be required for resin-bed regeneration.
Estimated levels of sulfates, sodium, calcium, magnesium, and chlorides are
not significantly different than those discussed and evaluated in the FES-CP.

4.2.8. Sanitary and Other Waste Systems

The sanitary waste system is now designed to handle 50 percent more flow than
when evaluated in the FES-CP. The new system is designed to handle a flow of

3waste water of 56 m /d (15,000 gpd) (300 persons at 50 gpd per person). Ef fluent
quality is regulated by NPDES permit MS0029521 which, as would have been the
. case for.the earlier system, limits the combined effluent from the three sewage
treatment units (before it is mixed with any other water or wastewater) to e
biochemical oxygen demand (B00) and total suspended solids concentrations of
30 mg/l daily average and 45 mg/l daily maximum. The pH of the effluent is
limited to the range of 6.0 to 9.0.

Before the sanitary waste is discharged into the river, it is mixed with the
CWS blowdown and other plant waste streams at a dilution ratio of 2000 to 1.
The resulting concentration of suspended solids and 800 which can be attributed
to the sanitary effluent is less than 0.01 mg/1. When the sanitary waste is
completely mixed with the river, the dilution of the waste would be on the order
of 24 million to one.
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Nonradioactive liquid wastes that'are ultimately discharged into the Mississippi
include (1) floor-drain wastes from the fire-water pump house, the diesel generator
and water-treatment buildings, and the administration building; (2) standby
service water system blowdown and auxiliary-boiler blowdown; (3) waste from
the emergency laundry facility;'and (4) drainage from the roof drains. Those
effluents are generally of low volume or are released infrequently. All of
these. waste streams will be treated and disposed of.in accordance with applicable
permits and regulations.

At the time the FES-CP was prepared, the applicants had not provided specific
information about use of corrosion inhibitors. The ER-OL (Section 3.6.5) states'

'that corrosion inhibitors will be used in the turbine building cooling water
systems, chilled water systems, and the auxiliary, steam system, With the excep-
tion of the auxiliary steam system, all of these are closed-loop systems which
do not intentionally discharge to the environment. The water quality in the
auxiliary steam system is maintained by blowdown, makeup, chemical feed, and
mechanical deaeration. The applicant indicated that sodium sulfite will be
added to the boiler water to maintain conductivity between 2500 and 4000 pmbos/cm.
Disodium phosphate will be added'to control scaling, and hydrazine will.be added
to control corrosion. .The feed rate of hydrazine will be adjusted to maintain
a pH in the condensate-return storage tank between 8.5 and 9.0. Because of
the rapid degradation of hydrazine and the low auxiliary-boiler-blowdown flow
rate (about 5 1/m total for both units), there will be no detectable change in
the quality of the water in the Mississippi River. Moreover, the auxiliary- -

boiler-blowdown flow is mixed with the discharge flow from the balance of this
station at a ratio of between 11,000 and 14,000 to 1. It is discharged to the

water treatment building sump, which is regulated by NPDES permit M50029521.

4.2.9 Power Transmission Systems

One 115 kV line and three 500 kV transmission lines are associated with the
Station. The Franklin, Baxter Wilson, and Port Gibson lines have been built.
The Ray Braswell line, which is associated with Unit 2, will be completed in
1985.

The description and construction plans for all four lines are discussed in
Sections 3.8 and 3.9 of the FES-CP.

4.3 Project-Related Environmental Descriptions

4.3.1 Community Characteristics

The general socioeconomic characteristics of the region, including demography
and land use, are described in Section 2.2 of the FES-CP. The region surrounding
the site is rural and sparsely populated. The population in Claiborne County I

is-expected to grow at a very low rate or not at all during the life of the j
plant. Other than the Jackson Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), -

surrounding counties are forecasted to have stable or declining populations.
The Jackson SMSA population is forecasted to increase about 1 percent a year,

during the life of the plant. Forecasts of economic growth indicate manufac- i

turing earnings and services earnings will grow more rapidly than agricultural J,

earnings.1 Generally, the region is expected to experience slow and minor changel

in its socioeconomic characteristics during the operating life of the Station.
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4.3.2 Water Quality

The quality of the water of the Mississippi River in the vicinity of the Station
has not changed significantly since the FES-CP was issued. The FES-CP evaluated
the quality of the cooling tower blowdown and drift based on the use of raw
river water as makeup. The applicants have calculated that the radial well
collector system will withdraw about 70 percent of its water from the Mississippi
River by induced infiltration. The remaining 30 percent will be obtained from
the groundwater aquifer. It is calculated that approximately one year of pumping
will be. required before the 70 percent withdrawal rate can be established.
The quality of the water being pumped at that time, however, cannot be computed
based on'the ratio of river water to aquifer water. As river water enters and
passes through the aquifer it changes in quality due to ion-exchange charac-
teristics of the soil and due to the dissolution of material within the soil.
The applicants have estimated * that ultimately the sustained water quality would
be equivalent to that produced if surface river water were mixed 50 percent
with the groundwater.

The applicants have measured the quality of the water withdrawn from the existing
radial wells. Average values for the months of November and December 1980 are
presented in part in Table 4.1. Table 4.1 also presents the projected average
well-water quality. For almost every parameter (except sodium (Na) and silica
soluble (SiO )), the average well pumpout for the November through December 19802

test period is of higher quality than the projected value given in Table 4.1.

For the purposes of this assessment, the lower quality projected average water
quality values for the radial-well pumpout presented in Table 4.1 are used to
characterize the makeup water to the Station. Because continued pumping is
likely to lead to makeup water of a higher quality, the use of these values
are considered conservative. Table 4.1 also presents anticipated values for
the quality of circulating blowdown water discharged to the discharge basin,
based on the projected average well-water quality.

Additional considerations apply to the evaluation of suspended solids and dis-
solved gases. The actual suspended solids value of the radial well water is
expected to be less than 1 mg/1; however, iron precipitation in the CWS could
lead to significant levels of suspended solids in the circulating water. Values
as high as 95 mg/l are expected af ter 5 cycles of concentration.

It is anticipated that the recirculation and aeration effects of the coo' ling
towers will result in dissolved gases in the blowdown stream being close to
equilibrium with the atmosphere.

4.3.3 Surface Water Hydrology

The dominant hydrologic feature in the site area is the Mississippi River, which
has a drainage area of nearly three million square kilometers (1.16 million
square miles) at the nearest U.S. Geologic Survey stream gage located at Vicksburg,
Mississippi. The river is characterized by a wide, alluvial floodplain, flanked

a

Letter from Dale, L.F. to H.R. Denton, 1980.
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on the east by high bluffs. The floodplain at the site is about 155 kilometers j
(95 mi) wide, but for most flood conditions, it is reduced to about 5 to 10 kilometers )(3 to 6 mi) by a levee system on the west bank. '

The Station is at a grade elevation of 40.4 meters (130 ft) msl. This eleva-
tion is well above various Mississippi River levels, provided by the applicants
and summarized below: '

Elevation,
Item (meters, msl)

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
design project flood 29.3

100 year flood elevation 27.9

Mean annual flood elevation 23.0

Low-water elevation (lowest recorded
at Vicksburg, projected to Grand Gulf) 8.5

Seasonal variations in stream flow can be seen in data provided in the applicants'
Environmental Report for the stream gage at Vicksburg, Mississippi (1929 - 1973).

Stream flow data, supplementing Table 2.4.2 in the ER-OL, have been gathered
for the period 1973 - 1979; these data are summarized in Table 4.3 of this state-
ment.

3Low-flow records indicate that a minimum 1-day flow of 2815 m /s (99,400 cfs)
was recorded on November 1, 1940. The radial collector wells (described in
Section 4.2.3), have been designed for a river level corresponding approximately
to this discharge.

Two streams are located in the plant area. One flows perenially and drains an
area of 7.25 square kilometers (2.8 square miles), the other flows intermittently
and drains an area of about 1.55 square kilometers (0.6 square miles) where
most plant facilities are located. Both discharge into the Mississippi River.

A plant access road has been constructed across both streams. The alignment
of the intermittent stream channel has been modified, and the channel has been
concrete-lined to minimize soil erosion and increase drainage efficiency. Both
streams are carried under the access road by large culverts (see Section 5.3).

,

There are several lakes, swamps, and slack-water areas on the banks of the
Mississippi River in the vicinity of the site. The lakes are mostly of the
oxbow type, and they are submerged during floods. Hamilton and Gin Lakes,
located on the site property, formerly were connected by a stream channel
running through the wetlands between the lakes. However, as a result of con-
struction of the haul road, this connecting channel has been modified, and the
flow in the lakes is connected by a series of culverts under the haul road in
the vicinity of the old stream channel.

4.3.4 Groundwater Hydrology

The principal sources of groundwater in the site region are the Holocene alluvial
|

deposits of the Mississippi River floodplain, the Pleistocene terrace deposits,
|
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and the Miocene-age Catahoula Formation. The applicant have stated that water-
bearing formations below the Catahoula are rarely used in the vicinity of the
site because of their great depth and generally poor quality.

Several feet of organic silty clay form the surface over most of the river flood-
plain. Holocene alluvial sand, clay, and gravel deposits immediately underlie
the flood plain. At some locations bordering the Mississippi P.iver, uniform
fine-to-medium grained sand extends to a depth of above 30.5 meters (100 ft);
elsewhere in the floodplain, approximately 23 meters (75 ft) of clay overlies
9.14 meters of sand and gravel. Groundwater within the floodplain occurs under
unconfined conditions, with water levels generally within 6 meters (20 ft) of
the ground surface. In the floodplain alluvium, the primary source of recharge
is infiltration of precipitation. The Mississippi River controls groundwater
levels in the floodplain and provides recharge during high river stages.

The eastern upland area of the site is blanketed by 6.7 to 25 meters (22 to
82 ft) of Pleistocene loess, which generally lies above the water table. The
loess is underlain by 0 to 46 meters (0 to 150 f t) of Pleistocene terrace
deposits consisting of basal sand and gravel sediments, grading upward to finer
silts and clays. Groundwater within the terrace formation exists under uncon-
fined conditions. The primary source of recharge for aquifers in the terrace
deposits is the infiltration of precipitation through the overlying loess.

The Catahoula Formation lies beneath the alluvium and terrace deposits and at
a few locations beneath the loess. This formation consists of fine sand, silty
clay, and clayey silt, with occasional fine silt and sand seams, locally indurated.
Groundwater occurs in thin sand zones, generally less than 3 meters (10 ft)
thick, confined between thick clay and clayey silt layers. However, in certain
localized areas of the site, groundwater in shallow sand strata in the upper
portion of the formation occurs in cases where leaky confining beds allow
hydraulic connection to the overlying aquifers.

The source of recharge to water-bearing zones in the Catahoula Formation depends
on the location of the aquifer within the unit. Very shallow aquifers may receive
a limited amount of infiltration from overlying terrace or alluvium, whereas
deeper aquifers receive replenishment laterally from their outcrops to the north.

Most of the water wells in the region are used for domestic purposes. The
Catahoula Formation supplies water for the majority of these wells. Use of
groundwater from alluvial and terrace deposits is limited to areas bordering
the Mississippi River and its larger tributaries. The only concentrated. ground-
water withdrawal near the site is the Port Gibson municipal water system, located
about 13 kilometers (8 mi) southeast of the site. This municipal system consists
of five wells, which provide an average of 2400 cubic meters (85,000 cu ft)
per day.

A survey of water users within 5 kilometers (3 mi) of the site revealed that
most use rainwater stored in cisterns, rather than wells. The applicant estimates
that about 2 cubic meters (70 cu ft) per day are withdrawn from wells within a
5-kilometer (3 mi) radius of the site.

The three levels of groundwater in the site area are: (1) the regional water
table in the Mississippi River alluvium and adjacent terrace deposits, (2) perched
water tables in the terrace deposits, and (3) the potentiometric level of the

4-8
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confined aquifer within the Catahoula Formation. Groundwater levels measured
in selected piezameters (see Table 2.4.13 of the ER-OL) and observation wells
(see Table 2.4.14 of the ER-OL) are presented in Figure 2.4-11 of the ER-OL.
Hydrographs of water levels of the Mississippi River in the vicinity of the
site and in Gin and Hamilton Lakes are shown on Figure 2,4-12 of the ER-OL.
In the site area, the groundwater table slopes gently westward, with local
gradients dipping toward the major tributary valleys. The gradient steepens
toward Hamilton and Gin Lakes. West of the lakes, the groundwater table slopes
toward the river at a gradient that varies with the prevailing river stage.
The regional groundwater table within the site property ranges from abont 18
to 24 m (60 to 80 f t) ms1 during normal river elevations. The normal ground-
water gradient in the floodplain and the bluffs is temporarily reversed during
flood stages of the Mississippi River. The interaction of groundwater and
surface water in the site area is such that the groundwater discharges into-

the Mississippi River during normal conditions and receives recharge from the
river during flood conditions. The water levels in Hamilton and Gin Lakes rise
only when the lakes are recharged by the river during high flow periods. The
water level fluctuations in observation wells and Hamilton and Gin Lakes indicate
that the . lakes are not in direct hydraulic communication with the groundwater.

The groundwater levels recorded in observation wells during the long-term pumping
test of collector wells indicate that the drawdown created during the tests
affected groundwater levels beneath Hamilton Lake, but had no direct effect on
lake water levels. This phenomenon indicates that Hamilton Lake is not in direct
hydraulic communication with the groundwater.

Perched water levels in the terrace deposits range from 27 to 40 m (90 to 130 ft)
ms1 in the site area. The highest perched water level (40 m ms1) was recorded
at observation well OW-201, located near the eastern site property line. Observa-
tion wells OW-6, OW-6A, OW-6B, 0W-6C, 0W-115A, 0W-1158, 0W-116, and 0W-118 were
constructed in the perched water zone in the vicinity of the power blocks for
Station Units 1 and 2. The highest perched water level recorded in these wells
was 34 m (112 ft) ms1 at OW-6A (Figure 2.3-11, Sheets 4 and 5 of the ER-OL).

The water levels in observation wells and piezometers constructed within the
Catahoula Formation range from about 17 to 24 m (55 to 80 ft) msl during normal
river elevations. In the immediate station vicinity, the regional water table '

intersects the Catahoula Formation. In this area, the Catahoula surface forms
a . ridge-like feature which rises above the regional water table to about 27 m
(90 ft) ms1.

Evidence of induced infiltration was demonstrated during the test well program.
The long-term pumping tests of the radial wells demonstrate the close hydraulic
connection between the wells and the river. The hydrographs of the pumping
wells and the river are parallel during the pumping tests, indicating the
stabilization of groundwater levels by recharge from the river. The groundwater
levels during the performance of the long-term testing did not materially differ
from what was expected, based on the original test well program.

4.3.5 Air Quality
|
|

Meteorology measurements were made at the Station site between August 1972 and
September 1974, and between January 1976 and December 1976. The mean monthly
temperature and precipitation data derived from these measurements do not vary
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significantly from those presented in the FES-CP. The wind data from the site
indicate a change from that reported in the FES-CP. The prevailing wind direc--

tions are from the east-northeast, clockwise,through south sectors, with winds
from these directions 50 percent of the time. About 28 percent of the time,
the winds are from the eastnortheast through eastsoutheast. The mean wind speed
is 2 m/s (4.5 mi/hr); the winds are calm 0.6 percent of the time.

The tornado which passed through the site on April 17, 1978 was classified as
F3 overall (about 70 m/s) on the Fujita scale; however, winds were estimated
to be F2 (about 65 m/s) at the Station cooling towers and F1 (about 45 m/s) at
the reactor containment buildings.

4.3.6 Terrestrial Ecology
.

In the FES-CP (Section 2.7.3), the 932 ha (2,300 acres) that make up the Grand
Gulf station were characterized as predominantly hardwood forest, with cleared
areas for light farming. Since the start of construction, a total of 239 ha

(589 acres) of this land has been disturbed for construction activities and
permanent facilities. On April 17, 1978, tornadic winds severely damaged 158-ha
(390 acres) of timber. . Pulpwood crews cleared the debris from this area. Through
management, the remaining 482 ha (1,191 acres) remain similar to what they were.
The fields near Gin Lake are used for beef cattle grazing; the field around
the meteorological tower is used for hay production; and bush-hogging operations
are used to maintain the remaining fields. Thus, the diverse habitats on the
site are being retained.

In an effort to improve the wildlife habitat, sawtooth oak (Quercus acutissima)
. seedlings have been planted in appropriate locations. A small fruit orchard
(with five types of fruit) has been planted west of the pond which is on the
south side of the site, and a natural grove of pecan trees located northwest
of the meteorological tower has been grafted with horticultural varieties of
pecans.

The radial well intake system will provide make-up water from alluvial aquifers
as well as from the river. As a result, the quality of the cooling tower drift
will differ from that described in the FES-CP. Using information provided by the 1

applicant, NRC the staff has calculated that the mineral drift will be deposited I
in the environs of the station at a maximum rate of about 1,200 g/ hectare /hr.

4.3.7 Aquatic Ecology
.

|

The one component of the Mississippi ecosystem in the immediate vicinity of
the station that has changed since the FES-CP is the shoreline community down-
stream of the discharge structure. In October 1979, the U.S. Army Corps of I

Engineers completed extensive bank-stabilization work downstream of the discharge
structure and barge slip (ER-0L Amendment 3). The shoreline now consists of
articulated concrete mats covered with shells and crushed rock. This stretch
of bank originally consisted of unstable eroding clay which supported little
or no life. It is unlikely that a highly productive benthic community will be
established downstream of the intake because of the nature of the substrate
and the history of erosion along this stretch of riverbank. The alteration of
this shoreline, due to the stabilization, therefore does not alter the conclusions
drawn in the FES-CP.
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4.3.8 Endangered and Threatened Species

Section 2.7.4 of the FES-CP identified species on Federal rare and endangered
species lists whose range included the Grand Gulf site or its transmission line
rights-of-way. Since 1973, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has dropped the
" rare" category and now classifies species as either " endangered" or " threatened."
The osprey (Pandion haliaetus), one of the species identified in the FES-CP, I

is not now classified as " endangered" or " threatened." |

In compliance with Section 7 of the 1978 amendments to the Endangered Species
Act (Act), the NRC requesteda from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) a
list of those federally recognized threatened and endangered species, both
listed and proposed to be listed, and on designated critical habitat which

4 indicatesmight be affected by the licensing of the Station. The FWS response
that the site and transmission corridors are within the known range of the
American alligator (Alligator mississippiensis), the red-cockaded woodpecker
(Picoides borealis), the eastern cougar (Felis concolor cougar) and the bayou
darter (Etheostoma rubrum). The FWS also requested, under provisions of the Act,
that the NRC perform a biological assessment for the listed species. The results
of that assessment have been transmitted to the FWS.5 The assessment concluded
that no adverse impact to any threatened or endangered species known or suspected
to inhabit the Grand Gulf site or transmission corridors will occur.

The Mississippi Game and Fish Commission and the Mississippi Natural Heritage
Program have their own list of endangered and threatened species of animals.
Of the species on this list, only the black bear has been sighted on the Grand
Gulf site. The first sighting was of two cubs, reported by a hunter on February 23,
1978. The resident biologist has since seen bear tracks on two occasions and
an adult bear and a young bear at separate times. The presence of young bear
indicates they are reproducing in spite of the construction activity. The reduced
onsite construction activity associated with the operation of the plant should
not adversely affect the resident bear population.

The Mississippi Natural Heritage Program also has a list of endangered and threatened
plant species. A staff review of program records showed that none of the plants
on this list occurred on or near the Grand Gulf site.

4.3.9 Historic and Archeological Sites

Since the publication of the FES-CP (see Section 2.3), the Mississippi Power
and Light Company has transferred a 66-ha (164-acre) tract of land to the Grand
Gulf Military Monument Commission. The tract includes the bulk of the remaining
portions of the old Grand Gulf town site and was added to the Grand Gulf Military
Park, which is on the National Register of Historic Places.

Also, since the publication of the FES-CP, a cultural resources survey of the
Ray Braswell Transmission line route was conducted by Mississippi Power and
Light Company. The report was reviewed by the State Historic Preservation Office
of the State of Mississippi, Department of Archives and History, and the NRC;
they are in agreement that no cultural sites eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places will be affected. Coverage of historic and archeological
resources in the FES-CP is supplemented by Appendix E in this document.
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FIGURE 4.3
APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF THE STATION DISCHARGE STRUCTURE IN THE BARGE SLIP
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Table!4.1: Quality of Makeup' Blowdown, and Mississippi River,

Water, concentrations in mg/l

Average well Average Long-term Projected Circulating
pumpout river average average water and
(Nov-Dec 80) (Nov-Dec 80) river well blowdown *

*

Dissolved Solids 332 212 230 376 1128

Hardness-(CaC 3)~ 254 130 40 332 996
' Calcium 68 30 39 93 279
Magnesium- 20 14 10' 24 72
Sodium- 20 18 20 18.4 55
Potassium 2.8 3.7 12 . 8 4.1 l'2. 3 1'

!Sulfate 32 39 50 33.5 653
Chloride 19.5 21 23 19 57
Nitrate 0.5 1.2 2.8 3.6 10
Silica 20.1 14 8.7 17 51
Aluminum' <0.1 3.6 <0.02 <0.11 <0.3
Copper <0.02 <0.02 . 0.01 <0.5 <0.15<

Iron Tetal. 10.0 3.0 0.039 10 30
4 -Zinc <0.06 <0.13 0.046 <0.1 <0.3

Suspended Solids 24 74 150 19.1 57.6
pH . . . 7.2 7.4. 7.5 7.2 -8.0-8,5

Ammonia (N) 0.8 0.4 0.13 0.53 1.6
Nitrogen Kjeldahl 1. 0 .9 NA** NA NA-

Nitrogen'(Total) NA NA 2.0 5.5 16.5

Source: Letter from Dale to Denton, December 19, 1980 (After Tables 3.6.3 and
371.07.2)

s
Computed for three cycles of concentration.

C*NA = Not available.
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Table 4.2 Plant Effluent Water Quality Concentration, mg/l

Parameter 2 cycles 3 cycles 5 cycles i

January July January July January July

Sulfates 446 446 492 703 479 682

Chloride 38 38 44 55 44 55

TDS* 752 752 861 1083 861 1083

Source: Letter from Dale to Denton, December 19, 1980
(after Table 3).

* Total dissolved solids

e
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Table 4.3' Observed Mean Dischara at Vicksburg, Mississippi.
(1000 cfs)-

~

Water . Annual,' Year 1 Oct Nov- Dec- Jan- 'Feb. Har
'

A My June July A_ug Sept 43veragey u
, -

1974 326 550 645 1231 1380 1093 1066 824' 1182 683 366 483 814.7
'1975 446- 433 538 913 1060. 1299 1561- 1160- 708 495 353 377 776.3
1976 268 301- 278 728 667 893 619 547- 437 454 281 198 478.3
1977- 505 625 868 272 257 744 813' 449 262 369 304 376 488.4

,1978' 291- 278 -850 660 650 757 1130 974 ~ 630 481 400 348 621.0.
1979 -562- 535 752~ 901 695 1375 1564 1318 788 533 594 611 853.0

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Vicksburg, Mississippi

<
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5 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES AND MITIGATING ACTIONS
:

5.1 Rdsums

The following sections discuss and evaluate the environmental consequences and
mitigating actions for those areas where additional information or changes have
occurredsincetheFES-CPrev{ew. Where there is no new information or changes,
no discussion is provided.

Operational monitoring programs are to be conducted in accordance with the
Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) to be issued as a part of the Operating
License by the NRC. The EPP will require the applicants, as licensees, to
(1) notify the NRC if changes in station design or operation occur or if tests
or experiments affecting the environment are performed, providing that such
changes, tests, or experiments involve an unreviewed environmental question;
(2) maintain specific environmentally related records; (3) report violations of
and reports arising from the NPDES permit or state certification pursuant to
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act; and (4) report unusual or important environ-
mental events.

5.2 Land Use Impacts

The land-use impacts associated with the operation of the Station are not expected
to change significantly from those discussed at the CP stage of review.

5.3 Water-Use and Hydrological Impacts

5.3.1 Water Use Impacts

The average Station water use will be approximately 2.74 cubic meters per second
(100 cfs). As stated in Section 4.3.2, it is expected that about 70 percent
of the total plant water use, or about 2.15 m /sec (75 fps) will enter the3

collector well from the river. Since the lowest one-day flow of record was
about 2815 m /sec (99,400 cfs, see Section 4.3.3), the staff concludes that3

this water-use rate will have an insignificant impact on surface water supplies
downstream and on organisms inhabiting the river.

5.3.2 Groundwater Impacts

Long-term pumping of the radial wells will drawdown the water table in the flood-
plain alluvium. However, no groundwater users will be affected. Gin and Hamilton
Lakes will not be significantly affected, because of the lack of direct hydraulic
connections with the ground water.

|

I

5.3.} Floodplain Aspects of the Site

As discussed in Section 4.3.3, the water bodies having floodplains in the vicinity
of the site are the Mississippi River and two small streams. The Mississippi
River floodplain is approximately 155 kilometers (95 mi) wide at the site.
However, a levee system on the west side of the river reduces the width to about
5 to 10 kilometers (3 to 6 mi). The levee system has a top elevation (existing
grade) of about 31.4 m (103 f t) ms1 directly opposite the site. The floodplain
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itself is' relatively low and flat, with elevations ranging from about 16.8 to
22.9 m (55 to 75 ft) ms1. The two streams flow directly past the site into
the Mississippi River. The floodplains of these streams are relatively narrow
and coincide with the floodplain of the Mississippi River for some distance
upstream of where the streams enter the river.

L
Based on the Elevation-Frequency Profile prepared by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, the 100 yr flood elevation of the Mississippi River at the site is
27.9 m (91 ft) ms1. This water level is well below the top of the levees pro- |tecting the western floodplain of the river. The Ib0~yr flood elevations for
the two streams are variable, depending upon the location in question. However,
the 100 yr flood level for the river is higher than the 100 yr flood level for
the small streams. Therefore, the 100 yr flood elevations for the small streams
is also taken as elevation 27.9 m (9 ft) ms1 in the vicinity of where the streams
enter the river.

Station facilities located in the Mississippi River floodplain include the radial|

l collector wells, radial well switchgear house, portions of the access road,
service water makeup and discharge lines, the barge slip, and the plant discharge
outlet. The area occupied by these facilities in the floodplain cross-section
is insiginificant and will have an insiginificant effect on flood levels.

| Station facilities located in the floodplain of the larger of the two streams
include a sedimentation basin and the access road with a 3.66-meter (12-ft)diameter culvert crossing under it. The access road fill completely occupies
the-floodplain cross-section. However, preconstruction 100 yr flood levels
are not significantly affected, because the culvert is designed to adequately
pass the 100 yr flood flow without significant ponding at the upstream side of
the roadway.

Structures located in the floodplain of the smaller stream include a sedimentation
basin and access road. The access road stream-crossing occupies the entire
floodplain cross-section; however, because of the size of the culvert (4.57-m
(15-f t) diameter), it does not affect 100 yr flood levels significantly. The
smaller stream has been realigned and partly lined with concrete. The realignment
was necessary to route flows away from plant structures. The lining was necessary
to avoid erosion and increase flow-carrying capability. The realignment and
channel kprovements have actually lowered the preconstruction 100 yr. flood
levels along that portion of the channel which was lined.

The structures located in the floodplains have been completed. They were either
completed or under construction when Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management,
was signed. These structures represent a small portion of the floodplain area,
and their impact on the floodplain will be small. The staff, therefore, concludes
that alternative locations for these structures is not required.

5.4 Air-Quality Impacts

The nonradioactive atmospheric pollutants created by the operation of the plant
should not have a significant impact on air quality in the Station area. The
impacts on local meteorology are not expected to change significantly from those
discussed in the FES-CP.
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Radiological health and safety considerations, however, dictate that a meteorological i

monitoring program continue for the life of the Station. The parameters to be I
l

monitored are described in Section 6 of the FES-CP.

5.5 Tert estrial-Ecology Impacts

The principal source of impact on terrestrial environs from the Station operation
stems from the natural draft cooling towers. During the Construction Permit
review, the staff considered such effects as fogging, icing, and mineral drift |
from the cooling towers as well as the impact of migratory birds with the cooling
towers.

The applicants have reexamined these effects in the ER-OL (Section 5.1). The
NRC staff has reevaluated the potential environment effects on the basis of
the updated analysis and sees no significant change.

The FES-CP recommended (Section 5.5.2) that the applicants' post-construction
monitoring should include analysis of the chemical composition of the soil.
This was to ensure verification of the prediction that the cooling tower drift
would not adversely affect the soil chemistry and, therefore, any plants growing
in the soil. Based on research, the staff deemed that the potential for damage
to the surrounding ecosystem caused by the water and the chemicals in drif t
expected to come from the Station's cooling towers will be small. Therefore,

the staff has nct reouired a soil monitoring program. We do, however, expect
the applicants to be vigilant for changes in biota that might be attributable
to cooling tower drift. A short-term program of surveillance using false-color
infrared aerial photography will be required to detect any possible changes.

Only approximately 50 hectares (125 acres) of the 930 hectare (2300 acre) site
will be used for generating electricity. A comprehensive land resource management
plan has been developed by the applicants and implemented by the applicant's
staff biologist. The plan includes land management, forestry, wildlife management,
and fishing. These efforts have resulted in a successful program which was
recognized by the Mississippi Wildlife Federation who presented a merit award
to the applicant's at their 21st annual conservation presentation on August

*

20, 1980.

The 453 hectares of natural areas of the floodplain should have no adverse
effects from the operation of the plant.

The NRC staff has reviewed environmental impacts which could be associated with
the operation of transmission lines. These potential sources are (1) ozone
production, (2) induced electrical currents, (3) electrical fields, and
(4) corridor maintenance and herbicide use.

Except for items (2) and (3), the information is not different from that
presented in the FES-CP.

Health effects to humans from electrical fields associated with transmission
lines have been reviewed.1,2,3 While experimental work is still underway on
the biological ef fects of electric fields along EHV transmission lines, the
staff has found no convincing or compelling argument to date to prohibit the
operation of 500 kV lines, as proposed by the applicant.

|
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The applicants have designed the Station-related portions of their transmission i

system-in accordance with practices approved by The National Electric Safety |
Code (1977 edition) to ensure the safeguarding of persons from hazards arising
from the operation of overhead lines. These practices include the adequate
grounding of all steel transmission towers and metal fences along the right-of-
way. In addition, it is the applicants' practice to respond to complaints of
shock from structures just off the right-of-way and make appropriate grounding

|corrections, when necessary.

It is the NRC staff's conclusion after discussion with the Southeastern Regional
Office of the Heritage Conservation and Recreation (HCRS) Service that the Port
Gibson and Franklin transmission lines will not impact further considerations
of the above rivers for inclusion as wild, scenic or recreational rivers. We
have discussed the proposed crossing of the Big Black River by the Ray Braswell
transmission line with the HCRS. Their evaluation of the possible effect of
constructing this line on the potential future designatica of the Big Black
River as wild scenic, or recreational will be incorporated in the FES-OL,
scheduled to be issued in September 1981.

5.6 Aquatic Ecology Impacts

5.6.1 Impingement and Entrainment

Because water is not removed directly from the river, no impingement or
entrainment of organisms will occur.

5.6.2 Environmeat91 Effects of Station Blowdown

The discharge plume downstream of the barge slip was modeled for the range of
Station discharge flow for each of two river-water elevations, for each of two
seasons, and for mean and extreme conditions for each season (ER-OL Table 5.1.2.a
Amend. 5, 2/81). The discharge plume is confined to the shoreline for the cases
studied. In the cone,ervative case wP' % assumes low water and extreme temper-
atures during both the summer and win w , the areal extent of the 2.8 C (5 F)
isotherm and the length of the plume were calculated to be equal to or less

*than 240 m2 (0.06 acres) and 75 m (250 ft) in the summer, and about 10,000 m 2

(2.5 acres) and 1,000 m (3400 ft) in the winter. An increase of 2.8 C (5 F)
is indicative of conditions potentially damaging to aquatic life. Under normal
summer flow and temperature conditions, the 2.8 C (5 F) isotherm will probably
not extend into the river but be confined to the barge slip. Under normal winter
conditions, the 2.8 C (5 F) isotherm was calculated to be approximately 800 m a

(0.2 acres) in area and extend 225 m '750 ft) downstream.

The NRC staff concluded that the impact of the thermal discharge on aquatic
productivity will be insignificant because (1) of the depauperate benthic fauna
from the shoreline and bottom of the river downstream of the discharge (reported
in ER-OL Section 2.2.3.3.1) and (2) the affected area represents a small portion
of available shoreline in the region of the station. The complete loss of this ;

small, unproductive segment of shoreline as a result of the thermal discharge
would have an undetectable effect on the benthic and fish populations in the '

Mississppi River in the vicinity of the Station.

Organisms drif ting past the site along the east shoreline of the river may become
entrained in the discharge plume and die as a result of thermal shock. Under
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Iworst case conditions (extreme temperature, winter, low water), the maximum
transit time for an organism drifting-in the plume (2.8 C (5 F) isotherm) could |

approach 1.6 hours. The plume width, under this extreme' case, would be less
than 3 percent of the width of the river, and only a small fraction (less than
0.5 percent) of the total river drift past the Station would experience the
elevated temperatures. Under more typical conditions, the plume is much smaller,
indicating that fewer organisms would be exposed to elevated temperatures and
for a shorter time. Therefore, typical mortality should be significantly less
than under the worst case conditions described above. Thus, the number of
drif ting organisms that will die as a result of thermal plume entrainment will
be negligible.

'

The lower Mississippi River is characterized by a frequently shifting river
bed, with scouring and redeposition occurring almost constantly. Main-channel
benthic-macroinvertebrate sampling conducted in 1972 and 1973 revealed that
this habitat is virtually devoid of organisms. Any scouring in the vicinity
of the Station discharge would have no significant impact on the benthic community.

The potential for a cold-shock fish kill during the winter is minor, and the
potential for this kill having a detrimental effect on the fish community is
insignficant, because of (1) the low volume of blowdown discharge in relation-
ship to the flow rate of the Mississippi River, (2) the depauperate fauna and
flora inhabiting the stabilized shoreline downstream of the discharge struc-
ture and barge slip, and (3) the projected presence of two units (which lessens
the probabili_ty of a complete cessation of blowdown because simultaneous outage
of_ two units is less likely than the outage of one unit).

The potential for gas bubble disease killing a significant number of fish in
the area of discharge is minimal because closed-cycle cooling is used. This
closed-cycle system is not likely to result in supersaturation of the blowdown.
Furthermore, the small size and rapid mixing of the discharge plume minimizes
the number of fish that can be exposed to the Station discharge and the
supersaturated water should it occur.

Because of the small size and rapid mixing of the expected plume in relation
to the river and because of the unproductive nature of the stabilized shore-
line which is downstream and under the influence of the discharge, the staff
concluded that the fishery will not experience any of the following at signif- ,

icant or detectable levels: increased incidence of disease organisms, asyncrony
of fish spawning, loss of eggs and larvae as a result of plume entrainment,
reduction in forage, and the alteration of migratory and interspecific
relationships.

5.6.3 Effects of Chemical Discharges

The chemical and biccidal discharges from the Station are described in Section 4.2.5.
Table 4.1 compares the concentration of various chemical constituents of the )
blowdown with those present in ambient river water, j

The applicant (ER-OL Section 5.3) computed the plume dimensions corresponding
to State surface water quality criteria for the blowdown constituents. The
calculation was done for three river-flow levels (mean flow; 7-day, 10 yr low
flow; and the lowest recorded flow); two seasons (winter and summer); and two,
three and five cycles of concentration (the ratio of the concentration of chemicals
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iin the blowdown to those in the makeup water). For the worst case, compliance
with water quality criteria is attained within 1050 m (3400 ft) of the barge
slip. Based on the modeling results, the staff concluded that existing water

|users are not likely to be impacted.

Aquatic organisms most likely to be detrimentally impacted by chemical discharges
are those inhabiting the shoreline area and stabilized bank downstream of the
discharge and barge slip. Because (1) of the depauperate benthic fauna from
.he shoreline and bottom of the river downstream of the discharge (reported in
ER-OL Section 2.2.3.3.1) and (2) this area represents a small portion of available

ishoreline in the region of the station the staff concluded that no significant
impact on the aquatic productivity will occur.

Concentrations of these discharges are regulated under applicable Federal effluent
limitations. Appendix A to this statement contains a copy of the Station certifi-
cation under Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA)
and the NPDES permit (MS0029521) issued by the Mississippi Department of Natural
Resources under Section 402 of the FWPCA. The permit expires on June 30, 1981.
The State of Mississippi is reviewing the renewal application.

The NPDES permit limits the total residual and free-available chlorine discharge
at the discharge structure to an average of 0.2 mg/1, with an instantaneous
maximum of 0.5 mg/1. ' Free-available chlorine in the main circulating water
system is allowed to dissipate before discharge; similarly, the service water,
when chlorinated, is discharged to the main circulating water system to promote
dissipation. The low concentrations of free-available chlorine that are discharged
are further reduced quickly by the chlorine demand of the Mississippi River
water.

On the basis of the expected composition of the makeup water, combined chlorine
in the blowdown discharge is expected to be negligible. Low levels of ammonia
and organic nitrogen in the makeup water (Table 4.1), as well as the effective
removal of nitrogen associated with organic suspended solids by the filtration
effect of the radial collector wells, will also result in minimal formation of
combined chlorine compounds. The maximum and average concentrations of total
residual chlorine in the discharge are, therefore, expected to be less than
the 0.5 and 0.2 mg/l NPDES permit level; they are not expected to result in
adverse impact to the river biota.

The treated sanitary waste ef fluent from the Station contains less than 20 mg/l
of suspended solids and BOD . The NPDES permit limits total suspended solids3

and 800 to less than 30 mg/l daily average and to a daily maximum of 45 mg/1.3

'The residual chlorine concentration of the sanitary effluent is between 0.1 mg/l
and 0.5 mg/1. Because of the dilution by the cooling tower blowdown (2000:1),
no localized effects in the river are expected.

Other Station effluents such as (1) the demineralizer-regeneration wastes;
(2) floor-drain wastes from the fire-water pump house, the diesel generator
and water-treatment building, and the administration building; (3) standby
service water system blowdown and auxiliary-boiler blowdown; (4) wastes from
the emergency laundry facility; and (5) drainage from the roof drains are not
of concern because they are either of low volume, or they are released infre-
quently and are of reasonably high purity. These effluents (with the exception
of item (5)) are regulated under the NPDES permit. Further, the great dilution
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factor associated with discharging into the Mississippi will ensure that impacts
of all of these effluents will be small.

5.6.4 Aquatic Monitoring

The applicants' preoperational monitoring program to measure physical, chemical,
and ecological parameters of surface waters is presented in Section 6 of the
FES-CP.

Operational aquatic monitoring programs will be conducted in accordance with
the environmental protection plan (EPP) to be issued as a part of the Operating
License by the NRC and the NPDES permit issued by the State of Mississippi.

5.7 Historic'and Archaeological Site Impacts

Operation of the Station will not result in any significant impact on historic
and archaeological sites in the area.

5.8 Socioeconomic Impacts

Socioeconomic impacts of Station operation on the community are discussed in
Section 5.6 of the FES-CP. The socioeconomic effects of operation are expected
to be minimal, with the exception of tax benefits to Claiborne County which
will make it possible to finance improvements in public services and capital
infrastructure and to ease the tax burden on other properties in the county.
It is estimated that an average of 314 workers will be required for the opera-
tion of the two units. These workers are likely to reside in locations similar
to those where plant staff employees now live. Therefore, between 25 to 30 percent
of these workers are expected to live in the Port Gibson/Claiborne County area,
and 50 to 60 percent in the Vicksburg/ Warren County area, with the remaining
living in other surrounding areas. Because of the relatively small number of
workers, as compared to the construction stage workforce, required to operate
the Station, the impact on the infrastructure of the communities in which they
reside and on traffic is expected to be minimal.

There have been no changes since the FES-CP which would alter the noise anti-
cipated during Station operation.

The estimated annual payroll for the Station (both units) in 1986 is projected
to be $12.1 million (in 1980 dollars). Local purchases of materials and supplies
relating to the operation of the Station is expected to total $300,000 annually
(in 1980 dollars). (The local area includes Claiborne and Warren Counties and
Jackson, Mississippi.)

TheTable 5.1 presents the ad valorem taxes that will result from the Station.
projected dollar amounts of taxes are presented for each unit's first 5 years
of operation. The taxes are collected by Claiborne County which, in turn, pays
the State of Mississippi 4 mills per dollar collected. The applicants estimate
that during the period from January 1,1982 to January 1,1990 about 88 percent
of the ad valorem taxes collected by Claiborne County will be attributable to
the Station.
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5.9 Radiological Impacts

Regulatory Requirements-

Nuclear power reactors in the United States must comply with certain regulatory
requirements in order to operate. The permissible levels of radiation in un-
restricted areas and the radioactivity in effluents to unrestricted areas are
spelled out in 10 CFR Part 20, Standards for Protection Against Radiation.4
These regulations specify limits on levels of radiation and limits on concentra-
tions of radionuclides in the Station's effluent releases to the air and water
(above natural background), under which the reactor must operate. These regula-
tions state that no member of the general public in unrestricted areas shall
receive a radiation dose, due to Station operation, of more than 0.5 rems /yr
(or 2 mrems/hr or 100 mrems/7 days) to the total body. These radiation dose
limits are establishe'd to be consistent with considerations of the health andsafety of the public.

In addition to the Radiation Protection Standards of 10 CFR Part 20, 10 CFR
5Part 50.36a requires that releases of radioactive materials'to unrestricted

areas during normal reactor operatiuns, including expected operational occurrences,-

be kept as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA). Appendix I of 10 CFR Part 50
provides numerical guidance on design objectives and limiting conditions for
operation to meet this ALARA requirement. The applicants shall provide reasonable
assurance that the following dose design objectives will be met: 3 mrems/yr
to the total body or 10 mrems/yr to any organ from liquid effluents; 10 mrads/yr
gamma radiation or 20 mrads/yr beta radiation from gaseous effluents--and/or
5 mrems/yr to the total body or 15 mrems/yr to the skin from gaseous effluents;
and 15 mrems/yr to any organ from the airborne effluents that include the
radioiodines, carbon-14, tritium, and the particulates. .

Experience with the design, construction and operation of nuclear power reactors
indicates that compliance with such design objec+ives will keep average annual
releases of radioactive material in effluents at small percentages of the limits
spe::ified in 10 CFR Part 20. At the same time, the licensee is permitted the
flexibility of operation, compatible with considerations of health and safety,
to assure that the public is provided a dependable source of power even under
unusual operating conditions which may temporarily result in releases higher
than such small percentages, but still well within the limits specified in 10 CFR
Part 20.

In addition to the impact created by Station radioactive effluents as discussed
above, within the NRC policy and procedures for environmental protection spelled
out in 10 CFR Part 51 there are generic treatments of environmental effects of
all aspects of the Uranium Fuel Cycle. These environmental dsta have been sum-
marized in Table S-3 and are discussed later in this report in Section 5.10.
In the same manner the environmental impact of transportation of fuel and waste
to and from an LWR is summarized in Table S-4 of Section 5.9.1.

Recently an additional operational requirement for Uranium Fuel Cycle Facilities
including nuclear power plants has been established by the EPA in 40 CFR Part 190.6
This regulation limits annual doses (excluding radon and daughters) for members

Iof the public to 25 mrems total body, 75 mrems thyroid, and 25 mrems other organs i

from all fuel' cycle facility contributions that may impact a specific individual
in the public.
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Operational Overview-

During normal operations of Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2, small, monitored quantities
of fission products and induced radioactivities will be released to the environment.
As required by NEPA, the staff has determined the dose levels estimated to members
of the public outside of the plant boundaries due to the radiation from these
radioisotope releases and relative to natural background radiation dose levels.

These Station generated environmental dose levels are estimated to be very small
due to plant design and the development of a conscious program which will be
implemented at the Station to contain and control all radioactive emissions
and effluents. As mentioned above, highly efficient radioactive-waste management
systems are incorporated into the plant design and are specified in detail in
the Technical Specifications for the Station. The effectiveness of these systems
will be measured by process and effluent radiological monitoring systems that
permanently record the amounts of radioactive constitutents remaining in the
various airborne and waterborne process and effluent streams. The amounts of
radioactivity released through vents and discharge points to be further dispersed
and diluted to points outside the plant boundaries are to be recorded and published
semiannually in the Radioactive Effluent Release Reports of each unit.

The small amounts of airborne effluents that are released will diffuse in the
atmosphere in a fashion determined by the prevalent meteorological conditions
and are thus much dispersed and diluted by the time they reach unrestricted
areas that are open to the public. Similarly, the small amounts of waterborne
effluents released will be diluted with plant waste water and then further diluted
as they are discharged into the Mississippi River beyond the plant boundaries.

Any radioisotopes in the Station's effluents that finally enter unrestricted
areas will produce dose effects through their radiations on members of the
general public similar to the dose effects from background radiations (i.e.,
cosmic / terrestrial and internal radiations), which also include radiation from
nuclear weapons fallout. These radiation dose effects can be calculated for
the many potential radiological exposure pathways specific to the environment
around the Station, such as direct radiation doses from the airborne or water-
borne effluent streams outside of the plant boundaries, or internal radiation
dose commitments from radioactive contaminants that might have been deposited
on vegetation, or in meat and fish products eaten by people, or that might be
present in drinking water outside the plant, or incorporated into milk from
cows at nearby farms.

These doses, calculated for the " maximally exposed" individual (i.e., the
hypothetical individual potentially subject to maximum exposure), form the basis
of the NRC staff's evaluation of impacts. These estimates are for a fictitious
or " maximally exposed" person, since assumptions are made that tend to over-
estimate the dose that would actually accrue to members of the public outside i

the plant boundaries. For example, if this " maximally exposed" individual were
to receive the dose calculated at the plant boundary, he/she is assumed to be
physically at that boundary for 70% of the year, an unlikely occurrence.

Site specific values for the various parameters involved in each dose pathway
are used in the calculations. These include calculated or observed values for

i
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the amounts of radioisotopes released in the gaseous and liquid effluents,
meteorological information (e.g., wind speed and direction) specific to the
site topography and effluent release points, and hydrological information
relative to dilution and " flushing" of the liquid effluents as they are
discharged.

'

A periodic land census, to be required by the Radiological Technical Specifications
of the operating license, will require that as use of the land surrounding the
site boundary changes, revised calculations be made to ensure that this dose
estimate for gaseous effluents always represents the highest dose for any
individual member of the public for each applicable foodchain pathway. The
estimate considers, for example, where people live, where vegetable gardens are
located, where cows are pastured, etc.

For Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2, in addition to the direct effluent monitoring,
measurements will be made on a number of types of samples from the surrounding
area to determine the possible presence of radioactive contaminants which, for
example, might be deposited on vegetation, or be present in drinking water
outside the plant, or incorporated into cow's milk from nearby farms.

5.9.1 Radiological Impacts from Routine Operations

5. 9.1.1 Radiation Exposure Pathways: Dose Commitments

There are many environmental pathways through which humans may be exposed to
radiation originating in'a nuclear power reactor. All of the potentially meaning-
fui exposure pathways are shown schematically in Figure 5.1. When an individual
is exposed via one of these pathways, his dose is determined in part by the
amount of time he is in the vicinity of the source, or the amount of time the
radioactivity is retained in the body. The actual effect of the radiation or
radioactivity is determined by calculating the dose commitment. This dose commit-
ment represents the total dose that would be received over a 50 yr period,
following the intake of radioactivity for 1 yr under the conditions existing
15 yrs af ter the station begins operation (i.e. , the mid point of station
operation).

There are a number of possible exposure pathways to man that can be studied to
determine whether the routine releases at the Grand Gulf site are likely to
have any significant impact on members of the general public living and working
outside of the site boundaries, and whether the releases will in fact meet regula-
tory requirements. A detailed listing of these possibilities would include
external radiation exposure from the gaseous effluents, inhalation of iodines
and particulate contaminants in the air, drinking milk from a cow or eating
meat from an animal that feeds on open pasture near the site on which iodines
or particulates may have deposited, eating vegetables from a garden near the
site that may be contaminated by similar deposits, and eating fish caught near
the point of discharge of liquid effluents.

Other less significant pathways include: external irradiation from radionuclides
deposited on the ground surface, eating animals and food crops raised near the

!

,

site using irrigation water that may contain liquid effluents, shoreline activities
near lakes or streams that may be contaminated by effluents, and direct radiation
from within the plant itself. Note that for the Grand Gulf site there is no
drinking water pathway of concern since the first drinking water intake is 325 km
(200 miles) down stream of the plant and dilution makes the effect completely
negligible.

)
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Figure 5.1 Potentially Meaningful Exposure Pathways to Humans
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Calculations of the effects for most pathways are limited to a radius of
|.80 km(50 miles). ;

This limitation is based on several facts. Experience has shown that all signif-
'icant ' dose commitments (>0.1 mrems/yr) for radioactive effluents are accourted

1

-for within-a radius.of 80 km (50 miles) from the plant. Beyond 80 km (50 miles),
the doses are smaller than 0.1 mrems/yr, which is far below natural background

4

_

-doses.

The NRC staff has made a detailed study of all of the above significant pathways
and.has evaluated the radiation dose commitments both to the plant workers and
the general public for these pathways resulting from routine operation of the |

,

Station. A discussion of these evaluations follows'. )
|

5. 9.1.1.1 Occupational Radiation Exposure |

Most of the dose to nuclear p'lant workers result,s from external exposure to
radiation from radioactive materials outside of the body rather than from
internal exposure from inhaled or ingested radioactive materials. Experience
shows that the dose to nuclear plant workers varies from reactor to reactor
and from year to year. For environmental-impact purposes, it can be projected
by using the experience to date with modern BWRs. Recently licensed 1000-MWe
BWRs.are operated in accordance with the post-1975 regulatory requirements and
guidance that_ place increased emphasis on maintaining occupational exposure at
. nuclear. power plants ALARA. These requirements and guidance are outlined
primarily in 10 CFR Part 20,4 Standard Review Plan Chapter 12,7 and Regulatory
Guide'8.8.8

The applicants' proposed implementation of these requirements and guidelines
is reviewed by the NRC staff during of the licensing process, and the results
of that review are reported in the staff's Safety Evaluation Reports. The license
is granted only after the review indicates that an ALARA program can be implemented.-

In addition, regular reviews of operating plants are performed to determine
whether'the ALARA requirements are being met.

Average collective occupational dose information for 154 reactor. years of
operation is available for those plants operating between 1974 and 1980. (Theyear 1974 was rosen as a starting date because the dose data for years prior
to 1974 are primarily from reactors with average rated capacities below 500 MWe.)
These data indicate that the average reactor annual dose at BWRs has been about
740 person-rems, with some plants experiencing an average plant lifetime annual
dose as high as 1650 person-rems.9 These dose averages are based on widely
varying yearly doses at BWRs. For example, for the period mentioned above annual
collective doses for BWRs have ranged from 44 to 3626 person-rems per reactor.
However, the average annual dose per nuclear plant worker of about 0.8 rem9

has not varied significantly during this period. The worker dose limit,
established by 10 CFR Part 20, is 3 rem / quarter (if the average dose over the
worker lifetime is being controlled to 5 rem /yr) or 1.25 rem / quarter if it is
not.

The wide range of annual collective doses experienced at U.S. BWRs results from
a number of factors such as the amount of required maintenance, and the amount
of reactor operations and in plant surveillance. Because these factors can vary
widely and unpredictably, it is impossible to determine in advance a specific year-
to year or average annual occupational radiation dose for a particular plant over
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its operating lifetime. The need for high doses can occur, even at plants with
radiation protection programs designed to ensure that occupational radiation
doses will be kept ALARA.

In recognition of the factors mentioned above, staff occupational dose estimates
for environmental impact purposes for Grand Gulf are t;ased on the conservative
assumption that the Station may have a higher-than-average level of special
maintenance work. Based on the staff's review of occupational dose data from
154 BWR operating years, the staff has projected that the occupational doses
for each unit at Grand Gulf could average as much as 1650 person-rems /yr when
averaged over the life of the plant. However, actual year-to year doses at
Grand Gulf may dif fer greatly from this average, depending on actual plant
operating conditions.

In addition to the occupational radiation exposures discussed above, during
the period between the initial power operation of Unit 1 and the similar startup
of Unit 2, construction personnel working on Unit 2 will potentially be exposed
to sources of radiation from the operation of Unit 1. The applicants have
estimated that the integrated dose to construction personnel, over a period of
two years, will be about 30 person rems. This radiation exposure will result
predominantly from radioactive nitrogen-16 in the steam passing through the
Unit 1 turbine and penetrating the turbine, the building and the air to where
workers may be. Based on experience with other BWRs, the staff finds that the
applicant's estimate is reasonable. A detailed breakdown of the integrated
dose to the construction workers by the location of their work and its duration
is given in Table 12.4-10 of the FSAR.

The risks of various occupations, including nuclear plant workers, are given
in the table below. (References and Supporting text for this table are given
in the " Final Environmental Statment Related' to Steam Generator Repair at Turkey
Point Plant Units 3 and 4," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Report NUREG-0743,
March 1981). Based on the comparisons in this table, the staff concludes that
the risk to nuclear plant workers from plant operation is comparable to the
risks associated with other occupations.

Incidence of job related fatalities

Fatality incidence rates
Occupational group (premature deaths /105 person year)

Underground metal miners 1275

Uranium miners 422

Smelter workers 194

Mining 61

Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries 35

Contract Construction 33

Transportation and public utilities 24

Nuclear plant worker 23*

Manufacturing 7

Wholesale and retail trade 6

Finance, insurance, and real estate 3

Services 3

Total private sector 10
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' 5'. 9.1.1. 2 Public Radiation Exposure

Transportation of Radioactive Materials-

The transportation of " cold" (unirradiated) nuclear fuel to the reactor, of
spent irradiated fuel from the reactor to a fuel reprocessing plant, and of
solid radioactive wastes from the reactor to waste burial grounds are considered
in 10 CFR Part 51.20.5 The contrit,ution of the environmental effects of such
transportation to the environmental costs of licensing the nuclear power reactor,

W is set forth in Summary Table S-4.from 10 CFR Part 51.20, reproduced herein as
I Table 5.2. The cumulative dose to the exposed population as summarized in

Table S-4 is very small when compared to the annual dose of 26,000,000 person-
rems to this same population from background radiation.

Direct Radiation-

. Radiation fields are produced'around nuclear pl' ants as a result of radioactivity
within the reactor and its associated components, as well as a result of small
amounts radioactive effluent flow paths. Although these components are shielded,
dos'e rates observed around BWR plants from these plant components and flow paths
have varied from undetectable levels to values on the order of 100 mrems/yr at
onsite locations where members of the general public were allowed. For newer
BWR plants with a standardized design, dose rates have been estimated using
special calculational modeling techniques. The calculated cumulative dose to
the exposed population from such a facility would be much less than 1 person-
rem /yr per unit, insignificant when compared with the natural background dose.

Low-level radioactivity storage containers outside the plant are estimated to
make a dose contribution at the site boundary of less than 0.1% of that due to
the nitrogen-16 transmitted radiation.

? Radioactive Effluent Releases: Air and Water-

As pointed out in an earlier section, all effluents from the Station will be
subject to extensive decontamination, but small controlled quantities of radio-
active effluents will be released to the atmosphere and to the hydrosphere during
normal operations. Estimates of site-specific radioisotope release values have
been developed on the basis of the description of operational and radwaste systems
in the applicants ER and FSAR and by using the calculational model and param- I

eters developed in NUREG-0016.10 This has been supplemented by extensive use
l'of the applicants site and environmental data in the ER and in subsequent answers

to NRC staff questions, to obtain a complete picture of airborne and waterborne
releases from the Station.

I
These small amounts of effluents are then highly diluted by the air and water
into which they are released before they reach areas in which they interact
with activities of the general public.

Radioactive effluents can be divided into several groups. Among the airborne
effluents the radioisotopes of the noble gases--krypton, xenon, and argon--do
'not deposit on the ground or interact with living organisms; therefore, the
noble gas effluents act primarily as a source of direct external radiation
emanating from the effluent plume. Dose calculations are performed for the
site boundary where the highest external radiation doses to a member of the
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public as a result of gaseous effluents have been estimated to occur; these
include the annual beta and gamma air doses as well as the total body and skin
doses from the plume at that boundary location. ,

,

Another group of' airborne radioactive effluents--the radioiodines, carbon-14,
and tritium--are also gaseous but tend to be deposited on the ground and/or
absorbed into the body during inhalation. For this class of effluents, estimates

.of direct external radiation doses from deposits on the ground, and of internal
radiation doses to total body, thyroid, bone, and other organs from inhalation,
from vegetable consumption, from milk consumption, and from meat consumption
are made. Concentrations of iodine in the thyroid and of carbon-14 in bone
.are of particular significance here.

A third group of airborne effluents, consisting of particulates that remain
after filtration of the effluents, could include fission products such as cesium
and barium and corrosion products such as cobalt and chromium. The calculational
model determines the direct external radiation dose and the internal radiation
doses for these contaminants through the same pathways as described above for
the radioiodines, carbon-14, and tritium. Doses from the particulates are
combined with those of the radiciodines, carbon-14, and tritium for comparison
to one of the design objectives of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

The waterborne radioactive effluent constituents could include fission products
such as strontium and iodine; corrosion and activation products, such as sodium
and manganese; and tritium as tritiated water. Calculations estimate the
internal doses (if any) from fish consumption, from water ingestion (as drinking-

. water), and from eating of meat or vegetables raised near the site on irrigation
water, as well as any direct external radiation from recreational use of the
water past the point of discharge.

The release values for each group of effluents along with site-specific meteoro-
logical and hydrological data, serve as input to computerized radiation-dose
models that estimate the maximum radiation dose that would be received outside
the facility via a number of pathways for individual members of the public and
for the general public as a whole. These models and the radiation dose calcula-
tions are discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.10911 and in Appendix B of this
statement.'

Examples of site specific dose assessment calculations and discussions of
parameters involved are given in Appendix D. Doses from all airborne effluents
except the noble gases are calculated for the location (e.g., site boundary,
garden, residence, milk cow, meat animal) where the highest radiation dose to
a member of the public from all applicable pathways has been established. Only
those pathways associated with airborne effluents that are known to exist at a
single location, are combined to calculate the total maximum exposure to an
exposed individual. Pathways associated with liquid effluents are combined
without regard to location, but they are assumed to be associated with maximum
exposure to an individual other than through gaseous effluent pathways.

5.9.1.2 Radiological Impact on Humans

Although the doses calculated in Appendix D are based on radioactive waste treat-
ment system capability, the actual radiological impact associated with the
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operation of the Station will depend, in part, on the manner in which the radio-
:active waste treatment system is operated. Based on its evaluation of the |

potential performance of the ventilation and radwaste treatment systems, the
)NRC staff has concluded that the systems as now proposed are capable of controlling

effluent releases to meet the dose design objectives of Appendix I to 10 CFR
Part 50.5

The Station's operation will be governed by operating license Technical
Specifications which will be based on the dose design objectives of Appendix I
to 10 CFR Part 50. Since these design objective values were chosen to permit
flexibility of operation while still ensuring that plant operations are ALARA,
the actual radiological impact of plant operation may result in doses close to
the dose design objectives. Even if this situation exists, the individual doses
for the member of the public subject to maximum exposure will still be very
small when compared to natural background doses (*100 mrems/yr) or the dose
limits specified in 10 CFR Part 20 (500 mrems/yr - whole body). As a result,
the staff concluded that there will be no measurable radiological impact on
members of the public from routine operation of the Station.

Operating standards to 40 CFR Part 190, the Environmental Protection Agency's
Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Nuclear Power Operations,6
specify that the annual dose equivalent must not exceed 25 mrems to the whole5

body, 75 mrems to the thyroid, and 25 mrems to any other organ of any member
of the public as the result of exposures to planned discharges of radioactive
materials (radon and its daughters excepted) to the general environment from
all uranium-fuel-cycle operations and radiation from these operations that can
be expected to affect a given individual. The NRC staff concluded that under
normal operations the Grand Gulf site is capable of operating within these
standards.

5. 9.1. 3 Radiological Impacts on Biota Other Than Humans

Depending on the pathway and radiation source, terrestrial and aquatic biots
will receive doses that are approximately the same or somewhat higher than humans
receive. Although guidelines have not been established for acceptable limits
for radiation exposure to species other than human, it is generally agreed that
the limits established for humans are conservative for other species. Experience
has shown that it is the maintenance of population stability that is crucial
to the survival of a species, and species in most ecosystems suffer rather high
mortality rates from natural causes.

While the existence of extremely radiosensitive biota is possible, and while
increased radiosensitivity in organisms may result from environmental interac-
tions with other stresses (for example, heat or biocides), no biota have yet
been discovered that show a sensitivity (in terms of increased morbidity or
mortality) to radiation exposures as low as those expected in the area surrounding
the Station. Furthermore, at all nuclear plants for which radiation exposure
to biota other than humans has been analyzed 12 there have been no cases of
exposure that can be considered significant in terms of harm to the species,
or that approach the limits for exposure to members of the public which are
permitted by 10 CFR Part 20.4 The 1972 BEIR Reportta concluded that the esidence
to date indicates that no other living organisms are very much more radiosensitive
than humans; therefore, no measurable radiological impact on populations of
biota is expected as a result of the routine operation of this Station.
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5.9.1.4 Radiological. Monitoring

Radiological environmental monitoring programs are established to provide' data
on measurable levels of radiation and radioactive materials in the site environs.
Such monitoring programs are conducted to verify the effectiveness of in plant
systems used to control the release of radioactive materials and to ensure that ;

unanticipated buildups of radioactivity will not occur in the environment, and 1

the even lesser. likelihood that there is an unmonitored or undetected radio-
active effluent release point. A surveillance (Land Census) program is
established to identify changes in.the use of unrestricted areas to provide a ,

basis for modifications of the monitoring programs. )

These programs are discussed in greater detail in NRC Regulatory Guide 4.1,
Rev. 1, " Programs for Monitoring Radioactivity in the Environs of Nuclear Power
Plants,"14 and the' Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position, Rev. 1,
November 1979, "An Acceptable Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program."15

5.9.1.4.1 Preoperational

The preoperational phase of the monitoring program provides for the measurement
of background levels.of radioactivity and radiation and their variations along
the anticipated important pathways in the areas surrounding the Station, the
training of personnel and the evaluation of procedures, equipment and techniques.
The applicants proposed a radiological environmental-monitoring program to meet
these objectives in the ER-CP and it was discussed in the FES-CP. This early
program has been updated and expanded; it is presented in Section 6.1.5 of the
applicant's ER-OL and is summarized here in Table 5.3.

The applicants state that the preoperational program has been implemented, at
least two years prior to initial criticality of Unit 1, to document background
levels of direct radiation and concentrations of radionuclides that exist in
the environment. The preoperational program will continue up to the initial
criticality of Unit 1 at which time the operational radiological monitoring
program will commence.

The staff has reviewed the preoperational environmental monitoring plan of the
applicants and finds that it is acceptable as presented.

5.9.1.4.2 Operational

The operational, offsite radiological-monitoring program is conducted to measure
radiation levels and radioactivity in plant environs. It assists and provides
backup support to the effluent-monitoring program as recommended in NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.21, " Measuring, Evaluating and Reporting Radioactivity in Solid Wastes |

and Releases of Radioactive Materials in Liquid and Gaseous Effluents from Light- )
Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants."16

The applicants state that the operational program will in essence be a:

continuation of the preoperational program described above with some adjust- |

ment of sampling frequencies in expected critical exposure pathways, such as
,

increasing milk sampling frequency and deletion of fruit, vegetable, soil, and
,

gamma radiation survey samples. The proposed operational program will be'

reviewed prior to plant operation. Modification will be based upon anomalies
and/or exposure pathway variations observed during the preoperational program.
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l

The final operational-monitoring program proposed by the applicants will be )reviewed in detail'by the NRC staf f., and the specifics of the required monitoring I
program will be incorporated into the Operating License Radiological Techni.al |

Specifications. 1

5.9.2 Environmental Impact of Postulated Accidents

5.9.2.1 Plant Accidents |
|

The NRC staff has considered the potential radiological impacts on the environment I

of possible accidents at the Station in accordance with a Statement of Interim
Policy published by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on June 13, 1980. " The
following discussion reflects these considerations and conclusions.

The first section deals with general characteristics of nuclear power plant
accidents including a brief summary of safety measures to minimize the proba- |
bility of their occurrence and to mitigate their consequences if they should
occur. Also described are the important properties of radioactive materials '

and the pathways by which they could be transported to become environmental
hazards. Potential adverse health effects and impacts on society associated
with actions to avoid such health effects are also identified.

Next, actual experience with nuclear power plant accidents and their observed
health effects and other societal impacts are described. This is followed by
a summary review of safety features of the Station and of the site that act to
mitigate the consequences of accidents.

The results of calculations of the potential consequences of accidents that
have been postulated in the design basis are then given. Also described are
the results of calculations for the Grand Gulf site using probabilistic methods
to estimate the possible impacts and the risks associated with severe accident
sequences of exceedingly low probability of occurrence.

5.9.2.1.1 General Characteristics of Accidents

The term accident, as used in this section, refers to any unintentional event
not addressed in Section 5.9.1 that results in a release of radioactive materials
into the environment. The predominant focus, therefore, is on events that can
lead to releases substantially in excess of permissible limits for normal opera-
tion. Such limits are specified in the Commission's regulations at 10 CFR Part 20
and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I.

There are several features which combine to reduce the risk associated with
accidents at nuclear power plants. Safety features in the design, construction,
and operation comprising the first line of defense are to a very large extent
devoted to the prevention of the release of these radioactive materials from
their normal places of confinement within the plant. There are also a number
of additional lines of defenses that are designed to mitigate the consequences
of failures in the first line. Descriptions of these features for the Station
may be found in the Final Safety Analysis Report,18 and in the staff's forthcoming
Safety Evaluation Report. The most important mitigative features are described
in Section 5.9.2.1.3 below.
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These safety features are designed taking into consideration the specific locations
of radioactive materials within the plant, their amounts, their nuclear, physical,
and chemical properties, and their relative tendency to be transported into
and for creating biological hazards in the environment.

(1) Fission Product Characteristics

By far the' largest inventory of radioactive material in a nuclear power plant
is produced by the uranium oxide fuel fission process and is contained in the
fuel rods. During periodic refueling shutdowns, the assemblies containing these
fuel rods are transferred to a spent fuel storage pool so that the second largest
inventory of radioactive material is located in this storage pool. Much smaller
inventories of radioactive materials are also normally present in the water
that circulates in the reactor coolant system and in the systems used to process
gaseous and liquid radioactive wastes in the plant.

These radioactive materials exist in a variety of physical and chemical forms.
Their potential for dispersion into the environment is dependent not only on'
mechanical forces that might physically transport them, but also upon their
inherent proparties, particularly their volatility. The majority of these
materials exist as nonvolatile solids over a wide range of temperatures. Some,
however, are relatively volatile solids and a few are gaseous in nature. These
characteristics have a significant bearing upon the assessment of the environ-
mental radiological impact of accidents.

The gaseous materials include radioactive forms of the chemically inert noble
gases krypton and xenon. These have the highest potential for release into
the atmosphere. If a reactor accident were to occur involving rupture or other
failure of the fuel rod cladding, the release of substantial quantities of these
radioactive gases from the affected fuel rods is a virtual certainty. Such
accidents are very low frequency but credible events (see Section 5.9.2.1.2).
It is for this reason that each nuclear power plant is analyzed for a hypo-
thetical design basis accident that postulates the release of the entire
contained inventory of radioactive noble gases from the fuel into the containment
structure: If released to the environment beyond the containment structure as
a possible result of failure of safety features,-the hazard to individuals from
these noble gases would arise predominantly through the external gamma radiation
from the airborne plume. The reactor containment structure is designed to
minimize this type of release.

Radioactive isotopes of iodine are formed in substantial quantities in the fuel ,

by the fission process and, in some chemical forms, may be quite volatile.
For this reason, they have traditionally been regarded as having a relatively
high potential for release from the fuel. The chemical forms in which the
fission product radioiodines are found are generally solids at room temperature,
and have a strong tendency to condense (or " plate out") upon cooler surfaces.
In addition, most of the iodine compounds are quite soluble in, or chemically
reactive with, water. Although these properties do not inhibit the release of
radioiodines from degraded fuel rods, they do att to mitigate the release from
containment structures that have large internal surface areas and that contain
large quantities of water as a result of an accident. The same properties affect
the behavior of radioiodines that may escape from the containment into the atmos-
phere. Thus, if rainfall occurs during a release, or if there is moisture on
exposed surfaces, e.g., dew, the radiciodines will show a strong tendency to
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be absorbed by the moisture. Because of radioiodine's relatively high solubility
and distinct radiological hazard, its potential for release to the atmosphere
has also been reduced by the use of special containment spray systems which
act to absorb airborne. iodines. If released to the environment, the principal
radiological hazard associated with the radioiodines is ingestion into the human
body and subsequent. concentration in the thyroid gland.

J|
lOther radioactive materials formed during the operation of a nuclear power plant

have lower volatilities, and therefore,.by comparison with the noble gases and
1 iodine, a much smaller tendency to escape from degraded fuel rods unless the
I temperature of the fuel becomes abnormally high. If such materials escape by

volatilization from the fuel, they tend to condense quite rapidly to solid form
again when transported to a lower temperature' region and/or dissolve in water
when present. The former mechanism can have the result of producing some solid
particles of sufficiently small size to be carried some d,istance by a moving
stream of gas ~or air. If such particulate materials are dispersed into the
atmosphere as a result of failure of the containment barrier, they will tend
to be carried downwind and deposit on surface features by gravitational settling
or by precipitation (fallout), where they will become " contamination" hazards
in the environment.

All-radioactive isotopes exhibit the property of radioactive decay with
characteristic half-lives ranging from fractions of a second to many days or

|years (cf. Table 5.9.2.1.4-3). Many of them decay through a sequence or chain
of decay processes and all eventually become stable (nonradioactive) isotopes.
The radiation emitted during these decay. processes is the reason that they are

;

hazardous materials. "

(2) Exposure Pathways '

l The radiation exposure (hazard) to individuals is determined by their proximity
to the radioactive material, the duration of exposure, and factors that act to
shield the individual from the radiation. Pathways for the transport of radiation
and radioactive materials that lead to radiation exposure hazards to humans i

are generally the same for accidental as for " normal" releases. These are
depicted in Figure 5.1. There are two additional possible pathways that could
be significant for accident releases that are not shown in Figure 5.1. One of
these is the fallout onto open bodies of water of radioactivity initially 1

carried in the air. The second would be unique to an accident that results in
temperatures inside the reactor core sufficiently high to cause melting and
subsequent penetration of the basemat underlying the reactor by the molten
core debris. This creates the potential for the release of radioactive material
into the hydrosphere through contact with ground water. These pathways may
lead to external exposure to radiation, and to internal exposures if radio-
activity is inhaled, or ingested from contaminated food or water.

It is characteristic of these pathways that during the transport of radioactive
material by wind or by water, the material tends to spread and disperse, like
a plume of smoke from a smokestack, becoming less concentrated in larger volumes
of air or' water. The result of these natural processes is to lessen the intensity
of exposure to individuals downwind or downstream of the point of release, but
they also tend to increase the number who may be exposed. For a release into
the atmosphere, the degree to which dispersion reduces the concentration in
the plume at any downwind point is governed by the turbulence characteristics
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of the. atmosphere which vary considerably with time and from place to place.
This fact,-taken in conjunction with the variability of wind direction and the~

( presence or absence of precipitation, means that accident consequences are very
murS dependent upon the weather conditions existing during the accident. ,

(3) Health Effects

The cause and effect relationships between radiation exposure and adverse health
19 but they have been more exhaustively studied thanI effects are quite complex

any other environmental contaminant.

l Whole-body radiation exposure resulting in a dose greater than about 10 rem
for'a few persons and about 25 rem for nearly all people over a short period
of time (hours) is necessary before any physiological effects to an individual I
are clinically detectable. Doses about to 10 to 20 times larger than the latter
. dose, also received over ? relatively short period of time (hours to a few days),
can be expected to cause some fatalities. At the severe, but extremely low 1

probability end of the accident spectrum, exposures of these magnitudes are |
theoretically possible for persons in the close proximity of such accidents if !

measures are not or cannot be taken to provide protection, e.g., by sheltering ,

or evacuation.

Lower levels of exposures may also constitute a health risk, but the ability
to define a direct cause and effect relationship between any given health effect
and a known exposure to radiation is difficult given the backdrop of the many
other possible reasons why a particular effect is observed in a specific indi-
vidual. For this reason, it is necessary to assess such effects on a statistical
basis. Such effects include cancer and genetic changes in future generations
after exposure of a prospective parent. Cancer in the exposed population may
begin to develop only after a lapse of 2 to 15 years (latent period) from the
time of exposure and then continue over'a period of about 30 years (plateau
period). However, in the case of exposure of fetuses (in utero), cancer may
begin to_ develop at birth (no latent period) and end at age 10 (i.e., the plateau
period is 10 years). The health consequences model currently being used is
based on the 1972 BEIR Report of the National Academy of Sciences.20

Most authorities are in agreement that a reasonable and probably conservative
estimate of the statistical relationship between low levels of radiation exposure
to a large number of people is within the range of about 10 to 500 potential-
cancer deaths (although zero is not excluded by the data) per million person-rem.
The range comes from the latest NAS BEIR III Report (1980)22 which nlso indicates
a probable value of about 150. This value is virtually identical to the value

of about 140 used in the current NRC health effects models. In addition, approxi-

mately 220 genetic changes per million person-rem would be projected by BEIR III
over succeeding generations. That also compares well with the value of about
260 per million person-rem currently used by the NRC staff.

(4) Health Effects Avoidance

Radiation hazards in the environment tend to disappear by the natural process
of radioactive decay. Where the decay process is a slo'w one, however, and where
the material becomes relatively fixed in its location as an environmental con-
taminant (e.g., in soil), the hazard can continue to exist for a relatively
long period of time--months, years, or even decades. Thus, a possible con-
s,equential environmental societal impact of severe accidents is the avoidance
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of the health hazard rather than the health hazard itself, by restrictions on
the use of the contaminated property or contaminated foodstuffs, milk, and
drinking water. -The potential economic impacts that this can cause are discussed
below.

5.9.2.1.2 Accident Experience and Observed Impacts

The evidence of accident frequency and impacts in the past is a useful indicator
of future probabilities and impacts. As of mid-1981, there were 69 commercial
nuclear power reactor units licensed for operation in the United States at
48 sites with power generating capacities ranging from 50 to 1130 megawatts
electric (MWe). (The Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 are designed for 1361 MWe each.)

.The combined experience with the 69 operating units represents approximately
500 reactor years of operation over an elapsed time of about 20 years. Accidents
have occurred at several of these facilities.22 Some of these have resulted
in releases of radioactive material to the environment, ranging from very small
fractions of a curie to a few million curies. None is known to hava caused
any radiation injury or fatality to any member of the public, nor any significant
individual or collective public radiation exposure, nor any significant contami-
nation of the environment. This experience base is not large enough to permit
a reliable quantitative statistical inference. It does, however, suggest that
significant environmental impacts due to accidents are very unlikely to occur
over time periods of a few decades.

Melting or severe degradation of reactor fuel has occurred in only one of these
69 operating units, during the accident at Three Mile Island - Unit 2 (TMI-2)
on March 28, 1979. In addition to the release of a few million curies of xenon-133,
it has been estimated that approximately 15 curies of radiciodine was also
released to the environment at TMI-2.23 This amount represents an extremely
minute fraction of the total radiciodine inventory present in the reactor at

ithe time of the' accident. No other radioactive fission products were released
in measurable quantity.-

It has been estimated that the maximum cumulative offsite radiation dose to an
individual was less than 100 millirem.23,24 The total population exposure
has been estimated to be in the range from about 1000 to 3000 person-rem. This
exposure could produce between none and one additional fatal cancer over the
lifetime of the population. The same population receives each year from natural
background radiation about 240,000 person-rem and approximately a half-million
cancers are expected to develop in this group over its lifetime,23,24 primarily
from causes other than radiation. Trace quantities (barely above the limit of
detectability) of radiciodine were found in a few samples of milk produced in
the area. No other food or water supplies were impacted.

Accidents at commercial nuclear power plants have also caused occupational
injuries and a few fatalities but none attributed to radiation exposure.
Individual worker exposures have ranged up to about 4 rem as a direct con-
sequence of accidents, but the collective worker exposure levels (person-rem)
are a small fraction of the exposures experienced during normal routine operations
that average about 500 person-rem per reactor year.

Accidents have also occurred at~other nuclear reactor facilities in the United
States and in other countries.22 Due to inherent differences in design, construc-
tion, operation, and purpose of most of these other facilities, their accident 1

record has only indirect relevance to current nuclear power plants. Melting
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| of reactor fuel occurred in at least seven of these accidents, including the
( one in 1966 at the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant Unit 1. This was a sodium-
\

cooled fast breeder demonstration reactor designed to generate 61 MWe. The

damages were repaired and the reactor reached full power four years following
the accident. It operated successfully and completed its mission in 1973. ,

This accident did not release any radioactivity to the environment.

A reactor accident in 1957 at Windscale, England released a significant quantity
of radioiodine, approximately 20,000 curies, to the environment. This reactor,

which was not operated to generate electricity, used air rather than water to
ccol the uranium fuel. During a special operation to heat the large amount of
graphite in this reactor, the fuel overheated and radioiodine and noble gases
were released directly to the atmosphere from a 123 m (405 ft) stack. Milk
produced in a 512-km (200-mi2) area around the facility was impounded for up2

to 44 days. This kind of accident cannot occur in a reactor like Grand Gulf,
however, because of its water-cooled design.

5.9.2.1.3 Mitigation of Accident Consequences

The principal design features of the Station are presented in the following
section.

(1) Design Features

Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 are essentially identical. Each unit contains features
designed to prevent accidental release of fission products from the fuel and
to lessen the consequences should such a release occur. These accident preventive
and mitigative features are referred to collectively as engineered safety features
(ESF). To establish design and operating specifications for ESF, postulated
events referred to as design basis accidents are analyzed.

An emergency core cooling system (ECCS) is provided to supply cooling water to
the reactor core during an accident to prevent or minimize fuel damage. Means
of removing heat energy from the containment to prevent its over pressurization
following an accident are also provided. The containment system itself is a
passive ESF, designed to prevent direct escape of released fission products to
the environment.

The Grand Gulf containment systems consist of an inner primary containment and
an outer secondary containment. The primary containment is designed to withstand
internal pressures resulting from reactor accidents. The secondary containment
surrounds the primary containment and all equipment outside primary containment
which could handle fission proodcts in the event of an accident. The secondary
containment is designed to collect, delay, and filter any leakage from the primary
containment prior to release to the environment.

The secondary containment encloses plant areas which are accessible, and therefore
ventilated, during normal operation. Upon detection of a release of radioactivity,
normal ventilation is automatically isolated, and an ESF, the standby gas treatment
system (SGTS), assumes control of air flow within and from the secondary contain-
ment. The SGTS filters the secondary containment atmosphere, and exhausts sufficient
filtered air to establish and maintain an internal pressure less than the outside
atmospheric pressure. This negative pressure is sufficient to prevent unfiltered
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air leakage from the building. Radioactive iodine and particulate fission
products would be substantially removed from the SGTS flow by safety grade
activated charcoal and high ef ficiency particulate filters. The filtered
exhaust system also encloses the spent fuel pool.

The nain steam lines pass through the secondary containment in going from the
ireactor to the turbine building. Any leakage of the main steam line isolation

valves, therefore, could pass through those lines without being intercepted by
the SGTS. To prevent this passage, a leakage control system is designed to
collect main steam line isolation valve leakage and direct it into the secondary 1
containment atmosphere and sumps, such that any airborne emissions are processed
by the SGTS.

All mechanical systems mentioned above are designed to perform their functions
given single failures, and are supplied with emergency power from onsite diesel
generators in the event that normal offsite and station power is interrupted.

Much more extensive discussions of these design features may be found in the
applicants' Final Safety Analysis Report. In addition, the implementation of
the lessons learned from the TMI-2 accident, in the form of improvements in
design and procedures, and operator training, will significantly reduce the
likelihood of a degraded core accident that could result in large releases of
fission products to the containment. Specifically, the applicants will be
required to meet the TMI-related requirements specified in NUREG-0737. As
noted in Section 5.9.2.1.4, no credit has been taken for these actions and
improvements in discussing the radiological risk of accidents in this chapter.

(2) Site Features

In the process of considering the suitability of the site of the Grand Gulf
Nuclear Station, pursuant to NRC's reactor site criteria in 10 CFR Part 100,
consideration was given to certain factors that tend to reduce the risk and
the potential impact of accidents.

First, the site has an exclusion area as required by 10 CFR Part 100. The exclu-
sion area within the 930 ha (2300 acre) site property has a minimum exclusion
distance of 696 meters (2280 ft) measured from the centerline of Unit 1 to the
exclusion area boundary. The applicants own all the surface area, as well as
the mineral rights in fee simple and have the authority to determine all
activities within the exclusion area, as required by 10 CFR Part 100. The only
portion of the exclusion area in which activities unrelated to plant operation
may occur is on Waterloo Road, a county road running through the property.

| The applicants have made arrangements with Claiborne County officials to control
! the traffic on this thoroughfare in the event of an emergency.

Second, beyond and surrounding the exclusion area is a low population zone (LPZ),
also required by 10 CFR Part 100. This is a circular area with a radius of
two miles which is mostly wooded and sparsely populated. Within this zone the
applicants must ensure that there is a reasonable probability that appropriate
protective measures could be taken on behalf of the residents in the event of
a serious accident. The population in this area was 190 in 1970 and is expected
to increase to 230 by the year 2020. In case of a radiological emergency, the
applicants have made arrangements with agencies of the sthte and local govern-
ments to control all activity, including evacuation of personnel in the vicinity
of the nuclear plant.
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Third, 10 CFR Part 100 also requires that the distance from the reactor to the
nearest boundary of a densely populated area containing more than about 25,000
residents be at least one and one-third times the distance from the reactor to
the outer boundary of.the LPZ. Since accidents of greater potential hazards !

than those commonly postulated as representing an upper limit are conceivable, '

although highly improbable', it was considered desirable to include this popula-
tion center criterion in Part 100. Vicksburg, Mississippi which is located 40 km i

(25 miles) north-northeast of the site, with a 1975 population of 30,000 people I
'is the nearest such area. Out to a distance of 50 km (30 miles), the projected

population density is not expected to exceed 44 persons / square mile at any
,

time during the operating life of the facility. More complete descriptions of i

the site, its population and land use characteristics, are given in Section 4
of this document.

The safety evaluation of the Grand Gulf site has also included a review of poten-
tial external hazards, i.e. , activities offsite that might adversely affect
the operation of the plant and cause an accident. This review encompassed nearby
industrial, transportation, and military facilities that might create explosive,
missile, toxic gas or'similar hazards. The risk to the Grand Gulf facility
from such hazards has been found to be negligibly small. More detailed discus-
sion of the compliance with the Commission's siting criteria and the consideration
of external hazards are given in the staff's CP stage Safety Evaluation Report.

(3) Emergency Preparedness

Emergency preparedness plans including protective action measures for the Station
and environs are in an advanced, but not yet fully completed stage. In accordance
with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.47, effective November 3, 1980, no operating
license will be issued to a nuclear facility applicant unless a finding is made
by the NRC that the state of onsite and offsite emergency preparedness provides
reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be taken
in the event of a radiological emergency. Among the standards that must be
met by these plans are provisions for two Emergency Planning Zones (EPZ). A

plume exposure pathway EPZ of about 16 km (10 mi) in radius and an ingestion
exposure pathway EPZ of about 80 km (50 mi) in radius are required. Other
standards include appropriate ranges of protective actions for each of these
zones, provisions for dissemination to the public of basic emergency planning
information, provisions for rapid notification of the public during a serious ,

Ireactor emergency, and methods, systems, and equipment for assessing and
monitoring actual or potential affsite consequences in the EPZs of a
radiological emergency cor,dition.

NRC findings will be based upon a review of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations as to whether State and local govern-
mont em egency plans are adequate and capable of being implemented, and on the
NRC assessment as to whether the applicants' onsite plans are adequate and capable
of being implemented. NRC staff findings will be reported in its Safety Evaluation
Report. Although the presence of adequate and tested emergency plans cannot
prevent the occurrence of an accident, it is the judgment of the staff that

.

such plans can and will substantially mitigate the consequences to the public
if an accident should occur.

|
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5.9.2.1'.4~ Accident Risk and Impact Assessment.
.

. (1) Design Basis. Accidents I

]

-As a.means of ensuring'that certain features' of the Station meet acceptable
design;and performance criteria, the~ applicants and the NRC staff have' analyzed
the potential consequences'of a number of postulated accidents. Some of these
could' lead to significant releases of radioactive materials to the environment,
and calculations have been performed to~ estimate the potential radiological
consequences.to persons offsite. For'each postulated initiating event, the
potentialfradiological consequences cover a considerable range of values depending

- upon.how the accident' develops and the relevant conditions, including wind
.' direction and weath re , prevalent'during the accident.

'

In the safety analysis'of the Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 plants, three categories
' of. accidents have been considered. These categories are based upon their probabil-
ity of occurrence and include (a) incidents of moderate frequency, i.e. , events.
that can reasonably be expected.to occur during any year of operation, (b) infrequent
accidents,'i.e., events-that might occur once during the lifetime of the plant,
and (c) limiting faults, i.e., accidents not expected to occur but that have
the potential for signifi. cant releases of radiorctivity. The radiological' con-
sequences-of incidents in. the first category, also called anticipated operational
occurrences, are discussed in Section 5.9.1. Initiating events postulated in
the second-and third categories for the Grand Gulf Station are shown in Table 5.4.<

|

These are collectively designated design basis accidents because specific Station
design and operating features, as described above in Section 5.9.2.1.3.(1),
are provided to limit their potential radiological consequences. Approximate
radiation doses that might be received by a person at the nearest. site boundary

'

(696 meters'(2280 ft) from the plant) are also shown in the table, along with
. a characterization of the time duration of the releases. The results shown in
the table' reflect the expectation-that ESF and other operating features would i

function as intended.
|

An important. consequence of this expectation is that the radioactive releases
considered are limited to noble gases and radioiodines and that any other radio-
active materials, e.g., in particulate form, are not expected to be released.
The results are also quasi probabilistic in nature in the sense that the meteoro-

.

logical' dispersion conditions are taken to be neither the best nor the worst
for the site, but rather at an average value determined by actual site measurements.

'
;

In order to contrast the results of these calculations with those using more
pessimistic, or conservative, assumptions described below, the doses shown in
Table 5.4 are sometimes referred to as " realistic" doses.

The staff has also carried out calculations to estimate the potential upper
bounds for individual exposures from the same initiating accidents in Table 5.4
for the purpose of implementing the provisions of 10 CFR Part 100, " Reactor,

Site Criteria." For these calculations, much more pessimistic (conservative
or worst case) assumptions are made as to the course taken by the accidents
and the prevailing conditions. These assumptions include much larger amounts
of radioactive material released by the initiating events, additional single

i
1
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failures in' equipment, operation of ESF's in a degraded mode,* and very poor |
meteorological dispersion conditions. I

The results of.these conservative calculations show that, for these events,
the limiting whole-body exposures are not expected to exceed 4 rem to any
individual at the site boundary. They also show that radioiodine releases have
the potential for offsite exposures ranging up to about 150 rem to the thyroid.
For such an exposure to occur, an individual would have to be located at a point
on the site boundary where the radioiodine concentration in the plume has its
highest value and inhale at a breathing rate characteristic of a person jogging,
for a period of two hours. The health risk to an individual receiving such a
thyroid exp'osure is the potential appearance of benign or malignant thyroid j
nodules in about 5 out 100 cases, and the development of a fatal cancer in about '

2 out of 1000 cast..

None of the calculations of the impacts of design basis accidents described in
this section take into consideration possible reductions in individual or popula-
tion exposures as a result of taking any protective actions.

(2) Probabilistic Assessment of Severe Accidents

In this and the following three sections, the probabilities and consequences
of accidents of greater severity than the design basis accidents identified
above in section 5.9.2.1.4(1) are evaluated. As a class, they are considered
less likely to occur, but their environmental consequences could be more severe.
These more severe accidents, heretofore frequently called Class 9 accidents,
can be distinguished from design basis accidents in two priraary respects: they
involve substantial physical deterioration of the fuel in the reactor core,
including overheating to the point of melting, and they involve deterioration
of the capability of the contai vent structure to perform its intended function
of limiting the release of radioactive materials to the environment.

The assessment metho:' ology employed is that described in tne Reactor Safety
Study (RSS) which was published in 1975.25** In 1980, the sets of accident
sequences that were found in the RSS to P the dominant contributors to the
risk in the prototype BWR (Peach Bottom UNt 2) were updated 2s ("rebaselined").
The rebaselining was done largely to incorporate peer group comments 27 and better
data and analytical techniques resulting from research and development after
the publication of the RSS. Entailed in the rebasin1 effort was the evaluation
of individual dominant accident sequences as they are understood to evolve.
The earlier technique of grouping a number of accident sequences into the
encompassing Release Categories as was done in the RSS has been largely
eliminated.

I

A

| The containment system, however, is assumed to prevent leakage in excess of
| that which can be demonstrated by testing, as provided in 10 CFR Part 100.11(a).
I **

| Because this report has been the subject of considerable controversy, a discus-
'

sion of the uncertainties surrounding it is provided in Section 5.9.2.1.4.(7). l
|
!
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;

The Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 incorporate General Electric designed BWRs having
similar design and operating characteristics to the RSS prototype BWR, Therefore,
the present assessment for the Grand Gulf Station has used as its starting point
the rebaselined accident sequences and sequence groups referred to above, and'

more fully described in Appendix F. Characteristics of the sequences (and
sequence groups) used (all of which involve partial to complete melting of the,

reactor core)_are shown in Table 5.5. Sequences initiated by natural phenomena
such as tornadoes, floods, or seismic events and those that could be initiated
by deliberate acts of sabotage are not included in these event sequences. The
radiological consequences of such events would not be different in kind from
those which have been treated. Moreover, it is the staff's judgment, based on
design requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, relating to effects of natural
phenomena, and safeguards requirements of 10'CFR Part 73, that these events do
not contribute significantly to risk.

Calculated probability per reactor year associated with each accident sequence
(or sequence group) used is shown in the second column in Table 5.5. As in
the RSS there are substantial uncertainties in these probabilities. This is
due, in part,'to difficulties associated with the quantification of human error
and to inadequacies in the data base on failure rates cf individual plant compo-
nents that were used to calculate the probabilities.27 (See Section 5.9.2.1.4 (7)
below.) The probability of accident sequences from Peach Bottom (the prototype

,

BWR) were used to give a perspective of the societal risk of the Grand Gulf
Station because, although the probabilities of particular accident sequences
may be substantially differert for Grand Gulf, the overall effect of all
sequences taken together is likely to be within the uncertainties (see
Section 5.9.2.1.4.(7) for discussion of uncertainties in risk estimates).

The magnitudes (curies) of radioactivity releases for each category are obtained
by mul.tiplying the release fractions shown in Table 5.5 by the amounts that
would be present in'the core at the time of the hypothetical accident. These ,

'are shown in Table 5.6 for a Grand Gulf Unit at a core thermal power level of
3993 megawatts.

The potential radiological consequences of these releases have been calculated
by the consequence model used in the RSS28 and adapted to apply to a specific
site. Environmental parameters specific to the Grand Gulf site have been used
an*/ include the following:

Meteorological data for the site representing a full yr ar of consecutive-

hourly measurements and seasonal variations.

Projected population for the year 2000 extending throughout regions of 80-

and 560 km (50 and 350 mi) radius from the site.

The habitable land fraction within the 560 km (350 mi) radius.-

Land use statistics, on a state-wide basis, including farm land values,-

farm product values including dairy production, and growing season informa-
tion, for the State of Mississippi and each surrounaing State within the
560 km (350 mi) region.

|
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To obtain a probability distribution of consequences the calculations are performed
assuming the occurrence _of each accident release sequence at each of 91 different
" start" times throughout a one year period. Each calculation utilizes the site
specific hourly meteorological data and seasonal information for the time period
following each " start" time. The consequence model also contains provisions
for_ incorporating the consequence reduction benefits of evacuation and other
protective actions. Early evacuation of people would considerably reduce the
exposure from the radioactive cloud and from the contaminated ground in the
wake of the cloud passage. The evacuation model used (see Appendix G) has been
revised from that used in the RSS for better site-specific application. The
quantitative characteristics of the evacuation model used for the Grand Gulf
site are best estimate values made by the staff and based upon evacuation time
estimates prepared by the applicants. Actuel evacuation effectiveness could
be greater or less than that characterized but would not be expected to be much

. less, even under adverse conditions.

The other protective actions include: (a) either complete denial of use (inter-
diction), or permitting use only at a sufficiently later time after appropriate
decontamination of food stuffs such as crops and milk, (b) decontamination of
severely contaminated environment (land and property) when it is considered to
be economically feasible to lower the levels of contamination to protective
action guide (PAG) levels, and (c) denial of use (interdiction) of severely
contaminated land and property for varying periods of time until the contami-
nation levels reduce to such values by radioactive decay and weathering so that
land and property can be economically decontaminated as in (b) above. These
actions would reduce the radiological exposure to the people from immediate
and/or subsequent use of or living in the contaminated environment.

Early evacuation and the other protective actions mentioned above are considered
appropriate sequels to serious nuclear reactor accidents at this Station involving
significant release of radioactivity to the atmosphere. Therefore, the dose
consequence results shown for these more severe accidents at Grand Gulf include
the benefits of these protective actions.

There are also uncertainties in the estimates of consequences, and the error
bounds may be as large as they are for the probabilities. It is the judgment
of the staf f, however, that it is more likely that the calculated results are
overestimates of consequences rather than underestimates.

The results of the calculations using this consequence model are radiological
doses to individuals and to populations, health effects that might result from
these exposures, costs of implementing protective actions, and costs associated
with property damage by radioactive' contamination. ,

(3) Dose and Health Impacts of Atmospheric Releases

The results of the calculations of dose and health impacts performed for the
Grand Gulf facility and site are presented in the form of probability distri-
butions in Figures 5.2 through 5.5 and are included in the impact Summary

,

Table 5.7. Ali of the accident sequences shown in Table 5.5 contribute to the'

results. The consequences from each sequence or group of sequences is weighted
by its associated probability.

L

i
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Figure 5.2 shows probability distribution curves for the number of persons who
might receive whole body doses equal to or greater than 200 rem and 25 rem,
and thyroid doses equal to or greater than 300 rem from early exposure,* all
on a per-reactor year basis. A 200 rem whole body dose corresponds approximately
to a threshold value for which hospitalization would be indicated for the treat-
ment of radiation injury. A 25 rem whole body dose (which has been identified
earlier as the lower limit for clinically observable physiological effects in
nearly all people) and 300 rem thyroid dose are guideline values applied to
reactor-siting in 10 CFR Part 100.

The figure shows that there are less than 2 chances in 100,000 per year
(a 2 x 10 5 probability) that hundreds of persons may receive doses equal to or
greater _ than any of these doses specified.-

The chances of very large numbers of persons (thousands) being exposed at the
threshold value or guideline dose levels are seen to be considerably smaller.
For example, the chances are about 1 in 100,000,000 (a 10 8 probability) that
6,500 or more people might receive doses of 200, rem or greater. A majority of
the exposures reflected in this figure would be expected to occur to persons
within a 40 km (25 mile) radius of the plant. Virtually all exposures would
occur with a 160 km (100 mile) radius.

Figure 5.3 shows the probability distribution for the total population exposure
in p'erson-rem, i.e., the probability per reactor year that the total population
exposure will equal or exceed the values given. Most of the population exposure
would occur within 80 km (50 mi) but the more severe releases would result in
exposure to persons beyond the 80 km (50 mi) range as shown.

For perspective, population doses shown in Figure 5.3 may be compared with the
annual average dose to the population within 80 km (50 mi) of the Grand Gulf
site due to natural background radiation of 28,000 person-rem, and to the
anticipated annual population dose to the general public from normal station
operation of 2.7 person-rem (excluding plant workers).

Figure 5.4 shows the probability distribution for acute fatalities, representing
radiation injuries that would produce fatalities within about one year after
exposure. Virtually all of the acute fatalities would be expected to occur
within a 40 km (25 mile) radius. The results of the calculations shown in this
figure and in Table 5.7 reflect the effect of evacuation' within the 16-km (10-mile)
plume exposure pathway EPZ only. For the very low probability accidents having
the potential for causing radiation exposure above the threshold for acute fatality
at distances beyond 16 km (10 miles), it would be rr411stic to expect that authori-
ties would evacuate persons at all distances at which such exposures might occur.
Acute fatality consequences would therefore reasonably be expected to be less
than the numbers shown.

A

Early exposure to an individual includes external doses from the radioactive
cloud and the contaminated ground, and the dose from internally deposited
radionuclides from inhalation of contaminated air during the cloud passage.
Other pathways of exposure are excluded.
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Figure 5.5 represents the statistical relationship between population exposure
and the induction of fatal latent cancers. That is, those cancers that might
appear over a period of many years following exposure. The impacts on the total
population and the population within 80 km (50 miles) are shown separately.
The fatal latent cancers have been subdivided into those attributable to exposures
of the thyroid and to those attributable to exposures of all other organs.

(4) Economic and Societal Impacts |

As noted in Section 5.9.2.1.1, the various measures for avoidance of adverse
,

health effects including those due to residual radioactive contamination in |
the environment are possible consequential impacts of severe accidents. Calcula-
tions of the prcbabilities and magnitudes of such impacts for the Grand Gulf
Station and environs have also been made. Unlike the radiation exposure and
adverse health effect impacts discussed above, impacts associated with adverse
health effects avoidance are more readily transformed into economic impacts.

The results are shown as the probability distribution for costs of offsite
mitigating actions in Figure 5.6 and are included in the impact Summary
Table 5.7. The factors contributing to these estimated costs include the
following:

Evacuation costs-

Value of crops contaminated and condemned-

Value of milk contaminated and condemned-

Costs of decontamination of property where practical-

Indirect costs due to loss of use of property and incomes derived-

therefrom.

The last named costs would derive from the necessity for interdiction to prevent
the use of property until it is either free of contamination or can be economically
decontaminated.

Figure 5.6 shows that at the extreme end of the accident spectrum these costs
could exceed billions of dollars but that the probability that this would occur
is exceedingly small, less than one chance in ten million per year.

Additional economic impacts that can be monetized include costs of decontamination
of the facility itself and the costs of replacement power. Probability distribu-
tions for these impacts have not been calculated, but they are included in the
discussion of risk considerations in Section 5.9.2.1.4.(6) below.

(5) Releases to Groundwater

A pathway for public radiation exposure and environmental contamination that
would be unique for severe reactor accidents was identified in Section 5.9.2.1.1(2)

! above. Consideration has been given to the potential environmental impact of
| this pathway for the Station. The principal contributors to the risk are the

core melt accidents associated with the boiling water reactors described above.
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The penetration of the basemat of the containment building can release molten
core debris to the strata beneath the plant. The soluble radionuclides in the
debris could be leached and transported by groundwater to downgradient domestic
wells used for drinking or to surface water bodies used for drinking water, for
aquatic food generation and for recreation. Releases of radioactivity to the
groundwater underlying the site could also occur via failure of the containment
at a point below grade or by leakage of radioactive ECCS and suppression pool
water through a failed containment.

An analysis of the potential consequences of a liquid pathway release of radio-
activity for generic sites was presented in the " Liquid Pathway Generic Study"
(LPGS).29 The LPGS compares the risk of accidents involving the liquid pathway
(drinking water, irrigation, aquatic food, swimming and shoreline usage) for
four conventional, generic land-based nuclear plants and a floating nuclear
plant. Parameters for the land-based sites represent averages for a wide range

Iof real sites and are thus typical, but represent no real site in particular.
The discussion in this section is a summary of an analysis performed to determine
whether or not the liquid pathway consequences of a postulated accident at the
Grand Gulf site would be unique when compared to the generic "large river" land-
based site considered in the LPGS. The method of comparison consists of a direct
scaling of the LPGS population doses based on the relative va' lues of key parameters
characterizing the LPGS large river site and the Grand Gulf site. The parameters
which were evaluated included amounts and rate of release of radioactive materials
to the ground, groundwater transport travel time, sorption on geological media,
surface water transport, drinking water usage, aquatic food consumption, and
shoreline usage.

All of the reactors considered in the LPGS were pressurized water reactors (PWR,
with ice condenser containments. There are likely to be significantly different
mechanisms and probabilities of releases of radioactivity for the Grand Gulf
boiling water reactors (BWR) and their containments. The staff is not aware
of any studies which indicate the probabilities or magnitudes of liquid releases
for BWRs. It is unlikely, however, that the liquid release for a BWR would be
any larger than that conservatively estimated for similarly sized PWR's in the
LPGS. The source term used for Grand Gulf in this comparison, therefore, is
assumed to be equal to that used in the LPGS.

Doses to individuals and populations were calculated in the LPGS without con-
sideration of interdiction methods such as isolating the contaminated groundwater
or denying use of the water. In the event of surface water contamination, alterna- |
tive sources of water for drinking, irrigation and industrial uses would be expected
to be found, if necessary. Commercial and sports fishing, as well as many other
water-related activities could be restricted. Ths consequences would, therefore,
be largely economic or societal, rather than radiological. In any event, the
individual and population doses for the liquid pathway range from fractions to
very small fractions of those that can arise from the airborne pathways.

The Grand Gulf site is located on the east bank of the Mississippi River,' about
7,300 feet from the shoreline. Groundwater at the site exists primarily in
the Holocene river alluvium, Pleistocene terrace deposits, and the Miocene
Catahoula formation. In the site area, the groundwater level slopes gently
westward toward the Mississippi River.
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The site buildings are founded in the Catahoula formation which consists of
silt and clay material of very low permeability. There is virtually no movement
of groundwater through this layer. It is conservatively assumed, however, that
in the event of a core melt accident releasing contaminated material to this
layer, groundwater transport would occur along assumed fractures in the Catahoula
deposit. The contamination would then reach the highly permeable terrace deposits
adjacent to the plant area and be transported in the direction of the Mississippi
River which is approximately 7,300 feet down gradient. Contaminated groundwater
must travel through the permeable terrace deposits, the low permeability clay
silt alluvium and finally the permeable Mississippi River sand gravel alluvium
before it could enter the Mississippi River itself. The applicants have estimated
that the transport time for contaminated groundwater to travel from the Station |

structures to the Mississippi River would be about 13 years. The staff has
reviewed this analysis and finds it to be conservative. ,

There are two oxbow lakes, Gin Lake and Hamilton Lake, between the Station
structures and the Mississippi River. These lakes are shallow (average depth
is 1.5 m (5 ft)) and intercept the water table of the low permeability clay silt
river alluvium. They are also periodically flooded during high river stages.
Contaminated groundwater from the plant would reach the lakes before the river.
The staff estimates that the minimum groundwater travel time from the Station
structures to the lakes would be 11.7 years. During floods, contamination which
had reached the lakes would be flushed into the river. However, because they
are so shallow, most of the groundwater assumed to be contaminated would flow
underneath.

For holdup times on the order of years, as would be the case here, the only
significant contributors to population dose via the liquid pathway are Cs-137
and Sr-90. Values of retardation factors, which reflect the effects of sorption
of the radionuclides within the aquifer, are estimated by the applicants to
range from 29 to 46 for Sr-90 and from 990 to 1630 for Cs-137 for the various
formations. The staff has reviewed values of retardation coefficients based
on reported properties for materials similar to those found at the Grand Gulf
site, and find that the applicants' values tend toward the conservative end of
the ranges of reported values.

Using the applicants' values for the retardation factors the staff estimates
that it would take a minimum of 256 years for the Sr-90, and 8718 years for
the Cs-137 to reach the oxbow lakes. These travel times compare to 5.7 years
for Sr-90 and 51 years for Cs-137 employed in the LPGS. If it is conservatively

assumed that all of the contaminated groundwater would enter the river by way j
of the oxbow lakes, the quantity of Sr-90 would be reduced compared to that of ,

the LPGS case by a factor of about 320. Because of its longer holdup, virtually !

all of the Cs-137 would have decayed before reaching the lakes.

Radioactive contamination escaping from the oxbow lakes during river floods
would be diluted in the large flow of the Mississippi River. The 1928-1965
average flow in the Mississippi River at Vicksburg, Mississippi about 26 miles
upstream, was 554,000 cfs. The LPGS "large river site" flowrate used was
100,000 cfs. Therefore, for each curie released to the river the Grand Gulf
dilution would be higher than the LPGS dilution by a factor of at least 5.5.t

In actuality, the dilution would be larger since water from the oxbow lakes
only enters the Miss'issippi during periods of high river flow.
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In the case of the LPGS "large river" site, approximately 65 percent of the
whole-body population dose was from drinking water ingestion, 9 percent from
aquatic food ingestion and 26 percent from shoreline usage. Virtually all of
the population dose was due to the two isotopes Sr-90 and Cs-137 Strontium-90
was responsible for about 91 percent of the drinking water dose and 36 percent l

i

of the dose from aquatic food consumption. Almost all of the shoreline dose
was due to Cs-137 alone.

The LPGS assumed that 100,000 people were served by drinking water supplied
from the river. The Mississippi River downstream from the Grand Gulf site suppliesno municipal users. The only identified potable water intake is the Dow Chemical
Plant 320 km (197 miles) downstream which withdraws an estimated 500-600 gallonsper minute. An estimated 2950 people work at that plant. If half of their |
daily potable water supply came from the river, this use would represent only {about 1.3 percent of the LPGS usage.

!

The LPGS case assumed an annual commercial and recreational fin fish harvest
of 150,000 lb, with no crustacea or shellfish. .The NRC staff has estimated a
maximum total harvest for all aquatic food from the main steam of the river
downstream of the site to be about 4.3 x 106 kg (9.5 x 108 lb). The Mississippi
River aquatic food harvest is therefore about 63 times greater than that of
the LPGS.

The shoreline exposure pathway will be practically nil, since virtually no Cs-137
could escape the site. The population dose at the Grand Gulf site can therefore
be based on the Sr-90 contribution to the drinking water and fish ingestion
pathways alone. The ratio of the Grand Gulf liquid pathway population doses
relative to the liquid pathway population doses calculated for the LPGS "large
river" site are about 6.7 x 10.e for drinking water and about 0.013 for aquatic
food consumption. The staff considers these estimates to be conservativelyhigh.

The Grand Gulf liquid pathway population dose, therefore, has bee' n shown to be
much smaller than those predicted for the LPGS large river site. Thus the Grand
Gulf site is not unique in its liquid pathway contribution to risk.

Finally, there are measures which could be taken to minimize the impact of the
liquid pathway. The staff estimated that the minimum groundwater travel time
from the Grand Gulf site to the Mississippi River via the oxbow lakes would be
about 11.7 years, and that the holdup of most of the significant radioactivity
would be even longer. This would allow ample time for engineering measures
such as slurry walls and dewatering to isolate the radioactive contamination
near the source.

(6) Risk Considerations

The foregoing discussions have dealt separately with the probabilities and con-
sequences of accidents. These two factors are combined to obtain average measures
of environmental risk of accidents. Such averages can be particularly instructive
as an aid to the comparison of radiological risks associated with accident releases
and with normal operational releases.
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A common way in which this combination of factors is used to estimate risk is
to multiply the probabilities by the consequences. The estimate is then expressed
numerically as consequences expected per unit of time. By use of such a quantification
of risk the NRC staff does not mean to assert that there is universal agreement

|

! that people's attitudes about risk, or what constitutes an acceptable risk,
should be governed solely by such a me. ure. Nevertheless, we believe that it
can be a contributing, but not' necessarily decisive, f actor in making a risk
judgment.

Table 5.8 showns average annual values of risk per Grand Gulf reactor, associated
with population dose, acute fatalities, latent fatalities, and costs for evacuation
and other protective action and decontamination.

The population exposure risk due to accidents may be compared with that for
normal operational releases. The radiological dose to the population from normal

| operational releases may result in:

late somatic effects in the form of fatal and nonfatal cancer in various-

body organs--following age and organ-specific latency periods--of the
exposed population, and

fatal ~ and nonfatal genetic disorders in the future generations of the-

' exposed population.;

Because of the randomness of these effects, calculations of these effects are
made from the population dose (person-rem). Absolute risk estimators of 140

8deaths from expression of latent cancer in various body organs per 10 total-body
person-rem in the exposed population and 260 cases of all forms of genetic dis-
orders per 100 total-body person-rem in the future generations of the exposed
population were derived from the 1972 BEIR report.2o This derivation assumes
a linear and nonthreshold dose-effect relationship at all sublethal dose levels.,

!

Using these risk estimators and 1.4 person-rem as the annual population dose,
the staff calculateu that there may occur 0.0002 cancer deaths in the exposed
population and 0.0004 genetic disorders in all future generations of the exposed

,

'

population from each year of normal operation of one Grand Gulf reactor.

The comparison of a risk of 0.0002 cancer deaths given above with a risk of
about 0.006 for latent cancer deaths from accidents (Table 5.8) indicates that,
within the uncertainties of the calculational methods, the accident risks are
comparable to those for normal operational releases.

There are no acute fatality.or economic risks associated with protective actions
.and decontamination for normal releases; therefore, these risks are unique for*

accidents. For perspective and understanding of the meaning of the acute fatality
accident risk estimate of 0.00006 per year, the staff notes that the population
at risk is essentially that within about 40 km (25 mi) of the plant (about
65,000 persons in the year 2000). The risk of accidental f atalities per year,

| for a population of this size, based upon overall averages for the United States,-

are approximately 14 for motor vehicle accidents, 5 from falls, 2 from drowning,
2 from burns, and 0.8 from firearms. W

!
!
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The economic risk associated with protective actions and decontamination could
be compared with property damage costs associated with alternative energy genera- |tion technologies. The use of fossil fuels, coal or oil, for example, would 1

emit substantial quantities of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides into the atmos-
phere, and, among other things, lead to environmental and ecological damage I
through the phenomenon of acid rain." This effect has not, however, been
sufficiently quantified to draw a useful comparison at this time.

1

There are other economic impacts and risks that can be monetized that are not |
included in the cost calculations discussed in Section 5.9.2.1.4.(4). These '

are accident impacts on the facility itself that result in added costs to the
public, i.e., ratepayers, taxpayers, and/or shareholders. These costs would
be associated with decontamination, repair or replacement of the facility, and
for replacement power.

j

No detailed methodology has been developed for estimating the contributions of
an accident to the economic risk to the licensee for decontamination and restora-

ition of the plant. Experience with such costs is currently being accumulated !

as a result of the Three Mile Island accident. If an accident occurs during
the first year of the Grand Gulf Unit 1 operation, the economic penalty in present
worth dollars reflected to the initial year of the unit's operation is estimated
at $1 billion for decontamination and restoration of the plant and $715 million
for replacement power during the period the plant is being restored. This estimate
assumes that the plant would be out of commission for eight years and that the
energy that would have been forthcoming from the Grand Gulf unit (assuming 60%
capacity factor) will be replaced by oil fired generation on the Middle South
Utilities System.

If the probability of sustaining a total loss of the original facility is taken
as the sum of the probability of the occurrence of a core melt accident (the
sum of probabilities for the categories in Table 5.5) then the probability of
such an accident is approximately 2.4 x 10 5 This i.s the probability of a
disabling accident happening during each year of each unit's service life.
Multiplying the previously estimated cost of $1715 million for an accident to
Grand Gulf Unit 1 during the initial year of its operation by the above
2.4 x 10 5 probability results in an economic risk of $41,200 applicable to
each of the Grand Gulf units during their first year of operation. This is
also approximately the economic risk during the second and each subsequent year
of their operation. Although the nuclear units depreciate in value and may
operate at reduced capacity factors such that the economic consequences due to
an accident becomes less as the units become older, this is offset by higher
costs of decontamination and restoration of the units in the later years due
to inflation.

(7) Uncertainties !
l

The foregoing probabilistic and risk assessment discussion has been based upon |
the methodology presented in the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) which was published
in 1975.

In July 1977, the NRC organized an Independent Risk Assessment Review Group to
(1) clarify the achievements and limitations of the Reactor Safety Study Group,
(2) assess the peer comments thereon and the responses to the comments, (3) study
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the current state of such risk assessment methodology, and (4) recommend to the
Commission how and whether such methodology can be used in the regulatory and
licensing process. The results.of this study were issued September 1978.27
This report, called the Lewis Report, contains several findings and recommendations
concerning the RSS. Some of the more significant findings are summarized below.

A number of sources of both conservatism and nonconserva'tism in the-

probability calculations in RSS were found, whn.S were very difficult to
balance. The Review Group was unable to determine whether the overall
probability of a core melt given in the RSS was high or low, but they did
conclude that the error bands were understated.

The methodology, which was an important advance over ear'ier methodologies-

that had been applied to reactor risk, was sound.
,

It is very difficult to follow the detailed thread of calculations through-

the RSS. In particular, the Executive Summary is a poor description of
the contents of the report, should not be used as such, and has lent itself
to misuse in the discussion of reactor risk.

On January 19, 1979, the Commission issued a statement'of policy concerning
the RSS and the Review Group Report. The Commission accepted the findings of
the Review Group.

The accident at Three Mile Island occurred in March 1979 at a time when the
accumulated experience record was about 400 reactor years. It is of interest

to note that this was within the range of frequencies estimated by the RSS for
an accident of this severity.19 It should also be noted that the Three Mile
Island accident has resulted in a very comprehensive evaluation of reactor acci-
dents like that one, by a significant number of investigative groups both within
NRC and outside of it. Actions to improve the safety of nuclear power plants
have come out of these investigations, including those from the President's
Commissiran on the Accident at Three Mile Island, and NRC staff investigations
and task forces. A comprehensive "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of
the-TMI-2 Accident," NUREG-0660, Vol. I, May 1980 collects the various recommenda-
tions of these groups and describes them under the subject areas of: Operational
Safety; Siting and Design; Emergency Preparedness and Radiation Effects; Practices
and Procedures; and NRC Policy, Organization and Management. The action plan
presents a sequence of actions, some already taken, that will result in a gradually
increasing improvement in safety as individual actions are completed. The Grand
Gulf Station is receiving and will receive the benefit of these actions. The

improvement in safety from these actions has not been quantified, however, and
the radiological risk of accidents discussed in this chapter does not reflect
thn a improvements.

5.d.2.2 Conclusions
|The foregoing sections consider the potential environmental impacts from accidents

at the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station. These have covered a broad spectrum of possible |
accidental releases of radioactive materials into the environment by atmospheric l

i

and groundwater pathways. Included in the considerations are postulated design
basis accidents and more severe accident sequences that lead to a severely
damaged reactor core or core melt.
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The environmental impacts that.have been considered include potential radiation
exposures to individuals and to the population as a whole, the. risk of near-
and long-term adverse health effects that such exposures could entail, and the ;

1

potential economic and _ societal consequences of accidental contamination of
the environment. These. impacts could be severe, but the likelihood of their
occurrence is judged to be small. This conclusion is based on (a) the fact j

that considerable experience has been gained with the operation of similar
facilities without significant degradation of the environment; and (b) a
probabilistic assessment of the risk based upon the methodology developed in
the Reactor Safety Study. The overall assessment of environmental risk ofi

accidents, assuming protective action, shows that it'is comparable to the risk
for normal operational releases although accidents have a potential for acute.

fatalities and economic costs that cannot arise from normal operations. The jrisk of acute fatalities from potential accidents at the site are small in
comparison with the risk of acute fatalities from other human activities in a

|

,

comparably sized population. '

We have concluded that there are no special or unique features about the Grand
Gulf site and environs that would warrant additional engineered safety features
for the Station.

5.10 Impacts from the Uranium Fuel Cycle

The Uranium Fuel Cycle rule, 10 CFR Part 51.20 (44 FR 45362), reflects the
latest information relative to the reprocessing of spent fuel and to radio-
active waste management as discussed in NUREG-0116, Environmental Survey of
the Reprocessing and Waste h nagemtnt Portions of the LWR Fuel Cycle,30 and
NUREG-0216,31 which presents staff responses to comments on NUREG-0116. The
rule also considers other environmental factors of the uranium fuel cycle,
including aspects of mining and milling, isotopic enrichment, fuel fabrication,
and management of low- and high-level wastes. These are described in the AEC
report WASH-1248, Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle.32 The
Commission also directed that an explanatory narrative be developed that would
convey in understandable terms the significance of releases in the table. The
narrative was also to address such important fuel cycle impacts as environmental
dose commitments and health effects, socioeconomic impacts and cumulative impacts,
where these are appropriate for generic treatment. This explanatory narrative

1

was published in the Federal Register on March 4,1981 (46 FR 15154-15175).
Appendix C to this Statement contains those imp nts of the fuel cycle that reason-
ably appear to have significance for individual actor licensing sufficient
to warrant attention for NEPA purposes.

Table S-3 of the final rule is reproduced in its entirety as Table 5.9 herein.
Specific categories of natural resource use included in the table relate to
land use, water consumption and thermal effluents, radioactive releases, burial,

of transuranic and high- and low-level wastes, and radiation doses from trans-
portation and occupational exposures. The contributions in the table for re-
processing, waste management,-and transportation of wastes are maximized for
either of the two fuel cycles (uranium only and no recycle); that is, the cycle
that results in the greater impact is used.

Appendix C to this statement contains a description of the environmental impact
assessment of the uranium fuel cycle as related to the operation of the Grand
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Gulf Nuclear Station. The environmental impacts are based on the values given
in Table S-3, and on an analysis of the radiological impact from radon releases.
The NRC staff has determined that the environmental impact of the Station to
the U.S. population from radioactive gaseous and liquid releases (including
radon) due to the uranium fuel cycle is insignificant when compared with the
impact of natural background radiation. In addition, the nonradiological impacts
of the uranium fuel cycle have been found to be acceptable.

5.11 Decommissioning

Decommissioning of a nuclear power reactor does not usually involve environmental
impacts which are unique to a specific project. The technology for decommissioning
nuclear facilities is well in hand, and, while technical improvements in decom-
missioning techniques are to be expected, at the present time decommissioning
can be performed safely and at reasonable cost. Radiation doses to the public
as a result of decommissioning activities should be very small and would primarily
come from the transportation of decommissioning waste to waste burial grounds.
Radiation doses to decommissioning workers should be a small fraction of the
worker exposure over the operating lifetime of the facility; these doses usually
will be well within the occupational exposure limits imposed by regulatory require-
ments. Decommissioning costs for reactors are a small fraction of the present
worth commissioning costs. A full analyses of decommissioning is available in
NUREG-0586, " Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning
of Nuclear Facilities," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1981.

5.12 Emergency Planning

In connection with the promulgation of the Commission's upgraded emergency
planning requirements, the NRC staff (Office of Standaru Development) issued
NUREG-0685, " Environmental Assessment for Effective Changes to 10 CFR Part 50
and Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50; Emergency Planning Requirements for Nuclear
Power Plants" (August 1980). At this time, however, the staff does not have
sufficient information to determine whether any environmental impacts will result
from implementation by the applicants of the upgraded emergency planning require-
ments in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, such as construction of a near-site emergency
operations facility and the conduct of emergency preparedness exercises. Upon

receipt of all components of the applicants' emergency plan and implementing
procedures, the staff will be in a position to determine whether or not such
plan and implementating procedures will result in any environmental impacts.
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Table 5.1 Estimated Ad Valorem Taxes Attributable to
Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 During their First
Five Years of Operation (1980 Dollars) I

Year Unit 1* Unit 2** l
4

1 $6,880,000 2,786,000 |
2 7,341,000 3,219,000 1

3 7,738,000 3,348,000
4 7,531,000 3,482,000
5 7,811,000 3,621,000

* Unit 1 operational 1982, ** Unit 2 operational 1986. |

Source: ER-0L, Amendment 5

|

|
'

1
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SuuuAnv TAaLE S-4.-CNvinoNusNrAL lueAc7 or inANapoorAfcN or FUEL ANo WASTE TO ANo Fnou ONE LEHf-WAffA+
COOLEo NUCLEAR PowfR REACTOR '

NORuAL CONof7CN8 Or TRANsPORF
Errvronmentalnpact

Heat (per tradated fusi cask n trened) - 250.000 Stu/hr.

Waght (governed by Federal of State restnciens) 71000 Itm. per truck,100 tons per cask per rad car, -

Tratte densdy-
Truck .-

Less than 1 per day.
Less than 3 per month.Rad

Estrnated Range of doses to Cumulatve does to

Exposed populaton number of esposed edividuals 8 exposed populanon

persons (per reactor year) (per reactor yes) 8
exposed

Transportahon workers - 200 0 01 to 300 emihrem.. 4 man.com.

General pubic-
1.100 0 003 to 1.3 mdhrem. . 3 man-tem.

Ordookers . .
Along Route . 600.000 0 000t 10 0 06 mdhrem .. .

ACCmf Mf s IN TRANSPORT

Envronmastalnsk
. Small 8Radologecel effects . ..-.._

1 fatat squry m 100 reactor years 1 nonfataf agury a to re-Common (nonraeologmall causes .
actor years. $415 property damagu per reactor year

'Defa supportmg thes table are grven m the Comrmssen's ' Envronmental Servey of Transportation of Resoneirve Malenals
to and from Nuclear Power Plants." WASH-1236. December 1972, and Supp. I. NUREG-15/038 Apnl 1975. Both documents
are svelable for espechon and copyeg at the Comrmseen's Put*c Document Floom,17f 7 H St. NW, Westungton, O C., and
may be obtened from Natenai Tectmecal informahon Service. Sonngheid. Va. 22161. W ASH-1238 e avelable from NTIS at a
cost of $$ 45 (mcrofiche, $2 25) and NUREG.75/036 e avadabie at a cost of $3 25 (mecro6che. $2 25).

8The Federal Radabon Coured has recommended that the rasaton doses from aN sources of reesten other than natural
background and medical exposures should be hmded to 5.000 mdirem per year for mdmduals as a result of occupahonal expo-
sure and should be bmited to 500 rmstrom per year for mdmduals m the general populatorL The dose to mdeduals due to
average natural background radiabon is about 130 rmlbrem per year =

8 Man. rom e ari expressen for the summaton of whole body doses to mdeviduals e a group. Thus, d each member of a
populahon youp of 1.000 people were 60 recewe a dose of 0 001 rem (t mdhrem), or W 2 people were to ~ e a dose of 0 5
rem (500 mehrem) each, the total marwom dose m each case woulff be 1 man. rem

' Anhough the opvuonmental nsk of radologmal effects stemmmg from tranapartalen accidents e cunently incapable of
bemg numencasy quanbhed, the nsk remams sman regardless of whether d a bemg apphed to a sm0pe reaclor or a multreactor
ede.

l ..

|
i
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Table 5.3 GGNS Preoperational Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program Summary.
;

; Sampling Number and approximate- . Analysis type.and-* Sample type' frequency location of samples frequency:

;

! Direct- Quarterly 15 Site perimeter Gamma exposure,i Radiation 1 Port Gibson quarterly
'

1 Grand Gulf Military Park
9 5 - 10 mi. from site ,

; 4 10 - 20 mi. from site in least
prevalent wind direction control)

i !
; Airborne-Radio- Weekly 4 Site perimeter - Iodine 131, weekly
; iodine 1 Port Gibson

1 Grand Gulf Military Park,

2 10 - 20 mi. NE of Site on
U.S. 61 (control)

; o, 1 Residence having highest X/Q .

i lu (Glodjo)
; - e,

I Air Particulate Weekly Same as airborne iodine Gross Beta, weekly
Gamma Isotopic, quarterly '

i Surface Water Monthly 1 Miss River downstream of Outfall Gamma Isotopic
I (Miss. River) 1 Miss River upstream monthly

Tritium, quarterly
'

.,

; Cistern Water Monthly 1 Cistern used for drinking water Gross Beta, monthly
,

'

1 in area with highest X/Q Iodine 131, monthly
i; Gamma Isotopic, monthly

; 1 Cistern E* least 10 miles from Tritium, quarterly
4 site
|
! Ground Water Quarterly 1 Grand Gulf Military Park Gamma Isotopic,
} l Port Gibson quarterly
| 1 or more nearby wells Tritium, quarterly

i
.

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ = _ _ _ _ _ . - - - =- . _ _ _ _ --r, -
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _

-
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' Table 5.3 (Cont.)

Sampling Number and approximate - Analysis type and,

| Sample type frequency location of samples _ frequency

|

'
,

| Milk Monthly 1 Nearest ' milk cow Iodine 131, monthly
i 1 Alcorn State University Gamma Isotopic, monthly

, 1 3 milk cows in worst X/Q sectors

Fish and Semiannually 1 Discharge outfall area- Gamma Isotopic,'

Invertebrates Semiannually'

1 Control sample from area not*

influenced by plant discharges'

i

Beef (or Goat) Semiannually 1 Within 10 mi. of site Gamma Isotopic,

|
Meat 1 10-20 mi. from site _in least semiannually

prevalent wind directioni

V';

$? Deer Annually 1 In general vicinity of site in Gamma-Isotopic,
areas where hunting is permitted annually

} Fruits & At harvest 1 Garden having highest X/Q factor Gamma _ Isotopic, t

Vegetables 1 Private gardens in immediate on collection
vicinity of plantj

1 10-20 mi. from site in least"

prevalent wind direction

Green Leafy Monthly Same as Above for Fruits & Vegetables Gamma Isotopic,
Vegetables (when on collection

available)

Sediment Semiannually 1 Shoreline sediment near Gamma Isotopic,
St. Joseph Ferry Semiannually

Soil Once prior 9 Air Sampling Locations Gamma Isotopic-on
to plant collec, tion

Sr-90 - on collection~ operation

Gamma Radiation Once prior 30 Same as direct radiation Gamma Radiation

Survey to plant Exposure Rate
operation

. . . . - - _ . _ _ _ _ _
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: Table 5.4 Approximate Doses.from Selected
Design Basis Accidents

l
1

..

Duration- 12 hour d' oses at 696 meters * i

-of Release ** thyroid. Whole Body-

(rem) (rem)
.

' Infrequent accidents:
.

Release:of liquid waste-t-

storage
. <2 hours 0.5 '

;;> ~
.

. Fuel handling accideht <2 hours 0.1 0.08

Limiting faults:

1
Mainisteam line break ' 2 hours 0.2 0.02 i<

Control r' d drop hours-days 0.12 0.005o

Large-break-LOCA' hours-days 7.7 0.19 !

n
.

.. . . .

The nearest site (or exclusion area) boundary.
,nn

< means "less than". i

!
!

~

:

1

I
I

e
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Table 5.5- Summary of Atmospheric Releases in Hypothetical4

| Accident Sequences in a BWR (Rebaselined)

d

Accident
| Sequence or Fraction of Core' Inventory Released (")
4

Seque g , Probability per:

Group reactor yr Xe-Kr I Cs-Rb Te-Sb Ba-Sr Ru(c) La(d)

.

| TCy' 2.0 x 10 8 1.0 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.07 0.05 0.008 ,

4

| TWy' 3.0 x 10 8 1.0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.03 0.03 0.005

l TQUVy'
A 3.0 x 10 7 1.0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.03 0~. 03 0.005,

3
S Ey': m 2

TCy 8.0 x 10 8 1.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.02 0.01 0.002

TWy 1.0 x 10 5 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.08 0.01 0.007 0.001
i r

TQUVy
,

1.0 x 10 8 1. 0 0.1 0.06 0.1 0.006 0.007 0.001 !) Q
S Ey2

,

4

( ) Background on the isotope groups and release mechanisms is presented in Appendix VII, WASH-1400 (Ref. 25).
(b)See Appendix F for description of the accident sequences and sequence groups.
(c) Includes Ru, Rh, Co, Mo, Tc.
(d) Includes Y, La, Zr, Nb, Ce, Pr, Nd, Np, Pu, Am, Cm.

,

NOTE: Please refer to Section 5.9.2.1.4(7) for a discussion of uncertainties in risk estimates.

,

- - _ - _ m - , - - -
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 5.6 Activity of Radionuclides in a Grand Gulf Reactor Core at
- 3993 MWt

'Radioactive Inventory
Group /Radionuclide (millions of curies) Half-life (days)
A. NOBLE GASES

Krypton-85 0.70 3,950
Krypton-85m 30 0.183
Krypton-87 59 0.0528
Krypton-88 85 0.117
Xenon-133 210 5.28
Xenon-135 42 0.384'

8. I0 DINES-
Iodine-131 110 8.05
Iodine-132 150 0.0958
Iodine-133 210 0.875
Iodine-134 240 0.0366
Iodine-135 190 0.280

C. ALKALI METALS
Rubidium-86 0.032 18.7
Cesium-134 9.4 750
Cesium-136 3.7 13.0
Cesium-137 5. 9 11,000

D. TELLURIUM-ANTIMONY
Tellurium-127 7.4 0.391
Tellurium-127m 1.4 109
Tellurium-129 39 0.048
Tellurium-129m 6.6 34.0
Tellurium-131m 16 1.25
Tellurium-132 150 3.25
Antimony-127 7.6 3.88
Antimony-129 41 0.179

E. AKALINE EARTHS
Strontium-89 120 52.1
Strontium-90 4.6 11,030
Strontium-91 140 0.403
Barium-140 200 12.8

F. C0BALT AND
N0BLE METALS
Cobalt-58 0.97 71.0
Cobalt-60 0.36 1,920
Molybdenum-99 200 2.8
Technetium-99m 170 0.25
Ruthenium-103 140 39.5
Ruthenium-105 90 0.185 |

,

Ruthenium-106 31 366
Rhodium-105 61 1.50

5-48
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Table 5.6 (Cont.)

Radioactive Inventory i

Group /Radionuclide (millions of curies) Half-life (days)

'

G. RARE EARTHS, REFRACTORY
OXIDES AND TRANSURANICS
Yttrium-90 4. 9 2.67
Yttrium-91 150 59.0
Zirconium-95- 190 65.2
Zirconium-97 190 0.71
Niobium-95 190 35.0
Lanthanum-140 200 1.67
Cerium-141 190 32.3
Cerium-143 160 1.38
Cerium-144 110 284

Praseodymium-143 160 13.7
Neodymium-147 75 11.1
Neptunium-239 2000 2.35
Plutonium-238 0.071 32,500.

Plutonium-239 0.026 8.9 x 106
Plutonium-240 0.026 2.4 x 106"

Plutonium-241 4.2 5,350
Americium-241 0.0021 1.5 x 105
Curium-242 0.62 163

Curium-244 0.029 6,630

NOTE: The above grouping of radionuclides corresponds to that in
Table 5.4.

J

|

5
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Table 5.7 SummaryofEnvironmentalImpactsandProbabiliti$s
i

.

.

3- Population - -Latent *
Probability Persons Persons exposure millions- cancers ' Cost of offsiteof impact- exposed exposed Acute of person-rem 50 mi/' mitigating ~ actions
Per Year over 200 rem over 25 rem fatalities 50 mi/ total total millions of dollars;

!

| 10 4 <1- <1 <1 < 0.001 <-60 < 0.001 '

10 s <1- 210 <1 0.5/3 < 60/160! 60
:
a

j 5 x 10 8 <1 1,000 <1 1/7 50/330 150

10 8-
J

120- 8,000 <1 2/12 140/780 5004

j 10 7 1,000 35,000 2007 4/30 '370/1700 1,200
.

i V'
-

29 10 8 6,500 90,000 570- 6/40 630/- 2,000
-

.

i Related
Figure 5.2 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.5 5;6

i

Genetic effects would be approximately twice the number of latent cancers. Thirty times the values shown
'

4

the Figure 5-5 are shown in this column reflecting the thirty year period over which they might occur.
'

i
!. NOTE: Please refer to Section 5.9.2.1.4.(6) for a discussion of uncertainties in risk estimates
|

j

;

.

!

|
1
i
!

1 t

;
'

'q-

|
_ _ __ _
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Table 5.8 Annual Average Values of Environmental Risks
Oue to Accidents, per Reactor Unit

Population exposure
person-rem within 50 miles 15
person-rem total 100

Acute fatalities 0.00006

| Latent cancer fatalities
all organs excluding thyroid 0.005'

thyroid only 0.0005

Cost of protective actions
and decontamination $3,000

.

NOTE: See Section 5.9.2.1.4.(6) for discussions of uncertainties
in risk estimates.

e

>

.

4

/
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Tebie S4-Table of lkanun Fuel Cycle Envwcw> mental Deta'

(Normakzed k, molet LWR annual fuel requrement (WASH,t 248) or reference reactor year (NUREG-01661)

Mammurn effect per annual fuel
Envvonnental corederates total requwement or refererce reactor

year of model 1,000 MWe LWR

NATURAL RssOWCEs Usf

Land (acres).
1Temporardy comtrrtted '. . . 100
|Undisturbed Area .. 79
|Osturbed siens .. . _ - 22 Eqwvaient to a 110 MWe coal hred power '

plant
Permanently ccmtmeted - . . ... .-. . t3
Overturden mJved (tmlhons of MI) .. - 28 Equrvaient to 95 MWe coatfwod ,

power plant
Water (rmllsons ut gallons)-

Dscharged to air ... - 160 = 2 percent of modes f.000 MWe LWR with
C00h"9 30**

Dacharged to water bodies . 11.090
Dscharged to ground . t27

Total . 11.377 < 4 percent of model 1.000 MWe
LWR with once-through cochng

Fosse fuel
Electrcel energy (thousands of MW hour) ,. 323 < 5 percent of model 1.000 MWe LWR

output

Equeraient coas (thousands of MT) .. t 18 Equwalent to tne consumptwin of a 45 MWe
coal-fwed power plant

Natursi gas trmiles of scf) . 135 (0 4 percent of rnodel I.000 MWe energy
output

Erri uturs-CMsuscat (Mf)
Gases (includmg eniraanment) '

50. . . . - - 4 400
NO. ' t.190 Equmaient to emsses from 45 MWe coal.

lwed plant for a year
Hydrocart)ons 14
CO. ,, 29 6
Particutstes 1.154

Other gases
F,

- 67 PnncipaNy frorn UF. produchon, ermchment.
and reprocessing Concentration metrun

*
range of state standards-below level thai
has effects on human health

hcl 014
L upds

50 *. 99 From entchment. fuel fabacanon, and repro-
NO , 25 8 cessmg steps Conets that conshtute
Fluonde 12 9 a potential it,r adversa envvonrnental effect
Ca ' $4 are present in dilule concentrabons and re.
Cl 86 cer e additwarul diluhon by receumq bodiesv

Na* 12 1 of water to tevels boiow permissabes stare
NH. 10 0 ards The constituents that impre diluhon
Fe 4 and the Row of dilutoon water are

NH,-600 cfs

Nor-20 cfs
Fluoride-70 cfs

Ts. lings soluhans (thousands of MT) . 240 F'.e emels only-no segrvicent emuents to
environment

%Nedh 91,000 Pnocipany from mils-no sehcant effluents
10 envronment

!

|
|
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Tabse s.1-Tame of wamum fuel Cycle EnwonmemtalData'-Conturued

(Normahaed to mode LWR arvts luet recurement | WASH-1246) or reference reactor year (NUREG-01 tell
_

_ _ . -

Manunum eMeet per annue fuel

Envoonmental f.onendemens Totsi requweenent or referege reactor
year of modet 1.000 MWe LWR

.. . - . -

Erittussers-RAosoLoGscat (cumeas)

Gates (mCitdog entremment)
Ar>-222 .. .- - Presently under reconeadershon tg the Com

i
rmesson.

' Ra-226 , . . . 02
Th-230 02

t

034
| Uramum - ,

18 1Tritsum tmousande) .| .
C- 14 .. . . . ._ . -

400
24

sit-85 (thousands) ~
Ru-106 14 Pnncipally fronn bei reproceseng plants

b129 . t3

Ltil .- 83
Ts 99 -

Presently under consw.terafson by the Corr >
tmseson.

Fission products asid transuramca _ 203
8

Liquide
Uramum and daughters - 21 Pnocipally kom mdhng-stauded laihngs

Rouer and retumed 10 ground-no of.
fluents. therefore. no effect on envvorw
ment

0034 From UF. produchon.Ra-226 , -

0015Y&210 _-

Of From fuse leencahon piants-concentrahonTh-234 - .-

to percent of to CFR 20 for total procese-
eng 26 annual luel requrements for model
LWR

armon and acirvehon predtA:is . S 9 a to *
Sohds (buned on ble)

Other than hegh leved Ishallow), 11.300 9.100 Ce comes from too level reactor easles
and 1.500 O comes from reacios decord
farmnehan and decornmssasoneng-buted al
land Dunal facikties 600 O comes trom
mills-ancluded in talhngs returned 10

ground Appromanalely 60 Ca Comes from
coriversson end spent luel storage No seg-
ruhcant effbent to me erwronment

TRU sed HLW (deepp . 11 x to ' Buned al Federal Reposelory

Emuents-therman (tashops of Briesh mermai unds) . 4.063 < S percent of model 1.000 MWe LWR
Trensportatmn | person remp

Escoeure of woners and general pubac 2S
Occupahonal esposure (person rorn) . 22 6 From reprocessrg and wasle management

-- - __- - . - _ . .,- _ _

'in sorne cases'where no entry appears d 4 Clear troen the bachpound documents Ihat the matter was addressed and mel,
W* GNeci, lhe Table should be read as 4 a speculiC fero entry had been made However, there are other areas mal are nol
addressed at as m me f able f at,le S-3 dms not eclude health effects korn me em ems desenbed et me Tabse. or eslwnsfesu

|
Of retesses of Redon.222 from the ureasum bel cycle or ethanares of Technehum-99 released from easte management or
roprocessang activehes These moues may be the hetecl of hhgatsori ei the WWWvedual bcerweg proceedmgs

Cata supportmg lhes taofe are grwen in me "Envvonmental Survey of the Uramurn Fuel Cycle." WASH-1244 Aprd 1974 the
"Erivvonmentas Survey of me Reprocebar'q and Waste Management Porson of the LWR Fuel Cycle? NUREG-0116 (Supp t to
W ASH-1248). the "Pubhc CommenH and f ask Force Regponses Regardeg the Envronmental Sunrey or the Reprocessmg ard
Waste Managernene Portions of me LWR Fuse Cycle? NUREM216 (Supp 2 to WaS*t2aan and in the record of the leal
rulemamrq portammq to Urarnam Fued Cycle Impacts from Spent Fuse Reprocessmg and Radioactve Waste Managseme t.n

Docket RM-50-3 The contreubons korn repocesswig, weste managemens and transportahort of eastes are maswmsed for
ellher of lhe twD bel cycles [taransum ordy and no recyctel The Contrtuison kom transportahon escludes trar5 spor 1ahon of Cold
fuel to a reactor and of t' Sealed bel and radioactrve eastes Irorn a reactor which are consddered e Tanae S-4 of I St 20(g)
The contr4uhons trorn the omer gre9s of me fuel Cycle are given a casumns A E of f able S-3A of WaSS1246

8 The contribuhunt to temporardy Cornemtted lend kom reprocesgrq we not prorated over 30 yea;s. sece the complete
ternporary snpact accrues regarsess of whether the piarit sennces Cne retctor for one year or SF reactors for 30 yews

'Fshmated emuents cased upon enmeushon of equivsent com for power genershon
'l 2 percent kom natural ges use arid process
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PROBABILITY OISTRIBUTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL DOSE IMPACTS |
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Figure 5.2
.

NOTE: See Section 5.9.2.1.4(6) for discussion of uncertainties in risk estimates.
!
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4PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS. OF POPULATION- EXPOSURES
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5.3Figure
'

NOTE: See Section 5.9.2.1.4(6) for discussion of uncertainties in risk estimates.
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PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF ACUTE FATALITIES:
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Figure 5.4

NOTE: See Section 5.9.2.1.4(6) for discussion of uncertainties in risk estimates.
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PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF CANCER FATALITIES
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NOTE: See Section 5.9.2.1.4(6) for discussion of uncertainties in risk estimates. 1
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6 EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

6.1 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

The NRC staff has reassessed the physical, social, biological, and economic
impacts that can be attributed to the operation of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station,
Units 1 and.2. For the most part, these impacts are as stated in Section 5 of
the FES-CP. Actions taken by the applicant since the FES-CP stage have resulted
in. adequately mitigating the operating impacts. The residual impacts are summarized
in Table 6.1.

6.2 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

All of the significant resource commitments were identified at the time of the
CP review.

6.3 Relationship Between Short-Term Uses and Long-Term Productivity

There have been no significant changes in the staff's evaluation for the Station
since the CP stage environmental review.

6.4 Benefit-Cost Summary

6.4.1 Summary

Sections below summarize the economic, environmental, and socioeconomic benefits
and costs which are associated with the operation of Units 1 and 2 of the Station.
The benefits and costs are shown in Table 6.1.

6.4.2 Benefits

The direct benefits to be derived from the operation of the Station include
the approximately 13 billion kWh of baseload electrical energy which the Station
will be able to produce annually (this projection assumes that both units will
operate at an average 60 percent capacity factor). The benefits also include
improved reliability of the MSU system brought about by the addition of 2500 MWe
of generating capacity to the system, as well as the saving of approximately
$100 million in production costs per unit per year.

6.4.3 Economic Costs

The economic costs associated with Station operation include fuel costs and
operation and maintenance costs which, on a 30 yr levelized basis, amount to
10.5 mills / kWh and 1.8 mills /kWh, respectively, for Unit 1, and 12.7 mills /kWh
and 3.4 mill / kWh, respectively, for Unit 2. The cost of decommissioning is a
small additional cost of plant operation. The staff's estimate for decommis-
sionin0 each Grand Gulf unit ranges from about $35 million to $60 million in
1978 dollars.

6-1
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6.:4.4 Socioeconomic Costs j

lik) significant socioeconomic costs are' expected from either the operation of
the Station or from the number of Station personnel and their families living ;

,

in the area.
,

l
6.4.5 Environmental Costs '

The environmental costs.were previously evaluated in the CP-FES and have not
adversely changed.

. No significant environmental costs are expected from the operation of the plant, !
including considerations of the uranium fuel cycle and plant accidents. |

6.4.6 Conclusions |

As'a result of t'he' analysis and review of potential environmental, technical,
economic, and social impacts, the NRC staff has prepared an updated forecast
of the effects of the operation of the Station. No new information.has been
obtained that alters the overall balancing of the benefits of station operation

j

versus the environmental costs. The staff has determined that the Station can
be operated'with minimal environmental impact.

|

l

,

|

!
|

t
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Table 6.1 Benefit-Cost Summary

Primary Impact and Effect
2 Impactson Population or Resources! Quantity

Direct Benefits

Energy (2.2) 13,000 kWh/yr x 10e
Capacity (2.4) 2,500 kW x los
Reduced Generating Costs (2.2) 180-200 million $/yr Large
Improved Diversity of Supply (2.3) Small
Improved System Reliability (2.4) Small

Indirect Benefits

Local Taxes (Ad Valorem) (5.8) Unit 1 - about $7 inillion per yr Large
Unit 2 - about $3 million per yr Large

Annual employment (F.8) 314 employees Small
Annual payroll (5.8) $12 million Moderate
Annual local purchases (5.8) $300,000 Small

Economic Costs of Operating

Fuel (2.2) 11.6 mills /kWh
(levelized over 30 yr)

0&M (2.2) 2.6 mills /kWh
(levelized over 30 yr)

Decommissioning (2.2 and 5.10) 35-60 million 1978 $/per unit
Environmental Costs

1. Resources Committed
a. Land (CP-FES 4.1) 930 Hectares (2300 acres) Small
b. Water (4.2.2) 1.3 m /s Small3

2. Damages Suffered by Other
Water Users Bedause of

3a. Surface Water Consumption 0.91 m /s None

(5.3.1)
b. Surface Water Contamination Small

i (5.6.3)
| c. Ground Water Consumption 0.79 m /s None3

(5.3.2)
d. Ground Water Contamination None

(5.3.6)

1

1
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Table 6.1 (continued)

Primary Impact and Effect -
on Population or Resources 1 2Quantity Impacta

3. Damage to Aquatic Biota Due to
a. Intake Losses (5.6.1) None
b. Surface Water Discharges - 5 x 197J/s Small

Heat (5.6.2)
c. Surface Water Discharges - Small

Chemical (5.6.3)

4. Damage to Terrestrial Resources
Due to
a. Fog (5.5) None
b. Drift (5.5) Small
c. Bird Impaction (5.5) Small

5. Human Health Effects (Non-
radiological) Due to
a. Air Quality Changes (5.4) Small
b. Water Quality Changes (5.6.3) Small

6. Human Health Effects
(Radiological) Due to
a. Effects of Reactor Operation Small

on General Population
(5.9.1.2)

b. Effects of Reactor Operation Small
on Workers at Site (5.9.1.1.1) Small

c. Effects of-Balance of Fuel Small
Cycle (5.10)

d. Accident Risk (5.9.2) Small

7. Societal Costs in Terms of
a. Letters to Historic and Small

Archeological Resources
(5.7)

b. Visual Intrusion (5.8) Small.

c. Noise (5.8) Small
d. Increased Traffic (5.8) Small
e. Increased demands on Small

Public Facilities
and Services (5.8)

f. Increased demands on Small
Private Facilities and

1

Services (5.8) Small |

1

|
1

|
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Table 6.1 (continued) l

Notes: 1. References in parentheses indicate EIS section where evaluation
appears.

2. For those factors which are not quantifiable, see text section.

3. Subjective measure of costs and benefits are assigned by reviewers,
where quantification is not possible: Small - impacts which, in
the reviewers' judgement, are.of such minor. nature, based on
currently available information, that they do not warrant detailed
investigations or considerations of mitigative actions; Moderate -
impacts which, in the reviewers' judgement, are likely to be
clearly evident (Mitigation alternatives are usually considered
for moderate-impacts.); Large - impacts which, in the reviewers'
judgement, represent either a severe penalty or a major benefit.
Acceptance requires that large negative impacts should be more
than offsat by other overriding project considerations.

,

1
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9 NRC STAFF RESPONSES TO COMMENTS

- This section is reserved for staff responses to comments on this draft environ-
mental statement. Such comments.and responses.will be considered in the final

' environmental statement.

s

f
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2# State of Mississippi
: Water Pollution Control <

,

PERMIT .
: H

TO DISCHARGE WASTEWATER IN ACCORDANCE WITH TIIEw

M "

NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCII ARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM
L

THIS CERTIFIES THAT |"

Mississippi Power and Light Company
L LGrand Gulf Nuclear Station"

N

Port Gibson, Mississippi
the Mississ1991has been granted permission to discharge wastewater into,

w
P

9

River and Hamilton Lake.
L in accordance with effluent limitations, monitoring requirements and other conditions set ,

M '
forth in Parts I, II, and III hereof. This permit la issued in accordance with the provisions of
the Mississippi Air and Water Pollution Control Law (Section 49171 et seq., Mississippi
Code of 1972), and the regulations and standards adopted and promulgated thereunder, and

, k
" *

under authority granted pursuant to Section 402 (b) of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act. L9

"
F

Issued this 11th day of Feb rtin rv .19 .. 80 ,

Lw
Mp

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF N ATURAL RESOURCES ,
=

BUREAU OF POLLbTION CONTROL PERMIT Bf ARD
"

"

0 '7 O mf ,6 ,e.
AJ

Cha'rles H. Chisolm, P. E., Director
L

w
'

[
Expires 30th day of June 19 81 -"

Permit No. Mson?os?i L
n r
"

Application No, MS0029521
!

|
"

;

MPC 3 74
. . m m m. 1 . . . - m. _ , . m .- -- m . m m- _ . - - - -,

* ----%_--
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PARTI - !

Permit No- MS0029521
A. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMEl%ffS

1. During the period beginning February 1, 1980, . andlastinguntil June 30, 1981, 'he permittee is authorized to discharge from
Outfall Serial Number 001 - Discharge Basin.

Such discharges slull be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Charxteristic Discharge Limitations - Monitoring Requirements
kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify) Measurement Sample

Daily Avg. Daily Max Daily Avg. Daily Max. Frequency Type

3Flow - M Day (MGD)
- - - - Continuous Recorder

Temperature * ' Continuous Recorder- - - -

(Discharge temperature shall not exceed the lowest temperatui.i ci the recirculating cooling water prior to the
a:ddition of make-up.

2. The pit shall not be less than 6.0 standard units nor greater than 9.0 standard units and shall be monitored
weekly with a grab sample.

3. There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts.

Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s): at the plant discharge
4.

basin (following consolidation of Outfall Serial Numbers 002 - 008), but prior to entry into the
Mississippi River.

:-
~

.
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PARTI
Perm.t No. MS0029521i

; A. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS
:

1. During the period beginning February 1, 1980, and lasting until June 30, 1981, the permittee is authorized to discharge fro.
Outfall Serial Number 002 (Unit A)-and 003 (Unit B) - Cooling Tower Blowdown.

Such dischstges slull be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:
1

Eifl2ent Characteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirements :

; kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Chlorination Period Measurement Sample

Daily Avg. Daily Max Avg. Instan.- Max. _ Frequency Type

3Flow - M Day (MGD) - - - - 3/ Weck Instantaneous
Multiple Grabs ***

Total Residual Chlorine - - - - **

Multiple Grabs *****
| Free Available Chlorine - - 0.2 mc/l O.5 mg/l

Time of Chlorine Discharge * - - - 120 min. ** Observation
,

*Neither free available chlorine vor total residual chlorine may be discharged from any unit for more than two hours
in any one day and not more than one unit may discharge free available or total residual chlorine at any one time.
The exact time of discharge of free available or total residual chlorine shall be recorded for each unit and
reported as required in Part I.C.2.

.

**During the first year of substantially full power operation of each unit, monitoring shall follow each application
of chlorine to the condenser cooling water system for 3 days / week until sufficient operating experience has been
obtained to assure co,nformance with limitations and then monitoring frequency may be reduced to one day / week.
Start-up of blowdown shall not occur until a series of multiple grab samples indicate that the discharge is in
conformance with the permit limitations.

2. The pil shall not be less than N/A standard units nor greater than N/A standard units and shall be monitored

3. There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts.

4. Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s): at each cooling tower

blowdown point prior to mixing with any other waste streams.

*** Multiple grab samples shall consist of a series of grab samples taken every 30 minutes following start-up of blowdown
-

after chlorine addition until no total residual chlorine is detectable. ;

-

-
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PARTI
Permit No. MS0029521

A. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

1. During the period beginning February 1, 1980, andlasting until June 30, 1981, the permittee is authorized to discharge from
outfall Serial Number' 004 ^(Oniti A) anrt oos tunit a) . standby Service Cooling Tower slowdown.

1

Such discharges shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

ElIluent Characteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirements .
kg/ day (Ibs/ day) ' Chlorination Period Measurement ' ' Sample

*

Daily Avg. Daily Max Avg. Instan. Max. Frequency Type

3Flow - M Day (MGD) - - - - 3/ Week Instantaneous
| Total Residual Chlorine - - - - ** Multiple Grabs ***
| Free Available chlorine - - 0.2 mg/l 0.5 mg/l ** Multiple Grab's***

Time of Chlorine Discharge * - - - 120 min. ** Observation,

*Neither free available chlorine nor total residual chlorine may be discharged from any unit for rnore than two hours
i in any one day and not more than one unit may discharge free available or total residual chlorine at any one time.

The exact time of discharge of free available or total residual chlorine shall be recorded for each unit and
reported as required in Part I.C.2.

**During the first year of substantially full power operation of each unit, monitoring shall follow each application
of chlorine to the condenser cooling water system for 3 days / week until sufficient operating experience has been>

obtained to assure conformance with limitations and then monitoring frequency may be reduced to one day / week.

!.
Start-up of blowdown shall not occur until a series of multiple grab r,amples indicate that the discharge is in
conforrance with the permit limitations.

|
i

2. The pil shall not be less than pfg standard units nor greater than N/A standard units and shall be monitored3

!

3. Here shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts..

4

} 4
Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the fo!!owing location (s): at each cooling tower
blowdown point prior to mixing with any other waste streams.

<

| *** Multiple grab saraples shall consist of a series of grab samples taken every 30 minutes following start-up of blowdown
: after chlorine addition until no total residual chlorine is detectable.
t

i
;

!
. - -- - _- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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ARTI Permit No. HS0029521
,

A. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

1. During the period beginning February 1, 1980, andlastinguntil June 30, 1981, the permittee is authorized to discharge from
Outfall Serial Number 006 - Deemineralizer Regeneration Waste.
Such discharges shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Characteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirements

kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify) Measurement . Sample

Daily Avg. Daily Max Daily Avg. Daily Max. Frequency Type

Flow - M Day (MGD) - - - - 1/ Week *3
,

Oil and Grease 4.5410.0) 18.2(40.0) 15 mg/l 20 mg/l 1/Wech Grab

Tstal Suspended Solids 9.l(20.0) 91(200) 30 mg/l 100 mg/l 1/ Week Grab

:

*Wair reading, pump logs, or calculation for batch discharge. The flow reported shall be the total voltmae
discharged in a 24-hour period.

2. De pH shall not be less than N/A standard units nor greater than N/A standard units and shall be monitored N/A
,

3. Here shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts.
;

,

4. Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s): Discharge from the
,

treatment facility prior to miring with any other water or wastewater.'

I

E |

'
------- _ _ - _ - - - .
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ARTI
Permit No. HS0029521

A. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

1. During the period beginning February 1, 1980, andlastinguntil June 30, 1981, the permittee is authorized to discharge from

Outfall Serial Number 007 - Water Treatment Building and Diesel Generator Drain.
Such discharges shall be hmited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Characteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirements
kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify) Measurement Sample

Daily Avg. Daily Max Daily Avg. Daily Max. . Frequency Type

3Flow - M Day (MGD)
- - - - 1/Ueek *

011 and Grease 32.8(72.1) 43.7(96.1) 15 mg/l 20 mg/l 1/Ueek Crab

Total Suspended Solids 65;5(144.1) i18.4H80.4) 30 mg/l 100 mg/l 1/ Week Grs5

cWeir reading, pump logs, or calculation for batch discharge. The flow reported shall be the total volume
discharged in a 24-hour period.

2. The pil shall not be less than N/A standard units nor greater than N/A standard units and shall be monitored N/A

3. There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than tract amounts.

4. Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s): discharge Irom
the oil separator treatment unit prior to mincing with any other water or wastewater.

I
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PARTI

Perm t No.i IIS0029521
A, EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS,

1. During the period beginning February 1, 1980, and lasting until . June - 30, 1981, the permittee is authorized to discharge from
'

Outfall Serial Number 003 - Fire Water Pump Ilouse Oily. Waste Sump.
Such discharges shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Characteristic Discharge Limitations
.

Monitoring Requirements
kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify) Measurement Sample

'

Daily Avg. Daily Max Daily Avg. Daily Max. Frequency Type '

3Flow - M Day (MGD) - -- - - 1/ Week *

; Oil and Grease 104(36.0) 21.8(48.0) 15 mg/l 20 mg/l 1/ Week Grab

Total Suspended Solids 3' .F ''T2.1) 109.2(240.2) 30 mg/l 100 mg/l 1/ Week Grah
1

|
'

*Wair reading, pump logs, or calculation for batch discharge The flow reported shall be the total volume.

i discharged in a 24-hour period.
.

!

<

2. The pli shall not be less than N/A standard units nor greater than N/A standard units and shall be monitored N/A-
i

3. There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts.

! 4. Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s): discharge from the
* oil separator treatment unit prior to mixing with any other water or wastewater.
!
a

i

i

b
.

.

I
_ _ _ _ - .
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. PARTI Permit No. MS0029521

A. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS A D MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

1. During the period beginning February 1, 1980, andlasting until June 30, 1981 the permittee is authorized to discharge from
Outfall Serial Number 009 - Administrative Building Floor Drains.
Such discharges shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Characteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirements ,

kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify) Measurement Sample

Daily Avg. Daily Max Daily Avg. Daily Max. Frequency Type

3Flow - M Day (MGD) _ _ _ - 1/ Week *

Oil and Grease 4.1(9.0) 5.5(12.0) 15 mg/l 20 mg/l 1/Ucek Crab

Total Suspended Solids 8.2(18.0) 27.3(60.0) 30 mg/l 100 mg/l 1/ Week Crab

* Weir reading, pump logs, or calculation for batch discharge. The flow reported shall be the total volume
discharged in a 24-hour period.

.

2. The pli shall not be less than N/A standard units nor greater than N/A standard units and shall be monitored N/A

3. There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts.

4 Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at Jhe following location (s): discharge fro:n the

oil separator treatocut unit prior to mixing with any other water or wastewater. -

Z

!
1
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PARTI

Permit No. MS0029521
4 A. EFFLUENT L!MITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

1. Dunng the period begmning February-1, 1980, and lasting until June 30, 1981, the permittee is authorized to discharge from
I Outfall Serial. Number 010 - Sewage Treatment Plant Effluent.

Such discharges shall bc limited and monitored by the pennittee as specified below:
,,

# Effluent Characteristic ; Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirernents
i5 kg/ day (Ibs/ day) ^ Other Units (Specify) Measurement - Sample

Daily Avg. Daily Max . Daily Avg. Daily Max. Frequency Type
1

3
. Flow - M Day (MGD) - - 171(0.045) 2/ Week Instantaneous --

!
<

..

; BOD 5.1(11.3) 7.7(16.9) 30 mg/1- _ 45 mg/l 1/ Quarter 24-c r; Composite5

; Total Suspended Solids 5.1(11.3) 7.7(16.9) 30 tW1 45 mg/l 1/ Quarter 24-Hour Composite
i

4

1
;
t

|

:
i

!
!
!

!
_

,

2. The pli shall not be less than 6.0 standard units nor greater than 9.0 standard units and shall be monitored;
; 2/ week with a grab sample.
} 3. Here shall be no discharge of floatmg solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts.

.
-

|
I 4. Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s): discharge from the
I combined effluent of the three sewage treatment units prior to mixing with any other water or wastewater.

r

5. Influent and effluent pH, dissolved oxygen in the aeration basin, and 30-minute sludge settleability
shall be monitored 2 days per week with a grab saciple, for each 'of the three units.

,

|~ 6. Upon issuance of this permit, NPDES Permits MS0027031 and MS0029173 shall be void.
~

( -

?
.

~
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*PARTI

Pernu. No. HS0029521~t

A. EFFLUE:4T LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS
~ '

-

1. During the period beginning Febrstary 1, 1980, andlasting until June 30, 1981, the permittee is authe:ized to discharge from - ~,

,

Outfall ' Serial Nu:aber 011 - Liquid Radwaste System. .
;-

~ Such discharges shall be hmited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

~ Monitoting Requirements
| EfDuent Characteristic Discharge Limitations

.

Measurement . Sample
; kg/ day .- (Ib<!Elay) Other Uniti tSpecify)'

Daily Avg. Daily Max Daily Avg. ' Daily Max. Frequency ' Type'

f Flow -IL1 Day (MGD) _ _ _ .* *3
i
!

* GrCo - t30 mg/l! Total Suspended Solids - - -

Otteasurements shall be taken daily-whenever a batch is dfs.r_harged. The flow- reported shall be the total voline ,

[
|

discharged in a 24-hour period.

'

,

: !

~

f,

? !

i

!

!

standard units and shall be monitored N/A2. The pli shall not be less than N/A
standard units nor greater than N/A

3. Tliere shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts.

4. Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above slull be taken at the followir:g location (s): discharge f rom t te ,

radwaste treattient system prior to mixing with any other water or wastewater.
s

1

Y
-

>_^ - . , , . _ _ _ . ,
---- > - . - , , - . . _ _ ,_ . , _
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Permit No.-- 2fS0029521
A. EFFLUENT L!httTATIONS AND h10NITORING REQUIREh1ENTS -

- 2

1. During the period beginning February 1, 1980, and lasting until June 30, 1981 the permittee is authorized to discharge from_-

Outfall Serial Nu:aber 012 - Preoperational Flushing and Metal Cleaning Wastes.
Such discharges slull be limited and monitored by the permittce as specif'ed below:

{Effluent Characteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirements
kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify) Menurem5nt Sample

Daily Avg. Daily Max Daily Avg. Daily Max. Frequency Type

3Flow - M Day (MGD) - - - - ** Pump Logs or
Batch Calculationh eal Suspended Solids * * 30 mg/l 100 rag /l ** Ce pesite***

Total Copper ' * - 1.0 mg/l _ **- Composite ***
Toccl Iron - * 1.0 mg/l ** Composite ***
Total Phosphorus-(as P) - * - ~2.0 mg/l **
011 and Grease * * 15 mg/l 20 mg/l **'

Composite ***
Creb

"Preoperational Flushing and Metal Cleaning Wastes" shall mean any cleaning compounds, rinse paters, or any other
waterborne residues derived from cleaning any metal process equipment including, but notllimited to, boiler tube
cleaning, boiler fireside cleaning and air preheater cleaning. This definition shall specifically exclude any wate:
used for the sole piirpose of hydrostatic testing, or flushing. operations not involving the use of chemicals.

OThe quantity of pollutants specified above shall not exceed-the quantity (Kg/ day or Ibs/ day) determined by
qultiplying the flow of the wastewater times the concentrations shown above.

DhE/Daj..whenever a discharge occurs from any flushing or cleaning operation.

it. There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts.

3s Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s)-

DOOA composite shall consist of 3 grab samples taken at the beginning of discharge, at the end of discharge, and a -
third taken at approximately equal time lapse between the beginning and end.

I

-

_.___m-heWNh--_w- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - " - - - -- - e-=- -- ' - - - m--------~ %-
'
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Permit No. l!S0029521
A. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS .

1. During the period beginnin: February 1, 1980,. andlasting until June 30, 1981, the permittee is authorized to discharge from
Outfall Serial Nucbers 013 - 014 (Construction Runoff) (Basins A and B, respectively).
Such discharges shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Characteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirements
,

Lg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify) Measurement Sample
Daily Avg. Daily Max Daily Avg. Daily Max. Frequency Type

3Clow - M Day (MGD)
- - 1/ Month * Instantaneous

Total Suspended Solids - - 1/ Month * Grab

* Sampling shall be done during periods of actual discharee.
._

2. The p!I shall not te less than 6.0 standard units nor greater than 9,o standard units and shall be monitored
1/ month with a grab sample.

3. %ere shall be no discharge of floating soh3s or visible foam in other than trace amounts.

4 Samp!es taken m compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the followinglocation(s): discharge point
prior to cixing with any other water or wastewater.

S. Construction practices and control of site runoff shall be consistent with sound engineering practices.
Ponds utilized for control of construction runoff shall be capable of containing a 10-year, 24-hour
rainfall event.

--

FJ
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B. SCHEDULE OF COMPLIANCE

1. The permittee shall achieve compliance with the effluent lim'itations specified
for discharges in accordance with the following schedule:

a. Blowdown tiinimizatioc 'Aeport
(See Page 2' Part 117.. A.c.)

1. Study Plan - 90 days prior .to Unit i fuel loading.

2. Inidial Report - 15 months af ter coc:mercial operation date
.of Unit 1.''

3. Subsequent Reports - Annually after initial report.
i

b. | Chlorine Minimization Report
(See Page 21, Part III.A.i.)

1. Study Plan - 90 days prior to Unit i fuc1 loading.

Report - 15 months af' er start-up of Unic 1 & 2.2. t

2. Nolater than 10 calendar days following a date identified in the above schedule
of compliance, the permittee shall submit either e .eport of progress or, in the
case of specific actions being required by'identifi'd dates, a written notice of
compliance or noncompliance. In the latter case, the notice shall include the
cause of noncompliance, any remedial actions taken, and the probability of
meeting the next scheduled requirement.

.-_ . -- . -. . .- . ~ . - . . - . . - - . . . . .
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Permit No. 14S0029521

C. MONITORING AND REPORTING

1. Representative Sampling.

Samples and measurements taken as required herein shall be representative
of the volume and nature of the monitored discharge.

2. Reporting

Monitoring results obtained during the previous 3 months shall be summarized for ;

each month and reported on a Discharge Monitoring Report From (EPA No.3020-1),
postmarked no later than the 28th day of the month following the completed reporting
period. The first report is due on. Aprji 28, 1980 Sigr.ed copies of these, and
all other reports required herein, shall be submitted to the Mississippi Air and
Water Pollution Control Permit Board at the following address:

State of Mississippi
Air and Water Pollution Control Permit ' Board
P. O. Box 827
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

3. Definitions

'

a. The " daily average" discharge means the total discharge by weight during
a calendar month divided by the number of days in the month that the
production or commercial facility was operating. Where less than daily
sampling is required by this permit, the daily average dischargo shall be
determined by the summation of all the measured daily discharges hy
weight divided by the number of days during the calendar month when the,

measurements were made,

b. The " daily maximum" discharge means the total discharge by weight during
any 24-hour period.

4'. Test Procedures
'

' Test procedures for the analysis of pollutants shall conform to regulation!

p' blished pursuant to Section 304(g) of the Federal Water Pollution Controlu
Act, as amended.

5. Recording of Results

For each measurement or sample taken pursuant to the requirements of this |

permit, the permittee shall record the following information: )
a. The exact place, date, and time of sampling;

b. The dates the analyses were performed;

1-a

!
#

. . 1
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.

c. The person (s) who performed the analyses; -

d. The analytical techniques or methods used; and

e. The results of all required analyses.
.

6. Records Retention

All records and information resulting from the monitoring activities required
by this permit including allrecords of analyses performed and calibration and
maintenance of instrumentation and recordings from continuous monitoring
.tnstrumentation shall be retained for a maximum of three (3) years, or longer
if requested by the Permit Board.

,

L

e

f
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PART II

'A. MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

1.- Change in Discharge

All discharges authorized herein shall be consistent with the terms and conditions
of this permit. The discharge of any pollutant identified in this permit _more fre-

'quently than or at a level in excess of that authorized shall constitute a violation
of the permit. Any anticipated facility expansions or treatment modifications which
will result in new,'different, or increased discharges of pollutants must be reported by
submission of a new NPDES applicatMn, or if such changes will not violate the

' effuent limitations specified in this permit, by notice to the Mississippi Air and Watere
Pollution Control Permit Board of such dotice, the permit may be modified to specify
and limit any pollutants not previously ' limited.

2. Noncompliance Notification

If, for any reason, the permittee does not comply with or will be unable to comply
with any1 effluent limitation specified in this permit, the permittee shall provide
the 'Mississip'pi Air and Water Pollution Cc..f .o; Permit' Board with the following

.information, in-writing, within five (5) day', of becoming aware of such conditions:

a. A de:icription of the discharge and cause of noncompliance; and

b. The period of noncompliance,-including exact dates and times; or if not
' corrected, the anticipated time the noncompliance is expected to continue,
and steps being taken to reduce, eliminate and prevent recurrence of the

,

noncomplying discharge.

3. Facilities Operation
|

The permittee shall at all times maintain in good working order and operate
as efficiently as possible all treatment or control facliltles or systems installed
or used by the permittee to achieve compliance with the terms and conditions
of this permit.

14. Adverse Impact

The permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize any adverse impact
to State waters resulting from noncompliance with any effluent limitations
specified in this permit, including such accelerated or additional monitoring
as necessary to determine the nature and impact of the noncomplying dis-
charge.

5. Bypacsing
i

| Any diversion from or bypass of wastewater collection and treatment facilities
|

Is prohibited, except (i) where unavoidable to prevent loss of life or severc
!-

|
a I-4
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l' |
property damage, or (ii) where excessive storm drainage or runoff would damage |
any facilities necessary for compliance with the effuent limitations and prohibi.
tions of this permit. The permittee shall notify the Mississippi Air and Water
Pollution Control Permit Poard in writing of each such diversion or bypass within
72 nours of the diversion or bypass and shall submit a plan to prevent recurrence i

of tha bypass diversion within 30 days of the date of the incident. |

6. Removed Substances

Solids, sludges, filter backwash, or other pollutants removed in the course
of treatment or control of wastewaters shall be disposed of in a manner such
as to prevent any pollutant from such materials from entering State waters.

1

7. Pow er Failures

in order to maintain compliance with the effluent limitations and prohib 1ons
of this permit, the permittee shall either:

a. In necordance with the Schedule of Compliance contained in Part I, provide
un alternate power yource sufficient to operate the wastewater collection
and treatment fncilities:

o r, if such alternate power source is not in existence, and no date for its
implementation appears in l' art I,

; b. Provide a method whereby the effluent limitations contained in Part I shall
be' met upon the reduction, loss, or failure of the primary source of power

,

to the wastewater collection and treatment facilities. I

11. RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Right of Entry

The permittee shall allow the Mississippi Air and Water Pollution Control
Commission and the Regional Administrator of the U. S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency and/or their authorized representatives, upon the presentation
of credentials:

.

a. To enter upon the permittee's premises where an effluent source is located
or in which any records are required to be kept under the terms and con-
ditions of this permit; and

b. At reasonable times to have access to and copy any records required to
be kept under the terms and co.nditions of this permit; to inspect any moni-
torlag equipment or monitoring method required in this permit; and to
sample any discharge of pollutants.

2. Transfer of Ownership or Control

In the event of any change in control or ownership of facilities from which

. . . . . . . .- . . -
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1

the authorized discharges emanate, the permittee shall notify the succeeding owner
or controller of the existence of this permit by letter, a copy of which shall be for- |

'

warded to the Mississippi Air and Water Pollution Control Permit Board.

3. Availability of Records

Except for data determined to be confidential under the Mississippi Air and
Water Pollution Control Law, all reports prepared in accordance with the
terms of this permit shall be available for public inspection at the office of
the Mississippi Air and Water Pollution Control Commission.

4. Permit Modification

After notice and opportunity for a hearing, this permit may be modified, sus-
pended, or revoked in whole or in part during its term for cause including,
but not limited to:

a. Violation of any terms or conditions of this permit;

b. Obtaining this permit by misrepresentation or failure to disclose fully all
relevant facts; or

c. A change in any condition that required either a temporary or permanent
reduction or elimination of the authorized discharge.

5. Toxic Pollutants

Notwithstanding Part II, B-4 above, if a toxic effluent standard or prohibition
(including any schedule of compliance specified in such effluent standard or
prohibition) is estab!!shed under Section 307(a) of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act for a toxic pollutant which is present in the discharge and such
standard or prohibition is more stringent than any limitation for such pollutant
in this permit, this permit shall be revised or modified in accordance with the
toxic effluent standard or prohibition and the permittee so notified.

G. Civil and Criminal Liability

Except as provided in permit conditions on " Bypassing"(Part II, A-5), nothing
in this permit shall be construed to relieve the permittee from civil or criminal
penalties for noncompliance.

7.' Oil and llazardous Substance Liability

Nothing in this permit shall be construed to preclude the institution of any
legal nction or relieve the permittee from any responsibilities, liabilitics, or
penalties to which the permittee is or may be subject under Section 311 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act and applicable provisions of the Mississippi
Air and Water Pollution Control Law pertaining to spills of oil and hazardous
materials.

I- 5
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8. Property Rights
.

The issuance hf this permit does not convey any property rights in either real
'

.or personal property, or any' exclusive privileges, nor does it authorize any-
;

injury to private property or any invasion of personal rights, nor any infringe- i

ment of Federal, State, or local laws or regulations.

. 9. Severability

The provisions' of this permit are severable, and if any provision of this permit,
or the application of any provision of this permit to any circumstance, is held
invalid,2 the application of such provision to other circumstance, and the re-

~

malnder of this permit, shall not be affected thereby.

10. Expiration of Permit

Permittee shall not discharge after the expiration date. In order to receive
authorization to. discharge beyond the expiration date, the permittee shall
submit such hdormation, forms, and fees as are required by the agency au.
thorized to issue permits no later than 180 days prior to the expiration date.

.

&
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i

PART.III

'
*

A.- OTHER REQUIREMENTS-

This permit shall be modified, or alternatively, revoked and reissued,a.
to comply with.any a,pp,licable effluent standard or limitation issued
or approved under tections 301(b) (2). (C), and (D), 304 (b) (2) , and

.

,

307 (a) (2) of the Clean Water Act, if the effluent standard or limitation
*

so issued or approved:

(1) Contains different conditions or is otherwise more
stringent than any effluent limitation in the permit; or

(2) Controls any pollutant not limited in the permit.

The permit as modifie'd or reissued under this paragraph shall also ,

contain any other requirements of the Act then applicable.

b. If the permittoo, after monitoring for at least 12 months, determines
that-he is consistently meeting the effluent limits contained herein,
the permittee may request of the Permit Board that the monitoring
requirements be reduced to'a lesser frequency or be climinated,

c. There shall be no discharge of polychlorinated biphenyl compounds
such as those commonly used for transformer fluid. In the event

that PCB containing equipment is used on site, administrative procedures
shall be instituted to (1) maintain a detailed inventory of PCB
use, (2) assure engineering design and construction to preclude
release of PCB's to the environment, and (3) effectively detect
the' loss of PCn's from equipment. Detail of such procedures shall be
submitted within sixty (60) days following the ef fect.ive date of this
permit.

d. Blowdown st.all contain no detectable amount of materials added for corrosion
inhibition including, but not limited to, zinc, chromium and phosphorus.
The company shall' notify the Permit Board in writing not later than sixty (60)
days prior to instituting use of any additional biocido or chemical used in
cooling. systems, other than chlorino, which may be toxic to aquatic life other
than those previously reported to the Environmental Protection Agency. Such
notification shall include:

1. name and general composition of biocide or chemical,
2. 96-hour median toleranco limit data for organisms J

'representativo of the biota of the waterway into
which'the discharge shall occur, ,

3. quantitics.,to be'used,
4. frequencies of use,

5. proposed dischargo concentrations, and
6. ' EPA registra tion number, if applicable,

,
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|

OTHER REQUIREMENTS (Continued) |

|

e. Discharge of blowdown from the cooling system shall be limited to the !
minimum discharge of recirculating water necessary for the purpose of
discharging materials contained in the process, the further build-up
of which would cause concentrations or amounts exceeding limits
established by best engineering practice. Discharge temperature shall
not exceed the lowest temperature of the recirculating cooling water
prior to the addition of make-up. A study of blowdown minimization
including the minimization of the make-up bypass shall be impicmented
by the co=mercial operation date of Unit /.1. A study plan, including |detailed operational control procedurcs, shall be submitted for
approval by the Permit Board no later than 90 days prior to fuel loading.
Annual reports of operations experience shall be submitted starting 15
months after commercial cooperat1on date.of Unit 1 and shall include
data from Unit 2 when placed in commercial operation.

f. The receiving water shall not exceed a maximum water temperature change
of 2.8 C (5.00F) relative to the intake temperature, outside a mixing
zone which shall not exceed a maximum width of 60 f eet f rom the river
edge and a maximum length of 6,000 feet downstream f rom the point c2
discharge, as measured at a depth of 5 feet. The maximum water temperature
shall not exceed 32.2 C (90oF) outside the same mixing zone, except when
ambient temperatures approach or exceed this value. Intake water temper-
ature shall be monitored weekly and reported as required in Part I.C.2.
The permittee shall monitor the Mississippi River within and surrounding
the mixing area to document conformance with the thermal requirements
of this paragraph. Such monitoring shall be conducted semiannually
(once in winter and once in summer) during substantially full power
production and shall be submitted to the Permit Board as required in
Part I.C.2 of this permit.

,

1
g, Ocgias of ray and all routino liquid effluent and water quality monitoring )reports submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) shall be I

simultaneously submitted to the Fussissippi Air and Water Pollution Control
Permit Board and EPA. Copies of all routine and non-routine reports

isubmitted to the Permit Board and EPA shall also be submitted to the NRC. '

h. Discharge of uncontaminated wastes including fire protection water,
condcasate from air. conditioning equipment, cooling tower make-up '

bypasses, and yard drains to the yard drainage system is permitted
without limitation or monitoring requirements.

1. A study shall be instituted to evaluate practicable methods to reduce
total residual chlorine icvols, including, but not limited to (1)
minimization of chlorine addition commensurate with control requirements
and (2) discontinuation of blowdown during chlorination and subsequent
periods of high concentration. Results of this study including f acilities
and/or methods proposed to reduce total chlorine residual shall be
submitted no later than 15 months after the start-up dates of Units 1
and 2 respectively.
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Population-dose commitments are calculated for all individuals living within
80 km (50 miles) of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, employing the same models
used for individual doses (see Regulatory Guide 1.109, Rev. 1)1, for the purpose
of meeting the "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) requirements of 10 CFR,
Part 50, Appendix I.2 In addition, dose commitments to the population residing
beyond the 80 km (50 mile) region, associated with the export of food crops
produced within the 80-km (50-mile) region and with the atmospheric and hydro-
spheric transport of the more mobile effluent species, such as noble gases,
tritium, and carbon-14, are taken into consideration for the purpose of meeting
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act, 1969 (NEPA). This
appendix describes the methods used to make these NEPA population dose estimates.

1. Iodines and Particulates Released to the Atmosphere

Effluent nuclides in this category deposit on the ground as the effluent moves
downwind, thus the concentration of these nuclides remaining in the plume is
continuously being reduced. Within 80 km (50 miles) of the facility, the
deposition model in Regulatory Guide 1.111, Rev. 1,3 is used in conjunction
with the dose models in Regulatory Guide 1.109, Rev.1.1 Site specific data
concerning production and consumption of foods within 80 km (50 miles) of the
reactor are used. For estimates of population doses beyond 80 km (50 miles) it
is assumed that excess food not consumed within the 80 km area will be consumed
by the population beyond 80 km. It is further assumed that none, or very few,
of'the particulates released from the facility will be transported beyond the
80 km (50 mile) distance; thus they will make no contribution to the population
dose outside the 80 km (50 mile) region. This assumption was tested and found
to be reasonable for the Grand Gulf Station.

2. Noble Gases, Carbon-14, and Tritium Released to the Atmosphere

For locations within 80 km (50 miles) of the reactor facility, exposures to
these effluents are calculated with a constant mean wind-direction model accord-
ing to the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.111, Rev. 1, and the dose
models described in Regulatory Guide 1.109, Rev. 1. For estimating the dose
commitment from these radionuclides to the U.S. population residing beyond the
80 km (50 mile) region, two dispersion regimes are considered. These are
referred to as the first pass dispersion regime and the world-wide dispersion
regime. The model for the first pass dispersion regime estimates the dose
commitment to the population from the radioactive plume as it leaves the facility
and drifts across the continental United States to the northeastern corner of
the U.S. The model for the world-wide dispersion regime estimates the dose
commitnent to the U.S. population after the released radionuclides mix uniformly
in the world's atmosphera or oceans,

a. First-Pass Dispersion

For estimating the dose commitment to the U.S. population residing
beyond the 80 km (50 mile) region due to the first pass of radio-
active pollutants, it is assumed that the pollutants disperse in the
lateral and vertical directions along the plume path. The direction
of movement of the plume is assumed to be from the facility toward
the northeast corner of the U.S. The extent of vertical dispersion

,

I is assumed to be limited by the ground plane and the stable atmospheric
layer aloft, the height of which determines the mixing depth. The

B-1
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shape of such a plume geometry can be visualized as a right cylindrical
wedge whose height is equal to the mixing depth. Under the assumption
of constant population density, the population dose associated with
such a plume geometry is independent of the extent of lateral dispersion,
and is only dependent upon the mixing depth and other non geometrical
related factors.4 The mixing depth is estimated to be 1000m, and a
uniform population density of 62 persons /km 2 is assumed along the
plume path, with an average plume transport velocity of 2 m/s.

The total-body population dose commitment from the first pass of
radioactive effluents is due principally to external exposure from
gamma emitt.ing noble gases, and to internal exposure from inhalation
of air containing tritium and from ingestion of food containing
carbon-14 and tritium,

b. World-Wide Dispersion

For estimating the dose commitment to the U.S. population after the
first pass, world-wide dispersion is assumed. Non-depositing radio-
nuclides with half-lives greater than one year are considered. Noble
gases and carbon-14 are assumed to mix uniformly in the world's
atmosphere (3.8 x 1018 m ), and radioactive decay is taken into con-3

sideration. The world-wide dispersion model estimates the activity
of each nuclide at the end of a 15 year release period (midpoint of
reactor life) and estimates the annual population dose commitment at
that point in time, taking into consideration radioactive decay.
The total-body population dose commitment from the noble gases is
due mainly to external exposure from gamma emitting nuclides, while
from carbon-14 it is due mainly to internal exposure from ingestion
of food containing carbon-14.

The population dose commitment due to tritium releases is estimated
in a manner similar to that for carbon-14, except that after the first-
p n s, all of the tritium is assumed to be absorbed by the world's
oceans (2.7 x 1016 3m ). The concentration of tritium in the world's
oceans is estimated at the point in time after 15 years of releases
have occurred, taking into consideration radioactive decay; the
population dose commitment estimates are based on the incremental
concentration at that point in time. The total-body population dose
commitment from tritium is due mainly to internal exposure from the
consumption of food grown with irrigation water.

3. Liquid Effluents

Population dose commitments due to effluents in the receiving water within 80
km (50 miles) of the facility are calculated as described in Regulatory Guide |
1.109. It is assumed that no depletion by sedimentation of the nuclides present |in the receiving water occurs within 80 km (50 miles). The aquatic biota con- |

centrate radioactivity was assumed in the same manner as for the ALARA maximum |
exposed individual evaluation. However, food consumption values appropriate for

B-2
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the average, rather than the maximum, individual'are use,d. It is further assumed
that all the sport and commercial fish and shellfish caught within the 80-km (50 mile)
area tre eaten by the U.S. population.

Beyond 80-km (50 miles), it is assumed that all the liquid-effluent nuclides
except tritium have deposited on the sediments so that they make no further
contribution to population exposures. The tritium is assumed to mix uniformly
in the hydrosphere and to result in an exposure to the U.S. population in the
same manner as discussed for tritium in gaseous effluents.

4. ' References

(1) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, " Regulatory Guide 1.109: Calcula-
tion of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents
for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I,"
Revision 1, October 1977.

(2) Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities," January 1980.

(3) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, " Regulatory Guide 1.111: Methods
for Estimating Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous
Effluents in Routine Releases from Light-Water-Reactors," Revision 1,
July 1977.

(4) K. F. Eckerman, et. al., " User's Guide to GASPAR Code," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission report NUREG-0597, June 1980.
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APPENDIX C

IMPACT OF THE URANIUM FUEL CYCLE
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The following assessment of the environmental impacts of the fuel cycle as
related to the operation of the proposed project is based on the values given
in Table S-3 (Section 5.10) and the NRC staff's analysis of the radiological
impact from radon releases. For the sake of consistency, the analysis of fuel
cycle impacts has been cast in terms of a model 1000-We light-water-cooled
reactor (LWR) operating at an annual capacity factor of 80%. In the following
review and evaluation of the environmental impacts of the fuel cycle, the staff's
analysis and conclusions would not be altered if the analysis were to be based
on the net electrical power output of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station.

1. Land Use
.

The total annual land requirement for the fuel cycle supporting a model 1000-We
2

2 (113 acres). Approximateig53,000m (13 acres) perLWR is.about 460,000 m
year are permanently committed land, and 410,000 m (100 acres) per year are
temporarily committed. (A " temporary" lam commitment is a commitment for the
life of the specific fuel cycle plant, e.g., mill, enrichment plant, or succeeding
plants. On abandonment or decommissioning, suc.i: land can be used for any purpose.
" Permanent" commitments represent land that may not be released for use after
plant shutdown and/or decommissioning.) Of the 410,000 m per year of temporarily2

2 2 are disturbed. Con-committed land, 320,000 m are undisturbed and 90,000 m
sidering common classes of land use in the United States,* fuel cycle land use
requirements to support the model 1000-We LWR do not represent a significant
impact.

2. Water Use

The principal water use requirement for the fuel cycle supporting a model
1000-We LWR is that required to remove waste heat from the power stations
supplying electrical energy to the enrichment step of this cycle. Of the total

6 3m3 (11.4 x 109 gal), about 42 x 10 m areannual requirement of 43 x 106
required for this purpose, assuming that these plants use once-through
cooling. Other water uses involve the discharge to air (e.g., evaporation

m (16 x 107 gal) per year and3losses in process cooling) of about 0.6 x 108
3water discharged to the ground (e.g., mine drainage) of about 0.5 x 108 m per

year.

On a thermal effluent basis, annual discharges from the nuclear fuel cycle are
about 4% of the model 1000-We LWR using once-through cooling. The consumptive

per year is about 2% of the model 1000-We LWR using3water use of 0.6 x 106 m
cooling towers. The maximum consumptive water use (assuming that all plants
supplying electrical energy to the nuclear fuel cycle used cooling towers) would
be about 6% of the model 1000-We LWR using cooling towers. Under this condition,
thermal effluents would be negligible. The staff finds that these combinations
of thermal loadings and water consumption are acceptable relative to the water
use and thermal discharges of the Station.

A coal-fired plant of 1000-We capacity using strip-mined coal requires the
,

disturbance of about 810,000 m (200 acres) per year for fuel alone.2

|

t
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3. Fonil Fuel Consumption
|

Electrical energy and process heat are required during various phases of the )fuel cycle process. The electrical energy is usually produced by the combustion
of fossil fuel at conventional power plants. Electrical energy associated with ,

the fuel cycle represents about 5% of the annual electrical power production I

of the model 1000-MWe LWR. Process heat is primarily generated by the combus-
|tion of_ natural gas. This gas consumption, if used to generate electricity,

-

would be less than 0.3% of the electrical output from the model plant. The
staff finds that the direct and indirect consumptions of (Nctrical energy for4

fuel cycle operations are small and acceptable relative to the net power
production of the Station.

4. Chemical Effluents

The quantities of chemical, gaseous, and particulate effluents with fuel cycle
processes are given in Table S-3. The principal species are 50 NO , and the
particulates. JudgingfromdatainaCouncilonEnvironmentaldualityreport,1
the NRC staff finds that these emissions constitute an extremely small additional
atmospheric loading in comparison with these emissions from t'he stationery fuel-
combustion and transportation sectors in the United States, that is, about 0.02%
of the annual national releases for each of these species. The staff believes
such small increases in releases of these pollutants are acceptable.

Liquid chemical effluents produced in fuel cycle processes are related to fuel
enrichment, fabrication, and reprocessing operations and may be released to
receiving waters. These effluents are usually present in dilute concentrations
such that only small amounts of dilution water are required to reach levels of
concentration that are within established standards. Table S-3 specifies the
flow of dilution water required for specific constituents. Additionally, all
liquid discharges into the navigable waters of the United States from plants
associated with the fuel cycle operations will be subject to requirements and
limitations set forth in the NPDES permit.

Tailings solutions and solids are generated during the milling process. These
solutions and solids are not released in quantities sufficient to have a
significant impact on the environment.

5. Radioactive Effluents

Radioactive effluents estimated to be released to the environment from reprocess-
ing and waste management activities and certain other phases of the fuel cycle
process are set forth in Table S-3. Using these data, the staff has calculated
the 100 year involuntary environmental dose commitment * to the U.S. population.
x

The environmental dose commitment (EDC) is the integrated population dose for
100 years; that is, it represents the sum of the annual population doses for
a total of 100 years. The population dose varies with time, and it is not
practical to calculate this dose for every year.

C-2
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These calculations estimate that the overall involuntary total-body gaseous
dose commitment to the U.S. population from the fuel cycle (excluding reactor
releases and the dose commitment due to radon-222) would be approximately
400 person-rems per year of operation of the model 1000-MWe LWR, Based on
Table S-3 values, the additional involuntary total body-dose commitments to the
U.S. population from radioactive liquid effluents due to all fuel cycle opera-
tions other than reactor operation would be approximately 100 person-rems
per year of operation. Thus the estimated involuntary 100 year environmental
dose commitment to the U.S. population from radioactive gaseous and liquid
releases due to these portions of the fuel cycle is approximately 500 person-rems |

(whole body) per year of operation of the model 1000-MWe LWR.
'

At this time Table S-3 does not address the radiological impacts associated
with radon-222 releases. Principal radon releases occur during mining and milling
operations and as emissions from mill tailings. The staff has determined that
releases from these operations for each year of operation of the model 1000-MWe
LWR are as given in Table C-1.

The staff has calcula'ted population dose commitments for these sources of
radon-222 using the RABGAD computer code described 'in Appendix A of Chap. IV,
Sec. J, of NUREG-0002.2 The results of these calculations for mining and milling
activities prior to tailings stabilization are listed in Table C-2.

When added to the 500 person-rems total-body dose commitment for the balance
of the fuel cycle, the overall estimated total-body involuntary 100 year environ-
mental dose commitment to the U.S. population from the fuel cycle for the model
1000-MWe LWR is approximately 640 person-rems. Over this period of time, this
dose is equivalent to 0.00002% of the natural background dose of about 3 billion
person-rems to the U.S. population.*

The staff has considereu the health effects associated with the releases of
radon-222, including both the short-term effects of mining and milling, and
active tailings and the potential long-term effects from unreclaimed open pit
mines and stabilized tailings. The staff has assumed that after completion of
active mining underground mines will be sealed, returning releases of radon-222
to background levels. For purposes of providing an upper-bound impact assess-
ment, the staff has assumed that open pit mines will be unreclaimed and has
calculated that if all ore were produced from open pit mines, releases from
them would be 110 Ci per year per reference reactor year (RRY). However, because

the distribution of uranium ore reserves available by conventional mining methods
is 66.8% underground and 32.2% open pit,3 the staff has further assumed that
uranium to fuel LWRs will be produced by conventhnal mining methods in these
proportions. This means that long-term releases from unreclaimed open pit
mines will be 0.332 x 110 or 37 Ci per year per RRY.

i

( Based on an annual average natural background individual dose commitment of*

100 millirems and a stabilized U.S. population of 300 million.
,

!

l
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Based on the above, the radon released from unreclaimed open pit mines over 100- |

{and 1000 year periods would be about 3700 Ci and 37,000 Ci per RRY respectively.
The total dose commitments for a 100 to 1000 year period would be as follows: ;

j

Population dose commitments (person-rems)
Time span (years) Releases (Ci) Total Bone Lung (bronchial

body epithelium)
100 3,700 96 2,500 2,000
500 19,000 480 13,000 11,0001,000 37,000 960 25,000 20,000

The above dose commitments represent a worst-case situation in that no mitigating
circumstances are assumed. However, state and Federal laws currently require
reclamation of strip and open pit coal mines, and it is very probable that sim-
ilar reclamation will be required for uranium open pit mines. If so, long-term
releases from such mines should approach background levels.

For long-term radon releases from stabilized tailings piles, the staff has assumed
that these tsilings would emit, per RRY, 1 Ci per year for 100 years, 10 Ci per
year for the next 400 years and 100 Ci per year for periods beyond 500 years.
With these assumptions, the cumulative radon-222 release from stabilized tailings
piles per RRY would be 100 Ci in 100 years and 4090 Ci in 500 years and 53,800 Ci
in 1000 years.4 The total-body, bone, and bronchial epithelium dose commitments
for these periods are as follows:

Population dose commitments (person-rems)
Time span (years) Releases (Ci) Total Bone Lung (bronchial

body epithelium)
100 100 2.6 68 56
500 4,090 110 2,800 2,3001,000 53,800 1,400 37,000 30,000

If risk estimators of 136, 6.9, and 22.2 cancer deaths per million person-rems
for total-body, bone, and lung exposures, respectively, are used, the estimated
risk of cancer mortality resulting from mining, milling, and active tailings
emissions of radon-222 is about 0.11 cancer fatalities per RRY. When this risk
from radon-222 emissions from stabilized tailings over a 100 year release period
is added, the estimated risk of cancer mortality over a 100 year period is
unchanged. Similarly, a risk of about 1.2 cancer fatalities is estimated over
a 1000 year release period per RRY. When potential radon releases from reclaimed
and unreclaimed open pit mines are included, the overall risks of radon induced
cancer. fatalities per RRY range as follows: 0.11'to 0.19 fatalities of a 100 year
period, 0.19 to 0.57 fatalities for a 500 year period, and 1.2 to 2.0 fatalities
for a 1000 year period.

To illustrate: A single-model 1000-MWe LWR operating at an 80% capacity factor
for 30 years would be predicted to induce between 3.3 and 5.7 cancer fatalities
in 100 yr, 5.7 and 17 in 500 yr, and 36 and 60 in 1000 yr as a result of releases
of radon-222.

|
|
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These doses and predicted health effects have been compared with those that
can be expected from natural-background emissions of radon-222. Calculated
using data from the National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP)5 the average
radon-222 concentration in air in the contiguous United States is about 150 pCi/
m , which the NCRP estimates will result in an annual dose to the bronchiala

epithelium of 450 millirems. For a stabilized future U.S. population of
300 million, this represents a total lung dose commitment of 135 million person-
rems per year. If the same risk estimator of 22.2 lung cancer fatalities
per million person-lung-rems used to predict cancer fatalities for the model
1000 MWe LWR is used, estimated lung cancer fatalities alone from background
radon-222 in the air can be calculated to be about 3000 per year, or 300,000
to 3,000,000 lung cancer deaths over periods of 100 to 1000 years respectively.

In addition to the radon-related potential health effects from the fuel cycle,
other nuclides produced in the cycle, such as carbon-14, will contribute to
population exposures. It is estimated that 0.08 to 0.12 additional cancer
deaths may occur per RRY (assuming that no cure or prevention of cancer is ever
developed) over the next 100 to 1000 years, respectively, from exposures to
these other nuclides.

The latter exposures can also be compared with those from naturally occurring
terrestrial and cosmic-ray sources. These average about 100 millirems. There-
fore, for a stable future population of 300 million persons, the whole-body
dose commitment would be about 30 million person-rems per year, or 3 billion,

person-rems and 30 billion person-rems for periods of 100 and 1000 years respec-
tively. These dose commitments could produce about 400,000 and 4,000,000 cancer
deaths during the same time periods. From the above analysis, the NRC staff
concludes that both the dose commitments and health effects of the uranium
fuel cycle are insignificant when compared to dose commitments and potential
health effects to the U.S. population resulting from all natural background
sources.

6. Radioactive Wastes

The quantities of buried radioactive waste material (low-level, high-level,
and transuranic wastes) are specified in Table S-3. For low-level waste
disposal at land burial facilities, the Commission notes in Table S-3 that
there will be no significant radioactive releases to the environment. The

Commission notes that high-level and transuranic wastes are to be buried at a
Federal Repository and that no release to the environment is associated with
such disposal. NUREG-0116,e which provides background and context for the
high-level and transuranic Table S-3 values established by the Commission,
indicates that these high-level and transuranic wastes will be buried and will
not be released to the biosphere. No radiological environmental impact is
anticipated from such disposal.

7. Occupational Dose

The annual occupational dose attributable to all phases of the fuel cycle for
the model 1000-MWe LWR is about 200 person-rems. The NRC staff concludes that
this occupational dose will not have a significant environmental impact.

C-5
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8. Transportation
|
|.The transportation dose to workers and the public is specified in Table S-3. '

This dose is small and not considered significant in comparison to the natural
. background dose.

9. Fuel Cycle

The staff's analysis of the uranium fuel cycle did not depend on the selected
fuel cycle (no recycle or uranium-only recycle), because the data provided in
Table S-3 include maximum recycle option impact for each element of the fuel 1cycle. Thus the staff's conclusions as to acceptability of the environmental i
impacts of the fuel cycle are not affected by the specific fuel cycle selected. |.

1
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Table C-1 LRadon releases for each year of operation
of'the model 1000-MWe LWR

Radon source Quantity released Source

fMining 4060 Ci a.

,

.. . . '

Milling'and-tailings .

b
,

'(during active mining)' 780 Ci-

Inactive tailings (prior
to stabilization) 350 Ci b

,

L. ~Stabil'ized tailings
(several hundred years) 1 to 10 Ci/ year b

: Stabilized tailings (after
-several.hundred years) 110 Ci/ year b

aR.'Wilde, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission transcript of
.

direct testimony given "In-the Matter of Duke' Power Company
Company (Perkins Nuclear Station), Docket No. 50-488,
April.17, 1978.

bP. Magno, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission transcript of
direct testimony given "In the Matter of Duke Power Company,

' (Perkins Nuclear Station)," Docket No. 50-448, April 17, 1978.
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- Table C-2 Estimated 100 year environmental dose commitment
,

per ye&r_ cf operation of the model 1000-MWe LWR '

Dosage (person-rems).
1

Radon Source Releases (Ci) Total Body Bone tung (Bronchial !
epithelium)

l

~ Mining 4100 110 2800 2300 |

- Milling and active
tailings 1100 29 750- 620

Total 140 3600 2900,

,

J

L

I
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APPENDIX D

EXAMPLES OF SITE-SPECIFIC DOSE ASSESSMENT CALCULATIONS
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1. Calculational Approach |

As mentioned in the text the quantities of radioactive material that may be
released annually from the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station are estimated on the basis
of the description of the radwaste systems in the applicants' ER and FSAR and
by using the calculational model and parameters described in NUREG-0016.1 These ,

estimated effluent release values along with the applicants' site and environ- I

mental data in the ER and in subsequent answers to NRC staff questions are used
in the calculation of radiation doses and dose commitments, j

1

The models and considerations for environmental pathways that lead to estimates 1

of radiation doses and dose commitments to individual members of the public
near the plant and of cumulative doses and dose commitments to the entire popu-
lation within an 80 km radius of the plant as a result of plant operations are-
discussed in detail in Regulatory Guide 1.109.2 Use of these models with
additional assumptions for environmental pathways that lead to exposure to.the
general population outside the 80-km (50 mile) radius are d m ribed in Appendix
B of this statement.

The calculations performed by the staff for the potentially contaminated
atmosphere and hydrosphere provide total integrated dose commitments to the
entire population within 80-km of the Station based on the projected population
distribution in the year 2000. The dose commitments represent the total dose
that would be received over a 50 yr period, following the intake of radioactivity
for 1 yr under the conditions existing 15 years after the station begins
operation (i.e., the mid point of station operation). For younger persons,
changes in organ mass and metabolic parameters with age after the initial intake
of radioactivity are accounted for.

2. Dose Commitments from Radioactive Effluent Releases

Radioactive effluents released to the atmosphere and to the hydrosphere from
the Station will result in very small radiation dose commitments to individual
members of the public and to the general population. The NRC staff estimates
of the expected gaseous and particulate releases (listed in Table D-1) and the
expected liquid releases (listed in Table D-8) along with the site meteorological
and hydrological considerations (summarized in Tables D-2 and D-9 respectively)
were used to estimate radiation doses and dose commitments.

Three years of meteorological data were used in the calculation of relative
concentrations of effluents. The data were collected onsite from August 1972
to September 1974, and from January 1976 to December 1976. The long-term
diffusion estimates were made using the procedure described in Regulatory
Guide 1.111, Revision 1.3 Open terrain recirculation factors were used by the
staff in the computer model.

(a) Radiation Dose Commitments to Individual Members of the Public

As explained in the text, calculations are made for a hypothetical individual
member of the public (i.e., the maximally exposed individual) who would be
expected to receive the highest radiation dose from all appropriate pathways.
This method tends to overestimate the doses since assumptions are made that
would be difficult for a real individual to fulfill.

D-1
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JI. Individual receptor locations and pathway locations considered for the maximally
" ' exposed individual are listed in Table D-3. The estimated dose commitments to ;

-the individual who is subject to maximum exposure at selected offsite locations
from airborne releases of radioiodine and particulates, and waterborn releases 1

are listed in Tables D-4, D-5' and D-6. The maximum annual beta and gamma air I
,

dose and the maximum total body and skin dose to an individual, at the site
boundary, also are presented in Tables D-4,-D-5, and 0-6.

The maximally exposed individual is assumed to consume well above.' average
quantities of the potentially affected foods'and to spend more time at
potentially affected locations than the average person as indicated in Tables
E-4 and E-5 of Regulatory Guide 1.109.2

(b) Cumulative Dose Commitments to the General Population

Annual radiation dose commitments from airborne andiwaterborne radioactive
releases from the' Grand Gulf nuclear. station are estimated for two populations'

in the year 2000: (1) all members of the general public within 80 km (50 miles)
of the station (Table D-5) and (2).the entire U.S. population (Table D-7).
Dose commitments beyond 80 km (50 miles) are based on the assumptions discussed
in Appendix B. For perspective, annual background radiation doses are given
in the tables for both populations.

References.

(1) F.P. Cardile and R.R. Bellamy (editors), " Calculations of Radioactive
Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from Boiling. Water Reactors,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission report NUREG-0016, Revision 1,
January 1979.

(2): U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guiue 1.109, " Calculation
of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the
Pu pose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I," Revi- '

sfon 1, October 1977.

(3) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guide 1.111, " Methods for
Estimating Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents in
Routine Releases from Light-Water-Reactors," Revision 1, July 1977.'
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Table D-l'' Calculated Releases of Radioactive Materials.in Gaseous Effluents
from Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 (Ci/yr per reactor)

,

''

' Air-Eject Building' Ventilation Mechanical
. . Exhaust Reactor Radwaste Turbine Auxiliary Vacuum Pump

Nuclides (Continuous) (Continuous) (Continous) (Continuous) (Continuous) (Periodic) Total
e a,,

Ar-41 c 25 b b b b. 25 *

Kr-83m a a. a a a a a
.Kr-85m 1 92. 3 a 68 3 a 170
Kr-85 A 330- a a a a a 330

-Kr-87 a 3 v a 130 3 a ,140
Kr-88 '6 3 a 230 3 a 240

'
Kr-89 a a a 'a a a a
Xe-131m 21 a a a a a 21,

Xe-133m[i
a. a a a a a a,

Xe-133 .530 | 66 10 250 66 2300 3200'

Xe-135m a 46 a' 650 46 a 740
Xe-135 a 34 45 630 34 350 1100
Xe-137' a a a a a a a
Xe-138 a- 7 a 1400 7 a 1400

JTotal Noble Gases 7400

C r-51 'b ~ b b 0.013 b b 0.013
Mn-54 b b 0.0003 0.0006 0.003 b 0.0039
Fe-59 b b 0.0002 0.0005 0.0004 b 0.0011
Co-58 b b 0.00005 0.0006 0.0006 b 0.0013

'Co-60 b b' O.0009 0.002 0.01 b. 0.013
Zn-65 b b b 0.0002 0.002 b 0.0022 *

Sr-89 'b b b
. 0.006 0.0001 b 0.0061.

Sr-90 b b 0.000003 0.00002- 0.00001 b 0.00003
Zr-95 b b b 0.0001 0.0004 b 0.0005
Sb-124 b- b b 0.0003 0.0002 b 0.0005
Cs-134- b- b 0.00005 0.0003 0.004 b 0.0044

.Cs-136 b' b 0.00001 0.00005 0.0003 b 0.0004 ,

'Cs-137 b b 0.00009 0.0006 ~ 0.0055 b 0.0063
Ba-140 b .. b b 0.011 0.0004 b 0.011
Ce-141, b b 0.00003 0.0006 0.0001 b 0.0007

Total Particulates 0.064

'I-131 a 0.017 0.05 0.19 0.17 0.03 0.46
I-133 a 0.068 0.18 0.76 0.68 a 1.7
H-3 . b - - - - - 79.. . ,

C-14 8.0 1.5 a a a a 9.5

a less than 1.0 Ci/yr per reactor for noble gases and carbon-14; less than 10 4 Ci/yr per reactor
L for iodine.

b less than 1% of toial for this nuclide. '
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I' Table D-2 Summary of Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (X/Q) and Relative Deposition ]
f

[ Values for Maximum Site Boundary and Receptor Locations'Near the Grand
Gulf Nuclear Station *

Relative
Location. X/Q (sec/m ) Deposition (m.2)3

,

Site boundary
(WSW 1.07.mi). 1.45x10 5 1.43x10 8

1 Nearest ** residence
and garden

(NNE_1.5 mi) i 8.65x10 7 3.66x10 9

l Nearest-milk cow -

(, E 5.0 mi) 4.38x10 8 1.57x10 10

i Nearest meat animal
~(SW 0.9 mi) 1.15x10 5 1.55x10 8

*The values presented in this table are corrected for radioactive decay and
cloud depletion from deposition, where appropriate, in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.111, Rev. 1, " Methods _for Estimating Atomospheric
< Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents in Routine Releases from Light

4 Water Reactors," July 1977.a
/**" Nearest" refers _ to that type of location where the highest radiation dose

is' expected to occur from all appropriate pathways.

Table D-3 Nearest Pathway Locations Used for Maximum Individual Dose
Commitments for the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station

Location x Sector Distance (mi)

Site boundary * WSW 1.07
Residence and garden ** NNE 1.5

'

Milk cow E 5.0
Meat animal SW 0.9
* Beta and gamma air doses, total body doses, and skin doses from noble gases
are determined at site boundaries.

** Dose pathways including inhalation of atmospheric radioactivity, exposure
to deposited _ radionuclides, and submersion in gaseous radioactivity are
evaluated at residences.

,
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Table D- Annual Dose Commitments to a Maximally Exposed Individual
Near the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, per Reactor

,

t

: LOCATION PATHWAY. . DOSES (mrem /yr per unit)

Noble Gases in Gaseous Effluents
,

Total Body Skin Gamma Air Dose Beta Air Dose
(mrad /yr per (mrad /yr per
unit) unit)*

Nearestgite Direct radiation
boundary. from plume 2,10' 4.82 3.22 4.09
(W5W .1. 7 km)-

D'

Iodine and Particulates in Gaseous Effluents

Total Body Organ

CNearest site 'Grouna deposit 0.18 (T) 0 18 (C) (thyroid & bone)
boundary , Inhalation. 0.07 (T) 6.8 (C) (thyroid)
(WSW~1.7 km) !

Nearest garden Ground deposit 0.045 (C) 0.045 (C) (thyroid & bone)'

and residence Inhalation 0.004 (C) 0.41 (C) (thyroid)
(NNE 2.4 km) Vegetable consumption 0.24 (C) 1.2 (C) (thyroid)

Nearest milk Ground deposit 0.002 (C) 0.002 (1) (thyroid & bone)
cow- Inhalation- 0.0002 (C) 0.019 (I) (thyroid)
(E 8.1 km) Vegetable consumption 0.014 (C) 0.066 (C) (bone)

Cow milk consumption 0.007 (C) 0.97 (I) (thyroid)
,

Nearest meat Meat consumption 0.43 (C) 2.1 (C) (bone),

animal
(SW 1. 5 km)

-Liquid Effluents (Adults)

Total Body Organ
Discharge ' Water
point ingestion 0.005 0.36 (thyroid)-

Fish
Consumption 0.091 0.51 (bone)

!

| a" Nearest" refers to that site boundary location where the highest radiation
! - doses as' a result of gaseous effluents have been estimated to occur.

b0oses are for the age group which results in the highest dose: T= teen, C= child,
I= infant,

cuNearest" refers to the location where the highest radiation dose to an
individual from all applicable pathways has been estimated.

D-5
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i Table D-5 Calculated 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix I Dose Commitments to a Maximally .

Exposed' Individual and to the Population from Operation of the Grand |
~

Gulf Nuclear Station, per Reactor 1
,

Annual. Dose per. Reactor Unit.

Individual q

, ,

Appendix I Calculated
a 'Design Objectives Doses'

,

# Liquid ef fluents

Dose to total body from all pathways 3 mrem 0.1 mrem
. Dose to any organ from all pathways 10 mrem 0,5 mrem

~(thyroid
l- or bone)

i Noble gas effluents (at site boundary)
L Gamma dose in air 10 mrad 3.2 mrad

Beta dose in air 20 mrad 4.1 mrado
' Dose to total. body of.an individual 5 mrem 2.1 mrem
. Dose to skin of.an individual 15 mrem 4.8 mrem

\

b.Radiciodines and.particulates
Dose to.any organ from all pathways '15 mrem 7.0 mrem'

(thyroid-
child)

, ,

Population Within 80 km

Total Body ' Thyroid

(person-rem)
' cNatural-background radiation 29,000. -

Liquid effluents <0.01 <0.01
Noble gas effluents 0.26 0.26
Radioiodine and particulates 1.09 6,62'

a
|(1 Design Objectives from Sections II.A, II.B, II.C, and .II.D of Appendix 1, 10 CFR

Part 50 consider doses to maximum individual and population per reactor unit. ;
'"

bCarbon-14 and tritium'have been added to this category. |
c" Natural Radiation' Exposure in the United States," U.S. Environmental

'

Protection: Agency, ORP-SID-72-1, June 1972; using the average back-
ground dose for Mississippi and Louisiana of 84 mrem /yr, and year-2000
projected population of 340,000.

.
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Table D-6 CalculatedRM-50-2DoseCommitmentstoaMaximallyExposedIndjvidual
from Operation of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2

,

Annual Dose per Site \ '

RM-50-2 Calculated
bDesign Objectives Doses i. '

Liquid effluents

Dose to total body or any organ from
all pathways 5 mrem 1.0 mrem

Activity-release estimate, excluding
tritium (Ci) 10 0.7

:

Noble gas effluents (at site boundary)
Gamma dose in air 10 mrad 6.4 mrad
Beta dose in air 20 mrad 8.2 mrad
Dose to total body of an individual 5 mrem 4.2 mrem

c
^

Radiciodine and particulates
Dese to any organ from all pathways 15 mrem 14. mrem (thyroid)
1-131 activity release (Ci) 2 0.9

aAn optional method of demonstrating compliance with the cost-benefit Section (II.D),

of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.
bAnnex to Appendix I to'10 CFR Part 50.
cCarbon-14 and tritium have been added to this category.
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Table D-7 Annual Total Body Population Dose Commitments,
Year 2000 (both units) ,,

.
U.S. Population

Category Dose Commitment,
, ,7

person-rem /yr

a aNatural background radiation 26,000,000

Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 (combined) operation '

Plant workers 3,300
.

!'nGeneral public:
bLiquid effluents <0.01

Gaseous effluents 82
Transportation of fuel and waste 6

aUsing the average U.S. background dose (100 mrem /yr) and -

year 2000 projected U.S. population from " Population
Estimates and Projections," Series II, U.S. Department of '

,

Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Series P-25, No. 541
February 1975.

b80-km (50-mile) population dose
'

.
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Tsble D-8 Calculated Release of Radioactive Materials in Liquid
Effluents from Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2

aNuclide Ci/yr/ reactor Nuclide Ci/yr/ reactor

Corrosion and Activation Products Fission products (cont'd)

Na-24 0.013 Ru-103 0.00006
P-32 0.00055 Rh-103m 0.00006

Cr-51 0.015 Tc-104 0.00012
Mn-54 0.0002 Ru-105 0.001
Mn-56 0.012 Rh-105m 0.001
Fe-55 0.0034 Rh-105 0.0004
Fe-59 0.00009 Te-129m 0.00012
Co-58 0.00065 Te-129 0.00008
Co-60 0.0014 Te-131m 0.00019
Cu-64 0.039 .Te-131 0.00003
Ni-65 0.00007 I-131 0.12
Zn-65 0.00068 Te-132 0.00002
Zn-69m 0.0027 I-132 0.0061
Zn-69 0.0029 I-133 0.033
W-187 0.00052 I-134 0.0025

Np-239 0.015 Cs-134 0.0028
I-135 0.016

Fission Products Cs-136 0.0018
Cs-137 0.0065

Br-83 0.00065 Ba-137m 0.006
Br-84 0.00005 Cs-138 0.0052 -

Rb-89 0.00019 Ba-139 0.00087
Sr-89 0.00032 Ba-140 0.0011
Sr-90 0.00002 La-140 0.00031
Sr-91 0.0043 Ba-141 0.00002
Y-91m 0.0027 La-141 0.00034
Y-91 0.00018 Ce-141 0.0001

Sr-92 0.0026 La-142 0.00061
Y-92 0.006 Ce-145 0.00006
Y-93 0.0045 Pr-143 0.00011

Zr-95 0.00002 All Others 0.00009
Nb-95 0.00002 Totai (except H-3) 0.36
Nb-98 0.00013 H-3 21
Mo-99 0.0045 |
Tc-99m 0.017 !

Tc-101 0.00004
|
'aNuclides whose release rate 3 are less than 10 5 Ci/yr per reactor are not

listed individually but are included in "all others."

I
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Table D-9 Summary of Hydrologic Transport and'Dispersign for Liquid
Releases from the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station .,

Transit Time Dilution'

F Location
.(hours) Factor

1 .

ALARA Calculations- ;
7 Sport fishing (discharge) 0.1 10.*

' - ' - Drinking water (discharge) 0.1 10.

' Population Dose: Calculations

. Commercial fishing
(Mississippi River) 9.1' 8600

' Irrigation
'

9.1 8600

aSee Regulatory Guide 1.113 " Estimating Aquatic Dispersion of
Effluents from Accidental and Routine Reactor Releases for the
Purpose of Implementing Appendix I," April 1977.
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HISTORIC AND ARCHE 0 LOGICAL SITES
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Since the publication of the CP-FES, a cultural resources survey of the Ray-Braswell
Transmission Line Route was conducted by Mississippi Power and Light Company.
The report was reviewed by the State Historic Preservation Office (SHP0) of
the State of Mississippi Department of Archives and History, atd the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission who are in agreement that no' cultural sites eligible for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places will be affected. (See
the. attached letters frem Paul Newsome, Environmental Coordinator of Mississippi

' Department of Archives and History to Mr. Larry McKay of Mississippi Power and
Light Company dated September 10, 1980, and to Mr. Frank Miraglia, Division of
Licensing, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission dated January 12, 1981).

Attached also'is a letter from the U.S. Department of Interior dated September 6,
1978 recalling an earlier request (June 21,1973) for SHP0's comments on archeo-
logical sites and the Callenuar House. The SHP0 comments were provided in the
attached June 27, 1973 letter from James Stone to Ms. Myra Harrison, Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission concurs
with the SHP0's judgement concerning the Callendar House.

s
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## % United States Department of the Interior
q'Q.CE@-@' ilERIT AGE CONSERVATION AND RECREATION SERVICE

' M/ % ASiliNGTON. D. C. 20:40

IN AEDLv REFER TO:

f |ER-76/652

)|
'

,

SEP 6 1973 .

Director
Division of Site Safety and

Environmental Analysis
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

This is in response to a-request for our Service's comments on the Final
Environmental Report (operating stage) for Grand Gulf Nuclear Stations,
Units 1 and 2, Clairborne County, Mississippi [50-416 an<l 417]. We have |
reviewed the operating stage report in light of our Service's area of
cultural and recreational interests and provide the following comments.

i

It is a pleasure for us to note the interest that Mississippi Power and )
Light Company (MPL) has displayed in providing for multiple use of their
lands for recreational purposes during the plant operating stages. The |

provisions for continued sport fishing in Hamilton and Gin Lakes and
limited bow hunting of deer should not interfere with plent operations ,

and are excellent examples of multiple purpose management that will
'

provide public relations returns to MPL.

On June 21, 1973, the Department of the Interior's comments, paragraph 4,
suggested that the final statement contain a copy of the State Historic
Preservation Officer's'(SHPO) comments and indicate whether or not any ;

of the sites identified will be or have been nominated for the National !

Register of Historic Sites. We have not seen the SHPO's comments and
therefore feel that compliance with Section 106 procedures has fallen*

short of completion as we will explain. (

In connection with the Callendar House, page 2.6-1, fourth paragraph, it !
is stated that the SHPO has no intention of nominating this antebellum j

farmhouse to the National Register and that MPL should be allowed to |
|
,

*

.

i
L
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make the decisions regarding this house. This is a breakdown in Section 106
procedures which clearly point out that such responsibilities lie with
the Federal agency. In this case, the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation has had no opportunity to comment. We suggest that the
Commission follow through with the appropriate Federal actions to comply
with Section 106 and Executive Order 11593.

We appreciat. che opp" tunity to comment on the final environmental
report.

,
Sincerely yours,

f
ris elaporte.

Director

cc: Mississippi' Power and
Light Company

,

OEPR
,
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June 27,.1973

Ms. - Myra liarrison
L cting Compliance.0fficerA
Advisory Council'on llistoric Preservat' ion
Washington, D. C. 20240

Dear ~Ms. llarrison: '

Your' letter of May 11,-1973, to Mr. Daniel R. Muller of the AEC'

has come to my attention. Do pardon the long delay in responding
to it; I just returned yesterday from an extended vacation.

-

-

Charlotte Capers, Acting Director of the Mississippi Department ,

'
of' Archives and llistory and llistoric Preservation Officer for
the-State of Mississippi, has asked meLto outline our-position
on thozGrand Gulf mound, the Grand Gulf town ruins, and-the
' Callendar,llouse.

The. Callendar llouse is an antebellum farm house constructed ca.
1855. It.has little1 historic or architectural significance,
and?this department has no intention of nominating it to The
National Register of Historic' Places. It is not on the ITd~ acre'

tract-that the MissTssippi Power and Light Company is going to
transfer to the Grand Gulf ~ Military State Park. It i s presently
vacant. The official position taken by this department regarding
-the'Callendar House.is that~ Mississippi Power and Light should
be allowed to make the' decisions regarding it. In all probability,
it will eventually be-torn down. I have enclosed a photograph
of the Callendar llouse for your inspection..

The Grand Gulf Mound was a very-fine Marksville (ca.150 A.D.)
*

burial moun~d. When an archaeological survey team under my
direction located this mound 'in June,1972, half of it had been
cut down by a bulldozer. Mrs. Doris Nelson, the. owner of.the
property at that time, intended to destroy the rest of the mound.
At my request, Mississippi Power and Light speeded up the pur-
chase of this property in order to preserve the remaining por-
tion of the mound. In addition, also at my request, they erected
a costly cyclone fence around the site, cleared the vegetation

lfrom'it, and then covered the mound with plastic sheeting to
prevent erosion. After further investigation, archaeologists
from this department determined that the Grand Gulf Mound was

. ..

I
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Ms'.TMyra llarrison
June.27,-1973-
Page #2

1

|

indeed an unusual and'significant site. . When I told Mississippi |' Power and Light officials of this site's value, they. cheerfully I
~

granted this department approximately $8,000 to fund an excava- |
tion'of the mound. Mr. Byron Inmon and Samuel.0. Brookes, |

. Archaeologists with this department, performed the excavation. i
work in the winter of 1972-1973-under my direction, I presently
have the rough draft of the technical study entitled. Archaeology I

of the Grand Gulf Mound on my desk. It will be published by
tHis department.as soon as we receive.the radiocarbon dating- t

data from the University'of Georgia. This department is extremely'

t

pleased with the|way Mississippi Power and Light responded to ;

our requests regarding the Grand Gulf Mound.
,

. We have.no intention of nominating the Grand Gulf Mound to the f
National Register of llistoric Places for the obvious -reason that !

- it no-longer exis'ts? -As you know, an archaeological excavation
such as the.one carried out by this department effectively des-
troys a site, but, at the same time, this procedure also retrives
- all of the available scientific data and artifacts. I have en-
closed the cover.ofJthe Mississippi Power and Light. Company 1972

.

Annual Report which shows archaeologists from this department in
an early stagel of the- excavation, cleaning the lateral face
where the bulldozer cut through the mound. I have not enclosed ,

aiphotograph.of the mound-in'its present. condition because,
as I stated'above,.it'no: longer exists. .The mound site is not
on the 150 acre tract that Mississippi Power and Light is going
. to transfer to.the' Grand. Gulf State Park.

The ruins of the old. town of Grand Gulf are located on the 150
acre tract that will he transferred to the park. This depart-,

ment 1s interested in preserving this particular site as a pos-
sible site for. future investigations in the field of historic,

archaeology. .The site could possibly qualify for National
Register. status (local significance) but this department has no
intentions of nominating it. When the site is transferred to
the Grand Gulf Military State Park it will be protected under
the provisions of-the 1970 Mississippi Antiquities Law. This pro-
tection, which is automatically extended to all state property of
historic: significance,-is in our opinion more comprehensive and
effective than that afforded by inclusion in The Nationa_1_ Register
of Ilistoric Places. I have not enclosed a photogra7h of this
sTte because there are no above ground remains. I Tave marked.-

the approximate limits of the town ruins on the enclosed quad-
rangle map.

1

.
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Als. Mpra llarrison'
June 27,.1973
Page #3- i

|

|

If you need any further information about these sites, please
feel free to call on me at any time'. 4

'

Sincerely, .

,..; ,wi
.

' James !!. Stone-

Assistant Administrator
Division of Ilistoric Sites and Archaeology

JilS:mlh

Enciosures
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APPENDIX F

REBASELINING OF THE RSS RESULTS FOR BWRs

1
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The results of Reactor Safety Study (RSS) have been updated. The update
incorporate results of research and development conducted Iwas done largel. )

after the October 1975 publication of the RSS and to provide a baseline against
which the risk associated with various LWRs could be consistently compared.

Primarily, the rebaselined RSS results reflect use of advanced modeling of the
|processes involved in meltdown accidents, i.e., the MARCH computer code modeling

for transient and LOCA initiated sequences and the CORRAL code used for calculating (

magnitudes of release accompanying various accident sequences. These codes *
have led to a capability to predict the transient and small LOCA initiated |

sequences that is considerably advanced beyond what existed at the time the !

Reactor Safety Study was completed. The advanced accident process models (MARCH
and CORRAL) produced some changes in our estimates of the release magnitudes
from various accident sequences in WASH-1400. These changes primarily involved
release magnitudes for the iodine, cesium and tellurium families of isotopes.
In general, a decreese in the iodines was predicted for many of the dominant
accident sequences while some increases in the release magnitudes for the cesium
and tellurium isotopes were predicted.

Entailed in this rebaselining effort was the evaluation of individual dominant
accident sequences as we understand them to evolve rather than the technique
of grouping large numbers of accident sequences into encompassing, but synthetic,
release categories as was done in WASH-1400. The rebaselining of the RSS also
elhinated the " smoothing technique" that was criticized in the report by the
Risk Assessment Review Group (sometimes known as the Lewis Report; NUREG/CR-0400).

In both of the RSS designs (PWR and BWR), the likelihood of an accident sequence
leading to the occurrence of a steam explosion (a) in the reactor vessel was
decreased. This was done to reflect both experimental and calculational indica-
tions that such explosions are unlikely to occur in those sequences involving
small size LOCAs and transients because of the high pressures and temperatures
expected to exist within the reactor coolant system during these scenarios.
Furthermore, if such as explosion were to occur, there are indications that it
would be unlikely to produce as much energy and the massive missile-caused breach
of containment as was postulated in WASH-1400.

For rebaselining of the RSS BWR design, accident sequence TCy' (described later)
was explicitly inci ded into the rebaselining results. The accident processes

J

associated with sequence TC had been erroneously calculated in WASH-1400.
In general, the rebaselined results led to slightly increased health impacts
being predicted for the RSS BWR design. This is believed to be largely

attributable to the inclusion of sequence TCy'.

In summary, the rebaselining of the RSS results led to small overall differences
from the predictions in WASH-1400. It should be recognized that these small
differences due to the rebaselining efforts are likely to be far outweighed
by the uncertainties associated with such analyses.

!

)

It should be noted that the MARCH code was used on a number of scenarios in !n

connection with the TMI-2 recovery efforts and for post-TMI-2 investigations
to explore possible alternative scenarios that TMI-2 could have experienced.
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The accident sequences identified in the rebaselining effort which are expected
to dominate risk of the RSS-BWR design are briefly described below. These
sequences are assumed to represent the approximate accident risks from the
Grand Gulf BWR design.

Each of the accident sequences is designated by a string of identification charac-
ters in the same manner as in the RSS. Each character represents a failure in
one or more of the important plant systems or features. For example, in sequences
having a y' at the end of the string, it means a particular failure mode (over-
pressure) of the containment structure (and a rupture location) where a release
of radioactivity takes place directly to the atmosphere from the primary con-
tainment. In the sequence having a y at the end of the string, the containment
failure mode is again by overpressure but this time, the rupture location is
such that the release takes place into the reactor building (secondary contain-
ment) before discharging to the environment. In this latter (y) case, the overall
magnitude of radioactivity release is somewhat diminished by the deposition
and plateout processes that take place within the reactor building.

TCy' and TCy Sequences

These sequences involve a transient event requiring shutdown of the reactor
while at full power, followed by a failure to make the reactor subcritical (i.e.,
terminate power generation by the core). The containment is assumed to be
isolated by these events; then, one or the other of the following chain of events
is assumed to happen:

(a) The high pressure coolant injection system would succeed for some time in
providing makeup water to the core in sufficient quantity to cope with
the rate of coolant loss through relief and safety valves to the suppres-
sion pool of the containment. During this time, the core power level
varies, but causes substantial energy to be directed into the suppression ;

,

pool; this energy is in excess of what the containment and containment
!

heat removal systems are designed to cope with. Ultimately, in about 1-1/3 |
hours, the containment is estimated to fail by overpressure and it is assumed I

that this rather severe structural failure of the containment would disable
the high pressure coolant makeup system. Over a period of roughly 1-1/2 |hours after breach of containment, it is assumed the core would melt.
This has been estimated to be one of the more dominant sequences in terms
of accident risks to the public.

(b) A variant to the above sequence is one where the high pressure coolant
injection system fails somewhat earlier and prior to containment overpressure
failure. In this case, the earlier melt could result in a reduced magnitude
of release because some of the fission products discharged to the suppression
pool, via the safety and relief valves, could be more effectively retained
if the pool remained subcooled. The overall accident consequences would
be somewhat reduced in this earlier melt sequence but ultimately, the pro-
cesses accompanying melt (e.g., noncondensibles, steam, and steam pressure
pulses duri~ng reactor vessel melt-through) could cause overpressure failure
(y or y') of the containment.
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.TWy' and TWy Sequences

The Dd sequences involve a transient where the reactor has been shut down and
containment has been isolated.from its normal heat sink (i.e. , the power conver-
sion systein). In these sequences,.the. failure to transfer decay heat from'the
core and containment-to an ultimate sink could ultimately cause overpressure -
failure of containment. Overpressure failure of containment would take many
many hours, allowing for repairlor other emergency actions to be accomplished; '

but,'should these sequences occur, it is assumed that the rather severe structural
failure of containment would disable the systems (e.g., HPI, RCIC) providing
coolant makeup to the reactor core. (In the design used for the RSS, the.
service water system which conveys heat from the containment via RHR system
to the ultimate heat sink was found to be the dominant failure contribution

~

in the TW sequence.) After breach of containment, the core'is assumed to melt.

[TQUVy' ,- AEy' , S Ey' , S Ey'] and [TQUVy, AEY, S1Ey, S2Ey] Sequence Groups1 2

Each of the accident sequences shown grouped into the two bracketed categories
above are estimated to have quite similar consequence outcomes and these would
be somewhat smaller than the TCy', TCy ~ and TWy' sequences described above. In
essence, these sequences, which are characterized as'in the RSS, involve failure
to deliver makeup coolant to the core after a LOCA or a shutdown transient event
requiring such coolant makeup. The core is assumed to melt down and the melt,

processes ultimately cause overpressure failure of containment (either y' or
y). The overall. risk from these sequences is expected to be dominated by the
higher' frequency initiating events (ie., the small LOCA (S )-and shutdown2

transients (T)).
,
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" Evacuation," used in the context of off-site emergency response in the event
of substantial amount of radioactivity release to the atmosphere in a reactor
accident, denotes an early and expeditious movement of people to avoid exposure
to the passing radioactive cloud and/or to acute ground contamination in the
wake of the cloud passage. It should be distinguished from " relocation" which
denotes a post-accident response to reduce exposure from long-term ground con-

(RSS) consequence model contains provision1tamination. The Reactor Safety Study'

for incorporating radiological consequence reduction benefits of public evacuation.
Benefits of a properly planned and expeditiously carried out public evacuation
would be well. manifested in reduction of acute health effects associated with
early exposure; namely, in the number of cases of acute fatality and acute
radiation sickness which would require hospitalization. The evacuation model
originally used in the RSS consequence model is described in WASH-14001 as well
as-in NUREG-0340.2 However, the evacuation model which has been used herein
is a modified' version 8 of the RSS model and is, to a certain extent, site
emergency planning oriented. The modified version is briefly outlined below:

The model utilizes a circular area with-a specified radius (such as a 10-mile
plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone-(EPZ)), with the reactor at the
center. .It is assumed that people living within portions of this area would ,

evacuate if an accident should occur involving imminent or actual release of
significant quantities of radioactivity to the atmosphere.

Significant atmospheric releases-of radioactivity would in general be preceded
by one or more hours of warning time (postulated as the time-interval between
the awareness of impending core-melt and the beginning of the release of radio-
activity from the containment building). For the purpose of calculation of
radiological exposure, the model assumes that all people who live in a fanshaped
area (fanning out from the reactor) within the circular zone, with the down-wind
direction as its median - i.e. , those people who would potentially be under ,

the radioactive cloud that would develop following the release - would leave '

-their residences after a specified-amount of delay time * and then evacuate.
'The delay time is' reckoned from the beginning of the warning time and is the
sum of the time required by the reactor operators to notify the responsible
authorities, the time required by the authorities to interpret the data, decide
to evacuate, and direct the people-to evacuate, and the time required for the
people to mobilize and get underway.

The model assumes that each evacuee would move radially outward in the downwind
| direction with an average effective speed * (obtained by dividing the zone radius
.

by the average time taken to clear the zone.after the delay time) over a fixed
distance * from the evacuee's starting point. . This distance is selected to bei

15 miles (which is 5 miles more than the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ
radius). After reaching the end of the travel distance the evacuee is assumed
to receive no further radiation exposure. Persons who are outside the evacuationi' radius are assumed to remain in place for seven days prior to relocating, unless.

j
remaining for that long a period of time would produce a dose greater than
200 rem to the whole body from ground exposure. In that case, relocation takes
place after 24 hours, with a dose appropriate to that time period.

;

L

* Assumed to be a constant value for all evacuees.
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The model incorporates a finite length of the radioactive cloud in the downwind
direction which would be determined by the product of the duration over which
the atmospheric release would take place and the average windspeed during the
release. It is assumed that the front and the back of the cloud formed would
move with an equal speed which would be the same as the prevailing windspeed;
therefore, its length would remain constant at its initial value. At any time
after the release, the concentration of radioactivity is assumed to be uniform
over the length of the cloud. If the delay time were less than the warning
time, then all evacuees would have a head-start, i.e. , the cloud would be trailing
behind the evacuees initially. On the other hand, if the delay time were more
than the warning tin, then depending on initial locations of the evacuees there
are possibilities that (a) an evacuee will still have a head-start, (b) the
cloud would be already overhead when an evacuee starts to leave, or (c) an evacuee
would be initially trailing behind the cloud. However, this initial picture
of cloud people disposition would change as the evacuees travel, depending on
the relative speed and position between the cloud and the people. The cloud
and an evacuee might overtake one another one or more times before the evacuee
would reach his or her destination. In the model, the radial position of an
evacuating person, either stationary or in transit, is compared to the front
and the back of the cloud as a function of time to dotermine a realistic period
of exposure to airborne radionuclides'. The model calculates the time periods
during which people are exposed to radionuclides on the ground while they are
stationary and while they are evacuating. Because radionuclides would be
deposited continually from the cloud as it passed a given location, a person
who is under the cloud would be exposed to ground contamination less concentrated
than if the cloud had completely passed. To account for this, at least in part,
the revised model assumes that persons are (a) exposed to the total ground
contamination concentration which is calculated to exist after complete passage
of the cloud after they are completely passed by the cloud, (b) exposed to one
half the calculated concentration when anywhere under the cloud; and (c) not
exposed when they are in front of the cloud. The model provides for use of
different-values of the shielding protection factors for exposure due to airborne
radioactivity and contaminated ground. Breathing rates for stationary and moving
evacuees during delay and transit periods are specifically included.

It is realistic to expect that authorities would evacuate persons at distances
from the site where exposures above the threshold for causing acute fatality
could occur, regardless of the EPZ distance. Figure G-1 illastrates the reduc-
tion in acute fatalities that can occur by extending evacuation to larger ,

distances up to 20 miles from the Grand Gulf site. (The evacuation distance |used in the Reactor Safety Studyt was 25 miles.) Also illustrated in Figure G-1 |is a more pessimistic case for which no early evacuation is assumed. For this
case, all persons within 10 miles of the plant are assumed to be exposed for
the first 24 hours following an accident and are then relocated. Compared to
the pessimistic scenario, evacuation of a 20-mile zone shows a reduction in
acute fatalities of more than a factor of 10 at 10 8 probability.

The model has the same provision for calculation cf the economic cost associated
with implementation of evacuation as in the original RSS model. For this purpose,
the model assumes that for atmospheric releases lasting three hours or less,

G-2
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all people'living within a circular area of 5-mile radius centered at the reactor
plus all people within a 45 angular sector within the plume exposure pathway
EPZ and centered on the downwind direction will be evacuated and temporarily -

relocated. However, for releases exceeding three. hours, the cost of evacuation
is based on the assumption that all people within the plume exposure pathway
EPZ would be evacuated and temporarily relocated. For either of these situations,

the cost of evacuation and relocation is assumed to be $125 (1980 dollars) per
person which includes cost of food, and temporary sheltering for a period of
one week.
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APPENDIX H

COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

This appendix is reserved for the comments received from reviewers of this
.dveft environmental statement. Such comments will be included in the final
ec:vironmental statement.
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APPENDIX I

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
RELATED TO CONSTRUCTION OF

GRAND GULF NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1 AND 2
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St'MMARY AND CDNCLUSIONS I
.

}
This Final F.nvironmental Statement was prepar-d by the U.S. Atomic

Energy Coussisaton, Director te of Licensing. ,j
I

A .

j - - 1. This action is administrative.

i
' $ . '

N
I

I 2. The proposed action is tL= issuance of a construction permit
'

-

-

.

to the Mississippi Power & Light Company for the construction of
the Crand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, in Claiborne County,

s*p .

Mississippi on a 2,300-acre site on the east bank of the Mississippi
River approximately 25 miles south of Vicksburg, Mississippi.

- (Docket Nos. 50-416 and 50-417).

The station vill anploy two identical boiling water reactors, each
to produce heat at the rate of up to 3,833 megawatts (MWE) . A
steam turbine-generator on each unit will use this heat to provide

,

i "
1,290 MW (net) of electrical power capacity. A design power level

! related 10 Construction Of f 4,025 MWt per unit (1380 MWa) is anticipated at a future date and

7 is considered in the assessments contained in this staisitant. Each

j turbine steam condenser will be cooled by water circulated through

4 |]| g || |g .=g= ages a wet, natural-draft cooling tower. The cooling towers' makeup
i U En.s U L.b= 5 g| vater and blowdown will be continuousiv taken from and discharged to

j the Mississippi River.

80 3. Summary of environmental impact, beneficial ef f ects and adverse
ef f ectr

,
,

a. The site is primarily wooded with second growth forest.

MISSISSIPPI PdWER & LIGHT COMPANY s=all ope = =re== (ca- 15 percert) are primarily forest edge with
some presently inactive agricultural land. Construction-related
activities on the site would disturb about 345 acres. The portion

Docket Nos. 50-416 50-417 of this land not to be used for the Station facilities, parking
lots, roads, etc., is to be restored by seeding and landscaping.
The removal of vegetation will tend to promote erosion. Increased

.

s11tation and turbidity can be expecteJ in Cin Lake and Hamilton
.

; - Lake.!
4 e

\ / b. The proposed station would take in up to 58,000 gym of
! %,# Mississippi River water and return about 22,000 gpe; therefore a
f maximum of 36,000 gym would be consumed, mainly through evaporation

j f rom the cooling towers.

August 1973'

UNITED STATES ATOMK ENERGY COMMISSION

DitECTORATE OF LICENSING

!

I
I
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c. The loss of juvenile and anall finfish and river shrimp on No significant environmental impacts are anticipated fron |m.
the intake screens is estimated to be low. Most losses will occur normal operational relea'ses of radioactive materials within 50 miles,
in the sprit g daring high river flow, The estimated Jose to the population within 50 miles from operation

of the plant is 6 san-rem /yr, less than the nomal fluctua-
d. Aquatic organisms entrained in the plant's cooling water tions in the 35,000 man-ren/yr background dose this population re-

systen will be killed due to thermal, chemical and mechanical shock- ceives.
This loss is expected to have an insignificant effect upon the river
eco sys t en . 4 Principal alternatives considered:

e. There should be no fish kill in the mixing zone of the a. Abandonment of the project
thermal discharge, which at its maximum, size will be gbout 40 acres
for temperatures ranging f rom 1*F. to 15*F. above ambient. The eco- b. Alternative sites
logical impact on the total plankton population is expected to be
insignificant. c. Alternative energy sources

f. Chemicals discharged f rom the station, including chlorine, d. Alternative land uses
will be readily diluted to concentrations below those which might
adversely affect aquatic resources.

e. Alternative cooling systems

g. It is calculated that the station will discharge approxi- Alternative intake and discharge system1.
mately 10 curies per year of mixed radionuclides and 40 curies per
year of tritium in liquid wastes to the Mississippi River. g. Alternative waste systems - chemical, sanitary, radwaste.

h. The risk associated with accidental radiation exposure is
h.. Alternative to normal transportation.

very low.

5. Comments on the Draft Environmental Statement were received from1. The Station will provide 18'.2 billion kilowatt hours per the agencies and organizations listed below and have been considered
yecr (at an average capacity factor of 80%) of the additional elec- in the preparation of the Final Environmental State ent. Copies of
trical power forecast to be required due to the continuing increases the comments are included as Appendix E and the cer a s are dis-
in population and industrial development in the region. An improve- cussed in Section 11.
ment in the local economy will result from the Station's operation,
and additional taxes should benefit the State and local goverments. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Department of Agriculture
J. The Station's natursl-draft cooling rs, about 500 feet high, Department of the Army. Corps of Engineers

will have a visual impact on the su'rroundir - . There is a minimal Department of Commerce
possibility that the cooling towers may aug. untural fog within several Department of Health Education, and Welfare
niles of the Station, particularly in the wint. months. Department of the Interior

-

Department of Transportation
k. Approximately 95 miles of transmission lines will be con- Environmental & Energy Systems, Inc.

structed, 75% over forested area and 25% over cleared / crop lands. Environmental Protection Agency
requiring about 2300 acres of land for the right-of-ways. Federal Power Commission

Mississippi Power & Light Company
, 1. Station construction will involve some community impacts. State of Mississippi, Office of Federal-State Programs' Farming, hunting and fishing on the site will be suspended, a minor impact. Board of Health

Traffic on local roads will increase substantially due to construction and Board of Water Commissioners
co-amity activities. Influx of worker's families (2500 peak work fo*ce) Forestry Service
will increase needa for housing and school facilities in local and nearby Came and Fish Commission
armas, but no major problems are expected. There may be a significant Ceological. Economic and Topographical Survey
strr.in on the already marginal local hospital facilities due to nomal State Highway Department
rates of construction accidents.

I-2
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6. This Final Environmental Statement was made available to the b. The Applicant will establish a program and submit it to tNe
public, to the Council on Environmental Quality, and to other spec- Staff for approval by January 31, 1974, to provide for appropriate
ified agencies in August 1973. control methods during construction of the plant and transmission

lines to avoid unnecessary adverse impacts from the construction
7. On the basis of the analysis and evaluation set forth in this activities. This program shall cover:
statement, after weighing the environmental, economic, technical and
other benefits of the Crand Gulf Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 (1) construction devatering (see Section 4.2).
against environmental and other costs and considering available
alternatives, it is concluded that the action called for under the (2) - containment of chemical cleaning solutions (see Section 4.2).
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and Appendix D to
10 CFR Part 50 is the issuance of a construction permit for the (3) drainage of roofs and paved areas directly to the Mississippi
facility subject to the following conditions or the protection of River (see Section 4.5).
the environment:

(4) transmission line construction (see Section 4.5).
a. The Applicant will implement a monitoring program to determine

environmental effects which may occur as a result of site preparation (5) site preparation and grading (see Section 4.1.1 and 4.2)
and station construction and operation. If harmful effects or evidence
of irreversible damage are detected by the monitoring program, the c. The Applicant will provide prior to issuance of a construc-
Applicant will provide to the Staff an analysis of the problem and tion permit an estimate of the upper limit on the intake velocity
a plan of action to be taken to eliminate or significantly reduce within the intake crib and the water volume affected by intake velo-
the detrimental effects. cities greater than 0.5 fps. (See Sections 5.5.1.1 and 5.5.1.2).

This program should consist of the Applicant's pre-operational d. The Applicant will provide prior to issuance of a construction
monitoring parameters and such appropriate additions as are called for permit sufficient information on the potential for entrainment and
in this statement. The Applicant shall prepare an updated monitoring impingement of biota in the intake structures to enable a confirmation
program and submit it to the Staff for approval by January 31. 1974. of the assessment that there will be no serious adverse impacts.
The updated program shall provide for: (See Sections 5.5.1.1 and 5.5.1.2).

(1) additional water quality monitoring (see Section 6.1.1) e. The Applicant will use as a design objective the control
of use of chlorine such that total residual chlorine concentrations

(2) additional radiological monitoring (see Section 6.1.6) in water discharged to the river do not exceed 0.1 ppe. (see Section
5.5.1.4).

(3) noise monitoring (see Section 6.3.3)

f. The Applicant will use as a station design objective the
(4) assessment of possible effects (on soil, vegetation and water control of gaseous radioactive effluents such that doses to any

quality) of ammonia from cooling tower drif t (see Section 5.5.2) organ of a person offsite will be "as low as practicable." The
Applicant will modify the gaseous radioactive effluent treatment

(5) assessment of soil changes from deposition of cooling tower system as necessary to meet this goal, in accord with AEC Regulatory
drift (see Section 5.5.2) Cuide 1.42. (See Section 5.4.7 and 9.2.5).

(6) monitoring of transmission line construction impacts

(see Sections 4.5 and 11.1.1)

<
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g. The Applicant will submit to'the Staff for approval prior .

>

to issuance of a construction permit, his plans for the use of. This draf t statement on en-frossental considerations associated with'

1 - cor7osion inhibitors. This plan shall include the chemicals to be the proposed issuance of a construction permit . for the Grand Gulf -

used, methods and frequency of use and an assessment of the ' i Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2 (Docket Nos. 50-416' and 50-417 was i,
?cnvironmental effects of such chemicals (see Section 3.6). Prepared by the U. S. ' Atomic Energy Commission, Directorate of 1.icens -'

ing (Staff) in 'ecordance with the Commission's regulation,10 CFR2

j Part 50, Appendix D, implementing the requirements of dhe National En-

; ._ ~ vironmental Policy Act. of.1969' OMEPA). ''r

i

1 The NEPA states, among other things, that it is the continuing re-
sponsibility of the Federal Coverrunent to use all practicable means,
consistent with other essential considerations of national policy,
to improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and
resources to the end that the Nation may:

. .
Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee

'*

of the environment for. succeeding generations.
.

_
,

.. Assure for all' Americans safe, healthful, productive, and <=

i- esthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings.
'

'
.

Attain the videst range of beneficial uses of the environ-*

ment without degradation, risk to health or safety, or other unde-
7

8 sirable and unintended consequences.
Preserve important historic ' cultural, and, natural aspects*

of our national heritage, and maintain, wherever possible, an en-
j . vironment which supports diversity and variety of individual choice.
'

- Achieve a balance between population and resource use which
will permit high standards of living and a wi.*e sharing of life's

j amenities.
* - . Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the
j maximum attainable recycling of. depletable resources.'

] Further, with respect to major Federal actions significantly affect-
~

i ing the quality of the human environment, Section 102 (2)(C) of the
j NEPA calls for preparation of a detailed statement on:

(i) The envirorunental impact of the proposed action,

i
; (ii) any adverse environmental ef f ects which cannot be avoided

should the proposal be hupismented. [,
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environmental costs and considering available alternatives, the
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! Single copies of this statement may be obtained by writing the Deputy 2.7.1 Introduction . . ... . . ... . . .- 2-29
( Director for Reactor Projects, Directorate of Licensing, U. S. Atomic 2.7.2 Aquatic Ecology. . . . .. . . . .. . .- 2-19
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* accomm j1. INTRODUCTION se

e -;i__s yi" ?"* l h b---h*==amesThe Mississippi Power & Light Company (MP&L) (referred to as the c
~'l"'***Applicant), operating as an investor-owned utility, supplies

~~

e' - pm,wg-- --f'#~ ~}..1-
'

U['J
Ielectric power to fill the residential, industrial and commercial ( /

I t tas ! /demands of same 233,000 customers (1971) in 44 counties in the ,

western portion of Mississippi (see Figure 1-1). H e Applicant d- J- ,.---| "*j "l['-~~,7 5 h*05 v- -- j g
L 'is part of the Middle South Utilities System OtSU) . In order to

u - ffulfill the needs of the area, MP&L announced plans to construct ~1 4d

~ p*asanon,- ,jaaca**q*the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, a two-unit nuclear generating
,

_

'

f acility on the Mississippi River in Claiborne County, Mississippi. -

2--f u
f p.s }. ,.I

.% ct** - 3',,f',g.
j The proposed 2300-acre site is about 25 miles south of Vicksburg, - ''

b k~~ g 7
. |:, - q[Mississippi and about 5 miles northwest of Port Gibson, Mississippi. --u y

O/'g . .! y' ' h ~'
$_,J __aayEach of the two 1290 MWe generating units will utilize a boiling

vater reactor manufactured by the General Electric Cm pany. he ac

[ - "*''"*J[ hi cooling water system will employ natural draf t cooling towers.

e _[ 'E - Q "EJ~_ I _

""*'"

I """* IBechtel Corporation has been retained as architect-engineer for
g' *e- ?-

t

the facility. The Applicant's Environmental Report * was prepared i

' t h'; N^* H ~ ~rb 'I' - I i
ta1. Ii with the assistance of the Bechtel Power Corporation and Woodward- l s an=*s am

M ' ',./ J| Envicon Inc., Environmental Consultants. This final statement con- '

: ----------t O ExisvisserEy! ,3 Csiders the projected environmental eff ects of Grand Gulf Nuclear
1 I/ g /'f } g ftECTRICSTAftomsStation, Units 1 and 2, and the alternatives available. The objec-

'LJp ; g
-

,g
,a m aal ftive of this statement is to provide an independent environnental

analysis as required by NEPA and 10 CFR Part 50. This Statenent .../ - .anos . j .,, - - + j- 5 , , , , , , , , , , ,
takes into account the Applicant's Envircunental Report and uses 1(1

. 7 s-va l **"*" * comeusnom
! ? - 1 I cLaman ELEcTatt etus

information available in the Applicant's Preliminary Safety Analysis / h T _. ,
I masseE sTAnoe

information obtained f rom site visits in January and February 1973 .
N| , ,M [ 7 sumo = 1

Report and its amendments. Tl'e Statement also includes data and y,

8

"""*"
,,, [7

el I ias well as information from other sources referenced in the text. L g#p .,.,,,

.10.1 1 i O m.m.m.' """

m. . , ''" [N IQFinally, it relles heavily on calculations, appraisals and assess-

,[ N ,,_ 1, ELECTRICITATIONments made by the Staf f.

'

g ,,
I , 1,,,,,,, g

.

1.1 SITE SELECTION

r '- E. I
The selection of a site for construction of an electric generating '. l' 1 I I. -

sUCLEAR ITAn05

facility depends on many factors; environmental, technological and h '~
i

economical. These f acilities place unusual denamis on prospective [. . es****4'

[ | ( ._ _ _Nscatesites. Of paramount consideration to both nuclear and fossil fuel
" * * " ' " " *

/ j --I "7i sena==oa l "*"* "plants are the availability of large volumes of water for the dis-i r

sipation of waste heat, the availability of land at a reasonable
cost (which is not critical to the agricultural or eco1Lgical needs

*

i * Mississippi Power & Light Company. 1972. Environmental Report,
! Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2. FIGURE 11 MAP OF MISSISSIPPI POWFR AND LIGHT 03MPANY SERVICE AREA
$
J

i

!
!
!
1

<
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|
|

of the resident wildlife and/or human population), compatibility of 4. U.S. Coast Guard - Navigation markers authorization to protect
the power plant with land use in the surrounding area, proximity to river navigation from hazards connected with temporary construction
load centers, and nearness to existing transportation and electrical activities in the river (Installation of intake and discharge ports
transmission facilities. The Applicant states that between 1967 and and construction of survey boat basin). 14 U.S.C. 81, 83, 85, 633/
1972 three siting studies were made, with each succeeding study re- 49 U.S.C. 1655(b).,

sulting in an increasing level-of-ef fort per site. Of an original-
'

19 possible sites, the final choice was narrowed down to two sites- 5. Federal Aviation Agency - Approval of mateorological instrument
Grand Gulf and Fort Adams--both in Mississippi. The rationale for tower erection. FAA Form 7460-1 suba~tted March 1, 1972. FAA has
the final relection of Grand Gulf site is given in Section 9. Briefly, dAcernined that the tower "would not exceed any standard of part 77,

! however, the Grand Gulf site was selected on the basis of minimum and would not be a hazard to air navigation."
environmental and economic costs and socio-economic factors.

6. Federal Aviation Agency - Approval of Construction of natural
3 1.2 STATUS OF REVIEWS AND APPROVALS draft cooling towers. FAA Form 7460-1 will be submitted.

A number of applications for permits. licenses, and approvals must 7. National Park Service - AppMval of and Special Use Permit for
be filed with appropriate private, local, State, and Federal agencies crossing of Natchez Trace Parkway by transainsion line from the Grand
in connection with construction activities , water use, water dis- GuJf Nuclear Station to the Franklin Sub-station.

'

charge, and related environmental consider ations. The Appli: ant has ,
MISSISSIPPI LICENSES, PERMITS, AND OTHER APPRCVALSidentified pertinent required applications and permit-issuing agencies

required for construction and operation of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Sta-
tion. The Applicant has not applied for nor received any of these 1. Public Service Commission - Certificate of Public Convenience
approvals except an application to the AEC for a construction permit and Necessity,,

and those required for certain site investigation activities (as noted).
| 2. Air and Water Pollution Control Commission - Construction Per-

FEDERAL 1.1 CENSES, PERMITS, AND OTHER APPROVALS mit for Waste Disposal Systems, an5 Operating Permit for Waste Dis-
posal Systems; also, application for water quality certification

1. Atmic Energy Commission - Application for Construction Permit under Sec. 401(a)(1) of the Federal Water, Pollution Control Actdocketed November 17, 1972 (Docket Nos. 50-416 and 50-417). 42 U.S.C. Amendments of 1972.
2131 et seq./ 42 U.S.C. 4321.

3. Board of Water Camissioners - Permit to divert water from a
2. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Construction and Dredging Permit in surf ace stream (Mississippi River) - Mississippi Code of 1942 as
connection with installation of water intake and discharge ports in the amended, Section 5946-C1, et seq.,

Mississippi River ami construction of the survey boat basin. Sec. 10

(33 U.S.C. 403) of the River and Harbor Act of 3 March 1899 and Sec. 4. Air and Water Pollution Control Commission Division of Air
404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1973 Pollution - Permit to Construct a New Facility.
(33 U.S.C. 1344).

5. Game and Fish Cm nission - Administrative Scientific Collection
! 3. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - Permit for Discharge of Permit, granted to severmi staf f members of Woodward-Envicon Inc.

Pollutants into Navigable Waters Federal Water Pollution Control June 1,1972, for one year (renewable) authorizing aquatic and ter-
Act. Amendmect of 1972; Section 402 (33 U.S.C. 631342). S ta te of restrial sampling. Mississippi Code, Section 5850.
Mississippi Certification under Section 701 (a)(1) of the same Act
also required. LOUISIANA LICENSES, PERMITS, AND OTHER APPROVALS

1
, 1. Wildlif e and Fisheries Cmmission - Permit for site surveys,

granted May 23, 1972.

_
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2. THE SITE I

b
2.1 PLANT LOCATION

, , ,
-N-

' - anaiorThe Grand Gulf Power Station will be constructed in Claiborne County. .m us,en L h f.,.e ,,n,

Mississippi on a 2300-acre site on the east bank of the Mississippi dl*" 8'

River (River Mile * 406) approximately 25 miles south of Vicksburg, m j $ fg , --- % /
Mississippi, and 37 miles north of Natchez, Mississippi (see Figure _ f 6

I h ,..,

2-1). The coordinates of the point midway between the Unit I and ^ _ p__ q ha g_.
' _, ,

Unit 2 reactor s are W91*2'53" longitude and N32*0'27" latitude. The % ,
a i

'

' /
.m. L _ _ _, a.ii.e

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates of this point are **"* '

d"""
|

33,542,550 meters and E684,360 meters. The reactors are to be lo- ---4 -

@"*". ,
-

"cated in the southeast corner of the tract, about 7300 f eet from the j Q F

bank of the Mississippi River (see Figure 2-2). The site is bordered / \ rf" \g ' JJE==
on the west by the river and private property, on the north and east C / f /

# "

by Grand Gulf Road, med on the south and east by Waterloo Road. ( *"5p
,

5) upas
'

s /ch niPhysically, the Grand Gulf site is divided almost equally between f ;
~~

' h"u / -- ithe flood plain adjacent to the river and loess hills. Ground ele- j'

i ana f g ~

'I "*" * * * - 'vations in the flood plain vary between 60 and 80 feet above mean

psea level (MSL), while elevations in the loess hills vary from 80 *r , J _ , , , , , ,

to a re than 200 feet (?tSL) . The natural grade at the plant site is y } {We. <

,

approximately 200 feet (tis L) . 2 a'
i 5 ~.causeests n, _~

/}Approximately 15% of the site will be developed for the station
-

,N.

*
buildings and equipnent. A visitor's center, surrounded by appro- j; ]
priate landscaping, will be situated to provide a panoramic view ,
of the station and the Mississippi River. ~ gm ~, - j',

\ r .am Q j
2.2 REGIONAL DDt0 GRAPHY , LAND AND WATER USE

.

asset
=

V * * *

:
The area around the site is sparsely populated, with the total num- 3, |
ber of residents within a 1-mile radius being 51. The 1970 census

.

w ""'
' - +

shows a population density of about 27 persons per square mile INSL*A '

',*
within a 5-elle radius and about 23 persons per square mile wit 5in ==== ***'*'

"8 #
,s ne,a 1 % nile radius. Figure 2-3 indicates the locations and popula- .

tion. (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970) of cities and principal - - , , , , , ' p
,g

-

towns within 50 miles of the site. Port Gibson, approximately

I

* Distance measured from the mouth of the river.
estaus enes=wa=,= i==== roun

ettet empeer nes h f=N FICtIRE 2-1. CEsERAL Area MAP
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FIGURE 2-2 SITE PLAN-PLANT WITH NATURAL DRAFT COOLING TOWERS
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TAB 12 2-1
| five miles from the facility, is the only significant population

center within a 10-mile radius. POPULATION CONCENTRATORS,

! -Current and projected populations for each 22-1/2' sector and radial
'

distance partition for the years 1970,1980,1990, 2000, 2010, and 2020
(anticipated life of the plant) have been calculated by the Appli- Approximate

and are listed in his Enviromental Report. The sector con- Approximate Distance fromj cant

| taining the largest population within 50 miles of the station lies . , , -cility Population Site (Miles)- Direction
,
i

j * sooth-southwest and includes Natchez, Mississippi with a 1970 popu-
! 1ation of about 20,000. n e total population of this sector in 1970 Port Gibson Righ School 650 5.0 SE
*

was 38,800 and is projected to reach 56,000 by the year 2020. Within
the 5(Hn11e radius, over 90% of the current and orajected population Addison High School 1,500 4.1' SE.

4

} (to the year 2020) will be teore than 20 miles from the site.
Richardson School 450 4.5 SE

The land area surrounding the site is largely devoted to commercial
forestry, with some farm and pasture land. There is no commercial Chamberlin Hunt Academy 300 5.0 SE

1
; dairy closer than 10.5 miles away, at Alcorn A&M College, where

Claiborne Ed'scation Foundation 200 5.0 St.there is a herd of about 70 milk cows (Smith , 1972) . Although beef;

{ is one of the principal agricultural products of the site area,
; there is also see dairy farming. Cabined figures for Claiborne Claiborne County Hospital 50 5.5 SE

{ County and Tensas Parish show 350 dairy cows,17 of which are with-
Claiborne County dealth Center 5 4.9 SEj in a 10-mile radius of the site. The principal crop grown i-u the

| site area is soybeans. Corn and cotton are other major agricultural
products. In the site area, the Applicant estimates that agricultural Claiborne County Courthouse 1$ 4.7 SE*

j trends will be towards fewer but larger farms.
Grand Gulf Military Park ' 250 0.1 N

i
! The only c a mercial activity in the area is at Port Gibson where

there are oil works and a feed alli (both within a five-mile radius lake Claiborne, Inc. 200 3.5 E

of the site), as well as a chemical corporation and a paper tube
y,,,,,yg.A Camp 100 3.5 NEcompaty situated on the southeastern edge of the town. The Port

j Gibson oil works is reported by the Applicant to produce: cotton- Port Gibson 011 Works 60 4.5 SE
. seed oil, cottonseed meal, cottonseed linters, cottonseed halls.
j soybean oil and soybean meal. A total of about 400 employees are vaaghn Milling Company 5 4.8 SE
i located at these facilities. The Claiborne County Port Commission
j iras Peng-range plans to develop a small port on the Mississippi Benting Camps (Total) 700 m a
j Rive, southwest of the station, with adjoining properties zoned
; for industrial use (Hastings, 1972).
*
<

{ The c1csest nuclear facility is being planned for St. Francisville, aDiversely located
Louisiana-which is approximately 100 miles from the site; this plant a
vill have a capacity of 940 tele and is scheduled for completion la Source 2 Hisoissippi Power and Light Company,1972
1979.

|*

1
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$ The number of persons within the area of the site is increased by
a sizable transient population, both on a daily and seasonal basis Port Gibson municipal water system, where five welle provide a daily4

(see Population Concentrators, Table 2-1). The largest daily tran- average of 640,000 gallons (Callahan, et al., 1964). A survey of
sient population is provided by the five schools in the area, all water users within two miles of the site revealed that most use rain-
located southeast of the site. The mean age of school children in water stored in cisterns rather than welle. Thirteen wells were sur-
Claiborne County is between 11 and 12 years (Census, 1971). About veyed, three of which lie within the site boundary. The Applicant
half of the 3100 students come from outside the five-mile radius. has estimated that the total groundwater use from these wells is
The Claiborne County Hospital, with 25 beds, provides a daily popu- about 2800 gallons per day. Subsection 2.5 presents additional de-

a

Lation of about 50. taile concerning groundwater use.

Various other types of transiest workers are likely to be found at 2.3 HISTORIC AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES AND NATURAL LANDMARKS
various times within the five-mile radius. These workers may number
1.etween 100-700 and include commercial fishermen, crewmen and passen- The Crand Gulf Nuclear Station is located in a richly historic sec-

gets of river vessels, and logging crews. tion of Mississippi. Claiborne County was one of the first four
counties organized in the state (Federal Writers' Project, 1938)

Grand Culf Military Park, about 1.5 miles north of the proposed and boasts many historic features, including antebellum homes, Civil
teactors and contiguous to site property, is open daily and attracts War battlefields, and numerous Indian sites and artif acts,
tcerists year round. In 1971 about 6500 persons visited the Park,

principally in the months of May (when school groups use the Park The area around the site was the scene of several battles during

for field trips and nature studies) and June (peak period for tour- the War Between the States, and, although no battles are known to
'

ists). Additional recreational f acilities to be provided at the have been fought on the site itself, there are at least three battle1

Park should somewhat .ncrease the number of visitors (Lum, 1972). areas within a five-mile radius of the site. Two of these sites
| are listed in the National Register of Historic Pisces (U.S. Dept.

! Seasonal variation in the transient population is also produced by Int., Nat. Park Service, 1972) - the Grand Culf Military State Park,
the Lake Claiborne DevelopmeLt. by the Warner YMCA Camp, and by immediately north of the plant site, and the Port Gibson Battlefield,

4
sunters and fishermen. Lake Claiborne is a private development with located approxLmately two miles south of the plant site. The site

, se:reational facilities as well as six permanent and twenty-five has three historic features of significance within its boundaries:

| seasonal homes. Abou t 450 members have access to the lake and pic- (1) the callendar House, built around 1650; (2) a portion of the
nic area 01oore, 1972). The Warner Camp, with two permanent residents Grand Gulf town ruins; and (3) an Indian burial mound. None of

}
and f acilities to serve a maximum of 100 visitors at a time, is at- these is in the National Register nor does it list any sites in

tended each summer by a total of 1200-1500 people (Wilkerson, 1972). that part of Louisiana that lies within five miles of the plant
site. The Applicant is working closely with historical agencies

Besidee the limited commercial fishing, the extensive sports fishing, and groups and is planning transmission lines, roads, fences, and
especially in the Louisiana portion of the area, may bring as many construction in such a way as to safeguard any archaeological or
as 200 fishermen within a 5+ mile radius on a summer Saturday. The historic sites in the vicinity of the station and along the trans-

I twenty hunting camps within the arza are heavily used on the first mission lines. The Mississippi Department of Archives and History
day of gun season (around mid-November) by up to 700 hunters. A total has given the Applicant a list of nine archaeological sites along
of about 500 hunters typically use the camps throughout the remainder the proposed transmission line routes to assist in this planning

,

of the season (into early January). (Stone, 1973).

Mos t of the region's water wells are utilized for domestic purposes. The Applicant contracted with the Mississippi Depar tment of Archives
The only concentrated groundwater withdrawal near the site is at the and Histery to make an archaeological study of the slte. An ini-

i.
N

I
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; tial survey by the Department in June 1972, disclosed only one non-
expmdable archaeological site within the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station The loess deposits of the area exhibit the feature of vertical slope

and along its transmission line seutes. This is a Marksville Period ** " *
a veg na h e m a u m d Mdng Mce we can(150 B.C.-300 A.D. ) burial mound, which lies abou t 1 000 feet di-

rectly south of the meteorological tower. It is in an area which produce gullying which progresses rapidly. Gullies with verticala

will rut be disturbed by construction or operation of the plant * "" *,

; Prior to its acquisition by the Applicant themoundwaspartialky " * "*

destroyed. The r emining portion of the mound was excavated by the " *

Department and a report of its findings is in progress. With the
excavation of this mound, the site need no longer be preserved The Staff recognizes that foundation characteristics of the surf ace

loess material are very poor. Foundations will be located below the
loess in the underlying clays, silts, and sands of the Catahoula

'

The Applicant is considering the transfer of a 150-acre tract to '" * * * *"E ** E "' * * * **

the Grand Gulf Military State Park Commission, which will give the *#* *

park access to the Mississippi River. This tract contains the bulk
of the remining portion of the old Grand Culf town site. Tertiary strata below the site dip gently and uniformly southwardi

in response to downwarping of basement rock in the Mississippi struc~
2.4 CEOloGT tural trough. Salt domes are common in this part of the Mississippi

Embayment with two, and possibly three, domes near the site. The

The site is located south of the Mississippi Embayment. Bedrock, in Bruinburg dome is eight miles from the site and has a depth of 2000

the region surrouding the site, is romposed of poorly consolidsted feet to the caprock, and the Galloway dome, also eight alles from
| young sedimentary rocks exhibiting a very slight seuthern dip. Salt the site, has a depth of 4000 feet to the caprock. Eight miles

domes are present in the area, f aults are rare, and historical seismic north-northwest of the site, a deep seated dome (7500 feet) has

activity has been generally nonexistent (Bicker et al., 1966). been inferred from recent investigations. Faults are very rare
in this geologic province. The nearest is within the Pienens-
Gilbertown fault zone, 65 miles east-northeast. The Applicant'sThe surface formation will vary across the site, with Holocene (re-;

- cent) alluvial sands, gravels, clays and silts in the Mississippi site investigations have not detected the presence of any faulting
| River Valley area and Pleistocene ? vess (eolian silt) comprising in the immediate vicirity.

the hills above the valley on the east side of the site. The allu-
Staff investigations indicate that tne site is located in an areavial material in the lowlands has been legged at between 32 and 142

i feet thick and the loess between 54 and 80 feet thick. These allu* that has experienced very little historical earthquake activity. Earth-

| vial and loess deposits are underlain by Pleistocene terrace material quakes were recorded near Donaldsonville, Louisiana *135 miles south)
on October 19, 1930 and at Durant, Mississippi (95 miles northeast) on1 of sand, gravel, clay, and silt, varying in thickness from mero to

115 feet. The Catahoula Formation of Miocene age is composed of June 29, 1967. No damage at Grand Gulf was reported from either event.,

Other known earthquake events, some of which caused some damage nearclay, silt and sansi, and is 315 feet thick at the site. This forma-2

tion is separated by unconformities from the overlying Pleistocene their centers but none of which caused damage at Grand Gulf, are set
terrace material and the underlying Vicksburg Group of Upper Olige forth in MP&L's Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, Seismic activity at

.1
,

the site is under evaluation by the Staff and will be covered in thecene age. This group of four formations [Bucatunna L53 feet), Byram
Safety Evaluation Report.Marl (5 feet), Glendon Limestone (45 feet) and Mint spring Marl (over

; 40 f eer}} is predominantly calcareous clays, f ossilif e tous lime-
2.5 HYDROIDGYstone, glauconitic sands, marl and silt.

2.5.1 Surface Waters

Regional Topography

The Grand Gulf Site is located on the east bank of the Mississippi,

i
River at River Mile 406. The region consists of a wide alluvial

|
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:t; @ .''-. : , =., 7%*s 4.. , '

'., , h.e' .' %
, s '

'
, %floodplain flanked to the east by high loessial bluf fs. The flood- 3

, y
- ~- *4 1-plain in the vicinity of the site is about 60 miles wide; however,4

the bluf fs to the east and the levee system to the west confine the '- >- q , j' | '''~%'7

y }~ , ' '' O, 7. ~ 1.N
4

river channel to a width of two to four miles. Ground elevations in Q *L
,.m /|[%, [, 7 .the upland ragion range between 100 and 250 ft. above mean sea4

level CISL) and top elevations of the levee system range betwen
-

gg , . 'fl i '%4 w

100 and 103 ft. 'rtSL; the proposed plant grade is at 132.5 ft. MSL. .6 i ff J _ ,h
.

W ',-fh -N M -f }'

%) Water surf ace profiles for the Mississippi River for various flow %
. ). i.

$|g{ / -k' ' ['d '

l-
I '.D G. L /r-conditions can be found in the Applicant's Environsental Report. v i

1%!

{ 8, e g f (_
y y

1 f . , {{
{

Drainage
|

J *

The elluvial floodplain in the plant site area is relatively flat; 'g * - "l' I h. g r e q'{e
.

, ~

g
%

,
#

, % ag

> . yf . g [] '- ~'
L. s ( i

i gradiente vary between one and two degrees. The average water sur- et w
I

foce slope of the Mississippi River in that locality is between 0.1 J/ n ? % {;( 1 ' d /

'* ,%s

L$v ' 5

W. , t - w
.

and 0.4 ft/ mile (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,1972). The drainage g, ., , j es

pattern is that of a river in a stage of maturity with meanders g' g '.'Q< N .f

*h-# / j2

d, g -.1 .

! and oxbow lakes. . > s. , / - en
3 3 / 4, e- ,

- *'$ , ,Igh''*n
.\

.g 3:
In the upland region slopes range from 0 to 40 pe rcent (U.S.D.A.

M>D. , <
-

]Soil Conservation Service, 1963). Drainage is of the dendritic g -%I i,<
'

y epattern with the characteristic irregular branching of tributary
h ,g ( . (f Ey*m, g

s i
*

g streams. Channel gradients in the uplands are of the order of 40 - '

i f ,f C f g, f -

s agr(f g , 4to 60 ft/ mile. Several streams flow from the qilands into the ox- t
-

,N "*

_gt d ? s,,

bow lakes, slackwater areas, or the Mississippi River. The local '

\.g kk 6 Ea

N'
gi N, ce

-
, .

drainage basins are shown in Figure 2-4. Two streams are impor-
3

s us

! an area of 2.8 square miles (Basin A) and the other an area of 0.55 f~ d, .
.

p ' , \g .-
]h

,

tant in the drainage pattern of the plant area. One of these drains j i$4 g
hk ' , . f/ tq ' j C7,q

- - * * A p'i square miles (Basin B which includes the plant site). Both streams "-'

join Hanilton I.ake. A third stream leaves the uplat*1 region at ' '. )I \< 1
-

'N T 1
the northern edge of the site boundary and joins Cin Lake. Both ) m

~

'% . M. v
,

I*

lakes have partially active connections with the filssissippi River. s.f * >

A channel connects the two lakes. y,y - g ,A NQ
$h/ ## '

,

The levees intercept natural drainage lines on the west bank. The

!
lakes between the levees and the Mississippi River channel have '-- - .y , ' 2 k, 4

8

"{ isindirect or seasonal connections with the river and are submerged

%{.
., ,, \ '*

| 's.,
\,

'

* * "*#
( ; # ;. +

?
during floods.

Xi,F.g')
s; )! x - y.-

h'****
,

.

.
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Flow Characteristics of the Mississippi River Physical Properties

) The Mississippi River has three major tributaries upstream of the The Corps of Engineers has made a few velocity measurements on the
site (the Missouri, Ohio, and Arkansas Rivers) and one downstreami Mississippi Rivec in the vicinity of the site during recent years(the Red River). Floods occur in the Lower Mississippi chiefly as OJ.S. Army Corps of Engineers,1972, unpublished).
a result of flooding in its tributaries. The flood sessen extends

Ez om mid-December to July (U.S.D.I. Geolog4 cal Survey,1966b). The Applicant's adaptation of the data is shown in Table 2-2. Meas-
ured average velocities in the channel vary from 3.7 to 6.7 fps,Fairly continuous stageIs low records over the period 1964 to 1969 with most falling between 4 and 5 fps. The variation in velocities

(U.S. Army Corps of Engzaeers,1969) are available for Vicksburg is due, in part, to alterations in the bed profile, slope, and rough-(River Mile 430.7) on the upstream side and St. Joseph (River Mile ness. Studies have shown that the bed profile and slope undergo
195.0) and Natchez (River Mile 392) downstream of the site. sigolficant variations ' ith time.w

Flood records over the period 1932-1970* f or Vicksburg (U.S.D.I. Temperature observations carried out simultaneously with the velo-
Geological Survey, 1966b) show that the worst flood occurred on city measurements cited above are shown in Table 2-2. In general,

,
Feb rua ry 17, 1937 during which a maximum discharge of 2,080,000 these values fall well within the temperature ranges reported (U.S.

1 cfs was registered. A flood in 1927 resulted in breaches in Army Corps of Engineers, 1969) for Vicksburg, which are shown in
several places of the main levee system and extensive flooding. Table 2-3.
It is estimated that t%s ? low at Vicksburg, had there been no,

4 breaching of the levees, would have reached 2,278,000 cfs during Surveillance of some physical properties of the Mississippi River
this flood (U.S.D.I. Geological Survey,1966a). and measurements of physical parameters os other surface waters in

the vicinity of the site will be carried out as part of the Appli-Low flow records (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,1968) from 1932 to cant's preoperational measurements program (see Section 6.1.1).
1970 for Vicksburg show that the lowest one-day flow registered in
the period was on Nov. 1, 19401 a minimum flow of 99,400 cfs was Water Quality
r ec o rd ed . Low flows at the site are likely to be af fected by up-,

stream river control operations. A s t ud y by t he USGS (U. S.D. I . , The results of analyses carried out by the Applicant on single, sur-1971) states ". ..it is doubtful that the daily flow will ever be face water samples of the Mississippi River and Hamilton and Gin
lower than 100,000 cfs in the lower Mississippi River. Lakes are presented in Table 2-4. The values determined for the1

Mississippi River are characteristic of a hard, turbid water, rich
Flooding in Local Streams in suspended solids. The measured dissolved oxygen level of 7.0

mg/l (76 percent of saturation) is seen to be typical of previously
No data on the flow characteristics of the two local streams in the reported values for the river (see Table 2-5)1 the observed range of
plant area are available to date. The Applicant's nydrological meas- dissolved oxygen values represents an environment which is not un-.

urements and monitoring program (Section 6.1.1) includes the sur- favorable to aquatic life. No ammonia nitrogen values are reported
veillance of the two streams in the plant area. by the Applicant nor are values for chlorine demand shown (color

measurements reported in Table 2-4 and 2-5 are apparent color mea-,

i The Applicant's study (Preliminary Saf ety Analysis Report, Grand sur ement s) .
Culf Nuclear Station) of the probable maximum flood in the drainage
streams estimates peak flows which compare reasonably with publisheu The observations rep 9rted for both lakes are typical of an environ-

: values 01yers,1959) and concludes that flooding in local streams mentally stressed, possibly eutrophic, system. The observed con-
I would not af f ect the plant. centrations of nitrogen, phosphorous and dissolved oxygen are indica-

*The Staf f has received preliminary data from the U.S. Corps of Engineers'
hydrologic of fice in Washington, D.C., which indicates that the 1973,

I flood reached a maximum discharge of approximately 1,980,000 efs with
; no breaching of the levee system.
I

t

i

i
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TABLE 3-3

VELOCITY. DISCHARCE. AND WATER SURFACE EI.EVATIONS FOR MISSISSIPPI RIVER AT SITE

Total Water
Total Average Area Average Slope Surface

River Wid th Depth ($quare Velocity Discharge (Feet Tempera- Elevation
Mile Date (Feet) (Feet) Feet) (fos) Q (cfs) per Mile) ture. F (Feet)

408.40 12-14-71 2,450 34.9 85,525 5.97 510,805 48 ----

3-18-71 2,425 61.4 148,900 5.23 778,121 0.5862 47 73.65

10-6-70 2,628 20.2 53,073 4.08 216,642 0.6475 70 56.93

407.6 12-14-71 3,350 31.6 105,750 5.11 540.748 - 48 --

3-18-71 3,600 53.0 190,925 5.86 1,119,309 0.5044 47 73.22

10-6-70 3,600 35.4 127,375 4.75 605,089 0.4326 71 56.66

406.8 12-14-71 3,050 31.1 94,800 6.19 586,514 0.1280 48 53.50

3-19-71 3,925 56.2 220,450 6.77 1,492,672 0.3524 47 72.87 |*

10-14-70 3,026 35.1 106,221 4.16 442,136 0.2353 66 49.12

395.6 12-20-71 3,500 41.8 146,400 5.25 769,121 -0.0179 50 56.96

3-23-71 3,927 49.3 193,715 5.31 1,029,399 0.0574 49 67.02 ]

10-16-70 3,789 29.9 113,463 3.75 425,273 0.2840 65 44.79

-Data not available.

Source: Mississippi Power and Light Company,1972a.
'(Fased on data supplied by the Corps of Engineers).

*;*

O

TABLE 2-3

RANGES OF WATER TEMPERATURES, F, FOR THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
AT VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI (1962-1969)

Year Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. De c.

1969 38-44 41-45 43-50 50-62 62-73 73-79 81-85 79-84 74-81 58-73 50-57 43-48
1968 35-42 39-44 39-50 51-65 66-71 70-79 79-84 81-85 71-79 64-73 50-62 43-49

1967 38-46 41-47 41-54 56-66 62-68 69-82 76-82 79-84 70-78 62-70 51-55 42-49 wb
*

1966 34-47 35-44 42-54 54-63 61-70 72-79 80-87 78-86 73-82 60-68 49-65 42-51

1965 40-47 35-42 39-44 46-62 62-74 75-76 81-84 80-84 73-80 62-70 58-61 45-51

1964 34-44 42-43 44-51 52-65 66-78 74-82 82-85 80-86 75-64 62-71 49-63 42-44
1963 33-40 35-38 40-52 54-65 66-70 72-80 81-85 83-86 72-82 70-74 56-65 36-52

1962 34-41 44-50 43-48 48-60 64-78 77-80 82-86 82-04 80-84 64-73 52-60 41-52

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,1962 -1969. Stages and Din 6harges of the
i41s s i s s ippi River and, Tributaries.

' - -- -- - - . . _ . ___ _ _ , _ _
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TABLE 2-4
tive of a situation of this typ In a frequently cited study

WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS OF SURFACE SAMPLES(Sawyer , 1947) of Wisconsin Lakes, the conclusion reached is that
FROM THREE SELECTED STATIONS, JULY 10, 1972any lake showing concentrations in excess of 0.30 mg/l of inorganic

nitrogen ar.d 0.01 mg/l of inorganic phosphorous during the spring
turnover could be expected to produce algal blooms of such density

Incationas to cause nuisance conditions. The dissolved oxygen level in eu-
Mid Mid Midtrophic lakes is sustained by a rich phytoplankton population. The

Mississippi Hamilton Cinvalues of dissolved oxygen reported in Table 2-4 for both lakes are Pa rame te r River * Lake Lake
'

near saturation in spite of the fact that samples were taken at an
early morning hour. While exact calculations are impossible since Time of sampling 10:00 a.m. 9:30 a.m. 9:15 a.m.temperature data are missing. an estimated value of 25'C yields
ratios which approach 100 percent of saturation. The fact that Temperature, C 20 ** **the pH is well over 8 and that color is elevated in the lake waters

i further substantiates the premise that an active phytoplankton pop- pH 7.99 8.48 8.40ulation is present.

Color, color units 30 40 402.5.2 Ground Water
4

Turbidity,sources
Jackson units 260 32 <25

The principal sources of ground water in the site region are the Specific Conductance,Holocene alluvial deposits of the Mississippi River floodplain. micromhos/cm 470 365 405the Pleistocene terrace deposits and the Miocene age Catahoula
Formation. The Applicant states that water-bearing formations Total Hardness,below the Catahoula are rarely used in the vicinity of the site mg/l CACO 152 168 2043because of their great depth and generally poor quality.

.

Total Suspended1 Several feet of organic silty clay form the surface over most of
Solids, mg/l 250 23 14the river floodplain; Holocene alluvial sand, clay and gravel de-i

posits immediately underlie the flood plain. At some locations Dissolved Oxygen, mg/l 7.0 8.4 8.2bordering the Mississippi River, uniform fine-to-medium grained
sand extends to a depth of 100 f t., elsewhere in the floodplain, Biochemical Oxygenapproximately 75 feet of clay overlies 30 feet of sand and gravel. Demand (5-day), mg/l 1.0 2.8 3.6Ground water within the floodplain occurs under unconfined condi-
tions, with water levels generally within 15 ft. of ground surf ace. Chemical Oxygen

4

' Demand, mg/l 14.2 22.0 17.3The eastern upland area of the site is blanketed by 37 to 82 feeti
of Pleistocene loess which generally lies above the water table. Organic Mitrogen, ag/l 0.19 0.31 0.21The loess is underlain by 0 to 116 feet of Pleistocene terrace de-
posits consisting of basal sand and gravel sediments, grading up- Nitrate (as N), mg/l 1.26 <0.01 <0.01ward to finer silts and clays. Cround water within the terrace,

j formation exists under unconfined conditions. Nitrite (as N), mg/l 0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Phosphorus--Ortho
) (as P), mg/l 1.13 1.69 0.34

.

Phosphorus--Total
(as P), mg/l 2.12 2.68 1.41

1_

Oil and Grease, mg/l 0.8 <0.1 <0.1

*Approximately River Mile 406.
j ** Temperature not ascertained because of equipment malfunction.

1
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The Catahoula Formation lies beneath the alluvium and terrace de- -
posits and at a few locations beneath the loess. This formation -

,

consists of fine sand, silty clay and clayey silt with occasional
' TAnLE 2 5 fine silt and sand seams. locally indurated. Ground water occurs

in thin sand zones, generally less than ten feet thick, confined
MTER QUALITT ANALYSIS - MISSISSIPPr nivra -aetween thick clay and clayey silt layers. However, in certain;

j localized areas of the site, ground water in shallow sand strata
in the upper portion of the formation occers under unconfined orj .m .,.i..

semi-confined conditions in cases where leaky confining beds allowm mi .. i, ser s i.w .w u,.a u,. u,o , ur. u,,
i i i. a i

i.amj m, ac- v.e w. n u.e v, n' hydraulic connection to the overlying aquifers.u u, u se ""
,-,-.e m = v. m r. vi n m a n a m

i u u e, ... 1. .. ,, r, ,. ,a er
si . - .u. m - . . . . _

Recharge
;

w..n... as iu ve we tw soo in tw no no zw
In the floodplain alluvium, the primary source of recharge is in-'" ""*"j 1,

, , , ,

filtration of precipitation. The Mississippi River provides re-
m

= =

charge during high river stages,= = = - m u. ue no no u. in = uo u* - **
w: .u=,

W- aw .

The primary source of recharge for aquifers in the terrace deposits
'

"$'**"

is the infiltration of precipitation through the overlying loess.to u .a . - . .e .. u ... ... ...73 =,
, -.i i.e - . . . _ _ .

Recharge to water bearing zones in the Catahoula formation depends[[[ i., . . . . . . , ,

on the location of the aquifer within the unit. Very shallow aqui-. wi
u == .a - . - - - . . . . - fers may receive a limited amount of infiltration from overlyingj

.- i. m

. !.
. . _ . . . .

terrace or alluvium, whereas deeper aquif ers receive replenishment*

laterally from their outcrops to'the north.' **
ei ru. i si .... . . . . . .

-i

in - - - . . . . . Levels and Movenents
,

..i. w i

'" - - - ' ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~

G roundwater surface contours in the vicinity of the site are shown[ 6,. n"**
i eu ** - - - - - - - in Figure 2-5. The information is based on very few observations

*' made by the Applicant in August 1972. The results of a more exten-
; sive survey will beconie available as the Applicant's monitoring' *

.
.

1, .u. . m
n..o n

u .
program advances.m. . u w.i se.

se . =
.iu

a -. m... ., ri o.

In general, the unconfined ground water surface slopes westward
" toward the floodplain. The water table lies at, or near, the loess-

terrace contact in the uplands but falls deeper within the terrace
,

j deposits nearer the floodplain (Mississippi Power and Light Company.
* 1972a). The water table in the floodplain alluvium slopes gently

towards the river.4

a

i
i

I-23
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2-22The Applicant estimates that approximately 90 years are required
for migration across the 7.300 f t. path from the site to the
Nississippi River. This estimate is based on a " conservative *'

j' value of 28.34 f t/ day calculated for the hydraulic conductivity of
the terrace and alluvial deposits and an average hydraulic gradientof 0.0076.i

.

1 Field tests made by the Applicant indicate a hydraulic conductivity
approximately one order of magnitude greater than the value used

j initially. Furthermore the Staff believes that inadequate ground-
water level information has been developed to estimate a long term | g[gg

g g. !
y{ ' Q

'

*.
; r

.;* |
~

$y,6 y 2j )y h..
N [A v V *4

average hydraulic gradient. Figure 2-5 indicates gradients of
g||ig; about 0.03 for August 6,1972. The Staf f believes that the App 11- g | hg yij ' ' ' .

'

-H
j cant's migration estimate requires further consideration as field 0b C
; test data place the migration across the 7300 ft. path at about 3 ,hI Q. YQd. ,

,

$

- gog.jffgg# Q,5 ] g ,Q ,y4 years.*

; -

qq, r y%% p' $i
5g . .(,' - 1) Ji

.

? I 6'
. 2; Cround Water Quality i sg *

g[My g\,. 8 !
kf yhkT/)( ph' Eg(. h*o'

=g , 4;
Several samples of groundwater have been analyzed by the Applicant; b5,j the results are presented in Table 2-6. The location of the sampling

'

,Jf \
'

, '

.

The values shown are typical of [ p_jg#gpy0 ./ f j;7j . \
. - jg g

wiece are shown in Figure 2-6. . Wp.Q k
.

b $
j'

,11 waters from a high-carbonate, hard-water area.
O

i% . ,, -

/' ) g7j t.e groundwaters tend to be high in dissolved solids, with waters
the Catahoula Formation showing wide variability but in general

- # ff j*. e
l; et -

i
_

hg , ,i e g @_:bN' ,! l
.,C

j the best quality. Waters of the alluvial deposits have dissolved
-#"gf.

wv m -
m

{
solids in excess of State drinking water quality standards. - % ]* "g&

-. __ mz ,
k].
' * g

J
f g g., 4, - -o-~_.2.6 METEOROLOGY E, .

! ']'' - a % I.q Q h2.6.1 Regional Climatology
; 3;,

i The climate of southwestern Mississippi is subtropically htsmid s..... i mN wC . ej with a short cold season and a relatively long warm season. The _ 'g
4. predominant air mass type over the region during most of the year ' t

g' s
x, - E *<-- -

(**N/U%
*

[ ap*e s, **
is maritime tropical with an origin over the Culf of Mexico. I [,* * ) \ \ 'N $

'

f In s
the winter, occasional southward movements of continental polar .'

t
*D , - \ \

* 's N - 3
*

air frcs Canada bring colder and drier air into Mississippi.
~

h, '

* -.- n
( N; _ P y*; g. g

-\ an

' ""

i * Additional data submitted by the Applicant are currently under
-

- x
i Staff review. These data are more consistent with the Staff *

}
*

1
3 ,/ . , , ' f

assessment above. . , *

,4_
,

, , , c,
|N- Y d k, p [W

*'
4 ,

1

i

!.

: 1

I
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TABLE 2-6 TABLE 2-6 (Continued)

RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES
F G H J K

OF CROUNDWATER SAMPLES

PH 7.3 7.4 7.1 7.8 7.6
<

A B C D E Dissolved Carbon Dioxide, ppm 37.0 22.0 58.0 7.0 23.0j Conductivity, micromhos/cm 490.0 450.0 460.0 325.0 430.0
1

pH 7.9 7.2 8.3 7.6 8.0 Color (Co-Pt Units) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Dissolved Carbon Dioxide, ppm 8.2 5.5 1.5 4.6 4.4 Total Solids, ppm 626.0 546.0 448.0 508.0 434.0
Conductivity, micromhos/cm 640.0 250.0 480.0 75.0 375.0
Color (Co-Pt Units) 5.0 5.0 10.0 5.0 5.0 Suspended Solids, ppm 154.0 .98.0 6.0 192.0 22.0
Total Solids, ppm 664.0 514.0 516.0 184.G 408.0 Dissolved Solids, ppm 472.0 450.0 442.0 316.0 412.0

Total Hardness as CACO , ppm 443.3 405.0 350.8 141.9 326.8
g 3

| 9uspended Solids, ppm 60.0 88.0 56.0 106.0 56.0 Calcium, ppm 99.2 92.4 68.5 30.8 62.8
1 Dissolved Solids, ppm 604.0 426.0 460.0 78.0 358.0 Magnesium, ppm 47.5 42.5 43.6 15.8 41.2
; Total Hardnes s as CACO , ppm 2N 29.3 W 20.2 20

3
J Calcium, ppa 06.2 64.3 0.8 3.3 70.7 Alkaliauy as CACO , ppa P.P. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

3
Magnesium, ppm 29.0 27.8 0.5 2.9 28.5 Alluslinity as CACO , ppe M.O. 445.0 401.0 371.0 114.0 337.0*

3

|
Dissolved Silica, ppm 22.5 22.5 22.5 7.0 22.5

Alkalinity as CACO , ppe P.P. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Chlorides, ppm 3.5 5.5 5.5 18.0 5.5*
3

i Alkalinity as CACO , ppm M.O. 596.0 372.0 368.0 30.0 326.0 Sulfates, ppa <0.1 C.1 < 0.1 45.7 < 0.1
3

} Dissolved Silica, ppm 17.3 16.5 12.4 17.1 17.5
9 Chlorides, ppm 9.8 6.8 18.0 5.5 4.8 Nitrates, ppm <0.05 <0.05 0.05 <0.05 0.10

| Sulfates, pp, 2.1 5.3 3.7 8.2 2.5 Iron, ppm <0.03 <0.03 < 0. 020 (0.020 <0.020

; Manganese, ppm 3.4 <0.05 <0.009 <0.009 < 0.009

Nitrates, ppa <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 Patassium, ppm 1.6 2.0 1.46 .'.69 1.794

1ron, ppa < 0. 3 <0.3 < 0. 3 3.6 <0.3 Sodium, ppm 6.6 7.2 12.3 19.5 8.2*

| Manganese, ppm 0.44 0.22 <0.013 0.013 0.019
i Potassium, ppm 5.9 5.9 7.4 1.5 3.6 Lead, ppm (0.05 < 0.C 5 <0.009 <0.009 +0.009

Sodium, ppm 94.2 44.2 158.0 7.1 11.9 Zinc, ppe 0.01 0.50 <0.020 <0.020 <0.020
"

f
Copper, ppa - 0.0 <0.020 <0.020 <0.020

h Lead, ppa <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 Aluminum, ppm <0.1 < 0.1 <0.009 (0.009 <0.009

| Zinc ppm 0.19 0.32 <0.05 0.60 0.23 Coliform Negative Negative ~ ~ -

f Copper, pre <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 Arsenie 0.005 0.009 0.004

j Aluminum, ppe ( 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 <0.1 Chromium ( 0.005 - <0.009 <0.009 <0.009
i Coliform -- - -- - - Fluoride, ppm -- -- 0.10 0.10 0.10

.i

Arsenic 0.009 0.009 0.003 0.009 0.001

Chromium -- -- - -- - Sample Identification and Date of Sample Collectioni

l Fluoride ppm - - 0.10 0.10 0.10 F-Piezometer Pil; Pleistocens Terrace Deposits, 5/3/72.

(Continues) C--Observation Well OW4; Mississippi River Alluvium, 5/3/72.
;
~ H-Test Water Well No. 1; Pleistocene Terrace Deposits, 6/3W72.

Sample Identification and Date of Sample Collection J-Mississippi River (Surf ace Water), 6/29/72.
A- @ l1 No. 6; Mississippi River Alluvium, 2/9/72. K-Pierometer P34; Pleistocene Terrace Deposits, 5/24/72.
B-Well No. 31; Pleistocene Terrace Deposits, 2/10/72.
C-Well No. 4; Catahoula Formation, 2/10/72. -Untested or non-conclusive.

D -Bayou Pierre (Surf ace Water), li9/72.
E-Well No.1; Catahoula Formation, 2/8/72.

-Untested or non-conclusive.
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2.6.2 1.ocal Meteorolony

Based on meteorological measurements made at Vicksburg, Missis-,

f' . ippi, which is about 25 miles north-northeast of the Crand Gulfl: s

site, mean monthly temperatures at the site may be expected to|, i! a$ range from 82*F in July and August to 49*F in January (U. S.
I,{l1 si!;?h- ,,

, 1

Mei .Qt
f.) Ip(

. ! Dept. of C mmerce. ESSA, 1966). Temperatures at the site maygh i['ii{!!5 I
'

2

-

g , i | | Mi f h be expected to reach 90*F or "sigher on 66 days during the yearge ii [f Q and to fall below 32*F c IJ days. Record maximum and minism
i

4 x .J'' -

|- * * * * * .* e !vr i ' ' ! temperatures at Jackson, Mississippi, located 50 miles east-
I

-- northeast of the site. are 107*F in July 1930 and -5*F in Janu-
g ary 1930 CJ S. Dept. of Commerce, fiOAA,1970). At Vicksburg< record tm peratures are a minimum of -1*F in February 1899 and#

a maxirum of IO4*F in September 1925 (U. S. Dept. of Commerce,i !

| 2 ESSA, 1966). The Mississippi River tends to have a moderating9 influence on temperatures at Vicksburg so that the extree

[g$ [ IMMM d
ig - Q . ""C; - # ', Q temperatures at this location are probably more representative'"

. , My n / 4 g of those at the site. A s-ary of taperature data recorded'

4. ~ m , 5 , * . * t. , h a at Vic)3 burg and at Jackson is presented to the Applicant's,-

N ,33 n a y Jyy .s

pg,y M,y[ K % (a' k 5

.

Environmental Report.7 G 4L W cp g
[y 2 .hh1] j Precipitation in the region of the site reaches a maximum in
bd w] d((f

Mv V, ["[ A

kb'i 2ghg [ March, with a monthly average c' aoa t 3.7 inches and a ministan,
#g (". 4 g in October when the monthly average is about 2.0 inches. Pre-

i

_it w
7p'fp[4"rf h [*a* a; - } . %**" s with annual snowfall normally averaging only 1.5 inchen often.

v
J g CiPiration in southwestern Mississippi occurs mainly as rain,^j
Opt [* 3- %.(" y \F % y one or two snowfalls account for the entire annual amount. AF

.-2'*
g[s y p.Q ,A ] ~,g,g .g ' r,rq W>{s

. , g b* . -4
summary of precipitation data for Vicksburg is presented in theaut

-G ,_ . * - G ... . et
8p y Envirornental Report.2y _ 4;g.t .g g 4 ^ r. 2

' , yV . ~ ~ 14 A . ,t.. w2h * * ft ) -C Relative humidity is general 4y high throughout the year in the
. e

rq.4 ,7* \ r$$ y7'- '

region of the site, averaging c out 75 percent. 11eavy fog occurs
,

**2% 1F Ujf frequently at the site and may be expected on an average of 32 days
,3

- .

% -1 Afp ann = lly. (U. S. Dept . of Camerce, ESSA, 1966; ficAA,1970; POAA,(I f T ', , k 1971). S-ries of regional relative humidity and fog data are
*
, *

, , ' . m
\ N '* ; I . . < /, . presented in the Applicant's Environmental Report.

*

A s I ' 2
"%. s .''ss,'N y / *. R

4 s 7 a +' g Wind data from Jacksca. Mississippi, indicates that the prevailingi ' -
.,

wind directions are from the southeast through southwest quadrants,4 35 with winds from these directions occurring 40% of the time. Abouts

12% of the time winds are from the east-northeast through east-
southeast, and winds f rem the west-southwest through west-northwest

4

i

r
i
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occur about 11% of the time (U.S. Dept. of Cmmerce, Weather Bureau. ESSA, l'69a). The estimated peak gust of 88 mph at Jackson also
1963). The frequency of cales is about eight percent. The mean tends to indicate thi weakening of hurricanes af ter moving inland

ennual wind speed at Jackson is 7.9 mph, with a recorded maximum far enough to reach the site area.'

j vind speed of 68 mph and an estimated peak gust of 88 mph (U. S. ,

, Dept. of C mmerce, NOA % 1970). The annual wind rose for Jackson From 1955 through 1967, there were nine reports of three-f ourths
and the inversion vind rose are presented in the Applicant's of an inch diameter or larger hail falling in the one degree square!

Enviromental Report. containing the site and of 19 windstorms with wind gusts of 50
knots (58 miles per hour) or greater (U. S. Dept. of Ccenerce,

2.6.3 Severe Weather ESSA, 1969b ) . This would indicate mean annual frequencies of this
sized hail and of 50 knots or greater wind gusts of 0.7 and 1.5

The types of severe weather that may affect the plant site are respectively.
thunderstorms, tornadoes , and hurricanes. During the warm season

| of the year, circulation about the westwardly extended Bermuda Freezing rain and severe ice storms occasionally occur !n the ares
! High, a sem1 permanent, subtropical anticyclone which is the domin- during the winter and early spring, causing major damage to trees

|
'

ant meteorological feature over the sourheastern United States and electrical power and telephone lines. Freezing precipitation
in the warmer half of the year, br 9gs a continuous supply of is not common in the vicinity of the site, however, and is ex-

j moist, unstable air into souths m -Mrn Mississippi. This tends to pected to occur less than once a year (U. S. Dept. of C umerce,
j produce frequent af ternoon and early avening thunderstorms over ESSA, 1966; U. S. Dept. of Commerce, NOAA, 1970). High air
' the area. Although thunderstorms are most frequent during the pollution potential (atmospheric stagnation) can be expected to

sumer , in late winter and early sprina occasional outbreaks of occur on about two days during the year (Holtzworth,1972).
cold, dry air f rom Canada coming in cor tact with humid air flowing
northward from the Gulf of Mexico produce more severe thunder- 2.6.4 Onsite Meteorological Wasurements Program

storms (U. S. Dept . of Commerce, NOAA, 1970). Tornadoes, also,
are more likely to occur under such conditions. Thunderstorms A meteorological tower installed at the site became operational

may be e P cted to occur on 62 days annually, being most f r equent in August 1972, with temperature and wind data being collected'

in July vu b an average of 11 days with thunderstorms and least at the 33 , 133 , and 162-foot levels on the tower. Humidity
f r equent from 0ctober through January when the average monthly data are being collected at the 33- and 162-foot levels.
frequency is about 2 days (U. S. Dept. of Comerce. ESSA, 1966).

Since a full year of onsite meteorological data was not yet
During the period 1955 through 1967, 18 tornadoes have been available, atmospheric dispersion evaluations for the site were

reported within the one degree latitude-longitude square contain- based on meteorological data collected at the Municipal Airport

ing the site, giving a mean annual tornado frequency of 1.4 (U. S. et Jackson, Mississippi, over the five year period 1960 through

Dept. of Commerce, ESSA, 19690). The computed recurrence interval 1964 (U. S. Dept. of Commerce, NOAA, 1972). Atmospheric stability
for a tornado at the plant site is 1000 years (Thm , 1963)- classes were determined from observations of wind speed, solar

insolation, and cloud cover using the U. S. Er.vironmental Pro-
Hurricanes are usually significantly weakened from moving over tection Agency's " Star Program." A Gaussian, diffusion mdel,
land before reaching the vicinity of the Grand Gulf site. Hurri- with adjustments for building wake ef fects, was used to make
cane Camille, an extremely intense, small diameter hurricane which estimates of atmospheric dispersion factors at the various

passed less than ten miles to the east of Jackson, produced max- distances and directions from the site as specified in Table 5-5.

imum gusts of only 67 mph at Jackson (U. S. Dept. of Commerce,
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2.7 ECOLOGY4

shifting sedLaents. The open channel environment dominates the
river in the area of the site. In addition to the main river stam,,

| 2.7.1 Introduction the Big Black River, Bayou Pierre, Yucatan Lake, Lake Hamilton and
; . Lake Cin are parts of the aquatic environment in the region.1 Claiborne County, a part of the Gulf Coastal Plains Province, in-

cludes parts of three physiographic divisions: (1) The Mississippi Figure 6-3 shows the location of the river sampling stations used
i

Alluvial Plain -between Ehe Loessial Bluff Hills and the Mississippi in the Applicant's study. Field collections made by the Applicant
} River ; (2) The Loessial Bluf f Hills--a broad hill belt extending at these stations between August and October 1972 show that between~

through most of the County; (3) The Long Leaf Pine Hills--the south- river miles 400 and 412 the river may be divided into three sub-
| eastern corner of the County (Bicker et al,1966). The first two habitats as follows:

divisions are represented by areas at the site with the 2300 acres
i divided almost equally between the two divisions.
! (1) backwater areas with silt-clay substrate, slow
I moving current and shallow depths (Stations 1, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13),The site is situated in a division of the Southeastern Evergreen

Forest Region. The region is made up of a variety of widely dif f er- (2) steep, clay bank with moderate to strong currents
| ent forest communities which reflect the region's diverse environ- (Stations 2, 3, 5, 6), and
| mental conditions. The Southern Floodplain Forest division is com-
i posed primarily of bottomland forests which are subj ect to frequent . (3) main river channel characterized by strong currents,! inundation and support, among others, stands of dense hardwoods, deep water and highly graded, coarse sand sedbeents (Stations 4,The Loess Hills or Bluff Region is located along the eastern edge 7, 11).i
' of the floodplain area. These hills support a Beech-Magnolia

association which varies gradually in make-up from north to south. The open channel environment supports a reduced fauna compared to-(Braun, 1972). the backwater areas 011ssissippi Power and Light Company,1972a).
This condition is probably due.to a complex of factors locluding

Prominent site features include: the Mississippi River; two lakes, the unstable, sandy substrate which has a low organic contentq

as
{ Cin and Hamilton, of the oxbow type; a alle-wide flood plain; a well as higher current velocities. The steep clay banks are
i rugged, heavily forested bluf f; and the rolling, forest ed uplands a variable habitat with some sections supporting populations of
} above the bluff. Some of the uplands and lowlands have been cleared invertebrates while other sections are unproductive due to bank
j ' for light farming, but the site is largely covered with hardwood erosion. Nbch bank habitat has been made unavailable to animalsforests,, due to bank protection projects in the area. Characterization
{ of the . river's Liological en==nnity, based on analysis of pre-
| The site is ecologically complex; five to six communities or sub- lhainary field data, shows that the areas of greatest benthic and
j communities can be recognized: (1) the river; (2) the lakes; fish biomass in late summer and early fall were backwater areas

(3) vetlands; (4) bottomland hardwood forest; (5) upland hard- (S tations 1, 9, 10, 13). These backwater habitats apparently are
:

I wood forest; and (6) sid field. Due to periodic flooding, the important feeding grounds for and support abundant populations of$ relationships of the first four are quite close and mutually inter- several species of fishes as evidenced by field collections andI active. casmercial fishing activities.

2.7.2 Aquatic Ecology Lakes Hamilton and Gin once supported a small but productive com-
merical fishery which has declined in recent years. Paralleling

2.7.2.1 Background this fishery decline, the depth of water in the lakes has decreased .

"
1

| The lower Mississippi River is characterized, except in shallow t

| areas by generally strong currents, turbulence, high turbidity and
'
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from approximately 30 feet to 6 feet over the past 20 years. Bing-
ham (1969) reports a general decline in the productivity of Missis- (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1969). Appendix Table A-1 sum-

merizes the catches of sport and commercial fish during a threesippi Delta waters over the same period. Whether the decline in
the two lakes is due to a decrease in water depth, pollution of 7 ear study at Vicksburg, Mississippi. Blue and flathead catfish,
river waters, or to sm e overall regional trend is not known. shortnose zar, biguouth and smallmouth buffalo, carp, and river

carpeucker dominated the catches. The most abundant forage fish
It has been long recognized (Ruttner, 1963) that a mature river and was the gizzard shad. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries statistics
its flood plain lakes and streams contribute plankton to each other. on connercial fish landings for 1959-1960 from the Mississippi
It should be expected that the Mississippi River is more of an in- River and the Big Black River watershed are presented in Tables
fluence on the lakes than vice versa at Crand Culf because of the 2-7 and 2-8. A total of 1,736,000 lbs. of fish were taken from

size differences. The Applicant's field program has shown that the the Mississippi River and 200,000 lbs. were taken from the Big
periodic flooding redaces the density of planktan in Lakes Hamilton Black River Watershed. Hoop net catches accounted for a majority
and Cin. Generally the interactions between the river and the lake of the commercial landings. The freshwater drum has an important

systems can be detrimental (sedimentation), as well as beneficial component of the commercial catch in the latter compilations in
(scouring). S tarr et t (1952) suggests a major role for these kind of contrast to the Vicksburg study.

interactions in the Des Moines River particularly related to the re-
production of minnows, carp, and the river carpsuckers. Spawning in Most of the recorded fishes feed on benthic invertebrates or are on-
the lakes and their associatea environs, and subsequent recruitment nivores. These include catfish, carp, carpsuckers, crappie, fresh-

{ to the river population at the next annual f)M probably occurs to water drum, sunfish, sturgeon, and skipjack herring. The species
some extent. While the river, during its ausal flooding, supplies of shad are plankton feeders and the gar is piecivorous. Several
detritus to the lake subsystem, the Staff judges that decaying leaf Tishes (drum, smallmouth buf f a%, carp) feed on zooplankton when
material, or other organic matter, may also serve as a direct nu- young and change to a diet of benthic invertebrates and/or algae
trient source or as a grow;h substrate for microorganisms. The as adults. The young of all species are a potential food source
importance of bacterial protein in aquatic ecosystems is dienssed for both 'piscivores and omnivores.

s

in Hynes (1970) and Odum (1971). The quantitative additions to
the "1caissippi River biota by the two lakes is probably quite minor The warm water fishes inhabiting the lower Mississippi River and
wher compared to those from the oxbow lake-chute system just north adjacent oxbow lakes generally spawn in shallow water in spring and

3 and west of the plant site. This system provides not less than 5200 summer.
acres of aquatic habitat similar to that of Cin and Hamilton Lakes
within a radius of 10 miles from the site, compared to approximately Summaries of important requirements for some of the fish at the
80 acres provided by Cin and Hamilton Lakes ccubined. However, ac3t site are given in Appendix Table A-2.
of this 5200 acres lies on the west side of the river. (U.S. De-
partment of the Interior, Ceological Survey, 1958; 1965). The Applicant reported (Mississippi power and Light Company,1972a)

the results of seine and net collections made at aquatic stations

2.7.2.2 Fish 1, 6, 8 and 13, as well as Hamilton and Cin Lakes (See Section 6).

Literature records indicate that approximately 110 species of com- The reported river stations represented areas above and below the
mercial and sport fish are found along this stretch of the Missis- proposed plant site; in addition to bsckwaters (near 0 fps),
sippi River. Local fishermen who have been interviewed by the stretches of moderate current velocity (2-3 fps) and rapid cur-

Applicant have noted a steady decline in commercial catches over reats (3-6 f p3) were also sampled.

the past 20 years. This decline may have been aggravated by the
endrin fish kill of the early 1960's in the river below Memphis Station 1 included subhabitats of both moderate current and back-

water conditions. Both areas had a similar number of species (15
., .

backwater,17 moderate current) and shared 10 species in common.
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TABLE 2 7

KISSISSIPPI RIVER COMMERCIAL FISH CATCH, 195 1960*

Species Trammel Gill Seine Hoop Trot Snag Mali

Regular Fishermen

Buffalo 91,200 200,000 30,000 200,200 521,400
Carp 19,500 70,200 12,500 86,000 188,200
Drum 32,000 84,500 20,000 92,400 228,900
Quillback 4,500 17,600 2,500 5,200 29,800Bullhead catfish 700 700Blue and channel catfish 22,200 52,500 10,000 56,500 54,300 3,500 199,000Flathead catfish 11,100 26,500 29,300 18,000 7,000 91,900Paddlefish 15,500 45,800 800 7,8u0 5,000 74,900 nSturgeon 1,000 2,900 1,300 _W d,

a

Subtotal 197,000 500,000 75,800 478,700 73,000 15,500 1,340,000

Casual Fishermen

Buffalo 35,800 47,600 2,000 75,000 160,400
Carp 10,400 12,000 500 28,000 50,900
Drum 10,600 19,500 1,000 40,000 71,100
Qu111back 100 3,500 200 300 4,100Bullhead catfish 200 200
Blue and channel catfish 16,100 11,00A 800 10,400 18,200 1,200 57,700
Flathead catfish 5,000 6,000 500 7,000 7,900 2,500 28,900
Paddlefish 5,000 11,000 5,400 1,000 22,400

,

Sturgeon 400 200 600
Subtotal 83,000 111,000 5,000 166.300 26,300 4,700 396,300 '

t
Total 190,000 611,000 80,800 645,000 99,300 20,200 1,736,300

'*All waters between main levees and banks.
Source: Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, 1960,

".
d

g TABLE 2-8
BIC BLACK RIVER WATERSHED COMMERCIAL FISH CATCH, 1959-1960

Total Pounds of Commercial Species by Cear
Trammel 0111 Drag Hoop Trot Snag total

Species Nets Nets Seines Nets Lines Lines Pounds

Buffalo 1,000 1,900 110,000 112,900

Carp 300 800 20,000 21,100

Drum 100 300 9,000 9,400

Quillback
Y

Bullhead catfish Y

Blue and channel catfish 100 100 12,500 5,100 600 18,400

Flathead catfish 400 600 25,000 7,900 3,300 37,200

Faddlefish 100 300 500 100 1,000

Sturgeon

Total 2,000 4,000 177,000 13,000 4,000 200,000

Source: Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,1960.
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The ativery minnow, river shiner and cypress minnow comprise =1 67% the total biomass. Most of the rentining biomass in these net catches
; ~

} ,of the individuals and 75% of the total fish biomass (net weight) consisted of the ccamercial fishes: blue catfish (9%), flathead
i in the m derate current ares. In the backwater area of Station 1, catfish (111), carp (16%), smailmouth buff alo (8%), and black buf falo*

seine haule produced five dominant spacies: mosquitofish, Missis- (5%). Catostomids (carpsucker, buffalo) together with carp totaled
Sl pi silversides, gizzard shad, silvery minnow, and emerald shiner 54% of the biomass at the station. ~ The numerically dominant net-P

| which comprised 80% of both total individuals and total biomass, collected spectee et Station 13 were three clupeid species: thread-; The only $mportant species common to both habitats was the silvery fin shad (20%), skipp,ck herring (17%) and gizzavi shad (17%). The1 minnow; the numerically dominant mosquitofish occurred only in the river.carpsucker, was the fourth most abundant species (12%), and
backwater environment. In the backwater, 17% of the total' number white and black crappie Logether comprised 12% of the catch. Al-j and 34% of the total seine-collected biomass was made up of young though numerically dominant, threadfin shad made up only 4% of thej fish of five species which occur in deeper water as adults, i.e., total biomass. Eighty percent of the biomass consisted of the- gizzard shad, river carpaucker, channcl catfish, bluegill, and following species: skipjack herring (21%), gizzard shad (10%),; white crapple. Young gizzard shad accounted for 15% of the in- river carpsucker (15.6%), white crappie (82), black crapple (6%),; dividuals and 32% of the total biomass. In moderate current, a white bass (9%), and carp (11%). Catch per unit effort (weight andi similar comparison indicates that 12% of the individuals and 18% numbers per day) shows higher numbers and greater biomass for Sta-j of the biomass were caprised of gizzard shad, channel catfish, tion 13.skipjack herring, yellow bass, walleye, and bluegill.,

Station 1 Station 13; Two species (threadfin shad and emerald shiner) were numerically
dominant in seine collections at Station 8, an area with moderate No. of fish caught (Days) 259 (7) 383 (2)| current; threadfin shad dominated both numbers and bianass at this-

station. Although collection methods were similar at all stations, No. caught per day 37 141the sample collection at Station 6 (swif t current) contair.ed onlyI. 4 species ami a total of 9 individuals (Appendix Table A-3). Es t i- Ef t . of fish caught (Days) 195,540 g. U) 90,090 g. (2)

! mates of numerical or biomass dominance were not made because of
,

the small number of fish obtained. Dif ferences in species numbers, 'Wc. of fish caught per day 27,934 g. 45,045 g.j total numbers, and total weights occurred betwern Station 6 and
Station 8 (directly across the river), and also between Station 6s

and Station 1. These differences are probably related to current A three-day fishing eff ort with gill and trammel nets in Lake Ha 11- :*

strengths at the stations, but in the case of Stations 6 and 8. some ton indicated F pronounced dominance of gizzard shad (over 60% o.
variation due to the different times of collections cannot be totally the 438 fis'n rad 53,743 total grams caught). Threadfin shad made up'
ruled out.

} 19% of the total catch but only 1.1% by weight. Both shad species
made up 87% of the total number caught.| During October 1972, gill and trammel nets were used at Stations 1

and 13 to collect adults of larger species. A total of 27 species A list of all fish species colle<.ted by seine, gill nets, trammel
:

i were caaght, two of which (mullet and striped bass) are predominantly nets aad electrofishing is presented in Table 2-9. A total of 55'
estuarine-marine inhabitants. Nineteen species were taken at Sta- species or half of the expected species (Appendix Table A-4) weretion 1, and 20 species at Station 13.. The numerically dominant recorded by the Applicant's field study,species at Station 1 (gizzard shad, river carpsucker, drum, and blue
catfish) emprised 72% of the total gill and trammel net catch. Al- 2.7.2.3 Benthic Invertebrate Animals
though most abundant (36% of the catch), gizzard shad represented i

I only 12% of the total biomass, and drum only 4% of the total biomass. The benthic macroinvertebrates of the Lower Mississippi are not well
River carpsuckers composed 17% of the total number, and 23% of studied. HoweveG several studies carried out in the drainage sys-

tem can be applied in a general menner to the proposed project.
r

.
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A study of the organisms identified from a section of the river
near Baton Rouge, Louisiana (Cauthron,1961; U.S. A.E.C. Director-
ate of Licensing, 1973) identified the following as the dominant*

invertebrates :-
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Cranthara (1966) reported from 21 to 27 species from the benthos of
TAB 2 2-10

the Big Black River.
BENTHIC ORCANISMS FROM BIG BLACK RIVER

The river shrimp, Macrobrachium ohione occurs throughout the lower
Mississippi River, inhabitating both slow and rapidly flowing water
(Cunt er , 19 37 ) . Gunter reported ovigerous female shrimp from April Oligochaeta Odonata
through July and stated that catches were highest in the warmcr Branchiura sowerbyi Argia
months of the year. The species supports limited local sport fish- Dero Amphingrion
eries in parts of its range (Mississippi Power and Light Company. Limnodrilus Dr N gosphus
19722). The mayflies constitute another group which is important Progosphus
throughout the Mississippi drainage system. Mayflies are predomi- Hirudinea Macromia
nately herbivores (Pennak,1953) and are an important food link be- Glossiphonia
tween plants and fish (Lagler,1956). Helobdella Plecoptera

Placobdella
The Applicant's study indicates that approximately 17 genera of Isoperla
benthic invertebrates are represented at the site (see Appendix B). Q31eoptera
This number is less than half of the 40 genera reported by Grantham Hydroporus Trichoptera
for the Big Black niver (see Table 2-10). Five genera were shared Hydropsyche
in common between the two studies. The Staff believes that this Diptera Cheumatopsyche
difference is not necessarily due to the impoverishment of the ben- Chaoborus punctipennis

thic fauna at the site. For the purpose of this report, the river Calopsectra Bivalvia
banks are considered part of the benthos. Coelotanypus concinnus Sphaerium stamineum

Corynoneura Pleurocera
The Mississippi River in the Crand Culf vicinity contains several Diamese Crenodonta (Costata) late-
macrohabitats within which a characteristic association of benthic Pentapendilum costata

macroinvertebrates are found (Mississippi Power and Light Company, Pentaneura monilis Lampe111e anodontoides
1972a). The steep, clay banks of the river are a very dynamic habi- Polypedilum (P.) flavus Obabaria unicolor,

tat, constantly undergoing erosion from the scouring action of the Procladius culiciformis Quadrula refulgens

| currenta. This subhabitat supports a benthic community dominated Tendipes (Cryptochironomus) fulvus Tritogonia verrucosa

by the burrowing mayfly nymphs. Tendipes (C_.) Sp. b.
T. (Dictrotendipes) neomodestus Amphipoda

A The still, qu'et backwater areas in the river contain large popula- T,. (Endochironomus) nigricans Cammarus
tions of benth.>s similar to those of the oxbow lakes (Mississippi T. (Limnochironomus) modestus
Power and Light Campany, 1972a). The silt-clay sediments of the md- f. (Tendipes) attenuatus

} flat at Station 1 (Appendix Table B-1), rich in organic material and T. (Stictochironomus) flavicingula
nutrients, are inhabited by dense tubtficid worm populations as well
as smaller numbers of dipteran and mayfly larvae. Although not as Ephemeroptera

I product!ve as the na2dflat , the chute behind Middle Ground Island
(Station 9) and the mouth of the Big Black River (Station 10) have Baetisca obesa
concentrations of chironomid and Chaoborus sp. larvae. Although Caenis
the backwater area west of Midd e Ground Island and in the Big Black Pentamenia
River support abucdant benthic populations, the enre productive Heptagenia
areas are apparently the m dflat at Station 1 and the clay bank Stenonema

! at Station 3. Marked increases occurred in the standing stock of Isonychia
benthos in the time interval between the September and October 1972
sampling periods.

Source: Grantham, 1965.
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The f reshwater shrimp, Macrobrachium ohione, is present in the
Copepoda. Shindala et al_.. (1970) found the plankton of the Missis-

Mississippi River in the site area. Shrimp collections made by
sippi River at Vicksburg dominated by these taxa. A 48-month studythe Applicant during September and October exhibited a notice-
at Vicksburg, Mississippi, reported the dominant phytoplankton genera

able increase in catch per unit erfort from early September to late
to be Melostra Cyclotella and Anaevetis throughout most of the study

October. Highest catches were made on the clay bank at Station 3.
period (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1972). No other lists

-; Local commercial fishermen report that shrimp are most numerous in of phytoplankton taxa from the lower Mississippi River were noted.
the spring. Large adult shrimp dominated the catches. However* A recent study on two lakes in the Mississippi Delta (Bingham, 1969)
only one gravid female was collected. Spa. ming probably is most reported a two-year average number of organisms per liter per monthintense f rom April through July (Gunter 1937). The sex ratio ,,fogggy,;
averaged 3:1 in f avor of females, a (haracteristic also noted by

| C""E*' W 37}* Phytoplankton Zooplankton

Bottom deposits of Lakes Hamilton and Cin are composed of looselyi

Mossy Lake 53,869 586
compacted, grayish-black silt, rich in organic material and nutrients. Wolfe Lake 32.234 675,

These sediments support abundant populations of benthic fauna. Dat ai

on lake benthos from a series of bottom grab samples taken in Octo- The phytoplankton taxa collected during August, September, and Octo--
,

ber,1972, is presented in Appendix Tables B-2 and B-3. The dip- ber 1972, from the Mississippi River are listed in Table 2-11. The
4 terans, Culicoides and Chironomidae were also abundant, while tubif- dominant phytoplankton taxa in the river were three diatoms (Melosira

icid worms and fingernail clams occurred in smaller numbers. The
ambiqua, M. granulata, Cyclotella meninghiana) and a coccoid blue-

taxonmic cumposition of the bottom fauna in the two lakes is very
green alga (Anacystis sp.). During the sampling period more than

similar. The lake benthos appeared to be distributed in a clustered
80% of the phyteplankton consisted of varying combinations of these

pattern. The species composition of the benthic communities in Lakes
four taxa. Appendix Table B-5 summarizes density estimates for,

j Hamilton and Gin is similar to that reported by Bingham (1969)
major taxa for the period September,1972 through Jan-

during October from the two lakes (Mossy and Wolf e) located approxi- uary, 1973 in the Mississippi River,
mately 90 miles north of the Grand Gulf Site.

Phytoplankton taxa collected from Lakes Hamilton and Cin, duringThe lakes have locally dense populations of the gastropods, Capeloma August-October,1972, are presented in Table 2-12. At least 10 gen-
i and Viviparus, primarily at the water's edge. Several species of era from two algal groups (Chlorophyta and Oirysophyta) made up over
| large unionid mollusks are also present in both lakes in moderate num- 80% of these populations. In addition, during the period from Au-

bers. Most abundant of these is Carunculinus which inhabits the gust to October there occurred at least four filamentous algal
- steeper lake banks. Several species of Anodonta and Lampsilus also

blooms consisting of primarily Spirogyra sp., Oscillatoria sp. and
1 occur sporadically. Lake populations of the benthos are most abun-

Euglena sp. (a phytoflagellate) accompanied by a rich association

}{
dant in summer and appear to decline in winter , as was found for

of zooplankton. Appendix Tables B-6 and B-7 summarize density eati-Mossy and Wolfe Lakes (Bingh am, 1969).
mates for major phytoplankton taxa in Hamilton and Cin Lakes respec-

. tively.j The results to date of the Applicant's benthic study are suf ficient
j to support an assessment of the aquotic ecology but do not provide Information on the standing stock of several zooplankton collections

sufficient data to formulate a baseline condition necessary for use from the river is presented in Appendix Table B-8. One sample
in an operational monitoring program to assess impacts of plant (September 12) was numerically dminated by rotifers (90 percent

,

operation. Appendix Table B-4 lists the taxa collected through of the population), of which Branchionus sp. was the most abundant.
| January, 1973.
1

2.7.2.4 Plankton+

I

j Plankton populations of large turbid rivers consist primarily of the
following taxa: Chrysophyta, Chlorophyta Rotifera Cladocera, and,

,

i
!

!

1
;

!
i
! I
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TABLE 2-11 I
|

PHYTOPIANITON CENERA FROM SELECTED STATIONS IN THE MISSISSIPPI |

JI_VER (MILE 400-408). AUGUST, SEPTEMBER, AND OCTOBER 1912*
1

1

Eualenophyta Chlorophyta Chrysophyta Phrrophyta CyanophYta

Euglena (3) Chlamydomonas (2) Mallomonas (1) Peridinium (1) Anacystis (1)
'

Trachelomonas (3) Carteria (1) Dinobryon (1) Agmenellum (1)
Peranema (1) _Pandorina (1) Cyclotella (2) Nostoc (1)+

Volvox (1) Stephanodiscus (1) Anabaena (2)
Dactylothece (1) Melostra (3) Oscillatoria (3)

1

Nannochloria (1) Frag 11 aria ()) Spirulina (1)

Golenkinta (2) asterionella (1)
Micractinium (1) Synedra (4)

Coelastrum (1) Tabellaria (1)
Pediastrum (2) Diatoma (1)

Closteriopsis (1) Navicula (8) $
*

C h re11a (1) Pinnularia (1)
Franceia (1) Pleurosigma (1)
Oocystis (1) Comphonema (1)
Ankistrodesmus (1) Cymbella (2)

Palmellococcus (1) Hantzschia (1)
Selenastrum (1) Nitzschia (9)
Scenedesmus (3) Surirella (1)
Crucigenia (1)

,

Actinastrum (1)

Closterium (2)
Staurastrum (1)
Spondylosium (1)

*( ) indicates the number of species
Spirogyra (1) for each genus that was observedCentritractus (1) during sampling period August-

# *
Ophiocytium (1)

Source: Mississippi Power and Light Co..
1972a.

3

7
!#

TABLE 2-12

PHYTOPLANKTON CENERA FROM LAFES HAMILTON AND GIN,
AUGUST. SEPTEMBER, AND OCTOBER. 1972e

Euglenophyta Chrysophyta Cyanophyta Chlorophyte

Euglena (4) Chlamydomonas (3) Selenastrum (1)
Lepocinclis (1) Chrysococcus (1) Anycystis (1) Polytoma (1) Scenedesmus (3)
Peranema (1) Cyclotella (2) Agnenellum (1) Carteria (1) Crucigenia (1)

Phacus (1) pelostra (2) Aphanizomenon (1) Phacotus (1) Actinastrum (1)
Trachelonones (3) ragilaria (2) Nostoc (1) Pandorina (1) Closterium (1)

Asterionella (1) Anabaena (3) Volvox (1) Staurastrum (1)
Synedra (2) Cylindrospermum (1) Sphaerocystis (1) Pleurotaenium.(1)
Achnanthes (6) Oscillatoria (5) Nannochloris (1) Spirogyra (2)

Navicula (10) Spirulina (1) Dispora (1) Centritractus (1)
Pleurosigma (1) Chlorosarcina (1) Pseudotetraedron (1) {

.a.

Pinnularia (1) Colenkinia (1) ChaetopSora (1)
Comphonema (3) Micractinium (1)
Cymbella (3) Coelastrum (1)
Nitsschia (9) Pediastrum (2)

Chlore11a (1)

Franceia (1)
Oocystis (1)

Ankistrodessus (1)
Tetraedron (1)
Cerasterias (1)

*( ) indicates the number of species for each genus that was observed during sampling period
August-September, 1972.

Source: Mississippi Power and Light Co., 1972a.
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f
' The less abundant cladocerans and copepods each actounted for
I approximately 5 percent of the total. Rotifers aregtypi- . tached algae ami invertebrates on their submerged surf aces. Pre-

liminary samples renaled the lake periphyton consonity % be dom-cally found in habitats having dissolved oxygen levels in excess;
2 of 1 mg/1. The rotif er taxa represented were Brachionus sp., poly- ' inated by the filamentous green alga, Rhizoclonium sp., which covered

the substratum in thick mats. Associated with the Rhizoclonium .
I arthra sp., Synchaeta sp. and two unidentified forms.. Cladoceran

taxa present were Bosmina lonalrostris, Moina micrura, and Diaphan- filaments were numerous species of pennate diatoms (Navicula, Qu_-
bella, Comphonema) mnd the filmentous disten Melostra. The fauna

2 osoma brachyurum; copepod taxa included Ergasilus sp. plus two un-
consisted of various nematodes, leeches and flatworms.

! identified calanoids and one unidentified cyclopold species.
4

f During the time that Moina mierura was dominant on the Big Black Figure 2-7 represents the generalized trophic relationships in an

| River (95 percent of the population) it did not occur in the Mis- ecosystaa similar to that foand at Grand C31f.

; sissippi above the Big Black confluence but was present in the 2.7.3 Terrestrial Ecology
! Mississippi below the confluence Q11ssissippi Power and Light com-

pany Environmental Report, 1972a). This illustrates the localized
|

ef fect nf tributary discharges on the receiving body's plankton The Grand Culf site is subdivided"almost equall Anto two edaphic-.

types. These types, the loessial bluf f s and altuvial river bot-
- population, toeland, each support a different plant association Otississippi -

The Lake Gin taxonomic composition changei from a dominance of roti- Power and Light Company, 1972a/ Braun, 1972). Section 2.4 describes
I fers to a dominance of copepods between Septaber and October sam- ' the soils at the site.

! pling period (Appendix Table B-9). A similar but less pronounced ~ .
.

trend occurred in Hamilton Lake. The presence of forests and fields in both the loessial bluffs and
' river bottomlands create four major terrestrial subcommunities
.

In'both lakes for September and October over 95% of the cladocera on the sites loessial bluf f hardwood forest, loesstal bluff'

I were Diaphanosoma brachyurum; Ergasilus sp. was more than 90% of fields, bottomland hardwood torest, and bottomland fields. The
forest associations are the largest subcommunities covering approx-

$ the cyclopold copepods; Asplanchna sp., Synchaeta sp., Ploesoma
imately 1700 acres or about 75 percent of the entire site. Thei sp., and Trichocera sp. accounted far over 80% of the ratifers.

! Lake Gin and Hamilton share about 30% of the zooplankton genera Applicant has noted the absence of any marsh community.

i and 80% of phytoplankton genera reported for Mossy Lake (Bingham
i 1969). The Mossy Lake study, however, reveals that there are dis- The two majcr forest types which occur on the Grand Gulf Nuclear

i tinct seasonal changes in the abundance and species composition of . bottomland hardwoods and loessial bluff hard-Station Site are:
woods. The bottomland hardwood type, comprising approximately 985

{ plankton with a minimum occurring in winter and a maxima in spring acres (43% of total land area) of forest land, lies along the east
1 and fall. Similar tanporal fluctuations may occur in Lakes Cin

bank of the Mississippi River; the loessial bluff hardwood type,
and Hamilton. comprising approximately 700 acres (31 percent of total land area)'

i of forest land, lies east of and adjacent to the bottomland hard-
i 2.7.2.5 Periphyton

wood type. A total of 167 plant taxa were identified on the Grand
) E

The biotic association of attached algae and invertebrates (peri- Gulf site. Of this total, 74 plant taxa were common to both the

for loessial bluffs and the bottanlands. A total of 23 plant taxa * oc-.

phyton or aufwuchs community) on submerged surf aces can account i

| a significant maount of production in lower trophic levels and is curred exclusively in the bottomlands while 40 plant taxa * occurred;

a potential food source of fishes (Hynes,1970). Stands of dead only in the loessial bluffs. The remaining 30 plant taxa * vere pre-*

sent in very small numbers and were not recorded along the vegetation

f
trees occur in the waters along the western and northern perimeters

transects.
- of Lakes Hamiltou and Gin which provide a substrate for growth of at-
i

!
! * Mississippi Power and Light Co., 1972a.

,$ i

f

i
i
!

I
: !

I
;

;
.
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|

+ N0llVill3Hl3 The Applicant carried out a systenatic iqventory of the forest over-us
I h % story at the site during August and September 1972. The Applicant's
! < z 1972 summer plant inventory also determined the species of understory

8 i vegetation present in both forest associations. Appendix Figures. am
D $ t- C1 and C2 show the distribution of the dominant overstory and under-j$

U 55 5" -

C
iiE E story species at the site.

y
7

3 g g Thirty-seven species of trees were observed in the upland portion;
y a of the site. Specimens of two genera, Crataegus and Carya, could

g [ t;;[M
w

3 " 5 * 2 not be identified to species because o* taxonomic problems.s so ./ = - o8 8 S o Based on relative dominance and relative density, the most abundant
*

b l y overstory species in the loessial bluff forest are sweetgum, water
"

} h__ _., " ;;; <
g 8 Y u oak, southern red oak American elm, and the hickories (Appendix Table

$ $ C C-1). These five species totaled 63.03 square feet per acre in basalg :E =

@ Y $ g 3 area with a total relative density of 58.06%. All five are of com-o

Eg*% < m o mercial value (Putnam et al., 1960). The total basal area of alls

gy - h E sampled species ia the bidfs was 86.27 square feet per acre with
f;;; g a total tree density of 131.32 trees per acre. These values for

"

W b basal area and total tree p4.;r acre indicate, according to the Appli-j, ,

-

/ / g j 2 cant, that the bluff forest like the bottosiland forest is a moder-

\ t 3 ately spaced stand approaching maturity.e' oI
4 < W C a

Q o o u. Four species of bluff overstory known to occur in the area but not

g g [ g encountered in sampling are willow oak (Quercus phellos), yellowg g fog g g chestnut oak (Quercus us2ehlenbergii), slippery elm (Ulmus rubra),,

/j g g / Nm y and hill red maple ( Acer rubrum var. trilobum). These species con-y

g 3 stitute a minor portion cf the entire bluf f overstory.w
' R

- g 8w IE 2 m The bottomland forest has about 146 trees per acre with a total
d N | !p

d {$
h$ 2 basal area of 60.57 square feet per acre (Appendix Table C-2).2

s$1 o
| Zg" Some difficulty was experienced in consistently distinguishing,

i d 3, g gg g g- the honey and water locust Otississippi Power and Light Company,
1 g; ga ogg gg 1972a). These doubtful specimens were recorded as Cleditsia species.o.

"
g - PP (

~
/" Eo3 g- Twenty-four species were recorded along with the two problematic2t + iee

mNg g !!i;ij - - " - ' * -
j ag * % Q ;p < m Relative dominance and relative density figures indicate that sugar--

:

h h o{$ $ $ berry, pecans, green ash, black willow, swasap privet, and boxelderZ #*

ho 5 a
<*

ggg m O are the major bottomland tree species. These trees comprise 79.19%

} h
"

_ _

* ' "
-@ E ggt of the total basal area and 88.29% of the total number of trees.%

= 5g Summy privet is the only major bottomland tree that is not of
:) o

h commercial value (Putnam e_t al_., 1960). One bottomland species,[ ;;- g d'

g , $ ,: t
j ' *-

oQ a the tupelo gun (Nyssa aquatica), was observed on the site but did2

i I HIV30 5EE $ not occur in sample plots. Only a single specimen was found.
31V 331V4L 51NMIG3S N01109,

1

4

1

4
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The understory survey in the uplands section of the site showed ten in spring and swumer, and 19 during the spring and f all migration

species to be the most abundant of the 114 species present. These ten periods.

species comprised 60% of the sampled understory vegetation in this

; part of the site. The abundant summer placts were: switchca ne, The Applicant haplemented a field program to document the avian fauna

grasses, poison ivy, Japanese honeysuckle, winged elm, sedges, oaks, at the site. The details of this program are summarized in Section
,

asters, rattan and greenbriers. 6. During the period June to Ociober 1972, 96 species were ob-i

served (Appendix Table D-1). The wh!te ibis, wood ibis and Louisiana

The open fields (ca. 15% of the uplands) had six dominant plants: heron were observed also. None of the recorded bird species are con-
goldenrod, sida, goatweed, mare's-tail, common ragweed and dog fennel. sidered rare and endangered by the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries

and Wildlife. Of the species listed in Appendix Table D-1, 45
The loessial upland understory vegetation varies seasonally. Due (47%) are permanent residents of Mississippi; 39 (401) are resi-
to the timing of the Applicant's study, the extent to which these dent during the spring and summer; 9 (9%) occur only during spring
variations occur is not known at the present time. There is no known and f all migration; and 4 (4%) are resident during the winter

study on the seasonal abundance and composition of loessial bluf f (Robbins et al., 1966).
;
'

hab ita t .
Since the later surener and fall period (August through December)

of the 97 plant taxa sampled, the f ollowing ten plants were most is a t tme of dispersion and migration for many avian species, con-
abundant in terms of relative availability and comprised 58.88% of clusive estimates of the various avian species present could not be

, all understory present in the bottomlands: aster, buc kvine, made by the Applicact. Bewever, thesa data indicate that the Caro-
j dewberry, grass, sugarberry , poison ivy, f alse nettle, Johnson grass, lina wren is the most common species in both the loessial bluf f and
j trumpet creeper, and ladies-eardrops. Murphy and Noble (1972) f ound bottomiand forest communities. Other species casmonly occurring in

that the same ten plants comprised 51.00% of all understory pres- both communities are the white-eyed vireo, cardinal Carolina chick-

j-
ent (117 taxa sampled) for the summer on a comparable bottomland adee, blue jay, and red bellied woodpecker. Species commonly occur-
hardwood area (Durango Hunting Club) located adjacent to the Missis- ring in only one of the forest communities were the tuf ted titmouse

sippi River 20 miles south-southwest of the Grand Gulf Site. in the loessial bluff forest and rufous-sided towhee in the bottom-4

land forest. General observations made during June and July indi-
Several large field and forest openings cover about 10% of the cate that the red-eyed vireo and parula warbler were more numerous
bottomland area. These fields and openinds support plant taxa in the bluff forest community than revealed by September sampling.
that ordinarily do not occur in the forested areas. The field

,
species (Johnson grass , sumpweed, balloon vine, and goldenrod) The Applicant, during this study, considered any avian species with-

I comprised 8.32% of the total understory bottomland vegetation. in 50 f eet of the edge of a field to be part of the field edge eco-
tone. The only recorded species living entirely in the edge ecotone

Some plant taxa are present the entire year; others are on the forest during this sampling period was the indigo bunting. Other edge-

9 floor for nice months; while yet others are presert for only three iependent species such as the painted bunting and rough-winged swal-
i or four months Cicephy and Noble, 1972). low probably migrated southward during August and September. The
4 presence of bobwhite quail (permanent residents on the site) is usu-

2.7. Birds ally only detected during the spring and summer when they whistle
,

frequently.

Over a period of 18 years of observation. (Noble, 1972) 141 species

; of birds have been recognized as likely to occur in the site area. During the summer, the following 11 species of water dependent birds
Of these 141, 47 are present throughout the year. 41 in winter, 34 were observed on Gin and/or Hamilton Lakes:

1

i
$

I
1

1

i
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,

i
*Anhinga Louisiana heron the site during the sumer of 1972. During July, up to 35 Missis-,

{ s.ppi kites were simultaneously seen flying over fields on the site,
1 *Creat blue heron White ibis probably feeding on insects. This species of kite is somewhat unique
| in that its highest breeding populations in the United States occur
j *Little blue heron Wood ibis along the lower Mississippi River valley where it nests in tall

trees, particularly cottonwood, located along stream bottoms. The
j *G een heron * Belted kingfisher migration habits of this species are not well defined; however, they

are believed to winter in southern Texas and Mexico (American Orni-
i *Csttle egret *Woodduck thologists' Union, 1957). By the enr1 of August, all Mississippi
j kites,had left the Grand Gulf area, presumably migrating to their
| * Common egret wintering grounds,

In addition, three species of ducks are reported by local residents Screech, barred, and great horned owls were observed on the Crand
to overwinter in good numbers on Cin and Hamilton Lakes. These Gulf site during the sumer of 1972. The barred owl was the mosta

| ducks are: the mallard, gadwall and green-winged real. Eight (*) common with six separate individuals being located. All three
; of the above listed species are permanent residents and, in the species are permanent site residents (Appendix Table D-1).
I Staf f's estimate, probably use the lakes for feeding and possibly

nesting. The Applicant's study did not clarify this relationship A blackbird roost is located on Middle Ground Island in the Missis-
except for the woodducks. sipPi River just northwest of the sits. Blackbif es leave the roost.

! at dawn and fly to Mississippi and Louisiana to feed, returning to
| the island at dusk. The majority of the birds using the roost are
! The woodduck is a common, permanent resident in the oxbow lakes of common grackles, although some stanlings and red-wing blackbirds also
' the Mississippi River bottomlands. It nests in tree cavities and use it. During the summer, most of the blackbirds flew over the
: raises its young in the brush covered portions of the oxbow lakes. Grand Culf site to agriculturally developed areas containing an

abundance of food (seeds and insects). However, with the maturing! The primary foods of this duck are the fruits and nuts of woody
'

plants (Martin et al., 1951) with some intake of aquatic plants and
'

of the mast crop, %srge numbers were observed feeding in nak tree;. !
a insects. Sincelhe Grand Gulf site contains the necessary elements on the site during the latter part of September. A monthly ti- !

for the woodduck's life cycle, i.e., food, nesting and rearing sites, mate of birds leaving the roost and flying to the Mississippi side ?.

the Applicant is making a special effort to evaluate this species, of the river is being recorded by the Applicant as part of the base-,

! In October the Applicant did observe the use of Cin Lake by about line studies. Local residents indicate that as fall progresses,
[ 200 woodducks. These observations suggest that the ducks are feed- the number of blackbirds using the roost increases tremendously as
' ing on the fruits and nuts of woody plants during the day and re- large numbers of blackbirds migrate into the area to vinter. It

turning to the shelter of the lakes at night. is quite likely that blackbirds using the roost during the stammer
migrate south in the f all and are replaced by blackbirds from the,

Although no estimate of numbers has been determined, some rough- north. Estimates of the m ber of blackbirds flying from the roost
winged swallows and a large number of prothonotary warblers were to Mississippi are given in the Applicant's Environmental Report '

found nesting in natural cavities occurring in willow trees located Olississippi Power and Light Campany,1972a).
on the edges of both lakes. Both species which feed almost entirely

j
en insects, are only resident on the site during the spring and Table 2-13 3ummarizes the potential use of plants and animals at i

j the Grand Gulf site as food by observed bird species. Since grassessummer,

were not enuserated by the Applicant, they are not included. Only
The Mississippi kite, reAtailed hawk, red shouldered hawk, broad- those food sources recorded from the site were included. It est
winged hawk, black vulture, and turkey vulture were observed on be emphasized that 1) the listed birds utilize other foods and 2)

the feeding relationsh'.ps were determined by literature and not by
the examination of s%ssach contents or droppings.
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2.7.3.2 meals A survey of small mammal' epecies residsnt on tha site was coedveted
by trapping during July-and August, 1972. The reported speciesj

; The Applicant estimates that 45 =a-alian species may occur on the were white-footed mouse, cotton muse, dhorttail shrew, eastern
woodrat and fulvous harvest nouse. Table 2-14 summarizes the po-| Grand Gulf site out of a potential of 58 species. These species

; are listed in Appendix D-3 along with a sununary of their dietary tantial utilization of site food organisms by ====1s observed at
the site. This table is based on literature records and is accur-habits and status at the site,
ate to the regional level.

, The lars,est mammal on the site is the white-tail deer which feeds
2.7.3.3 Reptiles and Amphibians

} largely on twigs of shrubs and trees. In summer, the deer also
often eat weeds and grasses as well as various kinds of fruits and+

Field data to' date indicate that the following amphibian and{
'

nuts. (Martin e,t_ al.,. 1951).: It is estimated (Glasgow and Noble *
1971) that river bottomland, such as that at the site has sufficient reptilian species are abundant in the Crand Gulf area: southern

,

i food to sustain a deer population of one animal for every 10 to 12 black racer, gr y rat snake, southern copperhead, western cotton-
mouth moccasin, greand skink, green anole, red-eared turtle, three-I acres. If the above m inate of carrying capacity is applicable ,

and if all of the site -(MCO acres) is of the same productivity, toed box turtle, American toad, bronze frog and bullfrog. During
then it appears that tite site has the potential to support a deer the spring and early summer when reptiles and amphibians become

- population not exceeding 230 individuals. During 1971-1972, two- more mobile because of peak breeding activity, a more accurate de-
hunting clubs on the site harvested 5.3% of the Claiborne County termination of amphibian and reptilian species present and their

abundances can be established.deer kill on an area (the Grand Gulf site) of only one percent
of the total county land area. The Applicant states that for
the past 5 years, the two clubs have maintained an average harvest Of 125 species of amphibians and reptiles listed for the State

, of 74 deer per season. (Gandy, 1969), 92 have tanges which include Claiborne County (Cli-
I burn, 1970). These are broken down as follows: snakes (33 species),

Three active beaver lodges are located in the vicinity of Cin and frogs and toads (18 species), salamanders (16 species), turtlesa

(15 specid),11:ards (9 species) and one species of alligatorHamilton lakes. The Applicant estimates that 15 to 20 beaver live (Appendix Tables D-4 and D-5).in the area of the lakes. Although the habits of beaver may cause
the destruction of some trees, the generally held view is that 2.7,4 Rare and Endangered Species
their activities provide habitat for numerous aquatic-dependent

i species and increase water storage potential (Hynes,1970). The
5 State, however, of ficially censiders them a pest and of fers a bounty Rare and/or endangered ag.ecies that could occur in the Crand Gulf

area are listed below:I for them.
}' |

Red Wolf (Canis rufous)i The common medium-size mammals of Grand Culf are the squirrels, rab-
! Ptsma (Felis concolor)bits, raccoon, armadillo, skunk, oppossum, foxes and beaver. These

Eskimo curlew (Ntsnenius borealis)mammals inhabit a variety of plant communities. Two species of rab- o

Bachman's warbler (Vermivora baciunanii)bits, cottontail and swamp rabbit, are important herbivores on the
Peregrine f alcon (Falco peregrinus)site. The swamp rabbit prefers wooded bottomland habitats while
Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)the cottontail rabbit inhabits upland fields and forest edges. The - |

i

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)i most important source of food for both species is understory vegeta- e

American alligator (Alligator mississipiensis)'i tion. Two species of s< els, fox squirrel and gray squirrel,i

! feed heavily on the mat ' duced by overstory vegetation. The fox Suckermouth minnow (Phenacobius mirabilis)a

Steel color minnow -(Notropie whipplei)j squirrel occupies woode, ves with light understory growth while Eluntnose minnov (Notropis sinus)
.

*- the gray squirrel prefers ooded areas with heavy understory. Car-
nivorous =a==alian predatom occurring on the site are the bobcat, Red-cockaded woodpecker (Dendrocopus bcrealis)

the gray fox, and the red fox. The chief prey of these species ar,e
J birds, mice and rabbits.

'

'
1

4

'
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TABLE 2-14
In addition, the populations of shovelnose sturgeon (Seaphirhynchus

_ FOOD UTILIZATION BY MA4(ALS OBSERVED AT GRAND CULF platorynchos) and crystal darter (A:mocrypta asprella) are declin-
ing and concern has been expressed for the continued survival of
the species (Miller, 1972). The Applicant has collected sufficient

{ numbers of individuals of the s*:mreinose sturgeon to in11cate thatm::
; - a e , a a s , , , , , , , 77 ' this species is not depleted in '# river reach adjacent to the site,j Records of rare and endrigered speales in Claiborne County showi

Ms
- E g g that the red wolf was present until 1946. In recent years, bald5

) { g @y f _E 3 f eagles have occasionally been seen around Yucatan Lake, across the0 "

d= $
,

o = w o

, ,

3, $ $. hg5 g 5 3 5 3 Mississippi River west of the site . In five 'menths of field inves-
2 43 5 . B C. x . =o tigations by the Applicant the on.y rare and m! angered species ob-

; opeu (nta.1pht. r ugt.u.) # # # # # served had been a single sightinF of one American alligator in the,

Big Black River,
a.cc (proc, 1. tory g:e e is e
antwa ar., notr==1 (setor=

****l*****1*)
, , , Trie Applicant has identified tha possibility that the transmission

line through Hcanochito Nationa? Forest may pass through an areameetwo r .qers.1 (sci ==

* *3*O , g g , which is suitable habitat for the red-cockaded wookpecker (Dendro-
copus borealis). This spec?. is considered rare and endangeredm e w. tt t.11 (s,1,11*m"

flor td no.) e g (Department of the Interior, Official List, October 1970). This
bird nests in mature pine trees and tends to cluster in small*

,d** 9 ee groups. The Applicant has agreed to provide a special study to
(*d** * * 1"*

, 3

7 -band =4 u de us (n m- find ways of avoiding impact should the presence of this species4

tow) e,e be verified. The study would be carried out when the transmission
smutt.11.ar (n1 1t I corridor survey is done in 1975.

br.vt eaud.) O
aut r. 1. (scalop. agu.cic ) 2.8 RADIATION BACKGROUND
uttle be n.: (Mvate- #i 1.ctro ) There are two sources of background radiation to which every indi-
m tern ript trau. (Ptei er.uu vidual is exposed; these sources are termed natural and man-made.,

. 6r1 ) The natural radiation background is by far the larger and is due
e s.s ma (uretic.t. h 11.) e to cosmic rays and the naturally occurring radionuclides. The man-
amtere chty k (T t .tr a.t ) ge e e made radiation background is caused by radioactive fallout from
S there flytag .q.tzr.1 past nuclear device testing and, to a lesser degree, by a variety

(ca g. 1 ) # 9 of other activities. The term " background" in this context connotes
n (c m _13 , g that an individual has no practical means of eliminating the source_

, , , , , , , , , , , , , _ of exposure, and measures to reduce the dose derived from it are
(a.itar.4 t.-v. humult.) # # [# generally considered to be extreme, la contrast, a person can exer-

, , I, cise complete freedom of choice in relation to sources of exposure,y.1 m , a
(u.sthr.4 t r. f.1 e.n.) such as medical radiology, occupational radiation, some consumer

. (Pw v.co. 1 c. ) e e .g products, air transportation, etc.
G.le e (ochrot.une out e.Ilt) e e
ate,14 cotto. ret (s tam.4 In C aputing the radiation dose received by a person, external and

ht.,ta.) 999 internal exposures are considered. The significant sources of ex-
| mm.:== 4na (m to , , ,
j flett4 )

Pia. 1. #?;tyev. pin.torm) e g
me O_m=_ ==e.1 ) je o e
Gray rom (Dr.cvaa j4

cia.r ns .u.) 0; O O O
s. heat (Ign vora) gj
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ternal background exposure are cosmic rays and gamma radiation from Ra-226. Ra-228, and the decay products of the latter two. The homo-
naturally occurring and fallout rad ionuc lides . Internal exposure geneity of agricultural practices throughout the United States, as
results from the inhalation or ingestion of radioactive isotopes. well as the widespread production and transportation of foodstuffs,
Both external and internal dosea may be computed on a whole-body tend to eliminate marked geographical differences in the distribu-
basis. In the case of the latter, some radionuclides are of par- tion of these radionuclides; their concentration in water is alsoa ticular physiological significance and special attention is directed relatively uniform throughout the country (Klement, 1972). Radon
towards specific body organs or systems. However, the estimated gas, one of the decay products of the two radium isotopes cited
annual whole-body dose (external and internal) per person can be above, is the only significant source of internal exposure through

,

<

taken as an appropriate measure of the radiation background of a'

inhalation. The estimated mean internal dose to a member of the
locality which is not in the immediate vicinity of an existing nu-'

clear facility. In this instance it may be assumed that the gonadal
United States population from naturally occurring radionuclides is
25 area /yr. (Klement, 1972).,

' dose rate is the sama as the whole-body dose rate.
Radioactive fallout gives rise to a whole-body dose of 0.04 mren/yr

External dose rates due to cosmic rays vary with geomagnetic lati- through inhalation and 3.1 mrem /yr through ingestion of C-14, Cs-137,
tude and especially with altitude. For example, whole-body dose and Sr-90.
rates at sea level from Alaska to Florida range from 45 to 30

,

*

mren/yr mod at latitude 45*N the range is 40 to 200 mrem /yr in It should be noted that H-3 (tritium) from natural sources contri-.

! going from sea level to an altitude of 8000 f t. (Klement, 19 72). butes an inrNrnal whole-body dose of 0.004 rtrem/yr; H-3 from man-made
sources contributes an additional 0.036 mrem /yr. Projections to the

External exposure from terrestrial radionuclides results princi- year 2000 3how that reactor produced H-3 vill constitute a significant
pally f rom K-40 and the decay products of the uranium and thorium component of the world inventory in the latter years: the esti-

l.ocal variations in this source of exposure are attributed mated dose rate for 2000 due to 11-3 from all sources is 0.030 mrem /yr,series.
to geological f actors and surf ace conditions. Additionally, short- (Klement, 1972). The decrease in dose rate is a result of the decay
term variations related to atmospheric conditions may be experienced of the device-produced inventory of past nuclear testing.
since radon, one of the decay products mentioned above, is a gas.
External dose rates due to naturally occurring sources are in the Using, where appropriate, estimates pertinent to the State of Mis-
range of 15 to 130 mrem /yr for 90% of all areas in the United sissippi, the radiation background at the Grand Gulf Site may be
States, while 90% of the population falla in the range of 30 to summarized as follows:
95 mrem /yr. (Klement, 1972). The estimated mean is 55 mrem /yr.
(Klement, 1972). MEAN WOLE-BODY*

DOSE RATE
The only significant contribution to external exposure from radio- MRDt/YR*
active iallout arises from the deposition and accumulation of

j- Cs-137; the average dose rate from this source to a meuber of Cosmic rays 40
the

United States population is 0.9 mrem /yr. It may be noted ttm the
worldwide distribution of Kr-85 produces a whole-body dose of 0.0005 External dose from naturally occurring radionuclides 65
aren/yr. Although the world inventory of Kr-85 is growing as a re-
salt of nuclear power production, projections show that the esti- External dose from radioactive fallout I?

mated dase rate from this source will have increased to no more
than 0.04 mrem /yr per person by the year 2000 (Klement, 1972). Internal dose from naturally occurring radionuclides 25

The naturally occurring radionuclides which contribute significant- Internal dose from radioactive fallout 3
ly to internal whole-body doses through ingestion are C-14. K-40,

Total 134

*From Klement, 1972.
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3. THE PLAN'T
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3.1 EXTERNAL' APPEARANCE
-

,

, The dominant features of the proposed Crand Gulf Nuclear Station
//

'

\ : i* are the two hyperbolic cooling towers associated with linits 1 and ~ f/ }- 4 \.
__

--av2 and the.two containment building-A which house the portions of
\the nuclear steam supply systems for the units. Other proposed -

f. \ -[facilities include the turbine-generator building which contains ,, I
r8 {'Ithe power conversion equipment, the radwaste building which

.-

bT( *i

%i houses the radioactive vaste treatment facilities and the offgas / . 9 ***** Y ,

. [ \.
* *' system for each unit, the control building which houses the control [[

4
6-%|\j. room and the computer facility, and the auxiliary building whichi

0 !6

j contains the engineered safety features, auxiliary system equipment
f .:::r ' I . f"'17"."" | g Ij and the fuel storage and shipping area. Other principal facilities ;

g-1 inchsle the intake conduits, intake structures and discharge struc- ! ___ j Ah ' '

.,.

! .f r,m; Ntures, the switchyard, miscellaneous storage tanks, the diesel t%.D a 'E D
9"*O f ' 2! generator building which houses the energizing dies'1 generators,

,\ - ](

E.

5h '
'

/)
I \ I

~~
- #

| sud the standby mechanical draft cooling towers. $ ' q] _-
-

"
gi ;

g - M ,j . '
ci /r' These buildings and facilities which comprise the plant, will be 6 '

| located approximately 7300 feet from the east bank of the Mississippi g k
3 -, -

:-4~ d i

River at a finished plant grade of approximately 132.5 feet above h7 IrygnIIEr ; ?=9.-
mean sea level. The relationship of the different structures to I
the surrounding areas and to the various facilities is shown in #Qifip CE ]

_-m ~=1. 3
[ Figure 3-1.

EE] 7' M-- .-5%~h3~
',$j*

s
,

f The containment building and the turbine-generator building have i

M$_$! [ w %c '

j a portion of their structures below station grade, thus lower- _,

't; . :;;;;'l ;Wj ing the profile of the central complex. An artist's concept of the
| ""}' j '

1T w .%
C

e completed plant is shown in Figure 3-2.' L C# h -~ ~
-

=d $ / 2s.
3.2 REACTOR. STEAM-ELECTRIC SYSTEM. WEL INVENTORY -d'

,
_

{ The two units of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station each utilize a
| forced-circulation boiling water reactor 'to produce steam to drive ,

j a turbine generator to generate electricity. Each of the two re- ' j
'

*
- , - .actors, designed by the General Electric Company, has rated and - jd:asign capacities as follows: ' /.

g -
.

;
,

[ N
g -- 'S(%

i
i
$

FIGURE 3-1 ORIENTATION OF PRINCIPAL PLANT STRUCTURES

,i

!
+
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3- 3 3-4
s
8 i
9 .

Rated Elt trical Power 1313 W*
4

, | Design Electrical Power 1380 W
.

t ! Rate Thermal Power 3833 W

*J ;h Design Thermal Power 4025 W
* In-Plant Electrical Power Consumption 48.4 W

--

. r

f A nominal value of 1300 W for the net electrical capacity of each
'

4 3 .

Z unit is used consistently throughout this Statement except in those,j {
-

rants the use of the more precise figure of 1290 }6t.
.

instances where the degree of refinement of the computations war-

4 k,.W >-
. vs A simplified flow diagram of the boiling water reactor is presented

; a-

$ in Figure 3-3.'
i

1, p $- Each of the two units has three separate loops. he first or pri-

gp' i 2 mary coolant loop is a closed piping system through which water
g| ; $ circulates, passing through the reactor and absorbing heat at a

! D rate equivalent to 3833 W. The heated water in the loop boils,

O and the resulting steam which accumulates at the top of the reactor_ ]
J-' h $ vessel is piped to the turbine. In going through the turbine, the

<( steam expands, loses energy, and cools, and is condensed in the main
g

d
, $ condenser into liquid (condensate). The condensate is treated in-

the condensate demineralizers to remove trace impurities, thenu.
O heated and pumped back for reuse in the reactor as reactor coolant.

n e'i' In a second cooling loop, water is circulated through the main con-yd

|
I;t Z denser tubes where it causes the steam from the primary coolant loop

8 to condense. The heated cooling water is then pumped to a cooling'

us tower, where the heat is dissipated to the atmosphere through
{ $ evaporation.

I

$ The third water loop consists of a reactor cleanup system in which
t

%
a portion of the reactor coolant is continuously cycled to remove*

g
the limited amounts of radioactive by-products formed in the fi?-t 6
sioning of uranium. These by-products are confined in the fuel'' w

-- ''
$ rods; however, a minute amount may get into the reactor coolant~

-

through minor leaks in a very small fraction of the fuel rods. In9 addition, trace elements in the reactor coolant become radioactiveb u-
through exposure to the chain reaction neutrons. The reactor<

! cleanup system will clean the coolant continuously to keep the
1L

level of radioactive by-products low.

'
y

1
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3-5 5
:::
-, 3-6
<
a

CZ *
* f The nuclear fuel used in the Crand Gulf reactors is slightly-en-#'

3 riched 002 in the form of pellets. The fuel pellets are stacked
o o in a Zircaloy-2 cladding tube to form a fuel rod; an array of 63_

$ p 2 of these rods makes up a fuel bundle. A ure load or complementi

Q I 3 of fuel for each reactor consists of 784 fuel bundles and repre-
' ' '

2 5 sents a total weight of 370,126 pounds of UO .
u

216 = o

3 h The first core load, made up entirely of new fuel, is retained over
.a an operating life of one to two years. Subsequently, a portion of
E the core load or a ** batch" is discharged and replaced by new fuelg{ --- 8

-

r
,

at periodic intervals. After an initial transitional period cover-,
g
y -

g, ing the first few refueling operations, an equilibrium cycle is
ga g reached. The equilibrium cycle is characterized by the composition

= o> c of the core load at each refueling; the batches in the core can then
E 55 C=

be identified in order of successively higher number of residence,

j h h periods. The refueling rate for each of the Crand Gulf reactors
'

g a g is set at an equivalent of one-fourth of a core load per year.
1 * 3 O

dI I f . d Refueling each reactor at the nominal fate involves the yearly in-O E terchange of some 200 fuel bundles, representing approximately
h 5 $ 94.000 pounds of 1102. The new fuel naast be transfered and stored
E E c e alta. The discharged or spent fuel is allowed to decay for a
j $ { period of approximately 120 days in the spent fuel storage pool

1r - before it is shipped from the site for reprocessing., g
5 _ e *-
'

_ gg | 3.3 PLANT WATER USE

.

12 *
A The utilization of water fran the environment by the Grand Gulf.

j
_

t g Nuclear Station is described schematically in Figure 3-4. Esti-
3 mates of the system flow rates are provided in Table 3-1.

i / E
! # *

All the water required for the plant operations is taken from the
Mississippi River through the service water intake pipes at the

y rate of 58,000 gallons per minute (gpm). A small fraction (500
g gpm) is diverted, processed and used as the scurce for potable and, ,,,

g
1 E O

,,,,,

Ob sanitary water and as makeup for the steam supply systen and the.

standby service water cooling towers. The remainder enters the[~~~'
s

j g *
"3 service water system and is used as cooling water in various heat=,,

4 o ',_ _o g exchangers and chillers and is subsequently discharged to the cool-
y

~ , #~ge ing towers where it becomes the source of makeup to compensate for
=

$ operational water losses.=
, ,

8.

_ v
_ ,

:
9

h

I
; :

.
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3-8
3-7

,

TABLE 3-1
g*e ESTIMATED STSTEM FIDW RMES FOR TWO UIIITS

E [s sh
- _,

55 a =5mz*x g
52 T- $$ E$$ Design Full Power Shutdown
.E I. { II Operation (gen) (ggmj

E3 $EI -+ ?,, g g

22 3
-
Igg Circulating Water 1,144,000.

=> o -

s . g- _

5 h ha E 8 Cooling Tower Blowdown
-- +o

.E g - n -

j 5 I $ 3 1 Maximum 22.0e0

ia
. -

<1 5. z I I 3 8 "I"i"4" 15,400
-.

52*

I 8*E3 5 .=: >I s<y- a
Cooling Tower Evaporationa"" Egjj g$5 ,,

8433 _,
m-i-= 36,0c0

_--+ g gg g
._

h5II
Minimum 28,000

| $h g sg 3Dt o =e
I .g<r o

.s. V =! 5*
I caa taa 'a = orire 220* **

: E
,

c
2 SSW Cooling Tower Makeup 0 1,450b| <

f .
$ Raw Water Intake 500 a.s

. f.$ "E > 2 5 eSa 300 ag
,o Ih I. k ( Makeup Demineralizer Water
$ r

g | -l e - - 3 + Domestic water
5 200 ais =og

! f" $ !_ {$k hw g,

o 58,000 58,000 b
Plant Service Water

5 I -
E5g I8
E Sanitary unste Discharge 6.95 aEz =' -

3{ gj, {g
-

g
8,

E Ig j$$ h
'

< o 20c a<<= -
--

{ h
Radwaste Discharge

2
.@ #5 3

35 h$ ! - # E Makeup Domineralizer

I$ Q*
' E_ M Regeneration Discharge 20.83 a

f b h 3d' 15.97 aFilter Backwash
E.j g y; ,={ !

sj. so 3; <

I _
0*E 5~ III . *

C

= z = 1:~ t~ 35,g aShutdown flows will depend on functional requirements of
If* 4,4

f k kj $=!I system.

9 3 --

a$gg5= bThis flow rate is the maximum required at the beginning of 7

ggoo cooldown and will decrease as cooldown proceeds.=
- g n II,3
ir g2N2~~ * Total of 1,400 spd, discharged over a seventy-minute period.

50UncE Mississippi Power and Light, 1972.,,,

I
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{The cooling towers dissipate waste heat from the lower generation Raw water is filtered, dominera11:ed and desasified in the rev !process primarily through the evaporation of water. The evapora- water treatment plant, purified further in the makeup water trest-tive loss of water represents both a requirment for makeup and
the mechanism through which the concentration of dissolved and sus- ment system (described later) and monitored for quality prior to

its release for use in the station.pended solids in the circulating water is increased. In order to
keep this concentration at an acceptable level, a portion (known
as the " blowdown") of the circulating water inventory is contin- All leakage and drainage from equipment are collected and procersed.
uously discharged to the river and made up with fresh or uncir- Streams that could contain radioactive byproducts are lept separate

from those with no radioactive contaminants. On occasions when aculated water. In addition to evaporative losses, the counterflow
of air and water tre the cooling tower results in the mechanical full water inventory precludes the use of the processed effluent of

the radioactive treatment system, it is discharged to the riverentrainment and consequent loss of see water in the form of drop- under the stringently-controlled conditions which are described inlets, an effect known as " drift." The amount of water lost both
a later section. Wherever appropriate, an oil separator is usedthrough evaporation and drift is not constant, even under steady-

state operation. but depends to a large extent on prevailing metec9- to process nonradioactive laskage and drainage before they are dis-
charged from the station.elogical conditions. During periods of low demand the portion of

service water discharge which is not required for makeup is di-
verted to the plant discharge basin. During periods of shutdown or mergency when the cooling towers are

not in operation, the discharge from the plant service water systen
is directed towards the Miasissippi River through the plant dis-! Water is lost as a result of evaporation. leakage and drainage in charge basin and conduit. The emergency cooling systes, called

'

various plant systems. Makeup is required to compensate for these *

the standby service water (SSW) system, is used for shutdown andlosses and maintain a constant inventory in:
amargency conditions. It cools various components, including the

a. Condensate storage tank residual heat removal (RER) heat exchangers, which are required fora

b. Refueling water storage tank a safe shutdown of the plant. This is a closed system, contain-*

c. Component cooling water system ing two independent, redunfant cooling water loops, which reject
d. Standby liquid control system beat to the atmosphere through two mechanical-draf t, vet cooling

towers. Since there is a possibility of radioactive contamina-Turbine building cooling water syst ee.

a f. Auxiliary boiler deaerator tien entering this system from the RER heat exchangers, radiation
detectors are installed to alert the operator in the event of this'

g. Condensate cleanup system
condition. The operator may shut down the respective stand-byh. Sasples (chemistry) laboratory

1. Chilled water systems service water train, and the redundant train provides the neces-
J. Demineralized water hose station sary cooling.

k. Standby service water system cooling tower basin
1. Spent fuel pool :hsring an energency shutdown, the standby service water system

pumps and cooling tower fans start automatically without cperator
action. For normal shutdown cf the plant, the operator startsThe makeup water for these systems is supplied primarily by the the SSW system manually.

1 makeup water treatment system; the processed effluent from the
liquid radioactive vaste treatment system is of high enough qual-
ity to render it useable as an additional source of makeup water. When the SSW system is used for a normal shutdown of one unit,

i the affluent stream flow from that unit reduces to 360 spm at
i

90*F and is at approximately the same concentration as the normal
| affluent stream. When used for an energency shutdown, there is

no affluent stresa.

I
1

i
'

1

|

}

i

4
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3.4 HEAT DISSIPATION SYSTEM

3.4.1 Cooling Water Supply and Discharge
1
|

Tharmal energy which cannot be converted to electricity is trans-
,

i. ferred through the main condensers to cooling water circulating
at the rate of 572,000 gpm in each unit. The water circulatesi ,

through a cooling tower where it dissipates heat to a current of d

j air which enters the tower near its base and exits from the top. f
Soma of the water is lost through evaporation and drift; the re- g,

maicder f alls into a collecting basin and is recirculated through _

_j
. . ,

'

$ jthe main condenser. A schematic of the circulatir g water system C j ,

is shown in Figure 3-5. 5 gggg
'

o - .
,

The evaporative water loss during normal operation varies between
- 3

,

'g g g g {14,000 and 18,000 gpm per unit; the loss through drift amot.ats to

A b. "I . 3_ | sIsn average of 110 gpa per unit. In order to maintain the concen- I 3 E S o e,

. h "l* $ g Etration of dissolved solids in the circulating water at an equili- ;

! concentration), from 7,700 to 11,000 gpm per unit are discharged j - I. g g[: $
,

brium value (equal to a threefold increase over the natural river k d,

g

gg,k | 8
gg f3 3 I. g ,gas blowdown. Thus, a replenishmtent anounting to 21,700 to 29,000 g |g

$
g

g g 4 gg 5gym per unit must be supplied continuously from the service water g*

systems. ; | g5g pg, gg g g g ,
.

= ye <5 .g a[hjgg{g
og

4. cribs (Figure 3-6), located approximately 500 feet from shore, 500 i eg :; 5
' h5 g - 6,Service water is taken from the river through two redundant intake

feet apart and 10 feet below the lowest river stage. The water I. Er a ea
Iflows by gravity through two five-f oot diameter pipes to an intake I j jgjgjg g 3,

3structure located near the river. The pipe ends at the intake cribs y o

i I g gare protected by metal gratings (unobstructed area: 650 sq. ft.) _

E
s "f 'Ifto prevent large fish and debris from entering the system. The 5 g =g 2average flow nlocity through the cribs would be about 3.0 fps. g:

The Applicant has stated that the intake velocity within each crib jg g* * **
p p

would be greater than 0.5 fps only in a very limited space. The I
--- I g

; upper limit of the intake velocity and the water volume affected gy 1As salva n3 auntinv1d moud g
' were not given by the Applicant. In the intake structure screen wells, g

y -traveling screens of 3/8 inch mesh intercept objects larger than a
-

5h

*

I
,,

nominal 1/4 inch. The cross sections of the intake screens are de- '
*=

signed to provide a velocity of water flowing through the screens
less than 0.2 fps. Each of the 3 pumps in the intake structure is

rated 29,000 pgm (one pump serves as a spare).

i

M
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'.:
.

*

I The station discharge with two unitt in normal operation varies be-
tween 22,000 gym and 30,000 gym, with the cooling tower losses con-@ stituting the deficit from the intake rate of 58,000 gpa. At the

'
F ^ ' ' '

] m maximum, the discharge represents a flow rate of 60 cis-a negligi-
'3- M
.$ M ble addition to the river even at its minimum flow ef 99,400 cfs

-f| (Section 2.5). The station discharge runs from the discharge basing! -j $b through a pipe 5,000 feet in length and a feet in diameter, fitted1; $j with a sozzle end to provide an output velocity of 10 fps. The water
"

G*! eserges below the surface of the river, in the horizontal plane andr 3, _~ :

t essentially at right angles to the river flow. The outlet point is
<

- J
at an elevation of 5 f t., MSL, estimated to be 16 feet t elow thes

q level of the river at mininum stage.
- M

[ $ During periods of minimum water loss from the cooling towers, ai m. t- maximum of 14,600 gpa from the service water system's discharges
en bypasses the cooling towers and is combined with the blowdown inI E the discharge basin. The emperature of the station discharge isj y heated an average of 11* to 20*F. above the river temperature se-

!

}j k
' , x shown in Table 3-2. Conditions of maximum temperature excess can'

s < be expected in February, whereas the highest temperature of theg
4im s

'

i ,bs 2
% ! % 2 {$

- combined discharge, 94.5'F., is likely in July.m
'

E
j j g 3.4.2 The Cooling Towerg

i w} <g

f'Nf {((
j ( g As a means of dissipating unused heat from the turbine to the at-sg

h $ mosphere, each reactor unit employs a natural-draft, set cooling
,[ A

*['
4 f ? '.

is I ' 3 tower, 410 feet in diameter at the base and 492 feet in heightE

* ~
d E above station grade (132.5 feet, MSL). The two towers are approxi--

,

"gi;

h.
mately 2250 feet apart.) e'

5: if y 'S
Each cooling tower is designed for a maximum vet-bulb temperature|4 ;i $ E of 79*F. This criterios reflects the mean wet-bulb temperature for

*

5- 1 1 d * 3
2 the highest temperature arrays (in 5*F.) recorded for 10 years prior" '

>/ %,*'? to 1967 in Jackson, Mississippi (" Engineering TJeather Data" AFM-88-8).'; y- * Circulating water enters the tower at 126.7'F. and leases at 95'F..4 i >
! d k giving a design range of 31.7'F and, with a vet-bulb temperature

'

t of 79'F., a design approach of 16*F.
.

'
1 NM3 be a result of the evaporation of water in the cooling tower, thejf

-

before it exits from the Lower as a thermal plume. The character-
| | t

g y
. counter-current of air becomes nearly saturated with water vaporj {

j *,

!
.

j t' istics of the plume and its possible effects on the local environ-
ment are discussed in later sections.{ _._u oa q

| 4
.

4 ki

i
I
;

4

i

1
a

, ,
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3-16-3-15

A hyperbolic tower is a natural-draft tower with hyperbolic shape.
d

It is usually unde of concrete. Typically, the tower contains pack-
MEAN MONTHLY VALUES OF THE PLANT DISCHARGE ing or filling-tiers or decks made of wood or similar materici and*

! AND OF TEE MISSISSIPPI RIVER WATER designed to aid in breaking up the water into droplets. By provid-
i,
' ing wetted surfaces the filling also increases the evaporation rate

Otarley..1967, 1969; McKelvey and Brooke, 1959).
Sr ' Tem ture River Excess

] Blowdown Water of Combined Tempera- Tempera- g

i Temperature Temperature Discharge ture ture into the concrete basin at the bottom of the tower. From the basin
{ Month (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) .

located between the cooling tower and the turbine building, from where
_

it recirculates through the main condenser.*

- January 57 07 62 44 18
i 3.*J RADWASTE SYSTDI -

February ' 62 68 65 45 20

During operation of the Grand Gulf nuclear power reactors, radio-
March 66 72 69 50 19.

. active material is produced by fission and by neutron activation
,

7 reactions in metals and other material in the reactor coolant
{ April 74 82 78 60 18 - system. Small amounts of gaseous and liquid radioactive vastes
I will enter the waste streams, which will be processed and non-

|
May 77 92 84.5 68 16.5 itored within the station to minimize the radioactive nuclides

that will ultimately be released ty the atmosphere and into the
1

] June 87 95 91 77 14 Mississippi Rivert The Applicant has proposed to utilize the
weste managment syste ucribed in t section.

.

July 90 - 99 94.5 81 13.5

1
The components of the vaste managment system to be installed at

'

August 89 99 94 83 11 .the station are described in the Applicant's Preliminary Safety
Analysis Report and in his Environmental Report filed in November

September 84 97 90.5 79 11.5 1972. In these documents, the Applicant has provided his analysis

I of the proposed radioactive vaste treatment systems and has
October 76 94 85 69 16 included an estimate of the annual releases of radioactivity from -*

8 8t*C n Peration.
j November 66 82 74 56 18

The following analysis is based on the Staff's model,' adjustedt

| December 60 73 66.5 49 17.5 to apply to this plant over a 40-year life, and uses somewhat
i,

dif f erent assumptions. Table 3-3 lists the principal assumptions
j used in making the evaluation. The calculated effluents, there-
' fore, are different from the Applicant's; however, the model used

results from a review of available data from operating boilir,g
water nuclear power plants. -

?

I

i

t

i

L

Source: Mississippi Power and Light, 1972.

,

.

'

:
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3.5.1 f.iquid Waste systanTAst.E 3-3

PRINCIPAL c0NDITIONS AND ASSL'MPTIONS The liquid radioactive waste treatment systes will consist of
4

usED tu ESTIMATING RADloACTIVE process equipment and instrtsmentation necessary to collect,j mELEASES FaoM GaASD Ct?LF WrCLEAR process, monitor and discharge potentially radioactive liquid'

sTATIoM FER l' NIT wastes from.the plant. Prior to release of any treated liquid
wastes, samples will be analyzed to determine the type and amount

Power g, of radioactivity in a batch. Based on the analysis, these wastes-
0.8 will either be released under controlled conditions to the Mis-

i eYat i s on Source Tern (Equivalent 118.000 pC1/yr sissippi, or retained for reuse or for further processing.og er
} to 100,000 uct/see with a 30-min- holdup for Radiation detectors in the waste discharge line will provide a

a 3.400 MWe reactor) - high radioactivity alarm and trip signal to a flow isolationd

| Total Steam Flow 1* 0,000 /hr valve so that no liquids with activity concentrations greater
Weight of liqu;d in the System1

cl."U-p Sra11
*

1 000 b/hr The reactor water purity will be maintained by means of a reactorI
mesctor nuilding Leakase 500 lb/hr water cleanup systes and a condensate demineraliser system. The! Turbine Buildins Leakas* 1.350 lbthr

4 cland seak Leakase 10 Wh' reactor water cleanup system will utilize Powdex filter /demineral-
{ condenser Air Inteakage 30 sde isers which are replaced rather than regenerated. The condensate

domineralizer syste will utiltze mixed resin type beds which are
4 lodine eartition coef ficients: backwashed and regenerated periodically and thus will make a mejor

contribution to the liquid waste systen.
i Steam / liquid 0.010

acaeter sida. liquid leak *001 The liquid radvaste system is divided into several subsystes soTurbine sids staa= leak 10'

that liquid wastes from .the various sources can be kept segregated? Air Ejector Om
3 and processed separately. These are the high purity (low

Fraction of lodine Cetting Throughs conductivity) equipment drain subsysten, the low purity (high .

conductivity) floor drain subsystem, the chemical (resin regenera-
t Condensate desiceraliser 0.001 tion) subsysten, and the miscellaneous chemical subsystas.I

cleanup desireralizer 0.1 Flexibility is provided in processing by having cross connectionsj charcoal delay beds 8'g11sibl*
between the subsystans so that the liquid waste may be treated by

t, alternate methods. Figure 3-7 is a simplified flow diagram ofj liolduP Times:
the liquid radwaste system on a per unit basis. The Grand CulfI

marcoal delay-krypton 1.e5 days Station shares the radvaste facility between the two proposed
4 Charcoal delay-zenon 42.5 days units.

Decontamination Factors:.

5
The high purity subsystem will handle vastes which have relatively

j Waste 1- cs, ab T MNTc others low conductivities. High purity waste sources include drains from ,

-

' piping and equipment that cannot be routed back to the condenser
hot well. This includes equipment drain vastes from the reactor*******F # 8 21", 3o 10 10 10 10
coolant systems, condensate syste, feedwater systas, and auxiliary

{ tilgh Conductivity (im 2 2
1 Purity) g g g 10

5- 6 65 5 g 10 30
| Chemical Easte I

i
|
i t

|

!
!

!
i
i

,-

i
,

! !
-

!

h

|
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systems. It also includes decanted liquids from the Powdex unit
backwashes and rinses, low conductivity wastes from the condensate
demineralizer regeneration operation (resin transfer and backwash
water), and f rom the regenerant evaporator distillate.

The high purity waste will be collected in a 40,000-gallon vaste
,,__

i collector tank and processed by filtration and ion exchange.5
1 I* * ua The effluent from the demineralizer will be collected and sampled, ,

! || gi $ in a 40,000-gallon tank and depending on analysis will either be
,

$ routed to the condensate storage tank or reprocessed.
- -

- |8 ' g E g
,

(if !g -+ | k g y of equipment drainage and other low conductivity waste will be||n
w

E
. =

$ In the Staff's analysis it is assumed that 32,800 gallons per days
: p Processed in the high purity subsystem. The Staff further assumed.It 4 L, , q'e{5I

,, m that this clean vaste will be at about 18% of the primary coolant,

~!g"
_g

-

}. g Ef >
3 g

'{jg inf @g activity prior to processing and that 10% of this waste after
[nik ;,8g kisI , ; treatment will be released to the Mississippi via the 10,000 gpm

{ g { j! Q ;IO cooling water blowdown discharge channel. The annual release

I| | y8 O 6- from this source is estimated at 1.2 curies. The Applicantc
5 $f estimates that this source will not release any activity, since

'

,! j'
~* ga,

5 the design criteria include complete recycle of this stream,{'[ [ 2, g" g , g" oe

[!
gg. s I .

5g whereas the Staf f assumed a 10% discharge of this waste.gR '
;

i ; 5 g<
J O The low purity floor drain subsystem handles high conductivity*

-

g 4 g g
| | $p a 3 2 vastes from the building floor drains, including the containmento

[gis f, j[ 9 $ (reactor and drywell), auxiliary, turbine, and radwaste buildings.r5
,, [ ];j g-*-

,_

a {s k< In the Staf f's analysis it is assumed that 7,900 gallons of the
,

]
ag;ff

3j!
ggh'

~
|j yN low purity waste at about 37% primary coolant activity areI * Iji Q jif|

3 processed through the low purity subsystem. These vastes areE g y g3

f f f E f 4 % collected in a 30,000-gallon tank common to both units. The low
g

"$ C purity waste collected in the low purity tank will be processed-{
, 1 - i f f, gr

,g
O z through one of two precoat filters to remove any solid satter2 :

ijf E $# v3f, zO and then through one of two mixed resin demineralizer beds tof341
8!I 3j! u. 2 reduce the radioactive nuclides in solution. After this step inA3 I g 3s

-f5 gi j 8 the process the waste will be collected in a 30,000-gallon sampleJ d *
5 as c$ tank from which it will be discharged or processed further by

,_, T 0 sending through an evaporator unit. The Staff evaluation assumed
4 4 g 9

{w { k that 50% of these wastes will be ptocessed through evaporators
.

-
# E and recycled.Ig std- g g .

r., cy
I <=. _. = .

D da

! |$! .$ r! $ e'

Ijja a22 s v- a
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.!
The Staff assumed that the other 50% of this vaste will be dis- . TABLE 3-4 ;

4 t

charged without processing through the evaporator, resulting in ~

. - +

an estimated release of 3.8 curies per year per unit. The ESTIMATE OF M EAY **FmF 0F RADICACTIVITYApplicant estimates that this source will amount to only 0.006
IN LIQUID EFFLUENTS FRON GRAND CULF NUCLEARcurie per year. The main reason for this wide divergence in
STATION (ON A PER UNIT BASIS)

>

estimates is that the Staf f's evaluation assumed no evaporator'
_ treatment of waste that is released.

_ Nuclide ' C1/yr Nuclide C1/yr Nuclide C1/yr -
1

Chemical vaste resulting from the regeneration of condensate Br-82 0.0001 1-130 0.0006 Na-24 0.003,

, .demineralizer resins will be collected and sampled in a 10.000- Rb-86- 0.002 Te-131m 0.001 P-32 0.0008
i

gallon solution collection tank. Af ter sampling it will be pumped Sr-89 0.11 Te-131 0.0002 ~ 0.003.y-33
to the neutralizer tank where it will be processed on a batch Er-90- 0.006 1-131 -0.16 Cr-51 0.02.
basis. It will then be concentrated in an evaporator. The con- T-90 0.03 Te-132 0.017 h 54 0.002

; centrated waste in the evaporator bottoms will be collected i' Sr-91 0.02 1-133 - 0.018 h56 - 0.0003 .,

j tanks and transferred to the solid waste system. The evaporator- - T-91m 0.01 1-133 0.12- Fe-55 0.06 !

distillate will be returned to the high purity waste collection T-91 1.1 Cs-134 0.91 Fe-59 0.02
; tank in the low conductivity subsystem. In the Staff's analysis. Sr-92 0.00007L '1-135 . 0.014 .Co-58 :0.11
& it,is assumed that the chemical vaste from resin regeneration- T-92 0.008 Cs-136 0.25 Co-60 0.013 u-
| will be 2.200 gpd. The miscellaneous chemical waste will be. T-93 0.13 .Co-137- 0.58 ' 31-63 'O.001 '

'
collected in a 10.000-gallon tank and will also be processed by Zr-95 0.001 no-137m 0.54 2n-65 0.00005, |

| evaporation. The distillate will be returned to the high purity h95 0.001 Ba-140 0.17 h 92 0.003 '

j waste and the bottoms will be transferred to the solid waste Zr-97 0.0008 -14-140 - 0.14' h 95: 0.00007
system. The Staff assumed this vaste to be 3900 gpd. The Staff's h 97m 0.0003' La-141 0.0003 h 99 0.06 ;

,

estimate of the annual liquid releases from all chemical vaste . E-97 0.0003 Ce-141 0.004 Tc-99m 0.06-' i

sources is approximately 0.004 curie per year per unit, while the h 99 0.11 Co-143 0.001 So-117e .0.0007 ~k
Applicant estimates a negligible release from these sources. Tc-99m 0.11 Pr-143 0.001 So-121 0.00007

! Ru-103 0.0008 Ce-144 0.0007 g.185 - 0.0005'
The Staff's estimate of annual liquid waste releases from the

.
Rh-103m. 0.0008 Fr-144 0.0007 E-187 0.02

Grand Gulf units is presented in Table 3-4. The values calculated h 105 0.0004 - Nd-14 7
~

have been normalized to 5 C1/yr, excluding tritium, to compensate En-106 0.0003 ym 147
. 0.0004 U-237 0.0003 ;

0.00000 Np-2 38 - 0.00007 "

for equipment downtime and expected operational occurrences. The M-106 0.0003 Fm-148 0.0001 Np-23; 0.1,

i Staff's estimate for celease of tritium. 20 curies per year per Te-127m 0.0002 Fu-149 0.0003
! unit. is based on operating BWR experience. In comparison. the Te-127 0.0004 Pm-151 0.00005
'

Applicant estimates the same release for trician, but makes a Ta-129m 0.001 Su-153 0.0001
} lower estimate. 0.006 curies per year per unit. for the other Te-129 0.0006 Eu-156 0.00007
| nuclides. The main reason for the dif ference is the Staff's >

1 assuription that 50% of the low purity waste is released without Summary of estimated liquid waste annual releases
| evaporator processing. Low Conductivity (Righ Purity) Subsystem 1.2 C1/yr-
: Eigh Conductivity (Low Purity) Subsystem 3.8 C1/yr

,

] manical and Itiscellaneous Chemical Subsystem - 0.004 C1/yr
j Approximate Total (Excluding Triti m) 5 C1/yr
i
j Estimate of Tritium Release - 20- C1/yr
i

These nuclides represent fission products.
These nuclides represent corrosion and activation products.

|
!

! I

f
;

!
e

i !
'

i
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4 !., 3
] 3.5.2 Gaseous Waste maomasra sunomad--

f During power operation of the station, radioactive materials that ca17nc
'-

. staae A,, namaren -
ces sas ' am ne-a

' may be released to the atmosphere in gaseous effluents include , ""y" *"' " * " " " " ' '"''** 6. { acte ur esos
fission product and activation gases, halogens (mostly iodine). ih { } &**'

tritium contained in water vapor, and particulate material
i IJ,

including fission products and activated corrosion products,4 " " * ' " " "
8 ,Q, ,$, m,emacma

| A simplified diagram of the processing of radioactive gaseous > ge cas
|

waste and of ventilation paths is shown in Figure 3-8. , g
T . svsvam

g'

I The major source of gaseous radioactive vaste during normal plant -a. , , , , , , , ,,
-

8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~
operation will be the of f-gas from the main condenser air ejectors. *' ' ' '

I The off-gas will be processed in a gas delay subsystem consisting "'C"'''""*
sequentially of a catalytic recombiner to recombine the hydrogen'-

and oxygen; a condenser to renove condensible products; a ten ,

enna
,,,,,

i

minute delay pipe for decay of the short-lived radionuclides; M '
, enna
! a dehumidifier to dry the gas; a HEPA filter; a 0*F refrigerated """

n,ADwaS E U
{ charcoal' adsorption unit containing approximately 24 tons of ouveos

^* * voansop anecharcoal, and HEPA filters prior to discharge through the radwaste
- building roof vent. The AEC Staff evaluation assumed the expected -

ens c"*"co^' eseraflow rate through the charcoal adsorption unit to be 30 scfm. which ' " " " " ' * " "

results in delay times of 1.85 days for krypton and 42.5 days for , ,

menon.
- I rune =.a

"aE I ""'o**

3 . Y nan"'*""'****'o""****^"c"'.

Other sources of gaseous vaste include off-gases f rom the mechan- _ 'o aruoemens sysvami

ical vacuum pump used during startup, and ventilation air releasedj-
i from the exhaust systems of the radwaste, containment, auxiliary

and turbine buildings. The main turbine gland seal will use steam enna

i generated from demineralized condensate. This will be a source of ounee
- ^""*'""', ,

,

58 ci/yr noble gas and 3 x 10-4 cifyr I-131. The mechanical vacuum ,K",' ' " +

pump used during startup, will exhaust air and radioactive gases -

from the main condenser to the turbine building vent without treat- g,

,

m-nt. enna coavamunas une M
*aIn the Staff's evaluation it is assumed that the mechanical pump '

will be operated approximately 16 hours per year with an estimated - ,'

s erelease of 2300 Ci of Xe,133 and 350 Ci of Xe-135. c"**co*Lpas e.nea eesy *** 8
| enna enna svaNDOW

enm]
, sasp-

building, auxiliary building, and radwaste building , ,

The containment
L. o |f -,

systs.ventilation systems will be prefiltered air once-through systems.
p Normally the ventilation air in all buildings will be discharged*

through HEPA filters. Since the radioactive releases from these
4

FIGURE 34 GRAND GULF NUCLEAR STATION GASEOUS ,

RADIOACTIVE WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEht

}
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sources are expected to be negligible, the Staf f is of the opinion ,

' that further treatment is not necessary.
- TABLE 3-5

i

; The primary contairnnent (drywell) will normally be isolated during
operation. However, during periods of refueling or maintenance, anmES oF RADIGACTIVE NUCLIDES4

it may be necessary to purge the drywell and suppression chamber. IN CASEOUS EFFtBENTS FR(DE GRAND CULF
*"""'""""N"""N

. The systen will be arranged such that the purge exhaust will be
run through the standby gas treatment system. Releases through

Ithis system are not expected to be a contributing source of altIES PER TEAR PER UNIY

i radioactivity. Mh
containneer Turbina Cland meia Cand. Nach. vae, a pros.s

aida. side. seal Air Ejaet. Pump Total |Steam leaks in the turbine building may release radionuclides to
the turbine ventilation system. The Applicant will use steam'

"Er a* 9 a- a a 9generated from demineralized condensate for 17 steam valves 24"
or larger in the turbine building in each unit to reduce the

8 "Er a 14 a - 150 'a- 160radioisotopic releases. The turbine building air will be filtered
through one of two deep bed charcoal filter trains and released

83 a a a- 880 a 800through the turbine building vent. Er
,

87 a 42 a a a 43In the Staff's evaluation, a steam leakage rate of 1350 pounds Er

per hour is assumed. This leak rate allows credit for the use --d

of clean steam packfrigs for the seventeen valves listed by the 88 a 46 a 9 a 55Kr
Applicant. With this assumed steam leak, the Staff calculates,

; that 1,000 curies per year of noble gases and 0.027 curies per a9,, a 190 . , ,. 3,o

} year of I-131 will be released per unit from the turbine building.

*
Based on the assumptions listed in Table 3-3, the Staf f's total

j' estimate of radioactive gas releases from this plant is 5,900 333,x. , , , , , 3
curies / year / unit of noble gases and 0.037 curie / year / unit of

'

I-131. Table 3-5 shows the releases of radioactive nuclides 133 a 25 a 1.100 2,300 3,400g*
; in the gaseous effluent.

I33"Em a 76 a a a 76
3.5.3 Solid Radwaste Systaa

The solid radwaste systen is designed to collect, monitor, process, 13'za a 72 a a 350 420

i package, and provide temporary storaga for radioactive solid wastes
137 a 320 m a a 3234

i cable regulations.
'

and disposal in accordance with appli- xaprior to offsite shipment

138 , a 240 m a a 240g

Approx.
Total a 1,000- a 2,230 2,700 5,900
131 0.0094 0.027 0.0003 e a 0.037j g

| 133 0.039 0.16 0.002 a a 0.20g
a y >

as - lama than 1 curia for noble saa and less than 10* enrias for
; radioiedina.

!

l i,

i
} i

1 i

>
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Wst westas will consist of spent denimralistr resins, filtar pendid mattar in the circulating water equal to three tiles tha

sludges and evaporator bottoms. The spent resina from the deep concentration found in the river water at the plant intake. - Typi-
bed demineralizers will be slurried to the packaging facilities, cal concentration values in the blowdown are er sily derived from the

loaded into containers, dewatered and shipped offsite for perman- chemical analysis of river water reported in Chapter 2 and a nominal
ent storage. Filter sludges will also be transferred into concentration factor of three.
containers, dewatered and shipped offsite for permanent storage.
The backwash from the reactor clean up filter /demineralizers will The Applicant has made provisions to control the pH of dhe blowdown
be flushed into phase separators where the excess water will be at neutral values prior to discharge in case the evaporative losses

3 dscanted and the sludge will be held for temporary decay. The give rise to significant changes in the water's pH.
dewatered sludge will then be transferred to shipping containare

,

for of fsite disposal. The concentrates from the radwaste and Chlorine will be added intermittently to the circulating water sys-
,

regeneration solution evaporators will be cooled and transferred tem to prevent the accumulation of biological growth in the cooling
'

to the packaging f acility. The concentrates will be mixed with tower and condensers. The discharge of residual chlorine to the
an absorbent, Icaded into a shielded cask and shipped to a river will be minimized by controlling the addition of free chlor-

; licensed burial ground in accordance with AEC and Department of ine so that the total residual chlerine concentration at the diaa
. Transportation Regulations. charge side of the condenser is limited to 0.1 ppa. The amount

1 and rate of application of chlorine necessary to prevent the

The Staf f estimates that approximately 10,000 cubic feet of spent accumulation of biological growth depends on the chlorine demand,
resin, filter sludges, evaporator bottoms and miscellaneous dry pH and temperature of the wates. The Applicant has stated that

vasta vill be shipped offsite at a total activity of 2,700 curies a detailed chlorination schedule will be established at the time

[ per year per unit after 180 days of storage. The Applicant es- of submittal of the Environmental Report-Operating License Stage.
! timates the volume of solid weste will be about 9.500 cubic feet The chlorination schedule will be based on criteria which will

and, without allowance of any decay time, will contain an activity include the then-current information relating to river water qualtiy'

of 43,000 curies per year per unit. and the type and amount of organisme needing control. Time-
related chlorine decay in the cooling water and the effectiveness

3.6 CHEMICAL AND BIOCIDE EFFLUENTS of suspended silt in the river water in acting as a scouring agent
,

,
will at all times result in a river discharge concentration of

The only liquid effluents with significant concentrations of chem- chlorine of 0.10 mg/l or less.

1cals or suspended matter which are discharged by the Grand Culf
Station to the Mississippi River are the cooling tower blowdown 3.6.2 Water Treatment Wastes
and the regenerative and filter backwash solutions from the raw
water and makeup water trea tment systems. Effluents with small The raw water treatment plant and makeup water treatment syster are

quantities of radioactive materials, nonradioactive equipment drain- designed to process the station requirement of 500 gps. River water

age and leadage, the effluent from the plant sanitary system and is passed through upflow sand filters to remove suspended solids
miscelleanous other ef fluents contain essentially trace anounts of and through weak acid cation exchangers and degasifiers. Approxi-a

chemicals and are considered under more appropriate headings. The mately 200 gpm are then drawn for domestic uses with the remainder
Applicant has indicated that a corrosion inhibitor will be used; being processed in the makeup water treaurect system.

however, at this tbne they have not indicated the nature of thei

inhibitor. The Staf f is requiring the Applicant to submit their The suspended solids accumulated by the upflow filters are removed
plan for inhibitor use (along with any possible environmental impact) periodically by backwashing; the wastes are discharged with the
for staf f evaluation.

3.6.1 Cooling Tower Blowdown

The rate of cooling tower blowdown has been fixed at a value which

q will maintain an equilibrium concentration of dissolved and sus-

,

J

r
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cooling tower blowdown. Sulphuric acid is used to regenerate the
cation exchangers and sodium-hydroxide to regenerate the anion

*exchangers. The regenerative ef fluents are collected, monitored. t> - E
f n2utralized and discharged (at a pH of approximately 7) together $"$ O. . O. 9 , 9 9 O. ". 9 C. O. 9

e-
*

< with the blowdown.
< .4 4 c o w w w e o e as r- o a e r- eeeua w rs an n e a , w w waeow e4 m o ee w a w- |The waste constituents from the raw-water and makeup water treat- $ $ f*,1^ ** d

ment systems are identified in Table 3-6; estimates of the quan- p
tities discharged daily are presented in the same table.

|

3.7 SANITARY WASTES AND OTHER EFFIEENTSt eO g
d,

ec
3.7.1 Sanitary Wastes { **. 3,

s
4 .-e a w m

Sanitary wastes at the proposed Grand Gulf Nuclear Stations will be 3 se - o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. m. o. o. o.wwa>
processed by a single prefabricated unit of the activated sludge *y $$]3 ,* [ $$ $ $"O N* * * *

n(aerobic digestion) type, with chlorinated effluent. The unit will Im,

-* e s e4 m o ee w' wI be designed for 10,000 gpd (250 persons at 40 gpd per person). With I EE. I # "x "'

a 90 percent renoval ef ficiency, the 5-day BOD concentration in the
@

0"~"
*

effluent will be 20 ppm. Additionally, the suspended solids con- AE'

centration in the ef fluent will be 20 ppm, and the free chlorine re- b ,

m fsidual vill be 1.0 ppm. These concentrations will be further reduced na u
7 by dilution after discharge to the cooling tower blowdown. The Staff Mb d ,a " *
i has estimated that approximately 200 lbs. of sludge or 25 gallons I sc

y

hke o o o o o o o o o o o o oper day will be produced by the prefabricated activated sludge unit. gy *)ce50 * * d d j * *
4

* d j d =J
* *

* ., ,, , ,
w< .-e u o w n a w <e w

| Effluent from the sanitary treatment system will cause m appreciable OR *ghea. a $*

j changes in Mississippi River water quality. The direct effluent will $ h
be well telow the river water in suspended solids concentration and M kabout five to six times higher than the river in BOD concentration; **
however, this ef fluent will be discharged into the cooling tower blow-,

Yg a e'
down which will provide a dilution of over 2000:1 before entering the un 3$ 3river. Thus, the localized ef fects on the river from BOD, suspended ok ,

]e e9 -4
; solids or residual chlorine from the sanitary systen will be imper- f $MM tgh
'

ceptible. Completely mixed with the river, the dilution would be
on the order of three million to one. The systen will comply fully w1 hg ) $ *

33 Mp e s -e gwith regulatory criteria established by the States of Mississippi $ 8" ha M 3 3 d 3M*.

g$3 $ $QQ $, $
e ua

and Louisiana. $ $N 8 8 *.,,,
ee en a g e a e4 e* 3 .ac a e a

'E
=

The Applicant has stated that during construction sanitary wastes a e O O k -4 4 3 * e4 0 5 -*
O x a m 4 m u m m. < b u o gwill be accommodated primarily by portable units, although considera-

tion is being given to a package plant ins talla tion.

.

;

i.

i

t
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3.7.2 Otber Wastes
1

The Applicant states that nonradioactive housekeeping wastes (trash, TABLE 3-7
'

shop debris, garbape) will be disposed of in accordance with appli '
cable regulations. Also, nonradioactive liquid wastes containing

1 oil will be channeled through an oil separator where the separated PRINCIPAL AIR POLLUTANTS FROM TEST OPER&-
oil vill be accumulated and removed every few years for reclamation. TION OF EMERCENCY DIESEL ENGINES UMITS 1 AND 2)i

; The Applicant states that storm and roof drains f rom the station
| will be diverted to a natural drainage course south of the station Pollutant Annual Emissions

(Basin 5) . The Staf f believes that these waters should be drained Founds / Year
' directly to the Mississippi River via the main plant discharge pipe.
These waters will contain roof and road tars, oils, etc. which tt-e Carbon Monoxide 14,9'0+

,

Staf f believes could have an adverse ef f ect on the intermittent
'

stream, but would have no detectable impact on the Mississippi Nitrogen Oxides 41,080
River.

Hydrocarbons 3,590
Shnuld anali debris and some small fish rei.etrate the intake cribs
located Ln the river, the Applicant states that this material will Sulfur Oxides 122'

be collected by traveling screens loceted ip- the intake pump-house. '

The debris and fish will be flushed of f the screens by hydraulic
, sprays. Methods of channeling the spray water, debris, and fish
! to the river via the plant discharge conduit are being investigated

by the Applicant.

There is expected to be no release of combustion products to the4

! atmosphere in the normal operation of the plant. However, the
; plant will have two standby diesels, one high-pressure core spray

, (HPCS) diesel, and one diesel fire pump per unit. IEEE Standard
! 387-1972 requires that the diesel generator sets be tested once a

month. It is estimated that each diesel will be operated for four
,

j hours during each test.

A listing of the total emissiens per year estimated by the Appli-
cant for Crand Gulf is given in Table 3-7. The Staf f has reviewed
these figures and finds them acceptable.

3.8 TRANSMISSION FACILITIES
>

The Grand Gulf Nuclear Station will be linked to load demand areas
by a system of transmission lines interconnecting the station with
existing 500 KV transmission facilities.

!
'

.

l-03=
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The proposed transmission routing from the Grand Gulf Nuclear Sta-
tion is shown in Figure 3-9. A 45.5 mile single-circuit 500 KV ftransmission line will connect to the Franklin ENV Switching Sta-
tioc, located southeast of the site, and a similar line will connect ~ '"'

to the Baxter Wilson Steam Electric Station and its EHV switchyard. .
ama==v

A similar line will also connect to the 500 KV line between the Bax-
,

"
d ( ,ter Wilson switchyard and the Ray Braswell substation. A 6-mile j p/single-circuit 115 KV transmisshn line to the Port Gibson substa-

gtion will provide construction power and an alternate source of
4emergency start-up power. * Oh s -

The Franklin EHV switching station is centrally located to serve as ' ~ ",Ema focal point of high voltage distribution to a large area. This
station is tied to the north by a *00 KV line from the Ray Braswell ,, .

_

n. Jes -

.-EHV Switching Station and to the routh by a 500 KV line of the Gulf d$States Utilities Systen which eerves southeastern 1.ouisiana. The
proposed routing frous the Grand Culf Nuclear Station will facilitate

. ,C
ncaa three-way feed into the load center served by the Franklin Station. * """'*

IJuncture with the north-south EHV trunkline at any other point would "dS=,,,,,require the construction of another EHV switching station and addi- *
==== /tional lower voltage transmission lines. %g ""* """'/ svu I

_

The 500 KV transmission tie to the EHV systen at 3axter Wilson will d . g

'\provide a direct connection with the transmission system emanating %
from the switching station. Such a tie will eliminats %e need for l m,,,,.

i fdirect transmission lines from the nuclear station to the load area a==*Nh iserved by the Baxter Wilson Switching Station. " ug N
''

,

The two 500 KV transmission lines described above will be constructed
for Grand Gulf Unit 1. A third 500 KY line will be necessary when
Unit 2 becomes operational. This line will connect with the 500 KV
line betveta the Baxter Wilson Steam Electric Station switchyard at toutsmA *

Vicksburg and the Ray Braswell EHV Switching Station at Jackson. y, ,

Figure 3-10 shows a typical galvanized steel tower used by the Appli- .....*** ' -

cant for 500 KV lines, arsi a typical 115 KV transmission line tever ,,,

of woodpole construction. Right-of-way widths will be a maximum of
200 feet for the 500 KV line and a maximum of 100 feet for the 115
KV line. FtGURE 3 9 PROPOSED TRANSMtsSION LtNES

.
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i
j The 500 KV lines will be suspended from blue-gray, v-string insula-

!- } _.__, . tors to reduce sway and visual impact. The Applicant's tresent
,

j
-

h MOf-ACSR). Figure 3-10 illustrates the delta configuration of the

p standard 500 KV canductor is delta-bundled, aluminum-covered steel-

!
- reinforced wire, with 954,000 circular mils cross section (3-954

i
'

NNN_\b
'' W '

K conductors. This configuration is maintained by spacers, installed

j [ ' [ k k at about 50-foot intervals.

; y y v X
j The proposed routes across U. S. Highway No. 61 and the Natchez Trace

,

j =, Parkway were studied in detail. By adjusting the aligtsment, ~ it was t

! .. = X Possibie to obtain near normal crossinas. located in areas -here !

{ g long views of transmission line will be elininated. The Applicant *
has stated that long crossing spans will be constructed and natural,

vegetation will provide partial screening.
,

!
' In planning for the 500 KV transmission line to the Franklin Switch-

ing Station special consideration was given by the Applicant to that; j
portion of the line which will necessarily cross a part of the Homo- ,

M chitto National Forest. Required permits for the right of way through
'

j V w this National Forest or across any road or body of water will be ob-
*

1 ng j kod tained by the Applicant from the appropriate agency.-

| 5co uv 7RANsmsSioN UNE YoWER The proposed right-of-way west of the Ratochitto National Forest
*

will traverse gently rolling hills devoted primarily to agricultu e
and forestry. Other than U. S. Eighway No. 61 and the Natchez Trace,

i Parkway, it will not cross any heavily traveled roads nor approach
any populous areas. All rural road crossings will be as nearly per-

I re* pendicular to the roads as possible, and only at one point, for a
distance of less than a mile, will the transmission line be parallel', 5, = - - - - =, to a rural road within sight of travelers. The six-mile right-of-way

* '
1 segment imediately south of the station we selected to avoid the

,

town of Port Gibson and the area of the Battle of Port Gibson In,

- -
- addition, the Rosswood Country Club and Golf Course, located approxi- -> ,

1 i p# p g astely one mile north of the U. S. Highway No. 61 crossing, will be
% 7 avoided by an adjustment in aligrement. ,

' [h&' i
The Applicant has sought the recomendations of the Mississippi De- !,

g&,f partment of Archives and History in planning transmission line routes.j
In routing the 2% nile 500 KY transmission line to the Baxter Wilson

,// '( EEV switchyard, particular attention will be given to the presence !
'

e[ % of the Crand Culf Military State Park, as well as other historic sites.
} %

I

W

._
[

115 KW TRANSAMS$1oN UNE TOWER

FtGURE 310 TYPICAL TRANShatSSloN UNE TouvERS !
k
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_=-
04

:| $ EThe northern wrtion of the proposed right-of-way will be west of armi e o e o o *
o * "

approximately parallel to the Illinois Central Railroad route and "!g-
:4

.. ; %g g E ;

will a.1 join the d ating 115 KV right-of-way which runs from Port
Z E

#

Cibson to Baxter Wilson Station. 5 I
2 63 8 8 8 8 8 8 :The 115 KV right-of-way from Port Gibsen to the station has been G " ~ ~ ~ ~ '

aligned to avoid historic sitec particularly the scene of the Hara- $

11 ton Plantation Skirmish. The entire route traverses lightly popu- I
*1ated agricultural and forest areas. The route would follow an $$ O "

abandoned railroad right-of way for 2 miles and then pass through SE % * . . -. , " * * *

3 miles of fields. y $
g g
G en .

.The Applicant is in the process of final design and selection of
h gh$ O O E

** *

the routes of the trenssission lines. Right-of-way property has not 5 $gg 4 4 4 4 * *
e

;been acquired. The Applicant has stated that the design and loca- g }
E a. -

tion of the line will be guided by Department of Interior / Depart- 3 2ment of Agriculture publication entitled "Enviromental Criteria for
6 E

Electric Transmissions Systems" and the Federal Power Carmission
E h

, . . e a 3
publication " Electric Power Transmissi i and the Envirenment."

d
,

Table 3-8 presents the Staf f 's summary description of the proposed ya i
=,

transmission lines.
g g=

3.9 CONSTRUCTION PLAN 3 *. *
=

$ $Initiri site preparation of the Grand Gulf Station would, according g E3 9 [to the Applicant 's schedule. begin April 1, l' ' The Applicant { $
f* % {

.

E N* *

states that, in order to salvage for marketing e of the timber 'gwhich will be cleared away, it will be necessary to get logging g E, 3
,

crews into the area from 4 to 6 months bef ore site preparation ,

c = 3begins. o

j ,j h E

-

gg yI f
.

Surveying of the first transmission line is scheduled to begin the S E. gg 1
third quarter of 1973. followed by acquisition of the right-of-way

|t E% %d {j *gand clearing operations early in 1974. Construction of the last EE EE EE E" O* * *

transmission line (to the Franklin EHV substation) is not scheduled
$until 1979.

- - E ,d ?.

$ % 3! 3$ $% h!E % *35 % EDuring 1974 the construction force will build up from 250 to about E 8]g 5 gja ja |3 u${ 1 E| 5 8E
.

2290 men by the end of the year. Construction is expected to peak E E ,g g gg{{ j j f;j f"4 dj{ 3$ oEI $ $23 3 j

a* #1gg; 1 s.at 2600 men in the Spring of 1976. The second half of 1976 will
see a drop to 1750 by year end. Though manpower in 1977 will hold 3

& .
H *. a

H
.

&
.
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relatively stable, averaging about 1600, a nine month decline in
1978 vill bring the level to about 500 men. REFERENCES

Unit 1 is scheduled to be in operation 1979 with Unit 2 being*

operational approximately one and one-half years later. Fuel McKelvey, K. E. and M. E. Brook,1959. The Industrial coolim -loading of Unit 1 is scheduled for completion by the end 1978, Tower , Elsevier, Amsterdam.' and Unit 2 fuel loading by mid-1980.
Marley Company, 1967, 1969. " Cooling Tower Fundamentals and Appli-

cation Principles " Kansas City, Mo.

Mississippi Power & Light Company. 1972. Enviromental Report, '
Crand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2.

U. S. Department of the Air Force Army and Navy, " Engineering
Westher Data " AFM-88-8.

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1972. Capilation of Air
,

Pollutant Emission Factors. Washington, D. C.

!
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4. DWIR0hMENTAL IMPACT OF SITE PREPARATION AND PLANT (DNSTRUCTION of by burning. The Applicant has indicated that this burning would
be carried out under controlled conditions to control air pollution.

4.1 EFFECT ON 1AND USE The State Air and Water Pollution Control Commission has the authority
to issue permits for such activities. Care vill be taken to prevent

The proposed construction would alter about 15% (345 acres) of the brush or forest fires. Vegetation which can be shredded would be
entire site of approximately 2300 acres. This leaves about used for smalch to control erosion.
1955 acres of site undisturbed by the proposed project. The dis-
turbed land would be distributed between uplands (ca. 230 acres) and The removal of vegetation in the upland area greatly increases
bottomlands (ca.115 acres). About 300 acres of forest land will the risk of erosion during construction. The uplands lie at an
be cleared during construction. Approximately 71% (220,800 acres) elevation some 70-100 feet higher than the bottomland. This eleva-
of Claiborne County is forested; therefore, the loss of 300 acres tion difference plus the hilly nature of the uplands indicate that
of forest does not represent a serious depletion of presently ex- runoff velocities would be sufficiently high to cause serious erosion,
isting resources. There is sme concern that there are trends with - particularly along the rather abrupt slope above the bottomland.
in the State which are reducing the amount of land supporting hard- An erosion hasard 10 further seen in the nature of the soils at tine
woods. These trends include committing more lands to pine trees site.
and the growth of field crops. Particular concern is directed to-
wsrd the loss of bott e land forests because of their already re- The eastern half of the site is covered with a loess (see Section
duced aree4 and because of their wildlife productivity. 2.4) with particle sizes in the range of 0.05 se to 0.005 an. With

its covering vegetation removed, this silty soil is easily eroded.

About 30 acres of unforested land would be involved in construction. The remaining soil at the site is a terrace material consisting of
b st this land is mainly forest edge and not productive farm land. sand and gravel with see silt and clay seems (see Section 2.4 and

Bicker et al., 1966).
The Staf f estimates that the proposed transmission line right-of-ways
would modify and remove from present use about 1700 acres of forest The site grade would be altered from an elevation ranging from 150-
land. The unforested land used for transmission lines (ca. 200 to an elevation of 132.5 f t. MSL at the completed plant. The
600 acres) would probably revert to its preconstruction use, i.e., foundations for turbines and containment structures would be placed
farm land or open land. The forested land, hcvever, would not be upon a stratum of the Catahoula Formation (el. 85 f t.). This would

-; allowed to return to its original use for the life of the power necessitate a large excavation to reach the bearing stratum. Grad-
pisnt am! transmission system (not less than 30 years). ing and excavating will produce about five million cubic yards of

spoil. The tevrace soils may be used for structural backfill but
The upland area at the plant site would bear the major construction the loess is largely unsuitable for construction purposes (Bicker
12 pact. This 230-acre area would be used for plant buildings, cool- et al., 1966; USDA, Soil Conservation Service, 1963). The Appli-
ing towers, switchyard, spoil disposal and laydown areas. The bot- cant estimates that about 20% of the spoil can be used. Considering
tomitnds would be subj ect to impact fra construction related to the the changes in topography, extra care must be taken to insure the
intake and discharge system as well as the presently undesignated maintenance and improvements of existing drainage patterns.
barge landing and heavy equipment facilities.

One of the three spoil disposal sites would be located in the upper
4.1.1 The Plant Site reaches of a ravine which roughly parallels the easternmost bound-

ary of the site. The ravine runs through the proposed switchyard
The vegetation which would be cleared from approximately 300 acres area, then bends westward through the Unit 1 cooling tower site.4

of forested land contains a marketable portion which can be sold It appears that this site would be in the upper part of an inter-
at an estimated yield of $106.000. The remainder may be disposed mittent stream which feeds Lake Hamilton. Two other on-site dis-

-

k

I
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e

posal areas will be used. The flow of this stream may further be Work would be distributed over the length of the line and be of |altered by the construction of the first cooling tower. short duration in any one place. The alig ment has been altered j

to insure that places of historic and natural interest are avoided )The construction would have no direct impact on the Grand Gulf (Section 2.2).
Military Park (Section 2.3). Construction noise could detract
from the use of the park; however, peak use is on the week-end The areas of the proposed routes are now serviced by a number of
during which time construction activity is minimal. The Applicant roada (improved and unimproved) which can act as access points in
is considering the transfer of a 150-acre tract to the Crand Gulf constructing the transmisalon lines. Access into wooded areas
Military State Park Commission. This tract will provide the Park would be provided by working along the new right-of-way as it is.

with access to the Mississippi River and mitigate somewhat any re- cleared.
duced access due to the presence of the proposed plant. This tract
contains the bulk of the remaining portion of the old Cram Gulf Table 4-1 presents a Staf f sursnary of the areas 'of impact due to
town site. transmission line construction. The Staff believes that the Appli-

cant should provide enviromental monitoring during thM clearing
! An archaeological survey (Section 2.3) identified one nonexpendable and construction related to transmission lines.

archaeological sit e within the Crand Gulf Nuclear Station property.
This burial mound (150 B.C.-300 A.D.) was located about 1000 feet 4.2 IMPACTS ON WATER RESOURCES
directly south of the meteorological tower. Excavation of the
site has been completed and the site remains are now considered During the construction phase, the water resources at the site wouldi

expendable (Stone, 1973). None of the other historic sites (see be, generally speaking, adversely affected. The Staff estimates
Section 2.3) located near the project site would be af f ected by that these impacts would be localized in extent and tenorary in na-
the construction work, ture. The projected effects are typical of large scale construction

projects and not directly related to the fact that the facility is
4.1.2 The Transmission Line Routes nuclear in nature. The Applicant has made assurances that all ad-

verse ef fects would be minimized to the greatest degree possible.
The marketable portion of the vegetation produced by the clearing
of about 1700 acres of forest land for right-of-way may be sold. The primary surf ace waters which would be af fected are Hamilton Lake,
and the remainder disposed at by burning or windrowing. Brush and Gin Lake and the Mississippi River. The principal source of these
snaller trees could be shredded and used for erosion protection on impacts would be construction in the uplands arc' which has the po-
bare surfaces. tential to increase sedimentation in the waters below and the poten-

tial to modify drainage patterns from the bluff area. Also, con-
In selecting the routes f or the right-of-ways the Applicant used a struction activity on the flood plain can adversely affect local
number of evaluating f actors including land use, land availability. water resources.
visual impact, full utilization of proposed structures, construction
suitability, right-of-way multiple use and location of historical Most impacts to surf ace water from this work can be reduced by stand-
or natural sites. The Applicant believes that the present routing ard construction practices such as settling basins, filter dams,
would have a minimal ef f ect on current land use and states that no m 1ching and seeding. Prevention of erosion and entrapment of sedi-
houses would be taksm ment are key itens. It is extremely important that actions to mini-

mire erosion and decrease runoff be implemented early and that ex-
After clearing, the greatest potential impact is erosion. The pres- posed land not to be left unprotected.
ence of silty and sandy soils in addition to hilly topography
tends to accentuate the problem. The movement of heavy equipment in
and near the right-of-ways would encourage erosion and terhi to damage
drainage systems. Creding would tend to remove top soil and hamper
recovery of the construction site.
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One aspect of the work that should be carefully followed is spoil !

''"8'~' disposal. The Applicant has stated that three on-site disposal areas -
" * " * * " " " " * ' " ' * " will be used. At least one of these sites would be a ravine. The

use of a watershed area for disposal vill tend to modify the drain---
:Iw3 ma, , , , m a n ,,,

,.manrna reassu. surtos narna vitson roer crosom sessrariam saasvat.t soo n uun age to the stream that the ravine feeds, which in turn affects part

t. persicat of the water supply to the flood plain lakes. Should sediment from -
i es <.si )1 45.1 22.s s.s ra.: the disposal site enter the Mississippi River there is a potential
width (e t) 200 200 100 200 for pollution. Due to the river volume and rate of probable flow,
rec.t .ru t.cr hcwever, the impact of suspended sediment on the river is likely to
*"'"4 "" "" '' ' * ' be slight. Because of the natural state of the site, it is unlikely

,1"*'y*18**"* that any inorganic chemicals would be present in the soil which
would seriously pollute the surface water.- Organic materials would .|1

.e my (.s1 6%- o p t 1/n o tend to entich receiving waters. The Applicant would attempt to mini--
--s vs

.)

P' ta=7/ 5==*"? mire the drainage from spoil sites and to further shape the filled
" * ' * " * " * ' ' * "

land to natural drainage patterns. Permanent landscaping would also
n t-a 1-3 anot.ca ,.ce.= be Provided.4. p. == c..c.,c en

.at .e e.ws- car .1.,

] ,,"|***3j Although the Applicant has stated that devatering would affect only I*** * *

the perched water table in the area, the Staff believes that all
c,. s

.e.e.e ef forts should be made to minimize construction dewatering.*===.e=
ce.s e 12 3 1 2

| Dewatering effluent from the| plant excavation would be discharged2. statocicaL

st s cm r. e ,-- s nw. e ,- s a t ,.ex. s tn.e. e .e. into a natural stream course southwest of the plant- area from where
. ... ew-- n.c. a. cia aasa r : 4.esa e t it can run into Hamilton Lake. Erosion or siltation caused by thee==t ere

devatering flow is expected to be negligible; however, the stream irt.a ~--se o.m-ata.c. on- e.m-sta.ry a.=-maa.ry
. stat st

s
on-hta.ry- an-esa.ry o.k-hta.ry-,t would be monitored. Considering that these see watercourses probably
**" will be carrying heavy burdens of suspendee sediment during clearing t

w .a s.= t.. a.a e.ek.a.4 and grading, it would be desirable to divert this flow directly to
* ' ' " * * * * * " * " * ' "" ""* "" *"

the river or make extensive use of settling basins.
4 s. CULittaLIEccatmIc
*

t a ** Liquid wastes, such as chemicals, fuels, lubricants, and bitumens********"(**"*'
5 could be deposited or discharged into tanks or lined settling basins f

jj' to avait subsequent removal from the site. At present, it is ex-tu zu n n,

| pected that sanitary wastes would be accommodated primarily by port-
~

,,,,, wm
pt se o e so able units, although consideration is being given to a package plant
yn su e o o installation.
F1.id IM 24s 32 to ,

! Shortly before normal operation begins, most of the plant pipingn.tc 3
i har**=8 * 41 7 3' systems and equipment which will carry water or steam must be

,

1 Ara =.2asic.11 cleaned by flushing (a one-time event) with either demineralized
"**********"3 *** "'" ""** ""** (purified) water or untreated (raw) water, the choice depending9

$ upon the specific requiremestts of the systas. Where size permits,
i t. an eis w. .,,=.s-c. , atas n. et t t .e a. s sc~e--,. initial cleaning vill be done manually.
3

2. n.41.a . a.utes .e m.ea iv.c. eum.,.
s.

,i The uso.t tpe.t e.,.rt t .e arai
4 si.e.rr.m

4 i.,.4 . u.e .e
ett .htch th .,pite t .111 14 1.es truct1 s th. tr mt 1 11 .

;

4

I
s

t

4
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Those systems which normally will carry untreated water will be imity of the construction activity, Hamilton Lake would be more di-
flushed with a once-through flow of untreated water. Temporary rectly affected than Gin Lake. A service road with an elevated road-

traps or screens will be used to collect any large obj ects which bed (up to 20 feet above the lake level) would parallel the water lines.
may have gone unnbserved during nanual cleaning. Flushing will con- Adequate culverts will be required to maintain existing drainage.
tinue until such things as rust. metal chips, and similar foreign
materials are no longer evident. The flushing water will be The potential effects of these flood plain activities are two-fold:
discharged to the river. A similar operation will be performed (1) direct and indirect increases in sediment loads reaching Lake
upon txsst of those systems which normally will carry demineralized Hamilton and (2) some reduction in water flow due to the interrup-
water, tion of the stream flowing into the north end of Lake Hamilton.

Certain stainless steel systems will require cleaning with a deter- Increases in suspended sediment can have an adverse effect on water

gent solution containing 500 to 1000 ppm of trisodium phosphate quality, the exact uature of the effect being related to the chem-
(TSP). This detergent, in the same concentration, is regularly ical composition of the sediment. While it is unlikely that metals
used in household washing machines. Where possible, the cleaning and inorganic pollutants are present, organic matter could affect

will be accomplished manually, by wiping; however, where necessary, dissolved oxygen and nutrient levels in Lake Hamilton (Wilber, 1969).
flushing will be performed by recirculating the detergent solution Ecological implications are considered in Section 4.3.

until all surfaces have been thoroughly wetted and cleaned.
Cin Lake would be less affected by construction than Hamilton Lake,

According to present plans, the detergent flushing solution will be provided, of course, that no dewatering is done on the flood plain
the only cleanup chemical used at Grand Gulf. After flushing, the and that sediment-erosion problems are adequately handled. Some
solution will be discharged to a lined evaporation basin. The Staff increase in turbidity can be expected even with sediment controls,
believes that it is essential tnat such a basin be used. The dis- however. Water clarity, levels of dissolved oxygen, and other
charge of phosphate into waterways would impact the water quality water quality parameters may be subsequently affected. These water
by tending to enrich it. quality changes are temporary and may be corrected during the per-

iodic flooding in this region. Generally, water flows from Cin to

The flush-cleaning of a two-unit nuclear plant is a complex opera- Hamilton Lake. It is not clear whether or not the work below Gin
tion, requiring extensive planning and the preparation of voluminous Lake would tend to increase the level of the lake by producing a
manuals of procedures mt 1:ntructions. At the present design stage, damming action. Due to the low inflow (aside from flood time) such
the flushing volumes, gen < a, and discharge rates cannot be de- an effect would probably be minimal.

termined; consequently, the size and probable location of the evapor-
ation basin cannot be fixed at this time. If the sequence of opera. The Mississippi River would be subject to the same sort of impact as
tions is such that se e of the detergent solution can be adequately Cin Lake. Several factors tend to decrease the effect as well
diluted by other water discharges, the size of the retention basin as its visual impact. The volume and rate of flow (Section 2.5) of
can be reduceA. the river at this point would rapidly dilute any incoming sediment

and mix it with the receiving water. It is likely that the great-
Construction activity in the bottomlands would be largely related est impact would occur during the periodic flooding whvn the silt-

to the building of the intake structure and associated intake and laden waters of Cin and Hamilton Lakes nay be swept into the main-stem
discharge water lines (Section 3.0). The Applicant plans to bring waters. Soil exposed by construction on the flood plain would likely
building materials in by barge, but no definite plans exist at be added to this sediment burden. This extra load of sediment
this time. Most of the planned activity in the bottomland area and organic material would enter the river at the time when pollu-
would be in a strip of land south of Gin Lake and a short tion loads are the greatest if Potomac River studies (CEQ,1972) are
distance north of Hamilton Lake. Due to the close prox-. applicable to the present case. Construction related to the place-

ment of the intake and discharge pipes could cause some direct tur-

.
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The Applicant's studies in Gin Lake and Hamilton Lake indicate the
bidity effects. This turbidity would be temporary and lisdted to presence of a relatively tolerant fauna. Chemical and biological
the area near the site. Const ruction and use of a barge landing data indicate that the lakes are enriched. The animal populations

in these lakes can survive periodic heavy increases in suspendedfacility for delivery of plant equipment would cause some disturb-
anee of a local area of the river and the shoreline, but the Staff matter since both lakes are flooded annually. However, for most
feels this facility can be built and used with only minor impacts of the year, the biota encounters low levels of suspended matter.

Therefore, it is likely that continued high levels of suspendedin the immediate area of the landing.
matter (>400 ppm) will place the system under stress.

According to the Applicant, the bottomlands are flooded at least In general terms, suspended sediments can exert an effect upon
once a year. The typical level of Hamilton Lake is at el. 55 f t. aquatic ecosystems in several unys. Suspended materials reduceThe mean annual flood rises to el. 74 f t. The extent of flood cov. light penetration and thus cause a decrease in primary productivity,erage inundates all of the eastern bottomland and portions of the Benthic organisms are suscactible to smothering by sediments. Pop-
bottomland west of Hamilton Lake. Flooding of the lakes renews lake ulation densities of fish tti invertebrates tend to be decreasedwater by flushing. Each flood will deposit organic materials, which
through subsequent decay, supply nutrients to the lakes. The Staf f by suspended matter (Gammon, 1970). The eggs and larvae of some

fish suffer damage in very turbid waters while other species can
believes that the ef fect on Lake Hamilton would be temporary, pro.
vided the ApplS:snt takes care not to fill the present lake basin.

withstand very high (100,000 ppm) sed 0sent levels for short periods
of time (Gammon, 1970).

The length of time required for the lake to recover fully af ter
construction is not known, but the Staf f estimates that there are The most abundant fish species in Lake Hamilton, the gizzard shad,5200 acres of similar lakes available across the river to serve as is quite sensitive to inorganic sediment (Gammon, 1970). The some
habitat untti the recovery is complete. study indicated that carpsuckers are also quite sensitive; however,

this latter species is probabiy not a major component of the local
There is no method at prwsent to estimate the additive effect of lake fauna. According to Gammon (19701, oopulation densities of
this project in relation to other projects in the drainage basin. sunfish, crappie, carp and bass are reduced by inorganic sediment.Locally (see Suction 2.0) little construction of this eagnitude is Due to the ability of adult fish to resist relatively high,

taking place along the NUssissippi main stem. levels of suspended sediments for brief periods and the di-
verse effects of various sediments, it is difficult to set stand-

4.3 ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS ards for suspended matter. Nevertheless, some tentative levels
hsve been suggested in relation to fisheries (Gammon,1970 and

4.3.1 Aquatic Ecology
Wilbur, 1969):,

It is anticipated (Section 4.1) that sediment from the construction
I. No indication of harmful effects . . . <25 ppm

activity in the bluff area and bottomlands will exert the primary
II. Good to moderate fishery . . . . . . . 25-80 ppmef fect upon the aquetic ecology. While the Applicant has made as. III. Moderate to poor fishery . . . ... 80-400 ppm

surances that erosi'+ < nntrol methods will be employed, it is un-
IV. Poor fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . >400 ppe

of earth work required and the rainf alllikely, given the ir *

in the area, that the-< *ethods will be completely ef f ective. Any The benthic invertebrates present in Gin Lake and Hamilton Lake be-
of this silt-size sedier - which is not trapped will find its way long to the relatively tolerant association typical of depositionalinto the lakes and the :m.:amlands around the lakes. Suspended

solids levels in these waters will increase from their recorded conditions (Hynes, 1960). However, even these populations may show
stress in response to increased sediment loads. Chironomid larvae

,
levels of 14-23 ppe. It is not possible to judge how much this show a decrease in population densitie due to increased sediment

i increase vill be; however, sediment loads from construction sites (Gammon, 1970) . Tolerant filter-feeders such as the fingernailcan be 100 to 1000 times greater than from comparable forest ar eas
(Vic e et al . , 1969) . Since these lakes are relatively closed basins,
the biota vill be particularly susceptible to these ef fects.

I
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Vegetation removal will increase runoff from the site (Vice ett

clam, Sphaerium, can be expected to be affected adversely by con- al.,1969) and tend to promote erosion of the construction area
; tinual high levels of suspended matter. Parasitic forms, e.g., with potential damage to other habitats not directly involved in
i leeches and Ergasilus, would be advereely af fected by decreases in the operation of heavy equipment at the site. The removal and al-

numbers of fish. teration of the vegetation will modify the physical habitat which'

I may produce changes in the numbers of individuals in animal popu-'
Since the site is heavily wooded, it is likely that runoff will tend lations at the site as well as possible changes in the local com-
to add nutrients to these lakes which are already rather eutrophic. munities.
What balance will be made between incoming nutrients and decreased
light due to silt is not known. The effects of site preparation and plant construction on wildlife4

1 are the result of several factors. The construction of pipelines,
i It must be stressed, however, that the periodic flooding serves to roads and railroad spurs may create barriers to movement. Also

| nourish oxbow lakes. Therefore, the effect on the aquatic ecology same dust, fumes, noise and human presence may change the amount
; will be rather transient. Af ter construction, sediment loads will or type of wildlife present.
j decrease, but will still be somewhat greater than from the original

i forested bluffs. Within a radius of 10 miles, approximately 5200 Saee land clearing may benefit certain species of wildlife by creat-
' acres of similar lake habitat are available. Therefore, the lakes ing more feeding and nesting habitats. The mockingbird. BaltLmore
) at the site do not represent a unique habitat. *

crisie, bobuhite quail and mourning dove are birds of the region
that usually select nesting sites in the edge area between forest'

; Due to the trap-like action of the bottom lands, suspended sediments and an open area. Also, large open fields are the preferred habi-
; from the project will not enter the river during most of the year. tat of several other birds, including marsh hawks and meadowlarks. *

| Bowever, during inundation of the bottomlands some of this deposited Such areas, provided they support grass and other early stages of
i material is likely to be resuspended and enter the river as a mass plant succession, are preferred hunting and feeding areas for red-

of highly turbid water. Since the river at flood stage is highly tailed hawks, sparrow hawks, and barn owls.
turbid, the ef f ect from this one source is likely to be small. The
river conditions and low biotic coccentrations in the main rivers Forest-dependent wildlife species will be displaced through habitat
stem will minimize any direct ecological effects. The additive destruction resulting from land clearing. Species likely to be af-

' ef fect of this project combined with many other construction pro- fected include the white-tailed deer, bobcat, gray and fox squirrels,

,
jects in the basin at large may generally produce an adverse en- woodland mause, shorttail shrew, American toad, Fowler's toad, Caro-

i vironmental Lepact upon the river ecology. lina wren, white-eyed vireo, red-eyed vireo, woodpeckers and barred
owl.

'
4.3.2 Terrestrial Ecology

The removal of large trees on the edge of Hamilton Lake vill elhni-
The construction activities at the site will eliminate about 30 0 nate nesting habitats of the wood duck, prothonotary varbler and,

acres of- relatively undisturbed land which has been largely avail- rough-winged swallow. Beaver resident in the area between Gin and
able for vildlife habitat. Of this amount 200 acres are located Hamilton Lakes will be displaced by clearing and construction activ-
in the loessial bluf f section and 100 acres in the bottomlands. ities. Beaver are caemon in the area and have been classified es
Wildlife vill tend to be displaced by the vegetation renoval, ex- a nuisance. The State has placed a bounty on beaver (Turcotte,
tensive site grading and general construction activity. Except 1973). If displaced, beaver will tend to relocate.
for the part actually occupied by buildings, structures, and paved
areas, this disruptive ef fect will tend to be temporary for most During transmission line construction, there vill be some displace-
of the 2300 acre site. Of course, the site probably will never ment of vi?311fe. There may be areas of the right-of-ways which,
return completely to its pre-construction condition.

f
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The Applicant estimates that more than 1000 vehicles may be mov-
as a result of construction activity, will be exposed to erosion; ing in each direction per day during peak construction perio,$s
these areas will be landscaped and seeded. In certain sections of (1976-77). This represents an increase of approximately 261 over
the route, proper planning, construction practice and landscaping4

will be necessary to miMaine the loss of scenic and aesthetic
- the combined daily vehicular traffic volume estimated * for 17S Route '

61, the main Vicksburg-Natches highway, and State Route 18, which
value of the terrain. intersects with it at Port Gibson end leads past the site. At pres-,

'

ent, there is very little traffic between Highway 61 and the site,On the other hand, some positive benefits can result from the con-
so that construction vehicles can be expected to comprise the major-

struction of a transmission line. The clearing and maintenance of
ity of traffic over this route with little interference. Any incon-right-of-ways can be carried out to create habitats favorable t

- venience to visitors at Grand Golf Military State Park is, however,forest-edge species. Some of these species occurring in Mississippi expected to be minor. Tourism at the Park is heavily concentratedare the mockingbird, Baltimore oriole, bobwhite quail, mourning dove' on weekends, when construction activities-including traffic to and
4

| wild turkey, cottontail rabbit and white-tailed deer. - from the site--will be at their minimum.
! 4.4 EFFECTS OM COMMUNITY The indirect impact on the community from construction will be more

significant than the direct effect. The work force during construc-In 1970, 51 people resided within a 1-et11e radius of the reactor tion (which will build to a peak of about 2500, see Section 3.9)
building, fewer than 450 in a 4-mile radius, and,approximately - will have to be recruited heavily from outside the immediate ares.,
2000 persons within 5 alles or less.. Bus , the population which3

could experie<tce the immediate impact of construction activities community leaders that many skilled laborers whose hosies are in
]

is quite small. Furthermore, population within a 10-mile radius Claiborne County are now employed as far away as Vicksburg andis actually expected (according to census projections) to decrease g ,

i slightly (from 7245 to 7209) between 1970 and 1980, the period dur-
j ing which construction will take place. He effects from direct
! construction activities on the few residents in the immediate from 200 to 500. The lower figure is more commensurate with the per-

3 vicinity should be slight. Of the approximately 2300 acres (3.6 Centag*8 88 YePorted by the Office of Economic Opportunity.' Accord-
I square miles) of site property, approximately 330 acres (0.52 to t is smce, in 1960 some 5% of about 3100 employed persons'

square miles) will be modified, leaving about 85% of the property c muuta j s w tsi e Claibone County. he same see m-in its present state. Most of the work will be conducted a half ported an unemployment rate for the period of 6.11. There Js naI mile or more from the site boundary, which is screened by wooded estimate of how many unesployed persons would be qualified for con-
|

and irregular intervening terrain. struction jobs nor of how many underemployed residents might be
used in building the plant. In any event, it seems clear thatThere will be suspension of hunting, f arming and fishing on the
a re than 80% of the peak construction force will have to come fromsite during construction, with the possibility of resuming some of
outside the ccnnty. Accordingly, there will be a considerable

k these activities later under careful controls. At present a small
transient population between 1974-1980.amount of pasture land (at the southeastern corner of the site),,

| five hunting camps on or adjacent to site boundaries, and one fish-
j ing site in the Mississippi River are involved in these activities.

Fever than 100 individuals are engaged in full or part-time agri-*
" Official figure 8 Supplied by Mississippi State Highway Depart-

I culture within a 5 ,t11e radius of the site. ratet for 1971-72.*

There will also be substantial increase in traffic volume during
the movement of men, machines and supplies to and from the site.
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The Applicant estimates on the basis of similar experiences else- TABLE 4-2,
' whare that about one-half of the workers will bring families.

Thus, a large transient population can be expected within the gen- FACTORS INFLUENCING RESIDENCE IN NEARBY MAJOR MUNICIPAL AREAS
eral region At present the itsnediate vicinity of the site has (1970 Census)14

negligible capability to support an influx. Preliminary prepara-
tions have been made to provide scos trailer parks in Claiborne 11 Figures Rounded to Nearest Hundred
County outside the Corporate limits of Port Gibson, but these plans
remain tentative pending determination that the plant will be built. All year Estimated
In any event many construction workers and their f amilios can be ex- Housing Driving
pected to reside at some distance from the site. The three largest Municipal Unita Vacant Renter School Time go
coranunities capable of accomodating a significant temporary increase Area Population (non-rural) (for rent) Occupied Population Site (min)
in population are Jackson, Vicksburg and Natcher. Pertinent facts
ab these communities according to the 1970 census are given in Jackson / 215,000 67,200 2,000 22,800 57,900 75y

Hinds County

Based on the driving times outlined in Table 4-2, the Applicant exe Vicksburg/
pects more workers to live in Vicksburg than in any other area. In Wa 25,500 9.100 500 3,800 6.800 40this connection, it may be noted that MP&L has recently constructed a
plant in the immediate vicinity of Vicksburg and it was predicted-

' during the recent Staff visit to Port Gibson- that many of the work- Natchez/
19,700 6.800 300 2,800 5,500 60ers employed there would subsequently be employed in Grand Gulf con- y ,,,

struction. Assuming that as many as 40', of the construction workers
during the peak period should seek new residence in Vicksburg/ Warren
County, it is clear from Table 4-2 that significant expansion of rental
facilities would be required to accommodate the influx. Jackson / Hinds
County represents a umch larger metropolitan area which should be
able to accommodate those of the construction force that might choose
to live there, especially as its distance from the site (estimated
driving time of 1.25 hours) would tend to attract relatively few
workers. Natchez, the smallest of the three urban localities listed
in Table 4-2, also has a driving time (about one hour) such as to
make it less convenient than the Vicksburg area. Hence it is un-
likely that housing facilities in the Natchez vicinity would be taxeda

by the influx of construction workers.

As existing approaches to the site from the vicinity of Port Gibson
are clearly inadequate to handle the volume of vehicular traf fic
during construction of the plant and its subsequent operation, plans
are under way for s Claiberne County Road and Bridge Project which Specifically, the two publications of the Census Bureau used in deriv-
will significantly upgrade the capacity of the roads involved. The ing this table are Detailed Housing Characteristics, Mississippi, 1970project, still in the plancing stage, includes some four miles of Census of Housing, HC(l)-B26 U.S. Department of Commerce, 1972. Tables 31,
improvements to existieg roadways f rom U. S. Highway 61, about six 48, 53 and 58; and General Population Characteristics. Advance Report,

Mississippi PC(V2)-26. U.S. Department of Commerce,1971.
2
The Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) of Jackron actually com-
priaes both Hinds and Rankin Counties. Rankin, howevM - which is the
smaller county - is located to the east at a distance from the site such

as to make it unsultable for commuting. Hence it is assumed that any
workers who located in the Jackson SMSA would select homes in Hinds County.
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ailes of new roadway or new extensions, and the construction of a from everage daily census (ADC) in the hospital during 1967-71,
new bridge (over Bayou Pierre) as well as a new railroad overpass. * Period which actually showed a declining percent of capacity-i
initial estimates reflect a total cost of some $7 million. (Prelim- utilized. During the period, many patients requiring hospital k
inary design proposal submitted to the Claiborne County Board of sation--in particular surgery-sought treatment in Vicksburg.
Supervisors by Gulf South Engineers, Biloxi, Miss.). Thus there are indications that 40 beds represents a quite con-

servative estimate of requirements and that if provided as part
The Applicant estimates that the increase in the school population of an improved hospital facility, such a capacity might become
may range from about 600 children in 1974 to a peak of 1500 in 1975 oversubscribed. A peak construction force of 2500-2600 repre-
and 1976. Most of these are expected in the schools of Vicksburg seats a nimber of votkers equal to about 1/4 of the total county
and suburban Warren County, with some load f alling on Claiborne population. Given a normal accident rate of about 121 (Smith,
County. The Applicant has been assured by letter from the Missis- 1973), the resulting number of accidents (>300) could well tax
sippi Superintendent of Education that provisions exist to meet
such contingencies without undue dif ficulty r Although the letter projected hospital f acilities.

discusses particularly the situation as Claiborne County might be The Staff has considered potential pollutants such as ' noise and
af fected by Grand Gulf construction, the implication is clear that dust, which might disturb the community. Noise-producing equip-
additional funds and teacher units could be allocated as necessary ment should be muffled appropriately and, as the site is lowered,
to Warren County, where a similar situstion was dealt with in the the remaining noise will tend to be directed upward. Dust will

Consequently, no significant problem in regard to school be controlled with water spray,j' past.
staff should be anticipated. There is, however, some question
about construction of f acilities, because of the short length of In summary, the Staff has examined the inspacts of site preparation
time available for expanding the school system and the f act that and construction for Units 1 and 2 and of related transmission lines| the large increase in need is only temporary. The permanent oper-

It is and believes the impacts to be acceptable, 'ating staff of the plant will consist of only 85 persons.
expected that there will be some industrial development and popu- 4.5 CottrROLS TO REDUCE OR LIMIT CONSTRUCTION IMPAC'

I,

lation influx to Claiborne County, but the difficulty of estimating
the extent of this development leaves the long-range educational

i needs of the county unclear. Claiborne County must decide whether
The Applicant has indicated in his Envirotunental report that efforts '
will be ande to insure that the site be kept as aesthetically pleas-

to opt for low-cost, quickly-built temporary facilities or higher ing as possible. Wooded areas and topography will be used wherever'

permanent facilities which may be underutilized after the possible to screen the work areas. Solid wastes, such as trash andcost
construction period. construction wastes, will be collected for offsite disposal in ac-

cordance with appropriate regulations.
A significant community problem during construction may be encount-
ered because of the very limited hospital facilities in Claiborne Fire prevention and protection will be given particular attentiont This situation was discussed in detail with the hospital' County.

j administrator during the Staff visit to Port Gibson. At present, in the detailed planning stage. Smoke will be controlled to the
extent possible. Applicable air pollution regulations will be

j the county hospital has a total of only 25 beds, with three doctors
on the staf f, two of whcun are now over 65 years old. A study pre- followed.

pared for the Claiborne County Community Hospital by Paul C. Kiene Care will be taken to reduce dust by dry weather watering. Bareand Associates, Baton Rouge, La., calls for a new hospital with - creas will be mulched and/or seeded. The concrete plant at theNo
4 3%40 beds by 1980 on the basis of normal county requirements. site will be equipped with dust control systests to cut down on re-

| plans exist to provide such a facility. The bed-rate is projected leases of cement dust.
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f The Applicent has stated in his Environmental Report that the trans-
sission line right-of-ways will be developed in conjunction with In the selectively cleared areas, proper and careful pro-*

cedures should be established in order to insure thata propriate governmental agencies. The corridor will be replanted future maintenance operations do not destroy the originalvegetation which will provide cover and food for wildlife. The,

APPj licant has given this sort of treatment to other right-of-ways design concept.

in cooperation with the U. S. soil Conservation Service.
The edges of major streams should be lef t in their natural.

The following should be given special consideration in order to state with absolute minimum disturbance by construction
j minimize the ef fects of transmission line construction: the Federal operations.

Power Camission's Order No. 414. Tuidelines for the Protection
of Natural Historic, Scenic and Recreational Values" and the * A careM review M an castrueden M h neW; h-,

; U. S. Department of Interior and Department of Agriculture Pub 11 field inspection of all such activities should be made.

" Environmental Criteria for Electrical Transmission Sys-cation:;
tass;"'

The Applicant states that he would continue to cooperate with state
j and local egencies, property owners and other individuals in creat-

,

Reclearing and additional clearing is to be done oni "E *# ** "" * **

] necessary to construct and properly operate the tran - right-of-way. The Applicant further states that he will also con-
- mission lines. tinue to prepare cleared land in cooperation with the property owners*

for other uses such as pasture and agricultural uses. Maintenance

] Any damage to underground drainage, culverts, drainage
'

* * E *~ *# *

ditches and drains should be repaired af ter construction
o impede existing surface and subsurface drain-so a

The Applicant has provided assurances that the displacement of top
i soil would be minimized. Veas subject to erosion will be seeded
,' Stri and careful supervision of selective clearing immediately following clearing. Following construction, the right-*

s be followed. This will require use of competent of-ways will be reconditioned, fertilized (where necessary), andj
4 rsonnel who have, in addition to knowledge of transmission seeded with permanent grasses. Sensitive areas will be m1ched un- f

ne construction, knowledge about plant material to be til new growth is established. ' Fertilizer will be used only in

* those areas where the original seeding is not effective and reseed-

) ing is necessary to limit erosion. The Applicant has stated that
!
_ In surveying the line route, engineering survey crews planting specifications prepared by the Mississippi State Mighway.

Department and the Soil Conservation Service will be followed in1 ould be carefully instructed not to damage areas that
ve been planned for selective clearing. reconditioning all right-of-ways.

!
; In selectively cleared areas, all brush cuttings should The Applicant has indicated that one of two creeks on the site will.

receive drainage water from activities at the site. Because theseemoved from the site and damaged plant material prop-
!

*
drainage watere will ultimately include roof drainage, road drainage,
etc., they will contain substantial quantities of road tars, oils,

t
etc. These waters should be conveyed directly to the Mississippi
River rather than to the maall drainage creeks on-site as presently
planned. -

,
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5 REFERENCES -5. ENVIROttfEEAL EFFECTS OF OPERATION OF THE Pl.A E
AND ITS TRANSMISSION FACll.1 TIES. Bicher. Alvin R. R. 1966. "Claiborne County Ceology and Minerall

Resources." ' Mississippi Geological, Economic and Topographi- 5.1 EFFECT ON TAND USE; cal Survey. Bull-107. J
''

j
. The plant site occupies 2300 acres of flood plain and terrace.

"

Council on Emironmental Quality. 1972. Wird Annual Report. About 300 acres would be taken for structures assctiated with theU. S. Government Printing Office,
;' plant and the remaining acreage left in its present etate, i.e.,
,

'

' forest covered. After construction, the disturbed areas are toCammon, J. R. 1970. The Effect of Inorganic Sediment on Stream be landscaped to minimize visual impact. In addition ' to the 2300 -Biota. U. S. Goverment Printing Of fice.-

] acree at the nuclear station site, an additional 200f'. acres would be
required for transmission line right-of-ways.

[ Hynes. H. B. N. 1971. The Biology of Polluted Waters. University
j of Toronto Press. 5.1.1 General Effects

f Office of Economic Opportunity, Information Center, CommueSty Pro- The Applicant is considering multiple use of the site to'be developed'} file Project, Claiborne County. Mississippi. in cooperation with local and State groups. These plans include
jj

providing land to allow river access through Grand Culf Militaryi Smith, R. 1973. Personal communication. Sentry Casualty Co., State Park and development of a visitor's center at the nuclear -{ Stevensport, Wisconsin.
station.

|
Because of the biological diversity of the site, the Ap-

plicant is further considering expanded educational facilities and/
} Stone, James H.

1973. ' Personal communication. Assistant Admini- r wildlife management projects. Since the undisturbed portion ofj strator. Division of Historic Sites and Archaeology, Mississippi the site is sizable, a great potential for sultiple-use develop-Department of Archives and History, Jackson, ment exists. jg
;

{ Turcotte. W. H. 1973. Personal Communication. Chief of Came Because of the irregular and wooded terrain, the plan: buildings:j and Fisheries. Mississippi Came and Fish Commission. would be largely obscured from the land side. It is judged that thej
plant buildings would have a minimal viseal impact from the river, !

| U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service. 1963. a distance of a mile and one-half. The cooling towerse he'vever.
| "Soll Survey of Claiborne County, Mississippi." will be visible for some distance, because of their size (approx--

imately 500 ft. high).
; Vice, R. B. , H. P. Cuy and G. E. Ferguson. 1969. Sediment Move-

in an Area of Suburban Highway Construction, Scott Run. The Applicant has stressed that his experience in the operation of
, ment '

! Fairf ax Co. , Va. . 1961-64. Geological Survey Water Supply mil-fired generating units would be applied to minimize environ-Paper 1591-E. U. S. Government Printing Office, mental damage due to spills of oil and other nonradioactive ma-i.
terials. The potential for such spills is low. The diesel gener-} Wilber. C. G. 1969. Biological Aspects of Water Pollution. Charles ator fuel oil storage is part of a safety related system and is toj C. Thomas Publisher. be underground and earthquake-proof. The auxiliary boiler fuel;

{
oil storage would be above ground and surrounded by dikes. Sep

|pumps could be provided for the quick recovery of any large spills.,

The relatively maall amount of oil and other potentially hazardous
materials required would be maintained at the site in appropriately

,

engineered containers. Storage and handling facilities would comply
I
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investigated in the laboratory and field (Frydman et al., 1972;
with the applicable requirements of the Occupational Saf ety and

Delivery of these materials to the site would Scherer et_ al., 1972). These investigations indicE el het, for
Health Act (OSHA). transmission lines up to 765 KV the maximum ground-level ozone
be by land routes which would simplify transfer and reduce the likeli- concentration will be well below critical levels (Frydman et al.,

1 hood of water contamination. 1972). Field studies with 765 KV lines which used equipmeE Ensi- 1

i tive to 0.002 ppm by volume indicated no measurable oridents at !

5.1.2 Transmission Line Effects either ground or transmission line wire level (Frydman et al., 1972).
,

environmental problems However, it is possible that ozone levels might be greater in the
The Applicant has experienced no significant switchyards and substations.?

associated with the electrical effects of modern EHV transmissionThe audible and visible ef fects of corona discharge are The Staff judges that routine maintenance of the lines and right-
t'nt ermitt ent , depending largely upon atmospheric conditions, and
srstems.

eliminated by present-day equipment de- of-ways will not be disruptive to the environment. The Applicant's
partthey are for the mostthese ef fects when they are detectable are experience has been that herbicides or def oliants have not been

necessary for this purpose, inspection and maintenance activities,sign. In addition,
usually of low intensity and escape the notice cf the casual ob- though periodic, are infrequent and would have virtually no environ-'

The same can be said of the audible humming noise known to
; be associated with high voltage lines. The Applicant has also ex-

mental impact. Air patrols may be conducted on a scheduled basisserver.
and after major storms. Ground inspection, by foot or vehicle,problems with electwnagnetic noise orperienced no significantShould this problem arise in operation of the would be less frequent, probably once a year.

radio interf erence.
proposed lines, the Applicant may transpose conductors, a frequently Major maintenance and repair activities have only temporary
ef f ective solution to this kind of problem. environmental effects. The transmission lines would cross state

the most fre- and county roads which can provide direct access to the right-of-4

The station switchyard probably would be the source ni ways at a number of points. In addition, land subdivision lines
quently observed electrical ef f ects of operation, because of theI The hum and and section lines are often characterized by roads or farm lanes

| concentration and variety of high voltage equipment. no dif ficulty, which mey be used by line repair vehicles. In some instances, dam-
other occasional noises of normal operation present age to the terrain may be unavoidable, but the Applicant is willing| On some occasions, high voltage circuit breakers may activate with to repair such damage.however, these components can be wf fled if
a very loud report;
necessary, and, in any case, such reports probably would to un- The presence of the transmission lines would have minimal ef fecton the station, because of the distance in-.

upon the appearance or land use of the areas they traverse. Thenoticed by people not*

volved. irregular but general'y unif orm topography minimizes the appear-'

ance of long stretches of towers and lines. The large amount of
Along the transmission lines, ozone production would be distributed forested land tends to hide the lines from ground level. The use

probably would have no discernible environmental ef f ect. of long spans and non-guyed towers (each occupying less than 300so that it
The phytotoxic potential of the ozone component of smog has beenIn fumigation experi- square feet of ground) and the practice of following land subdiv-.

i long recognized (Jacobson and Hill,1970).0.05-0.12 ppm for 2-4 hours isions or section lines where possible avoids interference

| ment s, concentrations of ozone betweensensitive plants while other plants with normal farming activities. Probably the most visible ef f ect
will cause damage to the most
can withstand concentrations up to 1.0 ppe. (Hill, 1970) . Many of transmiesion line presence would be the cleared right-of-ways;

near road ways. The use of screening vegetation and variable; f actors modif y the response of any particular species to ozone width right-of-way clearing can significantly reduce this aesthetici
The small amount of work which has been done on(Hill, 1970). the impact.

ozone relative to electrical transmission lines suggests thatto have any adverse
concentration of ozone is sufficiently low notThe generation of ozone:

ef f ect on even the most sensitive plants.'

of corona by transmission lines has been experimentally
,

as a result

i
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5.2 EFFECT ON WATER USE a c mbination of field studies and laboratory experiments; these
coefficients are different for the two segments within the near

5.2.1 Thermal * * * ** *

The Applicant has performed ci.lculations using a mathmatical model The Applicant has computed the expected spatial distribution of
to estimate the thermal ef fects of discharging blowdown from the the discharge plume in the river for four situations representing
cooling towers into the Mississippi River. The Applicant stetes what are regarded as typical ' worst-case" conditions. These situ-
that the methods used were developed by Fritchard and Carter (1972), ati ns are as follws:
refined in an updated second-order thermal plume model,* in which
the effects of water depth and buoyancy are more realistically 1. The month of February, when the excess temperature of the
taken into account than in the original model, c mbined discharge is a maximum for the year, for a low

river flow of 121,000 cf s.
The model employed is specifically adapted to a situation in which
a heated outflow is discharged below the water surface essentially 2. The month of February, when the excess temperature of
at right angles to an ambient stream (cross-current). The thermal the combined discharge is a maximum for the year, for
plume from the buoyant heated effluent is bent by the perpendi- a g er w f cfs.,

culsrly flowing cross-current in a downstream direction so that it
tskcs on approximately a banana shape. In the Pritchard-Carpenter 3. The month of July, when the tenperature of the combined
approach the critical factor is the excess of temperature at the discharge is a maximum (94.5 F) for the year for a low
centerline of this curving plume. The model computes the distance dver Hw of 1 1, O cfs.
along this centerline at which the temperature difference equals
or exceeds a given value. The width and total area of the iso- 4. The month of July, when the temperature of the combined
thtra bounding the surf ace water with this same temperature dif- discharge is a maximum (94.5 F) for the year for a high
farence are then calculated as functions of this curvilinear dis- r ver w O cfs.,

tance along the centerline. The model is unusual in providing,
also, a measure of the vertical extent of the plume, in terms of The results of these calculations are & m 24 Table 5-1.
the depth to which excess water temperature is 1/2 that at the sur-
face. In first computing the excess temperature distribution, only The Staff concludes that the model ustd by the Applicant is well'
the ef fects of dilution by momentum entrainment (in the near field) suited to the conditions that will exist at Grand Gulf. It is
and of natural turbulent diffusion (in the far field) are considered. n tew rthy that the model, which was developed primarily for appli-
Subesquently, adjustments aie made to take into account loss of hest cati n to the ef f ects of once-through cooling, has been employed
to the atmosphere, resulting in small modifications to the prev- estimate ne eHects of Mwh aM residual discharge ho
iously calculated values, The near field is considered to extend which it is equally suited), although the amount of the outflow
to the point at which excess tenperature at the centerline <20 per- at Gra

~ be less dan M M dat vald be aMed to de
cent of the original temperature excess. Calculations are made dver i me-t a gh cooling were used. The model as applied
separately for the near and far fields. Within the near field, is c nservative, since it considers the discharge to occur nearer
whire the plume trajectory is gradually bent under cross-current e su ace an it actua w ated, dus %cing de
meerntum until a point is reached at which it becomes essentially effects of entrainment. Minimum f1w rate past the site is about
parallel to the shoreline, temperature distributions are computed 54 million gpm. Maximum discharge of water in the river from
steparately for segments of the trajectory before and af ter this the site is not expected to exceed 30,000 gpm from operation of
trsnsition point. The mathematical equations of the model use both generating units and cooling towers, which is about 3% of

I cozfficients based on analyses of thermal plume data obtained from the discharge rate would result from once-through cooling.
I
.

! *The model actually used by the Applicant was developed by the firm
of Pritchard-Carpenter Associates as a refinement of the original'

approach by Pritchard and Carter.

|
,
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\ would be exposed to selected temperatures under typical " worst-case"
J

conditians (minimum river flow during February when the-temperature
excess is at a maximum and during July when the highest absolute
temperature of the thermal plume would be expected). The calcula-
tion a.-sumes that the drif ting organisms would enter the plume at
the discharge and remain near the plume axis for its entire length.
Values of the maximum length of the isotherms were those calculated
independently by the Staff, using the Applicant's methodology. Re-

; sults are shown in Table 5-2.-

These conditions have been compared by the Staff to the Mississippi
" Water Quality Criteria For Interstate and Intrastate Water,"ua

k
g

$ (regulation adopted April 24, 1973) and found to be within the
e

g. limits. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's requirementsk * ua

k j (under the Federal Water Polls tion Control Act Amendments of 1972,,
' h

P.L. 92-500) that the temperature excess and absolute maximum must
k * <
4 ? I not exceed 5'F. and 90*F. respectively af ter mixing whil be met

h (5'F. requires 500 feet of mixing, 90*F. requires less than 100
g

O feet of mixing).
%s

i u.
O 5.2.2 Chlorine
E
us The Applicant states in his Environmental Report that the concen-

a y trations of chlorine which will be released to the river in the$ j 0w _a

7 j
- ] y discharge of blowdown will be about 0.01 ppm (1 part to 10 ),

as Independent calculations performed by the Staf f indicate that as
? ;

2 * Q a result of dilution the concentration will decrease rapidly below

h a this level. The Staf f evaluation concludes that chlorine concen-*
trations in the discharge pipe up to 0.1 (10 times higher than( @ f?

'

} } | [
planned) would have no adverse ef f ect on biota of the river.

5.2.3 Cooling Towers
g

I h !
'

h I .
5.2.3.1 Choice of Cooling System

!gh E
,

b It has been decided to use a single large natural-draf t coolings,
!L j e

3 i it) tower (for each unit) in a closed-circuit cooling system to dis-f I,

>y
,

j sipate nearly all the condenser heat directly to the atmosphereg[ ]'
Q, i

rather than to the tilssissippi River directly. Although this
'

3
ldecision minimizes thermal discharge to the river , a closed-

I

L %

IThe rate of discharge into the river with cooling towers is
' g[,. about 2.8 percent of what it would be with once-through cooling.t

|WWfd*Q G
c n
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TABLE 5-2 circuit system involves some loss of thermal efficiency. In theory,
a cooling tower could, in sene circumstances, cause adverse meteor-

ESTIMATED MAIlMUM EXPOSURE TIME TO EXCESS TEMPERATURES ological effects, but oractical experience indicates that adverse >
'

(TYPICAL WORST-CASE CONDITIONS) effects do not occur frequently muough to be attributed definitely '

to cooling-tower operation. Calculations made for Grand Gulf both
by the Applicant and independent'.y by the Staff indicate that the,

environmental impact of the plancsd natural-draf t cooling towers
should be negligible.

. Actual
&T of Temperature Exposure

! Isotherm of Plume Time - Natural-draf t cooling towers rely primarily on evaporation of water
Month (*F) *F Seconds for their cooling offect and transfer large quantities of water

vapor and heat to the atmosphere at high rates from a small area.
July 13.5* 94.5* 0.0 Before this moistere and heat can be completelv dissipated by mix-~

ing with large vclumes of sabient air, condensation is likely to
12* 93* 1.0 occur and to produce a visi* ole vapor plume.
10* 91* 4.0

5.2.3.2 Possible Atmospheric Effects
5* 86* 65.07

i
. 3* 84* 60.0 The air leaving the top of the tower is practically saturated with |

water vapor, and, as it rises. It carries along and mixes with a
l' 82* 4000.0 considerable volume of cooler, unsaturated ambient air. Since the [saturation vapor pressure decreases rapidly with decreasing tem-

perature, the mixed effluent usually becomes supersaturated as
February 20* 65* O soon as it leaves the tower, and minute droplets condense out to

15* 60* 3 form a visible plume -the primary atmospheric impact. The latent
heat released by condensation adds to the buoyancy of the plume

10* 55* 27 so that it continues to rise and mix with the ambient air until
5* 50* 220 it dissipates by evaporation, merges with existing cloud cover,

or reaches a maximum height depending on temperature, humidity,,

4 49* 420 wind velocity and atmospheric stability, in the latter case,

3* 'I' as the plume is carried downwind, further mixing and dispersion
take place, reducing buoyancy, and eddies may also cause local i

la 46* 6800 downward movement. However, mixing with unsaturated air and adia- '

batic heating on descent cause evaporation of the droplets, and
,

under normal conditions, in reasonably flat country, the visible I
plume eventually dissipates without returning to ground level.
The length of the visible plume will depend on station load and
meteorological conditions but will be greater at lower tempera-
tures in winter, because of the reduced capability of air to hold
water vapor.

I
-

Of the available alternatives (spray ponds, canals, and mechanical-
draf t cooling towers), natural-draf t towers are least apt to create
ground-level fogging and icing. The reason for this is that the
moist air is discharged at a considerably greater height (nearly

; 500 feet for the Station tower) where wind speeds are normally
J

i
-

i

l
t

1
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highsr turbulence is less, and moisture deficits are greater than
at ground level. Further, a natural-draf t tower releases the vam, to prevail near the site considerably less than one-half that
moist air as a turbulent upward stream with considerable manentsam amount of fogging would indeed be expected.
and buoyancy, which under most conditions continues to rise well
sbove the top of the tower before it becomes diffused and is car- The Staf f has examined these analyses and concludes that the resulte ,

ried horizontally by the wind. are both reasonable and conservative. Independent calculations per-
formed by the Staf f indicate that under what may be regarded as typ .

5.2.3.3 Experience with Natural-Draf t Cooling Towers ical " worst-case conditions" the incidence of ground-level fog from
the towers would be insignificant. These conditions include a com-

It has been found, both in the 11. S. and abroad where large natural- bination of maximum evaporation, high humidity, ambient temperature
meteor- of 39,2*F, and turbulent structure of the atmosphere associateddraft cooling towers have been in operation for decades, that

ologic ef f ects are insignificant. As reported by Decker (1972) in with conditions of instability characterized by Pasquill Class B

South Africa 70 natural-draft towers have operated fog free, and (Turne r, 1970) . According to measurements at the Jackson Airport
in the 15-year experience of a Belgian company with nearly 100 such as presented in the Applicant's Environmental Report, conditions
towers, there were no reports of ground-level fog formation. At of moderate and/or extreme instability (Pasquill Classes A and B
the Keystone Station near Shelocta, Pennsylvania, a study (Bierman combined) occur less than 7 percent of the time during winter months
et al., 1971) of plume characteristics showed that 81.5 percent of (when the temperature would be as low as 40*F). The combination of
Es plumes evaporated to invisibility and of those which did not, other conditions with one of these Pasquill stability classes would
nearly 90 percent were short (less than 1625 feet). Another 14.5 be of substantially rarer occurrence. Because of the remoteness of
percent of the plumes were absorbed into overcast conditions. The the site, it is unlikely that ground-level fog-even in the rare

towers at Crand Gulf will be significantly higher than the 325-foot occasions it did occur-would af f ect transporte tion.

height at Keystone, and the climate is warmer-both conditions tend-
ing to decreasit the expected plume effect. At the Paradise Power The Applicant has computed the length of visible plune expected

1 Plant in Central Kentucky, a 1970 staly (Colbaugh et al., 1972) at the site from the combined ef fect of the two towers under var-,

t

showed no significant adverse effects. In this investigation the ious wind conditions for each of four cardinal months: January,
4

overall average length of plumes was found to be 0.9 km (0.56 mi.). April, July and October. The calculations, based on a regression'

| February was the month of longest plumes ranging up to 16 km (9.9 model deri=ed by Colbaugh from enpirical data, use five years of
mi.), with 5.4 km (3.36 mi.) the average. Ou the strength of these observations of surf ace and upper air conditions at Jackson, Mis-
and other reported observations, plumes from natural-draf t cooling sissippi, at 0800 and 1600 CST. The average plume lengths by wind
towers may be counted on to evaporate while still above ground level, direction, tcgether with average wind speed and percentage fre-
and the possibilities of fogging and icing may be discounted as quency of occurrence of directional winds, are shown in Table 5-3.

The average lengths range from 2.72 miles in July to 3.42 miles in
significant problems.

J anua ry. Longest average length by wind direction is estimated as
r

5.2.3.4 Effects of Cooling Tower Operation 4.55 miles f rom WSW wind in January. From one-half to more than
three-quarters of the time no visible plume at all was estimated

The Applicant has performed calculations to predict the_ effects of to occur. These results have been comrared by the Staff with re-

tha cooling-tower plume on fogging in the vicinity and has com- sults obtained independently by other models and appear reasonable.
pared these predictions with the results, both theoretical and en- ,

pirical, at other nuclear plants with similar towers. Based on Although in many situations the plume would be visible at a conside
this analysis, the Applicant estimates that the increase in ground- erable elevation beyond the property line, this fact is not deened
level fogging resulting from the towers will not exceed 40 hours ,g'

per year and under atmospheric and meteorologic conditions likely
The Applicant has stated that the drift from the tower will amount
to about 220 gallons per minute (gpm). This amount represents about

.

e
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$5 _ one to two percer t of the water vapor in tne plume. Under most at- I22aa4444444444-QE9ES9: 3 *. :: . R ***
9 i

2 mospheric conditions up to 90% of the droplets entrained as drift;; = a a * -
43 - would be expected to evaporate in the air, with approximately 10%

reaching ground leval (Israel and Overcamp. 1973). Considering
;j |g42~232;2**-)24)* the effect of downwind diffusion. the Staff estimates the prob-4

i a aE& ability of inhalation of particle-laden drops by persons off
site is negligible. If the degree of alkalinity in the cooling.

$$ water should become excessive, there is at least a theoretical-..-...*.=a i*999Migg .: 4444J*=*=a O possibility that gaseous ammonia may be present in the vapor emitteda = a " *

jj in the plume from the tower. This point has been discussed by the,

"b Staf f with engineering representativee of the Marley Company (Kadle
8. e .I. S 93%I and Holmberg, 1973) one of U. S. firms in the construction of

~ ~ ~ * 4 4. $, .4. .E. $. .I. 5. 5. " .5839., 9=
t5 ti - *- -

. . . o cooling towers. While concurring that a cooling tower is theo-
U" _"

*
~"
*

retically a good " ammonia stripper." the Marley engineers reported,

.3 i% the b3th their theoretical investigations and practical experience, , .,, ,.... -o = . . .
show the possibility as negligible; a much higher loading factor ofgg { g3[ 44;4;44a444444A4 *

' *"" water per unit area of tower as well as a higher pH factor (alkalin-gg
g, gy ity) of cooling water would be required than is likely to be en-
g gg aA4 t*t.ia a. 7 * t t "A 4 "' countered in any practical cooling tower.3E E .==* *

- .~ = * e- * - *
-

Em et 5.3 RADIATION DOSES TO SPECIES OTHER THAN MAN3
Q} gg=

7gggggg.-g gaa4;4a4;----qgg* -q 5.3.1 Exposure Pathwayss s t; e- :- - ~
43 ,'

g g 32, No g91delines have been established for acceptable radiation

k3
exposure to species other than man. It is generale agreed, how-g5 :

j* .1jj 4 4 .: 444-***==****.----*n9-.9~.******' g ;. .
* ever. thit the limits established for humans are also conservativeg

Eb g in relation to other species (Auerbach. S. I. Ecclecical Con-. *

$g
'I5

.

siderations in Siting Nuclear Power Plants: The L m,:-ferm Biotah} Effects troblems. Nuclear Safety. 12:25, 1972.). The pathways{k . ..-, ...-~o . -. = ~
g 4444444 .444AW4444 gg by which both man and biota other than man may receive radiation*

= j*t

21 doses are shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5.~ .

If aa EE-E998$5$.558.59571Q [$*

:=, -- ------ - - - - e- : 5.3.2 Radioactivit y in the Environment>
. a. .a

*g
E ,y2 a.= .= == 999a t*-9*"* 2{ Aquatic organisms living in water containing radionuclides dis-
[ 31. g .44AA 4a =*******O }" charged from Grand Culf Units I and 2 will be subjected to a.
' *

*I radiation environment. The maximum doses to aquatic organisms*

IO
" i, j! will be delivered to freshwater fish and invertebrates. This is
* *

44aiAA 9n=*S.~*97t" *j.---- eS g ~ - - ~ - . - ~ ~ - *
* 22 ~ .,

2]
. . h.

2 4F,= u = = = = . ..It .525= : : ==3E= .
g{g= u a 2 22s: .I yu2 ..
221EE .-
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principally a consequence of physiological phenomena exhibited by
these organisms that concentrate within their body etructures a
number of elements that can be present in their aqueous environ-
ment. Estimates have been made of the quantities of elements
present in a number of organisms relative to the quantities present TABLE 5-4
in their aqueous habitat. Values of these biologic =t1 accumulation
factors for a number of water-borne elements by freshwater tish and FRESHWATER BIOACCUMULATION FACTORS FOR RADIOELEMENTS*+
invertebrates are provided in Table 5-4. Variation in bio- (PCi/Kg Organism per pCi/ Liter Water)
accumulation f actors range over several orders or magnitude de-
pending upon the chemical elements and the species involved *

ELEMENT FISH INVERTEBRATES ELEMENT FISH INVERTEBRATES
The quantities and species of radionuclides expected to be dis-
charged annually from Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 have been estimated Cr 2(2) 2(3) Ru 1(2) 2(3)
by the Staf f and are given in Tables 3-4 and 3-5 The liquid

h $) @ R @ @radioactive wastes, when diluted by the total annual discharge of
the plant and based upon an operational flow rate of 44.6 cubic
fest per second for both units, would Fe 3G) 3(3) % @ Wcentrations of activities of 2.5 x 10 groduce average gross con-microcuries per milliliter

Co 5(2) 2(3) Te 4(2) 2(2)in the discharged water. Further dilution will occur quickly down-
str2am of the point of discharge.

Ni 4(1) 1(2) I 1(0) 2(1)
In addition to radionuclides being discharged into the environ-

Zn 1(3) 4(4) Cs 1(3) 1(3)ment, direct radiation from the turbine building of the plant
will be produced during normal reactor operation. The principal
source of this radiation arises from the decay of short-lived Ag 3(3) 3(3) Ba 1(1) 2(2)
N-16 produced in the primary coolant and carried over to the tur-

W 1(0) 3(1) Ce 1(2) I(3)bins with the steam. The dose from direct radiation will decrease
rrpidly with distance from the turbine building.

Rb M3) M3) Pr @ @
5.3.3 Dose Rate Estimates

Sr 4()) 7(2) Nd 1(2) 1(3)
The ingestion and direct radiation doses to fish, aquatic inver-
tebrates and aqvatic plants residing permanently in the activity T 1(2) 1(3) Pm 1(2) 1(3)
concentration of the discharge pipe are calculated by the Staff
to be 0.6 rads /yr, 1.3 rads /yr, and 6.7 rads /yr, respectively. Zr 1(2) 1(3) Np 1(4) 3(2)
It is highly unlikely that any of the mobile life forms will spend

Nb 3(4) 1(2) Pu 1(1) 3(2)a significant portion of their life spans at this activity concen-
tration; therefore, the doses to these organisms are considered
to be maximum ones. In addition to dilution, radioactive decay
of the nuclides before they are taken up by the biota vill also
1 sad itself to reduction of the doses which aquatic biota may
actually receive. * Numbers in parentheses represent powers of ten.

& Chapman, W. H., H. L. Ficher and M. W. Pratt, " Concentration Factors
of Chemical Elements in Edible Aquatic Organisms," UCRL-50564,
December 30, 1968
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a

Doses to terrestrial biota are derived from both internal and food chains leading to man, and in the assumed use by man of the
external sources. plant surroundings and the products of the surroundings.

Those terrestrial organisms that form permanent cotenunities in 5.4.2 Liquid Effluents

the environs of the plant reasonably could receive marimum direct'

radiation doses ranging from 3.5 to 130 millirads per year. The liquid waste system that results in discharges to the
These doses were calculated at the point on the site boundary Mississippi River has been discussed in Chapter 3. Table 3-4
nearest to the Unit 2 turbine building (0.48 miles in the SE Presents the annual liquid radionslide releases per unit.
direction) and at a distance 200 meters from the turbine buildings These effluents are diluted by water both from cooling tower

4

(at the point where maximum dose was calculated), respectively, blowdown and the river. Dilution factors for these sources are
approximately 10-3 in the discharge pipe (assuming complete mixing

5.4 RADIO!DCICAL L*fPACT ON MAN in 44.6 cf s) and an additional 10~'' in the Mississippi River
5(assuming complete mixing in 4.3 x 10 cfs), respectively.

During normal operation of Crand Gulf Units 1 and 2 at power,
small quantities of fission products and induced activitie's will 5.4.3 Caseous Effluentsi

be released to the environment. The plant design is such that
radiation doses received by persons beyond the site boundaries, The gaseous vaste syst e has been discussed in Chapter 3. Tablea

as a consequence of plant releases and of direct radiation, will 3-5 presents the annual gasecus radionuclide releases per unit.'

*
be well within the limits imposed by 10 CFR Part 20. The Staff has

,

made estimates of the annual quantities of radionuclides expected to Concentrations of gaseous radionwlides (Kr, Xe, and 1) in the
be released from the plant under normal operating conditions. These air have been estimated at distances up to 50 miles from the'

estimates are based upon operating experience gained from past plant Grand Gulf Nuclear Station by use of a computer program developed
performance and estimates of future plant performance obtained by by the Staf f.

assessing planned modifications in design and operating procedures.
5.4.4 Direct Radiation

5.4.1 Exposure Pathways
Direct radiation exposure from the turbine buildings and the

; The Staff has calculated radiation doses that might be delivered Condensate Storage and Refueling Water Storage Tanks was cal-
4 to individuals at locations on the boundaries of the site and culated. These calculations were based on the estimated activity

| beyond. The calculated doses are based upon the estimated content of these vessels and the shielding provided by the plant

activity in liquid and gaseous releases from Grand Gulf Units structure.i

| 1 and 2.
Confirming measurements will be made by the Applicant as part of

,

These doses consider the most significaat pathways (from Figure the environmental radiological monitoring program after start-up.

5-4) by which man may receive radiation doses from the effluents"

of the plant. The assumptions used in the calculations are 5.4.5 Dose Rate Estimates

conservative in estimating the dilutions in the atmosphere and
coolant water, the biological accumulation of radionuc41 des in Staf f estimates of doses delivered to individuals situated at

selected locations at or beyond the site bm ndaries are given in

Table 5-5. The values presented represent annual radiation doses
4 to individuals as a result of normal operation of Grand Culf

Units 1 and 2. The maximum site boundary total body dose is cal-

.
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TABLE S-5-

CALCULATED MAI9888 BADIATION 00$$$ DSLIVERED TO -
INDIVIDUALS UNDER NOWIAL OP83ATION

(aree/ year)

tacetton Pathvey . Total Body Dose Skla Dose Thyroid Does 01 Tract Does

Site Soundary
0.5 M11ee Cloud External 2.2 4.5 ,

.g135 Degrease Cloud tahalation 0.2
Direct Radiation 3.5 3.5 3.5

free Turbice ,

I

Kearest Reeldence '
.

.0.5 Kilee cloud Esternal 2.2 4.5.135 Degrees Cloud Zahalation 0.2 ,

Direct Radiation 3.5 3.5 3.5 i

<

from Turbina

Nearest Potential Pasture Cove Milk Ingestica 50.0 y0.5 Miles Infant i w
135 Degrees *

Nearest Cow Cove Milk Ingestica 2.8
2.5 Miles Infant i
112 Degrees

Nearest Dairy Cove Milk Ingestion 0.4
10.5 Miles lafact i
202 Degrees

Nestest Beach Sviaedng 2.0 (-6 )* 2. 6 (-4)
1.4 M11ee $horelina 8. 8 (-3) 1.0(-2)
295 Degrees

Coolant Discharge Region Fish Ingestion 4.2 1. 2 (* 2 ) 7.0(-1)
Invertebrate lagestion 2.2 1.4(*1) 2.0

Nearest Public Ingestica 2. 6 (-4 ) 6. 4 (-4) 2. 6 (-4 )
Water supply

Plant Vietaity Came 5. 9 (-4 )

7
8

TABLE 5-5 (Continued)

* Angles are given in degrees clockwise from North of the plant.
# Thyroid dose to an infant assumes a 2 gram thyroid, ingestion of 1 liter of milk per day from animal

pastured 12 months per year on green forage.
+ Number in parentheses represent powers of ten.

NOTES

For calculation of fish and invertebrate doses to man, a dilution factor of 0.1 was applied toe

the discharge pipe concentration. This attil is considered to be conservative in light of the,

method by which liquid discharges are introduced into the Mississippi River.
Complete mixing of liquid discharges was assumed (a dilution f actor of .0001) for shorelinee

exposure,swisming and water ingestion dose calculations. y
e X/Q values used for calculations were U

Site Boundary, 6.1 x 10~0 sec/m3

3Nearest Cow, 3.4 x 10 sec/m

Nearest Dairy, 4.8 x 10-8 ,,c j,3
e Reference for dose calculation parameters weret

USAEC " Draft Envrionmental Statement Concerning Proposed Rule Making Action," Jan. 1973.
1Thompson, J. C. and Sister Marmion Howe. 1973. Retention and Removal of I from

Contaminated Vegetables. Health Physica 24:345-351.
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TABLE 5-6
culated to be 2.2 millirem per year, and the thyroid inhalation
does to an adult at the same location is estimated to be 0.2 POPULATION DOSES DUE TO AIRBORNE ACTIVITIES
r.1111 rem per year. The total estimated annual dose to an indivi-
dual who consumes fish and other aquatic foods that have been

'
assumed to have lived in the vicinity of the coolant discharge DISTANCE T(TIAL TOTAL AVERACE
is esiculated to be 0.15 milliram to the thyroid, 2.7 milli- MILES POPUULTION* man-rem DOSE, arem
ran to the gastro-intestinal tract and 4.2 milliren to the total
body from ingestion of fish and 2.2 millires to the total body 0-1 51 0.06 1.1
from ingestion of invertebrates. The doses from ingestion of 0-2 189 0.11 0.6
squatic foods are maximum doses and are highly unlikely to be (h3 301 0.12 0.4

! Ettained. It is estimated that the annual radiation dose to an 0-4 442 0.14 0.3
individual eating 0 5 lbs venison per day for his meat protein 0-5 2.070 0.24 0.1
intake is 5.9 x 10 A ares /yr. The annual radiological dose to the 0-10 ?,209 0.39 0.05

; 2 gram thyroid of an infant via the cow-milk pathway calculated 0-20 24,164 0.58 0.02
at the neartest potential pasture is 50 mrea. 0-30 93,;% 1.10 0.01

0-40 190,785 1.40 <0.01
Domes due to the ingestion of fresh water foods assume a daily 0-50 269,866 1.70 <0.01
individual intake of 20 grams of fish and 10 grams of freshwater
invertebrates. The daily water intake assumed for an individual
is 1.2 liters. Swimming and fishing are each assumed to occupy'

100 hours per year of an individual's time in the vicinity of the *1980
plant site. Other shoreline activities are assuned to occupy 500
hours per year of an individual's time.

The annual exposure due to direct radiation from the radio-
3

nuclides Fresent in the condensate storage and refueling water
sttorage tanks was calculated to be less than 4 x 10-3 mR/yr at
the nearest site boundary, where the nearest residence also is
located. The annual exposure rate at this location was calcu-
lated to be 3.5 mR due to N-16 activity in the turbine steam
system.

5.4.6 Population Doses from All $ources Resulting
,

from Nonnal Operations

As a result of normal operations, small amounts of radioactive
materials will be released to the air and water of the site
surroundings. The population in the surroundings will also be
exposed to radiation from irradiated fuel and other radioactive
vastes shipped from the plant to approved disposal sites. Thus,
there will be an overall incremental additional radiation level
to that due to natural background.

1

1

1
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Radiation doses calculated by the Staf f for the general population
s.ra intended to apply to an average individual. Specific persons scope of the AEC report entitled " Environmental Survey of Trana-
may receive higher or lower doses, depending upon their living portation of Radioactive Materials '.o and from Nuclear Pcwer
ha. bits, food preferences, or recreational activities. Plants," and are shown in Table 5-11.

The combined dose (man-ran)* to all individuals living within a The population doces out to 50 miles from cloud immersion, con-
50-m11e radius of the plant, calculated on the basis of exposure a aption of fish and aquatic invertebrates, and recreation. as well

as trans reation doses to the public at large, are summarixeoto radioactive gaseous effluents, is estimated to be 1.7
man-res/yr. Values of the man-rem dose for the 1980 population
at various distances from the plant are listed in Table 5-6.

5.4.7 Dose Assessment
la estimating the combined doses resulting from the consumptica
of fish and aquatic invertebrates harvested from the Mississippi Using conservative estimates, the total man-rem from all effluent
River, the 1959-60 reported fish landings (3,076,300 lbs.) from pathways received by the approximately 270,000 persons expected
the Mississippi were used (see Table 2-7). It was estimated that to live within a fifty mile radius of the Grand Culf Nuclear
the harvested weight of aquatic invertebrates (ca. 31,000 lbs.) Station in 1980 would be about 6 man-rem per year. In addition,
was less than the fish catch by a factor of 100. In addition, th* transportation may contribute 11.5 man-rem per year to the general
coolant water discharge was conservatively assumed to be diluted population at large. By comparison, an annual total of about
by an avarage factor of 0.001 over those dilutions in the discharge 35,000 man-ren vill be received by the same population as a result
pipe. The edible weight of both fish and aquatic invertebrates was of the average natural background dose rate of 0.13 rem per year
further assumed to represent one-half their gross weight. (A. W. Klement, et al., ORP/CSD 72-1, U.S. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, Offic'e 7 f Radiation Programs, Rockville, Md., August
Thi exposed fishing and boating population was estimated to 1972) in the vicinity of Crand Culf. Operation of this plant will
represent 25% of the total population within a fif ty mile radius be a minor contributor to the radiation dose that persons living
tnd each person was assumed to be exposed during 1 hourfyr of in the area normally receive from natural background radiation.
swisming and 5 hrs /yr of shoreline use in the mixing region.

The annual radiation exposures from liquid discharges as shown in
The transportation of cold fuel to a reactor, or irradiated fuel Table 5-5 are less than 5 millires. The doses from noble gases are
from the reactor to a fuel reprocessing plant, and of solid radio- less than 10 millirem at the site h undary. The liquid and noble gas
active wastes from the reactor to burial grounds is within the releases meet the Staff's guidelines for "as low as practicable" and

are felt to be acceptable. However, the doses from iodine isotopes
exceed 15 millires to a child's thyroid. These calculated doses are
considered by the Staff to be excessive (by a factor as much as 3).*The unit that is used to relate the radiation dose delivered to

the general public resulting from reactor operations is the man * The Applicant will be reouired to take such action as is needed to
ram. This measure, when applied to the dose from the various ensure that iodine releases and the resulting doses are as low as
pathways discussed above, fa the product of the dose delivered practicable (see additional comment in Section 9.2.6).
per unit time to an individual from reactor operations at a
particular location multiplied by the number of individuals that
rpend all or some of their time at that location and by the time
that they spend there.

1

1

l
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TW M 5.5 NONRADIOIDGICAL EFFECTS ON EC01DGICAL SYSTEMS

ANNUAL DOSE TO THE CENERAL POPULATION * * # *

FROM OPFRATIONS OF THE C1tAND CL't.F NITY F AR STATION
Ecological ef fects of plant operations related to the cooling sys-
tem may be observed in the following areas: 1) the intake; 2) the

g condenser and cooling towers; 3) the mixing zone of the discharge;
h ee (man-ren) and 4) the mixed receiving water.h tbay

1.7 The Staff believes that a number of factors will tend to limit theCloud adverse ef fects to the aquatic environment due to plant operations.
Fith Ingestion The plant site is located on a portion of the river that is adja-4.0

cent to the main river channel. The high current speeds (4-6 fps),
0.04 turbulent flow and unstable benthal sediments produce habitats ofInysrtebrate Ingestion

IN productivity. The Applicant's studies show, for example, about
hersation (Swinsting ne-third as many species of fish in the channel as in either the

0.005 backwater or moderate current areas (Appendix A). If small quan-
cnd Shoreline Use)

** "" ** *** * #*"" * *# " * * * *" * I

Transportation of Nuclear of entrainment of aquatic organisms is less likely than when large
Fuel and Radioactive Wastes volumes are withdrawn. The proposed plant will withdrav 58,000
(by truck only) gpm,which is 0.1 percent of the estimated 200 year low flow.*11.5

TOTAL 17.2*
5.5.1.i Effects of the Intake Structure

elf rail and truck transportation were used the total The intake and related stru:tures are described in Section 3. All

annual population dose would be 13.7 man-rem. intake crib structures open tc the river will be protected with
trash rack panels. The panels will have a three-inch spacing be- *

tween bars and should prevent the entrainment of the larger fish
and debris. The intake velocity through the trash rack panels
will be about 3.0 fps, inside the intake crib, intake velocities

greater than 0.5 fps would be experienced in a very limited space
according to the Applicant. However, he did not state the limits
on these velocities. Any organisms entering the intake pipe will,
in the present design, be killed, since there is no escape from in-
pingement on the traveling screen in the intake structure or from
entrairunent in the system. However, the velocity through the
traveling screen will be about 0.2 fps, which would allow escape

*The statistical low flow which h,ts the probability of occurring
once in 200 years.
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~ if such a route were provided. The traveling screen in the intake
. pumphouse will retain fish longer than 2 inches, with smaller SWIMMING SPEEDS OF FISH KNOWN FROM' 'I*

.

organimas passing in with the cooling water. THE LOWER MISSISSIPPI RIVER"
_

; The velocity of the water through the trash rack panels is an
.

important factor in determining the degree of adverse effect due CX!MMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME TEMPERATL'RE SIZE. NLMER SWIMMING I
to impingsment. Studies of impingenest probisms at the IMian

SPEEDSPoint unsclaar generating facility on the Hudson River (U. S. A.E.C. .

-(MM) (fps) i
t

(oF). Directorate of Licensing,1972b) indicate that for intake veloci-
. ties between 0.2 fps and 0.8 fps the numbers of fish impinged re- Striped bass Nrone saratilis - 65 '62.3' 3 0.8 L

.

.. t

main relatively low and constant.
70 67.7 3 1.4
75 62 3 3 1.2

| Another factor related to impingenent is the fish's ability to 75' .48 3 1.1-

escape the intake current, i.e. its swimming speed. No studies
80 - 52 3' 1.1in swimming speed have been conducted which relate directly to 80 66.5 2 1.5 -this project. - HowcVer, some of the sane species of fish used in '
85 62.3 3 1.3'studies pertaining to the Newbold Island nuclear generating plant 90 69.3 3 1.7have been collected in the Applicant's field studies (Appendix A).

*

Table 5-8 lists these species ami their swimming speeds. The blue- Qu111back Carpiodes
i gill and white crapple appear to have swinning speeds which might cyprinus 75. '25 5 0.8; not allow them to escape from the intake velocity (0.5 fps) in
I the intake crib. However, these fish have not been collected in Otannel catfish Ictaluris

open channel areas comparable to where the intake la located. punctatus 75 54 5 0.7j- The only species in Table 5-8 which has been collected in the 80 57 1 1.7open channel is the channel catfish.*

. 81 55 10 1.3
<

'
One measure of Potential impact is percentage of water being with- Bluegill Lepomis
drevn. The proposed project would withdrav 58,000 gym for make-up macrochirus 65 43 1' 1.2

! cooling water. This enount represents 0.1 percent of the estimated 79 45 5 0.5? 200 year low flow of 121,000 cie. High flows run approximately 86 - 49 .5 0.1600,000 cfs. The Staff judges that the relatively small amount of
arke-up would limit the potential for adverse ispect from impinge- White crappie - Pomaxis annularia 70 74 5 0.6 'ment and entrainment. 84 60 5 0.4 -.,

Although the Applicant's aquatic studies are not complete it appears Largemouth bass Mierecterus
that fish and benthic invertebrate populations in the f ast water smi m iaes 85 50 2 1.3
areas are not large. The Applicant records four species of fish
from Station 6, a swif t current area with few individuals. If
additional collect bns verify this estimate of low productivity.

*
then it appears that few fish are available for impingement.

i
j "From U.S. A.E.C. Directorate of Licensing, 1972 c.

I
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The Applicant has not provided extensive data concerning the species 5.5.1.2 Entrainment of Organisms in the Cooling Water
of fish present in the main channel or their seasonal variability.
The Staff believes that there is a seasonal increase of fish in the Since the make-up water is recirculated, entrained organisms will

be subject to high temperatures, chlorination, mechanical damage. |chennel portion of the river. Theref ore, the numbers and kind of
fish impacted by entrairm.ent will probably vary seasonally. It is '

and pressure changes. Therefore, it is expected that all organisms
likely that many of the spring run fish will be part of breeding which are entrained will be killed.
populations. In actuality, fLah entrainment may be quite low.
For worst case estimates , however, 'if it is assumed that the intake The prediction of the inpact of entrainment upon the river biota
velocity is proportional to the river flow (ca 4-6 fps), about 17 is dif ficult to estimate accurately. The Applicant's continuing
fish per day (16 lbs. total) might be trapped by or-impinged upon biological field studies should assist in quantifying this effect.the intake crib and would be essentially lost to the river's fish However, some approximate judgment can be made using the avall-
popula tions. This estimate may be inaccurate, and the amount of able data. The percent of a given form of biota or the probabil-
fish lost could be higher during the period of spring ctivity. ity of a single organism being entrained into the intake structure
On an annual basis , 16 lbs. daily would be about 5,800 lbs. of fish. is estimated on the assumption that the organisms are uniformly

distributed throughout the river cross-section from bank to bank
The fish species most likely to be af f ected would include: skipjack at the point of intake. The percent P, of organisms entrained
herring, gizzard shad, river carpsucker, threadfin shad, black and is then the same as the percentage of the total river flow drawn
white crappie, white bass, buffalo and carp. It may be that num,

183bers cf the river shrimp Otacrobranchium ohione) will be entrained,
particularly in the spring when they are more active. This species p . Intake rate
is fished locally. River-flow rate

Data from the Little Gypsy Generating Plant (Louisiana), almost This assumption tends to overestimate the extent of entrainment
125 miles south of Grand Culf on the Mississippi River, tend to so that the ecological damage actually should in no event be worse
confirm this estimate of little ef fect. The two plants are not than that estimated and indeed may be substantially less. The

strictly comparable, particularly since Little Gypsy has a high Applicant states that the rate of intake would be 58,000 gpm. This
intake velocity (5 fps). The following fish kills were recorded is only 0.1 percent of the estimated 200-year-low of 121,000 cfs.

(U. S. A.E.C. Directorate of Licensing,1973b). Therefore, the percent of organisms entrained would be about 1.04 x

10 %
Species Annual kill (Ib).

Using the Applicant's sample with the greatest total density of
Gizzard shad 1,000 plankton (Sept. 12, 1972), about 59.6 x 10' per minute of zooplank-
Blue catfish 150 ton individuals would be entrained. This sample would contain

Buf f alo 400 primaril rotifers (891), cladocera (62) and copepods (4Z). About
River shrimp 100 1.5 x 10 2 cells of phytoplankton, which would be mainly diatoms

"a few" (99.52), would be entrained. It is doubted that this loss willEel

Most of these were small fisn and juveniles. Impingement at Little
Gypsy is highly seasonal (U. S. A.E.C. Directorate of Licensing * Data on concentrationa of fish eggs are not presently available.

1972d). However, the Applicant is gathering these data and they will be
availabile shortly. The Staf f estimates that fish egg levels
would reach seasonal highs in the spring and be present in
appreciable quantities in the entrained water.
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The Applicant has not provided data specifically designed to esti- is noting a trend whi< h suggests a seasonal (spring at least) in-

mata the numbers or biomass of small fish (<2" in length) which crease in fish mover t past the plant site. Many of these fish

might be available to be entrained in the cooling water. The fish are showing signs o. reproductive activity. Theref ore, it is

in this size range will inc lude the young of many species, and the likely that the numbers of fish exposed to the thennal plume will

loss of these fish will tend to aff ect reproductive success same- vary on a seasonal basis. The high river velocity (4-6 fps) would

what. However, if these fish are uniformly distribut ed in the river, require that f ish expend energy to remain in the thermal plume.
than the total eftect should be insignificant. It is doubted, however, Therefore, f ish would not be drawn into the plume and the discharge

that these size fish will be so distributed; probably the young will area would not be at tractive to fish. The Staff judges that fish

be in the backwater and chute areas and not in the main channel most generally would avoid the higher temperatures and so would not, in

of the time. It is the judgment of the Staff that entrainment losses r ea lit y, be expcsed to lethal temperatures even for these brief

will be relatively minor and not seriously af f ect the ecology of the periods. The interpretation of lethal temperatures which are typi-

rivsr. The small amount of water withdrawn, the low intake velo- cally based upon laboratory observations is very dif ficult. However,

city, and the generally lower productivity of the main river channel thermal bioassays involve test t bnes of 24 hours to 72 hours, as a

will all tend to reduce the Lspect to the aquatic biota. general rule. Smith (1972) considers 36 hour observations to be
adequate to show lethal effects. Table 5-2 indicates exposure times

5.5.1.3 Thermal Ef fects in Mixing Zone to critical temperatures for plankton would be very brief. The
Staff judges that these exposures would not be lethal for a signifi-
cant manber of these organisms.The characteristics of the thermal discharge (plume) are described

in Section 5.2. As stated, approximately 90 percent of the river's
Fish native to the temperate zone are adapted to an annual tempera-width would be left free as a zone of passage under summer conditions

Crable 5-1). The use of natural draf t cooling towers insures a mini- ture variation ranging between 39'F and 90*F (Wurtz and Renn, 1965).
Above this, lethal temperatures are encountered more frequently.mal thermal ef f ect on the aquatic biota. Because of the predicted

plume characteristics, the Staf f judges that fish and plankton However, sublethal effects may show up at lower temperatures. In-

creases in temperature (7?'F to 86*F) caused a temporary increasewill be more directly involved than the benthos.
in metabolic activity in channel catfish (Wurtz and Renn, 1965).

Those members of the aquatic biota which are in the thermal plume These same workers reviewed research on guppies which indicated a

would be exposed to temperatures of 90*F to 93*F for a period of decreased growth rate at 89.6*F. Respiration rates of fish can be
af fected at 85*F-9 0* F . Other sublethal ef f ects include behavior,(bout 5 seconds; these temperatures involve 0.004 acres of river

during low flow summer conditions. Under these same conditions, distribution, feeding rate, diseases and reproduction (Parker and

rpproximately 23 acres are subject to temperatures ranging from Krenkel, 1969). Studies on sublethal e[fects are not usually com-
parable and dif ficult to apply to specific problems. However, thel'y excess temperature to 8'F excess temperature. However, most
staff believes that the small plume size, brief exposure times,of the 23 acres (21.3 acres) would be exposed to an excess temper-
and the small and/or transient biological populations in the mainature of 1*F. Therefore,1.7 acres would be exposed to excess

tuspsratures ranging from 2*F to 8'F. river channel will prevent lethal effects and reduce the probabil-
ity for sublethat effects in fish. Also, the velocity of the dis-,

charge (10 cfs) into the main channel will not cause the discharge

Tha Applicant considers at least the following fish to be present area to be attractive to fish, since they would have to expend

in the main river channel, all or part of the year: gizzard shad, energy to remain in the plume. The life cycles of selected
fish species are summarized in Appendix B.

threadfin chad, buf f alo, white bass, gar (several species), channel
catfish, speckled chub, silver band shiner. Although no securate Table 5-9 summar tres the Staf f 's assessment of the plankton en-estimates of population size can be made at this time, the Applicant

trained in the thermal plume. The highest available figures foris continuing his field progren to supply these data. The Applicant
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A study of the ef f ects of thermal discharge from the Applicant's Chlorine, which will be used by the Applicant as a biocide to
oon-nuclear Baxter Wilson (Vicksburg) plant (Shindela, et al., prevent biological fouling in the condensers, has become a major1970) observed no ef fects of plant operation on the river plank- concern in recent years because of an increased awareness of thea

ton. The number of organisms per liter in and out of the plume ef fects of chlorine on aquatic organisms,
was counted; no examination was made for sublethal or long term
ef f ect s. 'thlorine can produce both lethal and sublethal ef fects in aquatic

communitie s . Mass mortalities of adult fish in discharge canals
It is generally recognia+d that increases in the overall tempera- have been related to chlorination schedules. Sublethal effectsture of a body of water tan cause shifts in plankton composition, range from the depression of photosynthetic and respiratory rates
e.g., diatoms to green a gae to blue green algae. However, the in plankton to reduced reproductive success in some fish and macro-
proposed discharge s5ouln not change the thermal nature of the inver ebrates. Table 5-10 summarizes the toxic ef fects of chtcrine

a

river. Therefore, no J<pecim' shif ts shculd be seen. on several types of aquatic life.

Although fish egg data is s-* ev.ilable, quantities are likely to Several combined ef fects aside from the direct toxicity of chlor-be high. However, it is tal4kely ' hat either fish eggs or juveniles ine must also be evaluated before attempting to determine the in-t ^

will be adversely af f ectec by turenal plume entrainment in any great pact of the chlorinated discharge from the plant. A greater hazard
numbers, if at all. Young fish (l"-2" long) can survive temperature may be encountered in cooler weather when some species of fish may,

rises of 16*C. for brief periods of time (3.5-5 min.) (Adans, 1969; be attracted to the warmer water of the plant's heated ef fluent
Coutant, 1970). Neither the temperature rise in the thermal plume and, therefore, encounter increased exposure to the residual chlor-'

nor the time of entraimment will be as great as the above cited ine. However, the discharge velocity and river current will tend' values (Table 5-9). to make the discharge area unattractive to fish. Synergistic ef-
facts of chlorine in combination with other compounds are an in-

The benthos in the main channel is generally of low density. The portant consideration in making toxicity evaluations. Enslow (1932),
Applicant is continuing studies to provide documentation for this for example, reported that chlorination of organic compounds sim-*

4 estbsate. The clay river banks provide localized high densities ilar to those present in sewage produces end products with totally
of some benthic invertebrates, particularly mayflies. It is highly different characteristics from those of the original compounds,

improbable for these sporadic areas of high biotic density to be and, theref ore, could have a totally dif f erent toxicity. The re-,

affected by the thermal plume. action of chlorine with ammonia from the river water "ill result
in the formation of chloramines which are more persistent than

Increased temperatures can decrease dissolved oxygen. However, chlorine.
| the study of Shindale et al. (1970) was unable to detect any
'

effects of the Applicant's Baxter Wilson (Vicksburg) generating The Applicant states that the concentration of residc:1 whlorine
plant on the river's oxygen content. The lowest observed level released to the river will be at all times less than 0.1 ppm. The

] was 5.5 mg/1, which is a satisf actory level for the river's Staff agrees that this coccentration is attainable. Analysis by the
aquatic biota. Staff indicates that chlorine discharged into the river will be dilutedi

to no more than 1/4 of its original concentration within 30 to 50 feet
5.5.1.4 Eff ects of Chemical Discharges of the point of outflow. Within 100 feet, the chlorine should have

achieved 90-95% dilution at the point of maximum concentration along,

'

Chemical wastes will be discharged from the raw water treatment the centerline of the discharge trajectory. At no point in the riveri plant and the make up water treatment system. These vastes will should the excess of chlorine be detectable for more than 20 feet on
be combined with the chemical discharges in the cooling tower either side of the centerline. It is the Staf f's opinion that
blowdown befere release to the Mississippi River. The chemicals
and their concentrations estimated by the Applicant to be released

,

; to the river are listed in Section 3.

i
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'
dilution of 0.1 ppa chlorine in the discharge pipe by river water

TABLE 5-10 will be sufficient to prevent significant adverse effects on the
biological community from the release of chlorine. The Staff

SUMMARY OF ACITrE AND CHRONIC T0XIC further feels discharge concentrations of chlorine should not

EFFECTS OF RESIDUAL CHLORINE ON AQUATIC LIFE exceed a level of 0.1 ppa.
'

.

A sodium sulf ate solution will be formed from the regeneration oft

Residual
e cat nca an c exchangers wM suMuric acM eM sodiumChlorine

hydroxide respectively, hwever, acids that dissociate to a highEffect Concentration
Species Endpoint (ag/1) Reference *

dissociate to a high degree do not appear toxic at pH values
a below 9.0. Since the Applicant states that the pH will be main-Largemouth bass 7-day TL50 0.261 Arthur (1971-1972) tained at approximately neutral values, no adverse effects are

Walleye 7-day TL50 0.15 Arthur (1971-1972) expected from these chemicals.

Black bullhead 96-hr TL50 0.099 Arthur (1971-1972) The Applicant states that the station's discharge of 30,000 gpm
Colden shiner 96-hr TL50 0.19 Esvelt (1971) maximum will be only about 0.06 percent of the total river flow

m n gpm at bh hereMe, because d de greatAmphipod Safe concentration 0.0034 Arthur and Eaton (1971) dilution f actor, the Staf f judges that no adverse ef f ects on the
Amphipod Safe concentration * 0.012 Arthur (1971-1972) biota of the Mississippi River due to chemical discharges will

d be encountered. It is doubtful that the discharge will be attrac-Drphnia magna Safe concentration 0.003 Arthur (1971-1972) tive to fish because of the high river velocity in the discharge
Protozoa Lethal 0.1 Hale (1930) area.

5.5.1.5 Effects of Plant Operation on Endangered

.

Species
!

Ad.rpted from Brungs, in press.
Construction and operation will, of course. eliminate some habi-
tat for some species of biota on or near the site. hwever,
of the rare and/or endangered species listed in Section 2.7.4
that codld occur in the Crand Gulf area, only one species, the
American alligator, was observed in a single sighting during five
months of field investigation by the Applicant. Since the alli-

(TL50 - median tolerance limit (50 percent survival). gator is more likely to inhabit wooded swampland and large marshes
No lethal or sublethal effects below indicated concentrations rather than the banks or waters of the Mississippi (U.S. A.E.C.
in clean water.

~

Directorate of Licensing,1973b), chemical discharges to the
" Acceptable reproduction below indicated levels in secondary river will have no effects on the alligator. Routine releases

gewage effluent. of radionuclides during plant operation are expected to be at

, Acceptable reproduction below indicated level. levels well below those necessary to cause harmful effects to
Species possibly occurring at site. the alligator or to any other endangered species that might occur

in the area of the station.
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5.5.2 Terrestrial nitrogen increases in ponds close to the feed lot. The Staff |

believes that it is unlikely that the necessary factors will be
sufficiently high to cause ammonia to be present in the drift;The principal adverse effect of this proposed project on the however because of the above and because of water qualityterrestrial ecology is the loss of habitat. Once the construction
effects, it is important that ammonia be considered in the Appli-is complete and the site allowed to stabilize, the actual plant

uperations should not produce serious environmental effects. -
cant's monitoring program.

The monitoring of solid matter in the drainage from the siteCooling tower drift is theoretically capable of causing adverse
would give an indication of the effectiveness of the Applicant'senvironmental effects. The potential effects of drift fallout

on the surrounding ecosystens are as follows : erosion control niethods and provide an estimate of the recovery
of soil stability at the site. Related parameters would also

1. direct alteration of plant con:munities; provide an assessment of the impact by the site upon the surf ace
water.

2. alteration of soil chemistry which in turn could result
The site in within the Mississippi Flyway, which is one of thein changes in both plant communities and soil organisms;

ami major migration routes for waterfowl (Bellrose, 1971). However,
migrating birds tend to fan out westward to the Texas-Louisiana
Culf Coast before reaching the area of the site or terminate their3. alteration of animal populations due to changes in
migration upriver. Migrating birds do use the site or pass throughplant communities.
the area (Section 2.7). Therefore, the cooling towers and trans-

Approximately 70% of the drif t consists of chemically inert mission lines are potential obstructions to migrating birds. Bird
sus- mortality has generally been associated with structures tallerpended solids. Most of the remainder of solids will be calcium, (1000') than the proposed cooling towers (500') such as televisionand sodium salts. The rate of deposition of solids is estimated by

2 towers or structures with guy wires. (U. S. A.E.C. Directorate ofthe Applicant to be about 5 tons / mile / month (which is less than the
2 Licensing, 1972a). Large kills appear to be related to adverseState standard of 14.0 ton /m11e / month). Because of the high rain-

flying conditions encountered during migration flights, although
fall at the site (50 inches /yr), most of thwse salts will be washed

some minor marzality can be expected during favorable conditions.
off the soil and return to the river. The Applicant believes that
sny remhining salts will not be sufficiently high in concentration The Jackson area generally experiences only minor Ifird kills
to have effects on tne soil or plant communities. The Staff believes due to obstruction impact. These occurrences are typically in thethst this will need to be verified over a number of years of opera- late fall or spring. During October 1972 two to three thousand
tion. Therefore, the Applicant should include the chemical com- birds were killed in an incident which involved two tall (1000-position of soil in his post-construction monitoring. 2000 feet) television towers and their associated guy wires.

Thirty-seven species including warblers, vireos, tanagers,At sufficiently high pH values and water loading, ammonia could mockingbirds, grosbeaks and catbirds were noted by State of ficials.
be present in the drift. Two types of adverse effects are the- There was a low cloud ceiling that evening. Since the proposed
oratically possible (1) " burning ** of vegetation and (2) the

cooling towers will not be as tall as typically implicated struc-
increase of nitrogen in nearby surf ace waters. It is estimated tures, tn' e Staf f estimates that the chance of mass bird mortalitythat applications of ammonia-N at the rate of 80 mg/ day would

will be low. Transmission lines are cet expected to create ahave a toxic ef fect on terrestrial vegetation. The Applicant
hazard, since they are considerably lower (about 90 feet) and aredid not provide estimates of ammonia concentrations in his
near tree top level along much of their length.Environmental Report. An air-borne pathway for anunonia from a

feed lot was postulated by Hutchi,nson and Viets (1969) to explain

.
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; 5.6 EFFECTS ON COMPEMITY
5.7 TRANSPORTATION OF NUCLEAR FUEL AND SOLID RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE

~

Tha social impact of plant operation on the community is expected
5.7.1 Principles of Safety in Transportationto be minimal. The permanent staff of 85 professional saployees.

. together with their f amilies, will not represent a significant +

The transportation of radioactive material is regulated by the1 numerical increase in population of the vicinity. This number of
employees driving between the plant and their homes in the Port Department of Transportation and the Atomic Energy Canaission.
Gibson area will not be expected to create any traffic problem. The regulations provide for the protection of the public and

; especially as some of the workers will be distributed over a transport workers from radiation. This protection is ensured by
; 24-hour period on more than one shif t. The operating payroll a combination of standards and requiresents applicable to
i of about $1.4 million annually will represent a substantial packaging, limitations on the contents of packages and radiation

{- increment to the total income in Claiborne County--estimated in levels from packages, and procedures to limit the exposure of -
persons under normal and accident conditions.1972 at about $18.7 million annually - and as such will provide

, a continuing Lapetus to the economy.
Primary reliance for safety in transport of radioactive material#

is placed on the packaging. The packaging must meet regulatoryThe cooling towers should have no significant effect on the life
standards established according to the type and form of materialof the community, in view of the fact that the towers will be for containment, shielding, nuclear criticality safety, and heatnatural draf t with no mechanical fans or other large rotating dissipation (10 CFR Part 71; 47 CFR, Parts 173 and 178).' The 'equipment the noise effect should be negligible and should not

f be perceived beyond the site boundaries. It has been shown in standards provide that the packaging shall prevent the loss or
: Sections 5.2 that the physical ef fects of the tower plume and dispersal of the radioactive contents, retain shielding efficiency.

of the thermal discharge into the river will be inconsequential. assure nuclear criticality safety, and provide adequate heat dis-4

Rzdiations ef fects are treated in Section 5-4. sipation under normal conditions of transport and under specified*

{ accident damage test conditions. The contents of packages not de-
The Applicant has indicated an interest in making the site a game signed to withstand ' accidents are lLaited, thereby limiting the

risk from releases which could occur in an accident. JThe contentsend wildlife preserve when construction is finished. This action
of the package also must be limited so that the standards for ex-

g would take the 2300 acres of site property out of Lunediate
ternal radiation levels, temperature, pressure, and containm=ut

! resilability for hunting and fishing locally. No major commercial are met.
fishing vill be affected. At the time of the Staff visit to Port
Cibson, ommmunity spokesman stated that the fishing was good on Procedures applicable to the shipment of packages of radioactive

'

| Cin and Hamilton Lakes for only two to three weeks each year and material require that the package be labeled with a unique radio-that less than 12 people per day were typically found on each lake,

active materials label. In transport the carrier is required to; at Obis period. The point of view was also expressed that elLzi- exercise control over radioactive material packages including' nating hunting on site property would have ao significant impact loading and storage in areas separated from persons, and limita-because of the abundance of other hunting locations in the generali

tions are placed on aggregations of packages to Itmit the exposurearea. of persons under normal conditions. The procedures carriers must
follow in case of accident include segregation of damaged andBy improving access roads from Port Gibson.from Highway 61, andi

leakLng packages from people and notification of the shipper and
from other thoroughf ares in the vicinity, operation of the plant * the Department of Transportation. Radiological assistance teams

>

'
should make it easier for tourists to visit the Grand Gulf
Military Park and other recreational and cultural facilities are available through an inter-Covernmental program to provide

equipment and trained personnel, if necessary, in such emergencies.naarby. No adverse effects on these facilities from plant opera-
tion are anticipated by the Staff.

i

+
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Within the regulatory standards, radioactive materials are re- of operation and 5,000 vehicle-miles (loaded) for each subsequent
quired to be safely transported in routine commerce using con- year. When averaged over a 30 year station life, the overall
ventional transportation equipment with no special restrictions transportation requirement for new fuel amounts to 11 shipments

and 11,000 vehicle-miles (loadad) per year,on speed of vehicle, routing, or ambient transport co nditions .
Routing restrictions which require use of secondary highways or

5.7.3 Transportation of Irradiated Fuel
other thao the most direct route may increase the overall
environmental impact of transportation as a result of increased The Applicant has not contracted for fuel reprocessing servicesaccideat f requency or severity. Any attempt to specify routing

at the present time; Barnwell South carslina (about 550 nileswould involve continued analysis of routes in view of the'

from the site), Morris, Illinois (750 miles) and West valley, Newchanging local conditions as well as changing of sources of
material and delivery points. York (1,100 miles) are considered to be possible destination

points for irradiated fuel. Both rail and truck shipment are
5.7.2 Transportation of New Fuel practical alternative modes cf transportation. For the purpose

of calculation the Staf f assumes a shipping distance of 1,000
miles for both mcdes.The inventory and utilization of nuclear fuel at the Grand Gulf

station are described in Section 3.2. As stated, each reactor The Applicant estimates that the yearly refueling of each reactorwill require an initial core load of 784 fuel bundles representing
lbs. of U0 , each fuel bundle weighs 875 lbs. and is will lavolve five separate rail shipments or 75 truck shipments.370,126 2 Thus shipping of irradiated fuel represents a transportation re-

approximately 16 ft. lo ng . In addition, refueling requirements quirement of 10,000 vehicle-miles (loaded) of rail haulage orinvolve the yearly replacement of some 200 fuel bundles in each 150,000 vehicle-miles of truck haulage for the Grand Gulf station.
reactor.

5.7.4 Transportation of Radioactive Wastes
The Applicant has identified the General Electric Company as tho
supplier of the first core load for both reactors and transporta- Spent ion exchange resins, filter sludges and evaporator bottoms
tion by truck as the most likely means of conveyance. For the constitute the major source of radioactive wastes. All waste
purpose of calculations the Staf f assumes a shipping distance of material will be prepared and packaged in suitable c ntainers
1,000 miles between the supplier 's f abrication f acility in for shipment and disposal of f site. The Applicant,has not iden-
Wilmingtcn, North Carolina and the Grand Gulf site. A shipping tified a licensed berial site for the radioactive wastes; for the
distance of the same order of magnitude would not be improbable purpose of calculations, the Staf f assumes a shipping distance of
in the event the Applicant selects an alternate supplier of 500 miles.
nuclear fuel to meet future needs of the plant.

4

The Applicant estimates that 1,000,000 lbs. of radioactive wastes
Tha Applicant estimates that the transportation of the initial will be generated annually at the Crand Gulf station. Conveyance

4 core load for each reactor will require 20 truck shipments. of this material will involve 100 shipments by truck and repre-On the basis of replacing one quarter cf the core per year, sents a transportation requirement of 50,000 vehicle-miles
refueling of each reactor would require 5 truck shipments yearly. (loaded) per year.
Thus, new fuel for each reactor represents a transportation re-4

quirement of 20,000 vehicle-miles (loaded) for the initial year

i
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5.7.5 Exposures During Normal (No Accident) Conditions radiation level at 6 feet from a vehicle loaded with packages of
unirradiated fuel is assumed conservatively to be 0.1 mrem /hr. I

5.7.5.1 New Fuel Assuming also that the vehicle travels 200 miles per day and |
that the mean population density along the route is 330 per square

It is anticipated that all shipments of unirradiated fuel will mile, the dose to approximately 300,000 persons in an area between

be tranry.orted by exclusive use, 1 e., as a " full load." The 100 feet and 1/2 mile on either side of a 1,000 mile route'is
.

packages would be loaded on the truck at the fuel fabrication computed to be 0.000167 man-rem. The 11 annual shipments required

plant by the shipper, transported by the carrier directly to the for Grand Gulf would give rise to a dose of about 0.0018 man-ren/I

nuclear power plant and unloaded by the power plant personnel year.

with no intermediate off-loading, storage, or intervehicular
transfers en route. No other shipments would be loaded on the 5.7.5.2 Irradiated Fuel

vehicle except by the shipper himself.
At present, all shipments of irradiated fuel are made (exclusive

On the basis of deta obtained from AEC licensees and contractors, use) by truck or rail. It is unlikely that such shipments will

) the radiation level at the outside surf ace of a truck containing be made in general shipments as less-than-truckload or less-than-

a load of unirradiated fuel would be about 1 arem/hr and at 3 feet earload lets.

from the surf ace of the truck about 0.1 mren/hr. The level in the
cab of the truck would be about 0.01 arem/hr above the natural The radiation 1-vel at the surf ace of packages is limited by the

background (U.S. A.E.C. Directorate of Regulatory Standards,1972). D07 regulations (49 CFR Par. 173.393 (i) and (j)) to no more than
4

200 mren/hr. If the shipment is made in a closed truck or rail

Two truck drivers durinc a 1,000 mile trip would prchably spend car, the radiation level at 3 feet from the surf ace of the cask

no more than 20 hours in the cab and about one hour outside the may be as high as 1,000 mren/hr., provided that the radiation
level does not exceed 200 mrem /hr. at the surface of the vehicle,truck at an everage distance of 3 feet from the cargo compartment.
10 mrem /hr. at 6 feet from the surface of the vehicle, andUnder those conditions each driver could rwceive 0.3 arem/ shipment.
2 arem/hr. in either the driver's compartment or in a normallyif the same two drivers handle all the shipments to the plant in

ons year, each would receive a dose of 3.3 mren/ year. The occupied position in a rail car.

cumulative annual dose to all drivers would be 0.0066 man-rem.
Actual experience shows that radiation levels around some irradi-
ated fuel casks exceed 200 mrem /hr. at the surface of the caskManbers of the general public are normally excluded from loading
but are within the limitation of 1000 mren/hr. applicable tosad unloading operations but exposures might occur at en route

truck stops for fuel and meals. Trucks are placarded on both closed-vehicle shipments. In order . to meet the limitation of

sides and the front and rear as " Radioactive." Members of the 10 mrem /hr. at 6 feet from the vehicle surface, the level will

asneral public are unlikely to remain near a truck more than a rarely exceed 50 or 60 mrem /hr. at the vehicle surface, or 25
are%/hr. at 3 feet from the truck or rail car.few minutes. If an onlooker spends 3 minutes at an average dis-

tance of 3 feet from the truck, the dose would be 0.005 aren.
If 10 persons per shipment, on the average, were so exposed, the Although a radiation level of 2 mrem /hr. is pe-mitted in a truck

total annual dose to such onlookers would be 0.005 mrem. If 10 cab, experience shows that the level is unlikely to exceed 0.2

persons per shipment, on the average, were so exposed, the total mrem /hr. owing to the distance frem the cask and shielding
Provided by intervening material.snnual dose to such onlookers would be 0.00055 man-ran.

The exposure of members of the general public along with shipping Two truck drivers during a 1,000 mile trip will probably spend
no a re than 20 hours in the cab and I hour outside the truckroute is * ticulated on the basis of a model developed by the Staf f
at an average s tance f 3 feet fr a the cargo compartment.(L S. A 4.C. Directorate of Regulatt ry Standards,1972). The
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Under those conditions, each truck driver could receive 30 arem
from an irradiated fuel shipment. Actual experience indicates an average distance of three feet from the cask. Assuming the

~

that average exposures are nasch less than 30 mren/ trip; in most radiation level in the cab is 2 mrem /hr. and the level at 3 f eet
cases less than 10 mrem / trip. The same driver is ualikely to from the cask is 100 mrem /hr., each truck driver might receivei

', be used for more than.30 shipments per year, in which case he as much as 30 mrem during each shipment. If the same two truck
would receive 300 mrem in a year based on 10 mrem / trip. Based drivers were used for all ten shipments in one year, each could

j on 10 arem/ trip / driver, the cumulative annual dose to all drivers receive as much as 300 arem. The cumulative annual dose to all
j for 150 trips with 2 drivers on each trip would be 3.0 man-rem. drivers would be 0.6 man-rem.
1

Fcr truck shipments, normal servicing of the truck will probably Same exposures of members of the general public may occur at en
require two garagemen to spend about 10 minutes around the cab route truck stops or at railroad stations. Railroad cars carry-

' cf the truck. Each could be exposed to 0.02 mrem. The cumu- ing irradiated fuel shipments are placarded en both sides and
j lative annual dose to all garagemen for 150 shipments would be trucks on both sides and the front and reat as " Radioactive.**
' O.006 man-rem. A member of the general public who spends 3 minutes at an average

distance of 3 feet from the truck or railcar, might receive a

1 For rail shipments, train brakemen would be expected to spend dose of as much as 1.3 mrem. If ten persons, on the average,

from 1 to 10 minutes each in the vicinity of the car during the were so exposed during each shipment, the cumulative annual dose5

j trip, for an average exposure of 0.5 mren/ shipment. With 10 to such onlookers for the 150 shipments by truck would be 1.95
dif ferent brakemen involved along the route, the cumulative dose man-rem and for the 10 shipments by rail, 0.13 man-rem.+

; for 10 shipments during the year is estiniated to average 0.05
' man-rem. Assuming the regulatory radiation level limit of 10 mrem /hr. at

*
6 feet from the vehicle, the 300,000 persons who reside along

On the supposition that irradiated fuel shipments are transported the 1000 mile route over which the irradiated fuel is transported

as full loads, there would be little, if any, across the dock might receive a cumulative dose of 0.0167 man-rem per trip if the

handling of the casks outside the nuclear power plant nd the transportation is by truck (150 shipments per year) and about

, fuel recovery plant sites. Thus, there would be no routine ex- 0.02 u.an-rem per trip for rail shipinent (10 shipments per year).

! posure of the carrier's freight handlers, either by truck or rail. Again it is assumed that the shipment travels 200 miles per day
and that the population density averages 330 persons per square4

| There is little likelihood that carrier personnel or members of mile along the route.

the general public will get close to the side of the vehicle.
However, in the case of transahipment, e.g., when the cask is 5.7.5.3 Radioactive Wastes

transported by truck from the reactor site to a nearby railhead
and transferred from the truck to a railroad car, some individuals Drums of wastes must meet the regulatory limitations on external

could be exposed in the course of untying and tying down or radiation levels described in the previous section. In practice

hooking and unhooking operations. This might require 1/2 hour it has been found that nest of the drums will contain such small

, exposure at an average distance of 3 feet from the cask or 100 quantities of radioactivity that the radiation levels at the

! mrem exposure for each of two persons handling the casks. If surface of the drums will be less than 200 mr/hr. Radiation
there were ten shipments to the railhead handled in this f ashion, levels at the edge of the load, which is the surface of the ' ruck

,

the cumulative annual dose would be 2 man-rem. Crane operators, or rail car, are unlikely to exceed 50 to 60 arem/hr., at 3 feet,

other workers and onlookers in the area would be unlikely to f r a the surf ace of the vehicle, 25 mrem /hr. , and at 6 feet from

receive any significant dose. ihe surface of the vehicle, 10 mrem /hr. The radiation level in
the truck cab is not likely to exceed 0.2 mrem /hr. (U.S. A.E.C.

In hauling the shipment to the railhead by truck, a distance Directorate of Regulatory Standards, 1972.)

which is typically about 20 miles, two truck drivers might spend*

} an hour in the cab and perhaps 15 minutes outside the truck at
i
i
|
' r

1

!
1

k
;

|
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ITABLE 5-11 <

Two truck drivers during 6 500 mile trip would probably spend ESTIMATED RADIATION DOSES ARISING FRGi THE TRANSPORTATIONno more than 10 hours in tue cab and about I hour outside the OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL UNDER NORMAL (NO ACCIDENT) CONDITIONStruck at an average distance of 3 feet from the cargo. Under
those conditions, each truck driver could receive about 27 mrem
from a solid waste shipment. Actual experience indicates that
avstr_ge exposures are nasch less than 27 mran; in most cases, less TRANSPORTATION BY TRUCK TRANSPORTATION BY RAILthen 10 arez/ trip. The same driver is unlikely to be used for EXPOSED
more than 30 trips each year, in which case he would receive POPULATION ANNUAL DOSE NO. OF PEOPLE ANNUAL DOSE NO. OF PEOPLEtbout 300 mran in a year based on 10 mren/ trip. The cumulative MAN-REM EXPOSEDs MAN-RDt EXPOSEDaannual oose to all drivers would be 2 man-ran.

NEW FUEL
| Shipments of radioactive vastes are normally transported as

" full loads." Since the drums are not handled en route, there Truck Drivers 0.0066 22
would be no exposure of the carrier's freight handlers. Normal General Public,
servicing of the truck would probably require two garagemen to Onlookers 0.00055 110
speni no more than 10 minutes around the cab of the truck. Each

General Publicwould be exposed to 0.02 mrem. The cumulative annual dose to
garagemen for 100 shipments would be 0.004 man-ran. Along the Route 0.0018 300,000

TOTAL 0.009Manbers of the general public might be exposed to radiation from
shipments of radioactive vastes at en route mrk stops for fuel
or meals. Truckloads of vaste shipments are placarded on both IRRADIATED FUEL

sidas and the front and rear as " Radioactive." A manber of the Truck Driversb 3.0 300 2.6 40general public who spends 3 minutes at an average distance of
3 feet from the loaded truck might receive a dose of as mu-h as Caragemen/

Brakemen 0.006 300 0.05 1001.3 mrem. If 10 people were so exposed during a shipment the
cumulative annual dose to such onlookers for the 100 shipments General Public,

| by truck would be 1 man-ren. Onlookers 1.95 1500 0.13 100

Ceneral PublicAn estimated 150,000 persons who reside along the 500 mile route
Along the Route 2.5 300,000 0.2 300,000over which the radioactive waste is transported might receive a

cumulative dose of 0.01 man-rem per trip or 1 man-res yearly. TOTALS 7.5 3.0
The doses are calculated for persons in an area between 100 feet
and 1/2 mile on either side of the shipping route, assuming 330,

RADIOACTIVE WASTESpersons per square mile, 10 mran/hr. at 6 feet from the vehicle
and each shipment traveling 200 miles per day. Truck Drivers 2.0 200

5.7.5.4 Summary of Exposures * N ***" *<

General Public,
A summary of the dose canputations of the preceding sections is Onlookers 1.0 1000
presented in Table 5-11.

General Public
Along the Route 1.0 150,000

TOTAL 4.0

Overall Annual Dose, Truck Shipping Only: 11.5 man-rem
Overall Annual Dose, Truck and Rail Shipping: 7.0 man-rem

"The maximum number is shown for drivers, brakemen, onlookers, etc. It is
assumed, in this case, that no person is exposed more than once. In
contrast, the general public along the route is considered to be an
unchanging group,

b
For transshipment in the case of rail haulage; allowance is made for
additional personnel exposed during handling at the railhead.
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U. S. Atcmic Energy Commission Directorate of Licensing. 1973b. 6. ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND PONITORING PROGRAMS

Pinal Environmental Statement for the Waterford Steam Electric
Station Unit 3. Louisiana Power and Light Company. 6.1 PREOPERATIONAL PROGRAMS

I

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, Directorate of Regulatory The Applicant's preoperational monitoring programs are designed
Standards. 1972. Environmental Survey of Transportation to provide baseline or reference information on the environmental
of Radioactive Materials to and from Nuclear Power Plants. characteristics of the site and its surroundings. The data 00-

Washington, D.C. tained from these programs are used to predict and , in t ime ,
assese the environmental ef fects of site preparation, plant con-

Warinner, J. E., and M. L. Brehmer. 1966. "The Effects of struction and plant operations.
Thermal Effluents on Marine Organisms." Air and Wat. Pollut.
Int. J. 10:277-289. The preoperational programs are to be conducted in two phases,

namely, an initial phase conducted for a period of approximately

Wurta, Charles B., and Charles E. Renn. 1965. " Water Tempera- one year prior to site preparation, and a second phase initiated'

tures and Aquatic Life." Edison Electric Inst. Res. Proj. at some time af ter 'the start of construction but at least two

RP-49. New Tork. years before Unit 1 operation. The initial phase programs should
i establish the " pre-existing" conditions at the site.

Portions of the initial-phase programs have been in progress since
March 1972, with the major effort beginning in August 1972. Pre-
iLminary results (through January 1973) have been made available
to the Staff.

Since only limited results are available at the present time, the
paragraphs which follow are descriptions of the salient features
of the Applicant's proposed programs. As more comprehensive field
results become available, the Staff may consider it necessary to
require changes in the scope, f requency, method, durftion or
location of the monitoring program activities.

6.1.1 Physicsl and Chemicpl Parameters of Surf ace Waters

The objective of the preoperational hydrological measurements
progrsm La to obtain the information required to determine the
ef fects of plant construction and operation on the surf ace waters

]
in the vicinity of the site. Specifically, pertinent hydrological
and water quality characteristics Of the Mississippi River near
the points of plant intake and discharge, of Gin and Hamilton Lakes

,

and of streams in local drainage basins will be monitored.i
4

The praoperational monitoring program has been evaluated by the
S ta f f . To achieve the objective set forth, the Staf f believes

!

i

!

I
J

4

!
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|

6-2 6-3-
.

ITAELE 6-1 ,

thst in addition to the Applicant's proposed program, the periodic SUMMARY OF SURFACE WATER MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM
dattraination of ammonia, coliform bacteria and chlorine demand
should be made. The summary description of the monitoring program
recommended by the Staf f is given in Table 6-1 and represents the q"f*] ;'y % y'L,*

m.,y
.

Applicant's proposed program as well as several additions the uwm'
Stsff considered warranted. The approximate location of each = - = w- w-s ... > % .,

* * ' " ' . , , , , , , , , _maaourement area and transect is shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2. , , , , , , , , ,,,_ ,

i..

ti.1. 2 Ecological Parameters of Surface Waters -. .~
.~. 4 u .....

..= -s .a- a, - . .
s a, n. .m , , .

The objectives of the initial phase of the aquatic ecological %,, ,.,, _ % . , .' mesourements program are: E ,, I*"*".*,.7.
*

w
.u

e mm .

s.. .

to determine baseline conditions of pre-construction
*/

*
. , , , , , ,,,,,,,

aquatic enviroment. including important seasonal and C",,,,,,,,
other time-related changes; -*"

. ,

. to validate preliminary conclusions related to aquatic .===.ame.=== a
a,.

e
. . . - . . .

ecosystent structure; =.=$==.-o aa.=,.e

. . .
: c.w- .

* " ' " " ' " * " " ' " " " * " ' " " " " " " " ' " * " " * "to assist in updating assessments of impact resulting " . , " * , , ' , " , * "'""'Ldg'",,,,*
.

from plant construction and operation; and ,,,,
- i.-t --a . . - u,. .

to provide information relative to appropriateness of 5,* ==g y_,
't- n. - .-

various design features of the plant with respect to wa -

anyironmenta1 impact. , -
, , , , ,,

En.u. i."."'" "':""

.

Preliminary results of the initial aquatic ecological surveys are C';| ' " * " " , . "
presented in Section 2.7. A sumary description of the pre- ""

,

construction aquatic ecological measurements program is presented .".""."".m
in Table 6-2. **

. ' " . " ,
.

TMre are three major aquatic habitats in and near the site: ''.'".*,'"J*.

'

Bamilton Lake, Cin Lake, and the Mississippi River. Sampling L"" "
'

'

will be conducted in each of these areas (Figure 6-3). Work is *".'"..''.',,u. *
.- a u - i

being conducted on fish, benthic and plankton populations (Table *

,, , , ,

6-2). A variety of sampling gear for fish, grabs and traps for
benthos and nets or pumps for plankton are being used.

.,, %,,,, ,,,,,, ,

*=*' n n- c .

Aquatic sampling areas were selected to provide data above, at.
s;nd below the Grand Gulf site (see Figure 6-3). Fishes were ,

.[ '""""""*"*'*"*'"j*"
campled in backwater areas using gill and trammel nets (Stations ,, ,, _,

...,.,,,,o,.., ,,. , , , , , , , , ,

1,10.13) and beach seines (Stations 1, 6, 8,13); hoop nets "'",f*"""-".".".*"'"f"Z"""*"""*;.*","",""''"''';."*. _

, .
-u .a . -. -.

* m.4t. e mn .a . .
af

EDI58BE
t.r

4. ,5.L.$.t.
4.b a.s

y .y is s .h.E
a.as s.ch e...S.Sb . 40 .& .fof. s. T -

h e 4 astu b. e , 1, .ti.4 a4 84 EI.r E. +
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TABLE 6-2
\

khSUttMARY OF AQUATIC ECOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM x \ ..
\ v- %

T W s_= %+yTASK METHOD FREQUENCY .

.%
#

Determination of a. nets every 2 months through

ad. alt fish in b. traps every 2 months June n. V/\
lakes c. electro- quarterly 1973 ,

shocking j.
D

Determination of a. nets every 2 months thkough */,',

adult fish in b. traps every 2 months June 3 f
*

river c. trawl every 2 months 1973 e'

d. seine monthly ,.

/
Commercial and a. creel census as required

recreational b. interviews as required g[
uses of lakes <*y
and river ,

3Determination of a. mater net monthly through
larval and juvenile b. seine monthly June ,

! idfish 1973
\. - ,

/ 5

Determination of a. ponar grab monthly through \ {*

benthic communi- b. traps monthly June \g

ties of lakes 1973 \ _
\ z

Determination of a. shipek grab monthly through y*
benthic community b. traps monthly June gg

y
1973 \of river * ,

"*~

Determination of shoreline survey montglythroughJune
squatic macro-- 1973

!
phytes present

Determination of pumps or neta 5 or 6 times through
-I

sbundances and June 19731
variations in g
plsnkton popula- Applicant's program; Staff judges study must be
tions continued at least through September, 1973.

2Staff agrees to discontinuance in June, 1973. FIGURE 6 3 AQUATIC BIOLOGY SAMPLING STATIONS
Staf f judges that there must be one full year's
data.
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were fished in areas of moderate current (Stations 2, 3, 5, 8). associated with a radiological emergency.as well as some non-
The benthos was collected with a Shipek sediment sampler (Stations radiological effects such as fogging, icing and salt drif t which

a

1-10,13), zooplankton with a Clarke-Bumpus net (Stations 1-10, could be attributed to the cooling towers.
13), and water samples with a van Dorn bottle (Stations 1-13).
River shrimp were caught with baited wooden traps (Stations 3, 5, la the initial preoperational phase, meteorological data vill be

I
6, 8), obtained for a period of at least one year at instrumented stations

both on and off the siteJ The program is currently in progress.Lakes Hamilton and Gin are more homogenous than the river with (Continuous operations at the temporary and river stations beganrespect to habitats. Sampling is being conducted in predetermined in Match 1972 and the main meteorological station in August 1972).; quadrants which include representative lake areas. Lake fishes 4 samaary description of the Applicant's proposed program is
I were collected with trammel and gill nets and electroshocking presented in Table 6-3. ;
'

gaar. The benthos was sampled with the Ponar bottom grab, zoo-
plankton with the Clarke-Bumpus net and phytoplankton with the The following meteorological stations have been established or are
Van Dorn bottle. Crayfish were sampled with standard minnow nets. Planned:
Fish are being collected monthly in the river and quarterly in
the lakes. The benthos is sampled monthly and plankton every two Main meteorological station. This station is located in an open

*

j weeks in the river and lakes.
f field approximately 5000 feet northwest of Unit 1. The tower is

162 feet high with instrumentation at ground level, and at 33,| Laboratory analyses to be performed will involve identification 133 and 162 feet above ground. Observations made at this station1 to the lowest practicable taxa and description of other character.
j istics (for example, age, sex, and reproductive state) of some are considered to be representative of the meteorological condi-

tions prevailing in the general area on and around the site.subsamples. The results of the analyses of samples will yield
j estimates of population sizes, relative abundances, distributions. Temporary station.* This station was located about 200 i'eet south-

i

j and temporal and spatial changes in these characteristics west of the main station. The 33-f oot high tower has served as
an interin station in the period preceding the installation of thei 6.1.3 Physical and Chemical Parameters of Cround Water main station.'

i +

( A water-well survey in the vicinity of the site was conducted River station.* This station is located just east of the Missis-
j in 1972; the results of chemical analyses of several samples of sippi River Bank, approximately 5400 feet west of the main
1 ground water are presented in Section 2.5. station. Observations from this station will be used primarily
I to evaluate the possible meteorological effects of the bluffs
j There are currently no plass for further measurements or monitor- which parallel the eastern bank of the river in the vicinity of f
; ing of the physical and chemical parameters of ground waters. the site.
j The radiological monitoring of water from wells near the site is
{ described in Section 6.1.6. Upon receipt of the initial year of onsite meteorological
j data, a comparison will be made with data from Jackson collected
g 6 1.4 On-site Meteorology during dhe same time period. This will permit a further evalua-

tion of the representativeness of wind data from Jackson to!

} The meteorology measurements program is designed to provide data meteorological conditions at the site.
i for calculating absospheric dispersion in the vicinity of the'

site. The information is used to assess the radiological effects
* Station dismantled (Applicant discentinued collecting dataj of routine gaseous effluents from the plant and potential hazard 1

: March 1973).
!
! '
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TAQLE 6-4

TABLE 6-4 (CONCLL'DED)
$LHMARY OF TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGICAL MEASURDC.1tTS PROGRAM

TASK METHOD ,
TASK -

FREQUENCY
- METIOD FREQUEE".f

iPird Population (Cont.)
i

Typmp overstory 0.1-acre plots Once i

jvegetation e. waterbird population, Lakes and rivershore Every two months through
including rare and census June,19731

Type-map understory 0.001-acre plots Oa .e endangered forms
vegetation f. abundance of upland Hanter census Periodic during huntinggame birds seasonDetermination of abundance a. Hunt club records Weekly in acason g. importence of Cin Live trapping Oncel5 and population statue of b. Correlation with and Hamilton Lakes
deer State records Once to wood ducks

- Discussions with h. bird impaction Interviews; evalaation Once
1e.1 experts OP.e on cooling towers of local avian

populations
Determination of Hunt club records,

gmedium-sized =====1 plus: Determination 4 species Traesect census Monthly to June, 1973
populations and relative abundance of

g
a. predators Evening census Monthly through Jan 1973 r*ptilas and amphibians
b. rabbits Live trapping Once
c. squirrels Nest census Concurrent with avian! D't'Y8188tio8 Cf plants a. Literature Once

ceust:s (bimonthly) and ealmals in t h area b. Interviews
d. beaver Lodge census Once eaten by man,
e. other ma==als Nigh11ght Everv 2 weeks through

Jan. 1973

Evaluation of populations Trapping in major plant Quarterly through Jan. 1,
-

of small = - =1s commmnities 1973

Determination of bird
'

pot'alations

a. apecies composition Belt transect census Every 2 montha, through
Iand relative abundance June,1973

b. passerine populations, Observation plots r.very 2 monthy, through
j including rare and June, 1973
' endangered species

c. nocturnal raptors Evening observation
stations Once

d. diurnal raptors Tower observation Quarterly through
June,1973

9

I
The Staff judges that these should be continued through September,1173.

4
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T
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g' s,9 / - - k
.

,

' e6
~

'3

developed by establishing and surveying the vegetation on tran-
. q.j.[ g {Vege t a t iv e type maps ci f the understory and evers tory will be , $

' '' N #, ''
, -- ' ' cG-

,

y g
b

.

' $i/s , ] ."
sect lines. Analysis of everstory field data will include esti- , ')-

' ' ~ 05mates of population density, relative abundance and species com-
'

,
I * :' ;

. r. s "VJt,c:
g ,4 % )' 'v 5position of trees in the area. . ' - s

.

g e
. -

# - "

Figure 6-4. The transec ts were es tablished using aerial photo- .* , '
k

. g' - g,e

Transect line locations for the vegetation studies are shown in ~ ~ '% j '' s

E#

T,,

graphs and topographic maps to insure that all major plant d" , ' I

communities would be sampled. The transect lines are parallel and
|

'

Sample plots of 0.1 acre were established gspaced 1000 f eet apart.
at 1,650-foot intervals along the t r ans ec t lines. Preliminary
analyses of the data are being conducted to determine the number

. . ], )

of trees and basal area per acre for each species, total number
.

!
.a

rela tiv e ., _ 3 ,
,of trees and total basal area per acre of all species, . ;. f ,

|
*

dominance and relative density. Basal area is the cross sectional
i

area of a tree trunk wasured at breast height (4.5 feet above .#
' 1 / .. -

,

!ground). Relative dominance is the total basal area per acre of ' 4 h. ' ",

a particular species as compared to that of all sampled species. |
"

4. h ' ' ( ' [Relative deasity is the number of individuals of a particular sa* s.

i
species as compared to that of all sampled species. These various

.

e t
. ',W

values were calculated as tollows:
' ' dgf N,

, -

s , ,

I [.h1

-
. g .. ,ej, ,

.%r
* p

i Basal ares

|
(sq. f t.)= w /4 x 1/144 x (diameter at breast height)2

, , , +, ,

",f -

j
.

". ,

c.;.' .,,',.c.ry . . .9 %. .Relative total basal area of a species
>

,g 1L ,,,
.

*

t
total basal area of all species 4

' [ 7% y( . h h;f g'_Dominance =

k .'

f. I
' g ' *

' a ' I D~ <

,
Relative number of individuals of a species x 100 (%) - r '' P

f
Density = number of individuals of all species

_''
.

|f

o

'

, In the bottomlands, the data obtained in 110 forested plots, h}. f
- - - y

i1 g

were utilized for bottomland -

t

f sampled on 15 established transects, d- 3 ,

; overstory analysis while data from 87 plots, sampled on seven j[
d

;
established transects, were considered for the bluf f overstory

IGanalysis, ,E

Understory vegetation dat.t are being collected and will continue , ,

' to be monitored. In addition to s pec i es present, frequency of % 1

occurrence and average density were noted, The same transect lines [
:

were used .is in the survey of the larger vegetation. However, mil-

*
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I

.a'cre (0.001 acre) circular picts were established at the 1.6 %-foot % preliminary measurement of the abundance of avian species present
intervals. Of a tctal 243 sampled picts.136 were located in the in the forest communities has been determined from sampling ec>

j 'bottomiends and 107 in the loessial uplands. dacted in September and is expressed in terms of individuals per -
These data are based on a census of birds occurring on-acre.

Undarstory plants are being identifided to genera and species with 40-acre plots in the forest communities and are shown in Appendix
the exceptien of the grasses (f amily Poaceae) and sedges (fse11y D. The locations cf the sample plots are shown in Figure 6-4.
Cyperaceae). The cover af each plant present in each plot waa ' Avian census methods are detailed in Table 6-5..

settmated. Cover is measured by visual estimate of the percent
i of ground covered by all portions of the Plant specimen within the Trapping for small ma==als will be continued to evaluate speciesI

wil-acre plot below a height of six feet above the ground. The diversity and abundance, including seasonal variations affecting
following calculations were made for weh different plant present Population density,
in each of the two areas using cover as a measure of density:

.

i No. of plots in which the
*

!
The preoperational radiological monitoring program will be imple-Frequency of = particular plant occurred x 100

Occurrence (percent) Total No. of plots sampled mented to measure the natural radiation background at the site and
its surroundings as well as existing concentrations of significant '

Total cover of a particular plant radio-nuclides in airborne particulate matter, surface waters.9

$ -

ground waters, several important biota, soil, sediments and milk. -|Avettse Density (%) = Total No. Plots samspied
, This program will be initiated two years prior to the operation
f Relative Avail- . Average density of a particular plant g g { Unit *

1.e.. In the second phase of the preoperational monitor-
-

ability (percent) = Total average density for all plants
, '

(
. Frequency of occurrence for a given plant is the portion of total A sunnary description of the Applicant's proposed program with the
j plots sampled in which the plant occurs, expressed as a percent. additions timt the Staff considers necessary is presented in Table

6-6.; Average density of a particular plant is the mean cover percentage The description is not intended to be a complete technical
| of the plant based on all plots sampled. Relative availability specification of the program; monitoring and analytical techniques

,i
indicates the density of a given plant as ca pared to all other are developing and are likely te be improved before the program isi

put into effect. The Staff anticipates that the final preopera-plants present.

| ticnal program will reflect the current advances ir. both techniques ,
"

zed understanding of the transport of radioactivity in thej Ytrious census techniques will be used for obtaining data to environment.
describe large sad medium size ==- als, birds, reptiles and me- i

j- phibians. Trapping will be used for see medium and small ammaala

| and woodducks. Sampling for insects will be done by sweepnetting. The Staf f considers it necessary to include the radiological ,

monitoring of cistern waters, truck crops aSd green leafy vege-nightlighting; quadrant clipping, and litter collection. The-
tables grown in the region. Furthermore, attention should be paidplants and animals eaten by man in the area of the plant will be

i datermined from the literature and by interviews with area resi- to the monitoring of soil samples from areas of potential radio-
logical buildup. Furthermore, terrestrial and aquatic organisms| dents. Labore. tory analyses to be performed will involve identi- of important species in significant exposure pathways should also] fication to the lowest practicable taxon and description of other be monitored.

! characteristics of some subsamples, for example: age, sex and
j reproductive state. It in expected that the frequency of sampling of selected mediai

( will be increased in general, and with respect to the monitoring
1

of milk in particular, when the plant reaches the operational .
4 phase. .

1 -

t
.

!
,

1

i
*
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TABLE 6-5

ga agea

$ $$ $tCENSUS TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED TO DETUdiINE THE SEASONAL AVIAN S*ECIES a *, .g .%* *3
,t ,

COMPOSITION AND RELATIVE ABGMDANCE AT THE CRAND CULF SITE
,

"
a *.,* .

3 .*. 3% i.* t .*. t.****

g* . .o mx p
% J* J* J*" *S

SAMPLE UNIT SAMPLING .
d i I" IE IEU O

CENSUS METHOD SIZE HABITAT TYPE SC'!EDULE E $O Uu O EN E!- ME M*
oo o

-x a a z a n - -

2 3. E 8 f 3 8 3 E 1 *k 1 *k . 1 *k . "

Plot 40 Acres Bluff Forest Bimonthly
U U~S.I%55* A A A

Crand Culf Forest D E U EO UU U I"i I"iE"i
- . u ? c 51 u ? * t. l. % O. l. .E. %. i. a

4el aBottomland Forest d
u es -

EOEo E OEo E E E E j
Field - Edge 8000* of field edge Bluff Fields Bimoothly g ,;o

Bottumland Fields g *5 .
*

.a "

g g;y 3S
*! =Waterbild Census Not Applicable Cin and Hamilton B1 monthly 2.Y " ~

mA .. w
ukes g- 320 x*

g W= t% m . .- x * 5U EE y 3 |,$ $ 3 EE3 E gg
Sorring Bird Census Range of Vision Observation Tower Bimonthly g *E : j8 *8 *Ig g 22 2"

;y I"uGrand Culf O" ,* * * *" * *(Hawks, Vultures) *a :: a.Military Park 5 an ug ** * *.
7.

- *
3

Trensect Census 5000' Bluffs and Bimonthly .y .> x , ,

* **

ao & 3U U % *3 =*

E C 3 1 *~ O* | 0 %Bottomlands
~3 % b E *g

"E O' g
* a-w *

"O O 3" 2"E
*

1 ' g $ E. *E I
. *

Blackbird Roost Not Applicable Bottomland Monthly
"h gh o U -* . ~

*$ Ah b 38 5y kk
-

Count hEForest #
* +

h. E h he $' s%' EO Io 4. 3 % % .*
6+ V 3 6+ yj g ,{ gNocturnal Raptor Not Applicable Entire Site Monthly

D E
, = x

Spring & Summer' da t .$*,

(Owl) Call Census 8 $ $ %T 2
U E j'U E O E 10 A

'
w

Wood Duck Trapping Not Applicable Cin and Hamilton Quarterly g 0 0 E =
a8 at .: *3 :".*- "

Lakes L & -

O ME * % 0 4 50 3 * *; 5. "
. .

3E 1 : A ta ? .: : % O 2,* .

|; yf eA aA 4 a '"44E-3
e

-
*
* ET d O O3 3" 2 t "O SC. >

00 : e t j" 3. .

% 3 32 ; * L 2 *
.I*jd1 1 322g*"%..

.
3 2 E T gi
% % O $ Ea 2 * ,

C

is on Middle Ground Island in Mississippi River, west of site. g ; g ; ,o g.og ga ,

* 51 5 "c ""1O1 b *Roost . . **2 *.O . ,
f 2 *

d 5 5 5 2 5 E, 5.f "E E i
oc , *

h 3 E 2 C*e are the seasons during which calling (hooting) is most prevalent. * s. a

. m
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6.2 RELATED D:VIRONMDrTAL PROGRAMS AND STUDIESL : 10 .i 5 i

: E
* O" ". f 6.2.1 Geology and soils-

O 2 .* - %E E- ** ""

3-

jo* 23 ',o O O-
oe o ea ou .s

E A % 8 A detailed description of geological studies conducted in support.

3.2O w% ~ ~ . O3 - % 2" E' of th,e saf ety analysis of the station is presented in the Appli-
* * * *.a< >- o . . ..

t; 1; 31 * g

i[
2g cant a Preliminary Safety Analysis Report. A sumary description-. . .,

g ;,- g3 O* g *3*
, *: ; of the site geology is given in Section 2.4 of this statement.,

- f*. 3. u* E a s * 0 5. *> f" e. 8" ** ~
s v. o >o I=a Fo &6 **- s** == .- .. . 6.2.2 Land Use and Demographic Survey2 0. 3

* * ** *.0-.% . %. ' . " "O ". *
= w . . -- > .

8 ':- M % .1 O t. 1* $2 ~ 22
* *

24 o a um a a. zu 6. 3 The results of land use and demographic surveys of the site regionm.-
- are presented in Section 2.2 of this statement.2%w*

m x -ww0 0 $*&CO b.2.3 Other Relevant P rog r ams
= = i i : ligg =a - -: E O 2 3 y g;; g 3 Environmental Imagery Program. One series of late summer over-w

g"f %. O. a 3 a f f8
I. * f * *
$ g 2 ,*. =]

flights was made over the site and the surrounding area. Thermalw g= 18r h & 4
gg c a a

E 2 infrared and color infrared imagery were used to document existinga- = a3
i site conditions, to assist in identifying plant types, to document

plant diseases in the area and to provide delin.xion of existing- g

d %O
.g e e a

o, e.y .g
~

m% w m

o o

e % % ~
drainage patterns.

"

h. 0* DO U
0. % U. U. 3 %
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I REFERENCES 7. ENVIRONMEh7AL EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTS

7.1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF POSTULATED ACCIDEhTShoni ring r ram *S y e2

A high degree of protection again the occurrence of postulated
accidents in the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2 is

provided through correct design, manuf acture, and operation, and
the quality assurance program used to establish the necessary high
integrity of the reactor system, as will be considered in the Can-
mission's Safety Evaluation. Deviations that may. occur are handled;

by protective syst e s to place and hold the plant in a safe condi-
tion. Notwithstanding this, the conservative postulate is made
that serious accidents might occur, even though they may be ex--
tremely unlikely; and engineered safety features are installed to-

; mitigate the consequences of these postulated events.
|
1 The probability of occurrence of accidents and the spectrum of their

consequences to be considered from an evironmental ef fects stand-
point have been analyzed using best ' estimates of probabilities and;

I realistic fission product release and transport assumptions. For
site evaluation in the Cocunission's saf ety review, extranely con-
servative assumptions will be used for the purpose of comparing cal-
culated doses resulting from a hypothetical release of fission prod-
ucts from the fuel against the 10 CFR Part 100 siting guidelines.

! The computed doses that would be received by the population and en-
vironment from actual accidents would be significantly less than
those presented in the Safety Evaluation.

The Commission issued guidance to applicants on September 1,1971,1

requiring the consideration of a spectrum of accidents with assump-
tions as realistic as the state of knowledge permits. The Appli-
cant's response is contained in the Environmental Report submitted
as part of the original application for construccing the Grand Golf
Nuclear Statien, Units 1 and 2, docketed November 17, 1972.

j

The Applicant's report has been evaluated, using the standard acci-
dent assumptions and guidance issued as a proposed amendment to
Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 by the Commission on December 1, 1971.3

Nine classes of postulated accidents and occurrences ranging in
severity from trivial to very serious were identified by the Can-
mission. In general, accidents in the high potential consequence
end of the spectrum have a low occurrence rate and those on the low

I-119
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TABLE 7-1potential consequence end have a nigher occurrence rate. The ex-
CLASSIFICATION OF PGSTULATED ACCIDENTS AND OCCURENCESamples selected by the Applicant for these cases are shown in Table

7-1. The examples selected are reasonably homogeneous in terms of
probability within each class.

Class AEC Description Applicant's ExamplesCommission estimates of the dose which might be received by an
assumed individual standing at the site boundary in the downwind
direction, using the assumptions in the proposed Annex to Appendix 1. Trivial incidents Included in normal releases.D. are presnzed in Table 7-2. Estimates of the integrated ex-
posure that ght be delivered to the population within 50 miles of 2. Small releases outside Reactor coolant leaks (below allow-the site are also presented in Table 7-2. The man-rem estimate was

containment able tech. spec. limits) includedbased on the projected population within 50 miles of the ette for
tha year 2020. in normal releases.

3. Radioactive waste system 25% of largest liquid waste tank.To rigorously establish a realistic annual risk, the calculated
failure Failure of first charcoal bed.dotes in Table 7-2 would have to be multiplied by estimated

probabilities. The events in Classes 1 and 2 represent occur- 4. Fission products to pri- 0.021 core inventory with releaserences which are anticipated during plant operations; and their
consequences, wh*ch are very small, are considered within the mary systes (BWR) through condenser leakage.
framework of routine ef fluents from the plant. Except for a 5. Fission products to pri- Not applicable.lir.ited a m unt of fuel failures the events in Classes 3
through 5 are not anticipated during plant operation; but mary and secondary systems
evsnts of this type could occur sometime during the 40 year plant (PWR)

lifetime. Accidents in Classes 6 and 7 and small accidents in 6. Refueling accident Fuel bundle drop in cana11 heavyClses 8 are of similar or lower probability than accidents in
Classes 3 through 5 but are still possible. The probability of object drop onto core.

occurence of large Class 8 accidents is very small. Therefore*
7. Spent fuel handling Fuel bundle drop in fuel storagewhsn the consequences indicated in Table 7-2 are weighted by

accident pool; heavy object drop onto fuelprobabilities, the environmental risk is very low. The postulatui
occurrences in Class 9 involve sequences of successive failures rack; fuel cask drop.

more severe than those required to be considered in the design
8. Accident initiation events loss of coolant accident, steam linebues of protection systems and engineered safety features. Their

consequences could be severe. However, the probability of their considered in design-basis break accident, and control rod drop
occurtence is so small that their enviromental risk is extremely evaluation in the Safety accident.
low. Defense in depth (multiple physical barriers), quality assur- Analysis Report
ance for design, manuf acture and operation, continued surveillance

9. Hypothetical sequence of Not considered.a:nd testing, and conservative design are all applied to provide and
maintain the required high degree of assurance that potential acci- failures more severe than
dents in this class are, and will remain, suf ficiently small in Class 8
probability that the enviromental risk is extremely low.
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TABLE 7-2 (Continued)
TABLE 7-2

SLHMARY OF RADIOLDCICAL CONSEQUENCES Estimated Fraction Estimated Dose
OF POSTUIJLTED ACCIDENTSM of 10 CFR Part 20 to population

limit at site in 50 mile
Estimated Fraction Estimated Dose boundary 2/ radius. man-ren
of 10 CFR Part 20 to Population in Class Event

limit at site 50 mile radius.
bounda rt2/ man-rea 5.0 Flemfon products to primary N. A.* N. A.

Class Event &d secondary systems (PWR)

3/ 3/
1.J' Trivial Incidents 6.0 Refueling accidents

2.0 small releases outside 3/ 3/
6.1 Fuel bundle drop 0.002 <0.1

contaitunent
6.2 Heavy otject drop onto fuel. 0.015 0.22

3.0 Radwaste System failures in core

3.1 Equipment leakage or mal- 0.084 1.3
7.0 Spent fuel handling

function accident

0.34 5.1
3.2 Release of waste gas 7.1 Fuel assembly drop in 0.003 <0.1

storage tank contents fuel rack

<0.001 <0.1
3.3 Release of liquid waste 7.2 Heavy object drop onto 0.006 <0.1

storage contents fuel rack

4.0 Fission products to primary 7.3 Fuel cask drop 0.18 2.6
system (BWR)

4.1 Fuel cladding defects 3/ 3/ 8.0 Accident initiation events
considered in design basis

evaluation in the SAR
4.2 Off-design transients that 0.004 0.13

induce fuel failures above 8.1 Loss-of-Coolant Accidents
those expected

Small Break <0.001 <0.1

he doses calculated as consequences of the postulated accidents are large Break C.040 3.6
based on airborne transport of radioactive materials resulting in both

doses
a direct and an inhalation dose. Staf f evaluation of the accident 8.1(a) Break in instrument line from <0.001 <0.1
assumes that the applicant'e environmental monitoring program and primary system that penetrates
appropriate additional monitoring (which could be initiated subsequent the containment
to an incident detected by in-plant monitoring) would detect the
presence of radioactivity in the environment in a timely manner such 8.2(a) Rod ejection accident (PWR) N. A. N. A.

remedial action could be taken if necessary to limit exposure fromthat
other potential pathways to man. 8.2(b) Rod drop accident (BWR) 0.004 0.16

- Represents the calculated fraction of a whole body dose of 500 mrea.
*N.A.+ Not Applicableor the equivalent dose to an organ.

- These releases are expected to be a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 20
limits for either gaseous or liquid effleents.
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TABLE 7-2 (Continued) Tab 1c 7-2 indicates that the realistically estias;ed radiological
consequences of the postulated accidents would result in exposures

Estimated Fraction Estimated Dose i an assumed individual at the site boundary to concentrations of
cf 10 CFR Part 20 to population '*d1 *** "* "'** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** "** *'" ** * "~
limit at site in 50 mile centrati ns O C) f 10 CFR Part 20. The table also presents theClass Event boundaryl/ radius. man-ram estimated 1,tegrated exposure of the population within 50 edles of

the plant f rom each postulated accident. Any of these integrated8.3(a) Steamline breaka (FWR's N* A* N* A exposures would be much smaller than that from esturally occurringoutside containment) rad ioac tivit y. When considered with the probability of occurrence,
the annual potential radiation exposure of the population from

C.3(b) Stsamline break (BWR) all the postulated accidents is an even smaller fraction of the
exposure from natural background radiation and, in fact, is wellsmall Break 0.003 <0*I wt in natura y ccurring variations in the natural background.
It is concluded from the results of the realistic analysis thatLarge Break 0.015 0.23 ** '"" ""* ** '** "* * P*"*** ** 8'#* *'* * **
are exceedingly small, and need not be considered further.

7.2 TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS INVOLVING RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

7.2.1 Exposures Resulting From Postulat ed Accidents

Based on tecrnt accident statistics (Federal Highway Administra-
tion), a shipment of fuel or vaste may be expected to be involved
in an accident about once in a total of 750,000 shipment-miles .
The Staff has estimated that only about 1 ir *^ if those accidents
which involve Type A packages or 1 in 100 of 9 involving
Type B packages might result in any leakage of dioactive
material. In case of an accident, procedures which carriers are
required (49 CFR171.15, 174. 566, 177. 861) to follow will reduce
the consequences of an accident in many cases - The rrocedures
include segregation of damaged and leaking packages from people,
and notification of the shipper and the Department of Transporta-
tion. Radiological assistance teams are available through an
inter-governmental program to provide equipped and trained
personnel. These teans, dispatched in response to calls for
emergency assistance, can mitigate the consequences of 7% ac cid ent .

7.2.2 New Fuel
,

Under accident conditions other than accidental criticality, the
pelletized form cf the nuclear fuel, its encapsulation, and the
low specific activity of the fuel, limit the radiological impact
on the environment to negligible levels.

,
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The packaging is designed to g event criticality under normal and exceed a few arem and only a very few people would receive such-
severe accident conditions. To release a number of fuel assemblies exposures.
under conditions that could lead to accidental criticality would

j require severe damage or destruction of mere than one package (b) Release of gases and coolant is an extremely remote

which is unlikely to happen in other than an extremely severe Possibility. In the improbable event that a cask is involved in
accident. an extremely severe accident such that the cask containment is

breached and the cladding of the fuel assemblies penetrated, some
of the coolant and some of the noble gases might be released from

The probability that an accident cocid occur under conditions that,

the cask.'
could result in aveidental criticality is extremely remote. If

'
criticality were to occur in transport, persons within a radius of In such an accident, the amount of radioactive material released
about 100 feet from the accident might receive a serious exposure

would be limited to the available fraction of the noble gases in
but beyond that distance, no detectable radiation ef f ects would be the void spaces in the fuel pins and some fraction of the low

1 likely. Persons within a few feet of the accident could receive
level contamination in the coolant. Persons would not be expected

fatal or near-f atal exposures unless shielded by intervening
to remain near the accident due to the severe conditions which 'material,
would be involved, including a major fire. If releases occurred,,

. they would be expected to take place in a short period of time.Although there would be no nuclear explosion, heat generated in Only a limited area would be af f ected. Persons in the downwind,

the reaction would probably separate the fuel elements so that the region and within 100 feet or so of the accident edght receivereaction would stop. The reaction would not be expected to con- doses as high as a f ew hundred millirem. Under average weather
tinue for morr than a few secondo and normally would not recur. conditions, a few hundred square feet might be contaminated to the
Residual radiation levels due to induced radioactivity in the fuel

extent that it would require decontamination (that is, Range I
elements might reach a few roentgens per hour at 3 feet. There contamination levels) according to the standards (Federal Radia-
would be very little dispersion of radioactive material.

tion Council 1965).
7.2.3 Irradiated Fuel 7.2.4 Solid Radioactive Wastes

Ef fects on the environment from accidental release ot' radioac tive It is highly unlikely that a shipment of solid radioactive waste
materials during shipment of irradiated fuel have bran estimated will be involved in a severe accident during the 30-year lif e of
for the situation where contaminated coolant is released and the the plant. If a shipment of low-level waste (in drums) becomes
situation where gases and coolant are released, involved in a severe accident, some release of waste might oc cur ,

but the specific activi?y of the waste will be so low that the
(a) Leakage of contaminated coolant resulting from exposure of personnel would not be expected to be significant.

improper closing of the cask is possible as a result of human Other solid radioactive wastes will be shipped in Type B packages.
error, even though the shipper is required to follow specific The probability of release from a Type B package, in even a very

! procedures which include tests and examination of the closed severe accident, is sufficiently small that, considering the solid' cortainer prior to each shipment. Such an accident is highly form of the vaste and the very remote probability that a shipment
unlikely during the 30-year life of the plant. of such vaste would be involved in a very severe accident, the

likelihood of significant exposure would be extremely small.
,

Leakage of liquid at a rate of 0.001 ce per second or about 80
drops / hour is about the smallest amount of leakage that can be In either case, spread of the contamination beyond the Onmediate(

detected by visual observation of a large container. If unde- area is unlikely and, although local clean-up might be required,
tected leakage of contaminated liquid cociant were to occur, the
amount would be so small that the individual exposure would not
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$ - no significant exposure to the general public would be mected
applicable API and ASt1E codes. Appropriate measures againstto result. cor-
rosion for underground components of the system ensure that no
significant amounts of oil are lost to the environment.7. 2.~ 5 Steerity of Postulated Transportation Accidents A rupture
in the piping or components (valves, pumps, etc.) of the syste kwill result in no loss of oil from the undergrcund tanks. Thus,' -1The events postulated in this analysis are unlikely but possible,
accidental oil spills would either be contained in the buildings'

More severe accidents than these analyzed can be postulated and or affect small areas in the vicinity of the plant.their consequences could be severe. Quality assurance for design,
asnufacture, and use of the packages, continued surveillance and
testing of packages and transport conditions, and conservative<

design of packages ensure that the probability of accidents of*

REFERENCES
this latter potential is sufficiently small that the environmental

, risk is extr eely low. For those reasons, more severe accidents
2 have not been included in the analysis. Federal Highway Administration, "1969 Accidents of Large Motor

Carriers of Property," December 1970; Federal Railroad Ad-3

j 7.3 OTHER ACCIDENTS ministration Accident Bulletin No. 138, "Sunusary and Analy-
sis of Accidents on Railroads in the U.S.." 1969; U.S. Ceast; Guard " Statistical Summary of Casualties to Commercial

,

'; The operation of the Crand Gulf plant does not require large ac- Vessels," December 1970
? cumulations on site of toxic, explosive, flamannhle or corrosive

-

; materials. Indeed, care will be taken to insure that saw stocks Federal Radiation Council. 1965. ' " Background Material for thej of such materials are kept as small as practicable. However,, Development of Radiation Standards; Protective Action Guides
moderate mounts of fuel and lubricating oils, regenerative ' for Strongium 89 Strontium 90, and Cesium 137." . Report

{ solutions, hydrogen and chlorine are stored and used in plant - No. 7.
operations. Accidental releases of these materials represent a

( sinor potential risk to the environment. Because of the limited
I quantities involved, adverse ef fects would be confined to the
j 1mmediate site area and be short-term in nature.

| An extensive fire protection system designed to mitigate the '

' effects of explosions and fires provides protection to the local
* envirorssent in the event of such an occurence. The fire protec- !
j tion system is designed in accordance with the requirements of the
! Euclear Energy Property Insurance Association (NEFIA), applicable
} codes and regulations of the State of Mississippi, the National
, Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Codes, and 10 CFR 50, Criterion '

' 3 of Appendix A and Part 1910.

IPuel oil for the diesel generators and the auxiliary steam system -

1* stored in six underground tanks with a combined capactty of i

. 360,000 gal. and two above ground tanks. Three small day tanks
| (combined capacity of 1,650 gal.) are located in each diesel

-

!

generator building. All tanks and components are designed to the, ;i

|
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8. IMPLICATIONS OF PROPOSED PROJECT generating station with a maximum capability of 750 MW (one unit) is
scheduled to be in service in January 1975 in Greenville, Mississippi.

8.1 THE REQUIRDiENT FOR POWER No other new facilities except the Crand Culf Nuclear Station are
scheduled.

8.1.1 Power Supply Area
The existing generating facilities of MP&L are all relatively young

The Federal Power Commission has divided the country into power supply with the earliest in-service date being July 1948. . Seventy-seven
areas (PSA's) representing the service areas of major electric utilities, percent of the total generating capability (1370 MW) has an in-

groups of utilities and operating power pools. Each electric utility service data of 1959 or later and 65% of the total capacity (1166 NW)

system has the responsibility to (a) provide capacity, either frna its came into service during or af ter March 1967 In 1980 the conven-

own system or by purchase, ecual to the maximum demand of its system tional generating capability of MP&L is scheduled to be 2535 MW. Of
Plus some amount for system reserve and (b) provide some portion of the this capability 76% (1916 MW) will have been in service 12 years or
operating reserve requirments of the pool, either from its own resources less.

or by purchase (Federal Power Conunission,1970; Lower Mississippi Region
C mprehensive Study. October 1972). A tabulation of existing and planned NP&L generating capability

through 1981 is shown in Table 8-1. In addition to the facilities

Regional power pools reflect the fact that individual systes can dis- shown, the entire Middle States Utilities System has a capability
charge their basic power supply responsibilities and increase the of 7803 MW scheduled to come into service between January 1973 and
reliability of bulk electric power supply more efficiently through January 1981. This includes construction of two nuclear units (830
participation in coordinated activities including in particular shar- MW and 950 MW) near Russellville, Arkansas (for Arkansas Power and

ing reserves and staggering the construction of new generating Light Company); a 750 MW gas unit at the Ninemile Point Plant; and
capacity. (Lower Mississippi Region Comprehensive Study,1972). two 430 MW oil unite at the Waterford Plant (for Louisiana Power

and Light). In addition, commitments have been made for a 1165 MW
nuclear unit for Waterford plant scheduled for service in 1978. ThereThe Mississippi Power & Light Company is one of five operating utility

companies which togetner comprise the Middle South Utilities (MSU) is also a capability of 3048 162 which will be provided at undetermined
System, serving PSA 25, which encludes western Mississippi, eastern locations within PSA 25.

Arkansas, a small portion of southeastern Missouri, and parts of
eastern Louisiana. Capacity of MP&L, together with the other com- 8.1.3 Interconnections with Maior Utilities

panies comprising the MSU systen, is required to serve the needs of the
power supply area as a whole. The MP&L has a 500 KV transmission line which links the company with

other member companies of the Middle South Utilities System. This
On the basis of operating experience, MSU consiers a reserve of 16Z line runs from the Clinton substation near Jackson, through the Baxter

of the peak load responsibility to be an adequate margin to ensure Wilson generating ststion in Vicksburg to the El Dorado substation of
system reliability. This reserve margim is within the range considered Arkansas Power and Light Company near El Dorado Arkansas. One 230 KV

adequate for most systems in the United States, which range between and four 115 KV transmission lines cross the Mississippi 7.iver to

15 and 25% of peak load (Federal Power Commission,1970). connect MPGL with the facilities of Arkansas Power and Light Company
and Louisiana Power and Light. Three other 115 KV transmission lines

8.1.2 Generating Facilities connect MP&L with Louisiana Power and Light across the land border
between Mississippi and Louisiana.

At present, MP&L cperates four conventional steam-electric generating
stations (9 units) having an aggregate maximum summer (1972) generat- The company also has two 500 KV transmission lines which connect with
ing capability of 1774 MJ. All of these units are designed to burn companies outside the Middle South Utilities System. The first of
natural gas with a standby capability to burn residual oil. In addi- these connects the Rex Brown generating station in Jackson with the

tion, one combustion turbine type unit with a maximum summer capa. West Point, Mississippi substation of the Tennessee Valley Authority.
bility of 11 MW is operated with fuel oil, yielding a total MP&L cap. The second line connects the Clinton substation near Jackson with tFe

Franklin substation in southwest Mississippi and continues 3n to theability in 1972 of 1785 MW. A conventional oil fired steam-electric

.
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a e ~ m -. n g Willow Glen generating station in southern Louistans, which is partg :e ZZOOO OR**RRs of the Gulf States Utilities Systern. Two 115 KV lines in central Mis-

a> e -. -e a -.
"

e
M" * ". '' " U ". " " d * * * sissippi connect with facilities of Mississippi Power Campany to the

"

c
- east.

^

gh The remainder of the Middle South Utilities System connects with
other electric facilities principally through four 500 KV transmission

a g "3 lines. One of these connects the Little Gypsy gerierating station of
En N72%E Eog3ggg g g Louisiana Fower and Light near New Orleans with the Willow clen stationd uO "* *"" "d g of the Culf States Utilities Systen to the northwest. A secomi line,

q gj connects the El Dorado substation of Arkansas Power and Light witha
O the Hartburg, Texas substation of Gulf States Utilities which is to

the southwest. A third line connects the Mablevale substation ofg Arkansas Power and Light near Little Rock with the Fort Smith, Arkansas_

, g ,g substation of Oklahoma Gas and Electric to the west, while a fourth line
1 g* connects Mabelvale with the Cordova (Memphis), Tennessee substation of

2 gg TVA to the east. In addition to these lines, Arkansas Power and Light,,,,, ,,og, ,g ag "**** * R e -* ; * 8 ' * has a 500 KV intrasystem line connecting Mabelvale with the El Dorado,o

O
y-* Arkansas substation.-*

=a
= a

g 8.1.4 Population Density
n. -;' ,m g 9 99o 999 9 The population distribution in the MP&L franchise area follows the,

o y ooood ooooooa =e -
typical pattern existing in the central core of the natio8, namely.555 ** var =1 1=rs' or =ediu= -=i=*d citie* locat'd an =51or ==ter==7=$$"

Ca M O
E, YYYYY YYY yyy y c mbined with smaller towns and rural areas. In the case of Missis-eaegmae

Ub g eamaa a rippi, where the overall population density is low, a corr espondingrly

g ;
. I,

, low figure for population of the major cities follows.
U E. n* g g g There are four principal cities in the MP&L area. T L largest of these,
3 g y , , , is Jackson (1970 population, ca 150,000). The other principal citfes-4
* , , ; ;;g g - (Greeneville Vicksburg, and Natches) are located along the fitssissippi
U E =E64} }J".;agj g border, and the city of Memphis (621,000 population) is centered about=

O o r e r ,g g 10 miles north of the Mississippi border. Bath of these population*a *e
, yr 2 x, 2 ,ee ergr;e, centers should be significant factors in determining the intersystem

U. 88.783 3 d E d $ U E. E E j needs and capabilities to which the Grand Gulf facility must respond,n
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E $tu og ggggfgy g g g 8.1. $ Present Consumption
U SSE$E $45455E E $ wg Table 8-2 shows the cons sption of electricity by user classificationw, e
r -* **"**n** N * - n M - -* M

S g g ag [ in the MP&L area for the years 1962 and 1971. The data which are taken
, , , 3 3 -* o f ront the Applicant.s reports show that, although the franchise area

3 j - a* g had a nine-year net decrease in population, sales of electricity in-, , ,
a m e

,, >= g g creased 123% and the number of customers increased 222. This agreesa

g g g g g g with the overall trend in the nation which shows a marked rise in theu e
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Kwh/ person and Kwh/ customer sold by utilities. The figures for
TABLE 8-2 residential and rural sales show the highest increase in sales (191%)

while the increase in customers (22%) is average for the NP&L area.
MISSISSIPP1 POWER & LIGHT COMPANY This agrees with the national trend toward higher per capita resi-RE(X)RD OF ENERGY SALES

FOR 1962 AND 1971 dential consumption. Recent trends toward improvement of the quality
of goods and services to the economically deprived sectors of the
population are mirrored in these data.

The percentage distribution of sales of electricity to residential,Amount Per Cent
1962 1971 Channe Channe commercial / industrial and other users is shown below:

2 OF SALES OF ELECTRICITYCLASSIFICATIONMTEL Service Area
Population 1.140,000 1.120,000 (20,000) (2) 1970 NATIONAL
Energy Sales, Kwh in 1000's 2,562,019 5,704.205 3,142,186 123

Nu:nber of customers 191.01o 232,730 41,714 22 1962 1971 Average ~

Kwh/ customer 13.413 24.510 11,097 E3
Residential and Rural 24 31 28

N
''*I* * "* * d "Rwidential & Rural 19 22 13

Energy sales, Kwh in 1000's 618,912 1,802,675 1,183.763 191 Other
Nukber of customers 162,936 19% 435 35.499 22 the area lags behind the national average inThe 1971 data show thatKvh/ customer 3,798 6,084 5'286 139

commercial and industrial consumption, consistent with the low indus-
''1*1 d*'*I P**"" 1" *h* 8*****

Commercial
Entrgy Sales, Kwh in 1000's 501,587 1,0 R 533 589.966 117

Number of customers 24,336 24,453 5,117 21 ""**" "
Kwh/ customer 20,611 37,061 16.450 80

Although the population of the MP&L service area declined by 20,000
e Ap A can s rec r sh a grwd treM in

Indu* trial fr a t ,

use f ulectricity. This general growth in energy sales and in power
f

Enargy sales, Kwh in 1000's 958,908 1,624,499 665,591 69
demand reflects a general trend in economic growth in the State of

' Number of customers 2.538 3.209 671 26
The 1970 economic statistics are presented below (Bur eau

Kub/ customer 377,820 506,232 128,412 34 Mississippi.
of Census ,1970).

Cor rnment and Nnicipal 1970
Enzrgy Sales, Kwh in 1000's 94,727 219,463 124,736 132 Per Capita Income

Number of customers 1.153 1.558 405 35 $3,910
Kwh/cuatomer 82,157 140,862 58,705 71 National Average $2,561

Mississippi
65.5%

Cooperatives and Nnicipalities Percent of National Average

,

Energy sales, Kwh in 1000's 387,885 966,015 578,130 149

i haber of customers 53 75 22 42 Percent of Population Beiw Merty Level
Kvh/ customer 7,518.584 12,880.200 5,361,616 71

12.3%National Average
34.9%

Mississippi
183.7%Percent Greater than National 4verage

Between 1960 and 1970, there has been a significant improvement in the
Source: Mississippi Power and Light Co., 1972 level of per capita income (see Table 8-3). Underlying this improve-

is an increase in the number of people employed and a shift in
ment

.
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ithe composition of the work force. The latter has been particularly
| significant in that agricultural employment in Mississippi has de-

TABLE 8-3 clined while manufacturing employnent has increased. Increases in
,

POPULATION PER CAPITA INCOME, EMPLOTMENT AND -per capita income have enabled the people of Mississippi to improve '

PER CAPITA CONSIMPTION OF ELECTRICITT IN MISSISSIPPI their standard of living. This increase has led to higher residential
FOR 1960 AND 1970 sales per customer and to a greater requirement for electricity in the

commercial sector. This greater requirement for electricity is also
reflected in the increase in per capita consumption of electricity'

Per Cent between 1960 and 1970 (Table 8-3).
1960 1970 Chamme

8.1.7 Enerav and Power Projections

Population 2,196,141 2,216,912 1.g Tables 8-4 and 8-5 compare total resources and the total load re-
sponsibility for MSU systems, taking into consideration an adequate -

,

P2r Capita Incoes S 1,500 $ 2,561 70.7 margin of reserves to assure systne reliability. As previously '

noted, Middle South Utilities historical experience has established
Enployment 700,100 788,500 12.0 the reserve margin at 16% of projected load responsibility. The &

comparison was made both with and without the addition of new units.Per Cent of Population Employed 32.1 35.6 10.9 ,

The total system resources consist of all systen-owned generating
capability due to conversion from gas to oil-fired units, and pur-1 Maaufecturing Employment 119,900 181,700 51.5 chases from adjacent utilities (purchases with reserves).1

! Per Cent of Total Employment 17.1 23.0 34.5
'

l

| The total load responsibility is load responsibility plus an adequate
; Agricultural amployment 184,200 102,300 (44.5) margin of reserves: load responsibility is defined as the system's

peak hourly load plus contractual agreement to sell and purchase power'i Per Cent of Total ampleyeset 26.3 13.0 (50.6) (firm sales less fire purchases with reserves).
Pa Capita Consemption of<

j glectricity, kah Table 8-4 compares 16U system's resources (line 4) against its load
,

. responsibility (lines 8 and 11) for the period of 1972-1981, withoutNational Average 4.716 7,950 68.6 the addition of new units. If no new units are added, the MSU,

1 system would be unable to meet its demand throughout the period.
1 W 6L Service Area 1,730 -4,750 174.6

Table 8-5 compares MSU system's resources against its load responsi-,

Per Cent of National Average 36.6 59.7 63.1 bility for the same period but including additions of new units.|
4

To assure system reliability, new units met be added starting in 1972.
{ Any slippage in in-service dates will mean that the system will not

have the minimum capability to meet its comitments (line 7).
!

}.
The situation is shown graphically and even more strikingly in
Figure 8-1. This figure presents past and projected generating cap-

I

!
ability and load experience for the Middle South Utilities System
serving PSA 25, based on both the Applicant's data and data from the

i

Federal Power Connission. It can be seen that over the years the MSU
Source: Mississippi Power and Light Co** 1972 C8Pacity has been barely adequate to meet even the peak hourly load,

thus leaving no effective reserve. Also, in future, planned additions
|
!

|

|

.

I
i

*

i

1
4
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TAE1.E 8-0

HIBOLE $0llT11 Uf1LitlI$ S?$ TEM

LOA 6 AND SIS 0gaCl FORECAff, NO NEW UNITS

1972 = 1981

(All Fleures is MW)

11 3 1171 IUI 113.1 1U1 U.I.1 112.1 IIII IIS II81
7.779 7.676 7.676 7,6 36 7.6M 7.601 7.MS 7 MS 7.605 7.60$1, Ist Systae-onsed Cepe6 titty. Imenudlag tetteeneet . ....... .

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2. teles Without Reserves . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3. Purchsees Withews teservesi
32 32 12 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 I

Geylord 7. SPA teses .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .....
Its 10$ 105 101 109 10S 10$ 109 105 105

telede Seed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .

llo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
$wtp . . . . . .. . . . .. ,

IM 1M IM 1M 1M 1M 1M IM IM iM
w Clet tae . . . . . . . . . .. . .ne

24 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
pther..............,. . n .. .. . . .

. . . + n 0 0 116 116 116 116 116 116 116 116
Art-Me (New medr 6d) . n .. .

7s M 337 387 ~187 157 T ~187 387 ~337
t.t t..... . .... . .. . .

4 Total Systee-eened Capability . lestedtea purtheses (12*3h" 4,441 7.94 7 0.061 0.043 4.063 7.992 7,992 7.992 7.992 7,992

7.696 4.362 9,118 9.964 10.097 11.929 13.e14 14.254 13,604 17,1M
S. Projected System Pest lievrie Lead . . . ..

4. Fire $elee With Reservees .
. . . , ,, . 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0TV4...........n.. . .. . ..n.. .. . . ." 400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0sewthere Servlees . . .. .

""ar:. . ::.: :...: . ..:. / : ./d -H -H -u -H -5 4 -H -H 45' ' ' " - -

'
7. Five Pureheses With Seservest

216 til 2M 140 24 7 ISS 245 27$ 246 300. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .' 'SPA..................
n . .. .. . ... . . . . . . . . . ..- 42 44 46 44 0 0 0 0 0 0pense Elecerte ,

TVA Diveretty . . . ..... n .e . . . . . .n . . . . . . . . e.n g99 ggg ggg ggg ggg gg9 ggg 49 ggg ggg

y *fg g g yg} g g j g gTotal ... . n ... . .. ....n. . .

7.721 7.678 0.432 9.279 10.255 11J47 12y1 44M pp MF4. Lead Respomettility (P6 7) ... . . . . . . ... . . .... ..

9. Leed-Reeestee toisees, Withews Seeerves (4-4).. 77) 269 (M9) (1,101) (2,192) (3,393) (4,379) (S.618) (4,948) (9,459)
. , ,.

1,239 1.228 I.444 1.641 1.806 1.979 2.178 2.194 2.63010, seatred reserve.Litee 8 a 163) . .. ... ... ..n . ....n. .

11, total Lead ReepenelbilitF. leelvstas Reserves (4*10) s.He a,9ee 9. Fat to, rSe st,see 13,o91 66,3$e 15,1se L F.15e l9.125

(437) (959) (1.718) (2.6M) (3.433) (1,101) (6.3$4) (7.796) (9,M2)(ll.133)12. t.eed-seeeerse tensees, leanedtes Reservee (4-11) . .n. n .

.. .+..n.. . * * . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 019. Cepeetty Avetiable for leelsesseese
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0p. ce,.esi, a.eslante ser ries sete . ...... ... .. . .. .

Soiarce: Mississippi Poster and Light Co.e 1972

7'
na
N
to

TA312 8-5
MtOflLE SOL'fH VTILITl[5 $71 TEM

Lsu0 Ain AFSOURCE BALANCF. WITH AMD WifHot:T NEW UMif$

1972 - 1941

(All Flautes in MW)

19 3 M,3 19,]4, 19J} 19]6 j,9Q 1979 1979 1990 1961

1. letal MSU lystee-owned Capabilit y, in-
cladins Forchsees 6,485 7,947 8,06 3 8.06) 0.04) 7.992 7,992 7.992 7.99 2 7.992

2. T'tal LaeJ evaponsibilit y, laslweins

es ser vee 8,9% 0,906 9,781 10.719 61,096 11,093 14 .150 15.789 17,314 19,121

1. t C e eource talence. With %. News
i nst, Ild) (417) (9 59) (1,718) (2,696) (1.033) (5,101) (6.158) (7,794) (9, M2) (11,133)

e. Planned test 4ddes sene A(ter lif t 1660 530 1180 114 1198 1256 11 38 1566 1771

i. Cwulative L|ett Addit tens 4.64 0 2,210 3,390 3.904 1.102 6.318 7.796 9.M2 11.133

6. Total Teer-Fad Resavetes (l*l) 8,401 9.627 10,273 !!,413 11.967 11,094 14.350 45.700 17,354 19,125

i
7. Lead-Sesearce telease with new Unite M-2) (417) 721 492 694 Fl 1 0 0 0 0 w

a

Source: Mississippi Power and Light Co.e 1972
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to the system's generating capability are expected to be matched by2o
the projected load increases. In particular, without both of the

cAraniuTv planned units at Crand Gulf, by 1980 the peak hourly load alone would"- 'NcLUDiNG
G"""U GU ' have outstripped the system's capacity. Thus, even without taking

into account considerations of reserve power, both Units 1 and 2 areis- ,, D2

r\- necessary to meet the minimum anticipated requirements of the Power

| wtTH ONE uMIT
Supply Area served.17 - LEVEL OF CAPAstWTY

j Table 8-6 compares the Applicant's system resourceR against its'8 -

4
,g

load responsibility for the period of 1972-1981. In the absence
35 _ LE VEL OF (,APAslWTv of new units, the Applicant would be in a position of inadequate

WIT *eOUT GR AND GUL, reserves in 1973 (line 5). By 1981, the Applicant's capabilities
'' ~ FACIUTY would be 2066 m less than the total MP&L responsibility. By the

addition of a 750 W unit in 1975 and a 1290 W unit in 1980, the
g_ Applicant's capacity to provide power with adequate reserves would

be restored.
'' '

The system resources that will be available for reserves in 1981
E
O" ' are presented in Table 8-7. If the two 1290 W nuclear units

were not added to the system in 1980 and 1981, the MSU and theI ,,_ Applicant systems would have a reserve capacity of only 0.35% and
4 o O respectively. This reserve capacity is considerably below theE, _

[- units has the ef f ect of raising the MSU system's rese'.Ne capacity
desired reserve margin of 16%. However, the addition of the nuclear

6
gg_ to 16.0% in 1981; the corresponding figure for the MPL system is

'

x
* 54%. Although the latter figure is significantly in excess of

, _ 162, the need for Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 is justified on the
DEMAND-PE AK HOURLY basis of the requirements of the MSU system as a whole.LOAD tsASED ON FEDERALG

~ POWE R COMMIS$ TON DATAI
8.2 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC EFFECTS

5 -

\ The region surrounding the site has for s e e years ba n one of the
c - usu SYSTEM CAPA8tWTY most impoverished in the nation. With the long-term decline of

eDATA SuPPuf D sV APPUCANT) agriculture, resulting in reversion of smich land to forests or
3 - M grazing, and only minor industrial development, employment oppor-
2 -

tunities have been quite limited. These conditions are reflected
in statistics for annual income during the decade ending 1959

i

(Figure 8-2). Claiborne County and the county immediately south
i - of it. Jef f erson, have significantly lower per capita incmes

than does the State of Mississippi, which in turn considerablyi . . . . . . i i i . i

,se se 'eo e2 se u es 70 72 74 7e 7s so s2 lags de nadonal average.

YEAR

FIGURE 8-1
MSU GENERATING CAPABILITY COMPARED TO ACTUAt.

AND PROJECTED PEAK HOURLY LOAD

4
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TABLE 8-7,g -

a g . I. .
~".

. I. o, J . . "O
=.

- ., .
~* ~ PERCENT OF SYSTEM'S RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR RESERVES' i

.
-

3 '
o WITH AND WITHOUT.ji g gg5 .m ; g

I GRAND GULF UNITS 1 AND 2! $ % * ** i es . a
*

- =
3

- = ,
s = o a a = g e _=' E3 WITHOUT . WITH - WITHEE3 E ~.i

,* ~ ~
~

*O Grand Gulf Grand Gulf Grand Gulf~

, _ Units 1 and 2. Unit 1 ' Units 1 and 2 i
;

$ MSU MPL MSU MPL' ' MSU MPL
j g *; R j j $, S *

; a* ~
;

1. Total System-Owned' 7,992 1,785 7,992 1,785 7,992 1,785
j

_!, -g ,g
j h,S _ 3, E: Capability. Including -E %

Purchases in 1981,-" ~ "

No new units MW

! j

~ 5 " g {h n; . O
'g g gg a ,

i -

9,843 '2,040 11.133 3,330
j g * _

" ~ ~ 2. - Planned Addition MW 8,553- 750

$. 3 3 =. ; (1972-1981)}
g

- ; e- 3p
a . ~ > ~

a- a
3. Total System desources, 16.545 2,535 17,835 3,825 .19,125 ~5,115*

4 g, , ,
-

,

,t k,
_n

.j 2. . ::. : . I' MW (1 + 2): 2 .-**

- - ~. -
.

-
. ,

; g,
J 4 Total Load Responsibility, 16,487 . 3,320 16,487 3,320 '.16,487 3,320 t;,i -*-2 ., . . .

j h o,
E.: .h 2_

3 O E. EI
,

- -
E- Without Reserves, MW*

s. -

- -~. u
,y g 5. System's Resources 58 (785) 1,348 -505 2,638 . 1,795

1 g*3: h ,* , y
-

,

, * Available for Reservec, MW
a - 3 :. 2j 5p

- -
; t

-

j j 6. Excess System Resources as 0.35% 0 8.2% 15% 16% 54%'

;
9 y, a Percentage of System Load

,
A Responsibility, MWP == -

O (5 + 4 x 100)! I 7.
d

$
- .

71.

3 i i j 7. Desired Percent Margin for 16% - 16% - 16% -*

4 - 3 ! $ Reserves to Assure*
,

| - f } ={ 5 g System Reliability
t t o1 2: 7 0 * 2 - - * bI

? 11 f E 7
!

, '3= 1 : : i :.

i i = * *> s
3 : *

= .. A
.

::; a.g t a 2 3 j *E
g .

ei * *; 6, i d 1 2 : .

ii $ ; $2 2 3 j } Source: Mississippi Power and Light Co., 1972 s
" 2

,

fi i EN|5 ?I E:
' i 2: . : : a# - -

t - Y -t a j 2 a*

] 34 I i :- 3 2 g3i
-

:: : : - > 4 : 4 s.

g.

a,- , ., ,, .

i
.i

1
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The Staff believes that constructing and operating the Grand Gulf -

4000 Nuclear Station will have a favorable economic impact on the region
4 in at least three specific ways,

! :
-

1. Insuring an abundant and reliable supply of electrical
a

power;

E 2. Increasing by an order of magnitude the tax base<

| 5 3000 available;

' '

et/ 3. Inducing significant direct and indirect incrsases in
y employment and income.e

h M '

'

p y Of the 18.2 billion kilowatt-hours to be provided annually by the,
- i#' jp j facility, the Applicant estimates that about one-half (1/2) wH.1

P

; t- 2000 to be used commercially and industrially and another one-third (1/3)
; % f ** / '

will supply residential. needs, which are acute in rural districts

[ #,,,gs#' [ of the region; the remaining 1/6 will be available to govermental
'

w
"9'', et agencies, umsnicipalities, amt utilities within the MSU syste.*

} The Staff believes that an abundant and reliable supply of power
* > -

'

i is important in raising the regional standard of living both
$
$ 5000 , directly, by making menities more easily available to consumers.Clo no

g g and indirectly by providing an incentive to new industries.
*

>' *"'' son County #
.

-

-

#4 The tax base of the region will be increased as a result of the

Grand Gulf Nuclear Station. State and Federal income liability
. resulting from required estning on the securities expected to

finance the station are estimated by the Applicant to be
h O $4,800,000 and $55,700,000, respectively, when both units are *
'

1959 '60 '61 '62 '63 '64 '65 '66 '67 '68 1969 operative. The Applicant expects to incur state franchise taxes
[

4 of around $2.700,000.
[d YEAR

) Source: US. Desertment of Commerce. sweeu of Census. ig7i. Mississippi has a 11 sales tax on manufacturing machinery and '

21/22 sales tax on other industrial equipment. -It is estimated _ *

hw anaron ot un we swei by the Applicant that approximately 80% of the money spent on
j plant equipment will be taxed at 12 rate and 20% taxed at 21/22 ;*

rate. The Applicant estimates that the annual construction payroll ;} vould yield about $3.35 million annually in sales taxes within the 1
.

.

.i
!

:

j - ,

4

|
2 FIGURE 8-2 ANNUAL PER CAPITA INCOME OF UNITED STATES, MISSIS $1PPl.
f Cl.A180RNE AND ADJACENTCOUNTIES,1969-1999
.

!
s
f t

a i

t
'

i
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region compared to less than 1/6 that amount at present. It is
further estimated that the present total ad valorem tax assessment the State of Mississippi (Mississippi Research and Develoosent

,

of Claiborne County of about $9.5 million should, as a result of Center, 1970) (i.e., for every $10 dispersed es payroll an addi- '

construction of both units of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, tional $17 is created within the State as a direct result of
spending) increased by a factor of about 1.76 by the accelerationincrease to twenty times that amount. The resulting low rate of

tcxstion within the county should place it in a very favorable principle.

position to attract and hold enrunercial and industrial enterprises.
The resulting estimates of increase in income for each year of
* "* * * " "'" * " * ** * "" "*"*Tha addittom of a temporary workforce of up to 2600 construction

workers with a payroll of $235 million is certain to have an estimated by using local and regional multipliers of 0.30 and

intense economic impact on Claiborne County, where the total in- 0.65 respectively (i.e., for each 100 construction jobs 30 local
jobs and 65 in the region will be created). The regional miti-come in 1969 was only $18.7 million per year OJ. S. Department of

Connerce, 1971), even though this payroll will be spread over about plier for enployment (0.65) represents an estimate that every 100
new jobs for factory workers create 65 new positions in non-manu-

seven years. In Claiborne County the median household income in
f actoring (U. S. Chamber of Commerce,1970). As a local a lti-1970 was $4583 and the average earnings for males 16 years and plier, this factor of 0.65 has been scaled down to 0.3 by theer was only $3761 (U. S. Census Eureau, 1970). The average male Applicant because so many of the workers are expected to commute

construction worker is expected to earn nearly $26,000 per year
from further away than 15 to 25 miles. Although only an estimate.(including escalation of wage rates through 1980).
the multiplier of 0.3 seems reasonable to the Staff.

The indirect effects of these expenditures on the local economy
In the long term, the facility's operating staf f of some 85 skilled

may be estimated by means of what is termed a " multiplier effect" ~
professional people will, as permanent residents of the vicinity,i.e., the property that payroll money which is spent within an

area for goods and services will, by tending to create further provide a multiplier ef fect on the induced income for the vicinity
which the Applicant estimates as three times the $1.4 million in

jobs, produce a greater total income.
annual payroll. The associated enployment mitiplier of 0.65 =

results in an estimate of 55 additional positions both locally
This multiplier ef fect has two aspects. A so-called " pure

and regionally,
m itiplier" expresses the initial effect which the spending of
the pay checks themselves has. Furthermore, there is an

Initially, this economic surge should be beneficial through the
" acceleration principle" which accounts for the additional effect

creation of new jobs, increased tax receipts, improved oppor-thzt consumption has on in,:ome as a result of investment spending * tunities for under-employed workers, and additional profits for
those sectors of the business community providing goods and

The Applicant uses an estimate of 2.0 as a local multiplier (i.e.*
services to construction workers in the vicinity. A recent study

within 15 to 25 miles of the site) and 3.0 as a multiplier for published by the Mississippi Employment Security Commission, indi-
the ef fect over a " regional" area of up to 75 alles. The regional cates that the ratio of population to commercial establishments is
multiplier is based on a pure multiplier of approximately 1.7 for 387.9 to 1, compared with a ratio of 269.8 to 1 for the State of Mis-

j sissippi as a whole. According to estimates provided by the Appli-
cant, of the $16.8 million disposable income in Claiborne Courty>

only $11.4 million--less than two-thirds-is spent locally, re-
flecting the lack of a commercial establishment and of capital to
provide for required f acilities within the county. In other words,
given a larger commercial establishment than now exists in the
County, the potential to support it is already there and can be

!

!

!
(
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expected to continue af ter the departure of the transient construc-
u e tion force. The Staff believes that the greatly-increased tax base,e * together with the construction payroll and its multiplier effects,

e-e oooo eeo en u offer a reasonable potential fer providing additional long-term
@ 1*, "$S3 n " ", 60 facilities locally to meet the existing need and to support con-

* *

4&o tinued enployment and economic development af ter construction-d-* 8 *
,

e3% e .= of Grand Gulf is phased out.EEo CP E*
C
O

, An archeological survey of Claiborne County has been funded by the
w e Applicant pursuant to development of the Grand Gulf site. Develop-* $$ ment of the station is being coordinated with the Mississippi De-, .

c se cooo coo e dc partment of Archives and History. Plans are also being made to
.a. m emom mee e in mo

foster interaction between the station's visitors' f acilities and
g* ,# C.

moe, ma u -4,3 .

d" nearby historical points of interest, which date back to the
g 3yy , $* , eighteenth century,

e e
b h [- 8.3 UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE DNIROWENTAI. EFFECTS

e E*
2 e ~**dage The Crand Gulf Nuclear Station and its facilities will occupy 300w e oooo ooo e

y R$8@ ,$R $ acres of the 2,300 acre site. The loss of wildlife habitat at the
*

, , , .ogg ,j* site will be small, since a significant portion of the site will
- -d N N a **

eg g -4 a e remain uncleared. Modification of this region will also resultby E., from clearing 1,700 additional acres of land for the transmission
W

ouuo gO# line right-of-way. Again, however, the alterations and scars
og w ee evident in the early stages will be less noticeable af ter debris
Uw w ..' o$e has been removed from the transmission corridors and screeningao m in o m e .-e e o n

ch gg eg gggg ggj j y y
d* vegetation and seed have been planted where necessary. Renoval

z O* - e m an n mm- o OCu of the trees and urklerbrush from the right-of-way will reduce the** gog

ill L#, " uad usefulness of this land as a habitat for animals that pref er
' * * ' * * ' * "

N Op ejg * g a*, continuous cover, although the increased edge and open areas willko C* be of benefit to many species.O uua
f* 2 O G -*
U"

N
g y gy[ Some turbidity will be added to adjacent waters, specifically.

,o --. -. o o e =wm o N w o. Cin Lake and Hamilton Lake, due to soil erosion and runof f duringYo d 4 5 ~. EE$ $ E 3eC the construction phase. The Staff does not anticipate a majora c
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forms drawn into the intake will be killed in passing through the
8.4 REULTIONSHIP BEWEEN SHORT-TERM USES AND IDNC-TERM PRODUCTIVITYcondensers and the cooling towers. Although the kill la 100%,

this loss will have negligible ef fect on the overall productivity4 8.4.1 Short-Tern Uses
| of the river ecosystem due to the relatively anall numbers withdrawn

) from the river. The impingement of fish on the trash rack of the On' a scale of time reaching into the future through several genera-intake crib.should be small.
tion the life span of Units 1 and 2 would be considered a short-i

term use of the natural resources of land and water. .The resourcesThe plant will require 58,000 gpm of fresh water, which will be
obtained from the Mississippi River. The water will be used which will have been dedicated exclusively to the production of

electrical Power during the anticipated life span of the f acility -
mainly in the cooling towers and is discharged as cooling tower,

will be the land itself and the uranium consumed. No significanti blowdown. This blowdown will be associated with increased tem-
commitment of water for consumption or use (maximum of about 36,000$ parature and chemicals. Water temperatures of 1-15'F. above

sabient in the discharge zone are expected to occur in about 40.6 gpm) will have been made since, in the foreseeable future, the Missis-
sippi River will continue to be seasonally renewed. No deteriorationacres; however, due to high velocity of the river and the result-
of water quality is anticipated to occur due to facility ef fluents.ing rapid mixing, the increased temperature will have little or'

t no adverse effect on the river ecology beyond the point of
discharge. .

Approximately 300 acres of the site will be devoted to the pro-'

duction of electrical energy for the next 30 or 40 years. At
s me future date the facility will become obsolete and will be

Chemicals and radioactive materials added to the effluent water
retired. Many f the disturbances of the environment will cease'

should be of such small concentrations that no toxic ef f ects in

| the river are to be expected. Adverse effects due to chemical facility shutdown, aM a yebalancing of the biota is fore-v
seeable. Thus, the trade-off between production of electricityreleases combined with the increased temperature are not expected.'

4 and small changes in the local enviroment is reversible. Recent
,

exPertence with r%er experimental and developmental nuclearNe Staf f believes that the loss of insects and birds from flying
Plants has demonst.ated the feasibility of decommissioning and

against the cooling towers will be insignificant.
dismantling such a plant sufficiently to restore its site to its
fomer use. The degree of disman'lement, as with most abandoned

The vapor plume from the cooling towers will constitute a visual
industrial plants, will take into account the intended new use of

impact on this area. Although ground-level fogging is not ex- _

the site and a balance among health and safety considerations,
t pected to occur, a visible elevated plume will occur from almost

8alvage values and enviromental impact.
$ one quarter to one half of the time. The Staff concludes that

j the cooling tower drif t is not expected to present any adverse
The Staff concludes that the benefits derived from the Grand Gulf

effect on the surrounding environment.
Station in serving the electrical needs of the area outweigh the
short term uses of the enviroment in its vicinity,

Operation of the Crand Culf Nuclear Station will be controlled so
as to introduce no more than a verysmall radiation dose to the
enviroment which will constitute a negligible risk. The estimated-

i|
g , ,

dose to the population within 50 miles resulting fr a operation of
I the proposed station is about 7.0 man-ren/yr. This may be reduced The station facilities will occupy about 300 acres of land of theif an augmented radioactive waste treatment system is amployed. 2300 acre site for 30-40 years. - For the life of the station, the

ecological productivity of this area vill be reduced, but not
permanently destroyed. As a result of dismantling, a much smaller

'
,

4

,
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l {
- area than the 300 acre station f acility would suffer some impair-

ment of ecological productivity for a longer time due to entombment A minimal amount of waste heat frem the station operationa will'I
'

of radioactive materials which could not be transported to off- appear in the station liquid discharge. The maximum estimated

site disposal. The area to be af fected will be an insignificant area of plume with excese temnerature over ambient of 10*F or

portion of the loesstal bluffs area in the region. greater coming from the cooling tower discharge will cover under*

2144 square feet. This rise in temperature during the winter
'

The site area has the potential to support cultivation; however, months will cause some river fish to gather below the discharge
the Staf f believes that its cultivation will have an insignificant Plume, as has been observed at other plant sites. The Staff

ef fect on the agricultural productivity of the area. This land anticipates a very negligible congregation of fish due to the i

could conceivably be restored, at considerable expense, to its rapid mixing of the discharge water and the high velocity of the
river at this point, and therefore foresees no long-term ef fectoriginal condition for use as farmland or for some other purpose

such as public recreation. However, the expenditure of many on the fish population.
,

millions of dollars for this purpose seems unlikely. Moreover,
Almost all of the station waste heat will appear in the coolingi even af ter the end of the useful life of the present equipment,
tNef plumes and will be dissipated in the atmosphere. Throughout- the need for power may still denand the existence of a large generat.

ing station in this area. the operating life of the station the various meteorological
ef fects of cooling tower operation (fog, vind, temperature, pre-

The switchyard and transmission lines associated with the station c1Pitation) are expected to be small and for the most part within*

= have a principal net long-term eff ect which is seen in the modi- the normal variations of the area. These effects will cease when
! fication of the environment by clearing the right-of-way through the towers are renoved, and no long-term effect is predicted.
i wooded areas. For some time, this effect would remain essentially The towers may'cause some loss of bird life by collision, but
I static, the primary impact having been felt with the installation again, no long-tem eHect is foreseen.

j of the transmission lines and, to a lesser degree, with their
- renoval. Lacking periodic maintenance activity, these areas could The wastes of the station, both chemical and radiological, have

g , ,
be expected, eventually, to regain their original state, unlessa

As f ar as radioactive ef fluentt, are concerned, the Staff concludes- disturbed for other reasons. In any case, the long-term effects
that the ef fects of doses a man and biota resulting from normalof the transmission facilities, though they might be termed net
stati n Perations will be negligible. The Applicant will be re-! loss, would be no greater than the short-term effect.
quired to keep those ef fluents as low as practicable and to verify

*

The use of water throughout the operating life of the Grand Culf that impacts are negligible through an environmental monitoring
Nuclear Station will appropriate about 58,000 gallons per minute Program.

I of Mississippi River water, primarily for use as cooling water.
It has been stated by the Applicant that an average of 20,000'

! gallons per minute will be returned to the river. The net water discharge to the river and in the cooling tower drift. The net
ef f ect on the river is to increase the chemical concentrationI loss resulting from the station operations will amount to less than
"" "D D * " " *~**" "" # ** * ' * **8* "one-tenth of one percent of the river flow.
continue so long as the station operates; however, due to the high

It is assumed that all aquatic organisms which may become entrained velocity of the river and the rapid mixing, no long-term build-up

} in the station cooling water flow will be lost; however, it is of chemicals in sediments or biota near the discharge is expected.
j unlikely that this loss of organisms will produce permanent changes

in river populations. The Staf f agrees with the Applicant that The cooling tower drift is expected to deposit on the order of4

it is likely that the impact of entraitunent losses will be insig- five tons of particulates per square mile each month upon the area
,

nificant and without long-term effect. within two miles of the station during its lifetime. The Applicant
states that 70 percent of this deposition will be chemically inert
material or soil particles, the rest consisting of sodium or cal-
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cius sulfates. The long-term build-up of sulf ates should not be a
problema due to the 50-inch annual rainf all of this region. then in effect, and decommissioning of the facility may not com-

mence without authorization from the AEC.

8.4.3 Decommissioning Station After Operating Life
To date, experience with decommissioning of civilian nuclear power
reactors is limited to six facilities which have been shut down orThe useful life of the proposed reactor is about 30-40 years.
dismantled: Hallam Nuclear Power Facility, Carolina Virginia TubeAf ter this time the site and transmission right-of% rays could

continue to be used for power generation and transmission. Reactor (CVTR), Boiling Nt. clear Superheater (BONUS) Power Station,
Pathfinder Reactor, Piqua Reactor, and the Elk River Reactor.However, if these operations have to be discontinued, the plant

would then be decommissioned * There are several alternatives which can be and have been used in
the decommissioning of reactors: (1) remove the fuel (possiblyDeconseissioning will cause similar environmental impacts to the iollowed by decontamination procedures), seal and cap the pipes,

site as will the construction phase of station preparation. There
and establish an erclusion area around the f acility (the Piqua

vill be temporary disturbances due to the dismantling activities
decommissioning operation was typical of this approach)1 (2) inand the permanent restoration of most of the site to other uses.
addition to the steps outlined in (1), remove the superstructureDismantling could be accomplished by removing and reclaiming the
and encase in concrete all radioactive portions which remain above

fuel elements, decontaminating or otherwise fixing in place radio- ground (the Hallam decommissioning operation was of this type);
active materials, removing salvageable equipment and, finally *

(3) remove the fud, all superstructure, the reactor vessel and
sealing the reactor components. The cooling towers and their

all cor.taminated ev ipment and facilities, and finally fill all
associated structures could also be removed. Concrete and other

cavities with clean rubble topped with earth to grade level (these
materials could be used to entomb the reactor and highly radio-

procedures are being applied in decommissioning the Elk River
active parts associated with it.

Reactor). Alternative decommissioning procedures (1) and (2)
would require long-term surveillance of the reactor site. After a

The debris, salvageable components, and radiosctive materials would
final check to assure that all reactor produced radioactivity has

be transported from the site by truck or barge. A considerable been removed , alternative ( 3) would not require any subsequent
amount of earthmoving would be required in restoring parking areas

surveillance. Possible effects of erosion or flooding will be
and adjusting the site grade as dictated by future uses. A

included in these considerations.
security fence would be erected on the ground above the entombed
reactor site.

It is anticipated that the dismantling of the plant will cost
several million dollars and require more than a year to complete.

The dismantling of the plant will have radiological impacts similar mall reactor experience indicates that this cost will be in thee

to those encountered in transporting irradiated fuel and radio ~ neighborhood of 10-15% of construction costs. These costs are
active vastes. The on-site entombment of the reactor will provide subject to great variation, since the degree of dismantlement will
time for radioactive decay of activated materials and fission be largely governed by the intended new use of the site, and a
products. The structural integrity will be designed to provide a balance of safety considerations, salvage values and environmental
100-year decay time. The entombment area vill be permanently impac t . All precautions will be taken to insure that the remains
identified on the surf ace as a radioactive area. at the site, if any, have minimal aesthetic and environmental

impact.No 6pecific plan for the deconnaissioning of Grand Gulf Units 1 and
2 has been developed, but no major impacts are expected. The

In cost-benefit considerations, future decommissioning costslicensee initiates such consideratien by preparing a Proposed decom- should be discounted to obtain their present worth. At a discount
missioning plan which is submitted to the AEC for review. The rate of 8.75% per year for 30 years of operation, costs incurred
licensee will be required to comply with Commission regulations at the end of that operating period would be divided by 12.4 to

determine their present worth. Thus, even if the plant area were
to be restored to its original condition, the present worth of

I-137
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the future costs involved would be only about 1% of the original . Should an unanticipated significant detrimental effect to any of
construction cost. Thus, the decomissioning costs would not the biotic communities appear, the monitoring programs are de-
zppreciably alter any of the conclusions of the cost-benefit signed to detect it, and corrective measures would then be taken
snalysis in this draft statement. by the Applicant.

8.5 IRREVERSIBl.E AND IRRETRIEVABLE Cott!ITMENTS OF RESOURCES The Staff concludes that the irreversible and irr etrievable
commitments are appropriate for the benefits gained.

Numerous resources are involved in constr. action and operation of
a major facility such as the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station. These
resources include the land upon which the f acility is located, REFERENCES

the materials and chemicals used to construct and maintain the
station, fuel used to operate the station, capital and human Mississippi Power & Light Company. 1972. Environmental Report,
talent, skill and labor. Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2.

Major resources to be committed irreversibly and irretrievably Mississippi Research and Development Center. 1970. "The Multiplier
due to the operation of the station are essentially the land Effect on the Mississippi Economy. Jackson, Mississippi.

(during the life of the station) and the uranium consumed by the
Community. ,f Comerce 1970.

amber o ,%at New Industrial Jobs Mean to areactor. Only that portion of the nuclear fuel which is burned S.
Washington, D. C.up or not recovered in reprocessing is irretrievably lost to

other was This will amount to approximately 80 tons of uranium-
235 assumig a 30-year life-time for the station. Most other U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1970. ''Cenerali

'

resources are either left undisturbed, or committed only tempo- S cial and Economic Characteristics - Mississippi. PC(l) -C26.
** "8* "* *rarily as during construction or during the life of the station.

and are not irreversibly or irretrievably lost.
.U. S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. 1971.

Of the land used for plant buildings, it would appear that only " Statistical Abstract of United States." U. S. Government
a small portion beneath the reactor, control room, radwaste and Printing Office.

the turbine-generator buildings would be irreversibly committed.
Also, some components of the facility such as large underground

j concrete foundations and certain equipment are, in essence, ir-
retrievable due to practical aspects of reclamation and/or

4 radioactive decontamination. The degree of dismantlement of the
station, as previously noted, will be determined by the intended
future use of the site, which will involve a balance of health
and safety considerations, salvage values, and environmental
effects.

The use of the environment (air, water, land) by the station does
not represent significant irreversible or irretrievable resource
commitments, but rather a relatively short-term investment. The
biota of the region have been studied, and the probable impact of

; the plant is presented in Sectiona 4 and 5.
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9. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT power requirements; these purchases amount to 741 MWe in 1980
and 775 MWe in 1981. Thus, if the Grand Gulf Unita 1 and 2 were

9.1 ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES AND SITES not cons' ructed, a further 2600 MWe of power was1d have to bet

secured. Furthermore, should no suitable alternative generating
9.1.1 Alternatives to Facility facility to the Grand Gulf station be found, the purchases would

have to be continued over an extended period.
9.1.1.1 Not Providing Required Power

Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 will provide 2600 MWe of baseload power
Based on forecasts of future power requirements as outlined in for a 30 year period. The purchase of this large block of power
Section 8, the alternative of not providing the Middle South from outside the MSU system would require a neighboring utility system
Utilities System (MSU) with the additional block of power to be willing to commit and build a large facility for the purpose of
represented by Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 would result in a power supplying MSU's power needs. Such a facility would likely have an
shortage in the MSU service area. The adverse economic and environmental impact comparable to the Grand Gulf facility. As
societal impacts associated with an inadequate 3:ower supply described below under Alternative Sites, it would be hard to find
system would follow. Not providing the additional power is, a site for which the impact was not more severe from that expected
therefore, considered to be an untenable alternative. at Grand Gulf. The purchase of a large block of power equivalent

to Grand Gulf is not consi# M a feasible long-term alternative.
The alternative of allowing the installation of only Grand Gulf
Unit I would still lead to a power shortage in the MSU system if 9.1.2 Alternative Sites
the block of power represented by Grand Gulf Unit 2 were not pro-
vf ded. The alternative of withholding the block of power represented 9.1.2.1 Initial Evaluation of Potential Sites

~ by Grand Gulf Unit 2 from the system is similarly untenable.
The Applicant conducted an extensive survey of alternative sites

9.1.1.2 Purchase of Power for the location of a power-generating facility with an overall
capacity comparable to the Grand Gulf station's 2600 MWe. The

As discussed previously (Section 8), interconnections exist . Possibility of utilizing multiple fossil-fueled units in place

between MSU and neighboring utilities and power pools; in par- of dual nuclear units was also considered. The principal cri-

ticular, the MSU and other utilities in the South Central Region, teria used by the Applicant in evaluating the suitability of each

which generally experience a peek load demand during the sum er site were: (1) technical feasibility, (2) safety considerations,
months, have arranged a diversity energy exchange with the Ten- (3) transmission requirements, (4) environmental impacts of the

nessee Valley Authority which has a vinter peak load and has facility and transmission lines, and (5) econoale considerations.

available excess capacity for export during sumer (Federal Power
Ccamission, 1971). The possibility of MSU's purchasing a block Although sites outside the MSU service area were not excluded

of power equivalent to the capacity of Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 f rom consideration, the justification for locating the generating
must be considered. facility beyond the MSU territory would necessarily have to re-

flect a substantial improvement in the environmental impacts for

The Applicant has taken into account firm purchases of power sites beyond the service area in order to offset the disadvantages

(with reserves) available to the MSU system in the assessment of of the increased distance from MSU load centers and the forfeiture
of tax benefits by the people served by the MSU system.

i
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The Applicant considered siting the station on major rivers
other than the Mississippi River in the MSU area (" inland"

* " * * * ' * * *
; sites). To ensure an adequate year-round supply of cooling water

for a plant of capacity comparable to Grand Culf's, a minimum low
. 7.- ne ==* * 'flow of the order of 200 cf m is required if cooling towers are

i used; the flev requirement is increased by more than one order of
magnitude for once-through cooling. idhile some rivers have recorded;

low flows (U.S.D.I., Geological Survey,1970) in excess of 200 cfs J'
.RussEuvitLE t

(Yazac: 536 cfs, Tallahatchie: 213 cfs, Yalobusha: 229 cfs. . .

- MEMPHl3

I'

Fearle 219 cis) and technically could satisfy the cooling re- e
*

estreuents of the plant, the envirorssental consequences of using uTTtg RocC

a major portion of the river during low flow conditions generallya
i would be unacceptable. e

e

i Since the Mississippi River or one of its major tributaries
i offered the greatest potential for accommodating the thermal load ,.c gg,y,uE

imposed by the plant with the least environmental consequences. }
} the Applicant, in 1967 conducted a study of 18 candidate sites ,

along the Arkansas, White and Mississippi Rivers in the States of e

Arkensas and Mississippi. Specific attention was directed .msoN
towards the following factors: population and land use in the

1

i surrounding locale. cooling water availability, cooling water *
j af fects on the river, proximity to load centers, topography, ,e

gsneral climatology, access to transportation systems, foundation NarcHEZ

requirements, flooding potential, availability of construction
labor force and public acceptance. The study indicated that
nearly all of the candidate sites would be generally suitable.

* The Mississippi River, however, offers important advantages over .sAToN rouge

the other rivers by virtue of its location relative to the MP&L,

parvice area and more importantly its much larger volume flow.
NEWoRtEAN5'

1 in view of the broad review of MP&L and MSU area sites, the ones
considered are regarded as representative of other such sites that
could be also considered as alternatives. ,

Gutr or Mmco
j 9.1.2.2 Final Selection of Site

j Following the 1967 study, the Applicant conducted a study of 19
sitse along the east bank of the Mississippi River, all within

; the Applicant's service area (see Figure 9-1). This second
study, conducted in 1970, was intended to provide an overview ofs

LEGENo

1 e STE5 CovtREo IN teF0 5TuoY

.

FIGURE 9-1 ALTERNATIVE SITES-19 SITES COVERED IN 1970 STUDY
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i approaimately 160 miles of river shoreline from the Tennessee -

state line south to the 1.ouf=tana state line. - The criteria used
-

#

in evaluating these sites we w similar to the ones used in the,

! 1967 study; primary emphasis veo placed on foundation conditions,' '
; seismicity and flooding potential since the other factors con-

sidered showed no great disparity between sites.
7

: Information developed by the Applicant's visiting the sites and
i reviewing geographical reference materials led to the selection h- RWER

vessissw.

j of five sites for subsequent, more detailed investigation carried
|: out in 1971. These five sites are identified as Sites 4, 5, 6

,

7 and 9 in Figure 9-2.

i The evaluation of foundation conditions was based upoa knowledge
j of regional geology and soil properties rather than specific

on-site investigations. Seismicity evaluations were based on.

,' historical studies. Flooding potential was evaluated on the ' G"""#

3 basia of Corps of Engineers records. The informatien resulting ' " *

! from these studies is sufficient to reveal some pronounced dif- .ama.ma
i ferences in site suitability. ****

= JAC,t Som
The following paragraphs, which discuss and compare characteristics,

6

of the site, reflect the terminology of the analysis in the Appli- *** " *
cant's Environmental Report, which has been assessed and concurred ~'

j in by the Staff. "^'C"'#

, a. Omaracteristics Ccesion to All Sites *'#'~
I

Although the five sites differ in certain important respects, sAYou nouct
j they are similar in the following ways.
!

General setting: All sites are located in rural aress on the,
east bank of the Mississippi River.

j Present land uset In summary, land use is so light at all the
g sites that selection among thest could not be on this basis.

{ None of the sites have been developed to any great extent; wooded
areas are virtually unused (except by hunters); cleared areas ,

'
have some small farms. Residential use is very light (a few

{ houses at sites 4, 5, and 7. none at sites 6 and 9). None have
|- been developed for ceumtercial or industrial use (although pipe-

| | lines cross sites 5 and 6).
1

i
1

:

i

i FIGURE 9-2, ALTERNATIVE SITES-5 SITES COVERED IN 1971 STUDY
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Dmography: All sites and local vicinities are characterieed by
very low population densities; sites 6 and 9 are particularly 9 n the basis of turbulence and general climatology. Turbulencesparsely populated. Present and projected population densities would be lower at the northern sites, thereby reducing the problem
tre all so low that this factor cannot serve as a valid means of of stack discharges reaching ground level in high concentrations.selecting among alternative sites.

Also, the northern sites are generally somewhat cooler, have
lower humidity and dew points, and have less precipitation.Effects on local access and mobility: Existing activities and

land use at and around the sites are such that development of a b' Characteri,st'es which differ from site to sitepower plant would not cause substantial interference. There
would be some effects on local transportation at all sites due The characteristics described in the following paragraphs wereto improvements in access roads and rail spurs, plus an increase found by the Applicant to dif fer significantly among the fivein local traffic (primarily during construction). ' ''''

Availability of local labor: For all of the sites it would be Flooding potential: Sites 7 and 9 are favored over sites 4, 5,necessary to import most of the labor for construction and and 6 because of their location relative to the river. Pla ntsoperation. There would also be a need to substantially supple- at sites 7 and 9 would be located on the bluffs several thousandlocal housing, educational facilities, health care facili- feet from the river and beyond the floodplain area. Plants at
ment

ties, and other public and consumer services. sites 4, 5 and 6 would be located on filled areas of the low
floodplain, behind the levees. The cost of constructing the

Water quality considerations: From the standpoints of physical required fills to provide adequate flood protection would be
(e.g., minimum flow rate, width, temperature) and chemical large and not justified unless suitable alternative sites wereproperties, the river is generally similar at all five sites, unavailable.
Thui, the effects any plant discharges would have on water
quality would be essentially the same at all sites. The same Foundation conditions: Sites 7 and 9 are favored over sites 4regulatory criteria apply at all sites. 5 and 6 because the plant foundation soils would be more stable

during a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) event. Plants at sites 4,Cooling or makeup water supply: At all five sites, cooling water 5 and 6 are geologically similar. All three are on floodplains
would be drawn directly frca the river. Costs of obtaining water underlaid by alluvial deposits having a high groundwater table.
would vary from site to site because of differences in intake and These deposits, which extend from a depth of about 20 to 50 feet
discharge structures, conveyance systems, and pumping requirements. below ground surface to a depth of 120 to 150 feet, consist of

poorly consolidated sands and gravels. Foundation sMis in the
Natural resources: The sites are not rich in natural resources. bluff hills area of sites 7 and 9 are relatively dense and
Since it is an alluvial area, sand and gravel deposits are commmon. ge I gically older. The ground water table is at considerable
Wooded areas contain some timber having commercial value (par- depth.ticularly at sites 6 and 7). Site 9 has both oil and gas wells
operating nearby. No unique natural features have been identified. Seismicity: he M1 st@ Mcated dat shes 7 aM 9 have a

lower seismicity than sites 4, 5, or 6. All five sites are inCli:ntology: Air stagnatiun is a condition characteristic of an area of minor earthquake activity. Records indicate that
this general region. However, the climatology of the five sites near y ear qua es of Mod Hied Mercalli intensity M or less
13 similar and any localized phenomena can be overcome through have occurred but have had little effect in the vicinity of the
proper design. Sites 4, 5 and 6 are somewhat favored over 7 and site. Distant earthquakes have been felt at the sites in

recorded history but have had little effect. Notable exceptions
. were the New Madrid Otissouri) earthquakes of 1811 and 1812.
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Centered some 275 miles north of site 4 they caused an estimated
intensity of VI to V11 (MM) at sites 4, 5, and 6, Y to VI OH) Pasture), but most is wooded by a nature hardwood forest. Mos t i

st the Grand Gulf site (325 miles away) and V Oci) at site 9 of the area surrounding the site is also nature hardwood forest, i

(425 miles away). The safe shutdown earthquake for sites 7 and 9 with some land to the north used for farming.

would probably be less than the SSE for sites 4, 5, and 6.
Recreation: Sites 4, 5 and 6 are not well suited to recreational

Ecosystem considerationar Sites 4, 5, and 6 are ecologically use or development. Sites 7 and 9 are both used for deer hunting

slailar, primarily becasse of their similar physical setting and at present. It is expected that the proposed visitors center.

Itnd use. They are located on the levee-protected floodplain. along with the Grand Gulf Military Monument near site 7 could

The river side of the levees is typically wooded in second-growth make this an outstanding area for educational and recreational

lowland hardwoods. There is little mature forest, although the purposes.
trees at site 4 near the river are large and may be comparatively
old. Sites 4, 5 and 6 have wetlands and standing water which Historical and archeological features: No such features are
support resident and transient biota, including waterfowl. known to exist at sites 4, 5, 6 or 9. At and near site 7

A section of old dannel, still connected to the river at one end, hwever, there are several features of great interest. Eight
provides aquatic habitat at site 4. Flooded borrow pits provide archeological sites representative of the Indian inhabitation of
aqua %e hbitat at sites 5 and 6. Site 6 has extensive wetlands this area have been identified within the nuclear plant site

as well. >reas behind the levee at sites 4, 5 and 6 are in a boundaries. Principal among these finds is a large burial mound
relatively natural state at present but have been disturbed which has yielded numerous valuable artifacts dating to a period

repeatedly in the past, both by flooding and by man. Sites 7 estimated at 150 B.C. to 300 A.D. Other nearby features of

ad 9 are considerably different from sites 4, 5 and 6 but are historical interest include the Grand Gulf Military Monument and

mutually similar. Sites 7 and 9 are in areas where the river Park, the virtually abandoned town of Grand Gulf, and the Cal-

is relatively close to the eastern Mississippi valley walls. lendar House (an old residence representative of 1845 to 1855

Thtre are three distinct topographic regions at both sites: local architecture).

a narrow floodplain (with no levee), rugged bluff faces, and
bluff tops. The plants would be located in areas of cut and fill Transportation considerations: Highway access is adequate ats

on the bluff tops. At site 7 the floodplain is about a mile wide all sites at present except site 9, where several miles of road

u d quite varied in natural character and use. Prominent features w w ld require improvement. Barge access to all sites is possible.

include two oxbow lakes (periodically connected to the river and Rail access would have to be improved for all sites. The Illino2s

one another), lowland hardwood forests, large wetland areas, and Central runs north / south several miles east of each site. Spur.a

| several cleared areas. The latter are small farms, but the area connections would be required: distances would range frotg 7 miles
at site 6 to 15 miles at site 9. None of the sites is close tois in a natural condition for the most part. The bluff faces are

rugged and heavily forested. Some level bluff top areas have major airports but most have small airstrips within 7-12 miles.

been cleared for light farming. This site is complex ecologi- Only site 6 is directly below a major comunercial air traf fic

j cally. There are at least four types of biological communities rate.

(ths river, the lakes, the floodplain, and the bluf fs) accounting
for a high degree of diversity. Site 9 has a much narrower Transmission system requirements: Because of its proximity av

floodplain and is virtually undeveloped. A small stream flowing transmission network connection points, site 7 will require the

across the center of the site has eroded deeply into the bluffs. least transmission lines. Ti s is reflected in the lower con-,

The floodplain contains no aquatic habitat; no vetlands, ponds struction costs, an estimated $15 million as compared to other.

or 1skes. There are some small open areas on the site (used as sites whose costs range upward to $29 million. The acreage
,

8

f
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within the rights-of-way for lines connecting site 7 to the NP&L
system amounts to substantially less than the acres required fortha other sites.

' , e, _ 2

jl j,,3 j
,

, ig3,jjj j
Socio-Economic Considerations: Site 7 is in Claiborne County. I -jIl!jj i

'

-s lbi l )Since the turn of the century, this county's socio-economic con- ! *21:a s I'
i .: a ay

I ! j $gg!!!51 $ jjj!$
il

ditions have been declining. The population has decreased by
* I,s

sbout half (from 21.000 in 1900 to a present level of about . 3 i
ij}i8jf|3 j!

I h, : {{jjsj10,000). In the last ten years, it has lost 12.5% of its working g
~ '

j] I ij },3 jj 3:32|aforce. Mcreover, Claiborne County has a high unemployment 8;

l. 'h j;}|{Ijij:ji
kf"y $1 'l

.

rate, 3
a very low per capita income, and a high portion of its popula- g

k,sf g}8j j;[j;3 _
j' Il1

f
tion receiving public assistance. The other sites are in areas

"

3} 8ijh sj2 gjvhich are generally better off. A high priority goal for the O * - g
,

jag:5g 1:ji!jyyjgg!g -
j

1 3:. aj
ggg{Tstate is to increase the standard of living of its citizens. {3 g jh{ ,g_ g j a ggg :__3 ggg, , (

,,3

! s.;gg:Construction and operation of a power plant will contribute hj

directly ard indirectly to an increase in socio-economic well- g '
g j: . :jii iij ji
sjji jjj}jQ[3 h};j,j

i 1 2j eu '. i 3:
,

~-jjjj jij,g{
a... JgjS jijj jijbeing. Because many of the effects will be felt locally, it is ----

important to locate the plant where such stimulation is beneficial. g 5,jj 1 33;8
,,

* ,!* 8 : j8:13m9.1 7.3 Site Selection aEj8 8

-
j b?I d8|E[ j - 4

i
The princloal characteristics of the final five candidate sites g

*
3 5 : al ,l. g- --i . {are summarized in Table 9-1. On the basis of this information, g : I 8 jjj I j| ijj:assijeiSite 7. Grand Gulf, was selected over the four alternative sites. d ;g;;
j j j Iilli a:m

,

Basically, the Applicant's selection process proceeded in two gu g sii j
gz g[; gjji .

creps. The first was the elimination of sites 4, 5 and 6 for y g gg.jjj ijtjsafety reasons: their flooding potential, poor foundation con- g g ; . ; *8
g;2 83i3 !aditiens which are susceptible to liquification, and somewhat j ! j j $3 jf-

m
i fj-;;y !)higher seismicity. Furthermore, sites 4, 5 and 6 offered no g

,, i : si n . j;,
ienvironmental advantages over sites 7 and 9. {3 g j j li|f!j jls, afi;|[ y , g , ,,gt,I',I'IIq8 ,

j;|ggg:08The second step in the process was the selection between sites g ,,Is *!)1;j! j!
. 3, ,; gps.jggg g, 3,

_

I
8 I I *I 3 8 8 *j j*ijIalg!,jr)l ] '87 and 9. These two sites were found to be similar in most tju

.y rti,
nQ 3respects but different in two important ways, namely: trans-

gjei g 3 g3 3; 37g}.,3{I! ij 2-]]$3si j gj!
1s dj;:j l ,8!$l34 bj

]jj3;i|fggj; jlj
ucission costs (both environmental and economic) and socio- g

- 11:
iu

a:a:]!za3113; !8ij
teconomic considerations. A plant at site 7 would require less

h
j 33q i,*jjp

U| E ,

than half the acreage for transmission right-of-way preparation. g = --- ---i%jji jj ' jjjj i jASite 7 is located in Claiborne County, an area which is in need
of the type of direct and indirect socio-economic benefits that ljy

building and operating the power plant would bring to a greater ji
,

!j
! jj i| degree than Wilkinson County in which site 9 is located. ji 73 !! i j

j-j l h jn

.
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9-14 |
9-13*

1

The Staf f has assessed and balanced the relevant considerations
respecting potential sites and has concluded that Grand Culf is,

a good choice for the location of the proposed nuclear facility.
I

{- g3
9.1.3 Alternative Power Sources

E $ 33
3}, f :g:I 2 gss33$ $ 3 . .! . In _ . . . II!|!!=. 3*

lA5j $a'i 5pg~~ h !N E,*h* }"$ j_z-:.
The Applicant made a study of alternative energy sources. These=5* .

..

8*# |- 5 ! included hydroelectric, geothermal, nuclear, and fossil fuels
s jf Ii: j } sd3 ~:8

'! 3 jfi'A' I I !*f]32:22:
8 *

i ![ E I i .1 533 (viz., natural gas, fuel oil aad coal). Other methods of power3:I generation which are still ciostly in the research and development
ra! ff - :s. i |] stage were not considered. These included solar cells, fuel cells,Essif s & i3! $ !- 0.! g.j23;I ..I :. e al gasification, magneto-hydrodynamics, thermonuclear fusion,1

I 5| h E! i | _

*'***'8**d"'"****""d'h*'"i"'''-7
[ p =!i;s- s * s 5 :jfj}gg sg E 1 i'l2!?! -i=n %. 5j ::1.f.la,]5 3 s

-si i
~I-. in. 1 585 1

{ tis''i!I f iM E ': liai lii i * 1 el'E j}h-3 9.1. 3.1 Hydroelectricj}}5ill i-

I lai55! N 3E!ii!555!a! ! ? E E i#5~ II$ " ~

There are no baseload type hydroelectric sites within either the
g, _

! MP&L or MSU service territories with sufficient flow and head to. p:ijs i !, g 3r/5 2
! be considered appropriate for development of the 2600 W required.m

i If**(i. !$ E I .= .2 2 )
*

E ! s .8 jlil !
#

U -
IE$|gib .M E I 3.!a! !i . . .a .

5

.|! Using data derived from the U. S. Geologic Survey (1970), the Staf f
. },3,jj has examined the possible use of hydroelectric sites and concludes

8 . | j! ;sijjy3[ 5*s*ji !* j'?
j i 11*$ j:.03 that hydroelectric energy is not a feasible source for use by the

- :

sjIE!5,;;;5 !+ g :2 j3}3ff I*8 | ,f g , y g- 3{ Applicant. Based on the stream flow that would be available 95%E3 E.82Is,, g3 of the time, the combined gross theoretical power that could be
gi derived in the States of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi isd r se,a i *

,,

!;!gI,3,$j:j!! ih E, ,8j j
estimated at less than 200 MW. The power derivable from the streamna

33 3 *3

N
.

E!j:a$5| !h|5 g .8
5$ g.2t s

II S flow that would be available 50% of the time in these three statesgi ! !. h ' jjj.. h!I:pjB I! a}ii
" ] is estimated at less than 1000 MW, and this potential is not located'

j'i E[*ill:-' .

|.
;

| s r. ;sgj gg gy j 3~E25 !! 5~2 "EIN ;> :i5 at one specific site,

j j ]| 3
- -

E . ! .l 5 3. =. 3 a . l.y @ ? a**3-3 . a l.
"l :2c ~

. The use of a pumped storage hydroelectric f acility was not con-
. .

, sidered, since such units are designed for peaking loads and not! Eb E'! $$ E ! 3. % k .$ baseload facilities..
'

.[.j I'31 2 ~~ |jey g g( I !}:,

5 $h!'j',{j| = '.M E ! i..sgi.
- a ss,:

i -= I ~. 9.1.3.2 Geothermal!i
!{g!:! Z

- There are no known potential geothernal sites in the MSU service.ki---i p !:!==_=! !@ 3 : r f n i,i 3
3 s

; - s
si ; a_ =a: --

i -s .s g; p ai

'
j( j g| j9y:*gjj=g:gm-Gs..,-gj g |:p 3

s i
a a.jfi-- " a g. ..

(see also Section 11.1.24)._a. '" 21 21 11 area

f31 El E! Et
9.1.3.3 Fossil Fuels

- )! f! ! If ! . J=|
! a, n: gj i 3 ;sj 3; ; : |

! ! !!* Federal legislation (The Clean Air Act, 1970) calls for establish-|

#'!f'!N! !! !! $ 5
~ #"'' ## ing and achieving primary and secondary ambient air quality stand-|

| ards throughout the United States. Primary standards are predom-
'

inantly health related, while secondary standards concern such
| effects as property damage. In compliance with the law, the En-

;
,
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vironsontal Protection Agency (EPA) established air quality stand-; Coal at first analysis might sean attractive because proven U. S.'

ards in April 1971 (Federal Register,1971a). In January 1972, ' reserves recoverable with today's economics and technology are
the states filed the required state implementation plans (SIPS) sufficient for several hundred years. . Costs of construction of a
which detailed the strategies they intended to use to provide for coal-fired plact are somewhat less than for a nuclear plant (Table
the attainment, maintenance, and enforcement of these air quality 9-2). However, there are two problans which tend to preclude the
standards.

SIPS providing for attainment of the national primary use of coal as a cost-effective alternative:
stendard within three years were approved (with specified excep-tions) in May 1972. 1.

Primary standards must be attained in the 1975 Large quantities of available coal are unsuitable in terms
j

time pe21od, although specific sources, or classes of sources, of low BTU and high ash content, or sulfur levels that exceed ;r
^

could be exempt until 1978. Secondary standards are to be met standards required by the stat'e implementation plans and the-

,

within a " reasonable length of time" after achievement of primary tolerance o:s SO2 emissions. The sulfur content of coals used byi standards. the utilities industry, the largest user of coal, averages about
t.2.5 percent. The sulfur content specified by most states (in

Ambient air quality standards and plans for achieving them hava their SIPS) is less than one percent. The total requirement for.

been developed for six pollutants. Burning of fossil fuels contri- coal used by stationary sources in 1975 is estimated at about 525
butes significantly to the level of three of these pollutants: million tons.*- The misnatch of availability and requirements due

,ni.trogen oxides (NO ), sulfur oxides (SO,), and particulates. to sulfur regulations is projected to create a potential shortagex ;Ofthese three, the S0x standards are potentially the source of the nationwide of over 200 million cons of low-sulfur coal in'1975 .
greatest constraints on fossil fuels. In this regard a special assuming no additional switching to other fuels and no use of flue

-

,

restriction placed on all power generating plants (above 250 mil- gas desulfurization. ' In 1980 the estimated demand will be about
lion BTU /hr. input) built af ter August 585 million tons.
sbide by effluent standards for the mount 1, 1971 requires them to

4

of SO2 emittsd. 0.8 lb 2. As f ar as low sulfur * coal is concerned, the most likely source ofS0 /106 Blu for liquid fossil fuels and 1.2 lb S0 /102 6
(Federal Register,1971b). 2 Btu forsolid fuels a long-term reliable supply is in the bituminous and sub-bituminous,

-|coal fields of eastern Wyoming and Montana. However, transporta-
In order to comply with these regulations, power generating facil- tion of this coal to Mississippi could be very costly. L+

ities may use low sulfur coal or oil or high sulfur coal or oil,

with control devices incorporated into the effluent stream (or Mining costs of this coal are on the order of $0.20 per million -
nuclear fuel). BTU. Costs of about $0.04 per million BTU per 100 miles would add-Flue gas desulfurization, coal desulfurization,,

j and coal gasification are all at various stages of development, of about S0.50 per million BTU, (Hoffman,1972) making thea cost
i

-

and these techniques may become available in time for use at Grand estimated delivered price of coal at the Grand Culf site about $0.70
Culf (1979 and afterwards). Control technology for particulates Per million BTU and significantly decreasing the at*nictiveness of >

is well advanced, and currently available control systems are cap- coals as a cost-effective fuel.
able of meeting the standards assumed in the state implementation '
plans. Control technology for NO is less advanced, but for new High-sulfur content coal may be used with appropriate stack control
installations coal, oil and gas-fired boilers are available which Removal of SO, by flue gas desulf urization is a feasiblemeasures. a

will meet maission control standards for NO . Technology for the
control of sulfur oxide anissions is not neErly as well developedas for the other two pollutants. The primary means of meeting *The 1975 and 1980 potential demand values were derived from in-
regulations is to shif t to low sulfur fuels. This approach has

Plant Factors /1972"; Power Engineering's "New Generating, Plants,
formation contained in National Coal Associations " Steam Electric

the most severe impact on coal.
1972-1985 " Battelle Columbus data presented in their 1971 study

i
"U. S. Energy Demand by AQCR 1970-1985."

1
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The direct line mileage from Western fields to Grand Gulf is on
and in many cases a cost-effective option for reducing the demand the order of 1200 miles, and the mileage making maximum use of navi-
for low sulfur fuels. As of September 1972, 20 steam electric gable waterways would be in the 1500 mile range. Using reasen.ble
plants have committed a total of over $200 million for flue gas figures of 0.5 cent per ton / mile for unit trains and 0.3 centa
dasulfurization systems, with many systems scheduled for start-up per ton / mile for barge transport, the magnitude of these costs (on
in the 1972-1973 time period. These plants represent about 2% of the order of $20 million per year) can be ascertained. Added to
the 1970 total installed fossil fuel generating capacity (Erskine these high costs is the additional factor of the difficulty of as-
et al., 1972). suring deliverability in wintertime due to adverse weather condi-

tions in the upper Missouri River Basin.

A number of flue gas desulfurization processes are now in the de-
sign, construction, or operation phase in the United States. Three For high sulfur coal the most likely source for the Grand Gulf
processes, limestone scrubbing, aagnesium oxide scrubbing, and the f acility would be the bituminous fields of southern Illinois and
Monsento Catalytic Oxidation process, are being tested under field western Kentucky. The average distance from these fields via navi-
conditions. Limestone scrubbing systems are committed for 16 steam gable waterways is about 300 miles, which is considerably longer
electric plant installations; two magnesium oxide scrubbing systems, than usual for transportation of power plant coal supplies. Added
one catalytic-oxidation system and one sodium-based scrubbing sys- to this consideration is the additional cost of installing and

tem also are being installed. operating the necessary sulf ur oxide control devices. The market
for any products resulting from the use of such devices is not like-

Each system has been under development for some time by Federal ly to produce enough gross profit to offset the cost of operating
agencies, electric utilities, and controls manuf acturers. Some the devices.

are considered by EPA to be adequately demonstrated and to be avail- An additional disadvantage from the use of coal as the fuel at Grandable to electric utilities as an alternative for meeting So, emis-
sion requirements, although none have, as yet, been shown to oper- Gulf is the discharge of particulate matter from the stacks. Coal
ste reliably under the conditions essential for incorporation into burning plants emit large quantities of particulates, which would
a utility system.

require the installation of control devices. Although such con-
trol devices are commonly available and highly effic:(< t , they add.

to both the capital and operating costs of the installution. IfThe Applicant assumes that coal could be principally delivered to
the site either by unit trains or river barges. Assuming a 1300-Hu low sulfur, Rocky Mountain coal was consumed, additicsti problems

would occur because the high ash content and low sulfur contentplant operating at an 80% capacity factor, the estimated annual would degrade the performance of electrostatic precipitatorsconsumption of coal would be on the order of 4,000,000 tons. Us-
ing unit trains consisting of 100 cars, each with a hauling capacity (Ouellet t e , 1973).
of 100 tons, 400 train deliveries would be required annually. Con- With regard to other types of fossil fuels, construction costs of
sidering a five-day, fifty-hour work week, an average of 1.6 train
deliveries per day would be required, unloading 160 cars or 16,000 an oil-fired plant are also less than those for a nuclear
tons of coal per day. Barge transportation of coal would involve plant (Table 9-2) . However, the lack of a satisf actory long-range
almost eleven 1500-ton barges per working day and could be very supply has led the Applicent to eliminate it as a feasible source
costly, involving a distance of 1200 miles or greater. of energy. Proven reserves of domestic oil are decreasing, and the

oil industry looks to foreign sources for future supplies. The
general decline in oil reserves is mainly due to the increase in
domestic consumption (to meet the increasingly restrictive air
quality standards, there has been an industry-wide trend of con-
verting existing coal-fired generating units to fuel oil).
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E aidRSE!! 3:- . - 2 .132.E j j j[ - . . - g y 4 14fi To meet the air quality standards in regard to effluents, fuel
]
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oil with a low sulfur content will be required. When there is not
~*

E p
"

,e ~
ifi I IIEId g

. = g -
;h 32 2 enough oil available to meet these standards, the supply may be !

,

IE j"i ~ ~
. 9 ~E ,

~ g
increased by desulfurization techniques and by blending oilst ~ " ~*

*

of various sulfur content to achieve an acceptable level.

h j jj Wbile estimates agree Wat there is a sufficient world-wide sup-g, jjj jj ply of oil to meet l' eeds for the foreseeable future, the
EB t88 ! kI !k |k kE3 need for heavy impor 1 continue and is likely to increase overg3 333: 3 3 3 3 23 a3= the present situatio. a about 23% of oil is imported. Thisg. 2 EEEt. E W E E E EE E2E figure is expected to .ch between 30% and 65% by 1980. (Nationalgh . . j Petroleum Council, 19 n).
t1 E *E-3 I IE I g

3 k3 51 8 h' 3 5
$j !]E! ! ! r* j I; E1hj3 -3 To rely upon ivorced oil for long-term commit-tm is not realis-y .*

tic, due to uncertainty of overseas production, supply, and transportI te ~. E 31 j I 3I-3| ST 2| j j j jgd i
g] $ ( 'l A N 1 j! whose relia'sility is associated with the fluctuating political and3 "{~5115 2

L h Ia $ BEE E $$ $b b2 C AE b J5 economic climates of the international market.
,
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g a Other considerations militating against the use of imported oil. . .. . . . ... .
!E d - 6d d 2 dg dad"

d3 -g
I

- lo t- - l include:, g .
o

|*0 HH$ jQ 9 9 9- *: e|9 9**
$ gj E 33E | 3 $| 3 ' 3 | **l3 I ~~ 1. The sizable storage capacity that would be required at the

*
~ "

1 | O II site, especially to l'andle shipments in such bulk as to realizeH i O 3 jj the economies inherent in transporting oil in large-quantity lots.g

{{g . . .. . . . . . .. . . e- = a
h si d d dd 4 5 j R d*I ddg pg 2. The considerable distance of Crand Gulf from ocean ports andg

g. g 3 h3 the absence of ports near the site d sufficient depth to handleE, ; = 20 super oil tankers, typically requiring a draft of some 90 feet., ,, , , ,,, , ,
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B
_ 3 == 3. The constraints imposed by refinery capability (currently~

g gj operating at 95% of capacity) required to transform crude-oil~ h2 9 j2 3 2|3 2 33) E j ~S j "B imports into a product which can be safely burned for the gen-{ ;g El ~ # * 2 i " *
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eration of electric power.!g

g .' ; 5 .f ". ; ;; Increased reliance for U. S. oil needs on imports and on extrac-o . . .
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~i id 4 d jdd R d3 is tion from low grade sources (e.g., oil shale and tar sand) will" ~

j jjj make oil users in Mississippi dependent for their supply on long-g
oE j . === range transportation. At best, this situation would result in a
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from Canada), whereas we are finding gas (addition to U. S. re-
owing to the expense of shipping the oil, and in the event of serves) at about half that rate. With U. S. reserves estimatednationwide strikes or other major impedances to transportation 250 TCF the exhaustion of our natural gas supply by the end ofat
could impair the reliability of an adequate supply, the century can be seen (Federal power Cmmission,1972). It is

concluded that there will be an unsatisfied demand of 10 TCF/yr.
The extent to which oil could be moved by barge is severely by 1980 (Federal Power Commission, 1972). Requirements for natural
limited, in particslar from the shale fields of the West. In gas are expected to reach about 34 TCF by 1980 (Federal Power Com-

! the absence of adequate pipelines and in view of the deteriora- mission, 1972; Future Requirements Agency, 1971), an increase
tion of railroad capability, increasing reliance on tanker trucks of about 70% over present consumption. Annual domestic production
mat be anticipated; these, because of their relatively small is expected to peak at about 25 TCF/ year in the 1973-1975 time
capacity, represent an expensive means of transporting oil in period. Het pipeline imports will be less than 2.0 TCF/ year by
the quantitie s needed. 1980. Liquified natural gas imports will account for 2 TCF/yr. and

gas from coal and gas from Alaska vill account for 1 TCF/yr. in'
Factors constraining the fuel oil supply were emphasized recent- 1980. This will lead to a reserve depletion from the present 250
ly during eff>rts made oy the MSU companies to secure long-term TCF to IS5 TCF in 1980, a decrease of 26%.
fuel oil commitments. MSU is converting some existing units from
gas to oil. W appraisal of the responses to bid invitations Because of the developing shortage of gas as a fuel source, its
advertised in February 1972 by MSU proved that the quantities use in the power sector has been officially discouraged by the
of fered for long-term commitments (for at least ten years) Federal Power Commission. A recent order relating to gas stated,
amounted to only a very small amount of the quantity required ' Consideration should be given to the curtailment of volumes
by a 750 MW unit. Most of the responses were for even lesser equivalent to all interruptible sales and to the curtailment of
amounts and on a one- or two-year commitment. large boiler fuel sales where alternate fuels are available" (Fed-

eral Power Commission, 1971).
The use of natural gas to fuel a power facility at Crand
Culf is not considered a viable option because of the difficulty 9.1.3.4 Nuclear Fuel vs. Coal
of obtaining an adequate supply. All present MP&L generating
plants were designed to burn natural gas as the primary fuel As n ted above, the fact that it is not possible to assure an ade-
with fuel oil as an emergency standby. Since November,1970 quate supply of gas or of oil reduces the final selection process
gas supplies under firm contract to the two largest plants on t a choice between coal and nuclear fuel,
the MP&L system, representing about 85% of total company capa-

acity, have been under continuous curtailment to levels below the Both coal and nuclear power plants require a substantial commit-
contract quantity. The Applicant has stated that efforts to se- of land; but coal-fired plants, by reason of the inherent needment
cure a gas supply for a new 750 MJ unit under construct - md f or larger storage areas and additional fuel handling and transport

facilities, impose eneironmental impacts greater than that requiredscheduled for 1974 completion were completely unsuccet even
on an interruptible basis. The other two existing planta on the f r nuclear plants. Larger areas are required, principally for
MP&L system have only interruptible gas contracts and both of storage of 30- to 60-day reserves and for bottom ash and fly ash
these have been curtailed in varying degrees during 1971 and 1972. storage ponds which could require several hundred acres. Both the
One gas supplier has already informed MP&L that a contract expir- nuclear and the coal plant will release solid, liquid and gaseous
ies in 1978 vill not be renewed. ef fluents as well as small quantities of radioelements. Aesthe-

tics of a coal-fired plant's appearance are not in its favor, par-
Currently (1971), the U. S. is using natural gas at the rate of ticularly because of the coal-storage piles.
23.7 trillion cubic feet (TCF) per year (including 1 TCF imported
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As far as cost $s concerned, the difference la cost of power generation
is significant. Both types of plants require substantial capital in- 9.1.4 Alternative 1.and lises of the Chosen Site

,

, veetzent, nuclear being costlier as noted. However, when operating4 . costs are considered, the nuclear plant is more economical overall. The Grand Gulf site consists of 2300 acres and is divided almostThe annual costs of operation are less for a nuclear plant taan for equally between the floodplain adjacent to the river and loess Ia coal-fired plant by about 2.3 mils /kwh. Earther. .the lodg-range hil16 The dividing line between the floodplain and the loess
,

outlook suggests that the cost of power could be quite sensitive t hills is an abrupt bluff ' averaging about 70 feet.in height and
=

the cost of fuel. -Itnit cost of coal could increase beyond the
i sesmed 50c per million BTU, as a result of inflation, increases in sharply punctuated by deeply carved stream valleys. Although the

site is about 80 percent forested,*the floodplain and the loess 1transportation costs, and in the increasing restrictive controls on hilla present two distinct environments,'each with its character--mining operations (e.g. mine health and safety measure, environ- istic flora and fauna. When the river stage exceeds 74 feet, the. -imental consideration, mesthetico b On the other hand, cost in-
' entire floodplain is inundated. The completed facility is expected'

provements in fabrication and enrichment on nuclear fuel are anti- to occupy a small portion of the site with 80 percent of thecipated to offset the expected escalation of some elements of nu- property remaining undisturbed during construction.clear fuel supply. The Staff concludes that it is reasonable to .
forecast a more etable level of costs for nuclear "uel than for According to the 1970 census the population density within 5 milesf**'II I"*I"

'

of the site is 26.6 per square mile with a projection for the yearI '

2000 of 31.8 per square mile. This projection unde by the Depart-| The enviromer.a1 impacts of a coal-fired plant generally can be antici- '

ment of Commerce. Office of Business Economics assumes that areas1 pated as much greater than those of a sclear plant. Effluents unique where there is no resident population such as lakes and marshes
{ to the coal-fired plants are the solid, liquid, and gaseous prod- will remain uninhabited at least for the next 50 years.j ucts consisting principally of fly ash, and particulates from stack

scrubbing systmas. On an average day, applying current EPA emission The primary land use within a 5 mile radius of the site is com-,

q standards (Federal Register, 1971), stack effluents from a 1300 % mercial with some small areas devoted to animal pasture land and
plant will contain on the order of 7 to 9 tons of particulates, 90 agricultural uses. The primary utilization of the lakes and

1

to 120 tons of sulfur dioxides an? 50 to 70 tons of oxides of rivers adjacent to the site is for commercial and sport fishing.
-

; nitrogen. In addition, 500 to 600 tons of ash are deposited in Industrial usage near the site ir negligible with the nearest
storage ponds. The shipment, transf er and storage by land and/or industries located in the Port Gibson vicinity. The forest land

i

j water of massive amounts of coal cannot be accomplished without the is used extensively for camping, hunting, and' similar ferns of
.

_ dissipation of significant maounts of coal dust into the air. Coal- recreational activity.I fired plants require extensive fuel-handling facilities such as con-
3 veyors and barge-unloading docka. Storage of coal in the quantity If the Grand Gulf plant is not constructed, all evidence indicatesneeded also imposes a problem trem the aesthetic point of view. The that the land use will remain essentially as described abovedisposal of the extensive solid waste products from a coal-fired during the 40 year probable life span of the nuclear power plant.operation also presents an environmental problem. The construction of the plant will remove only a small percentage
k la summary, the Staff concurs with the Applicant's selection of of this rural forest and recreational land from public use.
. nuclear fuel over other alternatives, based on considerations of
3 cost, dependability of source, and environmental impact.! ,
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9.2 ALTERMATIVE PLANT DESIGNS represents a consumption of power and a sizeable maintenance
9.2.1 Alternative Cooling Methods requirement. Operating e.xperience with spray systems indicates

th at drift losses are high in comparison to natural draft cooling
.

The Staff examined a number of alternative cooling systems which towers and the potential for fogging and icing is greater. These
!

are discussed below. Considerations leading to ultimate selection disadvantages were deemed sufficient by the Staf f to eliminate
from smong the specific options (within the general classes of spray cooling for the Grand Culf Station.
once-through cooling and cooling towers) are sumarized in Table

3. Cooling Towers. The Staf f considered the use of dry (non-
9-3. evaporative) cooling towers as an alternative to the evaporative
1. Cooling Ponds. The cooling pond is undesirable at Crand Gulf system (both systems offer the natural and mechanical draft

variations). Inherent in the dry system are the advantages ofprincipally because of the very large surf ace area required as
well as the unsuitability of the soil and topography. The Staff eliminating evaporative water losses and drift; dr* cooling is
considers that a cooling pond would require about 2 acres per attractive, therefore, in areas with limited water resources where

the ef fects of blowdown could become an important added considera-megawatt of installed electrical capacity, or some 5000 acres,
This acreage would more than double the amount of land required tion, in localities with high potential for fogging and icing or

for the proposed project, resulting in substantial terrestrial in areas which are particularly sensitive to the deposition of
matter either dissolved or suspended io % cooling water. Nonedestruction and a permanent loss of productivity either in the of these features characterize the Crand Gulf site. For the powerecologically-sensitive bottomlands or in the upland forest area, level of the proposed plant, dry coolbg represents a relatively under-Cooling ponds can serve as recreational areas if they are proper-

ly managed. There is a possibility of using such an impoundment developed and unproven technology. Erthermore, the wet towers have
no serious disadvantages which need to be improved upon. Hence, wetfor rearing catfish for the commercial market. Catfish rearing

is being done in Mississippi, but such activities are not likely cooling towers are preferred.
to produce a crop of sufficient value to offset the lose cf 5000 Considerations f avoring natural draf t over mechanical draf t
acres. cooling towers are reliability a-d relative ease of maintenance.
Cooling ponds also require impervious soil to prevent the escape A possible disadvantage lies in the visual impact of the t=ssive
of water from the basin. The soil characteristics of this area tall structures which are necessary to effect the required

and the regional topography do not lend themselves to an impound- cooling. In addition, mechanical draft towers generate noise,
ment of this magnitude. For these reasons, the cooling pond require a greater land area for a given capacity and, in the case

of wet towers, represent a greater potential source of foggingsystem is not considered to be a viable alternative for the pro-
and icing. The ecological effects of the natural-draft tower are

posed project. considered in Section 5.
2. Spray Cooling Systems A feasible alternative considered for
the Grand Gulf Station consists of a closed-cycle canal system 4. Once-through Cooling. A number of specific options for the
utilizing 400 to 500 floating modular spray units to dissipate once-through or open-cycle cooling systen were considered by the
heat to the atmosphere. Such a canal system would encompass some Staff. All have in common the requirement to withdraw cooling
750 acres, mostly in the flood plain, and require the construction water from the Mississippi River ed discharge heated effluent

of high dikes on the river side for protection against flooding. at an estimated minimum rate of I J40,000 gpm. At least four

The latter consideration adds significantly to the cost of the intake pipes, each 10 feet in diameter, would be laid for about
The disruption of the ecosystem in the site bottomlands 5000 f ee t at a depth of 60 to 70 feet beneath the floodplain to

systen.
would be substantial. The operation of the powered spray modules four separate intake structures located at the edge of the high-

land bluff. The outflow would be carried all or part of the way

by four pipes of the same diameter.
.
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The Staff considered five variations of the once-through cooling -

system, distinguished by specific routes of the outflow: lP ain (a level of about 60 feet), and requiring substanti=1
additions in pipe-laying as well as the construction of the

a) From the discharge pipes into Hamilton Lake, which would " " **"' '
then be connected by an open channel of about 1600 feet
with the east bank of the river; Where a sufficient body of water (such as a large river) is

available, a once-through cooling system is, in many circumstances,
b) From the discharge pipes to an open channel of about substantially less expensive to construct and operate than is a

3600 feet bypassing Hamilton 1.ake and leading directly el sed-cycle system employing cooling towers. At Grand Gulf, how-
to the river; ever, a very large amount of heat (about 8.58 x 109 BTU /hr/ unit) is

required to be rejected. The topography of the site is such that
c) Directly to the eastern shoreline of the Mississippi the plant must be located an unusually long distance from the

River by means of four discharge pipes of about 7200 river (m re than a mile under normal flow conditions) and on a
feet in length; bluff which will be over 100 feet above the water level. These-

conditions impose a large pumping load both in the volume of
d) To a common discharge port on the rivar bottom, 1000 water to be used ( ver 1 milli n gallons per minute) and in the

feet from shore; Pumping head required. Because of the extensive pipelines which
must be laid, construction is much castlier than would otherwise

e) To a submerged multi-port diffuser extending across be expected. The need for additiona? piping and ditching in-
the river. creases the cost of some specific alternatives over what may

be regarded as a baseline level as seen in Table 9-3. For
In addition to the voltane of water required, these alternatives ***'P1** 1 cation closer to the river would entail of fsetting costs
had the immediately apparent disadvantage that the discharge f r fl d protection. The i:rincipal alternative sites on the flood
would provide a very large initial excess of temperature over plain therefore offer no substantial advantages over Crand Culf.
ambient. Based on the amount of heat to be rejected and the
flow rate of water (as stated by the Applicant) the Staff calcu- Where it does offer a significant savings in cost, once-throughlated the tenperature rise across the condensers as approximately cooling must be balanced against the fact that some of its en-34*F. The amount of this excess that would be lost before dis- vironmental effects are greater in intensity and extent than
charge into the river is negligible. those resulting from closed cycle systens. In particular, the

use of once>-through cooling would increase (20 times) theAdditionally, the Staff considered the alternative of dilution eextent of entrainment. Once-through cooling would require apumping by which the heated outflow would discharge into a long volume of water (1,096 x 106 gpm) about 20 times greater * thanopen canal on the floodplain (approximately 2000 feet). Here the natural draf t cooling towers (5.6 x 10" gpm). Entrainmentit would mix with twice the volume of cooling water pumped of plankton would increase in the same proportion. An estimatecontinuously from the Mississippi River so that by the time of of the numbers of organisms entrained (per minute) in each methoddischarge into the river, the excess temperature would be essen- is given below:
tially 1/3 of what it had originally been (about 11* rather
than 34*F). However, this alternative had the serious drawbacks
of tripling the required volume of water taken in, drastically *The increase for dilution pumping would be triple the increaseincreasing the pumping load by necessitating that an additional for the other specific options which constitute a " base" in2 million gpm be pumped from river level to that of the flood- this regard.
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tiCooling Tower Method Once-Through Method g

.i'lg h
' {+{i

i{s
zooplankton 64.4 x 10'' 12.9 x lo

I r}-im a
{g{g ggPhytoplankton 1.6 x 1052 32 x 1012

q[Q'st- t r e s * --

l
g, , 3 g ; } |gSince the temperature rise across the condensers is the same with

either cooling method, the principal impact would be in the ntsnber
-

of organisms affected. With a temperature rise greater than 30*F, .

! * ~~
I 3 ,Iand considering the ef fects of biocides and mechanical disruption. 1] ay

i II 8 8
the Staf f considers it likely that all entrained plankton would
be killed outright or permanently impaired. Fish eggs and young a ;

~

!? i i !- { j [#fish would be similarly af fected, although the numbers involved
-

.

are not known. _a -!*
* * :

'**

h Q k s - ! ! : : ==

2 2 . ; - s a 3g
With the first three options (those which involve either an open- [jycanal surface discharge or a submerged discharge directly from 3~# _: . . , , ,

--

' *#

the river bank .and which are taken in 'able 9-3 as comprising a II';p
j

-a -

, , , , ,
enbaseline level for purposes of cost estimate) the length of the a

isotherms representing a AT of 10*F and absolute temperature of
-

93*F is such as to raise serious doubt that the Mississippi State 94_ , , , , , ,,

wa ter quality standards would be met. The estimates of the ex- a;;gj a - - - - -.

-- - - r gtent of the thermal plume are derived from calculations taking g ---

:into account the effects of the specific physical conditions of [ ig : : - : : -|

ithe discharge under each alternative of once-through cooling.
2 ? 8 $ 3 *I

The other once-through alternatives avoid this drawback (and the j y
-

attendant one of excessive exposure time by biota in the thermal Ia
. ! -{j r I

*

plume), but at an estimated financial cost that makes them no ]j , , _

g j 7; ,- - - , ' , ,,longer advantageous over cooling towers. These points are indi- "a
J

, , ' , - *^

cated in Table 9-3. j
a I h

Since there are no significant economic advantages to be realized i ! #!
'. e : . t *

*

at Grand Gulf from an opeu-cycle system and since the aquatic | ,, . j t
" ?.

impact will be larger for use of an open cycle system, 3 | . , ~, , ~, -

,,

: 2 -
*

the Staf f concludes that under the particular conditions that
prevail at the proposed site, the natural-draft cooling tower is j ,g jj

-

"

the best cooling alternative. ,

$s~ I ] 1 1@j2 ~

: g
"s

9.2.2 Alternative Routing of Intake and Discharge Lines
h ir5)! ! I !! '

ii;iQThe loca ton adopted for the intake and discharge lines runs ~) $ ! $ 3 f II* EE .[.
s

beneath the floodplain between Gin and Hamilton Lakes, just north j gi
4
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Wastes f rom filter backwashing will be high in suspended solids. 'I
of the latter body of water. A more direct line, initially planned. A likely means of treatment fcr this vaste would include the use |

j would have avoided the two angles which carry the present line of a holding pond with possible polymer addition to facilitate
around Hamilton Lake and would have passed directly beneath the settling.

- 1ska. Installation of such a line in the bottomland would have
$ posed the problem of disrupting Hamilton 1.ake during construction it has been estimated that approximately 650 lbs./ day / unit of

i,
and of completely restoring it afterwards. It would have been chlorine will be used for antifouling. The excess chlorine can
necessary to reroute natural drainage courses into the lake to be removed by chemical reduction, by passage through a carbon bed. 2

i maintain the normal water supply to the lake. The connection with or by aeration at a suitable pH. Because the last two processes
I Cia 1.ake would necessarily have been interrupted during construc- may result in problems, chemical reduction is the most effective

tion. Because of the potentially adverse ecologic effect with means of dechlorination. The reducing agents most cousnonly used,

sttendant construction difficulties of this alternative it was include sulfur dioxide, sodium bisulfite, and sodissa sulfite.!
! abandoned. Another alternative would have routed the intake and
.

discharge structures south of Hamilton Lake, requiring a longer When added to the cooling tower blowdown, the above mentioned
lines with two angles of (or very nearly) 90 degrees to bypass chemical wastes will be greatly diluted (by approximately 300 to 1)
the lake just north of the property line. This alternative was and will result in only minimal average daily incrasses in the -

financially more costly because of the pipe lengths and amount of concentration of the cooling water.
,

! escavation required with no of fsetting gains in ecologic or other
j environmental effects. The effects of the station's discharges'en the river biota are
j discussed in section 5.5.1 d. Af ter mixing and dilution with the -

''

i 9.2.3 Alternative Chemical Waste Systems liississippi River water, the chamaical concentrations will be well
*below those found to produce lethal or sublethal ef fects on -

] Chemical wastes will result from regeneration of ion exchangers aquatic organisms. L

sad filter backusshing in the raw water and askeup water treatment [4

f
system and from chlorination of the circulating water system to Although methods are available to treat the station's chemical
prevent algal fouling in the cooling tower and condensers. These releases, the Staf f concludes that the change in concentration

I westes will be added to the cooling tower blowdown and discharged of the Mississippi River water due to chemical discharges will
be negligible and, therefore, additional chemical waste treatmenti to the !tississippi River. =

| facilities are not necessary to the protection of the environment.

Cstion exchangers and anion exchangers will be regenerated with
9.2.a Alternative Sanitary Waste Systems j

| sulfuric acid and sodium hydroxide respectively. This process
''

! will result in a chemical brine with a high dissolved solids
concentration consisting largely cf sodium and sulf ate ions. Sanitary wastes generated by the station personnel will be given
Treatment of the brine with berium salts to remove sulf ates is a secondary treatment and chlorination prior to discharge into the,

r

possible method of reducing the dissolved solida concentration. drainage system (and hence to the Mississippi River). A package- ,

Another possible alternative is evaporation of the brine and !Ype extended aeration unit of 10.000 gal./ day capacity will treat
the waste. Removals of approximately 90 percent are expected fordisposal of the bottoms in appropriate landfills or other suitable

disposal sites. Such a landfill met be situated so that potential both biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and suspended solids reducinge

! leaching of the residue would not cause adverse effects. It is ef fluent concentrations to 20 ppe for both. Chlorination will be

s desirable that these disposal sites are sealed to prevent leaching. employed to attain required levels of bacteriological quality, but
;

!,
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,

residual chlorine will not be measureable in station discharges to
thyroid were excessive (Section 5.4.7). The Staff feels the

the river. The sanitary system is equivalent to the state of the
Applicant has not made commitments to use the best available

art for small installations. Its performance will exceed that of
state-of-the-art technology for reducing radioactive gaseousmost existing municipal and industrial vaste treatment facilities. ef fluents from the turbine building and that a design changeAvailable alternatives of lower perf ormance (e.g. , septic tank *
to further reduce potential steam leaks in the turbine buildinglagoon system, primary treatment) were not considered. Although
is practicable. The Staff concludes that the gaseous radwastepackaged tertiary treatment plants are now available and will give
treatment system does not conform to the principle of resultingbetter BOD and suspended solids removal than the proposed in doses "as low as practicable" and that the release of radio-system, the degree of treatment provided by these 91 ants is not active iodine from the site must be reduced. Other radioactiveneeded by an operation the size of the Grand Gulf station. The
effluents are jtuiged by the Staff to be as low as practicable;

extended aeration unit will, in the Staf f's judgement, result in therefore, no considerations of liquid radwaste system alterna-adequate treatment of the station's sanitary wastes.
tives are necessary.

Effluent f rom the sanitary treatment system will cause no appre-
The Applicant will be required to apply state-of-the-art tech-

ciable changes in Mississippi River water quality. The direct nology, as needed, to ensure that iodine releases meet the
ef fluent will be well below the river water in suspended solids Staff's "as low as practicable" guidelines. Such technology can
concentration and about five to six times higher than the river include provisions to reduce contaminated steam leakage from valves
in BOD concentration; however, this ef fluent will be discharged

in the turbine building. The Staff is not requiring the application
into the cooling tower blowdown, which will provide a dilution of

of particular equipment or control techniques. However, the Applicant
over 2000:1 before entering the river. Thus, the localized effects

sust establish a design objective that doses from radioactive effluents
on the river from BOD, suspended solids or residual chlorine fra be "as low as practicable" as that term is described in AEC Regulatory
the sanitary system will be imperceptible. Completely mixed with

Guide 1.42, imsued June 29, 1973 (Interin Licensing Policy on As Lov
the river, the dilution would be on the order of three million to

As Practicable for Caseous Radiciodine Releases from Light-Water-one. The Staf f feels the system will comply fully with regulatory Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors). After these actions have been taken
criteria established by the states of Mississippi and Louisiana, and in the rvent that an augmented gaseous radvaste system employing

state-cf-the-art technology still yields a calculated child's annual
9.2.5 Alternatives to Normal Transportation Procedures

thyroid dose in excess of 15 millirem, the Applicant will be required
to do extensive monitoring of radioiodine concentrations in air or

Alternatives, such as special routing of shipments, providing vegetation or milk to obtain a more direct assessment of the actual
escorts in separata vehicles, adding shielding to the containers > doses that may be incurred to the organs of an individual. If needed,
and constructing a fuel recovery and fabrication plant on the site restrictions on plant operations would be required in accord with AEC
rather than shipping fuel to and from the station, have been Regulatory Guide 1.42.
considered by the Staff on a generic basis. The impact on the
environment of transportation under normal or postulated accident
conditions is not considered to be suf ficient to justify the
additional effort required to implement any of the alternatives.

9.2.6 Alternative Radwaste Systems

The Staff assessment of anticipated radioactive gaseous ef fluents
indicated that potential doses from radiciodine to a child's

i

s
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REFERDiCES 10. BENEFIT-CDST ANALTSIS
I

10.1 $120! ART OF BENEFITS
Clasn Air Act ndments of 1970. Pub. L. 91-604, Dec. 31, 1970.

Table 10-1 presents a sisumary of the principal direct and indirect
benefits which will accrue from the construction and operation of

En11ne C., J. Golden and R. P. Ouellette. 1972. Options for * * *

Clean Energy - SO, Control Technology. The MITRE Corp * * * * * * * I
McLean, Va. (HTR-6241). sections.

10.1.1 Power GenerationFed:ral Power Camaission. 1971. The 1970 National Power Survey,
Part I and III. Washington, D.C.

The two units wi n provide a total of about 2600 NWe in baseload
generating capacity (which is equivalent to 18.2 billion kilowattFed 1ral Power Commission. 1972. Natural Gas Supply and Demand

1971-1990. Bureau of Natural Cas, Staff Report No. 2. hours of electricity annually, assuming a capacity factor of 80
percent). The distribution of this power among the various user

Fedsral Register. 1971a. Vol. 36, No. 94, April 30. groups is as shown in Table 10-1. His power will be of direct
benafit to all present users and can be expected to foster the

Federal Register. 1971b. Vol. 36, No. 247. December 23. establishment and grcwth of commercial, industrial, and residential
activities in the grea. As indicated in Table 10-1, residential
and industrial users will be the largest beneficiaries of the in-Future Requirements Agency. 1971. Future Gas Requirements of

the U. S. Denver, Colorado. creased power. However, it unst also be noted that this large
increase in available power will attract industry and comunerce
to the western Mississippi area. These industrial and comercialHoffman, L., R. P. Ouellette and R. Sheller. 1972. " Options for

Clean Energy-Coal," The MITRE Corporation, McLean, Virginia users along vite increasing residential users will emit some pol-

(MTR-6243). lution to the air, land and water. At the present time it is diffi-
cult to predict the quantities of such pollutants.

National Petrolessa Council. 1972. U. S. Energy Outlook - A re-
10.1.2 Tax Cenerationport of n e Ce mittaa on U. S. Energy Outlook. Washing ton.

* *

The project's effects on the local and regional economy due to tax
Pritchard, D. W. March, 19 71. " Design and Siting Criteria for " *# *# * * "" * * * ' * '

Once-Through Cooling Systems," presented at the AICHE* Houston * *

y,,,,, estimates based upon the assumption that present rates will apply.

Todd, D. K. (editor). 1972. The Water Encyclopedia. State and federal income tax liability resulting from required
earnings on the securities which are expected to be issued to

U. S. Bureau of Mines, Office of Mineral Supply. "*"'* * * " " ** * *** ** "* * ***rrans-
Portation Cost of Fossil Fuels-Interim Report."1971[dashington*

* *

* * ** * *

D.C. assumes no change in the level of such taxation and other rules and
regulations.

U. S. Dept. of Interior, Geological Survey. 1970. " Water Re=
sources Data for Mississippi." Washington, D.C.
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10-2 10-3
4

TAB 12 10-1
As a result of this large investment, the Applicant would expect

BENEFITS FROM THE PROPOSED CRAND CULF t' NITS 1 AND 2 to incur state franchise taxes (based on value of securitias out-
standing) in the amount of $2.700,000 This would flow into the
general funds of the State of Mississippi and would be available
for all state purposes.

Direct Benefits

6 Mississippi has a 5 percent sales and use tax which is applied toExpected Average Annual Generation, kwhr /yr 18,200 x 10
3 most retail purchases. The State rebates to incorporated communities

Copecity, kW 2.6 x 106 19 percent of the sales taxes which they collect; most of the re-

Proportional Distribution, Annual Delivery, kwhr mainder g es directly into the State's general fund. Due to the
estimated $235 million which is to be paid in the form of construc-

Industrial 5542 x 106 tion payroll, a substantial amount of tax rebate income will be

Commercial 3476 x 106 realized by the incorporated coemunities in the region. During the
last fiscal year, Claiborne County collected $474,312 in sales

Resident ial 5750 x 106 taxes. Potential sales taxes to be collected during the construc-

Cooperatives 3058 x 106 tion and operation of the plant were calculated using expected aver-
age income (based on average salary, local income multiplier and

Other (Cov't & Municipal) 674 x 106 regional income uniciplier information supplied by the Applicant).

Expected Average Annual BTU of Steam Sold None * 8* * * * *** * * " * * *#"" "*""" * #*
; (1972) as to average sales taxes in Mississippi as a function of

E:Ipected Average Annual Delivery of Other Beneficial income, The average construction salary reported by the Applicant
Products None is $26,000 per year and the average operating salary is $16,500.

Revenues From Delivered Benefits, 30 years The average local income was $7,050 per year and the average re-
gional income was $8,000 per year. These two later figures are

Electrical Energy Generated (reported as based on Bureau of Census data. The distribution of the resulting
kwhr) 546,000 x 106 sales taxes is given in Table 10-2.

*** *
The present total ad valorem tax assessment of Claiborne County

Other Products None is approximately $9,500,000. Should both units of the Crand Culf
Nuclear Station be constructed, the tax assessment would increase

Indirect Benefits (as appropriate) to over twenty times this amount. Assuming that county expendi-

i Potential Taxes (local, state, fedetal) $ 286,000,000 tures will d uble over the next ten years, the ad valorem tax
burden of the average person living in the county would be only

Research None one tenth of that which would otherwise prevail. This very low
rate of taxation would be of immediate benefit to the taxpayers

| Environmental Enhancement
of Claiborne County and would place the county in a very f avorable

Air Quality (Improvement over equivalent coal position to attract and hold commercial and industrial enterprises.
plant with best control devices)

tons / year The maximum real estate tax potential from the Grand Gulf plant
may be calculated on the basis of current tax rates and assessments.

Particulates 4380
According to the local tax assessor, the plant is assessed for tax

SO 35770
x

CO 2920

Hydrocarbons 730

NO 93440
m

Aldehydes 15

Employment (direct & indirect, construction plus operation
for 30 years) (Reported as Total Man Years) 24,960

l
i
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TABLE 10-2 purposes at $400,000,000. The tax rate is 60 mils at 25 percent
asse888 va 8. 8wu y 8 8 aua 8K PotentialAVERACE ANNUAL SALES TAX RECElVED

from the facility of $6,000,000.

A summary of the principal tax potentials of the f acility is
shown in Table 10-3.

SOURCE OF REVENUE STATE OR OTHER COUNTIES * CLAIBORNE COUNTY *
10.1.3 Air Quality Enhancenent.

Construction Period
Except for trace amounts of gaseous radioactive effluents which

I Worker Wages $ 435,051 $102,049 are discussed elsewhere in this report, nuclear plants do not emit
any materials which alter the surrounding air quality. The situa-

local Income tion is grossly different for a fossil-fueled plant. The effect of
Multiplier (2.0) 1,479,222 346,978 emissions from such plants on the air quality is of major concern.

As is noted in Section 9.1.1 and Section 8.1, the requirements
Regional Income for power call for the construction of a 2600 MW generating station;
Multiplier (3.0) 2,648,400 None therefore, the absence of pollutant emissions from a nuclear fueled

facility may be considered an environmental benefit when compared'
TOTAL $4,562.673 $449,027 to emissions from a fossil-fueled plant.

$5,011,700 Based upon previous analysis it was shown that the most logical
alternate fossil-fuels available to MP&L for use at Grand Gulf

Operating Period were the high sulfur content bituminous coals of Southern Illinois
or the low sulfur content bituminous coals of eastern Wyoming.

Worker Wages $ 15,989 $ 3,751 Bnissions to be expected from the use of such coals were calcu-
lated based on emission factors published by the Environmental

local Income Protection Agency (1972). These emissions are sursnarised in Table
Multiplier (3.0) 92,534 21,706 10-4. The first line of the table shows the maximum allowable

emissions for a 2600 MlJ coal-fueled facility based on Federal new
Regional Income source performance standards. The standards which have been promu1*
Multiplier (3.0) 110.460 None gated to date are as follows:

6TOTAL $218,983 $25,457 particulates 0.1 lbs per 10 BTU burned
6sulfur oxides 1.2 lbs. SO2 per 10 BTU burned'
6$244,440 nitrogen oxides 0.7 lbs. NO2 per 10 BTU burned

e
It is assumed that all worker wages and local income are
spent in Claiborne County and t"nat no regional income is
spent in Claiborne County.

I-158 j
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TABLE 10-4
TYPICAL EMISSIONS FROM A 2600 MW PULVERIZED VET BOITOM

ICOAL BURNING ELECTRIC UTILITT

SULPUR CARBON NITROGEN

OPERATING PARTICULATES OXIDES MONOXIDE HYDROCARBONS OXIDES A!EEHYDES

CONDITIONS TONS / DAY TONS / DAY TONS / DAY TONS / DAY TONS / DAY TONS / DAY-

EPA STANDARDS 51 309 N.S.** N.S** 181 N.S**
FOR NEW PLANTS

'

ILLINOIS COAL J

WITHOUT CONTROL 1482 1300 10.6 2.66 340 .053
S=3% WI. ASH =10% WT.

ILLIN0IS COAL p
WITH Pt.RTICUIATE 16 1 31 10.6 2.66 340 .053 w

|

AND S0 CONTROL *
X

WYOMING COAL
WITHOUT CONTRCL 741 304 10.6 2.66 340 .053
S=.7% WT. AS441 WT.

n..

WYOMING COAL
WITH PARTICULATE 8 304 10.6 2.66 340 .053
CONTROL

PARTICULATE CONTROL ASSUMED TO BE 991 EFFICIENT. i*
S0 CONTROL ASSUE D TO BE 90% EFFICIENT. |

X

** STANDARDS HAVE N0T BEEN SET.

ALL FIGURES BASED ON LOAD FACTOR OF 80%. IN DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT,14AD PACTOR OF 60%

| WAS USED. FIGURES HAVE BEEN CHANGED ACCORDINGLY.

!

|
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,

The other lines of anissions data show typical conditions for !

Illinois and Wyoming coal with and without control devices. Since |10.2 SUtetARY OF 00STS
both types of coal have Icv ash fusion tenperatures, a wet bottom !
furnace was postulated. Particulate collection ef ficiency was based 10.2.1 Energy Generating Costs
on the use of high-efficiency cyclones in series with electrostatic
precipitators. Sulfur oxide collection ef ficiency could be The Staff's method of computing generating costs is to include theachieved by using any one of the several currently available capital cost of the plant and the present worth of the annual costs
desulfurisation processes.

|' of operation and maintenance, fuel consumption, and nuclear insur-
ance, but not taxes,The table shows t'.at, even with the best currently available

technology, emiss'ons of particulates from the 2600 MW facility
would be about six tons per day. Emissions of sulf ur oxides would In computing annual fixed charges it is the Staff's policy to use 8.75

be 98 tons per day. It is also important to note that emissions
percent for environmental statements for investor owned utlities based
on an average rate of return on new investments. About 65% of such

,

of nitrogen oxides are expected to be about twice the amount investments consist of bonds and preferred stock with a rate of return .
j c11 owed by Federal new source standards. This analysis is based taken as 7 percent per year. The other 35% of the investment con-on a load factor of 80 percent for the coal fired plant. sists of conmon equity (common stock and retained earnings) with a

,

rate of return taken as 10% per year. The weighted average is then
10.1.4 Employment (0.65 x 7%) + (0.35 x 12%), or 8.75 percent per year. These- figures

vary from time to time and from utility to utility, but are believed
Data presented by the Applicant gives the number of construction to provide a reasonable basis for calculations of present worth.
worhers expected for each of the seven years of construction.

also indicates the number of permanent operating Both the Staff and the Applicant used an operating period of 30The Applicant
staff expected. These figures, plus local and regional nultiplier years in calculating the present worth of annual costs. The defini-
data, result in direct and indirect employment during construction tions and procedures for generating costs are as follows:
and life of the plant of 24,960 man years.

10.1.5 Educational

The nuclear plant has the potential to provide a substantial
tczable revenue increase. The tax base available to the County is
enpected (Section 10.1.2) to increase more than 20 fold. Given a

continuation of present tax rates and percentage allocation of funds
tu education, with a doubling of the school age population as a
result of economic and industrial growth in the county there would

$ still be a ten-fold increase in dollars per pupil.

4

s

h
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t

$37, M , MF =Cg Total outlay required to bring facility to operation. t'

0O Annual operating cost including nuclear insurance. P =
s t

F Annual fuel cost. GC = $1.800,000,000
g

P Cost of makeup power required in year t. GC,= $171,000,000
g

V -Discount factor: Additionally, the transmission line costs are:
,

V = (1 + 1) -1 C = $14,650,000g

$34,000
1 Estimated average cost of capital (viz. 8.75% per annum). O =

g

$15,000,000GC Generating cost - present worth: GC =

p p

$1,400,00030 30 GC =

a
cC = Cy + r vt (Og+F)+ E P ytg tp

1

t=1 t=1
10.2.2 Environmental Costs

a
'

CCa Generating cost - annualized: table 10-5 tabulates the significant environmental effects as
established during the analysis of the facility. References ini.

" CC 1(1+1)30 the last column are to subsections in the text that contain morep
c @ e u M s m e ns of the eH ects u tM .j GC, = (g+g}30_t

'. 10.3 SIMtARY OF RgNEFIT-0)ST ANALYSIS

'. The capital costs for the Grand Gulf facility are:
.

C , plant, land and interest during construction $1,300,000,000
1 The direct benefits from the proposed facility will be derived

C , transmission lines $14,650,000 . from the electrical energy produced over the lifetime of the plant.
,

9
I This is expected to be about 546 x 10 kW hours for the 30-year -:

j book life of the plant. The facility will also result in the
The generating costs for the proposed f acility can be computed from service area having a more reliable source of power.;

' the following:

! Indirect benefits resulting from the electrical energy produced
C; I = $1.300,000,000 will be taxes, relative air quality enhancement, esployment,

.I $15,000,000O =
E

i
3

t

4

1

i

<

1
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TABLE 10-5

COST DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED FACILITY AND TRANSMISSION HOOK-UP
(All Monatised Costs Expressed in Terms of Their Present and Annualized Valued)

Generating Costt
-

Transmission and Hook-Up Costs
Present Worth $1.850,000,000 Present Worth: 15,000,000
Annualised: 170,000,000 Annualized: 1,400,000

Units orEnvironenntal Coste Other Measures Kagni t ude Reference
1. Natural surf ace water body -

1.1 Impinsement or entrapment by 1 Total <1/10 of 11
cooling water intake structure
1.1.1 Fish Pounds /yr. 5800 5.5.1.1

1.2 Passage through or retention in
cooling systems

161.2.1 Phytoplankton and Number s /yr. (Phy) 77.78 x 10 5.5.1.2
10Zooplankton (Zoo) 31.27 x 10

1 1/10 of 12
1.2.2 Fish Pounds /y r. 1800 ,,

1 <1/20 of 1% p
1.3 Discharge area and thermal plume

1.3.1 Water Quality, excess heat,
at lor water
at l'F above ambient Acres 40.6 5.5.1.3

Fraction of River
Width Affected 1.7 to 2.2%

At 5*F above ambient Acres 0.99
Fraction of River
Width Affected 1.6 to 3.3%

1.3.2 Water quality, oxygen Acre-ft. 0 5.5.1.3
availability

1.3.3 Aquatic organismo Poundlyr. Negligible 5.5.1.3 I
|Exposure time at 2 91*F. 5 sec.

\ (Worst case) I
'

At 10' above ambients

1.3.4 Wildlife (including birds, aquatic Acres of Habitat 3.5 5.5.1.3
and amphibious mammals, and reptiles

1.3.5 Fish, migration blockage Founds /yr. Negligible 5.5.1. 3 -

*f
5
u

TABLE 10-5 (Continued)

Environmental Costs Units Magnitude Reference

1.4 Chealcal effluents
1.4.1 Water quality impairment Acre / feet 0 5.5.1.4

af fe cted
1.6.2 Aquatic organisms Found/yr. Negligible 5.5.1.41.4.3 Wildlife (including birds,

aquatic and amphibious
mammals, and reptiles) Ac res 0 5.5.1.41.4.4 People (racreation) User-days Negligible 5.5.1.4

1.5 Radionuclides discharge to water body
1.5.1 Aquatic organismo M1111 rads /yr. 6700 5.31.5.2 People, external (immersion)

Individual K1111ren/yr., ywhole body 14 5.4 -Population Man-rom /yr. Not Significant **
1.5.3 People, ingestion

Individual, fish ingestion Killiren/yr.,
.

whole body 4.2 5.4Individual, drinking from M1111rea/yr.,
neareat public water supply thyroid 0.00068 5.4Population Kan-rea/yr. Not Significant 5.4

1.6 Consumptive use (evaporative lossee)
1.6.1 People (water supply) I low river flow .05 (1/20 of 1%) 5.$.1.11.6.2 Property (irrigation) Acre-feet / year 0 5.5.1.1

1.7 Plant cons t ruction (including site
preparation)

1.7.1 Water quality, physical
(turbidity, color or Ac re-fee t
tempe rature) affected Negligible 4.2 '

1.7.2 Water quality, chemical Acre-feet 0 4.2
affected

|
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TABLE 10-3 (Continurd)

Environmental Costs Units Magnitude References

2. Groundwater
2.1 Raising / lowering of groundwater

levels
2.1.1 People (availability and

C' ls/yr. lost , 0 2.5.2quality of drinking water) a

2.1.2 Plants (insufficient Acres 0 2.5.2
moisture)

2.2 Chemical contamination of
groundwater (excluding salt)
2.2.1 People (well water) Gals /yr. 0 2.5.2
2.2.2 Plants Acres 0 2.5.2 -

2.3 Radionuclide contamination of Qualified Opinion No anticipated 3.5 ,7,,
3'groundwater releases to

groundwater i
'

2.3.1 People
Individual

'Population
2.3.2 Plante and animals Qualified Opinion No anticipated 3.5

release to
groundwater

2.4 Other impacts on groundwater Qualified Opinion None expected 2.5.2*

3. Air
3.1 Fogging and icing (caused by

eva? oration and drif t)
3.1.1 Ground transportation affected Hrs /yr. <10 5.52;10.3.2
3.1.2 Air transportation affected Mrs/yr. <10 5.52:10.3.2
3.1.3 Water transportation af fected Hrs /yr. "10 5.52;10.3.2
3.1.4 Plants damaged Acres None 5.52;10.3.2

E'
u

TABLE 10-5 (Continued)

|

gavironmental Costs Unita Magnitude Reference

3.2 Chemical discharge to ambient air
3.2.1 Air quality, chemical Qualified opinion Negligible 10 3.2
3.2.2 Air qvality, odor Qualified opinion None 10.3.2

3.3 Radionuclides discharged to ambient

air and direct radiation from radio-
active asterials
3.3.1 People, external

Individual (nearest residence) M1111res/yr., 5.4
whole body 6

M1111rea/yr., skin 8 5.4
Population (50-mile radius) Man-res/yr. 1.7 5.4

3.3.2 People, ingestion
Individual (terrestrial food
chain) nearest potential M1111rea/yr., 5.4
pas ture infant thyroid 50
Nearest real pasture Millirea/yr., y

infant thyroid 2.8 5.4 g

3.3.3 Plants and animale Millireds/yr. 130 5.3

4. Land
4.1 Site selection

4.1.1 Land, amount committed Acres 2300 2.1

4.2 Construction activities (including
site preparation
4.2.1 People (aannities) Number Negligible 4.4

Noise Qualified opinion-
Traffic Vehicles / day 2000 (peak period 4.4

% 26%

4.2.2 Feople (inaccessbility to Visitors / year 0 4.4
historical sites) denied

4.2.3 People (inaccessibility to Visitors / year 0 4.4
archeological sites) denied

4+
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,

education and an increase in industrial and e - ercial activities
in the region. All consumers of the power produced would share

* the cost of the annual tax burden, but the division of taxes paid I

g vill result in a significant benefit to the residents of Claiborne !
'

j $ 1111 9 999", q County, which has a potential for receiving taxes maounting to" " a

" " 1 ". 1 1 ". 9 ". approxinstely twenty times present receipts. Relative air quality4 7 " 1 ". "."
. .

*
..

m 4 * nnne a <e<< nne n4 enhancement will result from not installing a coal-fired power
,

plant which would have significant air pollutant suissions. In
fact, if the operation of Crand Gulf eventually allows for the
retir-at cf some older oil-fired plants, this air quality en-

, , ,
g g g hancement can be measured in positive terms. The construction

,,e .,g and operation of the plant in Claiborne County will result in
, ,, ,

4 g ggg ggg gg g direct and indirect employment increases totaling 24,960 man .i

3 g ggg ggg gg g years during the construction and 30 year operating period. In
addition the availability of electricity at low rates and a favor-

! E E O eU Z * *%* $lSo $ 700 *O
' able taxation position will attract industry and commerce to the** " y 87y$ " 7% OO gg gj E- z mzzz zz* zz z region, resulting in a much larger availability of employment.

'

.

The increase in commerce and industry and the resulting increase

! ;; in the population of the area vill necessitate an increase in
,,, ,

e educational facilities. Tax revenues will be more than adequate
; aUeaa ** *

"4,

to meet these needs.
! ,o i U4333 SS$ ,& S ig

: E EyaSS &&& 15 & 3.
10.3.2 Costs3 4 7 Syggg g.+

, ,,, , ,,

L q.mme O'* 28 88" " *
: o 10 . 3. 2. 1 Cenerating and Transmission Costs
? E O.o >UOOO U%0 ..e" ..U*

4 ..

20% *DDD T1. OEEl EE. EE'

* e Cenerating costs for the Grand Gulf facility as proposed by the
5 mg :I E $ 03.TT ddd EMME MMd MMggggg Applicant were less for nuclear power than any of the other
.

I alternate fuels. Transmission and hookup costs for Grand Culfi
e

. aA would be the same for any fuel selected. Since the nuclear

Of generating costs were the most economical and transmission costs
were higher for the alternate sites, consideration of fossil-o uu

0{ fueled plants located at the alternate sites were not necessary
[ e

3 g S fr a an econm ic standpoint.a
a,

O "O ut 31 ? T "8 .. 10.3.2.2 Envirornmental Costsugw -e o eo oe
to" IE O 20 :3 3* * "

4 j 2 72 8 [ t8 : "2 Ooa & vater ouality

! ea 0:=, == == ::: -

i::-

y j" M' t:: a The impact of the Grand Gulf station on the quality of surf ace1 * 3 a:*8
O $ E*OU D 0 j~ 0 -7 e 0 MIO waters may be examined on the basis of the following considerations:*

es*

d UOON - UO*e O a* U a*U discharges of radioactive material in the liquid ef fluent, thermalI
*

a -

2. " E S 02 "S @eO.333 333 discharges, chemical discharges and s11tation.'

8 d" l. 0@@33 2 .3 .3a- .as
-...,

au zy > a sussa -~~~,

1 1 1"
! a

ada"* 31"" g1 |1"" |1"""" * *

", 3"""" 1*** uS "9 *** uS9"
u,

- m * -e < < me<< e -e 4e eee4 s4.*

* *

q.
1 1 7
< < < < <

.
,

i
i
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i !
;

The quantities of radioactive materiale discharged in the liquid Air Quality,

sffluent from Grand Gulf are consistent with the principle ofi

keeping radioactivity in affluents to unrestricted areas as low as
Several factors which have some impact on ashiant air qualitypracticable. The effect of the radioactive liquid discharges on warrant enumeration, although their individual and combined effects* biota other than man, and aquatic life in particular, are con- are considered to be mini ==1 in the context of the benefit-costsidtred to be minimal.
analysis. These factors are tha,a=f== ton of air pollutants1

The plant's liquid effluent to the Mississippi River consists from the intermittent use of the auxiliary Soilers and diesel
generators; the deposition of dissolved solids, suspended solide .I mainly of cooling tower bloudown and relatively small quantities _ and particulates resulting from cooling tower drif t; the increase 1| cf sanitary and miscellaneous liquid wastes. The non-radioactive in water vapor content of the air attributable to the operation !materiale discharged in the liquid ef fluent will not produce any of the cooling towers; the generation of ozone and oxides of ',

; significant effect on the water quality of the river. The thermal
effsets of the liquid discharge have been considered in detail in nitrogen associated with the transmission of electrical power;'

[the transportation activities attendant or the coratruction and.
| Chapter 5. The environmental impact of the unavoidable rejection ' operation of the plant; and the generation of dust during the

r

of vaste beat is one of the primary considerations in selecting construction phase of the project. ;

i

the most appropriate method of cooling. It is the Staff's conclusion
that all the pertinent Mississippi vater quality criteria regarding As noted in Sections 9.2.6 and 5.4.7. radioactive gaseous ef-

. both thermal and material discharges will be fully mat.
) fluents and the calculated doses resulting from these are con-

sidered by the Staff to be excessive. The Applicant will beIn spite of all measures and precautions, the clearing and grading required to ensure that these effluents and doses are controlled
i sctivities on portions of the Grand Gulf site will undoubtedly lead to as low as practicable levels.
I to some soil erosion and a long-term increase in siltation in

local surface water bodies. Lakes Hamilton and Cin are of parti- The Staff expects that all the pertinent Air Quality Regulations:

| cular significance in this regard; the effects on the Mississippi of the State of Mississippi vill be fully met.
i River are considered to be negligible. Present indications are
; that an increase in siltation of the lakes must be regarded as Land
i ditrimental from a biological point of view although the annual
* flooding by the river may alleviate the problem to some extent; Plant facilities are located in a remote largely wooded area. Ap-I however, these two lakes are only two of many such lakes in the proximately 20% of the site will be developed for buildings and
! 1mmediate area (10 miles). equipment. That part of the site directly involved in construc-
j tion will no longer be available as wildlife habitat; however, no
1 Croundwater
!

general habitat deterioration is expected in the region because of
the proposed station. Noise produced by construction activities EI No sf fects on people, plants, or animals are expected from raising will result in only a minor impact in the surrounding area except

i or lowering of groundwater levels or from chemical or radionuclide on the actual site land and the access road. Access to any histor- ,

contamination of the groundwater. ical, archaeological or recreation sites will not be impaired ser-
iously during or af ter construction. The effect of construction
activities on vildlife is expected to be minimal. Land erosion-
could be a problem, depending upon a esmber of variables, but the'

Applicant will be required to exercise adequate control to ensure
no serious adverse effects occur.

i
3

3
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krea residents, schools and the hospital will not be af fected by 10.3.3 Corclusions
noise resulting from plant operation which is expected to be mini-
mal and to have no impact beyormi the site. No ef f ects on wildlif e Section 8.1 "The Requir ment for Power," verified the Applicant's3

or flood control of the river are expected from plant operation. predictions of systen peak-hour load and presented other evidence
Neither groundwater supplies, plants, animals, nor property re- to substantiate the increasing energy demands by manuf acturing and
sources will be af fected by salts discharged from the cooling towers. service industries and the projected increase in residential use

of electricity.
Wi:h respect to construction of transmission facilities, no new
access or service roads will be required. There is a potential Data presented by the Applicant which is in agreement with Federal
for soil erosion resulting f rom this construction but the Appli- Power Cmmission data show that the installed generating capacity
cant will be required to apply appropriate control measures. of Middle South Utilities will fall below the necessary reserve
The effect on vildlife will be t mporary and negligible. With capacity of 161 by 1978 if Grand Gulf Units 1 a6d 2 do not go
respect to transmission line operation, mitiple use activities into commercial operation on schedule. In view of this evidence
are planned for essentially all of the available land. The is- and additional evidence listed previously in Section 8.1, it is
pact on vildlife will be a temporary displacanent resulting from concluded that the capacity of the proposed Crand Gulf station
the clearing and installation of the transmission f acilities. Con- is needed.
version from forest to field and thicket habitats will progress
while the lines are in operation. The environmental costs of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station are

the use of 300 acres of land in a region where there is such un-
Aesthetics developed land; the consumption of water amounting to less thas

0.1% of the minimum river flow; a possibility of an
The two massive cooling towers are the dominant features of the increase of a few hours per year in the occurrence of winter
station-these structures measure approximately 500 feet in height fogging at a fee locations where people live or travel; gaseous
and 400 feet in diameter at the base (located approrimately 100 feet and liquid affluents containing small enounts of radioactive
tbove the river). The cooling towera vill be highly visible. materials will be controlled to levels that will be negligible

in their effects on human beings; an extranely low probability
The visual impact of the central complex of buildings will be small of any accidents releasing radioactivity either on site or
end is minimized by a variety of factors such as the simplicity of during transportation; discharges of heat, chemicals and radio-
design of the station buildings, the housing of a large part of the active materials to the river water with no appreciable effects
equipment and piping and the arrangene-e of miscellaneous storage on aquatic life except possibly in the immediate neighborhood
tr.uks and service structures. of the discharge structure; death of plankton and ses11 fish

entrained in the cooling systen and of larger fish caught on the
Tha operation of the Grand Gulf station involves neither the stock- intake screen, the numbers varying with the mode of operation
piling of large amounts of fuel materid s nor substantial accumula- and the season of the year but not expected to exceed 0.1% of the
tions of waste products. The generation Of noise and noxious vapors organisms in the river nor to affect significantly the fishing
or odors is expected to be m!nimal and perceptible only within the Potential of the Mississippi River; the use of land for transe
operating precinct of the plant. mission lines and the aesthetic ef fect of those lines; and the

aesthetic eifect of the prominent cooling towers.

These adverse effecte must be compared with the benefits of
supplying needed electricity and improving the reliability of
such supply, thereby permitting economic growth in the locality,
the state, and the region.

|i
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i 11-1
AEC Staff consideration of the coussents received and disposition of

.11. DISCUSSION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED ON issues involved are reflected, in part, by revised text in other
THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENIAL STATEMENT sections of this Final Environmental Statement, and in part, by the

I following discussion. The comments are included in this statement
as Appendix E.

Pursuant to paragraph A.6 of Appendix D to 10 CFR 50, the Draft Environ-
mental Statement of April 1973 was transmitted, with a request for comment.. 11.1 NON-RAD 101DCICAL COMENTS
to:, ,

1 Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 11.1.1 Ef fects of Righ Voltaae in Transmission Lines on Railroad

Board of Supervisors Claiborne County, Mississippi Signal Circuits (Transportation. E-2)

j Department of Agriculture
' Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers Consideration has been given to this point in Section 5.1.2. Houever,

j Department of Comerce the proposed Braswell and Franklin routes do not parallel any existing
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare railroads and they cross only one and two railroad lines respectively.,

Department of Housing and Urban Development The Baxter Wilson line parallels four miles of railroad and is within'

|
Department of the Interior 1/4 to 1/2 a mile of proposed railroad lines for another three miles.

; Department of Transportation This proposed route would contain two railroad crossings. Prior to i

Environmental Protection Agency crossing railroad facilities with transmission lines--of any voltage-'

Federal Power Commission the Applicant must obtain the approval of the railroad company that
State of Louisiana operates the line. The Applicant stated that consideration will be-

! State of Mississippi, Office of Federal-State Programs given to the comments submitted by the Federal Railroad Administra-
tion on electromagnetic noise possibilities. Based upon available

.! In addition, the AEC requested comments on the Draft Environmental
'

reports, the Staff does not feel problems will arise with railroad
Statement from interested persons by a notice published in the Federal facilities. However, the Staff will require MP&L to include assess-'

Register on April 23, 1973 (38 FR 10036). ment of transmission line impacts in the monitoring program (see 7.a
of the Sumary). j

Coments in response to the requests referred to above were received

.

from: 11.1.2 Construction of Transmission Lines in the Vicinity of
Vicksburm Municipal Airport (Transportation. E-1)'

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 1

'

Department of Agriculture At the present time, the Applicant has selected only general corridors f

Department of the Army. Corps of Engineers for the placement of the transmission lines related to the Grand Gulf
Department of Comerce Nuclear Station. The exact placement of the Vicksburg line within this
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 5-mile wide corridor will be made late in 1973 or early 1974 af ter appro-

3
Department of Interior priate corridor surveys. Preliminary indication by MP&L is that the
Department of Transportation lines will pass about one mile to the west of the Vicksburg Airport.

4

! Environmental Protection Agency The Applicant has stated that he will notify the Federal Aviation
Federal Power Commission Administration as the required details become available. ,'

State of Mississippi. Office of Federal-State Programs
Board of Health 11.1.3 Request for Additional Information on Archaeolonical/
Board of Water Commissioners Historical Features (ACHP. E-4)
Department of Archives and History

Additional information has been furnished in a letter dated 5/8/73,

Forestry Service
Came and Fish Commission from the Mississippi Department of Archives and History (E-13-14) sad a
Geological Economic and Topographical Survey letter dated 6/19/73 from Mississippi Power & Light Cospany (E-57-58).

* State Highway Department

] Mississippi Power & Light Company
Environmental & Energy Systems, Inc.
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11.1.4 Seconal kristion of Groundvwter Migrttion Nceds to be

Considered (Board of Water Commissioners. E-18) of the Soil Conservation Service to the Applicant, including
their reconsmendation that he seek guidance from the Service atAt higher river stages the flood plain will be inundated and the slope

of the groundwater surface may indeed be flatter. However, the travel the regional level concerning the planning and implementation
diatonce will also be shortened by an amount equal to the degree of of soil control and post-construction treatment measures. The

inundation. Because of the variation in flood stage and hence the Applicant has stated be will consult with the Service on these
matters,travel distance together with the possible decrease in slope, several

variations in travel time will be minimized. Worst case conditions
were considered in the analysis, 11.1.9 Permits and Approvals (Army. Corps of Engineers. E-31)

11.1.5 Calculation of Intake Crib Area (Mississippi. Board of Water These comments have been tacorporated into the text on page 1-3.
Conunissioners. E-15)

11.1.10 Use of Heated Effluent (Agriculture. E-27)

The Missiselppi Power & Light Company, in Amendment No. 2 to the
Environmental Report (Item 19), states the crib intake area is It is because there are few practical uses for cooling water coming

tpproximately 650 ft2 This number is for five crib faces (excluding from a steawlectric generator / condenser at a temperature slightly
the face with the intake pipe) and does not allow for the space loss above subient that this water is regarded as a waste discharge. Some
due to the 3/8" thick trash rack bars. Thus, each cage face would possible uses in general can be hypothesized under certain conditions,
have the following dimensions: 12' x 12' - top and bottom, 12' x 10' but no practical use for the heated waste water from the proposed

for the three sides; or about 648 sq. ft. total for the five sides. Grand Culf facility has been envisaged.

There would be approximately 13% loss of open space due to the bars
of the trash racks which wc,uld result in an unobstructed area of 11.1.11 Energy Requiremente to Produce tte Nuclear Fuel for Crand

rpproximately 564 sq. ft. for each cage. Culf (Agriculture. E-27)

11.1.6 The Flood of 1973 Should be Considered in the Environmental The yearly refueling of each reactor at Grand Culf involves the' replace-

Statement (Connerce. E-21) ment of 47 tons of UO . Assuming that the entire core load of each2
reactor is reprocessed at the end of a 30-year life, the overall fuel

The Staff did not find that this flood affected any environmental replacement for Orand Gulf is represented by the cycling of 3.102 tons
impact evaluations. The Staff's comment on the flood appears in of UO . The electrical energy expended to meet this fuel requirement2

amounts to 317,000 MW-hr. (equivalent to 128,000 tens of coal)(USAEC,1972),the text on page 2-13.

11.1.7 Alternative Power Sources-Miscellaneous Coannents (Interior, 11.1.12 Ceology and Seismology (Interior. E-33)

E,36)
The safety aspects of geology and seismology are being given in-depth

The Staff concurs that clarifications in the text were appropriate as consideration by the Staff in the Safety Analysis Report (SAR), which
suggested in these consnents. The discussion on page 9-23 was expanded will be issued by the Staff as part of the safety review of the facility

regarding the Staff conclusion that a more stable level of costs is application.

available for nuclear fuel than is the case for fossil fuel.

11.1.8 Sediment Impact on Water Resources During Construction;
Proper I.and Treatment Measures; Control and Treatment of
Spoil Sites (Agriculture. E- 29)

Tha Applicant will be required to provide the Staf f with a detailed
discussion on control and treatment measures (see paragraph 7b of
the Sunnmary and Conclusions). The Staff has forwarded the conwwmts

_
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11.1.13 Historic and Archaeological Sites and Natural Landmarks
(Interior. E-32) 11.1.17 Applicability of P.L. 92-500 and Federal Thermal Discharge

- Requirements (EPA. E-48)
A letter from James H. Stone, Assistant Administrator, Division of
Historic Sites and Archaeology, Mississippi Department of Archives and The applicability of Federal standards (i.e., 5'F AT or 90*F marins2m T)
History is included in this statement (E-5). He confirms that the to thermal discharges in the Mississippi River is recognized, and
Project will not affect any sites listed in the National Register of appropriate changes in the text have been made (pages 5-7, 5-11). The
Historic Sites or any being considered for nomination for inclusion Staff estimaten that a 5*F AT would require a mixing zone of approxi-
in the Register. mately 500 feet while a maximum temperature of 90*F could be achieved

by a mixing zone of less than 100 feet. These mixing zones are deemed
11.1.14 Transmission Line Crossings at U.S. Highway No. 61 and " reasonable" by the Staff.

Natchez Trace Parkway (Interior. E-34)
,11.1.18 Eigher Concentration Factor of Cooling Tower (EPA. E-50)

The Applicant has received a copy of this comment for appropriate
action. (As the comment stipulates, a special use permit will be When the rate of thermal discharge and of entrainment is so small, the
required from the National Park Service). Staff feels that it is inappropriate to consider further reductions.

Additionally, if the concentration factor is increased, then the blow-
11.1.15 The Planning and Management of Ibiti-use Projects at the down will have a higher chemical concentration.

Site (Interior. E_34)
11.1.19 Draw Make-up Water from the Cooling Water System (EPA. E-49)

Interior's reconsnendation that the joint development / multi-use
espects of the project be given more formal consideration has been The intake rate of service water from the Mississippi could be reduced
forwarded to the Applicant. The AEC Staff recognizes the benefits by 500 CPM from the current level of 58,000 CPM if the circulating water
of recreational and educational programs. However, the Staf f feels system were used as the source for make-up and portable water. However,
that detailed plans for operation and maintenance of such protects the circulating water contains dissolved and suspended solids at con-
should be the responsibility of the Applicant and the other specific centrations which are three times higher than those found in fresh river
groups involved. water (Section 3.6.1, p. 3-27) . The costs of water processing would,

therefore, be higher since more frequent backwashing of the filters
11.1.16 Flooding of the Service Water Intake Structure (EPA. E-53) and regeneration of the ion exchangers would be required. Furthermore,

vaste products accumulated by the raw water treatment plant and makeup
The Staf f has considered the possibility of flooding of the service water treatment system are discharged periodically to the river (Section

water intake structure and is satisfied that no impairment of the 3.6.2, p.3-28).

pump system operation can occur as a result of floods. Hence, no
environmental impact from this source is anticipated. The service On the basis of the above considerations, the Staff considers that the

utter intake structure is not a safety related structure for this plant. additional costs incurred are not warranted by the slight reduction in
river water intake rate.

The pump structure is located approximately 150 feet from the
Mississippi River bank. All system equipment in the intake structure 11.1.20 Best Possible Control Technology for Non-Radioactive Waste

which is not designed for underwater service is located at an eleva- Systems (EPA. E-48-49)
tion of 104 ft. MSL. The maximum expected flood level of the
Mississippi River at the site is 96 ft. MSL; the top elevations of The vaste treatment systems that have been proposed by the Applicant
the levee system in the vicinity of the site range between 100 and have sufficient flexibility so that, if warranted at some future date,

103 f t. MSL, making this the maximum river height achievable for advanced systems can be installed. In the Staff's judgement, the present
sny realistic flood. systems are adequate with respect to non-radioactive vaste treatment and

require no advanced treatment methods.

I
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11.1.21 Additional Details on the Proposed Intake System (EPA E-49) Geothermal fields are known to exist in the eastern United States. In
particular there are the geothermal reservoirs associated with hot

As noted in the Summary and Conclusions of this statement, the springs and the geo-pressured zone of the Northern Gulf Coast belt
Applicant is being asked for " sufficient information on the potential extending up to 75 or 100 miles inland. In comparison with the granitic

| for entrainment and impingement of biota in the intake structures to stock field at The Geysers, which has been under development since the
enable a confirmation of the assessment that there be no serious middle 1950's, the capacity of these potential reservoirs and theiri

adverse impacts." This has been made one of the conditions to which exploitability remain relatively ndanwa due to limited technology.
j issuance of the construction permit is subject. In particular, the
'

Applicant is required to " provide an estimate of the upper limit on As discussed by Fenner and Klarman (1971) " Generation of electric
the intake velocities greater than 0.5 fps." With this infonnation power from the earth's heat...is still in the experimental stage...
it will be possible to make a final determination as to how fully Numerous questions about the suitability of geothermal power for large-
the intake structure conforms to Section 316(b), P.L. 92-500 and scale production remain largely unanswered...lt is important at this
what refinements (if any) may have to be made to ensure that the early stage of the development of geothermal power production that
structures " reflect the best technology available for minimizing extensive research into the production possible problem areas of
adverse environmental impact." Control measures to ensure that adverse geothermal power be conducted before full-scale investment in produ' tion
ef fects are minimized during construction of the intake and discharge system occurs...The high cost of development of geothermal resources may
structures and lines will be covered in the program called for in easily be beyond the reach of present electric utility companies."
Section 7.6 of the Summary (page v). Additionally, the Geothermal Resources Research Conference sponsored by

the National Science Foundation in September 1972 made a recommendation
11.1.22 Fate of Material Collected on the Traveling Screens in the for a 10-year, $684.7 million research program at the Federal level by

Intake Structure (EPA. E-53-54) which to probe the engineering and production unknowns and learn to
understand and utilize this resource (NSF,1972),The Staff agrees that the disposal of debris in sanitary landfill or

other acceptable means is desirable and has forwarded the comment to The Staf f review of the potential for the use of geothermal power leads
the Applicant for his consideration. The debris should not be returned to the following conclusions:
to the river.

(1) The best geothermal site for use at this time as a power source
11.1.23 Site Boundary. Exclusion Area, low Population Zone for the area would have the characteristics of the only site known to be

(EPA. E-51) exploitable in this country as a power source- i.e., the characteristics
of the dry field, granitic-stock type with a capacity comparable to thatThe minimum distance from the reactor containment buildings to the of h Nm.site boundary is about 780 meters (2560 feet), and this distance is

being used by the Applicant as the radius of the exclusion area within (2) Such an exloitable site has not been identified as present inwhich all human activity will be subject to his control. The low or near the MSU service area.
population zone is proposed by the Applicant to lie within a radius
of 2 alles from the plant. (3) Such an exploitable site, if present, would not be readily

susceptible to development to producc the power planned for Grand Gulf11.1.24 Geothermal Energy as an Alternative to Nuclear Power at h h m W WdGrand Gulf (Environmental & Energy Systems. Inc. . E-6546)
(4) Exploitation of other geothermal reservoirs associated with

Geothermal energy is currently being developed as a power source in hot springs and the geopressured zone of the Gulf Coast belt would be

Europe and to a limited extent in the western part of this country. considerably slower than for a dry steam field with which there has

The only extensive development in operation in the U.S. at present is been experience in this country.

in the dry-steam field at The Geysers, California, with present installed
capacity of 300 MW with a planned expansion to 633 MW (Goldsmith,1971) (5) In view of the above points there are no known potential geo-

. by 1975. thermal sites within the service area of MSU and for this reason
4 geothermal energy as an alternative source of power was not further

considered.,
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11.1.25 Alternatives for Reducing Impact od Fish and Other Aquatic I
'

Biota (EPA E-50)
i

l
N design of the water intake system reflects the current state of The Staff's current estimate of the meteorology which would occur

knowledge on the question of minimizing the entrainment of fish and at the Crand Gulf site at least 50% of the time corresponds to a site
3aqux. tic biota. The Staff anticipates that any losses will be small. boundary I/Q of about 1.09 x 10' sec/m . This compares to a site

3If significant impacts occur, however, the Applicant's monitoring boundary I/Q used in the plant accident section of 1.02 x 10' sec/m .
program would uncover them and appropriate action would be required. Using the current best estimate based on on-site data therefore would

not result in a significant difference in the site boundary doses

11.1.26 Protection of Viable Organisms Trapped in the Intake System presented in Table 7.2 (The accident doses are presented in Table

(EPA. E-50) 7.2 as a fraction of the 10 CFR Part 20 dose limits for routina
releases only as a reference point to indicate the very low dose

Firh and other organisms which are entrained in the intake system would levels which would be expected to result from any of the postulated

impinge on the traveling screens or pass through them. In either case, accidents. The 10 CFR Part 20 routine release levels do not have any

the Curvival rate would be low. Since screen debria is not expected meaning as " limits" in this context.) The conclusions of the environ-
to be returned to the river, it appears that no workable means of mental statement as to the low environmental risk from accidents
sepsrating viable organisms from the debris is readily available. would remain unchanged even if the computed consequences were a factor

of 10 or more greater than those estimated on the basis of the Staff's
standard model, because (1) the estimated consequences of postulated
accidents are very low, given the events, and (2) one would have to

11.2 RADIO 10CTCAL CO!t!Zt!TS sultiply the consequences by the respective probability of occurrence
to estimate the risk from these accidents.

11.2.1 Additional Detail on Preoperational Radiological Monitoring
Program (Commerce. E-20)

11.2.3 Additional Detail on Expected Solid Radioactive Wastes (Interior,

h Staff concurs that it is desirable that radiological monitoring E-33)
include aquatic plants, benthic organisms, and birds associated with
Cin and Hamilton Lakes. The geneal need for such monitoring has been Evaporator concentrates and spent resins from the liquid radvaste
noted on page 6-17, and the augunted monitoring plan required before Processing system will be mixed with an adsorbent and solidified.
a construction permit is issued (Summary, item 7.a) will be reviewed Miscellareons dry wastes will be corpacted. Containers and method
for this coverage, among others. of shipping will be required to meet the specificiations of 10 CFR

Part 71, applicable DOT and other Federal and state regulations. The
11.2.2 Amplification of Meteorological Assumptions and Calculation of Staff has not evaluated the specific nuclide chemical states and con-

Radiological Doses from Accidents (Commerce. E-20) centrations of the solid waste. The burial ground will be a licensed
facility, and applicable regulations noted above covering the ship-

A comment was made that the" accident meteorology" deduced from six ments and the burial facility should provide adequate control of the
months of on-site data at Crand Culf may be a f actor of 3 to 5 times vastes. The Staff estimates solid waste each year from the Grand

more severe than that used in the plant accident section of the DES * Culf operation will be about 2700 Ci/ unit (assuming a decay tims of
and that for some accidents the radiological consequences estimated 180 days).
Et the site boundary could exceed the levels indicated in 10 CFR
Pert 20 as acceptable for routine release. 11.2.4 lona Tern Impacts from Burial of Radioactive Wastes (Int erior. E-33)

The AEC Staff considers the environmental effects of a nuclear pou r
plant up to but not including the effects of mining, preparation and
processing of fuel, and radioactive vaste storage. Such environmental
effects, beyond the transportation of radioactiva materials, are out-
side the scope of the environmental review for this project and have
been considered separately (Environmental Survey of the Nuclear Fuel
Cycle. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Directorate of Licensing,
November 1972).

|
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11.2.5 Operational Radiological Monitoring Program (Interior. E-35)

caused only by the different assumptions for the turbine condenser
All of the Sample Types, P2dioactivity Monitored and Monitoring Techniques air inleakage rates. The doses from noble gas releases are now
are presented in Table 6-6. The only changes which will be made in the regarded by the Staff as meeting the "as les as practicable" guidelines,
post-operational program will concern Sampling Frequency (which in most
cases will increase) and Sampling Stations (which may be increased or 11.2.9 Environmental Radiation Surveillance Program (EPA.40-44)
decrsased depending on the pre-operational program results or other well
justified considerations). In Sample Type categories such as aquatic Critical pathways to man are well defined, and sampling frequencies,
biota, meat, and vegetation, decisions about species will be made based media and locations are chosen to verify radiological exposures,
on considerations of exposure pathways, importance of species, and Sampling parameters may be changed as plant operating experience is
svsilability as proposed by the Applicant and agreed upon by the gained. In general, however, these are firmly fixed for the first
Staff. The Staff concurs that pre-operational and post-operational full fuel cycle.
monitoring programs be coordinated to ensure marinson reliability.

Analytical techniques and sensitivities are such that concentrations of
11.2.6 Mixing of Radioactive Wastes in the Mississippi River (Interior, radionuclides which can lead to "as low as practicable" doses can be

E-35) detected. Critical pathways to biota other than man are based on site
specific considere.tions as well as considerations of "Important Species"

The liquid radioactive effluents are considered to be diluted and dis- as defined in the AEC's "The Guide for the Preparation of Environmental
persed in smach the same manner as the dissipation of heat from the Reports". These pathways are estimates based on preoperational eco-
thermal plume. From the standpoint of the method of introduction of logical studies of the site and experience gained from a prinri
liquid effluents into the river, the distance downstream to potable radiological knowledge. Since there are no existing dose cr; teria for
water intakes, the flow velocity and volume of the river, and removal biota other than man, changes in the program will be based on observed
o'f radioactivity by sedimentation, the concentration of radionuclides effects of the plant operation. The Applicant will be required to
is considered to be conservative. In addition, the results and adequacy develop and operate a satisfactory monitoring program.
of the monitoring vill be under continuing review by the Applicant and
by the Staff, so that any needed revisions can be made as appropriate. 11.2.10 Reduction of Liquid Radwaste Releases tc As low As Practicable

(FPA. E-41)
11.2.7 Accidental Releases of Radioactive Material to the River

(Interior. E-35) The Applicant indicated that evaporation of liquida collected in the low
purity waste subsystem may be done only if 10 CFR Part 20 limits might .

The doses calculated as consequences of the postulated accidents are otherwise be exceeded. The technical specifications for plant operation
bassd on airborne transport of radioactive materials resulting in both will specify that the Applicant operate the equipment installed in the
a direct and an inhalation dose. The Staf f evaluation of the accident liquid radioactive waste system to process radioactive wastes prior to
doses assumes that the Applicant's environmental monitoring program their discharge when it appears that the projected cumulative discharge
sod appropriate additional monitoring (which could be initiated sub- rate will exceed 1.25 curies during any calendar quarter. Based on the
sequent to an incident detected by in-plant monitoring) would detect assumptions listed in Table 3-3 and allowing for equipment downtine and
the presence of radioactivity in the environment in a timely manner expected operational occurrences, the Staff calculates that the Applicant
such that remedial action could be taken if necessary to limit exposure will have to evaporate approximately 50% of the low purity wastes to
from other potential pathways to man. remain within the "as low as practicable" guidelines.

11.2.8 Design Changes Needed to Reduce Noble Cas Releases to "As
Low As Practicable" (EPA, E 40)

As discussed in Sections 11.4, 3.5 and 5.4 noble gas releases from
normal operations and the resulting doses have been recalculated. These
changes resulted from new data from the General Electric Company on the
charcoal dynamic adsorption coefficients for renon and krypton. Based
on Staff review of these data, the adsorption coefficients used by the
Applicant have been accepted. Consequently, the difference in the
delay times used in the Staff evaluation and used by the Applicant is
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11.2.11
Need for Additional Control of Radioiodine Releases (EPA. E-41-42)

The calculated child-thyroid dose of 50 arem at the nearest potential The assumed turbine building steam leakage rate is 1350 pounds per'

past' re exceeds the Staff's "as low as practicable" guidelines. hour. The turbine building noble gas release rate is 1,000 Ci/yr.u
The

Staff is of the opinion that state of the art technology has not been Measurements at operating reactors by the General Electric Company
applied to minimize contaminated steam leakage from valves in the and the Staff provide the bases for the turbine building radioactivity

; turbine building. The use of controlled leakoffs to a condenser for release rates. Section 3.5.2 and Table 3-3 have been corrected to'

valves 2 1/2 inches and larger has been considered as practicable by properly reflect these values, as well as to correct several typo-
the Staff and has been done by other applicants. Consequently. the graphical errors in Table 3-3 that were in the Draft Environmental-'

Applicant will be required to provide provisions that will further minimize Statement.
contaminated steam leakage from valves in the turbine building at Grand
Culf as necessary to meet the "as low as practicable" goals set forth in 11.2.17 Steam Used in Turbine Cland Seals (EPA. E-52)'

AEC Regulatory Guide 1.42.
h steam used in the main turbine gland seals and the steam line

j 11.2.12 Redundant Components for the keactor Offgas System (EPA. E-42) valves originates from the condensate storage tank, which is after
the demineralizer step.

There is a separate offgas system for each reactor. Each system is:

1 sized for a turbine condenser air inleakage rate of 40 sefa. The 11.2.18 Emeraency Plans (EPA, E-37. -40. -47)
Staff evaluation assumes that the expected turbine condenser air4 '

i inletkage rate for a three shell condenser will average 30 sefs. Staff assessment of the Applicant's emergency response plans is part
] Redundancy of major equipment items in the offgas system for each of the safety review and will be covered in the AEC's Safety Evalu-
j reactor is provided except for offgas condenser, water separator, ation Report on this plant.

i

glycol storage tank, and charcoal beds. Since each of these items ;
a

is a passive component with a very low expected failure rate, the 11.2.19 Reactor Accidents (EPA. E-47),

Staff evaluation assumes that, on an annual basis, lack of redun-.

dzncy of these items will not cause impairment of the offgas The AEC is currently performing a study to assess more quantitativelyi

system capability. the risks associated with in-plant accidents. The initial results of

these efforts are expected to be available in early 1974. This study
is called the Reactor Safety Study and is an effort to develop realistic11.2.13 Additional Discussion of Radiation Doses (E-43) data on the pro'ebiIities and sequences of accidents in water cooled

,

Doses from direct radiation exposure from the turbine system have been power reactors, in o.4er to improve the quantification of available,

addad to Table 5-5. knowledge related to nucle 2r reactor accidents probabilities. The -

,

I Assessment of doses is covered in Section 5.4.7. Commission has crganized a special group of about 50 specialists under
the direction of Professor Norman n-==en of MIT to cond-set the study. ,

11.2.14. Clarification of Liquid Weste System Component Capacities
(EPA. E-51) -

The scope of the study has been discussed with EPA and described in
j correspondence with EPA which has been placed in the AEC Public Docu-

Thers are two 35 spa evaporators in the shared chemical waste system. ment Room (letter, Doth to DaMMck, dated June 5,1973).4

} Each single component which is shared by both of the reactor units is
indicated in Figure 3-7 by "(1/2)" before the listed capacity of the As with all asw information developed which might have an effect on'

component. the health and safety of the public, the results of these studies will
be made public and would be assessed on a timely basis within thei

; 11.2.15 Detailed Meteorological Data (EPA. E-51-52) regulatory process on generic or specific bases as may be warranted.

| The d1 tailed meteorological data used in calculating the atmospharic
j diepersion factors for the site were too Bulky to conveniently include
{ in this statement, which contains only a summary of this data. The
1 amtsiled data is presented in the Applicant's Environmental Report ,

tand in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report.
1

.
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11.2.20 idditional Details on Accident Analysis Assumptions Conditions listed in Item 7 of the Summary to be met prior to
(EPA. E-53) issuance of a construction permit do not now inc.lude a need to get

additional groundwater data (such data have been submitted), a needThe Staf f has concluded that the scope and purpose of the environ- to submit plans for a barge landing (impacts expected to be minimm1
mental statement do not warrent inclusion of more detailed calcu- and a commitment has been made to submit plans on a timely basis),
lational assumptions. and a need to continue the meteorological strdy program (program

is continuing and additional data are being submitted on a continuing
basis).

11.3 LOCATION OF PRINCIPAL CHANCES IN THIS STATEMENT IN RESPONSE TO
COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT

Section 5.4 was also revised to delete reference to doses incurred

whichIg'mayhavebeendepositedasaresultofgaseousreleasesfrom
to a chi s thyroid through ingestion of green leafy vegetables uponTopic Commented Upon Section Where Addressed

l

Thermal Standards 5.2.1 the plant. The Staff now regards this pathway to be no longer impor-

Thermal Dissipation 5.2.1 tant because of insignificant vegetable intake by a child with a

Permits and Approvals 1.2 2 gram thyroid. For older children and adults, the dose from this
pathway is nall compared to that from milit ingestion.

11.4 OTHER CHANCES . The calculations of electric generating costs in Section 10.2.1
have been modified as a result of new information received by the
Staff. These modifications did not cause any change in theSection 8.1 on Need for Power was rewritten by the Staff to present a
a alysis. They resulted, however, in minor changes in Tablesclearer discussion of this subject. There was no substantive change
10-5 and 10-6.in the content of this discussion.

Section 3.5 (Radwaste System) was revised as a result of new informa-
tion received by the Staff on the effectiveness of the charcoal delay
beda in reducing the amounts of radioactive noble gases released
during normal operations. The changes were made in Table 3-5 and
associated text and reflect a reduction from a total of about 40,000
to 6,000 curies of noble gases released per year f rom each unit.

Section 5.4 (Radiological Impact on Man) was revised as a result
of the reduction in predicted releases of noble gases. The values
in the Draft Environmental Statement for the total body and skin
doses from external exposure to the cloud of noble gases at the site
boundary (as well as at the nearest residence) have now been reduced
from 14 and 25 arem/yr to 2.2 and 4.5 arem/yr, respectively (Table
5-5). This leads to a change in Section 5.4.7 (Dose Assessment)
where predicted doses from the cloud of noble gases are no longer
regarded by the Staff as in excess of "as low as practicable" guide-
lines. Population doses due to air borne activities (Table 5-6),
which were already at insignificantly low levels, were also revised
downward somewhat.

I
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TABLE A-1 TABLE A-1 (Continued)
GDBERCIAL, SPORT Alm PORACE FISEZS OF THE LOWER

MISSISSIPPI RIVER BY UtBSER AND FOUIDS IN A Name 1966' '1967 1968
REPRESENTATIVE THREE-TEAR STUDY _

AT VICKSBURG. MISSISSIPPI Quillback carpsucker (Carpiodes 1 0- O -

cyprinus) (1) (0) (0)

Eems 1966 1967 1968 Preshwater drum (Aplodinotus grunniens) 331 247- 89
(304) (180) (73)

Comercial fish
Paddlefish (Polydon spathula) 22 3 11 -

Blue estfish (Ictalurus "ureatus) 311* 160 175 (64) (8) (22)
(197) (182) (170)

Shovelnose sturgeon (Scaphithynchus (1) 2- 1

Channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) 34 90 37 olatorynches) (1) (1) ( 1)
(52) (84) (49) -

,

Spotted sucker (Minytrema melanops) 1 0 0

**~ %ead catfish (Pulodictie olivaris) 44 74 61 (3) (0) (0)
(267) (259) (275)

Blue sucker (Cycleptus elongatus) 8. 2 0'

ta ga se gar (Lepisosteus osseus) 26 23 14 (36) '(10) (0)
(86) (100) (60)

Colden redhorse (Moxostoma erythrurue) 1 0 0
Shortnose gar (Lepisosteus platostomus) 250 162 202 (1) (0) (0)

(548) (363) (219)
River carpsucker, (Carpiodes carpio) 322 658 610

Bissouth buf falo (Ictiebus cyprinellus) 85 54 68 (411) (795) (711)
(436) (304) (354) -

Sport fish

Sas11 mouth buffalo (Ictiobus bubalus) 341 158 148
; (1198) (538) (493) Largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) 1 40 3

(1) (13) (3)t
] Brown bullhead (Ictalurus nebulosus) 0 2 2
( (0) (3) (4) White bass (Morone chrysops) 120 71 78

| (150) (116) (125)

Black bullhead (Ictalurus melas) 1 0 0
t (1) (0) (u) Tellow bass (Norone mississippiensis) 2 7 6

!
( 1) (1) (2)

} Ysilow bullhead (Ictalurus natalis) 1 0 3
(1) (0) (2) Black crappie (Pomoxis nigromaculatus) 13 70 46

*

(7) (51) (37)

Carp (Cyprinus carpie) 123 90 209,

(468) (342) 848) White crappie (Pomoxis annularis) 110 272 20 7'

(56) (170) (220)j

Sauger (Stirostedion canadense) 30 73 30

(18) (43) (22):
#311 denotes n eber of fish caught.
(197) denotes total weight of catch in pounds ; OS,etted bass (Micropterus punctulatus) 0 .

( 1) (0)
4

'

(0)

i
i
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TABLE A-2

FOOD, HABITAT, TIMPERATURE, AND SPAWNING HABITS OF SOME FISH

FOUND IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER NEAR GRAND GULF NUCLEAR STATION *

ADDITIONAL
FISH TYPE FOOD . SPAWN E LETHAL TENP. HABITAT

Alosa chrysochloria young-insects May to early
(skipjack herring) adult-fish July

Aplodinotus crus ta ceans , muddy river
grunniens mollusks, bottom
(freshwater drum) occasionally

other fish

Carpiodes carpio diatoms, filamentous late April or >(river carpsucker) algae, choronomids, May to June &
rotifers, ostracods, or July
copepods

e

Cyprinus carpio bottom fauna chiron- May spawn twice 31-34'C (A = 20*C) lake and river(carp) omida, zooplankton and in one season; 35.7'C (A = 26*C) bottoma
phytoplankton, and s ta r t s a t 14. 5-
plant remaina 17'C. Most at

18.5-20*C.,

1
I Doronous Lepedianua young-protozoa, mid-March - late 34.0*C (A = 25'C) littoral and linnetic(gizzard shad) rotifers, entomo- Aug us t . (Most 36.0'C (A = 30*C) zones of lakes in,

i straca; adults-roo- April to June) 36.5'C (A = 35'C) summer and spring,
| plankton and phyto- 10-21'C. sudden temperature deep water in fall
j plankton, insect changes cause and winter

larvas mortality

e

Frome Cariander,1969; William 5. McGuire EIS,1972, Calhoun,1966.
*A = Acc11mation Yemperature

_ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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TABLE A-2 (Continued)

ADDITIONAL
FISH TYPE FOOD SPAinf1MC LETHAL TEMP HABITAT

Dorosome centenanse plankton, insect fall and spring usually mortality brackish water,

(threadfin shad) larves peaks, 14-17'C, at 7'C. Death from prefer salinity, of
18'C, 21'C. cold--no heat data 10-20 ppt

available

'Combusia affinis mosquito larvae and May-Sept. 35.4'C (A = 15'C)
(mosquitofish) pupas, a few copepods, 37.3*C (A = 20'C)

algae and small fish 37.3*C (A = 35'C)

Hyboanathus hayi quiet water over

(cypress minnow) sof t bottoms

Hyboanathus nuchalis bottom oose, algas season prolonged sandy, larger streams
(silvery minnow) and intermittent

early as May
late as August f

Ictalurus furcatus young-sooplankton April-June i

'

(blue catfish) adults-organic 14.4-18.3'c
detritus, fish,
invertebrates

Ictalurus punctatus young-aquatic late May thru prefer warm water over sand, gravel
(channel catfish) insects, botton mid-July, 21.1- 30.3*C (A = 15'C) or rubble bottoms

arthropods 29.4'C, 26.6*C 32.8'c (A + 20*C)
adults-onniverous optimum 33.5'C (A + 25'C)

7
0
e

TABLE A-2 (Continued)

ADDITIONAL
FISH TYPE FOOD SPAWNING LETHAL TEMP. HABITAT

Ictiobus bubalus young-copepod and March thru
(sma11 mouth buffalo) cladocerans June 17'C

adults-plankton,
algae, insects

Ictiobus cyprinellus bottom organisms, starts at 14.4*C
(bigmouth buf f alo) sooplankton, copepoda, most at 15.6-

cladocerans, 18.3*C, Eggs
still satis-
factory at
26.7'

Menidia sudens benthic inverte- April-

(Mississippi silver- brates August (7)
Iside) "

Morone chrusops fish, insects. April-June sand, gravel or

(white bass) crus tacea 14.4-23.8'C rocky areas

Notropis aquatic and June to mid- 23-23.2*C (A*= 5'C)
atherinoides terrestrial Augus t, 24*C 26.7-27'C (A = 10'C)
(emerald shiner) insects 28.9'c (A = 15'C)

30.7-31*C (A = 20*C)
30.7'c (A = 25'C)
30. 7'C Ultimate

Notropis blennius thru summer
(river shiner) to late August

Pomoxis annularis crustaceans, Ma rch-July
(white crappie) insects, fishes 17.7-20.0*C

- , ._ _ . . . - . . - . _ -. _ __
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TABLE A-2 (Centinued)

ADDITIONAL
F155 TYPE FOOD SPAWNING LETHAL TEMP. HABITAT

Pompale young-sooplankton, March to July low sumer temper-
nisromaculatus small larvae and 14.4 to 17.7'C sture may cause
(black crappie) adult insects overpopulation

adulta-fish (Calhoun)

Priodictie olivaris . young-insect larvae Hay-July
(flathead catfish)'' especially Ephemer-

optera and Tricopters
adults-irsect larvae, l
fish, and crayfish !

Stisostedlon fish, insects, March-June Clear, deeper stretches
vitrem especially mayfly 3.3-10.0*C, of streams, exist in
(valleye) nymphs and midge best from temperature extremes Y

*1*rvae 7,2-10.0*C of 0-32.2*C, prefer
,

susmer maximum of 25'C

i

,

f

7
5
o

TABLE A-3

RELATIVE ABUNDANCES, LENGTHS, AND WEIGHTS OF FISH AT MILE 406,
,

MISSISSIPPI RIVER, SWIFT CURRENT AREA (STATION 6) '

(SEINE COLLECTION). OCTOBER, 1972

Mean Total Mean
Length Weight Total Percent

Number Percent (mm) (g) Weight Total
Species Collected Total N (Range) (Ranae) (a) Weight

Hybopis aestivalis 3 33 40.3 0.34 1.01 8
(38-44) (0.27-0.42)

Notropia shumardt 3 33 67 2.09 6.26 50
(64-69) (1.84-2.24)

Dorosoma cepedisnum 2 22 74.5 2.47 4.94 39,

(68-81) (1.62-3.32) !
e

Ictaturus punctatus 1 11 41 0.34 0.34 3
-

TOTAL 9 12.57

t

i
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The silvery minnow (Hybognathus nuchalis) is found from Montana to
reaches 21.l*C. (Kinsey,1958). The eggs are released over aquaticLthe Champlain and south to the Gulf of Mexico (Carlander, 1969) and

*

esens to prefer large sandy rivers. Spawning is prolonged over several Plants and sink to a depth where water pressure equals their density.
Threadfin shad travel in schools and are a major forage fish for'

months and is probably intermittent. Eggs are scattered in calm water several commercial fishes.near shore. The silvery minnow feeds on bottom ooze and algae The shad's food includes plankton, benthos,
, (Carlande r, 1969). and organic debris.

..

The river carpsucker (Carpoidn., carpio) is confined mostly to large,The cypress minnow (Rybognathus hayi) ranges from Southsen Indiana
to Tennessee and Mississippi and appears to be limited to quiet water silty rivers in the Ohio Valley and southward to Central Texas. (Hubbs

and Lagler,1958). Spawning may occur from late April to early July.over sof t bottoms (Carlander,1969).
. The food of both young and adult carpsuckers includes diatoms, copepods,

ostracods, rotifers, chironomids, and filamentous algae (Carlander,
1969). The carpsucker is taken as food by several p ae fish.

*

Elsck crappie (Pomoxis nigromaculatus) and white crappie (Pomonis
annularis) are commonly found east of the Rocky Mountains in ponds,
ikkes, bayous, and low-gradient streams and rivers. In mixed popu- The skipjack herring (Alosa chrysochloris) is found in the Gulf of

i,
1stions of black and white crappie, such factors as turbidirv, temper-

Mexico, in streams, lakes, and burrow pits of the Gulf drainage, andature, cover, and pH seem to influence the domination of one species
as f ar north as Minnesota and Pennsylvania. Spawning occurs fromover another. For example, white crappie, in general, are more
early May to early July, but little else is known about their spawn-i successful in more turbid conditions, varmer temperatures, higher ph ing habits. Skipjack herring are carnivorous. Young c lipjack feedi values, and less aquatic cover than are black crappie (Calhoun, 1966). upon insects and the adults eat fish (Carlander, 1969).

Crappie of both species normally attain sexual maturity within 2 to 3
years (Huish,1954; Sigler,1959). Nature fish spawn from March to
July when water temperatures reach 14.4* to 17.7*C. for the black

The river shiner (Notropis blennius) is found from Canada to northerncrappie and 17.7* to 20*C. for the white crappie (Curtis, 1949; Sigler,
1959). Black crappie nest in gravel areas or on soft, suddy bottom Louisiana in the deep, wide waters of silty rivers (Hubbs and Lagler,

1958). They spawn throughout the summer to late August over sand andmaterials, but white crappy prefer to spawn near brush piles, stusps,
gravel (Carlander, 1969). The shiner is used as forage for game fish.or rock outcroppings (Eddy and Surber,1947; Toole, 1950).

Generally, crappie are considered predators, eating crustaceans,
insects, and other fishes. Initially the young feed upon zooplankton
red then progress to larvae and adult aquatic insects. As the fish
grow, other fish ultimately become their most important food (Sigler,
1959).

Threadfin shad (Dorosoma petenense) of ten congregate in areas near
anooth, steep surf aces such as dans and prefer habitats in currents
rather than slow, sluggish waters (Cathoun,1966). Shad usually
spawn at the surface of the water in spring when the water temperature

I-182
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TAGLE B-1

POPITLATION DENSITIES OF BENTHIC MACR 0 INVERTEBRATES AT SELECTED
HISSISSIPPI RIVER STATIONS (KILE 400-408)

SEPTEMBER-0CTOBER 1972

Sampling Period

September October
Mean No. Relative Mean No. Reintive
Organjams S t anda rd Abundance Organjsms Standard AbundancePer m Deviation Percent Per m Deviation Percent

Station No. 1. (N=3) Backwater Habitat

Tubtficidae app. 507.5 415.0 83.5 3,792.5 3,555.0 83.7
Branchiura sowerbyi 42.5 52.5 7.0 125.0 150.0 2.9

{'
Chironomidae app. 32.5 40.0 5.4 375.0 100.0 8.3
Palpomyia, op. 0 0 0 7.5 15.0 0.3
Chaoborus sp. 0 0 0 7.5 15.0 0.3
_Hexamenia sp. 25.0 25.0 4.1 167.5 95.0 3.7
Sphaerium sp. 0 0 0 32.5 30.0 0.7

TOTAL ORGANISMS 607.5 462.5 100.0 4,532.5 3.852.5 100.0

7
$

TABLE B-1 (Continued)

Sampling Period

September October
Mean No. Relative Mean No. Relative
Organgsts Standard Abundance Organjams Standard AbundancePer m Devia tion Percent Per m Deviation Percent

Station No. 3. (N=3) Clay Bank Habitat

Tortopus so. 275.0 247.5 53.7 382.5 202.5 26.2
Pentamen.ta ap. 225.0 142.5 43.9 850.0 237.5 57.9

Sphaerium sp. 12.5 17.5 2.4 232.5 30.0 15.9

TOTAL ORGANISMS 512.5 370.0 100.0 1.467.5 4303) 100.0

Y
Station No. 5. (N=3) Clay Bank Habitat w

Tubificidae app. 25.0 25.0 17.5 7.5 n.6 8.1

chironomidae opp. 17.5 30.0 12.3 7.5 15.0 8.1

Pentagenia sp. 0 0 0 42.5 37.5 44.0

Tortopus sp. 25.0 25.0 17.5 17.5 30.0 18.9

cammarus sp. 32.5 37.5 22.9 0 0 0

lsphaerium sp. 42.5 75.0 29.8 17.5 30.0 18.9

TOTAL ORGANISFS 142.5 87.5 100.0 92.5 52.5 100.0 !

(Continued)
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TABLE S-1 (Coltinued

Samplina Period

e_.u. o su

Mean No. Relative- Mean No. Relative
Organ (ses Standard Abundance Organgens Standard Abundance
Per a* Deviation Percent Per a Deviation Percent

Station No. 9. (N=3) Backwater Habitat

Branchiura sowerbyt 0 0 0 7.5 15.0 4.1

'Chironostdae opp. 50.0 67.5 66.6 175.0 65.0 95.9

Chaoborus sp. 25.0 25.0 33.4 0 0 0

TOTAL ORGANISMS 75.0 50.0 100.0 182.5 52.5 100.0 {
1
'Station No.10 (N=3) Backwater Habitat

Branchiura sowerbyt 7.5 15.0 3.9 7.5 15.0 1.3 l

Chironomidea app. 175.0 120.0 92.2 325.0 167.5 61.2
* Palpouvia sp. 0 0 0 7.5 15.0' 1.5

Chaoborus sp. 7.5 15.0 3.9 0 0 0

Sphaerium op. 0 0 0 182.5 100.0 34.3

Tubificidae opp. 0 0 0 7.5 15.0 1.5

TOTAL ORGANISMS 190.0 112.5 100.0 532.5 287.5 100.0

7
%, ,,

TABLE B-2

POPULATION DENSITIES OF BENTHIC MACR 0 INVERTEBRATES
IN LAKE GIN. OCTOBFR. 1972

Samnlina Period
September October

Mean No. Relative Mean No. Relative
Organ 4 ems Standard Abundance Organgsms Standard Abundance

Taxon Per m' Deviation (Percent) Per m Deviation (Percent)
.

Stauon 4 (n=6) Station 15 (n=6)

Tubtficidae son. 126 140 7.5 186 216 11

Hirudinea spp. 0 0 0.0 4 8 0 if
u

chironomidae opp. 550 282 30.0 174 180 10

Culicoides sp. 380 344 21.5 360 176 21

Chaoborus sp. 696 286 39.0 964 1,056 56

Sphaerium sp. 44 44 2.0 26 24 J

TOTAL ORCANISMS 1,796 802 100.0 1.714 1,118 100

, . - , . _ - . _ _ . , _ _ . , _ .__ _ _. , . . _ . . _ _ .-_. __ , _,
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APPEND 1% TABLE B-5
TEMPORAL VARIATION IN PHYTOPLANKTON DENSITY IN MISSISSIPPI RIVER

DIVISION: BACILLACIAPHYTA CHLOROPHYTA EUGLENOPHYTA CYANOPHYTA TOTAL

REWIH RE W IW RELATIVE REl.ATI E NZbSTIYI
DATE DENSITY * DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY

DENSITY ** DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY DENSTTY

Sept. 12, 1972 7108 99.5 0 0 39 0.5 0 0 '7147 100

Oct. 17, 1972 2300 86.6 178 6.7 151 5.7 27 1.0 2657 100

Nov. 7, 1972 5670 91.8 437 7.1 0 0 65 1.1 6172 100

Nov. 21, 1972 1730 99.3 13 0.7 0 0 0 0 1743 100

Jan. 8, 1973 721 98.1 0 0 0 0 14 1.9 735 100
Y

3 *
* Millions of cella / meter
** Parce n t

r

I

)
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APPENDIX TADLE B-6

TEMPORAL UARIATION IN PHY?0 PLANKTON DENSITY IN HAMILTON LAKE

DIVISIONSt BACIILACIAPHYTA CHLOROPHYTA EUCLENOPHYTA CYANOPHYTA TOTAL

" I REMR E

| DENSITY _
DATE DENSITY * DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY DENSITYDENSITY ** DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY

Sept. 12, 1972 9599 35.8 14,983 55.9 2187 8.1 41 0.2 26,U1 100

Oct. 10, 1972 9639 43.8 9,113 41.4 3200 14.5 81 0.3 22.032 100

Oct. 23, 1972 8263 32.5 7,290 28.7 9599 37.8 243 1.0 25,394 100

Nov. 3, 1972 13,025 83.7 972 6.3 1523 9.8 32 0.2 15,552 100

Nov. 15, 1972 2858 87.8 233 7.2 143 4.4 19 0.6 3,253 100

Dec. 20, 1972 1609 88.5 162 8.9 19 1.0 29 1.6 1,818 100 o
(surface)

Dec. 20,1972 1323 89.3 118 8.0 38 2.7 0 0 1,480 100
(Mid-depth)

Jan. 24, 1973 292 62.4 124 26.4 70 15.0 2 0.2 468 100

* Millions of cells / meter
** Percent

7
5
co

APPENDIX TABLE B-7
TEMPORAL VARIATION IN PHYTOPLANKTON DENSITY IN CIN LAKE

DIVISION: BACILIACIAPHYTA CHLOROPHYTA EUCLENOPHYTA CYANOPHYTA TOTAL

* I RE W IWDATE DENSITY DENSITY ' DENSITY DENSITY DENSITYDENSITY ** DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY

Sept. 26, 1972 14.472 33.2 25,596 58.7 3402 7.8 162 0.3 43,632 100

Oct. 9, 1972 18,738 47.7 16.146 40.5 4698 11.8 0 0 39,852 100

Nov. 3, 1972 15,460 46.7 10,757 32.5 6859 20.8 0 0 33,091 100

Nov. 15, 1972 2,268 73.4 246 8.0 564 18.2 13 0.4 3,091 100

Dec. 18, 1972 1,170 95.3 54 4.4 0 0 13 0.3 1,228 100
c,

J 73
445 70.1 113 17.8 75 11.8 2 0.3 635 100 b

2
343 76.6 90 20.1 15 3.3 0 0 448 10'Od

3* Millions of celle/ meter
** Percent

- - . . - _ _ . . _ . . , _ . - . . _ . - . _ . . . . . - . _ _ - , , . _ . , _ . _ . , . - _ _ ._ . . . _ _ _ _ . . _ . - . -
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f T ARY.F 5-8
i

.f MEAII AIID RELATIVE ABUNDANCES OF ZOOPY AurTON FRCBt TABLE B-9
SELECTED STATIONS IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

j (MILE 400-408), SEPTIIMBER. 1972 .MEAN AND REIATIVE ABUNDANCES OF 200PIANKTON
; MLOM IJJtES GIN AND RAMILTON,
j FEPTEMBER-0CTOBER, 1972

DATE OF MEAN.

i COLLECTION TMA ABIBID&NCE STANDARD REIATIVE
3

i (No. of Stations) QLLECTED (No. Per n ) DEVIATION ABUNDANCE (Z) Date of C
Collection Taxa Heango. Standard Relative

Copepoda 120 74 4 (Water Eody) Collected Per n (x) Deviation Abundance (2 m)
Cladocera 186 141 6
Rotifera 2540 2883 89 26 September 1972- Copepoda 1,927 I.264 20.4
Protozoa 0 0 0 (Lake Gin)

12 Srptember 72 Other 30 45 _ 11 Cladocera 401 486 4.3
,

_ 8) TOTAL 2876 100(,

i Copepoda 131 72 37 Rotifera 7.112 9,594 75.3
Cladocera 57 . 49 15'

i Rotifera 16 10 4 TOTAL 9.440 100.0
Protozoa 150 196 41

5 October 72 Other 11 12 3 9 October 1972 Copepoda 6,174 3.484 62.7
(7) YtFfIf 36 5 100 (Lake Gin)

| Copepoda 112 41 20 Cladocera 867 471 8.8
i Cladocera 170 53 31
'

Rotifera 178 180 32 Rotifera 2,812 206 28.5

i'
Other 3 6 <1 TOTAL 9.853 100.0
Protozoa 85 44 16

TOTAL 548 100
- Copepoda 206 35 14 27 September 1972 Copepoda 1,285 1,004 26.5

Cladocera 275 111 19 (Lake Hamilton)
i Rotifera 213 163 14 Cladocera 1,380 1,244 28.5 r

i Protozoa 755 436 52
7 November 72 other 7 10 <1 Rotifera 2.177 965 45.0
(8) 'M 1456 100,

'j Copepoda 365 109 27 TOTAL 4,842 100.0
Cladocera 274 111 18
Rotifera 217 148 15 10 October 1972 Copepoda 2.558 2,025 40.7
Protozoa 554 409 50 (Lake Hamilton)

i 9 Dec 72 Other 3 6 <1 Cladocera 1,347 970 21.4
4 (4) TOTAL 1413 100
'

Rotifera 2.385 1.045 37.9
.

TOTAL 6,290 100.0

|
1
1

I
I
i |
t
1
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l
i
*
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TABLE C-1

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF 0VFRSTORY VEGETATION OCCURRING
IN THE LOESSIAL BLUFFS OF THE GRAND CULF

NUCLEAR STATION SITE SUMMER 1972

Basal area Relative Trees Relative
g per acre dominance per acre density

Species (square feet) (3) (2)

Sweetsum Qtquidambar styr1ciflua) 16.00 18.55 29.8 18.02

Water oak (Quercus nigra) 14.16 16.41 22.07 13.68

Southern red oak (Quercus falcata) 12.16 14.10 15.17 9.40 p

American elm (L*1mus americana) 7.17 8.11 15.52 9.62

Rickories (Carya spp.) 4.88 5.66 11.84 7.34

Tuliptree (Liriodendron tulipifera) 3.49 4.04 4.14 2.56

Borelder (Acer,negundo) 3.30 3.82 6.67 4.13A

Carolina basswood (Tilia carloiniana) 3.22 3.73 8.97 5.56

Sugarberry (Celtie laevitata) 2.73 3.16 6.09 3.77

l White ash (Fraxinus americana) 2.42 2.80 6.55 4.06

Scientific nomenclature after Radford, et al. (1968), unless otherwise noted.
|
|

..
.
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TABLE C-5 (Cont'd-1)

Basal area Relative Trees Relative
g- per acre dominance per acre density

Species (souare feet) (%) (%)

Black cherry (Prunus serotina) 2.26 2.62' 4.25 2.64

Honey locust (Cleditsia triacanthos) 1.42 1.64 1.49 .93

Eastern hophornbesa (Astrya virainiana) 1.35 1.56 4.98 3.70

Sweet pecan (Carya illinoensis) 1.33 1.54 2.07 1.28

American sycamore (Platanus occidentalis) 1.23 1.42 1.15 .71

Sassafras (sassafras albidum) 1.21 1.40 1,61 1.00 n

Swamp chestnut oak (Quercus nichauxii) 1.14 1.32 1.26 .78

Lobiolly pine (Pinus taeda) .93 1.08 1.03 .64

China-berry (Malta azedarach) .90 1.04 1.72 -1.07

Plowering dogwood (Cornus florida) .83 .96 4.94 3.06

American beech (Fagus grandifolia) .61 .71 .69 .43 I

iWinged elm (Ulmus alata) .49 .57 1.03 .64

Southern magnolia (Maanolia atendiflora) .48 .56 .80 .50

(Continues)

7
G
-

TABLE C-1 (Cont'd-2)

Basal area Reistive Trees Reistive
per acre dominance per acre density

l I'"*'' I***)
spectee

White oak (Quercus alba) .38 .44 .80 .50

Blackgua (Wresa slyvetica) .36 .42 .34 .21

Bastern redcedar (Juniperus virainianus) .34 .39 .57 .36

Shumard oak (Quercus shumardit) .33 .38 1.72 1.07

Blue beech (Carpinus carlointana) .32 .37 1.03 .64

Perstamon (Diospyros virainiana) .24 .28 .69 .43

Black locust (Bobinia pseudoacacM .22 .26 .92 .57

Black weinut (Juslans gigts) .14 .16 .46 .28a

Sugar ample (,A m saccharum) .09 .10 .11 .07

Mexican plum (Prunus mexicana) .06 .07 .34 .21

Bad mulberry (Morus rubra) .04 .05 .11 .07

Bewthorns (Cretaemus opp.) .04 .05 .11 .07

86.27 99.97 161.32 100.00

1
2Af ter Brown (1945).

.

--,v.,--., ,.w.-. w,,,m.,,,c, ,-yc..,,,_,, m ..,w.., er -,w.., ..w,.., , p.,,m.-,-c ,, o_,w,-..,,ye ...e-,..,_,,,,m...,.,,...,,-e,.., ,c-..,..,.,,,,,,,.%.norp ., v., ,,



TAGLE C-2

|
|

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF OVERSTORY VEGETATION OCCURRING IN
THE BOTTOHLANDS OF THE CRAND GULF NUCLEAR STATION SITE

SUMMER 1972

Basal area Relative Trees Relative
y per acre dominance per acre density

Species (square feet) (!) (%)

Sugarberry (Celtis laa:vinata) 19.64 32.43 45.00 30.80

Pecans (Carya app.) 9.59 15.83 20.18 13.81

Green ash (Fraxinus pennsvir nica) 5.58 9.21 13.55 9.27 p
Black willow (Salix niara) 5.51 9.10 7.18 4.92

I
,

'

Swamp privet (Forestiera acuminata) 4.11 6.79 23.36 15.99 '

Boxelder ( g neaundo) 3.53 5.83 13.45 9.21

overcup oak (Quercus lyrata) 2.90 4.79 4.82 3.30

American elm (Ulmus americana) 2.80 4.62 5.73 3.92

Nuttall oak (Quercus nuttallii) 1.75 2.89 2.09 1.43

(Continues)
I
scientific nomenclature af ter Radford, et al. (1968); and Shelford,1963.

2
After Brown (1945).
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TABLE C-2 (cont'd-1)

Basal area Relative Trees Relative
g per acre dominance per acre density

Species (square feet) 3 %

Baldcypress (Taxodium distichum) 1.24 2.05 .82 .56

locusts (clediteta opp.) .63 1.04 .82 .56

Honeylocust (Gleditsia triacanthos) .58 .96 1.82 1.24

American Sycamore (Pistanus occidentalis) .48 .79 1.18 .81

Sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua) .40 .66 1.27 .87

iSilver maple (Acer saccarinum) .39 .64 .27 .19 e

Planertree (Planera aquatica) .35 .58 1.00 .68

Waterlocust (cleditsia eauatica) . 34 .56 .45 .31

Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana) .21 .35 1.00 .68

Red mulberry (Morus rubra) .20 .33 .55 .37

Svamp red maple (Acer rubrum var drummondii) .14 .23 .64 .44a

(Continues)

Af ter Fernald (1970).
)

. . _ . __ _ _ , _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .
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TABLE C-2 (Cont 'd-2)

Basal area Relative Trees Relative
y per acre dominance per acre denalty

Frecies (square feet) % %

China-berry (Melia azederach) .09 .15 .36 .25

Hawthorns Qrataenus spp.) .06 .10 .27 .19

Eastern Cottonwood (Popul_us_ deltoides) .03 .05 .09 .06

Rough-leaf dogwood (Cornus drumondii) .02 .03 .18 .12

60.57 100.01 146.08 99.98
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TABLE D-1

BIRDS OBSERVED ON THE GRAND CULF SITE,
JUNE THROUGH OCTOBER 1972

Relative
Area of Occurrence Abundance

On Site Of Birda
1 Observed in

1 II III IV September Preferred HabitatSpecies

Anhinga (Anhinga anhinga) Y X N Freshwater swamps, ponds, lakes

Great blue heron (Ardea Y X N Shallow fresh and salt water
areasherodias) v ,

Green heron (Butorides virescens) Y X N Woodsd streams, ponda and lakes A
'

Little blue heron (Fiorida Y X N Shallow fresh and salt water
areascaerulea)

Cattle egret (Bubulcus ibis) Y X N Shelters in swamps and moist
thickets; feeds in fields

(Continued)

Y - Species present year round 1 - Seasonal Occurrence1

S - Species present during spring II - Loessial Bluff
III - Bottomlandand summer

H - Species present at spring IV - Around lakes Gin and Hamilton
" "" }

W - Spa a res d og winter f~ ,g g

E" *
Scientific names check in Robbins g d., 1966 ,Nt nS tember

7
Gs.

TABLE D-1 (Continued)

Relative
Area of Occurrence Abundance

of Birdson Site
Observed iny

Species I II III IV September Preferred Habitat

Comen egret (Casmerodius Y X N Streams, ponds, lakes, salt and
albus) fresh water mud flats

Louisiana heron (Hydranassa Saltwater shores; uncommon on
tricolor) S X N freshwater.

Wood ibis (Mycteria americana) S X N Swamps, marshes and ponds

White ibis (Eudocimus albus) S X N Coastal marshes; occasionally
on freshwater areas Y

Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) "
g y

marshes

Gadwall (Anas strepera) S N Shallow f resh and salt-water
marches

Blue-winged teal (h discors) S N Shallow f resh and salt-water
marshes

! Wood duck ( M sponas) Y
X N MM em, p4 Mu

| Turkey vulture (Cathartes aura) Y X X N Fields and roadsidea suitable

Black vulture (Coragyps atratus) Y X k N Fields and roadsides suitable
for carrion scavenging

Mississippi kite (Ictinia S X X X N Brushland and open woods near
minisippiensis) water

(Continued)

. - . . .. ., . , . .. . , , - - - - . . - .. -- ., . - - -.



TABLE D-1 (Continued)

Relative
Abundance

Area of Occurrence of Birds
on Site Observed in

l Sept embe r Preferred HabitatSpecise i Ig ggt ty

Red-tailed hawk (Buteo Y X X N Nests in woodlands; feeds in

jamaicensis) open country

Red-shouldered hawk (Buteo Y X X N Moist woodlands
lineatus)

Broad-winged hawk (Buteo S X N Woodlands
pietypterus)

[Spartma hawk QDdso sparverius) M X N Woodlande

Bobwhite (Colinus virginianus) Y X X N Brush, abandoned fields and open
pine land

Turkey (Malestris sallopavo) Y Z X N Open woodlaads and forest clearings

Killdeer (Charadrius vociferus) Y N Marshes, boss and river banks

American woodcock (Philchele W X X N Maist woodlands, swamps and

minor) thickets

Mourning dove (Zenaidura Y X X R Wooded farniand
mac roura)

Yellow-billed euckoo (Coccysus S X X R Woods and brush
ame ric anus)

(Continued)

7
G
w

TABIA D-1 (Continued)

Ratative
Abund ance
0Area of Occurrence 0bs rved in
Sep tember Preferred Habitat

8pecies 1
I 11 !!! IV

Black-billed cuckoo (Coccysus M X X R Foreste and brush
e rythrop thalmus)

Screech owl Qlt ge esto) Y X X N Woodland edge ij
|

Great horned owl (Bubo""""' Y Z N Forest
virginianus)

Barred owl (Strix varia) Y X X N Swampe and river bottoma

Chuck-will's -widow (Capri- S X R Pine woods
mulaus carolinensis)

Chimney swift (Chaetura pelaatca) S X X R Open areas near clif fs, chimneys
or hollow trees

Ruby-throated hummingbird S K X R

(Archilochus colubris) Near tubular flowere in fields
or wooda

Belted kingfisher Otenaceryle Y X N Streams, ponds and lakes
alcyon)

Yellow-shaf ted flicker Y X X R Open country near large trees
(Colaptee auratus)

Filested woodpecker (Dryocopua Y X X P Extensive deciduous or mixed
pilaatus) foreste

(Continued)

, _
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TABLE D-1 (Continued)

Relative
"" """"

Area of Occurrence of Birds
On Site Observed in

Species 1 11 III IV September Preferred Habitat

Red-bellied woodpecker Y X X P Mature woodlands

(Centurus_ carolinus)

Red-headed woodpecker Y X R Open deciduous woods

(Melanerpee erythrocephalus)

Rairy woodpecker (Dendrocopos Y X X R Mature deciduous and mixed
woods

' (villosus)

Downy woodpe'cker (Dendrocopos_ Y X X N Mature woodlands [
pubescens)

Eastern kingbird (Tyrannus S X X N Old fields and field edges

tyrannus)

Croat created flycatcher S X X R Deciduous and mixed woods

(Myiarchus crinitus)

Eastern phoebe (Sayernie ghoebe) M X N Woodlands near water

Eastern wood pewee (Contopus S X X P Deciduous and mined woods

virens)

Acadian flycatcher (Empidonax S X X P Moist woodlands, deciduous
floodplain forests

virescene)

Tree avallow (Iridoproene M X X N Woodlanda near water

bicolor)t

(Continued)

'''

~
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TABLE D-1 (Continued)

Ra tative
A undanceArea of Occurrence of Birda

on Site Observed iny
Species 1 11 III IV September Preferred Habitat

Rough-winged evallow S X X N Woodlands near water
(Stelaidopteryx ruficollis)

Barn swallow (Hirundo rustica) S X X N Vicinity of farms; nest in borne

Purple martin (Pronne subia) S X X N Fields and woods margina

Blue jay (Cyanocitta cristata) Y X X C Oak and Pine woods

Common crow (Corvus Y X X R Fields and woodlanda
brachyrhynchos) y

w

Fish crow (Coryca oestfranus) Y X X N Lake shores and river banks

Carolina chickadee (Parus Y X X C Woodlande and brush
carolinensis)

Tuf ted titmouse (Parus Y X X P Deciduous woodlands, especially
bicolor) along streams

Carolina wren (Thryothorus Y X X C Dedicuous woodlands
ludovicianua)

Hockingbird (Misus goly;, Y X X N Pields and woods margins
alotton)

Catbird (Dunetella carolin- W X X P Denes woodlanda margins, brushy
ensis) areas, or residential areas

(Continued)

. _, .- . _ . .
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TABLE D-1 (Continuid)

Raiative
Area of Occurrence Abundance

On Site Of Birds'
Observed in

3Spe cies I II Ill IV September Preferred Habitat

Brown thrasher (Taxostoma Y X X P Dense woodlands margins, brushy
rufum) areas, or residential areas

Robin (Turdus miaratorius W X X N Moist woodlands

Wood thrush (Hylocicha S -X X R Deciduous woodlands
mus telira )

Swainson's thrush (Hylocichia M X N' Coniferous woodlands
us tula te)

Y
Veery (Hylocichia fuscescens) M X R Moist deciduous foreste 88

Blue-gray snateatcher Y X X N Moist forests
Polioptila caerulea)

Loggerhead shrike (Lanius Y X R Field edges
ludovicianus)

Starling -(Sturnus vulaaris) Y X X N Field edges

Whits-eyed vireo (Vireo Y X 'X C Dense, moist deciduous thickets,
ariseus) woods margins and hedgerows

Yellow-throated vireo (Vireo S X R Deciduous forest near water
flavifrons)

Red-eyed vireo (vireo S X X R Deciduous woods
olivaceus)

(Continued)

I
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TABLE D-1 (Continued)

Rela tive
Area of Occurrence Abund ance

On Site Of Birds
Observed ing

Species I II III IV September Preferred Habitat

Warbling vireo (Vireo silvus) S X R Deciduous woods

Black-and-white warbler .M X R Deciduous woods
(Hntotilta varia)

Prothonotary warbler 5 X X N Wooded swamps and cane breaks I

(Protonotaria citres)

Swainson's warbler (Limno- S X X N Wooded swamps and cane breaks i

'thlysis swainson11)

Y
*Worm-eating warbler (Helmi- S X P Sloped deciduous woodlands

theros versivorus)

Parula warbler (Parula S X X R Mature deciduous woods, espec-
,

americana) tally river swamps; nests in |
Spanish moss

Yellow warbler (Dendroica S X X R Shrubby areas
petechia)

Pine warbler (Dendroica M X N Pine foreste
pinus)

1

Kentucky warbler (0porornis S X X R Deciduous woodlands
'

formosus)

Yellowthroat (Geothlypts Y X X R Moist grassy and shrubby areas
trichas)

i

(Continued)

l
i
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TABLE D-1 (Continuad)

**
Area o O rence ,

1Of Birds
observed in

g~
I 11 III IV September Preferred HabitatSpecies

Yellow-breasted chat 8' X X R Brushy areas
J

(Icteria virens)

Hooded warbler (Wilsonia 5 X X P Moist deciduous woods with
abundant undergrowth

citrina) f

Canada warbler (Wilsonia M X R Forest understory J

canadensis) ?- :

|
American redstart ($atophaga S X H Deciduous forest understory, r

*
especially near water

ruticilia)

House sparrow (Passer Y X N Open areas near farms and cities
i

domesticus)

Eastern meadowlark (Sturnella Y X X N Open fields ,

ga,Ln,a,)

Rad-winged blackbird (Amelaius Y X X N Marshes and fields

phoeniceus) ,

Orchard oriola (Icterus sourius) S X X R Wood margin

Baltimore oriole (Icterus S X X N Wood margin.
,

salbula) .

Cossaon grackle (Quiscalus Y X X N Fara land

cutscula)
(Continued)
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TABLE D-1 (Continued)

Relative
Area of Occurrence Abundancs

on Site Of Birds
Observed iny

Species 1 II III IV September Preferred Habitat

Brown-headed cowbird Y X X R Tara land
yolothrum ater)

Susener tanager (Piransa rubre) S X X R Oak-pine woods

Cardinal (Richmondena Y X X C Woods margin, thickets y
cardinalis) y

Indigo bunting (Passerina S X X C Hedgerows and woods margins
cyanea)

Painted bunting (Passerina S X X N Thickets and brush
cirls)

Dickcissel (Spiza americana) S S S N Grain fields and weed patches

Rufous-sided towhee (Piptio Y K X R Brush, heavy undergrowth, woods
erythrophthalaua) margins

White-throated sparrow W X N Dense brush
(Zonotrichia albicollis)

. , , , . - , - _ , _ . . _ _ , _ _ _ . _ . , . . _ . . _ - . - - - - _ . , - . , - _ _ . - - -. _ . - . . . - . - - - - _ _ _ _ ~ . _ _ _ - _ _
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D-12 D-13

I
TABLE D-2 TABLE D-2 (Continued)i

LIST OF BIRDS PROBABLY OCCURRING IN THE MISSISSIPPI SP*Ci'8 Occurrence

RIVER BOTTOMULNDS AND ADJACENT LOESSIAL BLUFFS.i

CLAlBORNE COUNTY. MISSISSIPPI.BUT NOT ENCOUNTERED IN SAMP1.ING Canvasback * (,Aythya valisinara) W

Greater scaup* (Aythya marila) _.V_

Species Occurrence g

4 Pied-billed grebe (Podilymbus podiceps) W
Common goldeneye* (Bucephala clansula) W

Double-crested cormorant (?halacrocorax W Bufflehead* (Bucephala albeola) W
j auritus)

tuddy duck * (Oxyura jamaicensis) WBlack-crowned night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax) P
%

Booded merganser * (Lophodytes cucullatus) W
- '<

Yellow-crowned night heron (Nyctanassa violaceae) P

Sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter striatus) P'

Canada goose * (Branta canadensis) T

Cooper's hawk (Accipiter cooper 11) y
Blue goose * (Chen caerulescens) T

WMarsh hawk (Circus cyaneus)
White-fronted goose *(Anser albifrons) T

WPigeon hawk (Palco columbarius)
Black duck * (Anas rubripes) W

American coot * (Fulica americana) W
f Pintail * (Anas acuta) W

American golden plover (Pluvialis dominica) TCreen-winged teal * (Anas carolinensis) W

? 51ack4ellied plover (Squatarola squatarola) T
American widgeon * (Mareca americana) W

t Common snipe * (Capella mallinato) W
i Shoveler (Spatula clypeata) W

} Upland plover (Rartramia longicauda) TRedhead * (Aythya americana) W1

Spotted sandpiper (Actitis macularfa) T<

j Ring-necked duck * (Aythya collaris) W

} Greater yellowless (Totanus melanoleucus) T
A

l Yernacular names are from Peterson (1947) and are listed in phylogenetic
| order; scientific names are after American Ornithological Union (1957); Lesser yellowlegs (Totanus flavipes) T

spelling checked in Robbins et al 1966.
y Pectoral sandpiper (Erolia melanotos) T,

| N= Nesting (spring and summer). P = permanent residect. T = Transient

] in migration. W = Winter. Least sandpiper (2rolia minutilla) T
i
' * Denotes species consumed by man in this region of the country. Semipalmated sandpiper (Ereunetes pusillus) T

4

(Continued) Western sandpiper ( geunetas mauri) T
s

i

I-199
i
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TABLE D-3

MAMMALS LIKELY TO OCCUR IN THE MISSISSIPP. RIVER BOTTOMLANDS
AND ADJACENT LOESSIAL BLUFFS, CLAIBORNE CCJNTY, MISSISSIPPI

Preferred
1 2 Dietarg

Species Status Habitat 3 Habits Census Method

Opossum (Didelphis marsupialis) C 2,4 Omniv. Night light

Raccoon (Procyon lotor) C 2,4 Omniv. Night light

Eastern gray squirrel (Sciurus C 2,4 Mast Nest count, hunter's bag
carolinensis)

Eastern fox squirrel (Sciurus
nige r ) C 2,4 Mast Nes t count, hunter's bag

i
Eastern cottontail (Sylvilagus C 2 Veg. Trapping, hunter's bag

floridanus)

Swamp rabbit (Sylvilagus C 2 Veg. Trapping, hunter's bat
aquaticus)

Whitetail deer (Odocoileus
virginianus) C 2 Veg. Deer kill record

(Continued)

fScientific nomenclature af ter Burt and Grossenheider (1964) and Blair el d. (1968)C = Conanon, U = Uncommon, and R = Rare from Noble (1972) unless marked with an *,
which are after Wolfe (1971).
1 = Fossorial; 2 - Terrestrial; 3 = Aquatict 4 = Arboreal; 5 = Aerial.

4Omniv. = Omnivorous; Veg. = Vegetarian; Insect. = Insectivorous; Carn. = Carnivorous.

.
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TABLs D-3 (Continued)

, ,,1. gg,,,,2 Preferred
Dietar{Habitat 3 Habits Census Method

Nine-banded armadillo
(Dasypus novameinctus) C 1,2 Insect. Night light

Short-tailed shrew (81arina brevicauda) C 2 Insect. Trapping

Least shrew (Cryptotia_ parva) . U* 2 Insect. Trapping

Eastern mole (Sc_alopus aquaticus) C 1 Omniv. Trapping

Little brown bat (Myotis C 5 Insect. General observation i

Ilucifuaus)

Florida brown bat (Myotis it* 5 Insect. General observation i
austrariparius) e

Eastern pipistrelle (Pipistrellus C* 5 Insect. General observation
aub flavus)

_

Red bat (Lasturus borealis) U $ Insect. General observation

Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus) U 5 Insect, General observation
_

Seminole bat (Lasturus seminotus) U* 5 Insect. General observation

svening bat (Nycticetus humaralis) C 5 Insect. General observation

Eastern big-eared bat U* 5 Insect. General observation
(Plecotus rafinesquet)

Eastern chipmunk (Tamias striatus) C 1,2 Omniv. Trapping

(Continued)

'7
U
-

' TABLs D-3 (Continued)

Habitatj DietaryPreferro
1 2

Species Status Habits * Census Method

Southern flying squirrel C 2,4 omniv. General observation
- (Claucomys volans)

, Beaver (Castor canadensis) C* 1,2,3 Veg. Lodge census
I

Rice rat (0_rysomys palustris) C 2 Veg. Trapping

| gastern harvest nouse

l (gaithrodontomys humulis) C 2 Veg. Trapping

Fulvous harvest nouse C 1,2,4 Veg. Trapping
'(gaithrodontomys fulvescens)

i
Wood mouse (Peromyscus C 2,4 Omniv. Trapping w

"
leucopus)

Cotton nouse (Peromyscus U 2,4 Veg. Trapping
acesyninus)

colden nouse (Parouveeus C 2,4 Veg. Trapping
outtalli)

Common hispid cotton rat (Simsodon C 1,2 Ves. Trapping
hispidus)

Piorida packrat (Neotoma C 1,2,4 Veg. Trapping

floridana)

Pine vole (Pitynye pinatorum) Ca 1,2 Veg. -

Muskrat (Ondatra sibethicus) U 1,2,3 Veg General observation

acof rat (gattus rectus) 0* 1,2 Omniv. -

(Continued)
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J
' TABLE D-4.

LIST OF REPTILIAN SPECIES LIKELT TO OCCUR IN TEE
i MISSISSIPPI RIVER BOTTOMULNDS Ah3 ADJACENT
} c c c IAESSIAL BLUFF. CLAIBORNE COUNTT. MISSISSIPPI |

; E 3 s

{ { %
" e ' General3 g hedicged

; g t t Species nabitat Status:i e - - ;o u o
5 2 % % % 3 5 %, %,, i f,.' 'Snakes-
e o =a en as .

* = w a .
M M

i M * * Eastern hognose snake (Heteroden Terr. Cu a w u

$ $ $ $ ~ ,c 3 g %. fa E fa platyrhines platyrhinos)e
c e c ** ** *8 e -= '

o e .z z O 2g j E E E o u*
u , Midland brown snake (Storeria dekay1 Te rir ,. C

,
' wriathtorum)

Iw .

$ $ $ y
f. d 3 $ [ Rough earth snake (Maldea striatula) Terr. U$0 E .$. - -. * *r

c u
-

u -. w
6,. g

6so e es e e c , e e, ,

i $$ $ $ S. 8 8 u . Western mud snake (Farancia abacura ' Aq. & Terr. Uo u o
reinwardti)^

E
", Rainbow snake (Abastor erythro- Terr. Ue m

e.m - "- "J "J
m.

u graammus)6 u a n m-
a

a a, o w= a. - u n .. .-4 m' u eu '' " ^
%. 2 Western earth snake (Haldea Terr. C"

e 6 e
j g valeriae e_legans)a. =c
4

U Rough green snake (Opheodrys Terr. CI
*

aestirus) I
"'

Q e

, $ L p as a o a 3 as o a o6*

!' O Tellow-bellied water snake (Natrix Aq. & Terr. C
"

j. erythrogaster flarigaster)

!
Midland water snake (Natrix s1pedon Aq. & Terr. Ci n

^
m

O pleuralis)*
I u n

? E S Broad-banded water snake (Natrix Aq. & Terr. C*
; g n e

s1pedon confluens)*
- s eg
3 e = = a *

, e ,

3 O E Diamond-backed water snake (Natrix Aq. & Terr. AE- 3 5 *- ^

} El e E E
"'

e# rhombifera rhombifera)2o 3 7 8u
* oy x o a e2 o e ~ g.

* 3
; y,

ttg S1 3 u c u v u .

to e 33e u e o .e.u a u = > e d 7.

13 a| 6i

(Continued)*g 8 "*j
$, I

.: e ve e

,u{t
; ; :: : 9 E,."" *

- 6. u
1E- S.De *

"9 13 s O .$ Abbreviations: Aq. - Aquatic; Terr. - Terrestrial; Subt. -$*j ; 5u 3 x; u v iv w ou,
' e

m z: n e o Subterraneanag3

j % & S U E.
. 3 $ $; E.

v v
g , y1 w , Abbreviations : A - Abundant; C-Common; U-Uncommon; R - Rare* *j e e o w*

r 6. gw ' a **j e . -. u e w e

g U 3 i Scientific nomenclature after Conant (1958)C *
5 e

! & S $ $ 0I 5 4 % * * " "
,

,

b

i

.
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D-20 -

D-21

i TABLE D-4 (Continued) TABLE D-4 (Contim.ned)

1 General hedictedGeneral, Fredic3ed 3 g
Habitat Status Species Habitat Status 2

'

Species

Green water snake (Natrix cyclopion Aq. & Terr. U Southeastern crowned snake (Tantilla Terr.- R
'

coronata coronata)
cyclopion)

,
Graham's water snake (Natrix grahami) Aq. & Terr. C Eastern coral snake (Micrurus fulvius Terr. U

fulvius)

Glossy water snake (Natrix rigida) Aq. & Terr. U
Southern copperhead (Aakistrodon Terr. A

5 Corn snake (Elaphe guttata guttata) Terr. U contortrix contortrix)

I Gray rat .anake (Elaphe absoleta Terr. A Western cottonmouth Aq. & Terr. A
(Ankistrodon piscivorue leucostoma)

ppiloides)

Eastern garter snake (Thamnophis Terr. C Western pigmy rattlesnake (Sistrurus Terr. U

miliarius streckeri)
sirtalis sirtalis)

Eastern ribbon snake (Thamnophis Terr. C Canebreak rattlesnake (Crotalus Terr. U
horridus atricaudatus)sauritus sauritus)

.

Speckled kingsnake (Lampropeltis Terr. C Lizards

getulus holbrooki) Ground skink (Lynosoma laterale) Terr. A

aria kingsnake (Lampropeltis call- Subt. U
Five-lined skink (Eumeces fasciatus) Terr. C

gaster rhombomaculata)

Scarlet kingsnake (Lampropeltis Terr. U Broad-headed skink (Etneces laticeps) Terr. U
3

{ doliata doliata) Southeastern five-lined skink (Eumeces Terr. U

5 Scarlet snake (Cemophora coccinea) Terr. C inexpecta tus)

Mississippi ringneck snake (Diadophis Terr. U Six-lined race renner (Cnsmidophorus Terr. U

sexlineatus)punctatus stictogenya)
a

Eastern coachwhip (Masticophis Terr. C Eastern glass lizard (Ophisaurus Terr. U

ventralis)
J flagellum flagellum)

Southern black racer (Coluber Terr. A Green anole (Anolis carolinensis Terr. A
i

carolinensis)
i constrictor priapus)

Northern red-bellied snake (Storeria Terr. C Southern fence lizard (Sceloporus Rwee. C

undulatus undulatus_)
I occipitonsculata occipitomaculata)

Midwest vorm snake (Carphophis amoenus Terr. R Morthern fence lizard (Sceloporus Terr. U

undulatus hyacinthinus)
helenae)'

(Continued) Turtles
i

Smooth softshell (Trionyx autie g) Aq. C

|
4

i
i

!
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Table D-4 (Continued)
TABLE D-5

t

3 Ceneral Predieged LIST 05 AMPHIBIAN SPECIES LIKEM TO OCCUR IN THESpecies 1 Status MISSISSIPPI RIVEP. BOTTOMIANDE AND A!UACEhT
"

Culf coast softshell turtle Aq. C

(T_rionyx spinifer asper) 3 Ceneral Predic ed
Species Habitat Status

Western spiny softshell turtle Aq. C
j Frogs and Toads(Trionyx spini,f er hartwegi)

Alligstor snapping turtle Aq. C Eastern spadefoot (Scaphiopus Terr. C
holbrooki)(Macrocleafe temmincki)

Common snapping turtle (Chelydra Aq. C American toad (Bufo americanus Terr. A

y#rpentina serpentina) americanus)

Fowler's toad (Bufo woodhousei fowleri) Terr. C'
Mississippi mud turtle (Kinosternon Aq. C

subrubrum hippocrepis) Oak toad (Bup quercicus) Terr. U

Stinipot (Sternothaerus odor at us) Aq. C
Northern spring peeper (Hyla crucifer Aq. & Terr * C

crucifer)
Razor-backed musk turtle (Sterno- Aq. C

theerus carinatus) y

aviv ca avivoca)
Southern painted turtle (Chrysemys Aq. C

$ta dorsalis) Eastern gray treefrog (Hyla verst- Aq. & Terr. C
A color versicobj

Red-eared turtle (Pseudemys scripta Aq.

elegans) Squirrel treefrog (Hyla squirella) Terr. C

Missouri slider (Pseudemys floridana Aq. U

hoyi)

Slider (Pseudemys concinna hiero- Aq. C Barking treefrog (H D gratiosa) Terr. U

glyphyica) Eastern narrow e uthed toad Terr. C
(Castrophryne carolinensie)

Mobile cooter (Pseudemys concinna Aq. C

mobilensis) Southern cricket frog (Acris gryllus Aq. & Terr. C

Three-toed box turtle (Terrapene Terr. A

carolina triunguis) Northern cricket frog (Acris Aq. & Terr. C
*

Mississippi map turtle (Craptesys Aq. C
,

U land chorus frog (Pseudacris Aq. & Terr. C1 kohni) P

triseriata ferierum)

American alligator (Alligator Aq. U Abbreviations: Aq. - Aquatic; Terr. - Terrestrial; Subt. -
St6terranean

rississipiensis) 2
Abbreviations: A = Abundant; C - Common; U - Uncommon; R - Rare
Scientific nomenclature after Conant (1958)
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TABLE D-5 (Continued)

3 General PredictedySpecies Habitat Status 2
General Predicted

Species Habitat Status 2
_"-

Slimy sal ==ander (Plethodon Terr. U
" *

Pickarel f rog (Rana pa15mtu is) Aq. & Terr. C

Southern red sal ==ander (Pseudo- Aq. & Terr. C
Southern leopard frog (Rana pipiens Aq. & Terr. C

triton ruber vioscal_)rphenocephala)

Three-lined salamander #Eurycea Aq. & Terr. C
Bronze frog (Rana clamitans Aq. & Terr. A longicauda tuttolineata)

cirmitans)
Southern two-lined salamander Aq. & Terr. C

Bullfrog (Rana catesbelana) Aq. & Terr. A (Eurycea bislineata cirrigera)

Salamanders Dwarf salamander (Manculus quad- Aq. & Terr. C
ridigitatus)

Three-toed amphiuma (F. mph.uma means Aq. Ci

tridactylum) Four-toed salamander (Hemidactyliam Aq. & Terr. U
scutatum)

Rad-river waterdog (Necturus Aq. R

maculosus 1_ouisianensis)
!

Western lesser siren (Siren inter- Aq. C
media nettingi)

Central newt (Dienicylus viridescens Aq. & Terr. C

louisianensis)

Spotted salamander (Ambystoma Aq. & Terr. C

maculatum) .

Small-southed salamander (Ambystoma Aq. & Terr. C

j texanum)

Marbled salamander (Ambystoma opacum) Terr. C

Eastern tiger salamander (Ambystoma Aq. & Terr. U

ti_grinum tigrinum)

Southern dusky salmander (Desmog- Aq. & Terr C

nxthus fuseum auriculatus)

Mola salamander (Ambystoma Terr. C
talpoideum)

4

m

t
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DEPA~ M OF TRANSPORTATION
Kmausse

'

| I UNITED STATES COAST GUA RD a"os e"nvem. snu'rr ow.*u = (G WS/83)
* a*

weeueenus.oc. ases -
===* 426-2262

50-416
50-417 g

Mr. Daniel R. Muller / Q[ g' 9-l

61.JL. I LgJAssistant Director for -y
APPENDIX E Environrnental Projects y Jg3 g, (i

Directorate of I.tcensing " '

(X)tetENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATDENT Atomic Energy Commission c r :s
y y,

Washington. D. C. 20545 O$
1 O

Dear Mr. Muller: -

This is in response to your letter of 23 April 1973 cddressed to the Department
of Transportation Water Resources Coordinator concerning the draft e0viron-
mental impact statement for the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2
Clairborne County, Mississippi.

'Ibe concerned operating admfnistrations and staff of tee Department M Trans-
portation have reviewed the material submitted. The Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration commented as follows:

'her review indicates that there will be no significant adverse effects
to the existing or planned air transportation system resulting from the con-
struction of the nuclear station. However, me routing for the proposed
transmission lines from the nuclear station to the Baxter Wilson Steam
Electric Station and Ray Braswelt 500 KV line passes in the vicinity of the
Vicksburg Municipal Airport, Vicksburg, Mississigt.

"Ib determine if there are any effects on the operation of this airport
resulting from the construction of the transmission lines, the Mississippi
Pbwer and Light Company should submit adequate notification of construction
to this agency. This notification is aimilar to that discussed on page 1-4,
item 7 of the draft statement for tt.e construction of the cooling towers."

The Federal Rattroad Adawarration commented as follows:

"The Federal Railroad Admfnistration notes that the draft environmental
imp =et statement gives considerable attention to transmission line location
and effects. Section 5.1.2 gives, what we consider, a minimum acknowledg-
ment of electromagnetic noise. Our often stated concern wish inductive

I-206
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E-2

.

coortitnation as related to railroad signal and corttramication lines is based
on the more serious problems of loss of signal system integrity and luman
safety. Consequently, a recent technical paper on this subject is attached
for consideration. " Ibis paper, by Messers JMHaa and "Iborson of Northern
States Ibwer Company, represents one of the best efforts in an area where
little work has been done in several decades. The paper, entitled 'A System

A SYSTEM AFFROAOi TO INDUCIIVE C00RDISATION,

| Approach to Inductive Coordination. ' was presented at the September 1972
j meeting of the Communication and Signal Section of the Association of
2 American Railroads."
4

The Department of Transportation has no further comments to offer on the,

dra.ft statement. We have no objection to the project nor to its implementation.

i The final environmental impact statement should indicate that the Mississippi
Ibwer and Light Company will provide adequate notification to the Regional
Administrator. Federal Aviation Administration, so that a determination
can be made as to the effects (if any) of the construction of the transmission E. FE'

lines on the operation of the Vicksburg Municipal Airport. Such notification Lamputer Engineer;

i should be provided to: gerthern States Power ryny

John M. Thorson, Jr.. FERegional Ad ninistrator
| Southern I'#gion Superintendent. Centrol & r - ications

Werthern States Feuer ra=T==y
Federal Aviation Admintstrationi

1 PO Box 20636
Atlanta, Georgia 30320

Wate: A complete copy of this report is
Consideration miglt also be given in the final statement to a discussiork of available for public inspection at the

i the technical paper submitted by the Federal Railroad Administration relating Commiseian's Public Doctment Room 1717 E St.,
I to inductive coordination and the possible broadening of Section 5.1.2 (draft) W.W., Washington. D.C., and at the Harriet
' regarding electromagnetic noise. Person Memorial Library haicipal Building.I

Fort Gibson Mississippi 39150
The Department of Transportation appreciates the opportunity to review and
comment on the draft environmental impact statement for the Grand Gulf
Nuclear Station. Units 1 and 2.

Sincerely, Presented at

The Association of American Railroad
Commestication and Signal Section' Meeting

| september 26, 1972
i 1 D. USTJI"

Enclosure Ca;tir. U. S. Cos:1 Cuard
i

i kting CY-f. '!Txs of Marine
Emccant and S JernsT*

t
.

2
1
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E-5

ans saomy covMcnL $0-416/kl7
m

on
EEESTOmIC FantanVATION

wasa:merom. s c. sen..
MRT 11. 1973 Register of Historic Places, within the context of local. |f 4 state, or national significance. It is also suggested that

Q ) . ]. . .
4 gs a copy of any remarks by the Historic Preservation Officer

Mr. Daniel R. Muller "'
for the State of Mississippi be included in the information

Aaatstant Directer for @ to be supplied the Council.

Directorate of Licensing ' ', hgEnvironmental Projects
3 it

- y Should you have say questions on these c-te or require any additionalF*
U.S. Atomic Energy Comission J |g f3 assistance, please contact Mr. Gamble of the Advisory Council staff.Wuhington, D.C. 20545 / -

fo'f. - S ly your .Y ,,Dear Mr. Muller: /

e ~ .WThis is in response to your request of April 23, 1973, for conunents on .

the environmental statement for Crand Ot:1f Nuclear S*ation Units 1 and Myra rrison
2. Claiborne County, Mississippi. Pursuant to its responsibilities

Acting Compliance Officerunder Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of
1%9,* the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has determined that
your draft environmental statement appears procedurally adequate,
however, we have the following substantive coneents to make:

*

Pursuant to Executive Order 11593 of May 13, 1971
" Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment."
the Coun'cil should receive additional information on the
three features of historical and archeological signifi-
cance lying within the boundaries of the plant site,
namely, the Callendar House, portions of the Grand Culf
town ruins, and the Indian burial mound mentioned on page
2-8. With regard to the Callendar House and the Crand
Culf ruins, information, including locational maps and
photographs, should be supplied to the Council, along
with an evaluation of the significance of these sites. If
these sites lie within the 105-acre parcel proposed for
transfer to the Crand Gulf Military State Park Coennission,
this should be stated. There should also be an indication
of the subsequent disposition of these sites under the new
ownership. If the Callendar House lies outside the
boundaries of the acreage proposed for transfer, the impact
upon this structure of current plans should be clearly set
forth.

We prestene that the Indian mound to which reference is
made on page 2-8 of the draft statement is the Marksville
Period mound discussed more fully on the following page.
While the dilige sce of the applicant in securing an archeo-
?ogical study of the site is to be commended, there should
ba -== expression as to whether this site or the two above-'

! mentid sites might qualify for listing on the National
!
i
I
*

e d d .e .s. s es. s .m.,.d s .m. u .e o s., a. noe. es
! essmanne she Pm . mar C.neouse she goes af Afasases Pe.o .n. ra n -er.eetess .emmenemme Feerset, podesums enemmesd and fedemage bre.asd

D ** %.
^ ^

~a
1 an. I__* **''~.'c7 ".", an, s I;

_-%_ .c _ . .-
_ -

puedump she Duded Snesse esp as she # - C.neus for dhe Semde f the 7 .ed she - ed Cat 8msef Prope8Ee
.o Semis James.

.

*
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MIS ISSIIYI
: STATE CLEARINCB0USE F0R FEDERAL PR0 CRAMS [
!

- # s ETTATE BOARD OF HEALTH
. federal-State Programe ' j

t'a
'

JACKSON. M155tSSIPPI 39205..of Office of the Covernor
510 Lamar Life Bida.

Jackson. Mississippi 39201 ,c.,,,,,,,,,,,,
saw -=-o- e

- Telephone 354-7570
~

JUHl9 W3** C
State Clearinghouse No.~ nestuos ;O g

73061502es man
Mr. Edwe d A. May, A .

no ' Date June 15. 1973 Assistent to the Coordinator
, Federal-State Programs
!. To: Mr. Richard Cleveland Office of the Governor

Atente Energy Commission 510 tamar Life Building
7920 Norfolk Avenue Jackson, Mississippi 39201
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

1

Dear Mr. May:

PROJECT CESCRIPTION: Atomic Energy Comunission. Draf t Environmental Statement. Crand Mr. Ron Forsvthe and I have reviewed the " Draft Environmental
culf Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2. Claiborne County * Statement" prepared by the II. S. Atomic Energy thission, Directorete'

of Licensing, for the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station thits 1 and 2
-

Our comments are presented in the following statements.

Our omluation of this Draft was reviewed
with regarcs to the GG Units 1 and 2 being

C3 ) 1. The State Clearinghouse has received notification of intent to apply for Federag Operated under normal conditions. In the
assistance as described above. analyses of this Draft and of the applicant's

Environmental Report, our major concerns are,

; (-- ) 2. The State Clearieghouse has reviewed the application (s) for Federal assistance those relating to the releases of radionuclides
described above. and their effects on the general population.

We concur with the AEC Staff's evaluation of
(-- ) 3. Af ter proper notification, no State agency has expressed an interest in conferring releases in gaseous effluents being excessive.

with the applicant (s) or commenting on the proposed project. Conformity with the principle, "as low as
precticable," has not yet been demonstrated by

>|
(-- ) 4 The proposed project is ( ) consistent ( ) inconsistent with.an appli:able the applicant to the mutual satisfaction of the

State Plan for Mississippi. Radiological Health Unit and AEC Staffs.
i

(x) 5. Although there is no applicable State Plas for Mississippi. the proposed projecti

.

appears to be ( x ) consistent ( ) irconsistent with present State goals and In reviewing the sections treating postu-
lated accidents or occurences, the AEC Staff

policies. has stated that probabilities of said accidents'

The attached letters from the Radiological Health Unit of the State Board by the applicant in their Environmental Report
COMMENTS

of Health and the Case and Fish Commission along with the summary of all sutstitted as part of their original application

State egency reviews by the Board of Water Commissioners are made a part for construction permit was apparently coeplete
and acceptable to the AEC Staff.of this CLEARINCBOUSE action.

This notice constitutes FINAL STATE CLEARINGHOUSE REVIEW AND CGe(ENT. The
requirements of L S. Of fice of Management and Budget Circular No. A-95 have
been met at the State level.

. - s m -=m f*C

;
. . . YDj f*l i 4 T~[3 )f

, ''
o $ j

// IQ .)
cc: Southwest Miss. P & DD Lw_ rub J'

<

.
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i Game and Fish Commissioni
, . STATE OF MISSISStPP3

Mr. Edward A. May, Jr. June 13,1973 * * * ' * ' * * * * * P. O. DOX 453 . PeeOseE 35a 7333 . JACMSO4 kmssessappt 3eans '
Office of the Governor eie s oo.u=. we

af Q-usam == ==us. - uan ====; p,ge u ,

, t- -
, , , , , , , , , , , , , .,,, , , , , , .

e 'ihroughout the Draf t the expertise of the . ' *.awa== =one
( AEC Staff is demonstrated. This expertise "g,*,",,*"

-
**

is resultant from several years of operating e v., -_,'

experience with EWR's. June 7, 1973 mu' *'***
-

, vom .. cem e
! Again, thank you for the opportunity given this Unit to review ,,

and comment on this Draft Statement.
,

3 Sincerely,

fNA
.i Eddie S. Fuente
1 Supervisor Missiselppi Board of linter r== + ssioners -

Radiological Health unit 416 Earth State street
Jackson. Mississippi 39201

ESF/rmp
} .

Attentions Mr. James I. Palmer. Jr.
i

centlemen:

4

z We have reviewed the draf t of the Enviro ====eal statement prepared
by AEC on the Crand Culf nuclear station Units 1 and 2 to be conducted

=!- by Mississippi Power and Light Company.
1

; We feel that the environmental impact on fish and wildlife has been;

.. covered in an adequate =aaaar.1

i
Uhen additional date, is collected ard progrese made toward in-- .

stallation we would like to have the opportunity to make a revies of
j

the findings.
t
i

Yory truly yours,

f
Avery W
Director o Conservation

Y.

AEm1

I

. __. .-., ,.--= -
^ ~

j e .2 S . . 3 $t-

! [lh'LJ 2Tu'd
,

4

I

.
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Mr. Richard Cleveland
** *

| sOARD OF WATER ComssioHERs
.. ...a .uva v.uar -b

<

acasou, emssssmet sem
-.-n=

1 from the Applicant concerning the 150' acres,
Jime 14.1973 on which is located the bulk of the old Grand Gulf

2

town site, adjacent to the plant site. Incorporation i
i

iof the 150 acres into the present Grand Gulf Military
|State Park would significantly enhanc: the park.

Mr. Richard Cleveland j

Atomic Energy Comission 2. The Radiol 6dcal Health Unit of the IIoard i

! 7920 Norfolk Avenue of Health in agreement with the AEC. contends that
'

I

Bethesda Maryland 20014 data submitted by the Applicant relative to gaseous
effluents, particularly radionuclides, do not adequately

Subject: Atomic Energy Consilssion indicate "as low as practicable levels.* The Applicant

Draft Environmental Statement should re-evaluate these data accordingly.
Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2

3. The Board of Water Consmissioners notes dis-
Dear Mr. Cieveland: crepancies between the environmental statement and'

earlier MP&L environmental report relative to design
The above referenced AEC Environmental Statement specifications for the intake cribs. These discrepancies*

has been ri-viewed by apprcpriate agencies of the State of should be explained or clarified. Also, remarks concerning
Mississippi. The sumary statement embodied herein is based ground water hydmlogy should be expanded to more adequately
upon the attached letten of transmittal from individual address seasonal migration periods.
review participants,

The agencies of the State of Mississippi appreciate the
We contend that the AEC Environmental Statement assistance readered and the spirit of cooperation displayed by the

adequately addresses and presents the various potential Atomic Energy Commission, the Mitre Corporation, and the Mississippi
environmectal impacts that could or may be realized if the Power and Light Company in the preparation and review of the environ-
proposed ntclear station is installed. Such an installation mental statement. We shall endeavor to participate in an expeditious
will doubtless have immense effects upon the physical, human, and manner in all future phases of the Grand Gulf project, and we are

,

! cultural resources in and amund the project area, and we feel prepared to submit additional coments whenever they are warranted or
1 that those responsible for preparing the environmental statement required.
j should be comended for the comprehensiveness reflected in the
;

document. Very truly yours.

We would, however, call your attention to the detailed MISSISSIPPI BOARD OF WATER COPetISSIONERS
| coments submitted by the Department of Archives and History,

Board of Health, and Board of Water Comissioners, to-wit: d'

1. The Department of Archives and History ack W. Pepper.
cites a need for a clear statement of intention Water Engineer* .,

JWP:m
I Attachments
a

4

Y 7 5 _

| bMSNM[bb NEhN
~

%
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.

50-417 DE"^""E"' " ^*c wes Amo cuarnov 50-417
! STATE OF MisStastPPl .
!

FEDERAL. STATE PROGRAMS eacusam miesesespeesenos
g,,,,,,4yyy,

.e.e w e u,t e.o. vans. cat
rrica er tes

to
Je . mes.ssiere noaos S at

g
June 7, 1973

-

g
e. a. m.orwo.s. uro. '~

-

? *
*

{
'' @* A

. y p May 8, 1973; ler. Richard Cleveland 7t"'--'

Atente Energy Commission y i YU
7920 Norfolk Avenua g j

a e
Rethseda, Maryland 20014 9 /

Dsar Mr. Cleveland:
i W. Daniel R. Wller,

Assistant Director for'

Forwarded for your information are the State agency comuments Enviraimental Projectsnow ready for review of the Environmental Impact Statement for the Grand Directorate at Licensing
, Ostf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2. We are having some difficulty in thital States Atmic Energyi completing this summary due to the came and Fiah Commission and the Ommission

Radislogical naalth Division of the Board of Health both requiring more Itashingtm, D.C. 20545extensive review.
Dear Mr. Miller:,

i Ue are making every effort to complete this and have promise
; et summary reports by June 15. Please give me your comments on this At the request of Dr. R. A. Wisunnre, Director, Mississippi Department ofi schedule.

Archives and History, I a forterding you this department's crummants regard-
I ] ing the Draft Environmental Statenent by the Directorate of Licensing, UnitedSiacer y,
,

-

States Atomic Energy Cannission, on thTeronmental Considerations Related
to the Proposai Construction of tee Fani G.di Miclear Station Units 1 and 2.

y Ti~nEnd to confine my rmarks tFsection 7.T which deals with historic arx1
. a archaeological sites and natural landmarks.

i Edward A. May, Jr. N
'

Assistant to the Coordinator
! As you no doubt know, Mississippi Ibwer ani Light Campany contracted with this

Enclosures department to perfona a u.-p J.c.sive survey of the archaeological ani historic*

sites in Claiborne County, Mississippi. Archaeologists fraa this burut
located eighty-nine (89) archaeological sites in the county. Of these, me
(Mangte Mound, 22-O.584) has been sulmitted by the Natchez Trace Parkway,

,

National Park Service, tor inclusim in The National Register of Historic Places.
In addition to Mangua Mound there are fiTe (5) other archaeolEical sites in
the county which are not, in the judgement of this department, expendable
archaeologically. They are:

Winisor Castle kunds, 22-Cb-508;
Catledge Site, 22-Cb-5.53;
Bayou Pierre Site, 22-G-534;

3
' Centers Creek Site, 22-Cb-537;

John Nelson Site, 22-Cb-542.

The locations of these sites, for obvious reasons, is not being made p2blic,
but they are available to you on written request.- It is the intention of,

this departnert to naminate all of these sites to lhe National Register of'

Historic Places in the near future. I plan to wri E tnese zvminations p W-
smally.

I-212
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Ch wm. .u.e .e ._. s !

o !
# # # #

%j~.df
- * "Mr. Daniel R. Muller

. et . . < - = =

( g'I%2 g ,

-- 2cA *:i8May 8, 1973 --

r c a;5 s 7;a y c c M M gg g3 o g gfr Y
s. *

-
U,Y.b.u.One site not mentioned above is also worthy of National Register status but 4a 8'' see nostar c. Ltc stos. . JAcxson. mss. suoi e 354.7iz4

will not be naminated. Unfortunately, the Smithiteld Si7te, 6536, is . .

onesd by "pottamters" who intend to destroy the site in the near future. W 7 11* 1773Also, as is mentioned in section 2.3, the Grand m1f Mcund, due to the tact
that it has Gready been excavated by archaeologists fra this department, ygge. 9g,o
is now archaeologically expendable.

'

It is theretore the judgment of this department that there are only six (6)
Amoun archaeological sites in Claiborne County worthy of protectim. teone
of these are located on the Grand W1f POclear Station property. h possi-
bility that they might be damaged by power line ccustruction is, due to their
locrtions, remote. M P a L has the locations of these sites, and has pledged #"e#""** I*

I*I""* ##*
Dir ctor of Resource Planning

to avoid dwsage to them at all costs. Board of Water Oc=11saioners
k16 I: orth State StreetTlaars are ramerms historic sites in Cleiborne County, several of which are Jackson, Mississippi 39201included in 'Ihe National Register of Historic Places. M P 4 L is aware of the

locr.tions of~~these sites, ani is mTa 2ng an ettort to avoid conflict with them. Dear W. Palme-Only one National Register property presents a problem. The Grand GLilf Mill.
tary State Park is located innediately north of tne Grand GLalf teclear Station This is in reply to your correspondence dated April 27, 1973
pauperty. M P 4 L has already adjusted proposed power line routes south and requesting that we review and submit coments on the Atmic
west of the park to this department's satisfaction. h only remaining prob. Energy Coc: mission Draft Envirorr: ental Statement for the Grand
laa regarding the Grand Qnif Park is a parcel of land (approximately 150 acres) Gulf truelear Station.directly west of the park which is presently owned by M P 4 L. It is the
desire of this department that M P 4 L transfer this property to the state We have reviewed the statenent and a a:ajority of our reecamenda-
so that it can be incorporated into the Grani wlf Military State Park. In tions have been incorporated.addition to giving the park frontage on the Mississippi River, this actim
will insure that the tulk of the old Grank Gulf townsite, located on the 150 . The Mississippi Forestry Commission does not oppose the construe-acres in gnestion, will be preserved for future investigations in the field of tion and operation of the nuclear station.historic archaeology. The Mississippi 1.egislature has expressed the same desire,
and it has appropriated funds for purchasing the property in question. MP5L If additional information is needed, please contact us.officials have assured me repeatedly that they do not need this particular tract
of land and that they intend to transfer the property as suggested above. This Sincerely,department does not cmsider this transaction to be optional, and we have no [doubt that M P 4 L will cooperate in this matter.

'

/

.

If you ahve any questions about any or these sites or about the position of the , ly T Cadd aeMississippi Department of Archives and History regarding them, feel free to State torester
cr.11 on me at any time.

BTc:kbSincerely yours,

WN
Jees H. Storu
As11stant Administrator
Divisim of Historic Sites and Archaeology

JH5:jcs
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Mr. James 1. Palmer,

9 Director of Resource Planning
?

Mississippi Coard of Water Cornissioners
416 fiortii State Street

,

4 Mr. James I. Polmer, Jr. Jackson. Hississippi 39201
Director of Resource Planning

Dear fir. Palmer:Mississippi Board of Water Commissioners,

1 416 North State Street SUBJECT: Atomic Energy Comission Draft Environmental StatesEnt.Jackson, Mississippi 39201<

Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units I and 2
,

Door Mr. Palmer: After a review of the Draft Environ.sental Statement. this officej has no coments in addition to those r:ade concerning its preliminary
This agency has reviewed the Atomic Energy Comenission Draft review of the Miss. Pouer & Light CaTa9y Environmental Report.

) Environmental Statement, Grand GjuNuclear Station Units 3 and 2._ Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this review ofi We believe that all relevant geological factors have been considered
the Draft Envirort' ental Statement.-

1 and that none will adversely offect the plant. The sectien concerning
i spoology is on adequare sumere y of the information presented in the Sincerely.
| Environmental Report (Construction Permit Stage), Grand Gulf Nuclear

Sverion Units I and 2. There is, however, o typographicoGor in thei [ f,/__sm _s4
fourth line from thebttom of page 2-9, where "Byram" was incorrectly
spelled "Byrom .

, Director
)
1 Sincerely, ELB/J:W/jrh

MI55tS5tPPI GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

i

: ~ ~ , -
G togist

,

|

; ME/ns
i
i

i
i
%

i
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E-18 i

f*b 59955g'P'ri

James I. Palmer, Jr.
6/1/73

SCARD OF WATER ConanatsstOMERs -2-

ses monte svava svnest
JACKnoN, MI5mSSim 3931

sswass
was determined from groundwater levels measured in
late summer. At higher river stages, sost probably,

June 1.1973 a lesser slope is present. Thus, the migration time
will be increased with a decrease in slope with the

pemeability unchanged. Therefore, seasonal varia-
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDim tions of groundwater mvement need consideration.

Respectfully submitted.
TO: James 1. Palmer. Jr.

MISSISSIFPI BOARD OF WATER COPNISSIONERS
SUBJECT: Atomic Energy Commission Draft Environmental

Statement. Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units 1 N d by (f m ..
and 2

Phillip Jones.
Water Resources Engineer

I have reviewed the above referenced environmental draft
and find that it, for the most part, adequately evaluates the environ- PJ:mmmental conditions involved. Specific connents which are changes froe
the original report prepared by MP&L are stamarized as follows:

1. P. 2-38 paragraph 3. first sentence.

| Wolfe and Mossy Lakes are north of the site, not south.

|
2. P. 3-11. paragraph 3.

The unobstructed area of the metal gratings protecting the
intake cribs is given as 650 sq. ft. This figure was not
given as such in the MP&L report. There are approximately
105 sq. ft. of unobstructed area per side by my calculations.
(12 ft. x 10 ft. side opening obstructed by 3/8" flat bars
with 3" spacings.) It would be helpful to state the number
of sides having gratings on each crib so that the total
intake area can be verified. Thus, for a known flow rate
the velocity can be calculated, if needed.

3. P. 2-20 and 2-21. Levels and Movements.

Achnittedly, further considerations concerning groundwater
movements should be made. However, the slope AEC refers to

5w,og-f4=a' m @'t*
*

, .
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTAIET E. RTARY OF COSRASERCE# wm o.c. 20230

50-416 -2-
50-417

June 7, 1973
We suggest that the river flow and flood characteristics be
re-evaluated as a result of the Spring of 1973 record flows.-

gf*[ l '5 Thank you for giving us an opportunity to provide thesek kQ h comunents, which we hope will be of assistance to you. We
4 WN121973= g would appreciate receiving a copy of the final statement.Mr. Daniel R. Muller

Assistant Director for 81,g% Sincerely,
-

Environmental Projects non.,, S
U.S. Atomic Energy Consnission ""8""* '

Washington, D. C. 20545 #
y

Dear Mr. Muller: idney R. aller
Deputy Assistant Secretary

The draft environmental impact statement for 'trand Culf " * *

Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2," which accompanied your
letter of April 23, 1973, has been received by the Department
of Comunerce for review and consnent.

The statement has been reviewed and the following comunents
are offered for your consideration.

With regard to the section on the Radiological Monitoring
Program, Table 6-6, "Sununary of Preoperational Radiological

| h>nitoring Program," should contain more detailed information.

| Specifically, aquatic plants, benthic organisms, and birds
associated with Gin and Hamilton Lakes should be included.

We question the use of standard meteorological assumptions
concerning the calculation of radiological doses from postu-

! lated accidents. In the case of Grand Gulf it appears that
'

the " accident meteorology," as deduced from six months of
on-site data, may be a factor of from 3 to 5 times more
severe than the AEC standard meteorology as described in
the so-called " proposed amendment to Appendix D of 10 CFR
Part 50 issued December 1, 1971". Thus, for example, item
3.2 in table 7-2 may be increased to a factor greater than
1.0 meaning that 10 CFR Part 20 limits would be exceeded.at

| the site boundary. We believe that the " accident meteorology"
asstanptions and their basis should be specifically stated so
that there is no doubt as to the probability of -occurrence of
the calculated relative concentrations.

l
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E ' gh.My b.' w _ D.C. 20s35
- Mr. Daniel R. Muller

! .

--
. ,g ses e :p

. me,ssssa The Mississippi Power & Light Company is one of five operatinge ses
M 888 electric utility subsidiaries of Middle South Utilities, Incorporated

OtSU), a registered public utility holding company. The Applicant
serves 44 counties in western Mississippi with electric service. The

M11 M parent company, MSU, through its five subsidiary utility companies.
- i t Dirac or Arkansas-Missouri Power Company, Arkansas Power & Light company,

Enviremental Projects JO416 Louisiana Power & Light Company, New Orleans Public Service Incorporated,a

i Directorate of Licensing
1 and Mississippi Power & Light Company serves parts of the states of

**I"***"1"
#8] Arkansas, Imuisiana, Mississippi, and Missouri.

The HSU system operates as an integrated system and provides
Dear Mr. Muller: coordinated planning and operation of generation and transmission

facilities for the five operating companies. MSU is a member of theThis is in response to your letter dated April 23, 1973, requesting'

Southwest Power Pool CoordineW/m Council, a regional organizationcoments on the AEC Draft Environmental Statement related to the proposed which coordinates the planning and operation of its members' bulk powerissuance of a construction permit to the Mississippi Power & Light Company supply facilities. The power pooling arrangement within the MSU system;
' for the Crand Gulf Nuclear Station thits 1 and 2 (Docket Mos. 50-416 and permits the construction of larger generating units with economies of

50-417). The 1,290-megawatt Crand Gulf Unit 1 is scheduled for commercial scale than would be practical for an independent system and provides,

,

service in January 1980 and the identical Unit 2 is scheduled for service economies in reduced capacity reserves without loss of reliability,
4 in January 1961. since the member MSU systems share capacity reserves. The MSU reserve

margin criterion is 16 percent of the annual peak load.
ew sion's Bureau of PowerThese comments by the Federal Power s

,

staff are directed to the need for the capacity of the Crand Gulf The draft statement's tabulations and discussion of the projectednuclear station Units 1 and 2 on the Mississippi Power 4. Light Campany C*Pacity resources, loads, and reserve margins on the Applicant's and(hereinafter referred to as the Applicant) system and related power MSU systems reflect the need for the capacity of the Crand Gulf units.
supply matters, in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Although the 1981 reserve margin for the Applicant's system is projected'

Act of 1%9 and the April 23, 1971 Guidelines of the Council on to be 54 percent of the peak load, the sharing of capacity reserves
Environmental Quality. provided by the MSU system pooling arrangements results in a projected,

reserve margin for the combined MSU systems of 16 percent of peak load,In preparation of these e-nts, the Bureau of Power staff has the desired MSU system reserve. Review of the Souchwest Power Poolconsidered the AEC Draft Environmental Statement; the Applicant's Coordination Council Report under Docket R-362 dated April 1, 1973,
Environmental Report and Amendments thereto; related reports made in indiC*t** planned new capacity additions for the MSU system of 11,113,

response to the ewssion's Statement of Policy on Baltability and megawatts by January 1982, confirning the generating sdditions contained
Adequacy of Electric Service (Docket No.1-362); and the staf f's in Table 8.5, page 8-12, of the draf t statement. It was noted that four

1 analysis of these documents together with related information from coal-fired 700-megawatt units are planned for initial commercial
other FPC reports. The staf f generally bases its evaluatica of the Operation in the 1978-1981 period. After 1975, all large generating'

wed for a specific bulk power facility upon long-term considerations units are to be coal or nuclear-fueled units; however, some 2,068
a. wett as upon the load-supply strustica for the peak load period megawatts of planned capacity are listed as " undecided" in the mattersimmediately following the availability of the new facility. It should of locations and boiler fuels. The availability and cost of fuels
be noted that the useful lives of the Crand Culf units are expected to have become a major concem in current utility senem planning. As
be 30 years or more. During that period the units will make a indicated in the draft statement, these new units e schedule.d to
significant contribution to the reliability and adequacy of the electric provide a reserve margin on the MSU system of 16 pacent of the projected
power supply in the Applicant's service area. annual peak loads.

.
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[ 'T DEPARTMENT CF AGRICULTURE /f ,,

3 r ; amcg o, v e sacarvaar ef ,,,
g- wasmmoros o. c.ao2so Q ,%cf k

str. Daniel L Muller # der F.* A -

tg Wg ;%() j
1

6 g% i
h discussions of transmission lines and alternatives to the (M. ',_4 AAnuclear Crand Gulf units are adequate as they appear in the draft % M ^

atatement. Juh is 197: b50-416 oh Bureau of Power staff considers that the capacity of the 50-417
crand culf thics 1 and 2 is needed to meet the projected loads and gg g_ ggjp

provide adequate reserve margins for system reliability. Assistant Director for
Environmental Projects

'''7 **"I7 7 "*** Directorate of Licensino
Atomic Energy Comission
Washington, D.C. 20545

~
Dear Mr. Muller:

-

Chief. Bureau of Power We have had the draft environmental statement for Mississippi
Power and Light Company's Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Units I
and 2, reviewed in the relevant agencies of the Department
of Agriculture. Coments from Forest Service and Soil
Conservation Service, both agencies of the Department, are
enclosed.

ncerely. .,

pf, ei f
FRED H. TSCHIRLEY 'Acting Coordinator
Environmental Quality Activities

2 Enclosures

|
|

|
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t3DetTED STaTEe DEPamTheENv OF AtatCULTune
FOREST SERvtCE

Wa Alngton. DC 20250

Forest Service Comments
meer ren 1940 Environmental Statements

7
Re: Draft Environmental Statement - Grand Gulf Nuclear Statement,

Draft Environmental Statement - Grand Gulf Nuclear gg , ,i s ,gppi power & Light Co.
Statement. Mississippi Power & Light Co.

i
-

i

ser David II. Askegaard, Director On page 3-11, the discussion on cooling water discharge is begun.
Ofoce of Program Development k Analysis No mention is made of exploring the possible uses of this heated
REA wate r.

On page 8-28 -Irreversible and Irretreivable Commitment of
Our comments on the subject draft environmental statement Resources are discussed. About 80 tons of uranium -235 are

predicted to be consumed over the 30-year life term for the
are attached in duplicate. station. The offsite and secondary impacts of the project should

also be evaluated to put the project in proper context. We are
aware that considerable quantities of energy are needed to mill,e
reone .nd .nrie .ra.i_ -235 fr_ the ore. m pag. 9-m.,,,,4 % the estimated annual consumption of coal needed to supply the same
electrical energy output as the nuclear fuel. These four million
tons per year for 30 years (total 120 million tons of coal) would

Enclosures supply about the same electricity as 80 tons of U-235 over the
30 years. Our question then is. approximately how much (coal)
energy is necessary to produce the 80 tone of U-235?

,
On page 9-19. Table 9-Z, gives an account of construction and
operating costs for the proposed nuclear unit. Similar data are
gliren for the equivalent coal fired unit. If our above question on
coal equivalent of U-235 is ar.swerable, perhaps the author would
consider including an " energy budget ** account for comparing the
nuclear unit with the equivalent coal-fired unit. Then the readers
could compare the alternatives on this other standard.

We feel the above questions and suggestions merit serious con-
sideration. Especially in light of our increasing national concern
over energy sources and consumption it seems these data are
pertinent to the subject environmental impact statement.

,

!
.
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E-28 E-29

UNITED STATES DEPAR MENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOfL CONSERVATION SERVICE

P. O. Box 610, Jackson, Mississippi 39205
Soil Conser ation Service, USM

Coments on Draft Envirwaental Statement Prepared by
Directorate of Licensing

United States Atomic Energy Comission
For the Crand Gulf MJclear Station thits 1 and 2Jme 8,1973

(Mississippi Power and Light Company)
;1ssued: April 1973 !

Mr. David H. Askegaard, Director
Office of Program Analysis 1. h five items required in Section 102(2)(C) of PL 91-190 are itemized
Rurtl Electrification A&ninistration in the Foreword, pages vii and viii. Item (i) is discussed in Section 4
U. S. Department of Agriculture ' but also continues to some extent in Sections 5, 6, and 7. Item (ii)
Rcan 4310 South Building is discussed in Section 8.3, item (iii) in Section 9, item (iv) in
Washington, D. C. 20250 Section 8 A , and item (v) in Section 8.5. We contend the arrangement

5of the statement could be improved by more specifically following the '

[
Demr Mr. Askegaard: items as required. Also, the Section titles are misleading in that they

are not worded as stated in the five items of PL-91-190.
We have reviewed the draft environmental statement issued April 1973 2. The suitability and limitations of the land have been discussed in variousprepsred by the U. S. Atomic Energy Comission on the Grand Qalf
Nuclear Station (Mississippi Fower and Light Company), which was sections of the report and specifically on page 2-10. Some of the alter-
raferred to the Soil Conservaticut Service for review and mment. native site locations considered may have been more suitable from this

standpoint but we must agree that other considerations outweigh the
h statement in its entirety is most compnhensive in nature and of
necessity includes many items beyond the concern and expertise of 3. h water resources dernstream fmn the site will admittedly be adverselythe Soil Conservation Service; therefore, we have confined our coments
to those in which we have direct responsibility for reviewing envirm- affected by sediment during construction. This is discussed on page 4-4
mentr.1 statements of this type. Specific ccreents are attached. Provisions for prevention of emsion and entrapnent of sediment are also

discussed on this same page. We sutxnit, however, that this discussion
We appreciate the opportunity for review and cxrnent on this draft needs expansion and could be improved by being more specific about the
st:tement. types of measures to be installed during construction in this regani.

h Appitcant may want to consider requesting specific technical assistance
Cordially yours, from the Soil Conservation Service to determine needed sediment contml

measures and this could be stated in this section of the statement.
-

(tG t-/ 4. & statement could be inproved by more specifically stating on pages
U. L. Heard 4-4, 5-1, 8-21, and 10-19 the provisions for establishing proper land

| State Conservationist treatment measures to ensure that enduring soil and water conservation
practices will be installed and properly maintained.

' Attachments
5. It is stated on page 4-6, first paragraph, that "Ihe Applicant would|

cc: w/ attachment attempt to minimize the drainage from spoil sites and to further shape
K. E. Grant, S G , Washington, D. C. the filled land to natural drainage patterns." We feel that this sentence
U. L. Vaught, SCS, Ft. Worth, Tex. could be made stronger and again this may be an area in which the Applicant
J. U. Adair, SG, Ft Worth, Tex. may want to consider requesting assistance from the Soil Cor.servation Service.

6. It is stated on pages 4-12 and 4-13 that the rights-of-way for the trans-
mission lines will be disturbed and will cause erosion and Cisplacement
of wildlife. It is further st;.ted these areas will be landscaped and
seeded. h Applicant historically has worked very closely with local
Soil and Water Conservation Districts and the Soil Conservation Service
in proper treatment and maintenance of transmission line rights-of-way.
It is expected this will also be the case for these proposed rights-of-way.

I-220
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
VICM59UnG DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS'

-2- 50-416
417. - . -

~~~

7. The proper disposition, stockpiling, and protection of topsoil involved IM OD-MP. 7 hoe 1973in site construction (5 million cubic yards) is discussed in several
sections of the report. We are pleased to note that the 80 percent of
this topsoil to be removed will be pmperly placed in three on-site ,

m ,g
-

disposal areas and additionally properly treated for erosion control M' D**i*l E *11** '-
-

by planting of vegetation. Assistant Director for Environmental Projects - u
'

Di'**'*'*** *i Li**"'i"8 _1 * h
Z

8. We could find no place in the statement that might reflect the effect A c Energy salon .
of the proposed action on present or planned Soil Conservation Service p

.or other USDA projects.

b #< i
Dear Mr. m 11er: 4

This office has reviewed the draf t envirorrnental statement for the
Mississippi Power and Light Company's proposed Crand Gulf Nuclear
Station transmitted to us by your letter of 23 April 1973.

#After thorough consideration of aspects of this statement which are
directly related to our operations and responsibilities, this is to '
advise you that subparagraphs 2 and 3 of paragraph 1.2 cf Chapter
1 abould be revised and combined to reso as follows:

2. U. S. Army Corps of Engineers - Construction and
Dredging Permit in connection with installation of water
intake and discharge ports in the Mississippi River and
construction of the survey boat basin. Section 10 (33

U.S.C. 403) of the River and Harbor Act of 3 March 1899
and Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of 1972 (33 U.s.C. 1344).

These two paragraphs have been combined because a single permit
issued under Section 10 (33 U.S.C. 403) of the River and Harbor

( Act of 3 March 1899 and Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments of 1972 (33 U.S.C. 1344) will cover both
dredging and construction activities if they are directly re-
lated to each other. Also, the reference to Section 13 (33
U.S.C. 407) has been deleted because it has no bearing on wach
activities which are permitted under Section 10 and Sectica 404

Should you have any questions concerning our coaments, we will
be pleased to assist in any way possible.

Sicerelyyurs,O?,

./- Tl
j fl bAMES I SPENCER
3 Major, CE -

| pputyDistrictEngineer

I-221
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G^=
United States Department of the Interior

p __ .

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 4 2g
WASHINGTON, DE 20240

Geology

In reply refer to: j kpS The brief description of the geology and seismology is
[bU2k p not adequate for an independent assessment of these

PEP ER-73/581 JLBI 2 1 W 3 -

4N p elements relevant to constructing and operating the3
y Grand Gulf Nuclear Station. However, it is indicated

%

50 416 ,Sa b >.. on page 2-10 that AEC recognizes that the foundation
characteristics of the surface material are poor and

417 that seismic activity at the site is under evaluation
Dear Mr. Muller: by the staff and will be covered in the Safety Analysis

Report.
This is in response to your letter of April 23, 1973,
requesting our comments on the Atomic Energy Commission,s As a re.sult of prev.iously established procedures, the
draft statement, dated April 1973, on environmental Ge logical Survey is, presently evaluating aspects cf
considerations for the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, the geology, foundation conditions.,and seismology as
Units 1 and 2. Claiborne County, Mississippi. presented in the applicant s Preliminary Safety Analysis

Report to the AEC. This review is conducted in terms
Our comments are presented according to the fomat of of the AEC " Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for
the statement or according to specific subjects. Nuclear Power Plante (10 CFR 100, preposed Appendix A).

The Geological Survey,s completed evaluation will be
Summary and Conclusions transmitted to AEC for inclusion in the public record

as part of the licensing procedure for granting a
The conditions to the issuance of a construction permit construction permit.
as presented on pages iv and v appear to provide the

. .

needed additional protection for the fish and wildlife Solid Radioactive System
of the area.

We believe that the environmental statement should
Historic and Archeological Sites and Natural Landmarks provide more specific information about the wastes

including discussions of the radionuclides that will
The Mississippi Department of Archives and Histo (the be present, their physical-chemical states, and their

estimated concentrations.Office of the State Historic Preservation Office was
involved in archeological and historical studies of the
site. We suggest that the final statement contain a Since environmental statements have not been prepared on
copy of the State Historic Preservation Officer's radioactive burial sites, it is appropriate to discuss
comments and indicate whether or not any of the sites the long-term environmental impacts of the Grand Gulf ,

! identified will be or have been nominated for inclusion Nuclear Station's radioactive wastes on the burial facility.
l in the National Register of Historic Sites. If so, the It is suggested that the statement specify the waste-

procedures of compliance with Section 106 of the National disposal site and discuss the Federal and State licensing
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 will apply to the provisions, criteria, and, responsibilities for the site
nominated sites. In regard to: (1) determination of the hydrogeologic

suitability of the site to isolate the Grand Gulf wastes
from the biosphere for specific periods of time;
(2) current and continuing surveillance and monitoring
at the site; and (3) any remedial or regulatory actions
that might be necessary throughout a specific period
of time in which the wastes will be hazardous.

!
' I-22Z
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4
3

Radiological Monitoring Program
Trenemission Facilities

There is no evidence in this draft environmental statement
The proposed right-of-way for a 500 kV transmission line that a sampling scheme which would effectively guarantee
from the station to the Franklin Switching Station will detection of wastes coming from the plant has been
cross the Natchez Trace Parkway. According to the established. Table 6-6 is much too general and is oriented
statement, consideration was given to minimizing the toward pre-operational monitoring only. -It is indicated
impacts that the proposed routes will have on the on Page 6-21 that a detailed operational monitoring plan

- esthetics of U.S. Highway No. 61 and the Natchez Trace will be presented at the operating permit stage.. We
Parkway. However, appropriate coordination with the suggest,that the pre-operational and post-operational
Superintendent of the Parkway or the Southeast Regional monitoring programs be finalized and coordinated with
Office of the National Park Service in the choice of a each other at the earliest date to insure maximum
crossing site was not reflected. We suggest that the reliability.
opplicant be advised to contact the Superintendent of the
Natchez Trace Parkway, Rural Route 5. NT-143. Tupelo, One of our major concerns with the monitoring program as
Mississippi 38801; telephone number 842-1572, 1573, or discussed in the applicant's environmental report and in
1587 for the National Park Service's input in the the environmental statement is assumption that the plant's
selection of a crossing site. The negotiation of the liquid radioactive wastes will be completely and quickly
contract requires a special use permit and an assessment mixed with the waters of the Mississippi River. This
of the impact of the transmission line crossing on the assumption is contrary to past experience. It appears
parkway. that only cursory treatment has been given to the dispersion

and dilution capabilities of the River.
Effect on Land Use

Environmental Impact of Postulated Accidents
Several references are made in the statement that the
applicant is considering developing multiple use of the This section contains an adequate evaluation of impacts.

site in cooperation with local and State groups. These resulting from plant accidents through Class 8 for airborne
plans include providing land to allow river access through emissions. However, the environmental effects of releases -
Grand Gulf Military State Park and development of a to water is lacking. Many of these postulated accidents
visitor's center at the plant. Also, the applicant is listed in Tables 7-1 and 7-2 could result in releases to'

considering developing educational facilities as well as the Mississippi River and should be evaluated. *

wildlife management projects to take advantage of the
biological diversity of the area. In view of these We also think that Class 9 accidents resulting in both air
intentions, we suggest that AEC urge the applicant to and water releases should be described and the impacts on
davslop land use plans including recreation in the earlier human life and the remaining environment discussed as long
stagas of the station's planning. We also suggest that as there is any possibility of occurrence. The conseque'nces
the final environmental statement discuss the operation of an accident of this severity could have far-reaching
cnd maintenance of recreation and other facilities. effects on land and in the Mississippi River which could

*
persist for centuries.

Thsmal

This plant will use cooling towers with make-up water
trJts:n from the Mississippi River and blowdown discharged
into the River. The resulting heat load is of little
consequence. We suggest that the last sentence, fifth ,

paragraph on page 5-7 be modified to indicate that the heat
will be dissipated by dilution to insignificant quanti-
ties within a few hundred feet.
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#%, 50-416O 5 50-417h UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
e WASHINGTON. O C. 20460

5 .. - m

/. , e'
.

N-N
N N2 4 JUL 573

Alternative Power Sources
N![. ,, . '

,

.I / , :}The second paragraph on page 9-15 should be corrected -f

,
-

, , , . ' " -

pounds per million BTU. Also, the first paragraph on Mr. L. Manning Muntzing D J(ff,MI973n
i

to indicate that the emission standard for SO2 is 1.2
,

page 9-16 should indicate that the costs of construction Director of Regulation A ' 7
are given in Table 9-2. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission k. f '/

'

Washington, D. C. 20545 ^ .-

The comparison between the nuclear and fossil plants should ' '.:.Mj/'*

indicate that fossil-fueled plants have a substantially Dear Mr. Muntzing:
'

higher thermal efficiency and thus less waste heat than
nuclear-fueled plants. Also, we do not think that a The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the
more stable level of costs is available for nuclear fuel. draft environmental statement for the Grand Gulf Nuclear

Station, Units 1 and 2, and our detailed comments are
. . small concentrations of enclosed.We suggest eliminating ".

carbon monoxide." Modern fcssil-fueled central stations
do not emit measurable amounts of carbon monoxide. The gaseous radwaste system proposed for Grand Gulf will

not be capable of reducing the r 31e gas discharges to
We hope these comments will be helpful in the preparation levels that are "as low as prac.icable." The design changes
of the final environmental statement. which will be required to reduce the discharges should be

discussed in the final statement.
ince ly yo s,

/ We recognize that the assumptions used to calculate some

1)
A

| J of the potential child thyroid doses due to radioiodine are

|4 g conservative. Nevertheless, the applicant should develop an
environmental surveillance program.which will periodically

Deputy Assistant Secrega y of the nterior datermine the location of the critical pathways and
!. corporate a program of sampling and sample analyses withi

Mr. Daniel R. Muller Q oufficient sensitivity to assure that the real doses are
Assistant Director for within the existing guidelines.
Environmental Projects

Directorate of Licensing The final stetement should include a discussion of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission applicant's proposed emergency response plan and an
Washington, D. C. 205 tt5 evaluation by the AEC of the plan's adequacy. Although it

is somewhat premature to expect details on such a plan at
this time, general information will provide commenting

; ,
agencies with the opportunity to contribute to the plan in
its formative stages.

EPA anticipates that Gram Gulf will be able to operate
in compliance with the prend Mississippi water quality
standards and will not ha w t.n adverse impact on the aquatic
environment.

5705
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M1J j3f]#In light of our review of this draft statement and in 5

Occordance with EPA procedure, we have classified the ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY l .
#project as ER (Environmental Reservations) and rated the i' . /

draf t statement as " Category 2" (Insufficient Information). Washington, D.C. 20460 '

' ;"I}J Q
wa would be pleased to discuss our classification or '/;"s M e-

'JULY 1973 eu 5c<=nants with you or members of your staff.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT COMMENTSSincerely,

Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2y g g
TABLE OF CONTENTS' Sheldon Meyers

Director
Office of Federal Activities PAGE
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INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUST~NS
RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the
Radioactive Waste Manacement

draft environmental statement for the Grand Gulf Nuclear
The liquid radwaste treatment system proposed for the

Station, Units 1 and 2, prepared by the U.S. Atomic Energy
. .

I
Grand Gulf Nuclear Station is adequately sized and

Commission (AEC) and issued on April 23, 1973. Following are
incorporates the best available technology. If used in

our major conclusions:
accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR Part 50, the

1. The gaseous radwaste system proposed for the Grand
radioactive effluents associated with the liquid wastes should

Gulf Station cannot achieve noble gas effluent levels that
, ,,

can be considered "as low as practicable." Modifications
staff assumed that 50% of the low purity wastes will not be.

to the system design are necessary to achieve the
treated by evaporation because "... the Applicant indicated

reduction of these gaseous effluents.
the evaporator may be used only if 10 CFR Part 20 limits night

2. The applicant should develop an environmental
otherwise be exceeded." This intent appears to be

surveillance procram for radioiodine which will
inconsistent with the provisions of 10 CFR Port 50, by which

periodically determine the location of the critical
.

pathways and which will have a sensitivity sufficient to
equipment to reduce the effluent level to "as low as

document compliance with existing dose criteria.
HMh" Mh mwe&E6hwW

3. The final statement should include a discussion of the
assumed practice relative to the intent of 10 CFR Part 50, and

,

adequacy of the applicant's developmental plan for an
to insure that the-actual discharges of radioactivity will be

emergency response program. Thisr type of program is
"as low as practicable."

extremely important in the event of a reactor or
ehNWhd hahh&&& hwe

transportation accident.
to determine the practicability of providing for additional

4. The EPA expects that the construction and operation of
_

,

this facility, as proposed, will not result in a
(i.e., clean steam for valves smaller than 24" in diameter),

significant adverse impact upon the aquatic environment
as proposed by the AEC. It is noteworthy that the iodine

and that the proposed discharge will meet the present
control technology described in the draft statement (including

federally approved water quality standards.
clean steam for gland seals and large steam line valves and

charcoal adsorbers for the turbine builuing), is the most

1-226
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expected to result in doses exceeding the Appendix I
The basiscomplete that has been reviewed by the EPA to date.

for the AEC decision to require yet additional control systems

should be presented in the final statement. "as low as practicable" levels.

In previous environmental statements the AEC has

emphasized the importance of providing redundant critical

components for the reactor off-gas system, e.g., redundant

recombiners. In addition, if such components were not ,

supplied, the AEC assumed 10 days per year per unit without
the use of the off-gas' system. For the Grand Gulf plant, Appendix I for any location on the boundary of the site and

however, no indication has been provided as to equipment four times that considered by the AEC to be "as low as

redundancy. We recommend, therefore, that the final statement

provide details of the sizing of the off-gas system (s) and the , ,

If suchredundancy included for' critical system components.

redundancy is not to be included, the AEC should revise their

dose calculations, as appropriate, and discuss the bases for

the lack of need for such redundancy. use of " state-of-the-art" technology, as re wmmended by the

Based on the AEC assumptions, the noble gas discharges

will be excessive since the calculated whole body doses will
and sinceexceed the guidelines in the proposed' Appendix I,

the release of Xe-133 can be prac ticably reduced to much AEC to exceed the guidelines of the proposed Appendix I by a

;
smaller levels. Possibly, the most important parameter in

these dose evaluations is the assumed delay times for krypton
It is notedand xenon in the zero temperature charcoal beds.

that the AEC and the applicant differ appreciably on the

applicable values the bases for either of the assumed values the existence of a milk cow at the site boundary. Because of

have not been presented. The final statement should provide the potential for the utilization of Iand for pasturage and
i these details. Furthermore, if the noble gas discharges are

I
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veg2 table gardens nearer the site boundary, the applicant Environmental Effects of Transportation of Fuel and Waste froni '
|

should develop an environmental surveillance program which Nuclear Power Reactors. EPA commented on the proposed

will (1) periodically determine the location of the critical .rulemaking by a letter to the AEC, dated March 22, 1973, and

pathways and (2) incorporate a program of sampling and sample by an appearance at the public hearing on April 2, 1973.

cnalyses with sufficient sensitivity to indicate that the real Until such time as a generic rule is established, the EPA

doses are within the existing guidelines. is continuing to asse+s the adequacy of the quantitative

EPA expects that the results from a current and from estimates of environmental radiation impact resulting from

planned joint EPA-AEC and industry cooperative field studies transportation of radioactive materials provided in

in the environs of operating nuclear power facilities will environmental statements. The estimates provided for this

greatly increase knowledge of the processes and mechanisms station are deemed adequate based on currently available

involved in the exposure.of man to radiation produced through information.

the use of nuclear power. In addition, we believe that the

ov2rall cumulative assumptions utilized to estimate various

human doses are conservative. As more information is

developed, the models used to estimate human exposures will be
I

modified to reflect the best data and most realistic

situations possible. Based on the results of the cooperative

studies, it is possible that the scope and extent of present

environmental monitoring programs and requirements for costly

lodine control equipment may be relaxed.

Transportation

EPA, in its earlier reviews of the environmental impact of

trtnsportation of radioactive material, agreed with the AEC'

that many aspects of this pr6blem could best be treated on a

genaris: basis. The generic appgoach has reached the point;

whsre on February 5, 1973, the AEC published for comment in
!

the Federal Register a ruiemaking proposal concerning the
|
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mesctor Accidents depending on the outcome of the generic studies. In addition,

EPA has examined the AEC analysis of accidents and their the final statement should include an AEC comitment that this

potential risks which AEC has developed in the course of its- assessment will be made publicly available within a reasonable

engineering evaluation of reactor safety in the design of time period following completion of the generic studies'.

nuclear plants. Since these accidents are common to all Clearly, if the above efforts indicate that unwarranted risks

nuclear power plants of a given type, EPA concurs with the are being taken at the Grand Gulf Station we are confident

AEC's approach to evaluate the environmental risk for each that the AEC will assure appropriate corrective action.

accident class on a generic basis. The AEC has in the past Similarly, if EPA efforts related to the accident area uncover

and still continues to devote extensive efforts to assure any environmentally unacceptable conditions related to the

safety through plant design and accident analyses in the safety of the Grand Gulf Station, we will make our views

licensing process on a case-by-case basis. EPA, however, known.

favors the additional step now being undertaken by the AEC of In the event of a serious reactor or transportation

a thorough analysis on a more quantitative basis of the risk accident involving radioactive materials, the implementation
_

of potential accidents in all ranges. We continue to of a sound emergency response plan will be of paremount

encourage this effort and urge the AEC to press forward to its importance. Although it is premature to expect details of

timely completion and publication. EPA believes this will such a plan to be available at this preconstruction phase,'the

result in a better understanding of the possible risks to the final statement should include an outline of the components of

snvironment. the applicant's proposed emergency plan and a discussion by

In order to provide a fuller understanding of the the AEC of its adequacy. This will provide other agencies

direction of these efforts, it is requested that the final which have responsibility in this area with an opportunity to

statement (either directly or by publicly available reference) comment on the applicant's plan in its early fomative stages.

provide information on the nature, expected schedule, and
level of effort of those generic studies which are expected to
lead to a basis for a subsequent assessment by the AEC

concerning the risk from all potential accidents classes in
the Grand Gulf Station. It is recognized that this subsequent

assessment may be either generic or specific in nature

I-229
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wop-RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS 1. Treatment of laundry and similar waste streams,

Thermal and Biological Effects containing organics, ammonia and other nitrogen
The Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2 will compounds, by secondary biological and/or equivalent

employ a closed-cycle cooling system with heat dissipation P ysical/ chemical treatment;h

accomplished by two wet, natural-draft cooling towers. This '

2. Treatment of all nonradioactive chemical wastes in a-
Cystem will prevent all but a small portion of the station's closed-cycle system with ultimate in-plant reuse of

waoto heat from reaching the Mississippi River. Make-up treatment water. (Should it be concluded that such a

wetor for the station will be drawn from and discharged to system will not be incorporated at this time, it is
-

the Mississippi River. recommended that the design flexibility bs retained,

Cith regard to the water quality standards for the in the event requirements for such a waste treatment
|

MiCDissippi River applicable to the Grand Gulf station, it scheme are promulgated under P.L. 92-500.); |
{

should be noted that the thermal requirements cited in the 3. Provision for make-up to the service water system from

4 toft statement have been changed. This occurred as a the cooling water system, rather than the proposed
reJult of reviews of such standards provided for in the withdrawal of 1892.5 liters / minute (500 gpm) of

Federal Water Pollution Control Act Armendments of 1972 Mississippi River water.

(FWPCA, P.L. 92-500). We anticipate, however, that the cooling water intake velocity will be 0.91 meters /second

Grcnd Gulf station will be able to operate in compliance (3.0 fps) through the intake cribs and "... within each crib

with present revised Mississippi water quality standards, would be greater than 0.5 fps only in a very limited space."

which require that discharges not exceed 2.8'C (5'F) We concur with the AEC (page v) that an estimate should be
over

ambient nor raise receiving water temperature above 32.2'C provided of the "... upper limit on the intake velocity.within

(90 F), after allowance for a mixing zone. the intake crib and the water volume affected by intake

The Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2 are scheduled to go on line velocities greater than 0.5 fps." The final statement should

in 1980 and 1981, respectively. Therefore, in accordance provide such estimates and a reore quantitative assessment of-

with Section 301 of P.L. 92 500, the station's effluent will the impact on aquatic biota. Further, additional details on,
2

require application of "best practicable control technology and justification of, the proposed intake system should be

currently available". In this regard, it is recommended presented in light of Section 316(b), P.L. 92-500 which

that the applicant evaluate, in the final statements requires that "... the location, design, construction, and

I-230
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capacity of cooling water intake structures reflect the best
*

technology available for minimizing adverse environmental
statement did not present sufficient information to

impact."
*

The final statement should fully assess the alternatives

cvailable for reducing impacts on fish and other aquatic

biota. For example, the entrainment and impingement rate
* * '

depends in part on the design of the intake structure at/ the

make-up water requirements of the closed-cycle cooling system.
~ ' '

Should entrainment be a problem, reducing the amount of make-
were addressed in the final statement.

up water needed by operating the cooling system at higher
'

concentration factors (i.e., higher than 3 as proposed in the
* *"** * * ** * '

draft statement) should be considered. In addition, reans

should be explored tn protect, and return to the river, fish
' '

.
from direct radiation exposure should be included in Table

and other viable organisms trapped in the intake system.
5-5.

2. Figure 3-7 should be clarified to detail apportionment

of component capacities between the two units. For

example, it is not clear whether each unit will include a

35 gpm cepacity evaporator (total 70 gpm as indicated) or

if the total evaporator capacity -is 140 gpm.

3. The site boundary distance, exclusion areas, and the

low-population zone should be detailed in the final

statenent.

4. The final statement should provide the details of'the

meteorological data used by the AEC to calculate the

atmospheric dispersion factors used in the dose assessment

I-231
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8. The applicant should make a cost / benefit evaluation of~
section of the draft statement. Sufficient details should

* * ^ * * * * * "*
be included so that an independent assessment may be made.

* "* "9* *
5. On page 3-25, the draft statement indicates that a

evaluation should be summarized in the final statement
steam leakege rate of 1350 pounds per hour is assumed.

' ' "
However, in Table 3.3 the turbine building 1sak rate is

given as 500 pounds per hour. The draft statement.
'

* *E** ***

furthermore estimates the release of noble gases from the
'

turbine building to be 2,400 C1/yr (page 3-25), but in

'*+' * "** * * ** ""
Table 3-5 the same source is listed to be 1,000 C1/yr.

" * *** ** *
These inconsistencies should be clarified in the final

The final statement should specify any assumption, used by
statement, and the basis for the assumed leakage rate

tpe AEC in evaluating the consequences of various
should be given.

accidents, which is not given in the Annex or which is
6. It is not apparent, from the discussion in the u, raft

* * ""99'" * '" * "***
statement (page 3-23), if the condensate used for steam

10. Discussions of construction techniques possible for
generation for the main turbine gland seals is taken

trol of erosion and siltation due to plant and
before or after demineralization nor is there information

ansm ss ne ns m M n appear acceptable. We
regarding the source of clean steam for the steam lines

c r with the AEC that such techniques should be
valves. The final statement should indicate the source of

incorporated to assure that adverse effects on on-site
sealing steam to both systems.

s 8 an Peds and W Mssissipp Rher are minMzed.
7. The draft statement does not clearly indicate if there

In addition, we recommend that specific details of
is one reactor off-gas system per unit, or one for both

' " " 9*units, nor are the design air in-leakage rates provided.
iP pelines and structures in the Mississippi River be

(Table 3-3 indicates 40 scfm air in-leakage per unit while

Provided in the final statement.
page 3-23 indicates a total flow of 40 scfm for the off-

' "
gas system. This should be clarified in the final

underway by the applicant to return debris collected on
statement.

the incake screens to the Mississippi River via the

1

|
|
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MISSISSIPPI POWER & LIGHT COMPANYdischarge conduit. In our opinion, with the exception of yep ing asiid Atississippip

! viable aquatic organisms. matter collected on the screens ' ' '

!
...... .....se. June 4. 1973

i should not be returned to the river, but disposed of by "

Reedspery Me Cy,
sanitary landfill or other acceptable methods. The final

@# k
g

U. 5. Atomic Energy Commission2

statement should indicare the results or status of these venhtsston. D. C. 20545 Y
4 investigations. 4 @. .t.ation: Deputy Director for Reactor Projects 6-

g .***** Directorate of Licensing ; g.g,

i * . *
SUBJECT: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station'

e* F E Units 1 and 2 %
- b, ,1. Project 9645 4 #*

.
j I ' .S ***

- Docket No.'s 5 N h /417 o> @D< ** Pile 0272/L-S !L457.

j '. & r - ate Regard ua. Draft gavirocm. s1

8's@ 4=' V
1 Statement

M t ABot-37
.
'

centlemen:
1

'

Mississippi Power & Light Company has reviewed the Atomic Energy
j Commission's Draft Environmental Statement on the wavironmental ecesidera-

tions related to the proposed construction of the Grand Gulf Nuclear
Station. Mississippi Power 4. Light Company (the Applicant) respectfully
subnits the following conneihts regarding the conditions pursuant to issuance
of a construction permit, as outlined in the Draf t Environmental Statement.

; Strusary and Conclusions. Item 7 (page iv):
9

i ltem 7a. The Applicant will update the monitoring prc, gram and
4

will submit it for review, as requested.

} Item 7b. The Applicant will submit. as requested. programs for
2 appropriate environmental control methods during
j construction of the plant and transmission lines.

$ Item 7c. The Applicant is prepa-ing a revised analysis of
} groundwater movement and migration times.
s

Item 7d. The Applicant is preparing an estimate of intake water
s velocity within the intake crib and the water voltane
j affectes by selocities greater than 0.5 fps.
1
* Item 7e. A barge landing facility will be required, at some future

date, to acconnodate delivery of the reactor vessels and
; other heavy, equipment to the site; however, because the )
1 design of this facility is not scheduled to commence for
i some time, the Applicant la of the opinion that an assess-
j ment of its environmental impact should be deferred until
4 the engineering investigations and preliminary design are
i completed.
l.

I I-233
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; mesessires rowan er uour ecucAm

: MISSISSIPPI POWER & LIGHT COMPANY '

lielping Build Mississippi
j W. g. Atomic energy Commission -2- June 4, 1973 P. O. BO X 164 0. J AC K S O N. MIS SIS SIPP 39205
! Agot-37

... y su ma , g, g
ca

i Item 7f. The Applicant is continuing studies which will provide g"

$ a basis for evaluating the potential for entrainment p
j and impingement of biota in the intake structures.

Item 73 The Applicant is in agreement with the design objective Mr. George W. Enighton, Chief
j as stated. Environmental Projects Branch No. 1 /
! Directorate of Licensing -

g
I Item 7h. The Applicant is in agreement with 'the station design tinited States Atomic Energy Commission - $ s

objective as stated. Washington, D. C. 20545 % g.

I
''

,

} 1rea 71. The Applicant plans to continue the onsite meteorological SURJECT: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station /g

,

program, in pursuit of the stated objective. File 0272/L957
j Response to AEC Comments Draft
j Tours very truly, Environmental Statement

AECM-41

MISSISSIPPI POWER & LIGRT COtPANY
Dear Mr4 Enighton:i

1
. .

This letter is written in response to your letters and attachmentsi
[,b thereto of May 22, June 11. June 12. June 13 and June 14, 1973 all in regard rj By a r

N. L. stampley f to consnents which you have received on the Draf t Environmental Statement fori

j Tice President / the Grand Culf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2. Three signed copies and

j forty additional copies are provided. We are responding in the following
' JPM:sh paragraphs arranged by dates of your letters and with specific reference to

ces Mr. Troy B. Conner, Jr.
j Mr. Robert C. Travis A. AEC letter of May 22, 1973
I
j 1. Letter, dated May 12, 1973, from Donald F. I. Finn, Otairman,

Environmental & Energy Systems Inc.
a

t

i Commenti Mr. Finn has petitioned for leave to intervene in the

; adjudicatory proceeding pending before the Atomic Safety and
' Licensing Board in this matter on the theory that the Applicant

j has failed to properly conrider geothennat alternatives. For

j this reason, we do not' feel it would be appropriate to cos:wnt
- on the matters contained in his letter except to mention tnat

j the Applicant has obtained information on geothermal resources

5
in the Western Mississippi area from the Mississippi Geological

| Economic & Topical Survey; Mississippi State tiniversity and
j the U. S. Department of laterior, Geological Sarvey. All
i

i
*

!

|

}
i
i

Member Middle South Utilities Svstem
,

i
i.
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MISSISSIPPI POWER O LJIHT ComePANY.

MISSISSIPPI POWE2 & LIGHT COBOPANY
Mr. George W. Knighton -2- ABO 641
Joe 19, 1973 ter. George W. Knighton -3- AEOt 41

June 19, 1973
9

j of the above mentioned sources support the statamment that
; there are no proven geothermal sites in Mississippi. Geo- were taken from the mound by a private individual prior to our

thermal research in Mississippi is very tentative in nature acquisition of the site. If we are successful in doing so,' and the state of the investigatio=2 is such that there are these will also be displayed as an important part of Mississippi's
i simply not adequate data available for further consideration history.

of this alternative at this time.
$ The National Register status of the sites referred to above
j 2. Letter, dated May 11, 1973, from Advisory Council on Historic is set forth in the May 8,1973 letter of comument from the

Preservation. State of Mississippi Department of Archives and History.,

-

f'mt: 3. Letter dated May 8,1973 fmm State of Mississippi. Department
t of Archives and History.
; he Callender House is being preserved in its present state

and access to it has been barricaded to discourage vandalism. - t-

{ his house is in a very poor state of repair and it appears to
; have no historic significance except that it is very old. It As indicated, transmission lines serving Crand Gulf Nuclear
i is well outside of the area that would be affected by the Station are being located so as to avoid damage to the six (6)

construction of the plant. known archaeological sites in Claiborne County. Se Department4

of Archives and History has provided us with the coordinates

he bulk of the site of the old town of Crand Gulf lies * " " * "* " * *

within the boundary of the property that we plan to transfer e PonMW d due hs Mng uced u MM h
to the Grand Gulf Military Monument Cossaission. It is our unauthorized persons,a

j information that part of the town was lost through the erosion
of the banks of the river and the remainder of the town was With respect to the transfer of land to the Grand Culf

completely destroyed by Union forces, under General Grant, Military Monument Comunission, the Applicant has agre=d to make
,

in the War Between the States. Se only visible portions of such a transfer and this will be consummated in the near future.
; the old consuunity are contained in the town cemetery which is

part of the Crand Gulf Military Monument Consnission. After B* AEC letter of June 11, 1973

transfer of the land to the Conunission, there will be no part,

of the old toma site within the Applicant's property boundaries. 1* Letter dated June 5,1973, from Department of Transportation,,

Me Mississippi Department of Archives and History may be able United States Coast Guarii.!

] to provide the Mvisory Council on Historic Preservation with
| additional information on the old town and other areas of Comment- We will submit the requested notification to the FAA

historical significance. of proposed 500 KV transmission line construction in the vicinity
of the Vicksburg Municipal Airport as the required construction

he Mississippi Department of Archives and History has com- ** * * *

j plately excavated the Marksville Period Indian Mound, na
4 sound has been enclosed in a steel fence to discourage vandalism. Consideration will be given to the Federal Railroad Main-

Excavatier. has been completed and the spoil will be re-shaped 1stration's conunents on electromagnetic noise possibilities.4

i to the approximate figuration of the original mound. We
i believe that is will serve as an added tourist attraction to the C. AEC letter of June 12. E

area.

), 1. I.etter, dated June 7,1973 from State of Mississippi Federal
We have also discussed with the Mississippi Department of * E

j Archives and History the possibility of displaying at a nearby
7 location the artifacts taken from the mound.

We are seeking to recover several valuable artifacts which ** '** ^ * * * " * " *

1

,
k
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i MISSISStPPt POWER & LIGHT cot 4PANY
:

; ur. caerg. W. shighton -4- Aacw 41 P MISSISSIPPI POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
' Jee* 19e 1913

Helping Build Mississippi

P. O. BOX 1640. J ACKSON. MISSISSIPPI 39205
',

Department of Archives and History letter of May 8,1973. y,g,9, g,73_ y,,,,,

.

Board of Water Commmissioners letter of June 1,1973. I

|
b.

Me description of the location of Wolfe and Mossy Lakes
will be corrected. Further details on the intake crib 50-416 19t h4 he

; velocity profiles will be provided prior to issuance '417 ktiidh ?of the Final Environmental 1spect Statement. Further q.,
Y g'

evaluation of ground water studies is being undertaken.
~"

Mr. George W. Knighton, Qtief u assa tuost
D. AEC letter of June 13, 1973 88"'uniaEnvironmental Projects Branch No. 1

Directorate of Licensing t& s,s suas
1. Imtter dated June 7,1973 from the Office of the Assistant'

U. S. Atomic Energy Comunission p

j Secretary of Commerce.
washington, D. C, 20545 k*

ret: SUILTECT: Grand Oulf Nuclear Station,

thrite 1 and 2
? he Applicant will discuss the various points raised with the File 0272/L-957

AgC at the appropriate time and doctanent as required in revisions Response to AEC Cosmaents Draft
to the Safety Analysis Report and Environmental Report. We,

Envirorusental Statement
. believe that we have followed applicable AEC guidance as to the AEOt-52i

j realistic assessment of notential accidents. Conservative
assumptioes including "maident meteorology" were used in PSAR

'; Section 13, while realistic assow tions enre used in the Dear Mr. Knighton:

Environmental Report. This letter is written in response to your letter of June 26, 1973.
j

in regard to casements you have received on the Draf t Environmental Statement
E. AEC letter of June 14, 1973 for the Grand Osif Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2. Three signed copies and

forty additional copies are provided. We are responding in the following
1. Letter dated June 11, 1973, from Chief Bureau of Power, Federal paragraphs with specific reference to the various attachments thereto:

,

+ Power e - ission,

A. Letter dated June 15, 1973, from the State clearingbouse for
j r-t: Tederal Progress, Office of the Governor, Jackson, Mississippi.
] with the following enclosures:

De Applicat generally agrees with cosaments contained in the
| Federal Power Cousaission's letter. 1. Letter dated June 13, 1973, fross Mississippi State Board of

Realth:
Sincerely,

r-a t: Please rcfer to Item 7h in our letter to the U. S.

~/
Atomic Energy cr==.ission dated June 4,1973, concerning the

i . . Draft Environmental Statement.
N. L. Stasplay

y

l Vice President 2. Letter dated June 7,1973, frein the Game and Fish Cossaission,
4 State of Mississippit

]
ELg/1s

tc: Mr. Jack Colden (3 copies) r-at: We will make available e the Game and Fis'n e - ission
Mr. Troy B. Conner, Jr. all data and resultant analyses derived freus our on-site environ-
Mr. Robert C. Travis mental monitoring program.

Member Middle South Utilities Syste n
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I
MisstsSIPPI POWER & LJGHT COMPANY

Mr. Ce rge W. Knighton -3- July 9, 1973
Mr. George W. KniChton -2- July 9, 1973

U. S. At mic Energy C a mission N52
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission AECM-52

3. latter dated June 14, 1973, from Board of Water Commissionvre, Report are provided to further demonstrate the minimal
State of Mississippi: envi-tal impact of er plat. Mixing in the ri m

is not relied upon to help meet any radioactive waste
Coment: Please refer to Item 7c in oor letter to the U. S* water concentration standards.
Atomic Energy Comission dated June 4,1973, concerning the
Draf t Enviromental Statement. Sg,c,,,3

7B. Letter dated June 19,1973, from 1%1ted States Department of
[. IAgriculture forwarding us the following:

1. Letter dated June 7, 1973, from U.S.D.A. Forestry Service: f*
Comment: The equivalent of %soximately 4.4 percent of *5e elec- gg,
trical energy produced by r. nuclear plant of this type required
to produce the nuclear fu s1 for such a plant. This inc .es cc: Mr. Jack Colden
energy required for minir s, milling, conversion, enrichut' Mr. Robert C. Travis
fabrication, transpor::ation and reprocessing. (Source: Mr. Troy B. Conner, Jr.
Enviromnental Survey of the Nuclear Phel Cycle. U. S. Atomic

Energy Commission, November,1972.)

2. Letter dated June 8, 1973, from U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation
Service:

Coment: The applicant intends to consult with the Soil
Conservation Service to determine settlement and erosion
control measures appropriate for the Grand Culf Nuclear
Station site.

C. Letter dated June 21, 9173, from Ibited States Department of Interior:

1. As we state in the Environmental Report, we will apply to
the National Park Service for permit to cross the Natchez
Trace Parkway, and work out details for Ge req 2 ired pe*mit.

2. With the exception of the land to be transferred to the Grand
Gulf Military Park, further recreational developments cannot
be formuisted until details of the managed game preserve are
finalized. Any such recreational development plans azzat be
compatible with the game preserve.

3. The liquid rMioactive wastes discharged from the Crand Gulf
Nuclear Station will meet all applicable requirements on con-
centration and total quantity before dilutios in the Mississippi
River. Mention of the effects nf mixing in our Environmental

i
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Secretary of the Ceemsteetoe ' k' U
W. S. Ateele Energy Commoissies c. to: Proposed Creed Culf hetear Power Station,10ashingtse D. C. 20545 N Claiborne County. Misetssippt
Bner Sirs AEC Docket No. 50-416 & 50-417

Madam Chatrpe.non and Coettement
Fleese be informed that I propose to seek to obtata leave to intervene

We f*batt the fellowtag cosamente la response to da e%ft environmentalta AEC Portrt pos. 30416 and 50-417 and be heard with respect to the teemance impact stat ment prepared in respect of the proposed e**.atruction of The Creed
Colf Nucles:

of a constructiae permit for the Creed Ontf Nuclear Statttom. Datte i and 2 Station Unita 1 and 2 in Claiborne County. Misetseippit

ia Clatrborne Cowaty. Missisatypi. The Directorate of Licensing in prepartag thte EIS has fatted to1.

comply with Seetton 102 (2) (C) of the National Eavironmental Policy Act of
1969. 42 U.S.C.A. Section 4332 (2) (C), and the Rulee of the Atomic EnergyI request that you taform me of the proceQsrea for intervention ang Cossaisoto% Appendix D. Section A (11) of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, 37 F.R.15143

of the current rules of the Commission reguisting those proced6res and of the July 28,14f t, which expressly require an ladopendest assessment and conalderation
of geotherwr1 wwer as an available alternative to the use of the proposedt
nuclear reeedere,

eppertanity to petition therefer.
4 cost-behefit analyeia has been made in reePeet of geothermal

Tory truly years. power altattsdyte whi4:h are available for reducing and avoiding adverse
**'I'*******I* ***"**I'* technical and other disadvantages of the proposed
facility.g tt.itftb 4 *%e Directorate of Liceastag's complete detatted 'enalysis' of_ g%

Dame 14 F.I. Fina geothermal Liternettves coastete of one sentence "There are se known potential
g .,,, geothermal sites in the MSU (Middle South Utilities System) service area." No

authority is given for this concluetoe nor la any evidence of any kind of fered
la support thereof which would indicate that there has been an " independent

t U.S. I seek to intervene individus11y and as Meneging Director of the assessment" as required by law and the Consatseion's own rules.
No reference is made to any study made by MSU which could possiblyowpport such a bald coactuaton.Goethessel Energy Institute.
The Directorate's record is failing to make auch independent

eseesements of geothermal alternatives speaks for itself la thte regard. It has
coastetently failed to make auch assemenents as we have heretofore pointed outla AEC Docket No. 50-313 (proposed Arkansas h etear Power Reactor ' station. Lake
Dardanelle. Ahansas). No assessment was made in AEC Docket No. 50-368 (ArkanassNuclear one. Unit 2) for exemple and in Docket No. 50-344 (Trojaa E clear Power
Plant. Columbia County. Oregon) the Directorate concluded that the potsatial ta
one of the we,rld's most promistag geothermal areas to "not assessable"!

We conclude therefore that the EIS is tainted by apparent preconceptionsand dispositions which result in the promotion of nucteer power and in an
tambility to make se e.ablased essessment of competitive alternative power eeurces.

2. There are several geothernet energy attes within the N50 service area

I-238
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MEMORANDUM " ^ " " " " " ' " ^ " " ^ * " ^ "
OFrtCE OF THE SECRETARY

ENVIRONMENTAL & ENERGY SYSTEM,INC.

m . Daniel m. ruller om JUL 2 3 1973
Assistant Director for ~~

,[b b k gthte are generally known within the geotherast industry and bF governmentag Environmental Projects 50-261
authorities. Certainly these areas must be independently esseseed as required atomic Energy Ccasaission 412 n. N

y!'11 f Rt(, .,, y,(,cy 1*w.

3. In 6ddition, there are significent potecnial geothermal ettee within the Frond Acting (2tief Q e/[J
-

57g ,geopries ared mones of the Culf Coast. Republican Research Conomittee Bu11etta Of fice of Environmental Af fairs %(Beese Republican Conference) No. 92-0721 dated Jule 31, 1972 states
4(. .' e** N.-

sus scr; AEC Draf t Environmental Impact Statements 6*' Extending frors Texas through Imutetena, hiseisstept. A abamat
end into Florida this geological phenomets contains heated ^

',

gwater, under a ton or more of pressure. A typical geopressured
Please find attached oor coeuents on the following draft Q~[,well at depths of about 10.000 to 15.000 feet could yield
Environmental Impact Statements:

water at 400 degrees F. with pressures up to 4.000 lbeleg ta,
flowing anywhere from 3 to S millione gallons per day." 1. B. B. Robinson Guclear Steam-Electric Plant Unit 2

of the Carolina Power and Light Coganythe United States Ceological Survey has investigeted geopressured welle
is $outhern Mississippi and reported on one well which has e potential of 2. Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 2 by the
57 engewstte of power from the single hole. Cleveland Electric 111aminating Company.

Dr. S. Kaufman of the Shell Development Conpany reported on August 17r Duquesne 1.ight Company. Ohio Edison Company.1971 thatt Pennsylvania Power Company. Toledo Edison Company" Abnormally high fluid pressures are found in wide areas
worldwide. The belt in the northern Culf of Neuteo Basie 3. The Grand Gulf Huclear Station Units 1 and 2a
extende free the Rio Grande to the Mississippi sound, a Mississippi Power and Light Company
distance of ebout 750 intles underlying the coastal region.
for about 50-75 miles and eurending offshore possibly an 4. R. E. Cinna Nuclear Power Pla t Unit No.1
equal er greater distance. Tbs geopressured mones are not Rochester Ces and $1ectric Corporation4

, continuous over the region but exist te lenses, blocks and

g partioned volumes, a result of the particular eequence of I apologire for the delay and hope that they will still be of
causative processes." use to you.

It hee been reported that " geopressured reservoir fluide coely contain
13 to p standard cublic feet of natural gas per barrel of fluid. These
disco 1ved hydrocarbon gases would be a vaineble by-product of fluid production."
Cetthermet Energy. University of Alaeks.p. 16 (1972). Other reports state that
ey to 50 standard cub 11e feet of methane per barrel of water are not uncommon. Cr 1

4. The Atomie Energy Conseission has long claimed to have vast technical end Attachmenta
Eclentific copsblities. If this be so, the assessment of geothermal altenatives
by the Coesisaton's staf f and contract laboratories seems incongruous to these
claimed abilittee. We conclude that the internel mechanisms established by the
Commiseien to evaluate and essess siternatives to nuclear power are defective
aind that this review is better placed in hando other than the Commuission and its
Wg %.ts .

V;ry truly yours.

O ODYYw
Donald F.I. Finn
Chairvosa

dfafsee
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MEMORANDUM " " " " * " "S = =
FUaWC HEALTH sZaVICa gp g

roco ano nauc ADMDMraATKNE 2

Mr. Paul Crowell DATr- IWtr 17 W3 2. Amendment No I to the Environmental Report MississimiTo :
Acting Director Power and Light Canpany
Office of Envirmeiental Affairs

50-416 Page 3.6-8
417

ne last paragraph of this page states, "In all such cases.FaoM Assistant Director,for Special Projects o[ ]lbBureau of Radiological Health e e sure et a
discharge fr m the station is safely below the specified
limits."suwner: Coments on Draft Envirmmental Statement - Crand (hlf Nuclear Station,

thits 1 and 2
This statment neecs further clarificatim as to whether
this refers to specified limits in Agpendix B of 10 CFRhe above documents were transmitted to the Bureau of Radiological Health Part 20 or to the numerical guides for limiting corkiitiersfor review m April 20, 1973, by Dr. Kenneth Taylor. h is draft environ. for operatam of light-water-cooled nuclear peer reactorsmental impact statement has been reviewed within the Bai cnly with regard to keep radioactivity in effluents "as low as practicable"to those consideratims within the programatic responsibilities of the
as proposed for the new Appendix I of 10 CFR 50, " Licensingkreau or tnose with regard to which the Bureau has mique technical of Productim and Utilization Facilities." Since the pro-empertise within the Agency or the Department. These incitzle radioactive Posed ntznerical guides are based m present light-water-discharges to the environment, other radiation exposures and doses to the cooled nuclear power reactor operating experience and stateenvironment, including human populatims, their health or other significance of technology, it seems logical that the design objectiveswithin the intent of the Natimal Envirmmental Policy Act. and technical specificatim requirements should be based
m Appendix I of 10 CFR 50.

On the basis of information cmtained in these docasents, it appears that cthis plant can be cmstructed and operated without undue inpact on the
health of the offsite population as a result of any envirersnental changes ./_ _ <O -

including exposure to the population frm radiatim. However, the follow-
ing canents are offered for consideration: Ernest C. Anderse

1. Draft Envirmmental Statement by the Directorate of Licensin2,
WAEC, cri the Envirmmental Considerations Related to the
Proposed Cmstmctim of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
Ihits 1 and ?

Page 5-29: ne seced paragraph of Sec. 5.4.7 states "the dose
from noble gases exceed 10 mrem at the site boundary (by a factor
as much as 2.5) and frtun iodine isotopes exceed 5 millirem to a
child's thyroid (by a factor as much as 10)." We agree that
these calculated doses are excessive, and that the applicant
should be required to take such actim as is needed to ensure
that iodine and noble gas releases and the resulting doses are
as low as practicable within the quantitative guidance as
provided in the proposed Appendix 1 of 10 CFR 50.

Ef {0 D-
E L 23 ;373 ,.

~'
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2. (Leeve blank)
TITLE AND SUBTITLE (Add Volume No., of approproate)4

Draft Environmental Statement Related to the
Operation of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, 1 HECIPIENT'S ACCESSION NO.

Units 1 and 2
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is the second assessment of the environmentaThe information in this statement
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